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TO: State Conservationists August 5, 1991
NTC Directors

Enclosed is one copy of Amendment 6 to the National Food
Security Act Manual. Amendment 6 is being sent to the
printer today, and we will make general distribution
directly to field offices as soon as we receive the printed
copies

.

EUGENE E. ANDREUCCETTI
Director, Conservation Planning Division
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NATIONAL FOOD SECURITY ACT MANUAL (NFSAM) , Second Edition
18 0-V-NFSAM, Amendment 6

SUBJECT: CPA - NATIONAL FOOD SECURITY ACT MANUAL (NFSAM)

Purpose . To transmit revised pages of the NFSAM.

Effective date . This amendment is effective when received.

Explanation of changes . To provide more detailed guidance on
1990 changes to the Food Security Act, status reviews, quality
control, and FSA plan content.

Vertical lines in the margins indicate where the policy stated in
the text is changed. Minor editorial and typographical changes
are not indicated by vertical lines.

Several pages are included as part of Amendment 6 that have no
policy changes. This was done to maintain the sequence of pages
and to make replacement of pages easier.

Policy revisions to the second edition of the NFSAM made bv
Amendment 6. May 1991;

Section 510.00 and 510.01: Added new programs in the 1990 Food,
Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act (FACTA).

Section 510.13 (b) : Added summary of requirements of FACTA.

Section 510.14: Lists new programs now sxibject to loss of
benefits.

Section 510.16: Adds Wetland Reserve Program.

Section 510.20: Adds new responsibilities of the Agricultural
Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) with regard to
tenant exemptions and good faith.

Section 510.21: Adds new responsibilities of the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) with regard to new wetland delineation
types, plan application and variances, abandonment, scope and
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effect determinations, restoration plans, handling violations,
SCS misinformation, coordination with Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) , haying and grazing plans, and information for tenant
exemptions.

Section 510.24: Coordination with Fish and Wildlife Service.

Section 510.35: Revised joint responsibilities of conservation
districts and USDA agencies involved in FSA implementation to
more effectively utilize conservation district resources.

Subpart E: Changed several statements to be consistent with Form
AD-1026.

Section 510.44(c)(1) and (2): Changed due dates of required
status review actions.

Section 510.44(c)(2): Changed to state that a person will not be
notified of the selection of his/her land for a status review
until an appointment is made for the status review. Added
requirements for status reviews on FmHA borrowers tracts.

Section 510.44(c)(3): Clarified requirements for status reviews
on ASCS and SCS employees tracts.

Section 510.44(c)(7): Added to require that status reviews be '^
completed by November 15 each year.

Section 510.44(d)(1): Changed to require that appointments for
status reviews be made not more than 3 days before the time that
SCS will conduct the status review.

Section 510.44(d)(2): Changed to require that technical
assistance not be provided during the course of a status review.

Section 510.44(d)(6): Changed to delete clause on ensuring that
the person understands the, plan. The expectation is that if the
plan narrative is clear and technically sound, there should be no
problem with the person understanding the plan.

Section 510.44 (d) (6) (i) (A) 1. and 2: Clarified statements on
application of planned and substitute practices.

Section 510.44 (d) (6) (i) (A) 4: Added a clause to specify planned
erosion reduction requirement for years beyond 1992.
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Section 510.44 (d) (6) (i) (A) 5: Added a clause regarding temporary
variances for unusual occurrences and requiring state
conservationist approval of this type of variance.

Section 510.44(d)(9) and (10): Clarified use of a letter to
inform persons of SCS status review determinations.

Section 510.44 (d) (13) : Clarified required actions when a
significant number of persons are foxind in violation during
status reviews.

Section 510.44(h): Revised to clarify report requirements and
require frequent monitoring of status review activity by state
conservationists

.

Section 510.45: Rewritten to clarify ASCS role in notifying new
operators of the existence of HEL and FSA plans, and
responsibilities of persons when changing tracts.

Section 510.48(f)& (2) & (3): Strengthens producer
responsibilities in informing USDA of planned actions.

Section 510.50: New instructions for filling out Form SCS-CPA-
026, June 1991.

Section 510.52: Revised to conform to new Form ASCS-569.

Section 510.53: Procedures for good faith exemptions.

Section 510.62: Retention of superseded AD-1026 and SCS-CPA-026
and appeal files.

Section 510.64: New progress reporting codes for FSA.

Section 510.70(a) and (b) : Rewritten to clarify state
conservationists' responsibility in quality control and state
quality control plan requirements.

Section 510.70(f): Rewritten to clarify the national compliance
control activity.

Section 510.70(j): Clarified reporting requirements.

Section 510.71(a)(2): Rewritten to include the use of Form ASCS-
569 on SCS observed cases of potential compliance deficiencies.
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Section 510.71(b): Revised to require that the state
conservationist turn over all cases of suspected SCS employee
fraud to the OIG investigation branch.

Section 510.72(d): Rewritten to clarify SCS action on reports on
items that are not an SCS responsibility.

Section 510.72(f): Rewritten to clarify filing and use of
reports of investigations resulting from information from
confidential sources.

Section 511.42: Rewritten to clarify erosion reduction
requirements for conservation systems.

Section 511.44 (b) (10) : Moved statement from former section
511.44(b) (13) into the statement signed by the producer to
emphasize that the FSA plan does not necessarily include all of
the fields on the tract.

Section 511.44 (d) (2) (iii) : Added a statement on obtaining crop
history information.

Section 511.49(c): Clarified requirements for revising FSA
plans.

Section 511.50(a), (b) , and (c) : Revised to reflect policy on
dealing with participants who did not have an approved plan by
January 1, 1990.

9SQP^ Wetland Conservation, has been rewritten entirely to
incorporate changes made by the Food, Agriculture, Conservation,
and Trade Act of 1990. Because of extensive changes, vertical
lines have been omitted.

Exhibit 516.01: Revised Form AD-1026, February 1991.

Exhibit 516.03(a): Revised Form SCS-CPA-026, June 1991.

Exhibit 516.15: A sample letter to a person who is determined to
be "not actively applying the approved conservation plan."

Exhibit 516.16: A sample letter to a person who is determined to
be "not using an approved conservation system.

"

Exhibit 516.17: A decision table for status reviews in 1991.
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Exhibit 516.18: Form ASCS-569.

Exhibit 516.19: Form AD-1069.

Exhibit 516.20: Information that must be submitted by the person
to assess a post-conversion minimal effects determination.

Exhibit 516.21: Delineation labels.

Exhibit 516.22: Standard easement.

Exhibit 516.23: Minimal Effect Determination key for short-term
conversions.

Exhibit 516.24: Wetland Restoration Evaluation Procedures for
minimal effects

Filing Instruct ions :

Remove pages:

Part 510
511-11 through 511-20
Part 512
516-i
516-1, 2

516-3, 4

Insert pages:

Part 510
511-11 through 511-19
Part 512
516-i
516-1, 2

516-3, 4

516-31 through 516-53

WILLIAM RICHARDS
Chief





PART 510 - GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

Subpart A - Purpose and Content

§510.00 Purpose.
§510.01 Content.

Subpart B - General Provisions

§510.10 Authorities.
§510.11 Applicability.
§510.12 Highly Erodible Land and Wetland Conservation provisions.
§510.13 Siinmary of the requirements of FSA and FACTA.
§510.14 Denial of program benefits.
§510.15 Conservation Reserve Program.
§510.16 Wetland Reserve Progrcim.
§510.17 Conservation easements.
§510.18 Tax Reform Act of 1986.

Subpart C - FSA Administration

§510.2 Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
(ASCS)

.

§510.21 Soil Conservation Service (SCS)

.

§510.22 Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)

.

§510.23 Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC)

.

§510.24 Extension Service (ES)

.

§510.25 Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

.

Subpart D - SCS/FSA Responsibilities bv Organizational Level

§510.30 National Office.
§510.31 State office.
§510.32 Area office.
§510.33 Field office.
§510.3 4 Conservation district.
§510.35 Joint responsibilities.

Subpart E - Detailed Procedures for Hiahlv Erodible Land fHEL^

and Wetland Conservation Provisions

§510.40 USDA program assistance.
§510.41 Technical determination priority.
§510.42 Technical assistance.

510-i
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Pairt 510 General Operating Procedures

§510.43 Approval of conservation plans.
§510.44 Status reviews of conservation compliance plans.
§510.45 Certification of actively applying an approved

conservation plan and/or using an approved conservation
system.

§510.46 Use of Form AD-1026.
§510.47 ASCS processing of the Form AD-1026.
§510.48 SCS servicing of requests for determinations.
§510.49 Form SCS-CPA-026.
§510.50 Instructions for completing Form SCS-CPA-026.
§510.51 Instructions for completing Form SCS-CPA-027.
§510.52 Instructions for SCS use of Form ASCS-569.
§510.53 Good Faith exemptions - HEL.

Subpart F - Files. Records, and Reports

§510.60 Files.
§510.61 Case file documentation.
§510.62 Records.
§510.63 Reports.
§510.64 Progress reporting for FSA.

.

§510.65 Incorrect conservation plans.
§510.66 Prohibitions.

Subpart G - Oualitv Control

§510.70 Quality control*
§510.71 Prevention of fraud, waste, and abuse.
§510.72 Responding to reports of possible violations or

incorrect determinations.
§510.73 Incorrect information.

Subpart H - Appeals

§510.80 Purpose.
§510.81 Determinations subject to reconsideration and appeal.
§510.82 Requirements for appeals.
§510.83 Role of line officers and staff in the appeals process.
§510.84 General procedures for appeals.
§510.85 Appeal process - Level I.
§510.86 Appeal process - Level II.
§510.87 Appeal process - Level III.
§510.88 Appeal process - Level IV.
§510.89 Processing appeals to the Chief.
§510.90 Administrative record.
§510.91 Appeal hearings and meetings.
§510.92 Appeal decisions.

510-ii
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Subpart A - Purpose and Content

PART 510 - GENERAL OPERATING PROCEDURES

SUBPART A - PURPOSE AND CONTENT

510.01(C)
510.00 Purpose.

(a) The purpose of this manual is to set forth the basic
operating policy and procedures used by the Soil Conservation Service
(SCS) in working with other agencies and conservation districts
involved in implementing the conservation provisions of the Food
Security Act (FSA) of 1985 as amended by the Food, Agriculture,
Conservation, and Trade Act (FACTA) of 1990, the related Department of
Agriculture (USDA) rules, and the Tax Reform Act of 1986.

(b) This manual is designed to serve as a ready reference and
training aid for SCS and conservation district personnel who have
specific responsibilities for the implementation of these provisions.

(c) Since this manual is based on the published rule in the
Federal Register, state supplements to this manual must be approved by
the Director of the Conservation Planning Division (CPD) before they
are issued. Bulletins, technical notes and criteria guidelines are to
be sent to CPD within 15 days after issuance.

(d) While the manual focuses primarily on SCS responsibilities,
it provides an overview of other agency roles to make SCS employees
aware of the coordination and cooperation required for practical
implementation.

510.01 Content.

The procedures contained herein relate to SCS implementation of:

(a) Highly erodible land conservation provisions.

(b) Wetland conservation provisions.

(c) Environmental Conservation Acreage Reserve Program (ECARP)

.

Procedures for the Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) are in the
National Manual for Assisting ASCS Cost-Sharing Programs (NMCSP)

,

Part 539.

510-1
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Part 510 - General Operating Procedures

510.01(d)

(d) Conservation easements relative to Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA) inventory properties and certain FmHA borrowers.

(e) Tax Reform Act of 1986 provisions.

(f

)

Wetland Reserve Program (WRP)

.

510-2
(180-V-NFSAM, Second Ed., Amend. 6, May 1991)



Subpart B - General Provisions

SUBPART B - GENERAL PROVISIONS

510-11(C)
510.10 Authorities.

(a) Legal authority for the policy and procedures contained
herein is Public Law 99-198 (16 U.S.C. 3801 et seq. , Titles 12 and
13), the Food Security Act of 1985 (FSA) , and Public Law 101-624,
Food, Agricultxore , Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (FACTA) . See
Section 518.01.

(b) USDA rules to implement the highly credible leind and wetland
conservation provisions of the law are in 7 CFR Part 12. The
Conservation Reserve Program regulations are in 7 CFR Part 704 and the
Conservation Easement regulations are in 7 CFR Parts 1951 and 1955.
See 518.02 through 518.08 of this manual.

(c) The information in this manual expands and further explains
the procedures USDA and SCS use to implement these rules. All SCS
personnel assigned responsibility under the highly erodible land and
wetland conservation provisions are to have a working Icnowledge of 7

CFR Part 12, including the interim rules published June 27, 1986, and
the final rules published September 17, 1987, February 11, 1988, and
April 23, 1991.

510.11 Applicability.

(a) The USDA rule, 7 CFR Part 12, applies to all Federal, state,

and local government, private, and Indian lands determined to be
highly erodible, wetland, or converted wetland in the 50 states, the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands of the United
States, American Saunoa, the Commonwealth of the Northezm Mariana
Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands.

(b) The rules and regulations apply to all persons who
participate in any of the USDA programs listed under Section 510.14.

"Person" means an individual, partnership, association, corporation,
cooperative, estate, trust, joint venture, joint operation, or other
business enterprise or other legal entity and, whenever applic2ible, a

State, a political subdivision of a State, or any agency thereof and
such person's affiliates as provided in 12.8 of the rule.

(c) All determinations, exemptions, conditions, and decisions
made regarding FSA remain with the land. If a person purchases land

on which determinations were made, and the prior owner did not appeal

such determinations, the new owner does not have appeal rights
regarding those decisions. However, in those cases where a field is

510-3
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Part 510 - General Operating Procedures

510.11(c) ^
subdivided between owners, each new field will require a new HEL
determination. A request for a conservation plan revision can be made
at any time. All wetland determinations that have not been certified
are appealable.

(d) In addition, a person who converts a wetland after November
28, 1990, will be ineligible for USDA program benefits. That person
would be ineligible for USDA program benefits on all land owned,
rented, or share cropped by him/her or affiliates. The person would
remain ineligible if the land is sold and not restored. The new owner
would become ineligible when planting an agricultural commodity on the
converted wetlcuid.

(e) Conservation easement provisions apply only to FmHA inventory
lands and certain FmHA borrower properties, and the Conservation
Reserve Program applies only to non-federal lands.

510.12 Highly Erodible Land and Wetland Conservation Provisions.

The objectives of the highly erodible land and wetland
conservation provisions are to:

(a) Remove certain incentives for persons bring highly erodible
land into production, or to convert wetland so as to make possible the '

production of agricultural commodities.

(b) Reduce soil loss due to wind and water erosion,

(c) Protect the Nation's long term capeUaility to produce food and
fiber,

(d) Reduce sedimentation and improve water quality, and

(e) Assist in preserving the Nation's wetlands.

510.13 Summary of the requirements of the FSA and FACTA.

(a) FSA. The highly erodible land and wetland conservation
provisions of FSA impose restrictions on persons who participate in
certain USDA programs and who plant agricultural commodities on highly
erodible land or converted wetlands after December 23, 1985. To
maintain eligibility for participation in USDA programs:

510-4
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Subpart B - General Provisions
510.14(a)(3)

(1) Persons must apply an approved conservation system on
all highly erodible land used to produce an agricultural commodity.

(i) Highly erodible lands broken out for the production
of an agricultural commodity must have an approved conservation system
fully in use the first crop year planted after June 27, 1986, except
for alfalfa in a crop rotation. (See 511.03, 511.04, and 511.05)

(ii) For highly erodible crop fields that were planted
to an agricultural commodity during any of the 1981-1985 crop years,
persons must have developed an approved conservation plan by January
1, 1990, and have the plan fully applied by January 1, 1995, except
where no soil survey is available to identify highly erodible land.
In such cases, persons have 2 years after a soil survey is completed
on the highly erodible cropland to develop a conservation plan.

(2) Persons must not plant an agricultural commodity on
wetlands that were converted after December 23, 1985, unless the
wetland was exempt.

(b) FACTA . Summary of the Requirements of the Conservation
Provisions of the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act
(FACTA) of 1990.

(1) The 1990 FACTA amended the 1985 FSA and changed the
criteria under the wetland conservation provision to include
restrictions on persons who participate in certain USDA programs for
any conversion of wetland after November 28, 1990.

(2) Persons must not plant an agricultural commodity on
wetlands which were converted between December 23, 1985, and
November 28, 1990, unless the wetland was exempt. Persons who convert
a wetland after November 28, 1990 will be ineligible for USDA program
benefits until the converted wetland is restored, unless the activity
is exempt under the wetland conservation provisions of the 1990 FACTA.

510.14 Denial of program benefits.

(a) Persons who do not comply with the above requirements are
denied benefits in the following USDA programs:

(1) Commodity Loans and Purchases—10.051 (ASCS)

(2) Cotton Production Stabilization—10.052 (ASCS)

(3) Emergency Conservation Program—10.054 (ASCS)

510(a) (4)
^ ' ^ ' 510-5
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Part 510 - General Operating Procedures

(4) Emergency Loans— 10.404 (FmHA)
(5) Farm Operating Loans—10.406 (FmHA)
(6) Farm Ownership Loans—10.407 (FmHA)
(7) Feed Grain Production Stabilization— 10.055 (ASCS)
(8) Storage Facilities Equipment Loans—10.056 (ASCS)
(9) Wheat Production Stabilization—10.058 (ASCS)
(10) National Wool Act Payment—10.059 (ASCS)
(11) Beekeeper Indemnity Payments—10.05 (ASCS)
(12) Rice Production Staibilization—10.065 (ASCS)
(13) Federal Crop Insurance—10.450 (FCIC)
(14) Soil and Water Loans—10.416 (FmHA)
(15) Loans to Indian Tribes and Tribal Corporations—10.421 (FmHA)
(16) Emergency Conservation Prograun—10.054
(17) Conservation Reserve Progrsun—10.069 (ASCS)
(18) Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention loans and

cost share payments—10.054 (SCS)
(19) Great Plains Conservation Program cost share payments—10.900

(SCS)
(20) Agricultural Conservation Program cost share payment—10.063

(ASCS) (including dairy refunds)
(21) Disaster Assistance payments

—

10.052, 10.058, 10.065, and 10.440
(ASCS)

(22) Agricultural Credits Act payments—10.054 (ASCS)
(23) Agricultural Water Quality Incentives Program payments (ASCS)
(24) Environmental Easement Program payments (ASCS)
(25) Payments for storage of agricultural commodity acquired

by the Commodity Credit Corporation under the Commodity
Credit Corporation Charter Act. (ASCS)

These programs are listed in the Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance. Specific details on these programs are available from the
administering agency.

(b) SCS has responsibility under the GPCP and PL-566 financial
assistance components to ensure that the participant is determined by
ASCS to be in compliance with FSA requirements for the calendar year
for which GPCP and/or PL-566 benefits are to be paid. This includes
the determination by ASCS that all affiliated tracts are also in
compliance.

510-6
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Subpart B - General Provisions
510.18(a)

(c) Before SCS processes a payment for a GPCP or a PL-566
financial assistance participant, SCS will request ASCS to provide a

copy of any notice to the participant that ASCS has determined that
the person is not in compliance. If no such notice exists, SCS will
accept the person's certification on the current Form
AD-1026 that the person is in compliance, and SCS will process the
payment.

510.15 Conservation Reserve Program.

Upon successful bid, a person may remove highly erodible and
environmentally sensitive cropland from crop production by entering
into a Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) contract. See Part 539 of

the National Manual for Assisting ASCS Cost Sharing Programs for CRP
procedures.

510.16 Wetland Reserve Program.

Upon successful bid, a person may restore and protect farmed
wetlands and prior converted wetlands together with adjacent lands
that are fxinctionally dependent upon such wetlands by entering into
the Wetland Reserve Program (WRP) . See Part 540 of the National
Manual for Assisting ASCS Cost Sharing Programs for WRP procedures.

510.17 Conservation easements.

Certain FmHA borrowers may place highly erodible lands, wetlands,

and certain other lands under a 50-year or longer conservation
easement in return for some debt forgiveness. Deed restrictions may
be placed on FmHA inventory properties containing similar types of

land. See Part 514.

510.18 Tax Reform Act of 1986. .

Public Law 99-514 removes certain tax benefits associated with
production of agricultural commodities on highly erodible land or
wetlands as follows:

(a) Expenses associated with drainage of wetland or land clearing
are not deductible for Federal income tax purposes (Sec. 175 and 4 02

of Federal Tax Code)

;

510-7
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Part 510 - General Operating Procedures
510.18(b)

(b) Gains from the sale of highly erodible land or converted ^^

wetland are treated as ordinary income, and losses must be treated as
long term capital losses (Sec. 403 of Federal Tax Code) ; and

(c) Deductible conservation expenses must be consistent with a
conservation plan as approved by the Soil Conservation Service or
comparaUsle state agency (Sec. 175 of the Federal Tax Code and GM 180,
Part 4 03)

.

510-8
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Subpart C - FSA Administration

Subpart C - FSA Administration

SUBPART C - FSA ADMINISTRATION
510.20(f)

510.20 Agricultural stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS)

.

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS) has
primary responsibility through State Committees and County Office
Committees for administering the following FSA provisions.

(a) Establish field boundaries.

(b) Determine whether a person is a producer on a HEL field or
converted wetland.

(c) Determine whether in any year 1981 through 1985 the land
was:

(1) Designated as Agricultural Conservation Reserve (ACR)

or Conservation Use (CU)

(2) Not cultivated under a program to reduce production of
an agricultural commodity.

(d) Determine whether a tenant or sharecropper is required
to produce an agricultural commodity on HEL converted wetland under
the terms and conditions of an agreement between the lamdlord and the
tenant or sharecropper.

(e) Determine when a tenant is eligible for the tenamt
restrictions provision. Tenants who produce agricultural commodities
on land owned by others will not be subject to loss of all USDA
benefits if they made a good faith effort, but are prevented from
actively applying the approved conservation plan by the actions or
inactions of the owner of a tract, and the lack of compliance is not z

part of a scheme or device to avoid compliance. The ten8mt will be
subject to loss of benefits only on the tract (s) on which the tenamt
was prevented by the owner from actively applying the approved
conservation plan, and will continue to be eligible for USDA benefits
on all other tracts on which the tenant actively applies the approved
conservation plan.

(f) Determine whether an agricultural commodity was planted on
HEL before December 23, 1985.

510-9
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Part 510 - General Operating Procedures

510.20(g)

(g) Determine whether the conversion of wetland commenced before
December 23, 1985.

(h) Determine whether the conversion of a wetland was caused by
a third party.

(i) Determine whether to allow a producer to exchange acreage
between certain Commodity Acreage Bases with crops that leave a high
residue. SCS must recommend the exchange for inclusion in the farm
plan.

(J) Determine whether an agricultural commodity was planted on
converted wetland after December 23, 1985.

(k) Determine good faith.

510.21 Soil Conservation Service (SCS)

.

SCS will:

(a) Prepare, maintain and make available to the pxiblic, lists of
highly erodible soil map units and hydric soils.

(b) Maintain a list of hydrophytic vegetation derived from the
"National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands."

(c) Provide technical assistance for soil surveys, conservation
planning, and applying conservation systems to the leind.

(d) Make the following technical determinations:

(1) Whether land is highly erodible land, wetland,
converted wetland, farmed wetland, artificial wetland, prior converted
cropland, fanned wetland/pasture, replacement wetlands, minimal effect
converted wetland or converted wetland/technical error.

(2) Whether highly erodible land is predominamt in a field.

(3) Whether production of an agricultural commodity on a
wetland is possible under natural conditions without action by the
person that destroys a natural wetland characteristic.

510-10
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Subpart C - FSA Administration

510.21(f)

(4) Whether the production of an agricultural commodity on
certain converted wetlands would have a minimal effect on the
hydrological and biological aspects of the wetland. This will be done
in agreement with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

.

See 512.40.

applied.

(5) Determine soil suitability for trees.

(6) Whether an approved conservation plan is being actively

(7) Whether a person qualifies for a temporary variance
from the requirements of the plan.

(8) Whether an approved conservation system is being used.

(9) Whether the conversion of a wetland was for the purpose
or has the effect of making the production of an agricultural
commodity possible.

(10) Whether a prior converted cropland is abandoned.

(11) Whether maintenance of existing drainage exceeds scope
and effect of the original drainage.

(12) Whether plan and schedule for restoration of a
converted wetland is adequate and whether the restoration is
accomplished according to the approved restoration plan and schedule.

(13) Whether all pertinent data relating to the
determination of a violation and severity of a violation has been
provided to ASCS for making graduated sanctions determinations.

(14) Whether an action was caused by SCS misaction or
misinformation.

(e) Certify that conservation plans and conservation systems for
highly erodible fields conform with the SCS Field Office Technical
Guides (FOTG)

.

(f) Inform conservation districts that conservation plans or
conservation systems conform with the FOTG in order that the
conservation district may approve the plans or systems.
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510.21(g)

(g) Consult with the FWS on matters relating to wetland and
converted wetland identification, abandonment, quality reviews,
restoration plans, and mitigation. See 512.50.

(h) Coordinate technical assistance provided to conservation
districts in the discharge of these responsibilities with the other
Federal, State, and local agencies involved in implementation of these
provisions of the Acts.

(i) Provide technical assistance to identify suitaOsle lands for
FmHA, FWS and other conservation easements.

(j) Provide technical services to persons regarding the
requirements of the Tax Reform Act of 1986, relative to highly
erodible land and wetland.

(k) Conduct environmental evaluations, including cultural
resource considerations, in compliance with the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, PL 91-190 (NEPA) and the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, PL 89-665 (NHPA) , as amended relative to
applicable highly erodible land and wetland activities.

(1) Monitor and report progress regarding highly erodible land
and wetland conservation implementation.

(m) Develop a haying or grazing plan on the forage production
area with FWS.

(n) Help ASCS determine whether the tenant made a good faith
effort to actively apply the approved conservation plan.

(1) This determination will be based in part on whether the
person promptly developed an approved conservation plan and has
attempted to actively apply that plan to a reasonable extent. The
determination of good faith is an ASCS decision.

(2) ASCS is developing a form for the tenant to request
exemption at the time of program signup. If ASCS determines that the
person is a tenant who may be considered eligible for the good faith
exemption, SCS will respond to the ASCS request for information
regarding the date that the conservation plan was developed, and for
information on previous accomplishments in the active application of
the approved conservation plan. If there is no approved conservation
plan for the tract, the tenant is not eligible for the good faith
exemption.
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510.25(a)

510.22 Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)

.

FmHA will:

(a) Determine whether the proceeds of a farm progreun loan made,
insured, or guaranteed by FmHA will be used for a purpose that will
contribute to excessive erosion (not having an approved conservation
plem) on highly erodible land or to the conversion of wetland.

(b) Administer the conservation easement provisions on FmHA
inventory properties and on certain FmHA borrowers' lands that qualify
for debt forgiveness on a portion of their land.

(c) Require FmHA borrowers to develop conservation plans and
apply conservation systems on highly erodible land.

(d) Ensure that highly erodible land, wetland, frequently cropped
wetland, prior converted cropland, wetland in forage production and
converted wetland are identified by SCS on FmHA inventory farms.

510.23 Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC)

.

FCIC will determine when crop insurance should be denied to a
person for having produced an agricultural commodity on highly
erodible land without a conservation system or on converted wetland.

510.24 Extension Service (ES)

.

ES will coordinate the USDA information and education activities
relative to the FSA conservation provisions.

510.25 Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

FWS responsibilities:

(a) ASCS and SCS shall consult with FWS on wetland
determinations

.
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510.25(b)

(b) Provide consultation assistance to ASCS coxinty office
committees on each request for:

(1) Commenced conversion determination

(2) Third party exemption.

(3) Determining seriousness of the violation.
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SUBPART D - RESPONSIBILITIES BY ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

510.31(b)

510.30 National Office.

(a) The Deputy Chief for Programs has national leadership for
policy and coordination within SCS, with other agencies relative to
FSA, and for rulings on appeals made to the Chief.

(b) The Deputy Chief for Programs has delegated policy
formulation responsibility for the Conservation Reserve Progr2un to the
Director of the Land Treatment Program Division, and the
responsibility for highly erodible land, wetland conservation,
conservation easements, Tax Reform Act, and coordination with
conservation districts to the Director of the Conservation Planning
Division.

(c) The Deputy Chief for Technology is responsible for policy
related to establishment and maintenance of technical criteria,
standards, procedures, and related requirements appliceible to FSA,
including consulting with the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) on use
of The National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands and
Hydric Soils of the United States relative to wetland and converted
wetland identification and resolving issues on minimal effect.

(d) The Directors of the National Technical Centers are
responsible for technical coordination and assistance among the
states.

510.31 State office.

The state conservationist (STC) has overall responsibility for
FSA implementation, within his/her state including:

(a) Coordinating SCS responsibilities with other USDA agencies,
the FWS regional office, conservation districts, and others;

(b) Consulting with FWS on matters relating to wetlands as
described in 512.50 including state-level wetland appeals, minimal
effects determinations, and problems with wetland identification or
conversions as mutually agreed with the FWS Director or designee.
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510.31(c) ^
(c) Delegating responsibilities for FSA implementation to state,

area, or field office staff, including responsibility for conservation
plan or system approval in the absence of a conservation district and
for BeiJcing determinations on SCS employees' farms;

(d) Developing state supplements to this manual where authorized
and with prior approval of the Director of the Conservation Planning
Division;

(e) Approving accepteJDle conservation systems for the Field
Office Technical Guide;

(f) Establishing, approving, and maintaining current lists of
highly erodible soil mapping units, hydric soils, and hydrophytic
vegetation;

(g) Distributing lists of hydrophytic vegetation and National
Wetland Inventory maps to field offices;

(h) Establishing a quality control policy, maintaining high
quality work, and cxirrency of training;

(i) Ensuring completion of environmental evaluations that include
cultural resoxirce considerations; and

(j) Ruling on FSA appeals at the state level.

510.32 Area office."

The area conservationist (AC) is responsible for the management
of FSA activities within the area, ruling on appeals at the area
level, and carrying out other responsibilities as delegated by the
state conservationist,

510.33 Field office.

The district conservationist (DC) is responsible for:

(a) Coordinating technical assistance with the conservation
district and county offices of the other USDA agencies.
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510.34(c) (2)

(b) Making technical determinations and notifying the person of
such determinations.

(c) Providing technical assistance in the development of
conservation plans and the application of conservation systems.

(d) Making minimal effect determinations where SCS and FWS have
agreed on minimal effect.

(e) Maintaining records and providing reports, including
environmental evaluations. See the National Reporting Codes Handbook
for a more specific listing of SCS reporting responsibilities.

(f) Responding to requests for reconsideration under the appeals
process.

(g) Maintaining in the field office the approved county lists of
highly erodible soil map units, hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation,
and, where available. National Wetland Inventory maps. These
materials may be provided to the pxiblic upon request.

(h) Providing technical services relating to the Tax Reform Act
of 1986.

§510.34 Conservation district.

(a) Conservation districts are responsible for approving
conservation plans under the FSA highly erodible land conservation
provisions after SCS certifies that the plans conform to the FOTG.

(b) In the absence of a conservation district, or in the event a
conservation district refuses its responsibility under the law in this
regard, SCS will approve conservation plans.

(c) Conservation districts, in approving conservation pl2ms, are
to consider, in consultation with the ASC county committee:

(1) The degree of control that the person has over the land
for the period of the crop rotation and other practices specified in
the conservation plan;

(2) The practicability and feasibility of the conservation
systems included in the conservation plan;
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510.34(c) (3)

(3) Other unusual situations regarding land use, treatment,
or operation of the conservation system.

§510.35 Joint responsibilities.

(a) Responsibilities . Conservation districts and USDA agencies
administering FSA provisions are encouraged to expand cooperative
working arrangements and esteUDlish joint responsibilities for helping
to achieve the conservation objectives of the FSA provisions by:

(1) Consulting with ASC county committees regarding approval
of conservation compliance plans.

(2) Assisting in the servicing of the FSA workload where the
conservation objectives of FSA are consistent with the objectives of
conservation districts.

(3) Keeping fully informed of progress in servicing the FSA
workload.

(4) Consulting with SCS on the implementation of approved
conservation plans and assisting USDA participants in resolving
problems of noncompliance with approved conservation plan.

(5) Encouraging FSA participants to voluntarily become
district cooperators and develop, as resources permit, a conservation
plan for the entire farm.

(6) Coordinating Federal, state and local resources to
achieve common conservation goals and objectives relative to erosion
reduction and wetland protection.

(b) Conservation easements . Conservation districts have the
option to be designated by FmHA as the enforcement authority and/or
management authority for conservation easements.

(c) Plan disapproval . If the conservation district disapproves a
specific conservation plan, the conservation district is expected to
state the reason (s) for the disapproval. The person can then develop
and submit an amended conservation plan or request reconsideration of
the original disapproved plan.

I
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510.35(d)

(d) SCS approval . Where the conservation district refuses to
carry out its approval responsibility on a specific category or group
of conservation plans that SCS has determined meet FOTG requirements,
SCS will approve these plans without requiring the person to use the
appeal process.

J
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Highly Erodible Land And Wetland Conservation Provisions

SUBPART E - DETAILED PROCEDURES FOR
HIGHLY ERODIBLE LAND AND WETLAND CONSERVATION PROVISIONS

510.41(c) (2)

§510.40 USDA program assistance.

(a) When a person enrolls for any of the USDA progreuns listed in
§510.14 after June 27, 1986, the program agency requires the person to
initiate a Highly Erodible Land and Wetland Conservation Certification
Form AD-1026 (Exhibit §516.01) at the local ASCS office.

(b) The person certifies on Form AD-1026 that the person is in
full compliance with FSA. Also, the AD-1026 requires answering
questions to determine if additional SCS determinations are required.

(c) ASCS will forward the Form AD-1026 to SCS for determinations
of highly erodible land, wetland, and converted wetlemd and
conversions of wetland to nonagricultural uses if the producer
indicates such intention.

(d) Where the cropland in a county or a contiguous part of a
county is all HEL, all non-HEL, or all non-wetlemd, the state
conservationist may develop a method to reduce or avoid the need for
individual determinations.

§510.41 Technical determination priority.

(a) Upon receipt of a Form AD-1026, SCS will enter information
eibout it on a register such as Exhibit §516. 02(a), and meOce a
technical determination documented on Form SCS-CPA-026.

(b) The technical determination will be made in the office or
onsite depending on the specific circiimstances involved.

(c) The SCS order of priority for processing Form AD-1026 is:

(1) FmHA borrowers and FmHA inventory properties and where a

program agency indicates that a determination is needed before the
person can complete the certification;

(2) Persons who answer "Yes" to determination-related
questions on Form AD-1026;
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510.41(c) (3)

(3) Persons for which ASCS specifically requests
determinations for compliance checking;

(4) All other program participants; and

(5) Persons who are not USDA program participants. ASCS will
issue a Form AD-1026 if requested by non-program participants. For
non-program participants, SCS will make HEL or wetland determinations
but no other FSA services are provided.

§510.42 Technical assistance.

(a) Purpose . SCS will schedule technical assistance as needed and
requested to:

(1) Develop a conservation plan for highly erodible fields,
and

(2) Apply the conservation practices contained in the plan to
highly erodible fields.

(b) Conservation plans . SCS will assist persons to develop a
conservation plan or revise an existing conservation plan as
requested. Existing conservation systems are to be reviewed to
determine if requirements of the FOTG are met for HEL fields.

(c) Conservation district cooperator . There is no requirement for
persons requesting FSA assistance to become a conservation district
cooperator; however, they are encouraged to consider becoming a
conservation district cooperator.

(d) Assisting ASCS . SCS will assist ASCS by making wetland and
HEL determinations on areas requested by ASCS.

(e) Assisting FmHA . SCS will complete wetland and HEL
determinations when preparing conservation plems for FmHA easement
farms. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) will be consulted on
wetland management concerns in the development of conservation plans
for FmHA easement farms.

§510.43 Approval of conservation plans.

(a) Conservation plans are sxibmitted by the district
conservationist to the conservation district for review and approval.
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510.44(a)(2)

(1) The district conservationist certifies to the conservation
district that the conservation plan conforms to FOTG criteria.

(2) Conservation district plan approval is based on the
feasibility and practicality of the conservation plan and system and
related considerations.

(3) Form SCS-CPA-027 will be used to inform ASCS of all
conservation plans approved on HEL after January 1, 1990.

(b) SCS approves the conservation plan in the eUssence of a
conservation district or on the refusal of a conservation district to
accept FSA responsibilities. In these cases, SCS indicates on the
conservation plan and in the remarks section of the Form SCS-CPA-027
that SCS approved the plzm.

§510.44 Status reviews of conservation compliance plans.

(a) General . USDA program agencies (ASCS, FmHA, and FCIC) are
responsible for ensuring that an AD-1026 is filed by the producer
certifying FSA compliance before providing progrzm benefits. SCS
assists USDA program agencies in this determination by making status
reviews of selected FSA conservation compliance plems.

(1) A necessary requirement for a status review is an
understandable amd implementzUsle conservation plan that clearly states
what, where, when, and how much is to be done. SCS needs to help the
person iinderstand the provisions of the conservation plan so that it

can be implemented. Field office staffs are strongly encouraged to
inform all participants of the need to apply practices as scheduled
2md to maintain existing practices. .. i.-

(2) If the existing conservation compliamce plzm does not meet
the requirements of §511. 44 (b),^ the first step on all plans selected
for status review is to correct the deficiencies to meet the
requirements of 5511.44(b). Conservation compliance plans that meet
requirements of §511.44 (b) will be revised if needed according to
§511.49.
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510.44(a) (3)

(3) In those cases where SCS is working with clients who have
difficulty understanding written materials, SCS will make a reasonable
effort to ensure that the person clearly understands what is expected
so that the status review can be made on the basis of the person's
full understanding of what is needed to meet active application
requirements.

(b) Policy. Beginning with the 1990 calendar year, the district
conservationist (DC) is responsible for making an annual status review
of 5 percent of all tracts that have HEL and an approved conservation
plan. The purpose of the status review is to determine whether or not
persons are applying and maintaining conservation practices as
specified in their approved conservation plan. Additionally, status
reviews provide feedback to USDA agencies and the conservation
district which helps evaluate whether the conservation objectives of
FSA are being achieved. This status review policy is applicable to
FSA conservation compliance plans only. However, conservation
compliance plans may include fields that were initially planned under
the sodbuster provision, and these fields will be included in the
status review for the tracts selected.

(c) Selection of tracts for status review . Procedures for
selecting tracts for the status review are as follows:

(1) By January 15 of each year, the DC will prepare a
sequential listing, by tract number, of all the tracts with approved
FSA conservation compliance plans for each county served by the field
office. This list will then be numbered 1 through N. N will equal
the total number of tracts with FSA conservation compliance plans.
The list will be retained as part of the docximentation of the status
review. Exceptions can be made to the use of tracts for the status
review list if ASCS has not established tract numbers.

(2) By February 1 of each year, the DC will select the
specific tracts for which status reviews are to be made. Persons
owning and/or operating the selected tracts will not be notified of
the selection until an appointment is made for the status review.
This selection is a 5 percent random sample from the list developed in
§510.44(0) (1) , using the national random number set developed
specifically for each calendar year. The national random number set
will be sent by NHQ to each state by January 15 of each year. SCS
will ensure that at least 5 percent of FmHA borrowers tracts are
selected for a status review.
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510.44(d) (1)

(3) In addition to the tracts selected at random for annual
status reviews, all tracts owned or operated by SCS employees, ASCS
state and county committee members and county executive directors who
are USDA program participants are to be reviewed at least once between
now and December 31, 1994. State conservationists are to develop a
plan for accomplishing and monitoring this responsibility. NHQ is
exploring developing a policy to require an annual self-certification
disclosure statement for SCS employee farms and tracts. Additional
guidance will follow as this policy is developed and cleared. A joint
national release regarding ASCS employees will be issued by ASCS and
SCS relative to status reviews.

(4) Tracts owned and/or operated by Federal, state, or local
government employees involved in FSA implementation will have a status
review each year if requested by the employing agency. Otherwise,
such tracts will be part of the total tracts considered for the 5

percent random sample.

(5) SCS will conduct status reviews on tracts identified by
ASCS or FmHA as potential violators. These status reviews are in
addition to the required 5 percent, and will be requested by ASCS on
Form ASCS-569. See §510.52 for instructions on SCS use of Form ASCS-
569.

(6) SCS will respond to complaints made to SCS by persons
and organizations by conducting a status review on the tract against
which the complaint is made. SCS will ask the ASCS County Office to
issue a Form ASCS-569 to SCS for the person and tract against whom the
complaint is made. SCS employees need to be aware of their
responsibilities with regard to potential compliance deficiencies as
stated in §510.71 and §510.72.

(7) Status reviews will be scheduled so that each year's
status reviews are completed by November 15. The state quality
control plan should provide specific guidance as to when status
reviews are to be conducted. .

(d) Conducting the status review .

(1) No more than 30 days before SCS will conduct the status
review, SCS will make an appointment with each person whose tract has
been selected for a status review. The status review should be
scheduled at a time that will provide the best opportxinity to
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determine if the planned practice (s) has been applied. The person
should be encouraged, but not required, to be present for the status
review. It should be made clear to the person that the objective of
the status review is to make a single determination for each tract of
either:

(i) Actively applying the approved conservation plan,
and/or using an approved conservation system, or

(ii) Not actively applying the approved conservation
plan, and/or not using an approved conservation system.

(2) A separate distinct visit to the tract will be scheduled
for the purpose of a complete status review. Technical assistance for
plan modification, revision, or practice application assistance will
not be provided during the visit to the tract until after the status
review is completed.

(3) For each tract selected for a status review, SCS will
determine if the tract contains HEL fields for which active
application of the approved conservation plan is required, or HEL
fields for which use of an approved conservation system is required
(sodbusting situations) , or if both situations exist on the tract.

(4) A field visit is required for a status review when the
plan has a conservation practice or treatment scheduled for
application prior to the time of the status review. A field visit
made within the past three months is considered adequate for a status
review if the case file contains adequate information on the status of
application of the plan or system.

(5) The status review for each HEL field on each selected
tract will consist of an onsite comparison of the actual application
of conservation practices and treatments with the planned conservation
practices amd treatments docximented in the approved conservation plan.

(6) For 1991 status reviews only, SCS will review the plan
narrative prior to making the status review. If the narrative is
determined to be unclear in terms of what is expected of the person or
is technically inadequate, the plan will be revised and the status
review scheduled for the next calendar year unless authorized
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otherwise in writing by the appropriate assistant chief. The person
will not be adversely affected by this decision for the 1991 year, but
is expected to comply with the revised plan in the following crop
years. Conduct the status review for 1991 if the plan is determined
to be clear and technically adequate. SCS will also recheck the HEL
and wetland determinations applicable to the tract during the status
review. The variances in paragraphs 3., 4., and 5. below apply only
to conservation compliance fields, not to sodbuster fields.

(i) Each highly erodible field requiring active
application of the approved conservation plan will be exaunined to
determine the following:

(A) Are all required practices in place that are
scheduled to be applied as of the date of the status review?
Acceptable situations for each required practice to be considered as
being actively applied or acceptable under a temporary variance for
1991 are as follows:

1. The planned practice is applied, or will be
applied before the end of the calendar year, according to SCS
standards and specifications, and the plamned conservation treatment
is applied according to Field Office Technical Guide (FOTG)
requirements. If practices such as field borders, grassed waterways,
or terraces will be applied later in the year, delay completion of the
status review until later in the year.

2. An acceptable substitute practice or crop
sequence that meets the requirements of the FOTG was applied prior to
the time of the status review. In such cases, document the plan to
indicate that an accepteUale substitute practice was applied.

3. Conditions that were beyond the person's
control prohibited the application of the required planned practice.
These conditions tend to be weather-related, such as flood or drought,
or are a result of a severe disease or pest infestation, and involve
more than one farm in a region. Conditions must be severe and vmusual
(not routinely occurring) . The state conservationist will determine
if this variance applies and the region affected.
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510.44(d) (6)i) (A)4. ^^

4

.

The impacts of not applying the planned
practice were minimal in terms of not achieving the plemned erosion
reduction. Minimal impacts for 1991 means that application of all
practices scheduled for 1991 has commenced and that those practices
achieve at least 75% of the erosion reduction planned for 1991. For
1992, it means that at least 85% of the erosion reduction planned for
1992 is achieved, and for 1993 and 1994, 100% of the erosion reduction
plemned for those years is achieved.

5. An extreme personal hardship or an unusual
occurrence exists that affects the farm operation. Extreme personal
hardship means a severe physical condition or death of the. farm
operator or family member that prevents the application of the
scheduled practice (s). Unusual occurrence includes destruction of a
building or equipment by tornado, fire, or other similar situation to
the extent that the person was prevented from applying the scheduled
practices. The state conservationist will make the determination for
each case where this variance is granted.

(B) Are all applied practices being properly
operated and maintained?

(ii) Each highly erodible field recpairing use of an
approved conservation svstem will be examined to determine if the (N~
person is using an approved conservation system documented in the
approved conservation plan. Using an approved conservation system
means that all planned structural, supporting, and management
practices and treatments are installed, operated, and maintained in
accordance with the FOTG, and that the approved crop rotation is being
used on each HEL field. If an HEL field requiring use of an approved
conservation system is determined to have the system in use, future
status reviews on that field will be for the purpose of determining if
the conservation system is still in use.

(7) The district conservationist will use careful judgment
in answering the above questions to determine whether the practice (s)
and treatment (s) applied reasonably carry out the requirements of the
conservation plan. The situation will be fully documented if there is
any question as to whether the conservation plan is being actively
applied or an approved conservation system is being used. See Exhibit
§516.17 for a 1991 status review decision table.
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(8) Any tract on which SCS determines that the person is
actively applying the approved conservation plan because of a
temporary variance granted under §510. 44(d) (6) (i) (A) 3. , 4., or 5. is
to have a status review in 1992. SCS may schedule followup assistance
prior to the status review to help the person apply the practice (s) as
planned and scheduled.

(9) If either 510.44 (d) (6) (i) (A) , or (B) , is answered "No"
for any HEL conservation compliance field, SCS will maOce a-

determination of "not actively applying the approved conservation
plan". SCS will inform the person by letter of the determination, the
reason for the determination, appeal rights, and that a report of "not
actively applying the approved conservation plan" will be provided to
ASCS after appeal rights are exercised or forfeited. Copies of this
letter are to be provided to the conservation district, and as
appropriate to FmHA and FCIC. See §516.15 for a sample letter.

(10) If the tract being reviewed contains HEL fields subject
to sodbuster provisions an additional determination of "using or not
using an approved conservation system" is required. If the person is
not using an approved conservation system inform the person by letter
as specified in paragraph 9 above, but indicate a report of "not using
an approved conservation system" will be provided to ASCS. Distribute
copies of letter as specified in paragraph (9). See §516.16 for a
sample letter.

(11) After SCS has informed a person by letter that SCS has
determined that the person is "not actively applying the approved
conservation plan" or "not using an approved conservation system" on
one or more tracts, SCS will ask the ASCS County Office to issue a
Form ASCS-569 to SCS for the tract (s) and person (s) involved. This
provides SCS with a specific document to inform ASCS of the final
determination at the appropriate time, and provides the ASCS office
with notice that the person is potentially not actively applying the
approved conservation plan and/or not using an approved conservation
system. §510.52 gives detailed guidance on SCS use of Form ASCS-569.

(12) When the appeal process has been completed, SCS will use
Form ASCS-569 to report to ASCS a final determination. The appeal
process is completed when:

(i) The person has not made an initial appeal within 45

days of receipt of the determination notification, or
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(ii) The person has not appealed to the next level
within 45 days of receipt of the decision on the previous appeal, or

(iii) A decision is made in response to an appeal that
reverses the determination of ••not actively applying the approved
conservation plan" or ''not using an approved conservation system," or

(iv) A final decision has been made on the appeal by the
Chief of SCS.

(13) If in the course of an annual status review a
significant number of persons in a county are foiind to be "not
actively applying the approved conservation plan," or "not using an
approved conservation system," additional status reviews are required.
The state conservationist will determine what is a significant number
considering the summary of status reviews for the entire state and
National averages, and specify the number of additional status reviews
required.

(e) Recording . Status review findings will be documented in the
participant's case file in CAMPS or on Form SCS-CPA-6, SCS-LTP-013, or
similar documents. The entry should begin with "status review, f^
calendar year 199_, " followed by a thorough documentation of the
findings, the date of the status review, and the initials of the
person making the status review.

(f) Appeals . Persons determined to be "not actively applying the
approved conservation plan" or "not using an approved conservation
system" as a result of an SCS status review may appeal that
determination to SCS in writing through existing FSA appeal procediires
(NFSAM Part 510, Subpart H) , stating why the person does not agree
with the determination.

(g) ASCS responsibility . ASCS will use completed Forms ASCS-569
that report SCS status review determinations that a field does not
meet the requirements of the HELC provisions to make determinations of
FSA noncompliance for USDA progreun participcints. ASCS will notify
other agencies regarding ineligible producers.

I
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(h) Reports.

(1) A status review data base will be compiled by the state
conservationist and monitored frequently to determine if status
reviews are being completed in a timely manner. The data base format
will be prescribed by the NHQ. The data base will contain:

(i) The number of status reviews made during the
calendar year.

(ii) The number of tracts determined to be:

(A) Actively applying the approved conservation plan
and/or using an approved conservation system as a result of installing
and maintaining the planned or substitute practices.

(B) Actively applying the approved conservation plan
because conditions beyond the person's control prevented the
application of one or more planned practices.

(C) Actively applying the approved conservation plan
because the impacts of not properly applying the planned practice were
minimal in not achieving the planned erosion reduction.

(D) Actively applying the approved conservation plan
because an extreme personal hardship of the operator or an unusual
occurrence affected the farm operation to the extent that it prevented
application of one or more planned practices.

(E) Not actively applying the approved conservation
plan and/or not using an approved conservation system, indicating the
principal reasons for persons not actively applying the approved
conservation plan and/or not using an approved conservation system.

(2) The state conservationist will provide for at least
quarterly reviews of the progress in accomplishing data base items.

(3) The state conservationist will prepare a state narrative
status review report describing successes, problems and any concerns
relative to status reviews and submit it and the finalized data base
to the Director of the Conservation Planning Division by January 15 of

the following year, with a copy to the NTC Director.
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§510.45 Certification of actively applying an approved conservation
plan and/or using an approved conservation system.

(a) After January 1, 1990, a person applying for USDA program
benefits is required to certify annually to ASCS on a current Form
AD-1026'that a conservation plan is being actively applied to the land
as scheduled, and/or that the person is using an approved conservation
system.

(b) When a person purchases or rents an additional tract, ASCS
informs the person of the existence of HEL and the status of the
conservation plan for the tract. ASCS encourages the person to
contact SCS regarding the adoption and application of the plan. The
person must file a revised AD-1026 with ASCS to include the additional
Icmd.

(c) A plan developed by the previous producer continues in effect
unless the new producer prepares an approved revised plan.

(d) It is the responsibility of the person to file a revised AD-
1026 and inform SCS of the purchase or rental of a new tract. SCS is
not obligated to make the initial effort to contact the new owner or
operator of a tract.

§510.46 Use of Form AD-1026.

(a) A person who applies for benefits under any of the USDA
programs listed under §510. 14 (a) after June 27, 1986, must complete
Form AD-1026 (Exhibit §516.01) at the ASCS coxinty office. Non-program
participants who desire an HEL or wetland determination may complete a
Form AD-1026 at the ASCS county office.

(b) A new Form AD-1026 is to be completed at the ASCS county
office whenever a person plems any change in the farm operation.

§510.47 ASCS processing of Form AD-1026.

(a) ASCS will assure that all blocks on the Form AD-1026 are
completed and the person signed the form.
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(b) If any of the determination questions on the Form AD-1026 are

answered "yes," ASCS will send SCS a copy of the completed Form

AD-1026 together with 3 photocopies of the aerial photograph of the

farms or tracts. All fields without cropping history ^^J^^""? 1981

through 1985 for which determinations are needed will
^f,"'^^^?^^^?;^^

an °X" on the photocopies of the aerial photographs. All fields with

chopping history during 1981 through 1985 for which determinations are

needed will be marked with a "/" on the photocopies of the aerial

photographs

.

§510.48 SCS servicing of requests for determinations.

(a) SCS will date the Form AD-1026 when it is received from ASCS,

log it into a tracking register, and assign it to a priority category

as specified in §510. 41(c). Forms AD-1026 may be sequentially

numbered for purposes of tracking if needed.

(b) mih. If the Form AD-1026 is for an FmHA inventory farm or

FmHA borrower land, HEL and wetland determinations will be ^ade for

all crop fields marked with a V" ov an "X" within 45 calendar days of

receipt! Also, for all non-cropland areas, SCS will determine the

presence or absence of highly erodible and hydric soil map units.

(c) ^r^ .-nv^ntorv farms. Section 1314 of the FSA of 1985

requires FmHA to secure the services of SCS on all farms held m FmHA

inventory to:

(1) Identify all highly erodible cropland fields, all

croDland that is wetland or converted wetland, and for non-cropland

?ieldl? the presence or absence of highly erodible and hydric soil map

units

.

(2^ Prepare a set of recommendations or a conservation plan

that as a minimum, protects the highly erodible cropland fields and

we?i;nds. T^lnnk inventory farms, SCS should include the following

recommendations:

(i) Where highly erodible cropland fields are now in

permanent protective vegetation, maintain ^^J^^^^fi°2/J.P^'^
°^

the lease, and possibly make a condition of the sale that the

vegetation be maintained.
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(ii) Where highly erodible cropland fields are currently
being cropped, seed these fields to permanent vegetation, and maintain
this cover to provide protection from erosion.

(iii) Where it is necessary to produce crops on highly
erodible croplzmd fields, require that this land be cropped according
to an approved conservation system.

(3) Decisionmakers for FmHA inventory properties.

(i) On FmHA inventory property that will not be sold or
leased during the current year, the decisionmaker is the FmHA county
supervisor.

(ii) On FmHA inventory farms that are or will be leased,
the decisionmaker is FmHA and the lessee jointly.

(iii) On FmHA inventory farms that are sold, the
decisionmaker is the new owner.

(d) FmHA borrowers* farms . The following guidelines apply to
FmHA borrowers' farms:

(1) HEL and ^wetland determinations on FmHA borrowers' lemds ^
are to be made according to §510. 48(c) (1)

.

(2) If there is insufficient time to develop a conservation
plan for the highly erodible cropland, SCS will provide information to
the FmHA Coiinty Supervisor that will indicate whether the
implementation of the anticipated conservation plan will be low-,
medium-, or high-cost relative to other conservation plans in the
county. (See FmHA AN No. 1689, dated December 10, 1987.) The
conservation plan will become part of the terms of FmHA long-term
loan(s).

(e) HEL and wetland determinations.

(1) When Form AD-1026 contains a "yes" answer to one or more
determination questions, SCS will make an HEL and a wetlemd
determination for those fields indicated by an "X". If SCS has
previously completed a determination for a field, SCS will not make
another determination for the scune field unless there is evidence that
the conditions on which the original determination was based have
changed.
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(2) An office determination is to be made within 15 calendar
days, or an onsite determination within 60 calendar days unless
weather conditions do not permit, in which case the determinations
will be made as soon as practical. HEL determinations in a sodbusting
situation are made with best availeible soil information.

(f) Others . If Form AD-1026 has a "no" answer to all
determination questions, 5CS will make an HEL and wetland
determination within the esteiblished priority system but not
necessarily at the same time. A highly erodible determination will be
made for all cropland fields marked with a "/" or an "X." A wetland
determination will be made for the cropland and potential cropland
adjacent to cropland fields on the farm.

(1) SCS may make a wetland determination for the entire farm
if requested by the person. If a large part of a farm is in woodland
or rangeland with a low potential for conversion to cropland, the
district conservationist should make a wetlamd determination for all
cropland and potential cropland adjacent to cropland fields on the
farm. If the decision is not to make a wetland determination on the
remainder of the woodland or rangeland area, the following items must
be done:

(i) A determination is made for all cropland and
potential cropland adjacent to cropland areas;

(ii) The area to be excluded from the wetland
determination must be outlined on the aerial photograph and a note
entered, "wetland determination not made for this area";

(iii) A note is entered in the remarks section of the
Form SCS-CPA-026 that a wetland determination was not made for the
area outlined on the aerial photograph; and

(iv) The farmer is informed that a request for a wetland
determination should be made for an area that is being converted to
cropland on which a wetland determination was not made.

(2) All persons who plan to maintain, improve, or alter a

drainage system are expected to indicate this intent on Form AD-1026
each time they plan to maintain, improve, or alter a drainage system.
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(3) Persons who plan to alter a wet area are responsible for
contacting SCS well in advance of the intended alteration to enable
SCS to naJce a wetland determination prior to the tine the alteration
activities are plemned.

§510.49 Form SCS-CPA-026.

(a) SCS will use Form SCS-CPA-026 to record the results of the
determination requested on Form AD-1026. (See Exhibit §516.03)

(1) SCS will complete a Form SCS-CPA-026 for each tract on
which highly erodible field or wetland determinations are made. SCS
will use Forms SCS-CPA-026 and SCS-CPA-026A to provide information to
ASCS and the person on the results of the determinations made.

(2) SCS will make as many office determinations as possible
for HEL^ wetland, or converted wetlemd.

(3) SCS will record the results of each determination on the
photocopies of the aerial photographs and on Form SCS-CPA-026.

(4) SCS will indicate determinations on aerial photographs
using the IcLbels in 516.21.

(5) After SCS has completed the Form SCS-CPA-026 for each
tract identified on the Form AD-1026, SCS will send the ASCS copy of
the Form SCS-CPA-026 and one aerial photocopy for each tract for which
a determination was made to the ASCS office.

(6) SCS will provide a copy of the SCS-CPA-026 and an aerial
photocopy that shows the field determinations to the person who signed
the Form AO-1026 (as well as the landowner where ASCS provides the
name and address) and inform the person of the need to develop a
conservation plan for any highly erodible cropland fields identified
on Form SCS-CPA-026. See Exhibit §516.04 for a seunple letter of
transmittal

.

(7) SCS will maintain one copy of the Form SCS-CPA-026, the
aerial photocopy containing determinations, and the SCS copy of the
Form AD-1026 in the case file for the tract.
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(b) Checking information.

(1) Before completing Form SCS-CPA-026, the district
conservationist ensures that:

(i) Three ASCS aerial photocopies for each farm number
listed on the Form AD-1026 have been transmitted to SCS.

(ii) ASCS has placed a •'/" or an "X" on all crop fields
for which a determination is needed.

(iii) Each aerial photocopy has the ASCS tract number,
the field boundaries, the field number, and the field acres clearly
entered for each field that is identified with a •'/" or an "X".

(2) If any of the above items are missing or incomplete, the
District Conservationist will request ASCS to furnish the missing
information. SCS will not service the Form AD-1026 request until all
of the needed materials and information have been furnished by ASCS.

§510.50 Instructions for completing Form SCS-CPA-026.

(a) Information for Items 1 through 5 is obtained from the Form
AD-1026 provided to SCS. Specific entries for each item on the Form
SCS-CPA-026 (6-91 revision) are to be made as follows:

Item 1: Enter the neune and address of the person shown on Form
AD-1026.

Item 2: Enter the date the Form AD-1026 was received in the SCS
office.

Item 3: Enter the name of the county in which the farm is located.
ASCS will send a Form AD-1026 to any other county for
tracts the person operates in that county.

Item 4: Enter the name of the agency or person requesting the
determination if different from the entry in item 1.
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Item 5: Enter the ASCS farm number and the tract number. Only one
tract number is to be entered on each Form SCS-CPA-026.
If the farm has more than one tract, use additional Forms
SCS-CPA-026 or Forms SCS-CPA-026A (continuation sheet)

.

If several tracts included on one Form AD-1026 are all
non-HEL and non-wetland, they can be combined on one Form
SCS-CPA-026.

Section I - HIGHLY ERODIBLE LAND

Item 6: Check "yes" or "no" regarding soil survey availability for
at least part of the tract. If "yes," continue to
complete all appropriate blocks. If "no," go to Section
II unless the request is for sodbusting or FmHA, in which
case a determination will be made based on the best
available information. See §510. 48(c).

Item 7: For those areas of the tract having a soil survey, check
"yes" or "no." If "yes," proceed to Items 8 and 9. (See
§511.23 for criteria on highly erodible soil map units.)
If "no," go to Section II.

Item 8: Of the fields identified with a "/" on the ASCS photocopy,
list the field numbers of those fields that are highly
erodible, and the total acres in those fields. Mark "HEL"
on each such field on each aerial photocopy. Include on
this line any acreages of highly erodible fields on this
tract that are included on any attached Form SCS-CPA-026A.
See §511.33 for determining highly erodible fields.

Item 9: Of the fields marked with an "X" on the ASCS photocopy,
list the field numbers of those fields that are highly
erodible, and the total acres in those fields. Mark "HEL"
on each such field on each aerial photocopy. Include on
this line any acreages of highly erodible fields on this
tract that are identified on any attached Forms
SCS-CPA-026A. See §511.33 for determining highly erodible
fields.

Item 10: Enter a mark in the appropriate box to docximent whether
this HEL determination was made in the office or in the
field.
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SECTION II - WETLAND

Item 11: For those tracts having a soil survey, check "yes" or "no"
for the existence of hydric soils or hydric inclusions on
this tract. If "yes" is checked, proceed to Item 12
below. Enter in the space provided the field numbers that
apply and the acreage of the wetland condition. (Refer to
Part 512, Subpart B for wetland determination criteria.)
If "no," skip to Item 27. If neither "yes" nor "no" is
checked, state the reason in the remarks section so that
it is clear that this item was deliberately left
incomplete.

Item 12: Outline the wetland areas within the fields on the ASCS
photocopies. Mark with "W" for natural wetland and "FW"
for farmed wetland or FWP (Farmed Wetlands Pasture)

.

List in the spaces provided the field number (s) of the
fields and total acreage of wetlands that have been
outlined.

Item 13: Place "PC" (prior conversion) on those wetlzmd fields or
wetland parts of fields that were converted prior to
December 23, 1985. Note: SCS may elect to place "PC" for
an entire field to avoid having to outline the PC areas in
detail. This will not effect the abandonment policy since
only those areas that meet the wetlamd criteria will be
considered wetland if abandoned. If a field contains both
hydric and nonhydric soils, the district conservationist
may place "PC and NW" in the field to note that the field
contains both prior converted cropland and nonwetlands.

Item 14: Outline the artificial wetland areas within the fields on
the ASCS photocopies; mark those areas with "AW" for
artificial and irrigation-induced wetland; and list in the
spaces provided the nvmbers of the fields where the
artificial wetland areas have been outlined.

Item 15: Outline the areas within the fields on the ASCS
photocopies that have been granted a minimal effect
determination by SCS and mark with "MW." List in the
space provided the field nximbers and total acreage of
minimal effect converted wetland outlined.
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Item 16: List the field numbers and acres of the wetland that was
converted but have been mitigated. In the Remarks section
indicate the location and acres of the mitigated area that
has been restored and is protected by an easement.

Item 17: List the field numbers and acres and year of restoration
for any restored wetland that was previously in violation
because of conversion after 1990 or because of the
planting of an agricultural commodity or forage crop on an
area converted between December 23, 1985, and November 28,
1990.

Item 18: List the field numbers and acres of wetlands that were
converted between December 23, 1985, and November 28,
1990, and subsequently restored, on which no violation
occurred.

Item 19: List the field numbers and acres of wetlands converted
xinder an agreement approved before the conversion and
replaced at another site. In the Remarks section indicate
the location and acres of the wetland that was restored to
replace this converted wetland.

Item 20: List the field ntimbers and acres of wetlands on which a
violation occurred that were determined by ASCS to be in
good faith and have been restored. Indicate the year of
restoration.

Item 21: Wetlands that were converted between December 23, 1985,
and November 28, 1990, should be outlined on the ASCS
photocopies and marked "CW" for converted wetland. List
these field numbers and total acreage of converted wetland
that have been outlined in the spaces provided. Inform
persons of the penalties for producing agricultural
commodities on converted wetlzmd.

Item 22: List the field numbers and acres of converted wetlands that
were converted or discovered after November 28, 1990.
Outline the areas on the ASCS photocopies and mark them
"CW + year. " Inform persons of the penalties related to
conversions after November 28, 1990.
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Item 23: List the field numbers and acres of wetlands that were
converted for the non-agricultural uses listed (no other
uses) \inder an agreement approved before the conversion.

Item 24: List the field n\ambers and acres of wetlands that were
converted as a result of an incorrect determination by
scs.

Item 25: Enter the appropriate field number (s) in the space
provided. The planned alteration measures on wetlamds in
fields (as listed) are considered to be maintenance and
are in compliance with FSA.

Item 26: Enter the appropriate field numbers in the space provided.
If the planned alteration measures on wetlands in fields
(as listed) are not considered to be maintenance, inform
the person that if the planned measures are installed the

• area will become a converted wetland (CW + year)

.

Item 27: Enter a mark in the appropriate box to document whether
this wetland determination was made in the office or in
the field. Enter a mark in the appropriate box to
document that this determination was delivered, or mailed,
to the person, and enter the date that this action took
place.

Item 28: Enter any needed remarks in this section that will help
the person, another agency, or another SCS employee
\inderstand the situation that concerns this HEL and/or.
wetland determination. If it is necessary for FmHA or-

other valid requests to identify highly erodible or hydric
map units on non-crop areas, this information can be
entered in the remarks section.

Item 30: The district conservationist's (DC) signature certifies
that this was an official SCS determination of the HEL and
wetland conditions identified in Sections I 2uid II.

Item 31: Enter the date that the DC signed the form.
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§510.51 Instructions for completing Form SCS-CPA-027.

(a) Use. Prior to January 1, 1990, the use of Form SCS-CPA-027
was optional with the states, except for sodbusting situations.
After January 1, 1990, the form will be used to inform ASCS that an
approved conservation plan has been developed on one or more highly
erodible fields. Several Forms SCS-CPA-027 may be needed to cover all
of the tracts and/or fields over a period of time.

(b) Specific entries for each item on the Form SCS-CPA-027 are to
be made as follows:

Item 1: Enter the name and address of the person shown on Form
AD-1026 for which the conservation plan is developed.

Item 2: Enter the ASCS farm number.

Item 3: Enter the neune of the county where the farm is located.

Item 4: Enter the number of the tract on which one or more fields
have an approved conservation plan. Use a separate line
for each tract or field as needed.

Item 5: Enter the field number (s) that have an approved
conservation plam.

Item 6: Enter the total acres in the field (s) in the tract
identified in Item 4 that have an approved conservation
plam.

Item 7: Enter the date that the plan for the identified tract was
approved by the conservation district or representative.

Item 8: If appliczUsle for sodbusting situations, enter the date
that the planned conservation system was applied for the
tract. This colximn is not needed in normal circumstances
since ASCS will assume that the person is using the
conservation system unless SCS informs ASCS otherwise.

Items 9 and 10: Enter any appliccible remarks that are specific to
any line entry or to the entire farm.
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Item 11: Enter the district conservationist's signature in this
space to document that a conservation plan has been
developed for the HEL cropland fields listed in Item 5 and
that the plan is in conformance with the FOTG and has been
approved by the conservation district. If a date is
entered in Item 8 for any fields or tracts, the district
conservationist's signature documents that the
conservation system and the conservation practices
contained in the conservation system meet FOTG
requirements.

Item 12: Enter the date the district conservationist signed the
form.

§510.52 Instructions for SCS use of Form ASCS-569.

(a) The purpose of Form ASCS-569 (Exhibit 516.18) is to provide a
means of transmitting information between ASCS and SCS regarding
potential and actual non-compliance situations.

(b) ASCS will issue Form ASCS-569 to SCS in the followinq
circumstances:

(1) When ASCS learns of a potential violation, and ASCS
requires a technical determination from SCS. ASCS may learn of a
potential violation from:

(i) A complaint made by a person,

(ii) An ASCS finding that:

(A) An area previously determined to be wetland
appears to have been manipulated, or

(B) An area not cropped during the 1981 through
1985 period appears to have an agricultural commodity planted on it.

(C) An area for which an HEL determination has not
been made has an agricultural commodity planted on it.

(2) When SCS requests ASCS to issue the form because SCS:
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(i) Has made a determination on a tract of "not
actively applying the approved conservation plan" and/or "not using an
approved conservation system.

"

(ii) Has observed a potential HEL or wetlamd violation.

(iii) Needs the form to respond to a complaint.

(c) ASCS will complete Part A of the Form ASCS-569, attach
pertinent aerial photocopies, identify appliceible field (s) or area(s)
with a red "X," and issue the Form ASCS-569 and attachments to SCS.

(1) If the field(s) or area(s) on which the potential
violation is noted have not had an HEL or wetland determination made
as a result of an existing Form AD-1026, SCS will make an HZL and
wetland determination as part of the SCS response to Form ASCS-569.

(2) ASCS will indicate in item 6 of Part A whether the Form
ASCS-569 is for (A) an HELC compliance determination, (B) a wetland
classification on land that was planted to an agricultural commodity,
or (C) a determination that an area is a wetland that was converted
after November 28, 1990.

(d) SCS will complete Part B of the Form ASCS-569, entering the
date the potential violation was reviewed in the space provided, and:

(1) For HEL (Item 6A)

,

(i) Place an "X" in the block identifying "The field
does NOT meet the requirements of the HELC provisions" if the SCS
determination is that "The person is NOT actively applying the
approved conservation plan, or is NOT using an approved conservation
system" on the field for which the determination was requested, and
enter the date the person's appeal rights with SCS ended, or

(ii) Place an "X" in the block identifying "The field
meets the requirements of the HELC provisions" if the SCS
determination is that "The person is actively applying the approved
conservation plan, or is using an approved conservation system" on the
field for which the determination was requested.
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(2) For wetland (Item 6B)

,

(i) Place an "X" in the block identifying "The area
identified is a CW" if that is the determination for ANY wetlemd in
the field or area for which the determination was requested, and enter
the date the person's appeal rights with SCS ended, or

(ii) Place an "X" in the block identifying "The area
identified is NOT a CW" if that is the determination for ALL wetlands
in the field or area for which the determination was requested.

(3) For wetland (Item 6C)

,

(i) Place an "X" in the block identifying "The area
identified is a wetland that was converted after 11/28/90" if that is
the determination for ANY wetland in the field or area for which the
determination was requested, and enter the date the person's appeal
rights with SCS ended, or

(ii) Place an "X" in the block identifying "The area
identified is NOT a wetland that was converted after 11/28/90" if that
is the determination for ALL wetlands in the field or area for which
the determination was requested.

(4) The district conservationist will sign and date the
Form ASCS-569 after the person's appeal rights with SCS ended, and
then send the ASCS copy of the form to the ASCS office.

(i) Keep the SCS copy in the case file for the land
unit involved if the Form ASCS-569 was generated as a result of an
ASCS or an SCS request.

(ii) Keep the SCS copy of the Form ASCS-569 in the
"Report of Possible Violations" file if the form was initiated as a
result of a complaint or a report from a confidential source. See
§510.72.

510.53 Good Faith Exemptions - HEL

(a) A person who inadvertently violates the conservation
compliance provision is eligible for a reduced penalty no more often
than once in five years. Inadvertent means without intent to violate
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(accidently or unintentional) and acting in good faith to comply.
The graduated sanction provision provides that the penalty shall be a
reduction in program benefits of no less than $500 and no more tham
$5000, depending upon the severity of the violation. This provision
does not apply to sodbusted land.

(b) SCS will help ASCS determine the severity of the violation.
ASCS and SCS have established a tcible of penalties based on the
seriousness of the violation and the size of the field in violation.
ASCS will determine the size of the field in violation. SCS will
determine whether the violation is in a low, medium, or high severity
category, based on the Erodibility Index (EI) of the field in
violation.

(c) ASCS will determine whether the person made a good faith
effort. SCS will be asked to help the County ASC Committee determine
whether the failure of the person to actively apply the approved
conservation plan was inadvertent or accidental. Note that this does
not apply to situations where the person is required to be using an
approved conservation system.

(d) ASCS will maintain records of persons given graduated
sanctions to ensure that the once-in-five years rule is followed.

(e) SCS will determine the Erodibility Index (EI) of the field
in violation. This determination will be made only after SCS has
completed a Form ASCS-569 and transmitted it to ASCS with an "X" in
the block identifying that the person is NOT actively applying the
approved conservation plan, and after ASCS has notified SCS that ASCS
has determined that the graduated sanction applies to this case
because ASCS has determined that the person acted in good faith amd
that the person is eligible under the 5-year rule. The EI for a field
will be determined by identifying the EI for the predominant soil map
unit in the field. The predominant soil map unit in a field is the
soil map unit that has the greatest acreage within the field. If
there is no soil map unit that clearly has the largest acreage within
the field, a weighted average EI will be calculated for the two
largest soil map units within the field. The EI for the field will
not be a weighted average of all soils map units within the field,
because fields with many soil map units will require detailed
calculations that may be subject to error.

r
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Subpart F - Files, Records, and Reports

SUBPART F - FILES, RECORDS, AND REPORTS

510.61(c)

The SCS Records Guide (GM 120 - Part 408) applies to FSA
dociinentation

.

(a) A case file folder is to be made for every Form AD-1026
received where HEL is determined, or if the person has answered "yes"
to HEL or wetland items on the Form AD-1026. Alternately, case files
may be established by ASCS farm number or tract number, and the Form
AD-1026 filed in a separate alphabetical file.

(b) A case file may also be initiated as a result of a non-USDA
participant's request for an HEL or wetland determination.

(c) Negative HEL and wetland determinations and related
supporting data may be filed in one file folder that is labeled "Form
AD-1026 determinations not requiring follow up."

(d) More than one completed Form SCS-CPA-026 and conservation
plan, based on combinations of farm ownership and/or tracts may be
developed and filed in the case file.

510.61 Case file documentation.

Contents of case file. The following items are to be maintainedm the SCS case file, preferably in CAMPS, to provide a basis for SCS
determinations, for use in follow up activities, and to use in
responding to requests for reconsideration and appeals:

(a) Highly Erodible Land and Wetland Conservation Certification,
Form AD-1026;

(b) Forms SCS-CPA-026, SCS-CPA-026a, SCS-CPA-027, and other items
documenting the determinations, approved conservation plams, fully
applied conservation systems, status reviews, and adequacy of plzm
documents

;

(c) ASCS aerial photocopies that indicate farm location, tracts,
field boundaries of the cropland, designated areas as outlined in
510.49(a) (4)

;
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(d) Predicted erosion rates on HEL cropland before and after
treatment

;

(e) Worksheets, maps, lists, calculations, soils information, and
other documentation for making determinations;

(f) The conservation plan;

(g) Conservation assistance notes recorded on SCS-CPA-6,
including a statement that a Basic Conservation System (BCS) was
discussed when the person decided to use an Alternative Conservation
System (ACS)

;

(h) Environmental evaluations and assessments including cultural
resource considerations required for determining minimal effect;

(i) Documentation of reconsiderations and appeal decisions,
including consultation with Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and
related records; and

(j) Other related information, data, or correspondence.

510.62 Records.

(a) Field offices are to maintain case files to fully document
technical determinations, appeal decisions, and reports requested by
National Headquarters or state offices, and to maintain efficient
field office management.

(b) An FSA tracking record as provided in CAMPS 1.3 or later
versions, a manual record as shown in 6516.02, or other suitzQsle
record is to be maintained as a cross reference to the case files.

(c) Case files are maintained according to the SCS Records Guide,
120-408. Forms AD-1026 and SCS CPA-026 are maintained for 13 years
after superseded.

(d) FSA appeals are maintained at the highest level the appeal
reached (field, area, state, or national) . Appeal files are
maintained for 6 years after date of final decision or after date of
adjudication by a court if applicable.
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510.64

510.63 Reports.

Progress is reported in accordance with the SCS National
Reporting Codes Handbook using the codes in 510.64.

510.64 Progress Reporting Codes for FSA.

170 Farms or Tracts With No Hiahlv Erodible Fields
Number of farms or tracts if appropriate that have no highly erodible
fields. This code is reported independently of any wetlamd
determinations. Report with status code.

171 Farms or Tracts With Hiahlv Erodible Fields
Number of farms or tracts if appropriate and the acreage of the fields
siibject to the Food Security Act. Report the "number" portion of this
code after all Highly Erodible Land (HEL) determinations have been
made on that farm or tract. If determinations of only a portion of
the farm or tract are made, report only the acres determined to be
HEL. For efficiency, we encourage whole farm or tract determinations,
but a sodbusting situation or Conservation Resource Planning situation
may dictate doing a partial farm evaluation for HEL. Report with
status code.

172 Farms With Approved Conservation System Applied
Before a code 172 is reportable, a code 173 must have been reported
previously or will be reported simultaneously on this farm, tract, or
the HEL field. Report the number of farms or tracts if appropriate
with conservation systems applied on fields identified as HEL that
meet SCS technical guide requirements. Acres under CRP that are on
lands meeting the HEL definition are to be reported under this code
after the contract has been implemented. Report acreage as systems
are applied on HEL fields. Report the number only once per farm or
tract if appropriate, after all of the HEL fields have systems
applied. Report with a status code.

173 Farms or Tracts With Approved Conservation Plan
Number of farms or tracts if appropriate with a conservation plan on
fields that have been identified as HEL, that have been approved by
the Conservation District and/or SCS and the acreage of the fields
covered by the plan. Report the acreage as HEL fields are planned.
Report the "ntimber" only once per farm or tract if appropriate after
all the HEL fields have been planned. Acres under CRP that are on
lands meeting the HEL definition are to be reported under this code.
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174 Positive Wetlands - No. and Acres CW) fFW) (TWP)
Farms on which wetlands, fanned wetlands, or fanned pasture and
hayland wetlands are found. Report the total number of farms and
total acres of wetlands on the farm.

175 Converted Wetland - No. and Acres (CW)
Farms on which wetlands were converted between December 23, 1985 and
November 28, 1990. Report number of farms and acres converted.

176 Minimal Effects - No. and Acres (MW)
Farms on which a minimal effects exemption has been granted. Report
the number of farms and acres.

177 Negative Wetlands - No.
Farms on which a completed determination was made according to policy
and a wetland was not found. Report the number of farms.

178 Good Faith Wetlands - No and Acres (GFW + Year)
Farms on which ASCS has granted a good faith exemption, and the person
has signed an agreement to restore the wetland. Report the numbers of
farms emd acres

179 Mitigation Wetlands - No. and Acres (MW)
Farms on which a person is actively mitigating a frequently cropped
wetland or a wetland converted between December 23, 1985 and
November 28, 1990. Report the number of farms and acres.

180 Restored Wetlands with Violation - No. and Acres (RVW + Year)
Report the number of farms on which a wetlamd has been restored that
was in violation as result of conversion after November 28, 1990, or
the planting of an agricultural commodity. Show the year of
restoration. Report the number of acres restored.

181 Restored Wetlands no Violation - No. and Acres (RSW + Year)
Report the number of farms and acres on which a wetland converted
between December 23, 1985, and November 28, 1990 was restored,

182 Replacement of Wetland Values - No. and Acres (RPW)
Farms on which wetlands that are not frequently cropped are converted
for purposes other than to increase production, where the wetland
values are being replaced at a second site. Report the number of
farms and acres.
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183 Converted Wetland Non-Aaricultural - No, and Acres (CWNA)
Report the number of farms and acres on which a wetland will be
converted for trees, shrubs, agricultural, roads, buildings, or other
non-agricultural uses that are approved in advance.

184 Converted Wetlands Technical Error - No. and Acres (CWTE)
Report the number of farms on which a wetland was converted as a
result of misinformation from SCS. Report the number of farms and
acres.

185 Converted Wetlands converted after November 28. 1990 . (CW +
Year) - No. and Acres - Report the number of farms on which wetlands
were converted after November 28, 1990.

186 Wetland Appeals at Field Office - No.
Report the number of farms on which a person has requested a formal
reconsideration to start the appeal process at the field office level.

187 Wetland Appeals at Area Office - No. -

Report the number of farms on which appeal has been field at the area
office level.

188 Wetland Appeals at the State Office Level - No. -
Report the number of farms on which an appeal has been filed at the
state office level.

510.65 Incorrect conservation plan.

If a conservation plan is developed by a person for FSA purposes
and is approved by the conservation district, and then later the plan
is found to be technically incorrect:

(a) SCS will explain to the person and the conservation district
why the plan is incorrect and help the person develop a new
conservation plan for conservation district approval.

(b) SCS will inform ASCS by letter that the conservation plan can
no longer can be used for FSA compliance purposes. A conservation
plan that meets conservation compliance requirements must be developed
before the next crop year.
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510.66 Prohibitions.

SCS employees are prohibited from making any FSA technical
determinations on lands which they, their spouse, any direct relative,
or business associate have an interest. Form SCS-CPA-001 is used to
identify SCS employee farms.
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SUBPART G - QUALITY CONTROL

510.70(c) (4)

§510.70 Quality control,

(a) State conservationists are responsible for implementing
quality control procedures consistent with policy contained in GM
330-405,3 and for making certain that all aspects of SCS technical
assistance provided under FSA provisions meet SCS criteria and
standards. The purpose of FSA quality control is to assess the
performemce of SCS in carrying out FSA duties. These quality control
procedures are in addition to GM 330-405.3, and are intended to
monitor quality of SCS FSA work only.

(b) State conservationists will develop a quality control plan
for the state, approved by the assistant chief, that provides for
periodic, adequate assessment of positive and negative determinations,
and of conservation plan quality, implementability, and feasibility.
The quality control plan will generally state how the state
conservationist expects quality control activities for FSA to happen
in addition to GM requirements. The quality control plan will provide
for quality control review of an adequate nvimber of the tracts that
were selected for the annual status review to cover FSA HEL, wetland,
cind CRP determinations, status reviews, conservation plans approved,
conservation plans revised, and conservation systems applied. Quality
control reviews will be made by persons from outside the field office
being reviewed. The specific tracts to be used for the state quality
control review will be selected by NHQ from among the tracts selected
for the field office status review.

(c) The state conservationist will specifically assign the state
quality control function in writing to one or more members of the
state staff. This assignment includes the following:

(1) Reports to and advises the state conservationist on
concerns relating to FSA quality control, status reviews, training
needs, and efforts to prevent fraud, waste, and eUsuse.

(2) Manages status reviews and quality control activities
related to FSA within the state. _ .

(3) Develops and maintains a tracking system of status
reviews and quality control activities related to FSA in the state.

(4) Ensures that the national random number set is used for
selecting tracts for status reviews in each county in the state.
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(5) Maintains, analyzes, and monitors all quality control
and status review reports prepared at all levels within the state.

(6) Conducts oversight reviews of all quality control
activities, status reviews, and prevention of fraud, waste, and aUouse
efforts within the state. If fraud is found, checks related work.

(7) Provides guidance to field offices on release of FSA
information under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) and Privacy
Act in conjunction with the state FOIA officer.

(8) Provides recommendations on need for training or change
in procedures that result from quality control and status reviews.

(9) Assures that USDA policy on seirvicing FSA appeals is
followed.

(10) Assures that USDA policy on servicing complaints is
followed, and field checks a sample of reported complaints after SCS
completes the response to the complaint.

(11) Reviews state and area level appeals to assure that
quality and compliance requirements are met.

(12) Maintains a list of SCS employees who own and/or operate
farms or farm-related businesses in the state.

(13) Assists the state conservationist in assuring that FSA
deficiencies that are dociimented in inspection, appraisal, or quality
control reports are corrected.

(d) Each area conservationist will assign similar quality control
functions in writing to a member of the area staff.

(e) Within-state quality control reviews shall be conducted
throughout the year. State conservationists may request NTC and NHQ
staff assistance to participate in state quality control reviews.

(f) A seunple of the tracts selected each year in each state for
the state quality control review will be selected for the national
compliance control review conducted by NHQ. National Technical Center
(NTC) directors and NTC staff members will conduct the national
compliance control review as assigned by the assistant chief in
consultation with the Deputy Chief for Progr£uns. All national
compliance control review data will be collected by the Director of
the Conservation Planning Division.
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(g) All FSA determinations, conservation plans, revised
conservation plans, and applied conservation systems that are on farms
owned and/or operated by SCS employees are to be reviewed during the
year in which the activity took place.

(h) Assistant chiefs are responsible for ensuring that state
conservationists carry out adequate quality control.

(i) FSA appraisals will be carried out in a state when requested
by the assistant chief or by the state conservationist.

(j) Reports.

(1) The status review data base developed as required by
§510.44 (h) will be used to meet national quality control reporting
requirements

.

(2) The CPD Director will use state data base reports to
determine if FSA appraisals, additional reviews, or additional
training are needed.

§510.71 Prevention of fraud, waste, and abuse.

(a) The compliance aspects of the HEL, wetland, amd Conservation
Reserve Program (CRP) provisions are such that there are opportunities
for fraud, waste, and abuse to occur. The following guidelines will
allow SCS line officers who are responsible for quality control to
give special attention to prevention of fraud, waste, emd eUsuse.

(1) Quality reviews should be increased in those areas where
determinations are inconsistent with the extent of HEL, hydric soil,

and wetland known to occur.

(2) SCS employees who observe possible compliamce
deficiencies while providing onsite assistance are to call these items

to the attention of the person. SCS will then request ASCS to issue a

Form ASCS-569 to SCS for the person on whose lamd the possible
compliance deficiency was observed. SCS will use status review
procedures in NFSAM §510. 44(d) to reach a decision for the tract. See

§510.52 for SCS use of Form ASCS-569, and 516.18 for exhibit of the

form.
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(3) All Offers of bribes are to be immediately reported by
the employee in accordance with GM 360-413 Subpart E.

(4) Entering false information into Government records
constitutes participation in fraud.

(b> The state conservationist will ensure that each case where an
SCS employee is suspected of fraud is turned over to the Office of
Inspector General (OIG) investigation branch.

§510.72 Responding to reports of possible violations or incorrect
determinations.

SCS will investigate possible violations by persons, or potential
incorrect SCS determinations, reported to SCS. See §510.65.

(a) SCS will request ASCS to issue a Form ASCS-569 to SCS for the
tract and the person against whom the report has been made. As part
of the investigation, SCS will check with ASCS to make sure that the
person involved has completed a Form AD-1026 for the field in
question. ASCS will provide aerial photocopies and records of
cropping history as needed. SCS will use status review procedures in
§510. 44(d) to investigate and process these reports. SCS will furnish
a report to ASCS using Form ASCS-569. See §510.52 for SCS use of Form
ASCS-569.

(b) The person, organization, or agency, if known, making the
report of the possible violation will be informed that the report has
been received and is being investigated.

(c) ASCS will use Form ASCS-569 to request SCS to make
determinations and review decisions with regard to reports made to
ASCS of possible violations or potential incorrect determinations.

(d) The DC will transmit to the state office any report on an
item that is not an SCS responsibility. The state office will provide
a copy of the report to the agency responsible for the concerns
raised. SCS will inform the person making the report, if known, that
the report has been received and is being investigated.

(e) SCS will establish a register of reports received in each
field office, recording the date of the report, name of person if
known, organization or agency making the report, action taken on the
report, and date the action was taken.
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(f) The register of reports, the actual report provided to SCS by
a confidential source, and the report by SCS of the results of the
inquiry will be placed in a "Report of Possible Violations" file.
This file is used by SCS employees only. The register of reports and
the report of violation provided to SCS by a confidential source are
not available to the public under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) . If requested, these records can be denied under Exemption
7(D), which protects the identity of confidential sources. The final
report of SCS's decision regarding the possible violation, however, is
available under the FOIA. The name of the confidential source should
not appear in the final report, but if it does it can be redacted from
the record before release, citing Exemption 7(D). Under no
circumstances should the name of the confidential source be entered in
the case file of the possible violator. In handling complaints and
reports, asstime that the person providing the information expects
confidentiality unless the person specifically states in writing that
confidentiality is not expected.

(g) If a new HEL or wetland determination results from the
investigation, the new determination will be docxomented in the case
file for the tract, and the person (s) involved will be notified.

(h) Cases of misinformation, incorrect information, or potential
fraud will be reported to the state conservationist (through the AC)
with a copy to ASCS. The state conservationist will be informed of
results of the reviews of reports of violations or incorrect
determinations

.

(i) The DC should seek advice from his or her supervisor when
large numbers of reports are received that could exceed staff hours
available to service or if other potential problems are surfaced.

(j) The state conservationist will inform the Director of the
Conservation Planning Division of major concerns relating to these
reports

.

510.73 Incorrect information.

(a) SCS will delay providing any FSA-related services for persons
who have provided incorrect information. Where a person checks "no"
for questions on wetland items on the AD-1026. SCS will complete
determinations on Form SCS-CPA-026.
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(b) Where SCS finds that a person has provided incorrect
information, SCS will:

(1) Inform the person of SCS findings.

(2) Complete Form ASCS-569 and send to ASCS.

(3) Send a letter docvimenting SCS findings to ASCS with a
copy to the person and a copy to the state conservationist through
channels. (See 6516.06 for seunple letter)

(4) Place a copy of the letter and the ASCS-569 in the
person's case file.
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Subpart H - Appeals

SUBPART H - APPEALS

510.82(a)

Appeal procedures provide a mechanism for reviewing
disapprovals of a consexrvation plan by a conservation
district or of technical FSA determinations or assistance by
SCS. The purpose of an appeal is to determine if technical
decisions were correctly made and if the rule was properly
interpreted and applied in a specific situation. Appeal
procedures are published in the Code of Federal Regulations
7 CFR 614.

510.81 Determinations sxibject to reconsideration and
appeal.

(a) The following determinations are subject to
reconsideration and appeal:

(1) Highly erodible land determinations;

(2) Wetland determinations;

(3) Disapproval of a conservation plan or system;

(4) Improper use of SCS's policy and procedures in
developing the conservation plan (e.g., not presenting
alternatives for erosion control treatment to the person)

;

(5) CRP determinations; and

(6) SCS determinations of "not actively applying
the approved conservation plan" and SCS determinations of
"not using an approved conservation system."

510.82 Requirements for appeals.

(a) A determination or decision on a tract of land is
made as a result of a request for FSA compliance purposes on
a fully executed Form AD-1026 or other official USDA
application form.
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(b) The determination or decision being appealed must
have been a CRP determination, a decision using Form
SCS-CPA-026, decisions regarding planning procedures and
documents, or decisions regarding the person's lack of
adequate performance in actively applying the approved
conservation plan and/or an approved conservation system.

(c) The determination or decision must have actual or
potential adverse effect on the person who files the appeal.
Actual or potential adverse effect occurs when:

(1) The person has been denied participation in
one or more USDA programs; or

(2) The determinations and/or decisions made may
result in the person's being denied participation in USDA
programs. Where a determination is made that the subject
lands are HEL or converted wetlands, it is not necessary for
the person to complete the conversion and/or plant an
agricultural commodity and be denied USDA benefits in order
to be considered adversely affected. The fact that such
determinations are made or conservation plans were not
approved will be considered adverse effects;

(d) Only the person that is adversely affected by the (^
determination or decision can appeal; and

(e) All appeals and/or requests for reconsideration
shall be in writing and shall state the reason for the
request. The person is to provide records, evidence,
pictures, and supporting statements for the appeal and
requested reconsideration. The district conservationist
must make a field visit on all requests for reconsideration.

510.83 Role of line officers and staff in the appeals
process.

(a) After an appeal is on record, the role of line
officers and staff must be in accordance with the following:
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(1) An independent evaluation and decision will be
made at each level of appeal based on the administrative
record and any additional information gathered from a field
visit, if made, and/or additional information provided by
the appellant.

(2) Line officers at the next higher level of
appeal may provide staff technical assistance and policy
interpretations to the SCS person making the determination.

(3) Except for appeals to the Chief, the staff at
each level of the appeal should strongly consider a site
visit. Site visits are required at the field level.

(4) A line officer may not be directly involved
in, or influence, an appeal decision being made at a lower
appeal level. For exeunple, an area conservationist (AC) may
advise a DC of appeal procedures or answer questions
concerning SCS technical policy, but the AC cannot be
directly involved in the actual appeal (reconsideration)
decision. Area staff may assist the DC to verify that
technical procedures were properly followed; however, the
seune technical staff member cannot participate in the appeal
decision at the next higher appeal level. Staff at the next
higher level may assist the lower level decision maker with
technical assistance in the field. Those staff members
cannot then be involved in appeals at any higher level.

(5) Line officers at the next higher level should
not visit the site in question or get directly involved in
the appeal until the appeal is received at that level. The
line officer and his or her staff should not direct the
lower level staff to make or change any determination or
decision.

(6) Once an appeal reaches a higher level, lower
levels must not meOce additional decisions on the appeal
unless the appeal is sent back to consider new information.
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510.84

510.84 General procedures for appeals.

(a) Persons who feel they have been adversely affected
by a determination or decision and who choose to appeal the
determination or decision shall make an appeal within 45
calendar days of being notified of the original
determination. The 45 calendar day requirement should not
be used as an absolute cut-off date as long as the person
appeals within a reasoneible time. If the person is making
an informal effort to resolve the issue, the 45 calendar day
period should not start until SCS maOces it clear that SCS
has made a final decision. All appeals received must be
recorded, and the reason for not considering the appeal must
be noted in the case file.

(1) The person shall be informed in writing at the
time that the determination and/or decisions are made that
he or she may appeal the action.

(2) The person will be provided the procedures for
requesting reconsideration and pursuing the action,
including the right to request a meeting at the
reconsideration level. A meeting is encouraged. ^

(3) A letter of decision will be sent to the
person making the appeal and a copy of that letter of
decision will also be sent to each lower level SCS line
officer involved in the appeal and to the appropriate office
of the other USDA agencies involved.

I

(4) Inform the local soil and water conservation
district that the appeal has been received.

(b) Use national codes to record the number of
reconsiderations and appeals received at each appeal level.

(1) Field offices will report appeal when letter
of response to a reconsideration request is completed and
mailed to the person.

(2) Area and state offices will report appeal
when appeal decision is finalized.
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510.85 Appeal process - Level I.

(a) The first level of the appeal process is the
reconsideration. This is a review of the original
determination or decision by the DC or conservation
district, considering any additional information provided bv
the appellant.

(b) The reconsideration should attempt to review all
issues related to the reconsideration request to avoid the
need for multiple reconsiderations of different issues in
the seune decision.

(c) Reconsiderations should normally be completed
within 20 calendar days of the receipt of the request for
the reconsideration. An administrative record is created
for documentation of the reconsideration.

(d) After reconsideration, the decision may be mailed
or hand delivered to the producer. Decisions made as a
result of a reconsideration must state:

(1) The basis for the decision, including all
factors, technical criteria, and facts relied upon,*"

(2) The additional evidence that was considered;

(3) All items that are appliceible to the original
determination or decision;

(4) The right of the person to appeal to the next
level and to request a meeting or informal hearing, and

(5) The neune and address of the office to which
the next appeal should be made within 45 calendar days.
(See 6516.08 for sample letter.)

510.86 Appeal process - Level II.

(a) The next appeal level is the second level in states
with area conservationists (AC) . Appeals at the second
level should normally be completed within 30 days of the
receipt of the appeal.
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510.86(a) (1)

(1) Any person who is adversely affected by a
determination or decision that has been reconsidered by a DC
or a conservation district may appeal that decision to the
AC.

(2) The AC will only consider an appeal that has
been through the reconsideration process. The AC may base
the appeal decision on the present record, additional field
finding, meeting, or hearing. If an appeal is received by
the AC that has not been reconsidered by the DC or
conservation district, the AC will return the appeal to the
person, and request the DC to consider this as a request for
reconsideration.

(3) The AC will inform the person of the decision
in writing, of his or her rights to appeal to the state
conservationist (STC) , and of his or her rights to request a
meeting or informal hearing. The AC also will provide the
name and address of the STC and inform the person that the
next appeal must be made within 45 calendar days.

(b) In states without area offices the next appeal
level is the third level.

510.87 Appeal process - Level III.

(a) Any person who is adversely affected by the
decision of the area conservationist, or the DC in states
without AC'S, may appeal to the STC.

(1) The STC may base the appeal decision on the
current administrative record, additional field findings,
and/or a hearing. Appeals at the third level should
normally be completed within 45 calendar days of the receipt
of the appeal.

(2) The STC will inform the person of his or her
rights to appeal to the Chief within 45 calendar days and
will provide the name and address of the Chief.

(b) Before a wetland appeal goes beyond the state
level, the STC must certify that the appropriate technical
specialists have certified that hydric soils, wetland
hydrology, and hydrophytic vegetation under normal
circumstances exist.

r
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510.88 Appeal process - Level IV.

510.89(b)

Any person who is adversely affected by the decision of
the STC may appeal to the SCS Chief. The Chief will only
accept appeals arising from decisions made by the STC.

(a) The Chief will make a decision on the appeal based
on the administrative record only. A hearing shall not be
held.

(b) The decision by the Chief is the final decision of
the Department of Agriculture. There is no further
administrative appeal.

510.89 Processing appeals to the Chief.

Decisions made by the Chief on appeals are based solely
on the administrative record. When an appeal is received by
the Chief, the following procedure will be used to process
the appeal.

(a) The Director, Land Treatment Program Division
(LTPD) for the Conservation Reserve Program, or the
Director, Conservation Planning Division (CPD) for all other
FSA activities, will request the state conservationist to
send one copy of the administrative record to the Director
of the appropriate National Technical Center (NTC) and one
copy to the LTPD or CPD Director via overnight mail. The
director responsible for processing the appeal will send a
copy of the appeal letter to the appropriate NTC.

(b) The NTC is to complete a technical review of the
administrative record within 25 calendar days of receipt,
including the identification of any deficiencies in the
record that supports technical determinations. The NTC will
make a copy of the administrative record for the NTC file.
Procedural and non-technical issues identified by the NTC
are to be referred to the Deputy Chief for Programs for
resolution with the STC.
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510.89(C)

(c) The NTC will send the administrative record and its
findings, comments, and recommendations to the Deputy Chief
for Technology via overnight mail. The NTC recommendation
will be based on an independent evaluation of the
administrative record, and will not be simply a concxirrence
or non-concurrence with the prior decision of the STC. The
appropriate division director (s) in Technology will review,
comment, and forward the record to the Director of LTPD or
CPD within 10 calendar days of receipt.

(d) The Director of CPD or LTPD will coordinate with
the Deputy Chief for Technology and Office of General
Counsel and develop a response for consideration by the
Chief. Decisions on appeals generally will be rendered
within 60 working days of the receipt of the appeal by the
Chief.

510.90 Administrative record.

(a) The administrative record is started when a person
requests a reconsideration. The administrative record is
that part of the case file that contains materials related
to appeals. The administrative record for all appeal cases
shall contain all of the materials used to make the decision C
as well as the support materials. It should not be
necessary to add materials to the administrative record at
the time it is requested by the next higher level. It
should already be complete.

(b) The original of the administrative record is to be
forwarded to the appeal office at the next higher level when
requested. Failure to do so will delay the appeal decision.
The DC will retain a copy of the administrative record in
the case file. - ,

(c) Content of the administrative record. Review:
During the state-level review, the state staff specialists
(state soil scientist, state engineer, and state resource
conservationists or other qualified technical staff) should
review the administrative record and sign off that all
necessary documentation is present before the state
conservationist provides a decision to the appellant.

r
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510.90(c) (9)

The state conservationist should not sign a response letter
until the documentation is complete. Each administrative
record will contain:

(1) Form AD-1026, Highly Erodible Land and Wetlemd
Conservation Certification, completely filled out, for each
year person requested benefits since 1986;

(2) Form SCS-CPA-026 and SCS-CPA-026a (Highly
Erodible Lcmd and Wetland Conservation Determination)
completely filled out for the area in question, including
superseded determinations. Revised determinations should be
clearly identified. The superseded forms are a part of the
permanent record and should not be destroyed. Explain any
changes in farm number and tract number.

(3) Notes and records of telephone calls, office
visits and field trips should be signed and dated to clearly
identify persons involved and the individual making the
review. SCS-CPA-6, Conservation Assistance Notes, should
document all assistance provided since 1985.

(4) Aerial photocopies or maps must clearly
identify the area in question, including field and tract
boundaries, farm and tract numbers, wetland boundaries,
wetland numbers, and symbols to show the determinations
made. Mark the area being appealed in color. If different
wetland delineations are identified at county, area office,
or state office appeal levels, they must be sufficiently
dociimented to show when they were identified, who identified
them, and what features were observed.

(5) Soil map and legend with the area in question
clearly identified;

(6) County list of highly erodible and/or hydric
soil map units;

(7) Compliance-plan; status reviews.

(8) CRP data;

(9) All letters of request for reconsideration and
appeals and any information, photographs, or other data the
person has to support the appeal;
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510.90(c) (10)

(10) Letters documenting all decisions made on
reconsiderations and appeals;

(11) Record of hearing or sximmary of meetings;
Include persons present, data presented, decisions reached.

(12) Any other materials such as photographs that
may have a bearing on the appeal decision; and

(13) A copy of information listed in 510.90(d) or
510.90(e) as appropriate.

(d) Additional information that needs to be included
for appeals involving HEL determinations, sodbuster, and
conservation compliance:

(1) Form SCS-CPA-027, when required

(2) Conservation plan

(3) Name and acres of each HEL soil map unit by
field

by field

shown

(4) Neune and acres of each non-HEL soil map vinit

(5) Predominance determinations with calculations

(6) Dates of HEL determinations and reviews at the
various levels of appeal

(7) Who made the determinations and who did
reviews at the various levels of appeal

(8) The following erosion prediction factors used
in the Erodibility Index calculation as appropriate:

(i) Rainfall and runoff factor (R)

(ii) Soil erodibility factor (K)

(iii) Minimum LS value required for HEL

(iv) Actual slope length and slope percent of

all potentially HEL soil map units and the appropriate LS

factor
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510.90(e) (2) (i)

(V) Climatic factor (C)

(vi) Soil erodibility factor (I)

(vii) Soil loss tolerance value (T)

(e) Additional information needed for appeals for
wetland/converted wetland determinations:

(1) For office determinations

(i) A copy of the soil survey sheet clearly
delineating the soil map unit(s) in question;

(ii) A copy of the FWS National Wetlemd
Inventory map, if availeOile, delineating the area in
question ; NWI legends

(iii) Other information (documentation of
personal knowledge, copies of state wetlemd maps, copies of
ASCS aerial photos or slides, etc.) used in the office
determination;

(iv) Docximentation for any artificial wetland
that indicates that the area was initially a nonwetland or a

prior converted cropland.

(V) Record of consultation with FWS.

(2) For field determinations

(i) Hydric soils ; the whole map unit neune,

the name and acres of the hydric soil included in the map
unit determined to be wetland; or the unnauned miscellaneous
area or inclusion within a soil map unit, the hydric soil
criterion met and acres involved. The fact that the soil is

mapped as a hydric soil, is not sufficient for an appeal
decision; a soil scientist or other qualified technical
specialist must make an onsite determination that it is a

hydric soil, and this determination must be documented with
the n2une of the technical specialist, the date of the onsite
visit, and what specific soil series or inclusions were
observed to support the hydric soil determination.
Documentation must include hydric soil features and hydric
soil criteria that were met.
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510.90(e) (2) (ii)

Make certain that the county hydric soil list is current and
includes any mapping units with hydr-.j: soil inclusions that
were identified during the appeal process. When soil lines
are changed, make certain they are recorded, initialed, and
dated on the official copy of the soil survey and on any
maps included in the appeal files. If spot symbols are
used, they should be taken from the published soil survey or
the National Map Symbols Handbook, or they may be cross
referenced to the Field Office Technical Guide.

(ii) Hydrology r The seasonal weather
conditions and water regime, including field documentation
of prior drainage or manipulation if appropriate by the
appropriate specialist. It is not sufficient to indicate
that the area is wetland without documentation that the area
is subject to sufficient flooding, ponding, or saturation to
meet the wetland hydrology criteria. For example, if the
area floods, cite flood years used for data or cite
interviews with local people who attest to the flooding,
giving names and dates of interviews. Describe the
topography, such as depression, pothole, playa, or
floodplain, and give periods of ponding, flooding, or
saturation or the combination of these. The engineer's \(-

report should mention any factors affecting the flow of
surface or subsurface water.

(iii) Hvdrophvtic vegetation . Unless the
area is cropped, documentation should include a list of the
dominant species and their relative abundance in order to
determine plant prevalence. Photo documentation is very
useful. Include documentation of visual or transect
determinations:

(A) visual determination should include
a list of the most abundant plant species with their
respective indicator status that occur within the hydric
soil boundary (or similar area if vegetation has been
removed) . Estimate the percent coverage of each, and
include enough information to document that the percent
coverage was greater for either obligate and facultative wet
species, or upland and facultative for upland species.
Delineate on the ASCS aerial photo the area that supports or
would support a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation.
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510.90(e) (5) (iii)

(B) Transect determinations should
include the location of the transects on the ASCS aerial
photo; a copy of the completed prevalence index worksheet;
and a copy of the calculations to dociiment that an adequate
percentage of plants had been identified and that a
reasonable number of transects were completed.

(3) Abandonment: If abandonment is an issue,
fully document the information that led to that
determination. Cite Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service (ASCS) slides to indicate cropping
history. Use ASCS Form 578, if possible.

(4) Drainage: If drainage is present or
suspected, an engineer or other qualified technical
specialist must make an onsite determination. Docioment the
findings, the name of the technical specialist, the date,
and any other pertinent information. Describe activities
affecting the natural flow of water and any evidence of
drainage activities. Include the dates and sequence of
drainage activities. Record engineering surveys completed
during the site visit, and document the results of any
scope-and-effect determinations that have been completed.
Scope-and-effect determinations should be done by an area
or state engineer, along with other specialist, following a
field visit. The determinations should docviment
observations and measurements or data provided by the
landowner. The narrative report must clearly state the
rationale for all conclusions. Drawings and onsite and
aerial photographs can help document the conditions. The
file must include copies of ASCS 35-mm aerial slides and/or
copies of all aerial or onsite photographs used to
establish that an area is a converted wetland.

(5) Minimal effect;: (as appropriate)

(i) Documentation of the date that FWS was
consulted;

(ii) Documentation of the opinion of FWS
concerning the minimal effect determination;

(iii) Documentation of the basis for the
minimal effect determination; and
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f
510.90(e) (5) (iv)

(iv) A copy of the signed agreement with the
person to indicate that no action is permitted which would
diminish wetland values beyond those for which the minimal
effect was granted, including mitigation features. (See
512.12)

(f) Organization of file; The file should be in
chronological order and clearly indicate the sequence and
date of significant events in the appeal process. When the
appeal goes to the state level, include a brief chronology
of events, and be sure to document any significant
meetings, telephone conversations, and interviews that
pertain to the appeal. Make sure that every item in the
file is legible and dated. Arrange the administrative
record in a six-part file folder.

(g) Response letter : On response letters at all
levels, make certain that every item mentioned in the
appellant's letter is addressed. If the appellant's
initial letter does not specifically state the reasons for
the appeal, schedule an informal hearing or interview with
the appellant to ascertain why he/she believes that our
initial decision was wrong. Doctiment the reasons in the
file. Many appeals might be avoided if the appellant's f

questions are fully addressed at the first level. Take
every opportunity to explain the program requirements, both
in person and in the response letter. Don't assume that
the program is fully understood. For example, criteria for
abandonment is often not understood. The response letter
should fully explain the reason for the decision; for
example, on wetland appeals the response letter must cite
documentation of hydric soils, hydrology, and hydrophytic
vegetation, as well as abandonment and drainage when
applicable.

510.91 Appeal hearings and meetings.

All persons making appeals must be informed that they
may request a meeting or an informal hearing at the local,
area, and state appeal levels. (The appeal process
procedures are printed on the back side of the person's
copy of Form SCS-CPA-026. ) The purpose of the hearing or
meeting is to provide an opportunity to exchange
information and to get a clear understanding of the issues
involved.
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510.92(b)

(a) An informal hearing is one in which infozrmation is
exchanged and informal procedures are followed. The
informal hearing can range from one in which minutes are
made of the hearing to one where a verbatim transcript is
made

.

(1) A verbatim transcript will be made at the
request and expense of the person, or

(2) A verbatim transcript may be made at the
direction of the hearing authority (STC or AC) in which

:

case SCS will pay the cost of the transcript.

(b) The hearing authority will determine the time and
place of the hearing and provide adequate notice to the
appellant. The hearing authority will normally be the SCS
line officer to whom the appeal was made.

(c) The person or authorized representative shall be
given an opportunity to present oral or written facts and
relevant information.

(d) A meeting can be held at the local, area, and
state level. The case file or administrative record shall
be documented to reflect the meeting.

510.92 Appeal decisions.

The line officer at any appeal level may affirm,
modify, or reverse a decision or may send the appeal back to
a lower reviewing line officer for additional information or
further consideration.

(a) The person will be notified in writing of the
decision (See 516.08), the basis for the decision and the
right to appeal the case to the next higher level. On
request, the person will be given copies of documents,
information, and evidence used to make the decision.

(b) The AC or STC may reopen any appeal for any reason
deemed appropriate, unless the matter has been appealed to a

higher line officer.
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f
510.92(c)

(c) When a decision has been changed as a result of an
appeal, the case file record will be revised and ASCS will
be notified of the change (s).

r

f
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SUBPART E - CONSERVATION PLANS AND CONSERVATION SYSTEMS

511.41
{511.40 Conservation plans,

(a) A conservation plan docximents the conservation system
applied or scheduled to be applied to one or more fields.

(b) The goal for conservation planning on highly erodible
fields is to reduce soil erosion to an acceptable level as specified
for the soil and crop in the FOTG, and which ultimately will lead to
an RMS for the field(s).

(c) All persons who plant agricultural commodities on highly
erodible fields and participate in USDA programs listed in {510.14(a)
must have an approved conservation plan for those fields. The
conservation plan may be:

(1) A newly developed conservation plsm;

(2) An existing conservation plan that has been applied or
is being actively applied; or

(3) The documentation of an existing conservation system
that meets the requirements of Section III of the FOTG.

(d) Conservation plans are to contain Resource Management
Systems (RMS) , Basic Conservation Systems (BCS) , and/or Alternative
Conservation Systems (ACS) as appropriate. (See Part 517 - Glossary)

(e) The conservation plan will include, as a minimum, an
accepteible conservation system for all highly erodible cropland
fields that are or will be used to produce agricultural commodities.

{511.41 Conservation system.

A conservation system is the part of a croplemd resource
management system (RMS) that is applied to a field or group of fields
to provide cost-effective and practical erosion reduction based upon
standards contained in the SCS FOTG. A conservation system may be a
single practice or a combination of practices. Alternative
conservation systems will be offered to the producer during the
planning process along with any resource management system options.
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{511.42 Conservation plan and system requirements.

(a) Acceptable conservation systems are required to be used to
produce agricultural commodities on highly erodible cropland fields
for the person to remain eligible for USDA program benefits, unless
the person is actively applying an approved conservation plan that
will be fully applied by December 31, 1994.

(b) Acceptable conservation systems are resource management
systems (RMS) , basic conservation systems (BCS) , and alternative
conservation systems (ACS) . All RMS, BCS, and ACS that are included
in a conservation plan must be described in the technical guide for
that field office.

(c) The planned conservation system must provide for a
significant reduction in erosion from the level (the "non-treatment"
condition) that would occur if conservation measures were not
applied. The plan must document the erosion rate on each field that
existed before development of the FSA plan (the pre-plan condition)

.

The plan must also document the erosion rate that is predicted with
the planned conservation system applied on each field (the post-plan
condition)

.

(d) The acceptable maximum average annual erosion rate on any
HEL field shall not exceed the average annual erosion rate resulting
from the application of an alternative conservation system described
in the FOTG.

(e) An approved conservation plan that is fully applied results
in an approved conservation system on the land.

(f) Conservation plans developed for highly erodible cropland
fields that were converted from native vegetation (rangeland or
woodland) must include erosion control to the level specified by a
resource management system or a basic conservation system. See Part
517, Glossary, for applicable definitions of rangeland and woodland.

(g) Each field that was converted from native vegetation will
be identified with the following statement in the plan doc\iment:
"This field was converted from native vegetation in 19 , and the
erosion rate for the approved conservation system for this field must
not exceed the soil loss tolerance for the soils in this field."

(h) Conservation plans developed for all other highly erodible
cropland fields may contain RMS, BCS, or ACS for the soil and crop
conditions of the planned fields. A person may include ACS in the
conservation plan to be in compliance with FSA requirements.

(i) All conservation plans will conform with Section III of the
FOTG that is in effect at the time the plan is developed or revised.
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{511.43 Resource management systems.

In the process of developing each conservation plan, the person
will be encouraged to use a resource management system or a basic
conservation system where it is reasonaible and practical to do so.

C511.44 Conservation plan format and content.

(a) The conservation plan is to be developed according to the
policy and procedures in the National Conservation Planning Manual
(NCPM) , the General Manual-450, Part 401, and the following specific
guidelines to provide for adequate plan documentation for FSA
purposes.

(b) Conservation plan guidelines for HEL fields.

(1) A conservation plan for highly erodible fields
identifies each highly erodible cropland field by using or
referencing the ASCS assigned field numher to the extent possible and
by placing the symbol "HEL" on the conservation plan map.

(2) The plan contains statements regarding erosion
reduction treatment for all forms of erosion encovintered within the
highly erodible cropland fields. These decisions may include
treatments that are identified in Section III of the FOTG. Treatment
is required that will produce a substantial reduction in sheet and
rill, wind, and ephemeral cropland gully erosion. Erosion estimated
by the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) and erosion estimated by
the Wind Erosion Equation (WEQ) must each be treated in accordance
with Section III of the FOTG. All conservation practices included in
the conservation plan will be installed according to the standards
and specifications for that conservation practice in Section IV of
the FOTG. The plan should clearly specify the minimum requirements
for FSA compliance, and clearly indicate that the person must
continue to use the conservation systems (s) described in the plan to
maintain eligibility for USDA progreon benefits.

(3) The plan schedules the application of all planned
erosion reduction practices in an orderly manner to ensure that each
practice is fully functional before Jzmuary 1, 1995.

(4) All FSA conservation compliance plans will be entered
into the Computer Assisted Management and Planning System (CAMPS)

.

(5) The district conservationist will ensure that the
conservation plan includes the following five elements for each
planned conservation practice:

(i) The field number (s) where the practice is to be
implemented.
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(ii) The month and year that the practice is to be
implemented. The entry in the 'PLANNED' column of the conservation
plan document will always be the date (month and year) (pmo and pyr
in the CAMPS planaply teible) that the practice is to be installed or
completed for the first time.

(iii) The units of the practice planned to be
implemented.

(iv) The SCS practice code number for the practice. The
practice code number does not need to appear on the person's copy of
the plan.

(v) A practice narrative that:

(A) Identifies the practice using the official
practice name.

(B) Describes specifically what is to be done to
carry out and maintain the practice, or refers to a job sheet or to
the practice specification.

(C) Describes the criteria that SCS will use to
determine when the practice is satisfactorily implemented.

(D) Does not conflict with any other practice
narrative in that plan.

(E) For new plans and for revised plans,
identifies the purpose of the practice, indicating what conservation
problem will be solved or reduced by implementing the practice. This
will be increasingly important as practices are added to a
conservation plan to deal with water quality and other needs.

(6) The conservation plan must contain equivalent
information for each planned management measure or conservation
treatment (that is not a conservation practice) to that shown in
<511.44(b) (5) . Use a code number established at the state level
instead of t^e practice code number.

(7) Any "PLANNED" date that does not meet the criteria in
{511.44(b) (5) (ii) is to be changed to meet the criteria.

(8) Any practice recorded in an FSA plan that does not meet
the requirements in {511.44(b)(5) will be corrected to meet these
requirements. This correction will be made either globally in CAMPS
or as the person is provided technical assistance to implement the
plan.

(9) In cases where a practice is currently recorded in an
FSA conservation compliance plan indicating that the practice will be
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installed "if needed," a specific decision will be made by the person
either to include the needed practice or to exclude it from the plan
because it is not needed. The decision on each practice is needed so
that the practice documentation can conform to {511.44(b)(5). The
person will be expected to make the decision when SCS provides the
necessary technical information on which to base the decision. These
practices must be installed and functioning before the January 1,
1995 deadline. If the "if needed" practice is a planned substitute
practice to be used when the original planned practice cannot be
applied, the conditions under which the substitute practice is needed
are to be clearly stated.

(10) The plan contains the following statement or a similar
statement conveying the same ideas: "I (We) concur in the
conservation practices and installation schedules indicated in this
conservation plan for all fields labeled HEL. I (We) understand
that, when this conservation system for HEL fields is applied to the
land and maintained on a continuing basis, the conservation system
will meet all of the Food Security Act of 1985 requirements for
conservation compliance. Furthermore, I (we) understand that if any
fields other than those HEL fields specified in this plan will be
used for the production of agricultural commodities, I (we) will
contact ASCS and SCS for an HEL determination."

(i) The aho^/e statement is signed by the landowner or
person having control of the land for at least the time period of the
crop rotation and conservation practice installation period that is
specified in the plan. The signature indicates that the conservation
plan documents the decisions made by the person,

(11) The plan contains a specific statement that the plan
meets requirements of the FOTG. This statement is signed by the
district conservationist or another SCS employee designated by the
district conservationist.

(12) The plan contains a specific statement to indicate
conservation district approval. This statement is signed by a
representative of the conservation district. If there is no
conservation district, SCS will approve the conservation plan, using
a specific statement to indicate that SCS is providing this approvalm the absence of a conservation district.

(c) Soil map unit descriptions used in conservation plans will
identify highly erodible (HE) , potentially highly erodible (PHE) , not
highly erodible (NHE) , and hydric soil map units.

(d) Following are special considerations for review and
implementation of FSA conservation compliance plans.
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Part 511 - Highly Erodible Land (HEL) Conservation

511.44(d)(1)

(1) Special Considerations For Management Practices
Management practices in FSA conservation compliance plans usually
consist of crop rotation, conservation tillage, and crop residue use.
Management practices require that the person will take some action
each scheduled year to apply or to use the crop rotation, tillage
practice, and/or crop residue. Management practices are to be
recorded as applied when they are first applied, and will be used
each year in the future as the person continues to use the approved
conservation system described in the approved conservation plan.

(2) Special Considerations For Crop Rotations

(i) The planned crop rotation must be started far enough
before January 1, 1995, so that it is evident that the crop rotation
is being used on each field for which the crop rotation is planned.
Using the crop rotation means that the planned sequence of crops (or
acceptable substitute crops) to achieve the required USLE "C" factor
and/or the WEQ "V* factor is being planted.

(ii) It may not always be possible to get a full cycle of
the crop rotation completed before January 1, 1995, but the practice
narrative should be clear as to when the rotation is to be started so
that the crop rotation will be in use before January 1, 1995.

(iii) Crop sequences are determined by obtaining crop history
for the field from ASCS, from evidence provided by the person, and/or
by SCS observation. Paragraph 345E of ASCS 6-CP states that a
farmer's failure to report eligible crop history on land planted to
an agricultural commodity will result in non-compliance if the land
is classified as HEL and an approved conservation system is not being
used.

(3) Special Considerations For Conservation Tillage And Crop
Residue Use

(i) The planned crops must be caipable of producing enough
residue after harvest to provide the needed cunoxints of residue. The
practice narrative must specify the residue requirements.

(ii) SCS should be satisfied that the person can do the
required tillage and planting operations and that the availcQjle
equipment is capzible of achieving the results- specified in the plan.

(iii) If the plemned residue amounts are not achieveUsle, SCS
will determine the additional practices needed to accomplish the
required level of erosion reduction.

(4) Special Considerations For Supporting Practices
Supporting practices, such as contouring, strip cropping, and field
borders, specified in the plan must be applied before the
conservation system is considered to be in use.
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<511.45 Technical assistance.

Upon the request of a landowner or operator who crops or plans
to crop highly erodible fields, SCS will provide technical assistance
for purposes of developing a conservation plan and applying a

conservation system. Technical assistance should be provided to the
landowner whenever possible to ensxire continuity of the conservation
plem. As the first step in responding to a request for a
conservation plan, SCS will review any existing conservation plans in
the case file for the tract, and utilize the existing conservation
plan to the extent possible. Persons who have requested technical
assistance, but are unwilling or unzible to develop conservation plans
at the time that SCS is able to provide technical assistemce will be
provided with one or more alternatives for accepteible conservation
systems for the person's highly erodible fields at the time SCS
provides technical assistance.

{511.46 Active application of a conservation plan.

(a) Active application of a conservation plan means:

(1) The conservation practices and treatments described in

the approved conservation plan are being applied in each HEL cropland
field according to the schedule specified in the plan, and

(2) All applied practices are properly operated and
maintained.

(b) certification of active application. After January 1,

1990, when applying for benefits, the landowner or responsible person
will annually certify to ASCS on Form AD-1026 that the approved
conservation plan is being actively applied and/or an approved
conservation system is being used. SCS personnel will conduct status

reviews each year on 5 percent of the tracts with conservation plans
to determine active application.

(c) Using the conservation system means that all plzmned
structural, supporting, and mzmagement practices and treatments are
installed, operated, emd maintained in accordance with the FOTG, and

that the approved crop rotation is being used in each HEL cropland
field.

(d) Crop rotations . A crop rotation is considered as being
used each year that the crops (or approved substitute crops)

specified in the approved conservation plan are grown in the planned

sequence with the needed tillage and residue mamagement practices to

achieve the required USLE "C" factor and/or WEQ "V" factor.
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(1) A full cycle of the crop rotation does not need to be
completed to consider that the crop rotation is being used. SCS must
be satisfied that the person is producing the crops in rotation in a
sequence and manner that will meet FSA erosion reduction
requirements.

(2) Documentation of the planned crop rotation in the FSA
plan must be specific enouan regarding crops to be grovm to assure
that the person knows what is needed to achieve the required USLE "C"
factor and/or the required WEQ "V factor. The docxamentation should
be general enough to permit some substitution of crops without the
need for a plan revision when weather or other circumstances make
some cropping changes necessary.

(3) The amount of crop residue needed to achieve the
planned USLE "C factor and/or WEQ "V factor needs to be identified
in the conservation plan.

(e) Notification to ASCS . SCS may use Form SCS-CPA-027 to
notify ASCS and others that the person has completed application of
all scheduled practices and is using the conservation system. This
will usually not be necessary because ASCS will consider that the
person is either actively applying the approved conservation plan or
using an approved conservation system unless SCS informs ASCS
otherwise. It will be the responsibility of the person to annually
certify to ASCS the continued use of the conservation system in any
year that USDA benefits are requested. SCS will conduct annual
status reviews on 5 percent of the tracts with plans to detemnine
continued use of the approved conservation system.

{511.47 Certification of existing conservation plans and
conservation systems.

(a) Existing conservation plans.

(1) SCS will use the existing conservation plan to the
extent possible, rather than develop a new plan. SCS will determine
the technical adequacy of existing conservation plans and
conservation systems with respect to current standards.

(2) SCS must determine if there are highly erodible fields
on the farm and review the conservation plan to determine if it meets
requirements of the FOTG for HEL.

(3) If the conservation plan for the highly erodible
field (s) does not meet FOTG requirements, the district
conservationist will inform the person of additional treatment
alternatives that are required to complete the conservation plan for
the FSA, and will provide the needed technical assistance to revise
the conservation plan.
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(b) Existing conservation systems .

(1) SCS will document the existing conservation system (s)
by describing the system (s) in a conservation plan if the system (s)
meets the requirements of Section III of the FOTG, or

(2) SCS will inform the person of additional cost-effective
practice alternatives that may be planned and applied to meet FOTG
requirements. If the existing system does not meet the requirements
of Section III of the FOTG, SCS will provide the requested technical
assistance to develop the needed conservation plan.

(c) Notification to ASCS . After January 1, 1990, SCS will use
Form SCS-CPA-027 to Inform ASCS that a newly developed conservation
plan conforms with the FOTG and has been approved by the conservation
district. A copy of this form can be provided to the person to
verify that the information on the form has been given to ASCS.

{511.48 Crop acreage base (CAB) exchange.

(a) In providing technical assistance in conservation planning,
SCS employees need to be aware of the opportunity that persons have
to exchange crop acreage bases in order to produce high-residue crops
in exchange for low-residue crops, or to produce high-residue crops
in a different season from the current high-residue crops.

(1) The purpose of CAB exchange is to add high-residue
crops that are not included in the crop base for the farm to achieve
conservation compliance.

(2) SCS and ASCS personnel in each covinty where the CAB
exchange is offered will need to meet and est2Q3lish guidelines within
which SCS can assist persons to reach decisions on the use of CAB
exchange.

(3) The person will have only one opportunity to request
CAB exchange. This meems that any and all CAB exchanges that are
anticipated during the life of the conservation plan must be included
in the initial request to ASCS for approval of a CAB exchange.

(4) SCS will help the person determine the acreage of crops
that must be grown to provide the degree of erosion reduction
necessary to meet the requirements of the ACS in Section III of the
FOTG. This information will be included as part of the conservation
plan for the HEL fields on the farm.

(5) The conservation plan involving CAB exchange cannot be
implemented until the CAB exchange is approved by ASCS.
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(6) CAB exchange of two high-residue crops must be approved
by the state conservationist.

(7) CAB exchanges cannot be used to achieve a BCS or an
RMS.

(511.49 Conservation plan revisions,

(a) A person may request assistance from SCS at any time in
revising an approved conservation plan. SCS will provide assistance
in revising the plan consistent with local priorities.

(b) A conservation plan revision occurs when an existing plan is
changed because of a chzmge in farm size, farm enterprise,
conservation system, farm owner, or farm operator. A revised plan
normally results in a new conservation plem docxoment.

(c) A person may revise his/her conservation plan to provide for
the ACS level of treatment when the original plan provided for a BCS
or RMS level of treatment, as long as the plan revision is not done
as part of a status review. All plan revisions and practice schedule
changes should plan for achieving some erosion reduction in each
calendar year so that the conservation system will be fully in use by
Jemuary 1, 1995. This requirement is particularly intended to
accommodate changes in ownership, farm enterprise, and/or the
substitution of management practices for structural practices.

(d) Revised conservation plans will be in conformance with the
FOTG that is in effect at the time the revision is made, and will ^need to be approved by the conservation district in order to replace i

an existing approved conservation plan.

(e) All persons will be required to be using an approved
conservation system by January 1, 1995 on all highly erodible fields
that are used to produce agricultural commodities, regardless of the
number of conservation plan revisions.

(f) Revisions of conservation plans for sodbusted fields must
provide for continued use of an approved conservation system on the
sodbusted fields, even if the sodbusted field was recently acquired
by the person.
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(g) All persons who have rescheduled practices will be scheduled
for followup assistance during the following calendar year to assist
in applying the rescheduled practice (s).

C511.50 Conservation plans requested and approved after January 1,
1990. _ .

(a) Policv . Conservation compliance land is leuid that was
planted to an agricultural commodity one or more of the 1981 to 1985
crop years. Conservation compliance land, except as provided for in
paragraphs (b) and (c) below, loses its ^compliance" status if it was
not included in an approved conservation plan the later of Jemuary 1,
1990 or 2 years after a soil survey of the farm is available. HEL
lemd that loses its compliance status must have an approved
conservation system applied and used the first year an agricultural
commodity is planted after January 1, 1990.

(b) Plan exception . An approved conservation plan may be
developed after the deadline date for a plan, thereby retaining the
January 1, 1995 application deadline, in the following situations:

(1) Neither the person nor the Ijmd was enrolled for USDA
program benefits prior to between December, 23, 1985, and January 1,
1990. In this case the conservation plan must be approved prior to
the first planting of an agricultural commodity after USDA benefits
are requested. ASCS will determine the person to be "new". Such
persons will be required to show evidence that an agricultural^ .

commodity was planted on the land involved during one or more of the
1981 to 1985 crop years. _. . . . ;. _

(2) An existing USDA program participant is subjected to
the conservation provisions of FSA solely as the result of the 1990
FACTA. This situation includes persons who participate only in the
agricultural conservation program or the dairy assessment prograun.
Such persons have until April 23, 1992, to develop an approved
conservation plan for HEL compliemce fields. Such persons will be
required to show evidence that an agricultural commodity was planted
on the land involved during one or more of the 1981 to 1985 crop
years. Many of these persons may already be using a conservation
system which will meet FSA requirements. In such cases the plan will
document that an approved conservation system is being used by
indicating that the practices were applied in previous years. Enter
a dash in the planned year coltimn and show a prior year in the
applied column in the FSA conservation compliance plam.
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(c) Plan revision and transfer exceptions . An approved !

conservation plan may be revised to add HEL compliance acreage or the
plan may be transferred to a new owner/operator, thereby retaining
the December 30, 1994, practice application date in the following ^
situations:

(1) A USDA participant who was not required to have an
approved conservation plan by January 1, 1990, purchases, leases,
rents, or sharecrops HEL compliance land after, January 1, 1990.
Such a participant may adopt the previous operator's approved plan by
agreeing to continue practice application as scheduled. In this case
SCS will transfer the original plan to the participant by changing
the operator I.D. and requiring the participemt to sign a new
certification statement: "(I) (we) agree to adopt this approved plan
and to continue practice application as scheduled." If necessary, an
adopted conservation plan may be revised for future years svibject to
availeibility of SCS resources and the practiceibility of achieving a
fully applied conservation system by December 30, 1994.

(2) A USDA participant who has an approved conservation
plan purchases, leases, rents or sharecrops additional HEL compliance
land after January 1, 1990. Such a participant may adopt a previous
participant's plan as specified in (c) (1) above or may revise the
original plan to include the additional acreage. This decision
should be based on whether a new tract is added or whether two or
more tracts are merged into one unit. If the participamt opts to
revise the original plan, the revision must be approved before an
agricultural crop is planted on the newly acquired HEL.

(d) Procedures . SCS will use a Form SCS-CPA-027 to individually
identify plans approved after January 1, 1990, so that ASCS will know
when a conservation plan has been developed and approved for the
tract.

(e) The situation with regard to sodbusting will not change, so
that a person who:

(1) has not produced an agricultural commodity on a HEL
field during the period 1981-85, and
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(2) applies for USDA progreun benefits after January 1,
1990, will need to develop an approved conservation plan providing
for the use of acceptable conservation systems on all HEL and use the
conservation systems while producing the first commodity crop after
applying for USDA benefits on HEL in order to be eligible for USDAbenefits the year the conservation system is used. For fields
converted from native vegetation, the plan must provide for the use
of basic conservation systems.

(f) The soil survey exemption applies to a farm on which a soilsurvey is not completed until after January 1, 1988.

(1) In this case, the person will be eligible for USDA
benefits without an approved conservation plan for up to two yearsafter the soil survey is completed. No later than two years afterthe soil survey is completed, the person must develop and begin
implementing the approved conservation plaui.

.. (2) Such persons will be eligible for USDA benefits afterthe conservation plan is developed and approved and in each
succeeding year that the conservation plan is being actively applied.The conservation plan will provide for all required practices and
treatments on HEL to be applied before January l, 1995, so that theperson is using the conservation system before January 1, 1995.
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Part 512 - Wetland Conservation

Subpart A - General

<512.00 Requirements of the law.
(512.01 Definitions.
(512.02 Wetland determinations.
(512.03 Technical changes.
(512.04 Wetland certification.
(512.05 Periodic reviews and updates of wetland delineations.

Subpart B - Wetland Criteria

(512.10 Wetland criteria.
(512.11 Hydric soil criteria.
(512.12 Criteria for wetland hydrology.
(512.13 Prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation.
(512.14 Criteria for identifying converted wetland (CW) after

December 23, 1985.
(512.15 Criteria for identifying prior converted croplands (PC)

converted prior to December 23, 1985.
(512.16 Criteria for identifying converted wetlands (CW+year)

after November 28, 1990.
(512.17 Criteria for converted wetlands for non-agricultural

purposes (CWNA)

.

(512.18 Criteria for Converted Wetland Technical Error (CWTE)
(512.19 Criteria for abandonment.

Subpart C - Wetland Exemptions. Mitigation. Restoration, and
Replacement

(512.20 Wetland exemptions determined by SOS.
(512.21 Minimal effect determination (MW)

.

(512.22. Mitigation (MIW)

.

(512.23 Restoration on wetlands converted after November 28, 1990
that are not in good faith ( "RVW+year" )

.

(512.24 Restoration on wetlands converted between
December 23, 1985 and November 28, 1990 (RSW)

.

(512.25 Replacement of wetland values (RPW)

.

(512.26 Good Faith Exemptions (GFW+year)

.

(512.27 Restoration plans.
(512.28 Wetland exemptions determined by ASCS.

•
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Subpart D - Use and Requirements of Wetlands

{512.30 Use of prior converted croplands (PC).
{512.31 Use of converted wetlands (CW) , (CW+year) , (CWTE) , and

(CWNA) .

{512.32 Use of converted wetlands with minimal effect (MW) .

{512.33 Use of third party converted wetlands (TP)

.

{512.34 Use of other wetlands (W)

.

{512.35 Use of farmed wetland (FW) and farmed wetland pasture
(FWP)

.

{512.3 6 Use of mitigated wetlands (MIW)

.

{512.37 Use of replacement wetlands (RPW)

.

(512.38 Use of restored wetlands (RVW+year) , (RSW)
{512.3 9 Use of Good Faith Exemption wetland (GFW+year)

Subpart E - Maintenance and Improvements

{512.40 Maintenance and improvement of drainage.
{512.41 Maintenance of farmed wetlands (FW)

.

{512.42 Summary of use, maintenance, and improvements of various
wetland conditions.

Subpart F - Coordination With Other Agencies and Programs

{512.50 Coordination with FWS.
{512.51 Compliance with other wetland protection policies.
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Subpart A - General

Part 512 - WETLAND CONSERVATION

SUBPART A - GENERAL

512.01(a)

{512.00 Requirements of the law.

(a) Actions causing ineligibility . A person is ineligible for
USDA program benefits if the person:

(1) Plants an agricultural commodity on a wetland that was
converted after December 23, 1985; or

(2) Conveirts a wetland after November 28, 1990 for the
purpose, or to have the effect, of making possible the planting of an
agricultural commodity, sugarcane, or forage crop. EXCEPTION: A
person is not ineligible if prior to the conversion SCS approved the
planting of trees, shrubs, vines, or cranberries; fish production; or
building and road construction; and no agricultural commodity was
produced on the land; or

(3) Refuses to allow an SCS official access to the property
for purposes of making determinations under this part after filing an
AD-1026.

(4) However, a person is not ineligible for USDA program
benefits for a crop that was planted between December 23, 1985, and
June 27, 1986.

(b) Authority . The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) is
responsible for determining if a specific area is wetland or converted
wetland and whether certain wetland exemptions apply.

{512.01 Definitions.

(a) Converted wetland — means wetland that has been drained,
dredged, filled, leveled, or otherwise manipulated, including any
activity that results in impairing or reducing the flow, circulation,
or reach of water, that makes possible the production of an
agricultural commodity without further application of the
manipulations described herein if:

- the manipulation took place after December 23, 1985.
- the production or degree of production would not have

been possible but for such action, and
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512.01(a)

- before the action the land was wetland and was neither
highly erodible land nor highly erodible cropland. (See further
explanation in Section 512.14(b)(3), (4))

(b) Wetland — (except when such term is a part of the term
converted wetland) , means land that

- has a predominance of hydric soils;
is inundated or saturated by surface water or groundwater

at a frequency and duration sufficient to support a prevalence of
hydrophytic vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil
conditions; and

vmder normal circvimstances does support a prevalence of
such vegetation, except that this term does not include lands in
Alaska identified as having a high potential for agricultural
development and a predominance of permafrost soils. Note: Cropping
history is not a criterion for wetland determination.

(c) Manipulation . Alteration of the hydrology or removal of woody
vegetation for the purpose or to have the effect of making the
production of an agricultural commodity possible. See section
512.14(c).

C512.02 Wetland determinations.

(a) Documentation . Record wetland determinations on Form SCS-
CPA-026, Highly Erodible Land and Wetland Conservation Determination.

(b) Obvious wetlands . Areas are considered wetland if they are
continuously ponded or saturated for long duration during the growing
season such that access by foot to make hydric soil or hydrophytic
vegetation determinations is impossible. (Exhibit 516.09, Precedent
Diagram on Use of Wetlands.) In most cases, wetland determinations
can be made in the field without rigorous sampling of soils,
hydrology, or vegetation.

(c) Applicability . All wetland determinations, conditions, and
exemptions remain with the land. In addition, a person who converts a
wetland after November 28, 1990, remains ineligible for USDA program
benefits until that wetland is restored.

(d) Scope . Make wetland determinations for all cropland,
hayland, pasture, and rangeland that has potential for wetland
conversions. Determinations may be made for entire farms. If a large
part of a farm is in woodland or rangeland with low potential for
conversion to cropland, the DC may limit wetland determinations to all
cropland, and potential cropland adjacent to or between cropland
fields. If wetland determinations are not made on the remainder of
the woodland or rangeland area, follow Section 510.48(f) of this
manual.
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512.02(g) (2)

Notify the producer that no determination was made for these lands and
that there may be wetland on these areas.

(e) Use of offsite procedures . Where adequate information
exists, the use of offsite procedures is encouraged to make wetland
determinations. Dociiment the information used for offsite
determinations, such as aerial photographs, wetland maps, soil
surveys, and other data as well as the interpretations made from such
information. SCS wetland inventory maps may be used to make office
wetlemd determinations.

(f) Use of onsite determinations .

(1) Make onsite determinations if information is inadequate
to make offsite wetland determinations; and for all converted wetland
violations.

(2) Point Intercept Sampling Techniques . Where wetland
vegetation cannot be determined through routine investigations, use
the Point Intercept Sampling Procedure in 7 CFR Part 12 (Appendix
518.03). Keep the worksheet and calculations to facilitate future
determinations and to form a basis for the wetlemd soil plant
correlation data base.

(g) Use of wetland inventories . State conservationists may
authorize wetland inventories in areas that have significant scattered
areas of wetlands. Inventories can facilitate making individual
wetland determinations in a consistent and timely manner. Wetlemd
inventories are usually prepared by trained photo interpretation teams
using a combination of ASCS 35 mm slides, aerial photographs, soil
surveys, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) wetland maps, and other
data. States should give special attention to ensure that inventory
tools provide the high degree of quality necessary to make correct
wetland determinations in the office. If this is not the case, onsite
determinations must be made.

y '
.

.

" ~

.

.

(1) Mapping conventions . States should develop mapping
conventions for wetland inventories, with FWS consultation (See
Section 512.50) and national technical center (NTC) concurrence, prior
to starting the inventory. Wetland inventories must be based on field
tested mapping conventions used to interpret offsite information.

(2) Review . District conservationists (DCs) must review
wetland inventories for completeness and accuracy. The DC may add,
revise, or delete wetlands based on local knowledge, input from
farmers, and additional information. The state conservationist (STC)
must approve the inventory in writing for each field office before it
is used in making wetland determinations.
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512.02(g)(2)
^^

The STC will ensure that quality control reviews of wetland
determinations are made in accordance with 510.70 for each field
office before wetland determinations are sent to producers.

(h) Appeal rights. Inform the person who signed the AD-1026 that
the person has 45 days to appeal the determination.

(i) " Correcting determinations . If information is obtained by SCS
from outside sources (other agencies, organizations, or private
individuals) or from internal reviews (quality control or appeals)
that indicate that wetland determinations were incorrect, conduct a
review to determine if applicable policy and procedures were followed.
Determinations are subject to review and revision if SCS policy and
procedures were not followed.

(1) Consider the following factors to determine if SCS
policies and procedures were followed:

- Were the tools adequate?
- Were all availcible tools used?
- Were approved mapping conventions used?
- Did the inventories (if used) and determination process

have appropriate prior approval?
- Were determinations made for entire fields?
- If the same tools and mapping conventions used for the

initial determination were applied, would the determination be the
same?

(2) If the answer to all of the above questions is yes, SCS
will correct the determination if needed, and revisions to final
wetland determinations on other tracts are not necessary. If not,
then a revision must be made of the subject tract and other tracts in
the area must be reviewed. The revised wetland determination becomes
effective when the new decision is made. The producer may appeal the
portion of the determination that has been revised.

(j) Reguired training . Only SCS employees who have completed
approved wetland training may make wetland determinations. Each state
conservationist will maintain a list of employees who are qualified to
make wetland determinations.

(k) Consultation with FWS . SCS will consult with the Fish &
Wildlife Service (FWS) on development of wetland mapping conventions,
and will involve FWS in quality control procedures to ensure accuracy
of wetland identification at the state, regional, and national levels.
Allow FWS to participate on wetland inventory tesuns
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512.03(b) (2)

wherever practicable. SCS will make certified wetland determinations
available to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the
U.S. Corps of Engineers (COE) on request. Determinations provided to
other agencies must be the same as those provided to ASCS.

C512.03 Technical changes.

Technical changes may result from additional research or experience
that support changes in the criteria for hydric soils, hydrophytic
vegetation, or hydrology. These changes may be determined by
interagency technical committees and must be approved by the STC.
other technical changes define properties of soils, plants, or
hydrology that would cause a soil to be classified as hydric or
nonhydric, or would cause a change in the indicator status for a
plant, or would provide new information on the hydrology of a site.
The changes apolv to determinations made after the date of notice of
the change.

(a) Changes in wetland criteria . Technical changes in the
criteria for hydric soils, hydrophytic vegetation, or hydrology often
affect policy and procedures in other parts of this manual. Changes
that affect policy and procedures throughout the manual will not
become effective until the manual is revised amd the changes are
incorporated into the policy and procedures. For example, if the
length of time for saturation is changed for hydric soils, the change
will not be effective until this manual has been amended to include
the change.

(b) Changes in hvdric soil list and hvdric vegetation indicator
status . Technical changes that affect the list of hydric soils or the
indicator status of hydrophytic vegetation become effective as soon as
the new list of hydric soils or new indicator status for hydrophytic
vegetation is published and available to the public. These changes
are then incorporated in the Field Office Technical Guide or other
documents available at the field office.

(1) Hydric Soils of the United states is updated annually.
The new list becomes effective in January. Field office official
lists of hydric soil map iinits will be updated in January to reflect
changes. Other technical changes in the field office list of hydric
soil map units must be documented and reviewed by the National
Technical Center in accordance with Part 512.11 of this manual. The
STC is responsible for updating the field office official lists of
hydric soils.

(2) The indicator status of plants must be agreed on by the
regional plant committees and published before they are effective for
use in wetland determinations.
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{512.04 Wetland certification.

(a) Documentation . SCS will delineate all wetlands on a
photocopy of the ASCS official aerial photography. Label the
delineated areas according to 510.49(a)(4) and appendix 516.21. If
requested by the person, SCS will make a field visit prior to
delineating the wetlands on the map.

(b) Procedure for certification . SCS will certify that the
wetland delineations on each tract are sufficient to make
determinations of eligibility for USDA progreun benefits, and are in
accordance with 510.49 and 510.50.

(1) Notify the person that a wetland determination has been
made, and that the determination has been certified as correct and
sufficient for determining eligibility for USDA programs.

(2) Provide Form SCS-CPA-026 to the person along with the
map showing the location of wetlands. _

(3) SCS will certify the determination after a final appeal
decision is issued or 45 days after notification if not appealed.

(c) Peouirements for certification.
f

(1) The area must meet all criteria for wetlands.

(2) Determination must be made for the entire tract, with
this exception: If a large part of a tract is in woodland or rangeland
with a low potential for conversion to cropland, the district
conservationist may make a wetland determination for all cropland,
hayland, pasture, and rangeland that has high potential for wetland
conversion, and potential cropland adjacent to cropland fields on the
tract. If a decision is made not to make a wetland determination on
the remainder of the woodland or rangelemd area, the following items
must be done:

(i) Make a determination for all cropland, hayland,
pasture, rangeland, woodland, and potential cropland adjacent to the
cropland on the tract that has a high potential for wetland
conversion;

(ii) Outline the area to be excluded from the wetland
determination on the aerial photo and write, "Wetland determination
not made for this area";
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(iii) Note in the remarks section on Form SCS-CPA-02 6
that a wetland determination was not made for the area outlined on the
aerial photo; and

(iv) Inform the farmer that a request for a wetland
determination should be made for any wet area that is being
manipulated on which a wetland determination was not previously made.

(3) Hydric soils are present on all wetland sites.

(4) Hydrophytic vegetation is prevalent on the site or
would have been prevalent had it not been removed.

(5) Wetland hydrology exists on the site.

(6) All wetland (W) , converted wetlands (CW) , farmed
wetlands (FW) , and minimal effects wetland (MW) are outlined on the
ASCS photos, and prior converted cropland (PC) is outlined or noted
for each field.

(d) Certification of prior determination . SCS will certify all
wetland determinations made prior to November 28, 1990, if they were
made according to SCS policy in Section 512.04(c). If the
determination was made prior to November 28, 1990, it may be certified
for all cropland and potential cropland adjacent to cropland on the
tract.

(1) Notify the person by letter that his or her prior
wetland determination is certified and is sufficient for determining
eligibility for USDA program benefits under FSA.

(2) If the person does not appeal the determination within
45 days of the notice, SCS will certify the determination and provide
the needed information to ASCS.

(3) If the person appeals the determination, certification
will be made after a final decision is issued on the appeal.

(e) Notification to other agencies . FWS, EPA, and COE must be
notified of wetland certifications upon request.

(f) Public list . ASCS maintains a public list of certified
wetland determinations. The ASCS list is limited to those certified
determinations that are provided by SCS after following the procedures
in this section. Maps and other information on determinations are
available to the public on request.
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{512.05 Periodic reviews and updates of wetland delineations.

Periodic reviews will be made of wetlands to correct delineations, and
to reflect conditions that might have changed since the last
delineation, such as abandonment or conversions. NHQ will provide
additional guidance on conducting periodic reviews.
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Subpart B - Wetland Criteria

PART 512 - WETLAND CONSERVATION

SUBPART B - WETLAND CRITERIA

{512.10 Wetland criteria.

(a) Definition . Wetlands are lands that:

(1) have a predominance of hydric soils;

(2) are inundated or saturated by surface water or
groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support a
prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions; and

(3) under normal circumstances do support a prevalence
of such vegetation.

All three criteria must be met for an area to be identified as
wetland, unless interrupted by temporary weather conditions or if
hydrophytic vegetation is removed by farming or ranching practices.

(b) "Normal circumstances" refers to the soil and hydrologic
conditions that are normally present, without regard to whether the
vegetation has been removed.

<512.11 Hydric soil criteria.

(a) Definition . Hydric soil is a soil that meets the criteria
set forth in (g) below,

(b) Acceptable soil surveys . Soil surveys prepared according
to standards of the National Cooperative Soil Survey (NCSS) are
used to delineate hydric soils. Published soil surveys, cooperator
soil maps, and other soil surveys acceptable to SCS may be used.
If no reliaOale soil survey is available and if it cannot clearly be
determined whether an area meets the hydric soil criteria, a soil
scientist will inventory and map the area.

(c) FOTG official list . Maintain an official list of hydric
soil map units in Section II of the Field Office Technical Guide.
The list must include (1) all soils from the National List of
Hydric Soils that are in that field office area; and (2) any soil
units or areas that the state conservationist determines to meet
hydric soil criteria.
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(d) Deleting soils from list . To delete a hydric soil unit
from the list, use the procedure contained in the current Hvdric
Soils of the United States for deleting soils from the National
List of Hydric Soils. The deletion is not made until the notice of
change is published in the Federal Register.

(e) Use and maintenance of lists . State offices will maintain
a copy of the county list of map units. States will maintain a
printed list and are encouraged to store the lists electronically
in the State Soil Survey Dateibase. The county lists should be used
in making wetland inventories and determinations. The lists must
be availcQsle to persons making wetland inventories and
determinations

.

(f) Determining predominance of hydric soils . Determine
whether an area of a field or other parcel of land has a
predominance of hydric soils that are inundated or saturated as
follows:

(1) If a soil map unit has hydric soil as all or part of
its name, that soil map unit or portion of the map unit related to
the hydric soil has a predominance of hydric soils;

(2) If a soil map unit is named for a miscellaneous area
that meets the criteria for hydric soils (i.e., riverwash, playas,
beaches, or water) the soil map unit has a predominance of hydric
soils; or

(3) If a soil map unit contains inclusions of hydric
soils, that portion of the soil map unit identified as hydric soil
has a predominance of hydric soils.

(g) Criteria for hvdric soils.

(1) Criteria for hydric soils is found in Hvdric Soils
of the United States as pxiblished in the Federal Register.

(2) In many cases, areas of hydric soils may not
coincide with map unit delineations. The DC or soil scientist
normally interprets aerial photographs to delineate areas of hydric
soils within map unit delineations by using landscape position
information provided on the list of hydric soil map units for the
county. In some cases an onsite visit will be needed to determine
the location of hydric soils within a map unit delineation. The
following are methods for locating areas of hydric soils.
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(i) Consociations are soil map units named for a
single kind of soil (taxon) or miscellaneous area. Seventy five
percent of the area is similar to the taxon for which the unit is
named. When named for a hydric soil, the soil map unit is
considered a hydric soil map unit for wetland determinations.
However, small areas within these map xinits may not be hydric and
should be avoided when determining prevalence of hydrophytic
vegetation.

(ii) Complexes and associations are soil map units
named for two or more kinds of soils (taxa) or miscellaneous areas.
If all taxa for which a complex or association is neuned are hydric,
the soil map unit may be considered a hydric soil map unit for
wetland determinations. If only part of the map unit is made up of
hydric soils, only those portions of the map unit delineation that
are hydric soil are considered in wetland determinations.
Prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation is completed on only the areas
of hydric soils within the delineation, and only those portions of
the area that meet wetlzmd criteria are shown on the ASCS aerial
photocopy as wetland. , . .. ...

(iii) Undifferentiated groups are soil map units
named for two or more kinds of soil (taxa) or miscellaneous areas.
Undifferentiated groups do not have a regular pattern of occurrence
of the soils for which the group is named. If all components are
hydric soil, the map unit may be considered a hydric soil map unit.
If one or more of the soils for which the map unit is named are
nonhydric, each delineation must be evaluated for presence of
hydric soil.

(h) Elements of the covmty hydric soil map unit list.

(1) The soil map unit symbol and name;

(2) The name of the hydric soil part or parts of the
soil map unit and information on whether the hydric soil composes
all, a part, or a minor inclusion of the soil map unit; and

(3) Probable landscape position of hydric soils within
the soil map delineation if only part of the map unit is hydric
soil.

(4) Additional items to be added to the list are those
areas of hydric soil map units that:
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(i) Contain hydric soils that are hydric only
because of saturation (Section 512.11(b)). These soils are hydric
due to water taJales at or near the surface.

(ii) Support woody vegetation under natural
conditions. (These areas will be considered prior converted
croplands if an agricultural commodity has been produced prior to
December 23, 1985, and these areas are not potholes, playas, or
seasonally flooded or ponded.)

(iii) Contain potholes or playas. (These areas
will be considered wetlands regardless of cropping history if they
meet wetland criteria.)

(iv) Are seasonally flooded or ponded.
(Information other than soil survey data may need to be used to
help make this determination. These areas will be considered
wetlands if they meet wetland criteria.)

(v) Can be farmed under natural conditions without
removing woody vegetation or other manipulation.

(i) Preparation of lists of hvdric soil map units .

(1) Initial lists of hydric soil map units for a soil
survey area may be computer generated at the Iowa State University
Computer Center using the "HYDSUR" job control language. This
initial list will include all soil map units in the survey area
that are named by hydric soils. To ensure that this list is
current, the state must have an updated Map Unit Use File for the
survey area (see National Soils Handbook 603.12(d)).

(2) Lists of hydric soil map units may be manually prepared by
comparing all soil map unit neunes and names of included soils
against Hvdric Soils of the United states .

(3) Include additional soil map units on the initial
list if they:

(i) contain inclusions of hydric soils or wet
miscellaneous areas.

(ii) are named for higher categories in "Soil
Taxonomy" that meet hydric soil criteria. (Exaunples include
"Aquents, flooded," or "Haplaquolls, ponded.")

r
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(iii) are named for wet miscellaneous areas that
meet hydric water table, ponding, or flooding criteria. Examples
include riverwash, beaches, playas, or water (these are only
exEunples and may not meet hydric water table, flooding, or ponding
criteria for a particular county.)

(4) To compile the list of hydric soil map units in
counties that do not have a soil survey, use the soil
identification legend.

(5) In some survey areas soils have been renamed to
match current data and interpretations. If the updated map unit
names do not match pxiblished names, include justification
statements for those name changes that have moved the map unit from
hydric to nonhydric or vice versa. These statements must address
the reason and data that support the name change. Include the
supporting data in Section II of the Field Office Technical Guide
or the official copy of the soil survey report. The procedures for
updating maps and names are described in Part 602 of the National
Soils Handbook.

(6) Include a list of spot symbols that indicate small
areas of wetness in map unit delineations. These lists of spot
symbols further identify map units that may contain hydric soil
inclusions. These symbols are shown on the Conventional and
Special Symbols Legend (SCS-SOI-37A) for a county.

{512.12 Criteria for wetland hydrology.

An area exhibits wetland hydrology if during a significant part of
the growing season in years of normal precipitation, the area is
permanently or periodically inundated, or soil is saturated to the
surface.

{512.13 Prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation.

(a) Determining prevalence .

(1) A prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation is determined
by visually estimating the percent cover of obligate or facultative
wet plant species (as provided in the National List of Plant
Species That Occur in Wetland) as compared to those that are
classified as facultative upland or upland species. If obligate
and facultative wet plant species cover a greater percent of the
area than facultative upland and upland plants, the area has a

prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation. Document the basis for this
a determination.
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(2) If it cannot be determined by visual observation
whether hydrophytic vegetation is prevalent, use prescribed
transect techniques to calculate a prevalence index value as
described in Section 516.11. A prevalence index value of less than
3.0 indicates a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation.

(3) If human activity has altered the natural plant
community in an area that meets hydric soil criteria, prevalence
can be determined by comparison to a nearby area that contains the
same hydric soil under similar hydrological conditions and the
natural plant community typically found on that soil map unit.

(4) An area such as hemlock swamp, pothole, playa, or
vernal pool is also considered to have a prevalence of hydrophytic
vegetation if it meets the criteria for hydric soil and wetland
hydrology.

(b) Vegetation transects . Transect determinations of
vegetation for hydric soil areas are based on a 200-foot line
transect as described in Exhibit 516.11.

{512.14 Criteria for identifying Converted Wetland (CW) after
December 23, 1985.

(a) A wetland is converted if:

(1) Excess water has been removed with dams, subsurface
drains, ditches, terraces, diversions, dikes, or other physical
manipulation to make production of an agricultural commodity
possible. These measures may cause a conversion even if they are
installed offsite from the affected wetlands. Offsite is any
measure that is installed on land other than the wetland being
evaluated and that has some effect on the subject wetland.

(2) Woody vegetation (stems and stumps) has been removed
from a wetland after December 23, 1985, permitting the production
of an agricultural commodity or forage crop. If hydrology is
manipulated, the area is considered CW even if it still meets
wetland criteria. On land where the natural vegetation is woody,
and crop history for the area cannot be documented, the following
exceptions apply:

(i) If the stems and stumps were not removed prior
to December 23, 1985, the area is wetland, and cannot be farmed
under natural conditions,
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(ii) If the stems were removed but the stumps
remain to the extent that the land cannot be farmed without further
stump or brush removal, the area is a wetland that cannot be farmed
under natural conditions,

(ill) If the woody vegetation (including stems and
stumps) was removed prior to December 23, 1985, the area is a
wetland that can be farmed under natural conditions if it is not
necessary to manipulate or remove additional woody vegetation
(including stxomps or brush) after December 23, 1985.

(3) If maintenance activities exceed prior scope and
effect, or a wet area is manipulated.

(4) If maintenance takes place on a wetland FW or FWP
and the person did not indicate intent to do maintenance on the
AD-1026. Person may appeal and provide proof that it was
maintenance.

(b) A wetland is not considered to be converted if:

(1) The area continues to meet wetland criteria despite
having been cropped but not drained or otherwise altered. Cropping
or cropping history are not criteria for converted wetland.

(2) Production of an agricultural commodity on the land
is possible as a result of a natural condition, such as drought,
and it is determined that the production of the agricultural
commodity does not permanently alter or destroy natural wetland
characteristics. Destruction of herbaceous (non-woody) hydrophytic
vegetation as a result of cultivation is not considered to be
destruction of a natural wetlamd characteristic, unless the
cultivation is designed specifically to alter the hydrological
condition, such as use of a chisel on a vernal pool.

(3) The manipulation that caused the conversion was
needed to control erosion on highly erodible land. However, the
wetland is considered converted if done for purposes other tham
erosion control on HEL; or

(4) The manipulation that caused the conversion was
installed on HEL adjacent to the wetland area and caused the
conversion by reducing water. Evaluate the structures used against
alternative measures and document justification for the measures
used. The measure used must be a practicable alternative for
erosion control in accordance with the FOTG.
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(c) Manipulation, as used in this manual, is the alteration of
the hydrology or removal of woody vegetation for the purpose or to
have the effect of making commodity production possible.
Manipulation includes any action which removes excess water from a
wetland, such as hydrological alterations with dams, dikes,
ditches, diversions, subsurface drains, pumps, or filling that is
sufficient to affect the flow, circulation, or reach of water
within the wetland or farmed wetland. The following exzmples would
not be considered manipulation and therefore will not require a
minimal effect evaluation:

- Placing less than a cubic yard of fill in a 10-acre wetland
if there is no apparent effect on the hydrology of the wetland.
However, additional placement of fill may be considered
manipulation if there is a detectable effect on hydrology.

- Undercutting of a ditch bottom which was already below the
outlet prior to the action.

- Construction of a diversion which outlets back into the
wetland.

- Replacement of a few feet of damaged tile, on areas that
have not been abandoned.

- Construction of a ditch that brings additional water into a
wetland and does not provide additional drainage.

Actions that exceed the above examples or similar practical limits
will be considered manipulation and will be considered converted
wetland if agricultural commodities, hay, or pasture can be grown.

Manipulations that will not maike possible the production of an
agricultural commodity; Certain manipulations, however, will not
have the effect of making the production of an agricultural
commodity possible, as illustrated by the following exeunples:

- The removal of woody vegetation without removal of stumps
such that the area cannot be cropped or established to hay or
pasture.

- The removal of woody vegetation from an area so small that
production is not practical, such as clearing a fence line in a
manner that will not permit the use of conventional tillage
equipment on the cleared area.

r
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- Construction of a dugout pond that does not affect the water
table and the fill materials are transported out of the wetland.

- Impoxindment of a stream that does not significantly affect
downstream wetlands and the dam is constructed so that production
of an agricultural commodity or forage crop is not practical.

- Construction of a small ramp through a wetland to permit
wheels of an irrigation system to turn.

These and other similar manipulations will not be considered
converted wetland and will therefore not need to be assessed under
minimal effect.

'<

J
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C512.15 Criteria for identifying prior converted croplands (PC)
converted prior to December 23, 1985.

(a) Definition . Prior converted croplands were wetlands that
were drained, dredged, filled, leveled, or otherwise manipulated
before December 23, 1985, for the purpose, or to have the effect
of, making the production of an agricultural commodity possible.
This applies if (i) such production was not possible before the
action, (ii) an agricultural commodity has been produced (planted)
at least once before December 23, 1985, and (iii) the area has not
been abandoned. This includes the following:

(1) Potholes or playas that have been drained to make
possible the production of an agricultural commodity and no longer
meet the hydrology criteria or hydrophytic vegetation criteria.
Potholes and playas that were drained before December 23, 1985, by
ditches or tiles are prior converted cropland if the ditch or tile
was installed at an elevation or grade below the bottom of the
wetland sufficient to remove water so that it no longer meets
wetland hydrology criteria. These prior converted croplands are
subject to abandonment criteria.

(2) Areas other than potholes or playas that were
manipulated prior to December 23, 1985, to make possible the
production of an agricultural commodity,

(3) Flooded and ponded areas that are less than
seasonally flooded that have been drained, diked, or otherwise
altered so that they do not flood or pond for extended periods
during the growing season.

(4) Hydric soils that met only the water table
(saturation) criteria, if prior to December 23, 1985, they were
either drained or otherwise manipulated or had the woody vegetation
removed , and

:

(i) have been- used to produce an agricultural
commodity, and

(ii) have not been abandoned, and

(iii) do not currently flood or pond seasonally.
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(5) Areas of hydric soils that were manipulated prior
to December 23, 1985, to the extent that they did not and do not
currently meet hydrology criteria, but were never cropped, are
considered non-wetland (NW) . The abandonment provision applies to
such lands, even if they have not been cropped, emd they are
considered wetland if wetland criteria are met after the
appropriate period of abandonment. However, areas that meet the
wetland criteria and where crop history cannot be documented are
considered wetlands (W) and not prior converted cropland (PC)

.

These areas can be farmed ;inder natural conditions if it is not
necessary to manipulate or remove additional woody vegetation
(including stiimps or brush) after December 23, 1985.

(6) Pocosins and other similar areas are prior converted
cropland only if prior to December 23, 1985:

(i) the woody vegetation was removed,

(ii) a drainage system was installed that altered
the hydrology to the extent the wetland criteria is no longer met,

(iii) an agricultural commodity has been produced,
and '

(iv) they have not been abandoned.

(b) Areas not considered to be prior converted croplands.

(1) Potholes and playas that were manipulated prior to
December 23, 1985, but otherwise continue to meet wetland criteria
shall not be determined to be prior converted croplands. Where
potholes and playas were drained prior to December 23, 1985, to
make possible the production of an agricultural commodity by
ditches or tiles, they will be determined to be prior converted
cropland if the ditch or tile was installed at an elevation or
grade below the bottom of the wetland and has removed the wetland
hydrology. These prior converted croplands are sxibject to
abandonment criteria.

(2) Other wetland areas that are seasonally flooded or
ponded and were manipulated before December 23, 1985, to make
agricultural production possible, but otherwise continue to meet
wetland criteria, are not prior converted croplands. (With
maintenance considered and documented as outlined in 512.35(c)(6)).
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(i) Surface water must be present for extended
periods in the growing season to qualify as seasonally flooded or
ponded. "Extended periods" is defined as the continued presence of
surface water for at least 15 consec-rive days or 10 percent of the
growing season, whichever is less under average conditions (50
percent chance of occurrence using all existing precipitation
records) . Growing season is defined in Hydric Soils of the United
States.

(ii) States, with NTC concurrence and in
consultation with FWS, are authorized to determine locations where
extended periods will be longer than the definition above. Such
determinations will be based on the degree of ponding or flooding
required to protect seasonal wetland wildlife values. The purpose
of defining seasonally flooded or ponded areas as wetlands despite
previous manipulations (e.g., clearing woody vegetation, planting
an agricultural commodity) is to maintain remaining seasonal
wetland wildlife values.

{512.16 Criteria for identifying Converted Wetlands (CW+year)
after November 28, 1990.

(a) Converted wetlands after November 28, 1990, will be
determined using the criteria for converted wetlands in 512.14.

(b) Persons who convert a wetland after November 28, 1990, for
the purpose, or to have the effect, of making possible the
production of an agricultural commodity will be ineligible for USDA
program benefits.

(c) The conversion of a wetland for any purpose other than
vineyards, shr\ibs, fish production, trees, cranberries, roads, and
buildings is considered as converted for crop production.

(1) Wetland converted for pasture or hayland is
considered a converted wetland because it is assumed a conversion
to allow the planting of grass or legumes also would make the
production of an agricultural commodity possible.

r
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(2) If trees and stems are removed only in part, but
grasses and/or legumes are planted, the area is considered a
converted wetlemd unless the planting is approved in advance by
scs.

(3) The removal of brush and stems from vet areas that
have not been maintained in the past 5 years, making it possible to
plant grasses or legumes, causes the area to be a converted
wetland if the actions are not minimal effect.

(4) Clear cutting when stems and stumps are removed
prior to replanting trees requires prior approval as outlined in
512.17.

(5) Construction of outlets through wetlands in order to
maintain prior converted cropland, farmed wetlands, and farmed
wetlands pasture causes the wetland to become a converted wetland
if effects are not minimal.

(6) Construction of dugouts or other ponds in wetlands
resulting in fill being placed in a wetland, cause the area to be a
converted wetland if effects are not minimal.

(7) The following apply to wetlands converted after
November 28, 1990, by mining and other major land disturbing
activities:

(i) Wetlands converted as a result of a mining
permit require a wetland reclamation plan that provides for the
restoration or replacement of all wetlands converted as a result of
the mining activity.

(ii) The operator holding the surface rights will
be permitted to resume agricultural production without loss of
benefits when the wetlemd reclamation plan is fully applied.

(iii) The restoration or replacement of wetlemds on
mined areas does not have to be located on prior converted
cropland.

(iv) The use of mitigation banks is permitted under
the guidelines in 512.22 (a) (5) (iv)

.
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(d) The person will remain ineligible for all programs and all
lands which the person has an interest, for that year forward, if
the land is not restored. Any other person will become ineligible
in any year in which the person plants an agricultural commodity or
forage crop on the land.

(e) All converted wetlands that were not PC on December 23,
1985, and that are found after November 28, 1990, on farms enrolled
in USDA programs for which an AD-1026 is signed, will be presumed
to have been converted after November 28, 1990, and therefore must
be restored in order for the person to regain eligibility for USDA
program benefits. The person will be issued a determination of
CW+year, which the person may appeal. Request ASCS to provide an
ASCS-569 form, SCS Report of Conservation Compliance for Spotcheck
Purposes. SCS will consider changing the CW+year determination if
the person can document that the wetland was converted prior to
November 28, 1990. If the area has been planted to an agricultural
commodity, or the person provided incorrect information, inform
ASCS

.

(f) Wetlands converted after November 28, 1990, will be
labeled CW plus the year in which the conversion took place or was
found.

(g) Manipulation of a wet area that makes production of an
agricultural commodity possible will cause the area to become a
converted wetland.

t512.17 Criteria for converted wetlands for non-agricultural
purposes (CWNA)

.

(a) Persons who plan to convert a wetland for purposes other
than production of an agricultural commodity or forage crops must
have such plems approved before the conversion takes place. The
plan must be approved by the SCS in consultation with FWS. Any
person who converts a wetland is considered to have converted the
wetland for agricultural production unless the person got prior
approval for conversion. Persons must indicate on the AD-1026 that
a wetland will be converted for non-agricultural use. The wetland
will be labeled "CWNA" exempted converted wetlands,
non-agricultural use.

(1) Persons who plan to do maintenance on hayland,
pasture, or other wetlands that will not lead to a land use change
must also get prior approval under this section by indicating
intent on an AD-1026.
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(2) For purposes of this section, agricultural
production includes the planting of any crop, hay, or pasture.
Fruit trees, trees, vineyards, shrubs, fish production, and
cranberries are not considered agricultural production if the
conversion follows an approved plan.

(3) Before approving a plan, SCS will advise the person
that 404 or other wetland-related permits may be required.

(4) SCS will conduct an annual review of all wetlands
that are converted for non-agricultural use, until the planned use
is installed. At any time that the plans are not being followed,
or a hay, pasture or agricultural commodity is planted on the area,
the area will be changed to a converted wetland and will be in
violation of the wetland provisions.

(b) Persons who plan to convert wetlands for non-agricultural
uses must check yes to appropriate question on form AD-1026 and
must submit a plan to SCS for approval before converting the
wetland.

(1) The plan must include present condition, planned
alterations to the wetland, planned land use, date of conversion,
date the plan will be fully implemented, and the planned cover for
subject area.

(2) The DC will review the plan and note any additional
conditions for the conversion.

(3) Have the person sign the plan and inform them that
not following the plan will cause the area to become a converted
wetland and be in violation of the FSA provision.

(4) The DC will sign, the plan.

{512.18 Criteria for Converted Wetland Technical Error (CWTE)

Incorrect wetland determinations made by SCS officials will be
corrected any time such incorrect determinations become known. The
new determinations become effective when made; however, no person
shall be adversely affected by actions based on a prior
determination. Promptly notify the land owner of the corrected
determination.
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(a) If the person has taken no actions to convert the wetland,
label the area wetland and all USDA policies apply .

(b) Obvious wetlands will not be exempt.

(c) If wetlands have been converted as the result of good
faith reliance upon misinformation from SCS or if conversion has
commenced before the person receives the corrected determination,
the person shall be granted relief for the actions taken based on
the incorrect determination. Any further conversion activities
would result in a loss of benefits unless the action were
determined to have minimal effect.

(d) The state conservationist must approve relief granted for
actions taken because of incorrect determinations by SCS in
consultation with FWS. The documentation provided by the field
office and reviewed by the area office must include a reviewable
record, consisting of:

- Data supporting incorrect information provided to person.
- Date conversion was started.
- Date conversion was completed.
- Total cost of conversion.
- Total amount spent on conversion as of date correct

determination was provided to a person.
- Explanation of the events and circvimstances leading to the '

error.
- Statement of actions taken to correct the error and prevent

reoccurrences

.

- Dociimentation of FWS consultation.

(e) If a small investment was made to convert the area, the
person shall not be considered in violation for past actions, but
will not be permitted to plant agricultural commodities on the area
in the future unless the wetland is restored.

(f) If a substantial investment was made to convert the
wetland, label the area "CWTE" (converted wetland technical error)

,

and permit the person to plant agricultural commodities and
maintain existing drainage in the future. Any additional
conversion of the area would result in a loss of benefits unless
the action were determined to be minimal.

(g) If an agricultural commodity is planted or the action
related to the conversion of a wetland takes place after SCS
informs the person of the error, or if the person knew or should
have known that the determination was in error, no exemption is
allowed.
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(h) FWS must be consulted on all misinformation
determinations.

(i) Inform the producer that Section 404 permits and other
federal, state, and local permits may still be required.

(j) Within 15 days after the state conservationist decides
that misinformation was provided, forward the entire reviewable
record to the Director, Conservation Planning Division.

(k) Each state conservationist must report quarterly to the
Director, Conservation Planning Division, the cumulative number of
CWTE exemptions granted as of that quarter and the nximber of acres
converted due to technical error. Reports are due April 15,
July 15, October 15, and January 15; negative reports are required.

{512.19 Criteria for abandonment.

(a) Abandonment is the cessation of cropping, management, or
maintenance operations on prior converted cropland (PC) , farmed
wetland (FW) , or farmed wetland pasture or hayland (FWP) . If
cropping, management, or maintenance operations have ceased for 5
successive years, prior converted cropland, farmed wetland, or
pasture or hayland wetlands are considered abandoned if wetland
criteria are present, unless it is shown that there was no intent
to abandon; however, if there is no crop production for 5
successive years, the land is abandoned if it meets wetland
criteria.

(1) Cropping means the use of the area for the
production of an agricultural commodity, but also includes the use
of the area for aquaculture, grasses, or legtimes, or pasture
production in a commonly used rotation related to the production of
an agricultural commodity. Management or maintenance means
carrying out those operations that support the production of the
agricultural commodity, hay, or pasture.

(2) A person may provide a written declaration of a
decision to cease cropping, management, or maintenance operations
and allow the land to revert from cropland, farmed wetland, or
farmed pasture or hayland wetland to natural wetland. Indicating
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an intent to sell or develop land for non-agricultural uses does
not constitute an intent to abandon, without a written declaration.

(b) A prior converted cropland (PC) or farmed wetland (FW) is
considered abandoned if wetland criteria are met, and

(1) the prior converted croplemd or farmed wetland has
not been planted to an agricultural commodity for 5 successive
years ; and

(2) it was not enrolled in a USDA set-aside or similar
program of conserving use or wetland restoration approved by FWS or
a state wildlife agency. However, if it is clear that the area was
not farmable for the preceding 5-year period and was not farmable
at the time it designated as set-aside, the area is considered
wetland (W) . The DC will request ASCS to determine whether the
land was eligible for set-aside when it was designated, and ASCS
will" document its determination. The DC should inform ASCS, the
farmer, and the state conservationist, through appropriate
channels, that the area is now determined to be wetland due to
abandonment of crop production, or

(3) the person indicates an intent to aibandon. However,
after 5 successive years of no crop production or participation in
USDA set-aside or similar programs, the area is automatically ^

considered abandoned regardless of intent. The farmer may request
a reconsideration or appeal of the wetland determination based on
the inability of the farmer to maintain production on the area due
to circumstances beyond the farmer's control, such as where
production on the area has been abandoned and not used as set-aside
due to lack of maintenance of a related drainage facility by the
drainage district or county. Using the information provided by the
farmer, with the concurrence of the Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS) , the DC may determine that the presumption of zUscmdonment has
been rebutted by this showing of an intention not to eOsandon.

(c) Farmed wetland pasture or hayland (FWP) is considered
abandoned if wetland criteria are met, eind

(1) the farmed pasture or hayland wetland has not been
used, managed, or maintained, and has not been harvested (hayed,
cropped or grazed) at least once in the preceding 5-year period;
and
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(2) the requirements of 512.19 (b) (2) or (3) are also
met

.

(d) Prior converted croplands, farmed wetlands and pasture and
hayland wetlands that SCS determines are abandoned and reverted to
wetlands are classified as wetland and all wetland provisions
apply. For lands that have been abandoned and meet wetland
criteria the district conservationist will change designations to
wetlands (W) upon becoming aware that such conditions exist.
Persons may produce agricultural commodities on abandoned wetland
only if water regimes are not altered or woody vegetation removed.

< )

I )
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512.20(e)

C512.20 Wetland exemptions.

Record the following wetland exemptions on Form SCS-CPA-026.
Delineate these areas on the ASCS aerial photocopies and return the
photos to ASCS with Form SCS-CPA-026. ASCS will outline these
areas on their official maps. This process eliminates the need for
persons to complete a new Form AD-1026 each year that maintenance
is done on prior converted croplands or other exempted wetlands.
Wetland exemptions include the following:

(a) Prior converted cropland (PC) . A prior converted cropland
is an area that was wetland that was manipulated before
December 23, 1985, for the purpose, or to have the effect of,
making the production of an agricultural commodity possible. The
area is PC if production was not possible before the action, an
agricultural commodity has been planted at least once, emd the area
has not been abandoned. PC's are exempt from FSA.

(b) Artificial wetlands (AW) . An area is an artificial wetland
if the area was formerly nonwetland or prior converted cropland,
but now exhibits wetland characteristics because of human
activities.

(c) Irrigation-induced wetlands (AW) . An area is an
irrigation-induced wetland if it was created by irrigation or
seepage from an irrigation delivery system, but was nonwetland in
its natural state.

(d) Wetlands (V) farmed under natural conditions . If the
production of an agricultural commodity is possible on wetland as a
result of a natural condition, such as drought, without the person
destroying a natural wetlemd characteristic, leibel the wetland (W)

.

(e) Minimal effect (MW) . Label the area MW if the production
of an agricultural commodity on a converted wetland, in connection
with all other similar actions in the area, would have minimal
effect on the hydrological and biological functions of the wetland.
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(f

)

Fanned wetlands (FW) . Use FW to identify wetlands that
were manipulated and used to produce an agricultural commodity
before December 23, 1985, but still meet wetland criteria, and
therefore are not prior converted croplands. These areas include
potholes and playas that still meet the wetland criteria, or areas
that are seasonally ponded or flooded for an extended period.

(g) Farmed Wetland Pasture (FWP) . Use FWP to identify
wetlands that were manipulated and used to produce hay and/or
pasture before December 23, 1985, but still meet wetland criteria,
and are therefore still wetlands.

(h) Good Faith Wetlands (GFW) . Wetlands which ASCS has
determined were converted in good faith and with no intent on the
part of the person to violate the wetland provisions.

(i) Mitigation Wetlands fMIW^ . Frequently cropped wetlands
or wetlands converted between December 23, 1985, and
November 28, 1990, for which the person has signed an agreement
with SCS/FWS to mitigate the values lost or to be lost by the
conversion. Mark MIW on the converted area and "Easement" with "W"
on the PC that is restored for mitigation.

(j) Converted Wetlands Technical Error (CVrTE) . Wetlands that
were converted by the person as result of incorrect information
provided to the person by SCS.

(k) Converted Wetland. Non-agricultural Use fCWNA) . Wetlands
that are converted for trees, shrubs, cranberries, vineyards, fish
production, roads, buildings and other non-agricultural uses that
have been approved by SCS prior to the conversion.

<512.21 Minimal effect determination (MW)

(a) Definition . Minimal effect is an exemption that can be
granted by SCS in agreement with FWS for converted wetland or
proposed conversions that will have minimal effects on the
hydrological and biological functions of a wetland.

(b) Approval authoritv.

(1) The state conservationist must approve:
- All minimal effect agreements that allow the removal of

woody vegetation;
- All minimal effect agreements for which the conversion

was completed before the agreement; and
- All minimal effect agreements for which agreement was

not reached between SCS and FWS at the local level.
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(2) The district conservationist may approve minimal
effect agreements:

- For proposed conversions which have not yet been
manipulated, and

- Do not require the removal of woody vegetation, and
- Have been signed by FWS.

(c) Requirements ,

(1) FWS agreement . SCS will consult with Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) on each minimal effect determination. The
SCS district conservationist and FWS will complete the minimal
effect evaluation form for each site. If SCS and FWS do not agree
at the field office level, refer the decision to the state
conservationist, who will make a decision in consultation with FWS.
The state conservationist will report to the Director of the
Conservation Planning Division all decisions made at the state
level without concurrence of FWS at the local level. The local FWS
will report to their National office when agreement cannot be made
with SCS at the local level.

(2) Area of consideration for minimal effect . In making
minimal effect determinations, the environmental evaluation will
assess the effects of the conversion on the wetland as well as the
cumulative effect of the conversion on other wetlands in the area
that will be affected.

(3) Violations . If a person violates the minimal effect
agreement, the minimal effects exemption is withdrawn and the area
becomes a "converted wetland".

(4) Agreement . A minimal effect determination is
granted only after the person agrees to and signs the minimal
effect agreement (Exhibit 516.12) if there are future requirements.
If there are no futiire requirements, SCS may grant a minimal effect
determination by signing the evaluation form with FWS and noting
that the determination was granted with no future requirements.

(d) Procedures for making a minimal effect determination -

Prior approval . If the conversion has not occurred, the district
conservationist will process a request for a minimal effect
determination by completing an on-site environmental evaluation
using the procedures in Section 516.13. Conduct minimal effect
evaluations only if requested by the person prior to the beginning
of activities that would convert the wetland except as noted in
(e) (7) below. If, after completing the evaluation, it is
determined that a minimal effect determination is appropriate, the
DC may make a minimal effect determination with agreement from FWS.
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If FWS does not agree, follow procedures in (c) (1) of this section.
If the DC determines that a minimal effect determination is not
appropriate, the data will not be forwarded to the STC, and the
person's only recourse is through the SCS appeals process. Minimal
effect determinations where effects are minimal on the hydrological
and biological values of the wetland without future restoration or
mitigation will be effective from the date of the action that
caused the conversion, and as long as the minimal effects agreement
is followed. Wetlands having such minimal effect determinations
are considered exempt.

(e) Procedures for making a minimal effect determination -
Post approval. If a person converts a wetland after December 23,
1985, and then seeks a determination that the effect of the
conversion is minimal, the burden of proof is on the person to
demonstrate to the satisfaction of SCS that the effects were
minimal.

(1) Do not make an onsite minimal effect environmental
evaluation for wetlands converted after November 28, 1990, or for
converted wetlands on which an agricultural commodity was planted
after December 23, 1985.

(2) Provide the person a copy of the SCS evaluation form
and sections of this manual relating to minimal effect.

(3) The person must document pre-conversion conditions,
date of conversion, conversion action, weather conditions prior to
and since the conversion, and other details needed to permit SCS to
evaluate the effects of the conversion. Exhibit 516.20 is a list
of information that the person must provide.

(4) Forward the person's docximentation (and restoration
plans, if needed) through the area office to the state office. No
consultation with FWS will be made and no decision will be made at
the field office level.
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(5) The state conservationist will create a minimal
effects committee to review the applications for wetland converted
prior to a minimal effect request and evaluation.

(i) The minimal effects committee will consist of
State and Federal agencies with responsibility in wetland
protection.

(ii) Minimal effects determinations will only be
granted by the state conservationist if there is consensus by the
technical committee that the effects are minimal and FWS agrees.

(6) Minimal effect determinations where the person can
prove the past actions have had only minimal effects on the
hydrological and biological characteristics of the wetland will be
effective from the date of conversion and continue as long as the
MW agreement is followed.

(7) Minimal effect may be granted for conversions that
have already taken place if restoration is applied quickly enough
to result in insignificant loss of wetland values and the person
can prove to SCS and FWS that the effects are minimal. An
exemption for "converted wetlands" that have already been restored ;.

may be made by the state conservationist as outlined below:

(i) Minimal effects will not be considered until
the wetland is completely restored as outlined in Appendix 516.13.

(ii) If restoration is required (Note: mitigation
will not be permitted) the restoration actions must take place
before the application for minimal effects is processed. The
period between the conversion and the complete restoration of the
converted wetland will be the period considered for a minimal
effect determination.

(iii) In order for SCS to assess the effects during
the period of conversion the person must provide the information
listed in appendix 516.20.

(iv) If the state technical review committee
requires additional measures before granting a truly minimal effect
(MW) exemption, the person must complete those measures prior to
reconsideration of the appeal. The person should restore all
values as soon as possible and prior to the first review by the
state technical review committee, because a rainfall with runoff
might occur while the person is making an application and prior to
completely restoring the wetland, that would cause the conversion
to have more than minimal effects.

5'
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Since the period of consideration for minimal effects
is from the date of conversion until completely restored, the
wetland must be completely restored prior to determination of
minimal effects so that the period and conditions are known.

{512.22 Mitigation (MIW)

.

(a) Requirements . Mitigation for lost wetland values,
acreage, and function on frequently cropped wetlands and wetlands
converted between December 23, 1985, and November 28, 1990, will be
effective for the crop year noted in the agreement. The effective
date cannot be earlier than one crop year after the agreement is
signed by SCS, FWS, and the person and an easement is recorded for
the mitigated area. Mitigation can only be used to regain USDA
program benefits for future crop years.

(b) Applicability . Exemptions for future crop production may
be granted for areas that are mitigated through the restoration of
another "prior converted cropland." This exemption applies to
frequently cropped converted wetlands as well as to wetlands
converted between December 23, 1985, and November 28, 1990, that
have not had an agricultural commodity planted on them in any year
that the person was enrolled in USDA programs. Such mitigation
will permit a person to plant on the converted wetland without
being ineligible for future USDA benefits. Frequently cropped
wetlands are areas that were farmed more years than not, as
determined from ASCS records. Persons requesting mitigation must
follow the following:

(1) Timing of request . The person must request the
mitigation exemption prior to violation of the wetland provision.

(i) For frequently cropped wetlands, the request
for mitigation must be made before the conversion activity is
commenced.

(ii) For wetlands converted between
December 23, 1985, and November 28, 1990, the request for
mitigation must be made before an agricultural commodity is planted
on the converted wetland.

(2) . Restoration plan . A restoration plan for the
mitigation must be approved by SCS in agreement with FWS prior to
the restoration.
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(ii) Mitigated wetlands cannot be used without the
written consent and agreement to maintain by the entity responsible
for their creation or restoration.

(ill) If off-farm wetlands are used for mitigation,
a comprehensive wetland evaluation system must be developed and
used to document that restored or created wetlands fully compensate
for the biological and hydrological values of converted wetlands.

(A) Regional mitigation banks may be outside
the local watershed, but must be within the general region that
provides equivalent wetland values.

(B) The mitigation bank must be within the
state. Exceptions require approval of the Deputy Chief for
Progreims.

(iv) The mitigation agreement information must
state that local, state, and other federal permits may be required
prior to construction. Note that mitigation agreement relates to
FSA only.

(V) A monitoring system must be developed by the
state conservationist to ensure that off-farm mitigation measures
are being fully implemented annually.

(vi) A tracking system must be developed by the
state conservationist to ensure that converted wetlands are tied to
specific mitigated wetlands in the bank with the same wetland
values and acreage.

(vii) The third party providing the mitigated
wetlands must sign the mitigation agreement and agree to maintain
the subject lands according to conditions outlined.

(viii) SCS will annually review third party
restored mitigation sites. If the third party fails to meet the
conditions of the agreement, withdraw the exemption from the
wetland that was converted and label the area CW + year.
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(6) Easement . The person must provide an easement to
USDA for the restored wetland.

(i) Term . The term of the easement is as follows:
For less than frequently cropped wetlands: Easement

will be for length of time to restore the wetland characteristics
OR the length of time the converted wetland is in production,
whichever is greater.

For frequentIv cropped wetlands and wetlands
converted between December 23. 1985. and November 28. 1990 :

Easement will be for length of time the converted wetland is in
production only.

(ii) Administration . Easements will be
administered by the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)

.

(iii) Recording . The easement must be recorded on
public land records. The landowner must pay recording fee and
certify that there is no lien on the land. If the land is
mortgaged, the mortgage holder must agree to subordinate its
interest to the CCC easement.

(iv) Enforcement . If terms of the agreement are
violated or the restored area is converted, SCS will issue a
determination that the area for which the restored area mitigated

I) ) is a Converted Wetland, and the person will be ineligible for USDA
benefits.

(V) Easement instrument . Use the standard easement
language shown in exhibit 516.22.

(7) Required area . Restored area must meet the
following criteria:

(i) Replacement must be on prior converted (PC)

cropland.

(ii) Functional values lost must be replaced.

(iii) Generally, replacement will be on a one-to-
one acreage; less than or greater than one-to-one may be approved
if the state conservationist and the FWS delegated authority at the
state level concur.

f«U
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(A) <1;1 . If a landowner offers less than
one-to-one acreage but offers to return the restored area to its
pristine (nonfarmed) condition, this may be accepted if approved by
SCS and FWS at the state level.

(B) >1:1 . If SCS and FWS feel that a greater
than one-to-one restoration is required, the person will be
permitted to appeal the requirement that the restoration be more
than one to one.

(8) Review . The state conservationist must develop a
review policy for all mitigated wetlands.

{512.23 Restoration of wetlands converted after November 28, 1990
that are NOT in good faith. (RVW+year)

(a) Persons may restore a wetland in order to produce xinder
natural conditions in the future on wetlands converted between
December 23, 1985, and November 28, 1990; and to regain eligibility
on converted wetlands that are converted after November 28, 1990,
which ASCS determined were not in good faith. Restored wetlands
can only be farmed under natural conditions if they were farmed
prior to conversion.

(b) Restoration will not enable a person to recoup USDA
program benefits for past years.

(c) Agreements to restore wetland values may be approved for
all converted wetlands. The restoration must be on the converted
site and all lost values must be restored. The person who
converted the wetland must document pre-conversion conditions.

(d) The effective date of the restoration will be the first
crop year after the "agreed-to-items" have been restpred as
outlined in the agreement. Restoration cannot be used
retroactively to have past benefits restored. Restoration can be
used to permit a person to farm the converted area under natural
conditions if it was farmed before the conversion and to help a
person regain eligibility if a wetland was converted after
November 28, 1990, and was found not to be in good faith.
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(1) If a person plants an agricultural commodity on aconverted wetland, or has converted the wetland afterNovember 28, 1990, and ASCS determines the conversion not to be in
??K 1 ^ Si; H'® Pf"°" =»ay restore the wetland and the area will belabeled RVW+91 with the number representing the year of the
nt^io ^^"; '^!?^^i^^L^"''^ ^® y®^^ f°^ ^hich a violation tookplace, and note that the person will not be eligible for a goodfaith exemption for another 10 years.

r.«^„«««^ J^^ *" *^^^®^ °^ restoration, the person must providedocumentation of prior conversion conditions.

(3) Permitted use of the area will be noted in the plan.

(4) Restoration plan must be approved bv SCS withagreement with FWS. ^

{512.24 Restoration of wetlands converted between
December 23, 1985, and November 28, 1990. (RSW)

(a) Persons may restore a wetland in order to produce undernatural conditions in the future on wetlands converted between
Sf^Tf'^^K^: ^^^^' ^""^ November 28, 1990. If a person restores awetland that was converted between December 23, 1985 andNovember 28, 1990, (on which no violation has occurred), the areawill be labeled as "RSW" after restoration.

(b) Restoration will not enable a person to recoup USDAprogram benefit for past years

(c) Agreements to restore wetland values may be approved forall converted wetlands. The restoration must be on the convertedsite and all lost values must be restored. The person whoconverted the wetland must document pre-conversion conditions.

(d) The effective date of the restoration is the first cropyear after the wetland is restored as outlined in the agreement.Use of the area will be noted in the plan. Restoration plan mustbe approved by SCS with agreement of FWS. The restored area can befarmed under natural conditions if it was farmable prior to
conversion. Use of the area will be noted in the plan.
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(e) Restoration plan must be approved by SCS with agreement of
FWS. If the DC and FWS cannot agree on the restoration plan at the
local level, the decision will be referred to the state
conservationist. The state conservationist may approve the
restoration plan in consultation with a representative of FWS. If
SCS and FWS do not agree on the restoration plan at the state
level, the state conservationist may approve the plan, but will
report the lack of agreement to the Director of the Conservation
Planning Division within 30 days and send a copy to the NTC. FWS
will report the lack of agreement to their national office.

t512.25 Replacement of wetland values (RPW)

.

(a) An agreement to replace lost wetland values at another
site can be made for non-frequently cropped wetlands if the
proposed replacement values are as good as or better than the
values that would be lost due to the conversion. The effective
date of the replacement agreement is stated in the agreement and
will not be before the agreement is signed by SCS, FWS, and the
person. Replacement cannot be used retroactively to have past lost
benefits restored. Replacement can only be used to permit a person
to farm a converted wetland in future years as outlined in the
agreement. Replacement can be used under some very limited
conditions. Inform the person that 404 and other Federal, state,
and local permits may be required. All replacements must be
accomplished according to the following guidelines:

(1) All of the conditions and requirements for
mitigation in 512.22 must be met. In addition:

(2) The replacement area must be on the same farm;
wetland banks are not to be used;

(3) the area converted does not have to be frequently
cropped or to have been converted between December 23, 1985, and
November 28, 1990.

(4) Replacement of wetlands not frequently cropped will
be used only where the purpose of the conversion is not solely the
increase of production of an agricultural commodity on the
converted wetland, such as where removal of woody vegetation will
allow center pivot systems to function. Replacement cannot be
used for the squaring-off of comers of fields or for convenience
of operating large equipment.
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(5) Wetland functions and values lost must be replaced;

(6) Restoration for replacement must be granted before
the conversion, never after the conversion.

(7) Replacement must take place on prior converted
cropland;

(8) All necessary Federal, State, and local permits must
be obtained prior to approval of the plan by SCS to replace lost
values. The plan shall state it does not exempt the producer from

any other wetland protection rules and regulations outside FSA;

(9) The plan to replace lost values must be concurred
with by SCS and agreed to by FWS at all levels; Forward a copy of

the signed restoration agreement to the national offices and NTCs
of SCS.

(10) USDA will require an easement on the replacement
wetland.

C512.26 Good faith exemptions (GFW+year)

.

I )
(a) Recmirements . A person who has violated the wetland

provision of FSA by converting a wetland after November 28, 1990,

or by planting an agricultural commodity on a wetland converted
after Decemijer 23, 1985, is eligible for graduated sanctions if:

(1) The person is actively restoring the wetland under a

plan approved by SCS and the Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) , and

(2) ASCS determines that the person converted the

wetland or produced an agricultural commodity on a converted
wetland, in good faith and without the intent to violate the

wetland provision, and

(3) There was no prior wetland violation in the past 10

years.

(b) Good faith determination ; Persons who have violated the

wetland conservation provisions and want graduated sanctions must

apply to ASCS for a determination of Good Faith. ASCS will make a

decision based on the following:

U
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(1) Information provided by the person regarding the
circximstances surrounding the violation and any evidence indicating
the violation was in good faith, and not a scheme or device to
avoid compliance, and

(2) Information provided by SCS including:
- facts relating to the case
- whether the person was officially informed of the

wetlemd determination
- whether there was direct consultation by SCS with

the person concerning the wetland prior to the violation
- whether there was a previous violation of the

wetland conservation provision by the person.

(c) Graduated payment reductions . When a restoration plan has
been approved by SCS, FWS and the person, ASCS will be informed on
Form AD-1069 and the person will be eligible for graduated
sanctions. The entire restoration must be completed within 12
months. The person's USDA benefits shall be reduced by not less
than $750 or more than $10,000. The amovmt of the graduated
payment reduction shall be based on the Graduated Payment Reduction
Worksheet (AD-1069) outlined in (b) above. Persons who have had
benefits withheld will have those benefits restored, less the
amount of the graduated payment reduction will be based on the
seriousness of the violation as determined from the Graduated
Payment Reduction Worksheet which provides the following
information: (See Form AD-1069, Exhibit 516.19.)

(1) the amount of wetland (acres) (CW+year) that was
converted that made possible agricultural production, or the
acreage of converted wetland (CW) planted to an agricultural
commodity,

(2) the information availeible to the person prior to the
violation,

(3) the previous land-use patterns in and arotmd the
wetland basin, and

(4) the amount of time required to restore hydrologic
and vegetative functions and values to the basin's pre-conversion
condition as determined by SCS with FWS.
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(d) Approval of restoration plan ; If ASCS determines that the
violation was in Good Faith, SCS and FWS will approve a developed
plan to restore the wetland basin to its pre-conversion condition.
Plans will be developed within 90 days after ASCS sends AD-1069 to
SCS. See Section 512.27 for detail on content of restoration plan;
also, all requirements stated in 512.24 apply.

(e) . Determination . When the person is actively restoring the
wetland, the converted wetland plus year (CW+year) will be changed
to "GFW+year" (Good faith, plus the year the wetland was
converted) . Persons may plant on the GFW area under natural
conditions if the wetland area was farmeible under natural
conditions prior to conversion and planting activities would not
reduce or impair the restoration structures or improvements
required in the restoration plan. The person would not be eligible
for another Good Faith exemption for a 10-year period from the time
of the "GFW" determination. If the person violates the restoration
agreement, or fails to install restoration measures as planned, the
"GFW" determination will be removed and replaced with a "CW" plus
year that the person failed to meet the restoration requirements.
If the wetland was converted after November 28, 1990, the person
will be ineligible for all USDA program benefits until the wetland
is restored to conditions that existed prior to conversion.

I (f) Notifying ASCS . Notify ASCS when the wetland has been
fully restored according to the agreement.

<512.27 Restoration plans.

Conversion of wetlands usually involves the loss of wetland
functions and values; therefore, restoration means the full
recovery of all lost values and functions.

(a) Under the good faith exemption, SCS and FWS will develop a

restoration plan that fully restores all of the converted wetlemd's
lost functions and values that have been lost as a result of
conversion. Plans will be developed within 90 days after ASCS
notifies SCS that the producer is eligible for a good faith
exemption. The plan will include the restoration of hydrology and
hydrophytic vegetation to its pre-conversion condition.

(b) SCS and FWS will approve restoration plans that fully
restore all of the converted wetland 's functions and values that
have been lost as a result of conversion activity.
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Plans will be approved within 90 days after ASCS notifies SCS that
a plan is necessary. The plan will include the restoration of
hydrology and hydrophytic vegetation to its pre-conversion
condition.

(1) Restoration of hydrology will include the
establishment of the hydrological conditions (e.g. duration,
frequency, and timing of ponding, flooding, or saturation) that
existed prior to the conversion of the wetland.

(2) Restoration of vegetation means the estedDlishment of
the wetland species present prior to the conversion. If a seed or
tuber source for herbaceous vegetation is present in the soil, then
planting may not be necessary. In the case of woody species, a
revegetation plan will be developed that restores a plant community
similar to that present before the conversion. The restored plant
community will approximate the same species and percent species
composition. This information can be obtained from personal
knowledge, photos, and existing wetlands within the area. Follow
up assistance will be provided to ensure that the wetland is
revegetated as planned. If the plants fail to establish, the area
will be replanted. The area will not be considered fully restored
until the vegetation is established.

(c) The restoration plan will include structures needed to
restore the hydrology, land shaping to restore previous gradients
and other topographical features, the species of plants to be
established, percent species composition, planting schedules and
seeding/planting rates, and management needed to ensure that the
wetland is fully restored to its previous condition.

(d) If the wetland was cropped before to the conversion, the
plan will allow cropping after restoration.

(e) SCS will inform ASCS that the producer is actively
restoring the wetland once it is signed by SCS, FWS, emd the
producer.

(f) The plan must be implemented within 12 months. If
circumstances beyond the control of the producer occur which
prevent full implementation of the plan within the specified time,
then an extension can be granted if ASCS, SCS, and FWS are in
agreement.
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(g) The restoration plan may be approved by the district
conservationist and a representative of FWS. If agreement between
the DC and FWS on the restoration plan cannot be reached at the
local level, such determinations will be referred to the state
conservationist. The state conservationist may approve the plan,
but will report the lack of agreement to the Director of the
Conservation Planning Division within 30 days. FWS will report the
lack of agreement to their national office.

(h) Determination: When the person is actively restoring the
wetland, the Converted Wetland plus year (CW+year) will be changed
to either MlW+year (Mitigation) , RPW+year (Replacement) , RSW+year
(Restoration) , or GFW+year (Good Faith Wetland) . If the person
violates the restoration agreement, or fails to install restoration
measures as planned, the new determination will be removed and
replaced with a CW+year that the person failed to meet the
restoration requirements. If the wetland was converted after
November 28, 1990, the person will be ineligible for all USDA
program benefits until the wetland is restored to conditions that
existed prior to conversion.

{512.28 Wetland exemptions determined by ASCS.

(a) Third party conversion (TP^ . FSA exempts wetlands that

I are converted after December 23, 1985, by actions of persons other
than the person applying for USDA benefits, or any of the person's
predecessors in interest, if the conversion is not the result of a

scheme or device. Further drainage improvements cannot be made
without loss of USDA benefits. The third party conversion must be
for purposes other than to increase agricultural production. If
the conversion is done by a drainage district, watershed district,
or similar entity, the action will be attributed to the person
assessed by the drainage district or similar entity, and the person
applying for benefits will be considered to have caused or
permitted the drainage. These are not considered third-party
conversions. However, if a wetland is converted by a drainage
district after November 28, 1990, and the conversion is beyond the
person's control, the person will not become ineligible for USDA
program benefits unless an agricultural commodity is planted or,

hay, or forage crop is harvested by mechanical means.

I
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(b) Commenced conversions (CC) . If the conversion of a
wetland began before December 23. 1985 ^ a person may apply for a
determination that would encOale the person to complete the
conversion and produce an agricultural commodity on the converted
wetland without losing USDA benefits.

(1) The conversion of a wetland may be determined by
ASCS to have commenced if:

(i) any of the construction activities including
flood water reductions that would convert wetland were actually
started ; or

(ii) the person applying for benefits has expended
or legally committed substantial fvinds either by entering into a
contract or by purchasing construction supplies or material for the
direct purpose of converting the wetland.

(2) For lands that are within the boundaries of a
drainage district or similar entity, the conversion of a wetland is
considered to have been commenced if before December 23, 1985:

(i) a project drainage plan which includes detailed
planned drainage measures has been officially adopted, and

(ii) the district or other entity started
installation of the drainage measures, or legally committed
substantial funds toward the conversion of wetlands by entering
into a contract or by purchasing construction supplies and/or
materials to convert wetland (s) , and

(iii) the person applying for benefits can show
that the wetland conversion with which the person is associated was
the basis of a financial obligation to the district or other entity
and a specific assessment for the project construction or a legal
obligation to pay a specific assessment was made for the person's
land prior to December 23, 1985.

(3) The following requirements apply to all commenced
determinations

:
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(i) All persons who have a wetland or converted
wetland on which conversion began before December 23, 1985, may, by
September 19, 1988, request ASCS to make a determination of
commencement. Otherwise, the person forfeits the right to have
such a determination made in the future.

(ii) The person must show that the commenced
activity has been actively pursued. "Actively pursued" means that
efforts to complete the conversion have actively continued on a
regular basis since initiation of the conversion, except for delays
due to circiimstances beyond the person's control.

(iii) Any commenced conversion must be completed by
January 1, 1995, or the exemption will be lost unless there are
justifiable circumstances.

(iv) Only those wetlands for which the construction
has begun or to which the contract or purchased supplies and
materials relate may qualify for a determination of commencement.

(v) ASCS must consult FWS on each commenced
determination.

(vi) Federally assisted projects that convert
wetlands or provide outlets to convert wetlands for the production
of an agricultural commodity may cause a person to become
ineligible for USDA progreun benefits. Federally assisted projects
started before December 23, 1985, require a commenced determination
from ASCS. In addition to the commenced determination for the
project, individuals within the project must request a commenced
determination and/or a third party determination on their own land
in addition to the commenced determination for the project.

(vii) SCS will make a technical determination on
the extent of the area on which conversion has commenced. The
extent of work allowed is limited to the physical extent of work
done, contracted for, or materials purchased before
December 23, 1985.
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SUBPART D - USE AND REQUIREMENTS OF WETLANDS

512.31(a) (1)

t512.30 Use of prior converted croplands (PC).

(a) Except for potholes, playas, and seasonally flooded or
ponded areas that still meet the wetland criteria, wetlands that
were converted prior to December 23, 1985, are not subject to the
provisions of FSA. Therefore, drainage facilities installed on
prior converted croplands may be improved or maintained as desired
by the person, provided no additional wetland is converted and
cropping or management of the prior converted cropland is not
abandoned. See Exhibit 516.09 for a precedent diagram.

(b) Wetlands that have a commenced conversion determination
are considered prior converted cropland when the commenced
activities are completed and the area meets the criteria for prior
converted croplands. Otherwise, map the area according to the
conditions found. All commenced activities must be completed
before January 1, 1995, to receive the (PC) determination.

(c) The person may not convert additional wetland acres beyond
that which was determined to be commenced.

{512.31 Use of converted wetlands (CW, CW+year, CWTE, and CWNA)

.

(a) Converted wetlands between FSA and FACTA fCW)

(1) Wetlands that were converted between
December 23, 1985 and November 28, 1990, and are not subject to an
exemption cannot be used to produce an agricultural commodity
without causing the person to lose eligibility for USDA benefits.
These areas may be used for production of crops that are not
agricultural commodities, such as perennial forage crops, pears,
apples, or oranges. However, wetlands converted for production of
crops that are not agricultural commodities but that are later used
for production of agricultural commodity crops will cause the
producer to become ineligible.
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(2) Once a wetland has been converted and the person
abandons the production of an agricultural commodity, eligibility
may be restored for any crop year that an agricultural commodity is
not planted on a converted wetlemd.

(b) Converted Wetland after November 28. 1990 rcw+vear)
The person is ineligible for USDA benefits after conversion

regardless of use of land. The person remains ineligible until the
wetland is restored. After being restored, areas may be used
consistent with their use prior to conversion.

(c) Converted Wetland Technical Error rcWTE) . If the person
has converted or commenced conversion of the wetland as a direct
result of misinformation provided by SCS, the person shall be
granted relief for the actions taken based on the incorrect
determination by SCS. An incorrect determination or decision which
was based on misinformation provided bv the person is not
considered a technical error on the part of SCS. If a small
investment was made to convert the area, the person shall be
exempted from past violations, but will not be permitted to plant
agricultural commodities on the area in the future, and the area is
labeled CW. If a substantial investment was made to convert the
wetland, the wetland will be labeled CWTE, and the person will be
permitted to produce on the area in the future. Any additional
drainage on a CWTE area will be considered a conversion unless a
minimal effect determination applies.

(d) Converted Wetland s for Non-Aaricultural Use rcWNA)

.

Persons who plan to convert a wetland after November 28, 1990, for
purposes other than production of an agricultural commodity, must
get such plans approved before the conversion takes place. The
plan must be approved by SCS in consultation with FWS.

(1) Non-agricultural use includes trees, shrubs,
cranberries, vineyards, fish production, roads, and buildings.
Trees, shrubs, vineyards, and cranberries must be established
according to the proposed plan and in a manner that is customary to
the region. Such vegetation must be planted or seeded and not
allowed to establish naturally, and must be done in such a way that
an agricultural commodity or forage crop cannot be produced when
the established vegetation is harvest2±»le or produces harvestable
products. Fish production facilities, roads, and buildings must be
designed in a manner that is customary to the region and must
include features to avoid or minimize the effect on the wetland and
adjacent wetlands.
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j.^. ^?^ If -ne implementation of the plan fails because ofconditions beyond he person's control, the person muSt present anew plan and get approval prior to revising the plan.
^""^^^"^ ^

^^r^^ir^r. Ar.P^ ^fw""^
^° approving a plan, advise the person thatSection 404 or other wetland related permits nay be needed.

non-agricultira^'a.r^
""^'^"'' '^'^ (exempted converted wetland,

{512.32 Use of con erted wetland with minimal effect (MW) .

For areas where th- conversion of wetland has been determined to
=h«?i in^"*?^ -^K^r

^"^. there are future requirements, the person
Sill chana^ Xi^l\^^ ?"•'' ?° ^^^^"^ ^"^ additional akion that
wpii;,SS ^?r>r •?ri°i°^^'r^^ °^ biological characteristics of

effec? Annf^nn^i i
determine, m consultation with FWS, whether the

Hi^™^SJ?^ ^^r ^® =»inimal. The loss of a minimal effect

co^^t?5 in^K -^"!! ! P^"°" ^^° produces an agricultural
ho^?fi^ Sk^^ converted wetland to be ineligible for USDAbenefits. The person will sign the minimal effect agreement, andwill agree with the stated stipulations as applicabir according to
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C512.33 Use of third-party-converted wetlands (TP)

.

A third party is any person, organization, or unit of government
other than the person applying for USDA benefits or the person's
predecessors in interest. Wetlands that are converted by actions
of a third party may be used to produce an agricultural commodity
without loss of USDA benefits.

(a) Further drainage improvement on such lands is not
permitted by the person without loss of eligibility for USDA
program benefits, unless SCS determines that further drainage
activities applied to such lands would have minimal effect on any
remaining wetland values.

(b) Converted wetlands are presumed to have been converted by
the person applying for USDA program benefits unless the person can
show that the conversion was caused by a third party with whom the
person was not associated through a scheme or device.

(c) The person is responsible for providing support
information on the extent to which a third party drained subject
wetlands.

(d) The district conservationist will document the scope and
effect of third-party conversions of wetland in the case file at
the time the wetland determinations are made.

(e) Actions of a water resource district, drainage district,
or similar entity are not considered third-party actions. If the
conversion was beyond the control of the person and the area was
not used by the person for the production of an agricultural
commodity or forage crops are not harvested by mechanical means,
the person will not be ineligible for USDA program benefits.

{512.34 Use of other wetlands. .

(a) Natural wetland (\J) ., These are wetlands that have not had
the water regime altered or woody vegetation removed. Persons may
farm such wetlands and maintain eligibility only if water regimes
are not altered or the woody vegetation is not removed. An
agricultural commodity may be produced on wetlands where the
production was made possible as a result of natural conditions,
such as drought, and the production is possible without an action
by the person that destroys a natural wetland characteristic.
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Persons may continue to farm such wetlands under natural conditions
as they did prior to December 23, 1985. However, no action can be
taken to alter the water regime beyond that which existed on or
before December 23, 1985. When determinations are made on wetland
that is being used to produce agricultural commodities, SCS will
document the conditions other than natural conditions (drained,
dredged, leveled, filled, pxomped or otherwise manipulated) under
which the wetlands are being farmed.

(b) Abandoned wetlands (m . Abandoned wetlands are those that
have resulted from the abandonment of cropping and/or management on
prior converted cropland or farmed wetland. Persons may produce
agricultural commodities on such wetlands only if water regimes are
not altered or woody vegetation removed.

(512.35 Use of farmed wetland (FW) and farmed wetland pasture
(FWP) .

(a) Farmed wetlands (FW) are wetlands that were manipulated
and used to produce an agricultural commodity prior to
December 23, 1985, but had not been converted prior to that date
and, therefore, are not prior converted croplands. These areas
still meet the wetland criteria and include potholes and playas
that still meet the wetland criteria, or areas that are seasonally
ponded or flooded for an extended period of time. These areas can
be farmed and maintained as they were prior to December 23, 1985,
if they are not abandoned.

(b) Farmed wetland pasture or hayland (FWP) are wetlands that
have been manipulated to make pasture or hay production possible
prior to December 23, 1985, but that still meet wetland criteria.
Such areas may have never been planted to an agricultural
commodity, or may have had an agricultural commodity produced, but
not in the preceding 5-year period, therefore not meeting the
criteria for farmed wetland nor prior converted cropland. These
areas can be farmed as they were prior to December 23, 1985,
including the maintenance of drainage systems, if they are not
abandoned. Such areas may be planted to agricultural commodities
only if agricultural commodities have been planted as part of a

previously established rotation or where production is possible
under natural conditions without additional drainage or
maintenance.
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{512.36 Use of Mitigated Wetlands (MIW)

(a) Mitigation for the conversion of frequently cropped
wetland.

(1) Frequently cropped wetlands may be converted after
November 28, 1990 if prior converted cropland is restored. Such
restoration will be outlined in a restoration plan. Restoration
will generally be acre for acre, and only more if additional land
is required to replace lost wetland values as a result of the
conversion.

(2) Such mitigation must take place prior to the
conversion and must be executed by an easement. The exemption (W)

is effective once the easement is recorded.

(3) The converted wetland will then be labeled MIW and
the person will be exempted from the wetland conservation
provisions as long as the mitigation area is maintained within the
provisions of the easement.

(4) The PC are on which the restoration takes place will
be changed to "W" plus easement.

(b) Mitigation for Wetlands Converted between December 23,
1985, and November 28, 1990.

(1) Such converted wetlands may be mitigated by offsite
restoration on prior converted cropland. Such mitigation must
fully restore lost wetland values as described in a restoration
plan.

(2) Such mitigation must be executed by an easement.
The exemption is effective once, the easement is recorded.

(3) The converted wetland will then be leQseled as MIW
and the person will be exempted from the wetland conservation
provisions as long as the mitigation area is maintained within the
provisions of the signed easement.

(4) The PC area on which the restoration takes place
will be changed to W.

<512.37 Use of replacement wetlands (RPW)

.

Replacement wetlands are areas restored to replace a wetland
converted to improve farming efficiency. Such replacement must
meet the requirements contained
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in Section 512.25. The restored PC area on which replacement takesplace will be labeled w and may be used within the provisions
contained m the replacement easement. The converted wetland willbe labeled RPW and the persons will be exempted from the wetlandconservation provisions as long as the replacement area ismaintained within the provisions of the easement.

{512.38 Use of restored wetlands (RVW + year) (RSW)

(a) Restored wetlands with viol ation rRVW-^vear^ .

(1) These are wetlands converted after November 28, 1990(regardless of whether they were planted) or between
December 23, 1985, and November 23, 1990, (on which an agriculturalcommodity was planted) that have been fully restored. The producerwill be able to crop the wetland according to the restoration
agreement with SCS and FWS. The restored wetland may be farmedunder natural conditions if it was farmed under natural conditionsprior to conversion and if planting activities would not reduce orimpair the restoration structures or improvements required in therestoration plan.

. ... ^ .^^^ ,?^ "^^ person violates the restoration agreement, or
I

rails to install restoration measures as planned, the RVW+year
label will be removed and replaced with a CW+year, indicating theyear that the person failure to meet the restoration requirements.
If the wetland was converted after November 23, 1990, the personwill be ineligible for all USDA program benefits until the wetland
is restored to conditions that existed prior to the conversion.

(b) Restored wetlanf^ without violation rR.qw)

(1) These are wetlands converted between
December 23, 1985 and November 23, 1990, on which no

agricultural commodities were produced that have been fully
restored. The producer will be able to crop the wetland accordingto the restoration agreement with SCS and FWS. The restored
wetland may be farmed under natural conditions if it was farmedunder natural conditions prior to the conversion and planting
activities would not reduce or impair the restoration structures orimprovements required in the restoration plan.
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(2) If the person violates the restoration agreement, or
fails to install restoration measures as planned, the RSW
determination will be removed and replaced with a CW+year,
indicating the year that the person failed to meet the restoration
requirements.

{512.39 Use of Good Faith Exemption Wetlands (GFW+year)

.

(a) When the person is actively restoring the wetland, the
Converted Wetland plus year (CW+year) will be changed to GFW+year.
Persons may plant on the GFW area under natural conditions if the
wetland area was farmaible under natural conditions prior to
conversion and planting activities would not reduce or impair the
restoration structures or improvements required in the restoration
plan.

(b) If the person violates the restoration agreement, or fails
to install restoration measures as planned, the GFW+year
determination will be removed and replaced with a CW+year that the
person failed to meet the restoration requirements. If the wetland
was converted after November 28, 1990, the person will be
ineligible for all USDA program benefits until the wetland is
restored to conditions that existed prior to conversion.
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I SUBPART E - MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS

512.40(a) (2) (ii) (B)

C512.40 Maintenance and improvement of drainage.

Maintenance and improvement of drainage refers to the modification or
manipulation of hydrology on farmed wetlands and/or farmed wetland
pastures. These offsite modifications, such as roads, terraces,
ponds, etc., that may affect the wetland, need to be included in the
scope and effect determinations.

(a) Persons may maintain drainage systems on farmed wetlands and
farmed wetland pastures in the same manner as they did prior to
December 23, 1985, without loss of USDA benefits as long as such
actions do not bring additional wetland into production. The scope
and effect of the original drainage system is the major consideration.
These conditions apply:

(1) The person is responsible for providing data to support
the existence of a prior drainage system and the extent of the system.

(2) SCS will docximent the prior or existing extent of
drainage on farmed wetlands and farmed wetland pastures when wetland
determinations are made. As long as the area has not been eibandoned,

I
the original scope and effect of drainage are to be documented. In

* cases where staff hours are not available to document the scope and
effect on all farmed wetlands and farmed wetland pastures at the time
the initial determination is made, the documentation may be delayed
beyond December 31, 1991. Priorities for docximentation will be as
follows:

(i) All areas where the person's appeal relates to a

farmed wetland or farmed wetland pasture determination.

(ii) All areas where the person plans to do
maintenance.

(A) The person must indicate on Form AD-1026 if
he/she intends to perform maintenance on existing drainage systems.

(B) If the person indicates such intent, ASCS
will forward the AD-1026 to SCS. The district conservationist will
review the person's file.
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512.40(a) (2) (ii) (B)(1)

(I) If the producer has a drainage worksheet
or other acceptable information on file and a site review has been
made, maintenance will be allowed without an additional field review,
providing the proposed maintenance does not exceed scope and effect of
previous drainage as documented by SCS. The district conservationist
will notify ASCS that the activity is maintenance.

(II) If no drainage worksheet or other
acceptable information is on file, the producer will be required to
complete one and SCS will docxament the scope and effect of the
drainage system. The district conservationist will generate a new
CPA-026 if necessary. A new CPA-026 will be generated in all cases
except when a CPA-026 for this maintenance activity is the same as
indicated on a previous CPA-026 for the seune wetland. If a new
CPA-026 is not necessary, the district conservationist will notify
ASCS that the activity is maintenance using a copy of the previous
CPA-026. A field visit will be necessary to verify information
provided by the landowner and to document the scope and effect of
prior drainage.

(III) If the person has not received a
wetland determination, the district conservationist will follow
standard procedures and provide a wetland determination to the person
and ASCS. All farmed wetlands and farmed wetlands pasture require
drainage docvimentation.

(TV) SCS will make an on-site review of all
proposed maintenance activities; however, when this can not be done in
a timely manner, prioritization of field documentation on farmed
wetlands (FW) and farmed wetlands pasture (FWP) will be as follows:

1. Proposed changes to drainage systems such
as deepening, enlarging, or relocation of drainage ditches and tile
lines. (Field Visits 100%)
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512.40(a)

2. Maintenance of earth ditches by scrapers,
drag lines, or other similar equipment.

3

.

Replacement of sections of tile systems
when no or vague documentation of previous systems is on file.

4. Farm ditches maintained by tractor pulled
scraper or similar equipment.

5. Maintenance of shallow ditches using
plows or similar pulled equipment.

6. Replacement of small sections of a tile
system when documentation of previous system is availeible.

(V) When SCS cannot make a field visit to review
all proposed maintenance activities, the district conservationist will
provide the area/state conservationist with a fiscal year summary of
Forms AD-1026 with maintenance planned by each priority. The district
conservationist will note the Forms AD-1026 by priority for which
field visits were made and those for which farmer information was
accepted without a field visit.

1. All cases where a request for commenced,
third party, or minimal effects exemption have been filed relating to
farmed wetlands. (Note: For items 1, 2, and 3 above, the
docximentation will be completed within 60 working days of the
request)

.

2. All cases where a person requests that
the scope and effect of prior maintenance be docximented, and

3. All other areas as soon as staff time
will permit.

4. SCS will determine whether the planned
actions are maintenance or additional drainage.

5. For documentation of prior drainage
facilities on farmed wetlands, the following facts are considered:
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512.40(a)

construction limits,

effectiveness, and

contractors.

Part 512 - Wetland Conservation

i. Use of notes in case files,

ii. Field borings to define original

iii. Aerial photos to verify location and

iv. Data provided by landowners or

V. Field surveys

vi. Depth of ponding in potholes or playas.

(b) Documented prior drainage facilities may or may not meet SCS
standards and specification criteria, but in either case the person
may reconstruct or maintain the original system. However, a
redesigned system is appropriate only as long as it is within the
sccppe and effect of the original system. If the person would rather
reinstall a more permanent or lower-maintenance-cost system in line
with present farming operations, a modified proposal can be designed.

(c) Maintenance only or reconstruction having the saune scope and
effect as original drainage activities is appropriate for third party
drainage.

(d) A person may maintain, improve, replace, or install new
drainage systems on prior converted croplands (PC) and artificial
wetlands (AW), including irrigation-induced wetlands, because prior
converted croplands and artificial wetlands are not subject to the
wetland provisions of the FSA. Drainage facilities may be installed
on commenced conversion (CC) or minimal effect (MW) areas as may be
stipulated on a site-specific basis.

(e) Abandonment applies to the land area involved and not to the
drainage or other system that caused the prior conversion. Therefore,
drainage systems can be reinstalled or maintained to the original
extent and scope as installed prior to the FSA, providing the land
area has not been abandoned.

(f) Maintenance of the removal of woody vegetation is allowed to
the condition prior to December 23, 1985.
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512.41(e)

{512.41 Maintenance of farmed wetlands (FW)

.

(a) Farmed wetlands are certain wetlands that were manipulated
and used to produce an agricultural commodity prior to
December 23, 1985, but haa not been converted prior to that date and,
therefore, are not prior converted croplands. These areas still meet
the wetland criteria and include potholes and playas that still meet
the wetland criteria, or areas that are seasonally ponded or flooded
for an extended period of time. These areas can be farmed and
maintained as they were prior to December 23, 1985, if they are not
abandoned

.

(b) Persons may maintain drainage systems on farmed wetland but
cannot expand the scope and extent of the original drainage on such
areas without loss of USDA program benefits. If manipulation or
maintenance activities take place after December 23, 1985, and prior
to the time SCS makes a wetland determination, the area will be
identified as a converted wetland if the soils are hydric, unless the
person provides information that supports that activities were
maintenance and did not exceed original scope and effect.

(c) The person is responsible for providing information to
support the extent to which those areas have been drained.

(d) SCS will docvunent the extent of drainage in the case file
when farmed wetland determinations are made.

(e) Potholes and playas that were manipulated and farmed prior to
the Act and currently meet the wetland criteria will be considered
farmed wetland in order to protect their remaining biological and
hydrological values. Maintenance can be performed on such lands.
However, the farmed wetland label will not be changed to prior
converted cropland prior to the time the maintenance is completed
except as noted in (6) below. An area will be releibeled to a prior
converted cropland if a field visit confirms that the pothole or plava
does not meet wetland criteria as result of maintenance being
performed to the original scope and effect . If drainage systems on
such farmed wetland have been maintained to function as they did
originally and the land still meets the wetlemd criteria a£££C the
drainage facilities have been maintained, the land shall continue to
be designated farmed wetland.
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512.41(f)

(f) Farmed wetland determinations may be changed to prior
converted cropland during the reconsideration or appeal process. In
those cases where a fanned wetland is changed to a prior converted
cropland, the following dociimentation, as applicable, will be included
in the case file for each farmed wetland designation that is changed:

(1) The type of existing or original drainage system to
include size, spacing, depth, grade, and outlet conditions.

(2) Surface inlets.

(3) Drainage area to the pothole or playa.

(4) Condition of present drainage system.

(5) Crop history for the farmed wetland area.

(6) How surface water is removed.

(7) How saturation is removed, to include the bottom width
of the basin, location of the drainage system within the basin, and
the distance of the lateral effect of the drainage system.

(8) Maps of the following: '

(i) Drainage area to the basin

(ii) The basin itself

(iii) Location of drainage system

(9) Soil type and related drainage information.

(10) Based on the above docvimentation , if the drainage
system has removed the ponding and saturation to the point that the
area is not saturated or ponded for 7 days or more during the growing
season, the area is prior converted cropland.

(g) Available data and maps from flood frequency studies, such as
flood insurance surveys, may be used to dociiment the seasonally
flooded condition for extended periods in the growing season (a 50
percent chance of occurrence). Depending on local conditions, normal
snowmelt volume may dominate. This may be a 2 year, 24 hour rxinoff
volume. (See Chapter 2 of the SCS Engineering Field Manual)

.
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512.41(h)

(h) Documentation of seasonally ponded areas may be handled by
reviewing a series of growing season photos to verify the percent
chance of occurrence along with analytical evaluations to determine
length of ponding for a single occurrence. The average depth of
ponding in a depression can be evaluated using DRAINMOD for length of
time required for water to be used by evapotranspiration.
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§512.42 Summary of use, maintenance and improvements of various wetland conditions,

Wetland condition Use Maintenance Improvement

Prior converted crop-
land (PC) converted
prior to 12/23/85,
but not abandoned

Produce ag
commodities

Yes Yes

Farmed wetland (FW)

that still meets
the wetland criteria
including seasonally
ponded wetland,
seasonal flooded wetland,
potholes , and playas

May be farmed as it
was prior to

12/23/85

May maintain the None
degree of drainage
that existed
prior to 12/23/85

Wetland (W) includes
natural conditions and
abandoned wetland

May be used to pro-
duce ag commodities
when weather permits
without removing
woody vegetation

None None

Commenced
conversion (CC)

Third party

Based on criteria
met when completed

Produce ag
commodities

Yes

May maintain
degree of
drainage that
existed as of
date of third
party action.

Yes if PC

None unless
determined
by SCS to

have
minimal
effects

Converted wetland (CW)

converted after
12/23/85

Production of
ag commodities
will cause a
person to be
ineligible for
USDA benefits

None None

Minimal Effect (MW) Produce ag
commodities

As per minimal
effect agree-

ment

As per
minimal effect
agreement if

applicable

Artificial (AW)

including irrigation
induced wetland

Produce ag
commodities

Yes Yes
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PART 512 - WETLAND CONSERVATION
SUBPART F - COORDINATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS

512.50(c)

{512.50 Coordination with FWS.

(a) In FSA implementation, USDA is required to consult
with the Department of the Interior,- Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) , on determinations and actions that involve:

(1) wetland identification;

( 2

)

exemptions

;

(3) issuance of regulations;

(4) mitigation; and,

(5) restoration.

(b) National, NTC, state, and local SCS officials
should consult, agree, contact, or inform FWS
representatives on implementation of the wetland
conservation provision as it relates to the above. This
will include involvement of the FWS in quality control
procedures, wetland inventories, wetland determinations,
minimal effect exemptions, and any other exemptions tinder
the wetland conservation provision. SCS will notify FWS in
writing for an application for an exemption or technical
determinations within 7 days after being notified by the
person applying for the exemption or determination. FWS
will have 30 days to respond to SCS. If FWS fails to
respond within 30 days, SCS will have fulfilled its
responsibility for consultation or agreement with FWS.
Where FWS does not respond, SCS may proceed as if FWS
coordination has occurred but must report such actions to
the state conservationist, who will in turn keep a record of
such "non-responses by FWS."

(c) Where there is lack of agreement between SCS and
FWS at the field level on determinations where agreement is
required, the decision will be made by the state
conservationist in consultation with FWS. Where there is
lack of agreement between SCS and FWS they will be reported
to both the SCS and FWS National offices, although the final
decision will be made by the state conservationist.
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512.50(c)

(512.51 Compliance with other wetland protection policies.

(a) Some wetlands, such as prior converted cropland,
artificial wetlands, irrigation-induced wetlands, commenced
conversions, minimal effect wetlands, and farmed wetlands
are exempted, either totally or in part, from the wetland
conservation provisions of FSA. However, these wetlands may
still be subject to other local, state and Federal wetland
protection policies. Persons who indicate that they plan to
manipulate wetlands that are exempted, totally or in part,
from FSA must be informed that exemptions do not necessarily
apply to other local, state, and Federal wetland protection
policies, and therefore a permit or other approval may be
required prior to taking action that would affect the
wetland.

(b) Prior to providing any type of SCS assistance that
could assist a person in manipulating a wetland, a wetland
determination will be made and placed in the person's case
file. SCS will not provide assistance to persons that will
knowingly cause a person to violate the wetland provisions
of FSA. --, .

(c) Where minimal effect, restoration, or replacement
have been proposed or completed, inform the person that such
activities may require a Section 404 permit.

(d) For cropped areas that have previously been
designated as prior converted croplemd or farmed wetland by
the SCS, the SCS will provide such determinations to the
Corps of Engineers (COE) upon request. Where PCs have not
been delineated, it is not necessary to make additional
delineations for COE use. For those cropped areas that have
not been designated prior converted cropland or farmed
wetland by the SCS, the SCS will make the appropriate data
available to the COE for making a determination of prior
converted cropland or farmed wetland for Section 404
purposes.

(e) Although every effort should be made at the field
level to resolve COE/SCS differences in opinion on the
proper designation of wetlands, the SCS will make the final
determination as it relates to FSA. Where the COE and SCS
fail to agree on designation of prior converted cropland or
farmed wetlands, the case should be documented and a copy of
the documentation forwarded to SCS National Headquarters,
Conservation Planning Division.
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§516.17
§516.18

§516.19

§516.20

§516.21
§516.22
§516.23

§516.24

Form AD-1026 (02-01-91), Highly Erodible Land and
Wetland Conservation Certification.
SCS FSA Tracking Register.
SCS FSA Tracking Register Instructions.
Form SCS-CPA-026 (6/91).
Form SCS-CPA-02 6A (1-88).
Appeals statement on Form SCS-CPA-02 6 (6/91)

.

Scimple letter of transmittal of a completed Form
SCS-CPA-026.
Form SCS-CPA-027 (11-87)

.

Sample letter to ASCS regarding incorrect information
provided on Form AD-1026.
Sample letter to State Conservationist about compliance
deficiencies.
Revised Form SCS-CPA-026 to accompany compliance
deficiency letter.

Seunple letter conveying a reconsideration decision.
Sample letter conveying an appeal decision.
Precedent diagram on use of wetlands.
Wetland delineated on a copy of an aerial photograph
(potholes and playas)

.

Wetland delineated on a copy of an aerial photograph
(seasonally ponded area)

.

Wetland delineated on a copy of an aerial photograph
(cropped wetland in dry year)

.

Transect technique for determining prevalence of
hydrophytic vegetation.
Prevalence Index Worksheet (blank)

.

Prevalence Index Worksheet (completed sample)

.

Minimal effect agreement.
Sample onsite evaluation for minimal effect.
Memorandum of Understanding between ASCS and SCS.
Seunple letter to a person who is determined to be "not
actively applying the approved conservation plan."

Saunple letter to a person who is determined to be "not
using an approved conservation system."
Decision tsdale for conducting status reviews in 1991.
Form ASCS-569, SCS Report of Conservation Compliance for
Spotcheck Purposes (06-19-90)

.

Form AD-1069, Graduated Payment Reduction, Wetland
Violations.
Information that must be submitted by the person to
assess a post-conversion minimal effects determination.
Delineation leUSels.
Standard easement.
Minimal Effect Determination key for Short-term
Conversions.

Wetland Restoration Evaluation Procedure for Minimal
Effect.
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§516.01 Form AD-1026 (02-01-91).

AD.1026 •"«'•" UMTEO STATES OEPAirnkKNT OF ACmCULTURC '*

HIGHLY ERODIBLE LAND CONSERVATION (HELC) AND WETLAND
CONSERVATION (WC) CERTIFICATION

1. Name of Producar 2. klemitication NumMr 3. Crop Year

4. Do ihe anached AD-I026A(s) lisi all your farming imerests by county, and show current
SCS deicrminaiions? // "No", conwit vour County ASCS Office hrfnrt complriini! this form
Are you now applying for, or do you have a FmHA insured or guaranteed loan?

6. Do you have a crop insurance contract issued or reinsured by the Federal Crop
Insurance Corporation?

7. Are you a landlord on any fann listed on AD-1026A thai will noi be in compliance with
HELC and WC provisions?

8. Has a HELC exemption been approved on any farms listed on AD-1026A because ihe

landlord refuses to comply?

9. List here or attach a list of affiliated persons with farming interesu. Set revtne for on
explanation. Enter "\one", if applicable.

YES NO

H Items 7 Of 8 are answered "YES", arcie tn« appiicatM farm nomoer on AD-1026A.

During atther the crop y«ar •niarcd In Item 3 abov*. or the tann of a raquattad USOA loan:

10. Will you plant or produce an acncultural commodity on land for which a highly erodible
land determination has not been made?

1 1. W ill you plant or produce an agricultural commodity on any land that is or was a wet area
on which planting was made possible by draining, dredging, filling, or leveling or anv other
means after December 23. 1985?

11 Will you. or have you since November 28. 1 990. made possible the planting of any crop,
pasture, agricultural commodity, or other such crop by: (a) convening anv wet areas by
draining, dredging, filling, leveling, or any other means, or. (b) improving or modifying a
drainage system?

13. Will you convert any wet areas for fish production, trees, vineyards, shrubs, building
construction, or other non-agncultural use?

YES MO

H answer* to Items 10, 11,

12, or 13 are: }:
"YES" tor any on* o» thes* items, sign and date in item 14 below. CtrOa the applicable

traa numoof on AO-1026A. or list m item 12 on AD-1026A. ASCS w« reter mis AD-1026
SCS (or a determination. DO NOT sign m nem 16 tmtri SCS detemwution « compteie.

"NO" for all o( these items or SCS detemwwions are comoi«l«. complete item 16.

,- -,___^ ,

I '>»''** '•""r !*>•"»<• •^'o'l-tomattan. anttlmmtontmtioncinmci-aAD-liatAt. f nvaM cofma to m» ttm o4 myi«. Signaturaet knenHtdgi and bttm.
Producar <

15.Re«an«IToSCS
Jq

Ei«ereV<«SCSo»»fm««»on«n.«jedd«au»«r-| °""**^ js*>»«. oi ascs »«»•««»«
ats_

(CemplM»^ by JkSCSf 'Ves-aannMraaniMniia il. is.erta. n
NOTE: Bafora signing In Ham 16. Read AD-1026 Append<«.

16. Signature of

Producer^

lhft>ye»ftifrlf>ttn»abe<fmlormatien.andlt»mtormmioi>enut»eii»dAO-1016At. M rrue and comet W m* M*t o> my

AD-ltat AppmtdiM.

17. Remarks: Jcais.

OMoatM. ASCS coar
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Part 516 - Exhibits

516.02(a)

§516. 02(a) SCS FSA Tracking Register.

This type of tracking register canbe used to track FSA activities atthe field office.

Additional columns may be needed forminimal effect determinations (code

]ltL "^^ftive^^'etland determinations
(code 177), and any other items neededto track FSA activities.

A tracking system exists in CAMPSmanaging FSA records) that should be
nrn^.o°

''^''^
l^^ activities and make

J^S^""^!!
^^P°J^ts, where the hardwareand software are available.
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§516.02 (b) SCS FSA Tracking Register Instructions.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR FOOD SECURITY ACT WORKSHEET

For each Form AD-1026 there may be several farm numbers which require
a separate Form SCS-CPA-026. Each line of the worksheet represents a
different farm number.

1. Enter the number of the Form AD-1026, based on the numerical order
of Forms AD-1026 as received.
2. Enter the name of producer listed on Form AD-1026.
3. Enter the ASCS farm number, listing each farm niimber on a separate
line.
4. Enter the date the Form AD-1026 was received in the field office.
5. Enter the date the Form SCS-CPA-026 was completed for each ASCS
farm number and sent to ASCS and the producer.
6. Enter the date the producer beceune a conservation district
cooperator.
7. Enter the number (s) of the fields that need a determination within
15 days.
8. Enter the number (s) of the fields that need a plan by 1990.
9. Enter no if block 7 of Form SCS-CPA-026 is checked no, or blocks 8

and 9 are blank. (Progress code 170) If blocks 8 or 9 of Form
SCS-CPA-026 contain entries, enter the acres of fields listed in
these blocks. (Progress code 171)
10. Enter the total acres of highly erodible fields of approved
conservation systems containing acres treated to levels eibove T value
certified on Form SCS-CPA-027. (Progress code 172 with class code
22) .

11. Enter the total acres of highly erodible fields of approved
conservation systems containing acres treated to levels at or below
T value certified on Form SCS-CPA-027. (Progress code 172 with class
code 0) . _

12. Enter the total acres of highly erodible fields with approved
conservation plans containing acres treated to levels above T value
certified on Form SCS-CPA-027. (Progress code 173 with class code
22) . . _

13. Enter the total acres of highly erodible fields with approved
conservation plans containing acres treated to levels at or below T
value certified on Form SCS-CPA-027. (Progress code 173 with class
code 0) .

14. Enter the total acres of wetland (farmed wetlzmd) determinations
listed in Block 12 of Form SCS-CPA-026. (Progress code 174)
15. Enter the total acres of converted wetlemd listed in Block 16 of
the Form SCS-CPA-026. (Progress code 175) —
16. Enter the date a request for reconsideration is received in the
field office. . 1.

17. Enter the date of disposition of the producer's request for
reconsideration.
18. Enter the date an appeal is received in the field office.
19. Enter the date of disposition of the producer's appeal.

Note: Add lines for minimal effect and negative wetland
determination

.
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516.03(a)

§516. 03(a) Form SCS-CPA-026 (June 91).
r

U.S.O.A. SCS-CPA-026
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Part 516 - ExhibitE

S516.09 Precedent diagram oa use of wetlands.
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516.15

§516.15 SAMPLE LETTER TO A PERSON WHEN SCS HAS DETERMINED THAT THE
PERSON IS NOT ACTIVELY APPLYING THE APPROVED CONSERVATION PLAN.

Dear

The Food Security Act of 1985 requires that, after January
1, 1990 all persons must be actively applying an approved
conservation plan to produce agricultural commodities on
highly erodible land (HEL) that was cropped during the 1981
through 1985 period in order to be eligible for U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) progrem benefits. You
developed an approved conservation plan and signed it on

, 19 . Your signature indicated your agreement
that this plan represented the decisions you made for tract
No. , and indicated your understanding that the
active application of this plan is required to be eligible
for USDA programs.

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) conducted a status
review on this tract on , 199_/ and determined
that you are not actively applying the approved
conservation plan because (Give Reason, such as a scheduled
practice was not applied, required residue levels were not
met, a low-residue crop was planted where a high-residue
crop was required, an applied practice was not maintained,
etc .

)

.

You have ttie right to appeal this determination to SCS at
this office within 45 days of the date of this letter. If
you have not made an appeal before the 45 days has expired,
SCS will officially inform the County ASCS Office
on Form ASCS-569 that you are "not actively applying the
approved conservation plan" on tract No. .

/s/
District Conservationist

cc:
Conservation District

\, Area (or State) Conservationist
", County Supervisor, Farmers Home Administration
", Federal Crop Insurance Corporation

516-31
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§516.15 SAMPLE LETTER TO A PERSON WHEN SCS HAS DETERMINED THAT THE
PERSON IS NOT ACTIVELY APPLYING THE APPROVED CONSERVATION PLAN.

Dear

The Food Security Act of 1985 requires that, after January
1, 1990 all persons must be actively applying an approved
conservation plan to produce agricultural commodities on
highly erodible land (HEL) that was cropped during the 1981
through 1985 period in order to be eligible for U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA) progrem benefits. You
developed an approved conservation plan and signed it on

, 19 . Your signature indicated your agreement
that this plan represented the decisions you made for tract
No. , and indicated your understanding that the
active application of this plan is required to be eligible
for USDA programs.

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) conducted a status
review on this tract on , 199_, and determined
that you are not actively applying the approved
conservation plan because (Give Reason, such as a scheduled
practice was not applied, required residue levels were not
met, a low-residue crop was planted where a high-residue
crop was required, an applied practice was not maintained,
etc.)

.

You have the right to appeal this determination to SCS at
this office within 45 days of the date of this letter. If
you have not made an appeal before the 45 days has expired,
SCS will officially inform the County ASCS Office
on Form ASCS-569 that you are "not actively applying the
approved conservation plan" on tract No. .

/s/
District Conservationist

cc:
Conservation District

, Area (or State) Conservationist
, County Supervisor, Farmers Home Administration
, Federal Crop Insurance Corporation

516-31
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516.16

§516.16 SAMPLE LETTER TO A PERSON WHEN SCS HAS DETERMINED THAT THE
PERSON IS NOT USING AN APPROVED CONSERVATION SYSTEM.

Dear :

The Food Security Act of 1985 requires that all persons
must be using an approved conservation system to produce
agricultural commodities on highly erodible land (HEL) that
was not cropped during the 1981 through 1985 period in
order to continue to be eligible for U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) program benefits. You developed a
conservation plan that included an approved conservation
system for tract No. , and signed it on , 19 .

Your signature indicated your agreement that you would use
this conservation system on tract No. , and indicated
your understanding that the use of this conservation system
is required to be eligible for USDA programs.

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) conducted a status
review on this tract on , 199_, and determined
that you are not using an approved conservation system on
this tract because (Give Reason, such as required residue
levels were not met, a low-residue crop was planted where a
high-residue crop was required, an applied practice was not
maintained, etc.).

You have the right to appeal this determination to SCS at
this office within 45 days of the date of this letter. If
you have not made an appeal before the 45 days has expired,
SCS will officially inform the County ASCS Office
on Form ASCS-569 that you are "not using an approved
conservation system" on tract No. .

/s/
District Conservationist

cc:
Conservation District

, Area (or State) Conservationist
, County Supervisor, Farmers Home Administration
, Federal Crop Insurance Corporation

516-32
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§516.17 Decision Table for conducting status reviews in 1991 only.

9«^ This decision table applies only to fields included in a conservation
compliance plan and for which the person is required to be actively
applying the plan. It does not apply to fields where the person is
required to be using a conservation system. This does not change SCS
policy stated in NFSAM, §510.44 (d)

If the status
review indicates:

and the situation
below exists:

then the review
determination is;

1. All planned
practices are
applied, or the
person attempted
to apply all
planned practices.

la. All practices are
being used and main-
tained according to
the FOTG.

la. A fully applied
conservation system is
being used. Advise
producer of any improve-
ments that may be needed
to assure future
compliance.

i>

lb. One or more prac-
tices do not fully meet
FOTG requirements but
the applied practices
achieve 75 percent or
more of the erosion
reduction that would
have been achieved if
the applied practices
fully met FOTG require-
ments .

lb. A minor technical
variance to actively
applying the conservation
plan is granted for 1991,
and the producer is
expected to achieve at
least 85% of the erosion
reduction that is to be
achieved in the 1992
crop year. Schedule a

status review in 1992.

Ic. One or more prac-
tices do not meet FOTG
requirements and the
applied practices
achieve less than 75
percent of the erosion
reduction that would
have been achieved if
the applied practices
fully met FOTG require-
ments .

Ic. Not actively applying
the conservation plan.
If this is the first
violation in 5 years,
producer may be eligible
for good faith exemption.

516-33
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516.17

§516.17 Decision Table for conducting status reviews in 1991 only
(continued)

.

If the status
review indicates:

and the situation
below exists:

then the review
determination is:

2. All planned
practices sche-
duled for applica-
tion prior to
status review
are applied, or the
person attempted to
apply all sched-
uled practices.

2a. All practices meet
FOTG requirements.

2b. One or more prac-
tices do not fully meet
FOTG requirements but
the applied practices
achieve 75 percent or
more of the erosion
reduction that would
have been achieved if
the applied practices
fully met FOTG require-
ments .

2c. The applied prac-
tices achieve less than
75 percent of the eros-
ion reduction that
would have been ac-
hieved if the applied
practices fully met
FOTG requirements, but
the person indicates
that a special circxim-
stance or personal
hardship prevented
proper practice applic-
ation.

2a. Actively applying the
conservation plan. Advise
producer of any improve-
ments that may be needed
to assure future
compliance.

2b. A minor technical
variance to actively
applying the conservation
plan is granted for 1991,
and the producer is
expected to achieve at
least 85% of the erosion
reduction that is to be
achieved in the 1992
crop year. Schedule a
status review in 1992.

2c. Make an initial deter-
mination of not actively
applying the conservation
plan and request state
conservationist approval
for variance. If variance
is granted, change deter-
mination to actively
applying and notify
producer. Producer is
expected to achieve at
least 85% of the erosion
reduction that is to be
achieved in the 1992 crop
year. Schedule a status
review in 1992.

516-34
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516.17

§516.17 Decision Table for conducting status reviews in 1991
(continued)

.

If the status
review indicates:

and the situation
below exists:

then the review
determination is:

2d. The applied prac-
tices achieve less than
75 percent of the eros-
ion reduction that
would have been achiev-
if the applied prac-
tices fully met FOTG
requirements, and no
special circximstances or
personal hardship prevented
proper practice application.

516.17
2d. Not actively applying
the conservation plan.
If this is the first
violation in 5 years,
producer may be eligible
for good faith exemption.

3 . Some but not
all, planned prac-
scheduled for ap-
plication prior
to status review
are applied, OR
none of the plan-
ned practices
scheduled for
application prior
to status review
are applied.

3a. Substitute prac-
tices were used by
the producer which
achieve the same results
in 1991 as the planned
practices would have
achieved in 1991.

3b. Producer indicates
special circximstances
or personal hardship
prevented practice
application.

3a. Actively applying the
conservation plan.

3b. Same as determination
"20" on previous page.

3c. No special circxim-
stances or personal
hardship prevented
practice application.

3c. Not actively applying
the conservation plan.
Producer is xinlikely to
be eligible for a good
faith exemption.

516-35
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516.18

§516.18 Form ASCS-569, SCS Report of Conservation Compliance for

Spotcheck Purposes (6-19-90)

BEPBOOUCE lOCALLT. ir<c*ua» iirrm r^mem tne o#t» wTrygat/CTP'n

ASCS-5e9 u^ ot/AjintiKi o> •cacui.Tttai

SCS REPORT OF CONSERVATION COMPLIANCE FOR SPOTCHECK PURPOSES

PART A • TO BE COMPLETED BY ASCS
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§516.19 Form AD-1069, Graduated Payment Reduction - Wetland

Violations

ttPKOOUCt lOClllT »«».«•./-», «-r •< 4».» or -wrWirtom I ktt>mm4-ait »• f»in M»

AD-1069 UNiIlO S1 AT£S OlPARTUtMT Of AGRICULTURE

GRADUATED PAYMENT REDUCTION • WETT.AND VIOLATIONS

SI ATI

i»»sr^y PC XV^ TTVA. f^rt COM^lfTTO »0*» TQ ftK.t ccXJafTTiC^'tA n/f <l »Ta>n (/J "0«f *<J C0VTf»*nO* »f *''*Cr '««Ct!

PART A PRODUCER S REQUEST
t. KA.I.- A>c >ao«(>* }. cxk:>c>'i>>wj»u>

' » '-Oit •<. trmmS^

K. f AAHMJWKKarrw

t C*0*nU>C> VCXA'OM
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§516.19 Form AD-1069, Graduated Payment Reduction - Wetland
Violations (continued)

AD-1069 (Rfvtrsf) w??»tn

PAST 0-COOOfAnM DETERMtNATKX

II. Th* COCdM*nnnM»wta;oa«t>«i»llo>imin<»Bew<^y:

II. RMuni tor COC arlcmnaMn:

10. SCNATuW v COC

1. DO Cencwrano*. {fttqund i atmt $. la Her I7a>ii; t3<d/er KfO/a

^Concur wWi COC Do Net C<ncw »>*i COC

tntcMaai ioun«iar30

It Produoar«*>no»iad

MTE

L n*l«ri*d le SCS (Mcauu t» COC ocwmnM veod Ian.

PARTE. REST0BATK3N AGREEMENT
34, A ntioraboo pun w» »gr**0 upon by ri« prpducar and ngntd on:

DATE
s. tcstruKc 9 scs luncct jOATE 2*. HTUHKOmt

0»TI

PART f • UULT1-C0UNT7 INf Oi^MATION
A**0u*0 MTk^^CLOFnoUCAMtfOUNUrri }•. ocwTacACor: ». HAAiotocCMTaoiay

DATE
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516.20

§516.20 Information that must be submitted by the person to assess a
post-conversion minimal effects determination:

(1) Type of wetland converted (Cowardin classification)

.

(2) Hydrological condition of the wetland at the time of
conversion and at present.

- quantity of water present
- outlet information (elevation and type)
- condition of the drainage system (if present)
- size of the contributing watershed
- size of the basin
- depth of water

(3) Climatological data prior to the conversion
- precipitation records for the year of the conversion
- precipitation records availedsle for all previous years
- precipitation records for period during the conversion.

(4) Vegetative condition at the time of conversion
- species composition
- plant density
- community diversity
- age of community

(5) Available maps, photographs or slides depicting the wetland
prior to, during, and after the conversion.

(6) Crop history information
- crop history of wetland for 5 years prior to conversion.
- crop history of contributing watershed 5 years prior to conversioi

(7) Soils information
- soils of the contributing watershed
- soils of the converted wetland

(8) Records on reestablishment (seeding, planting, or natural
reestaiblishment) of vegetation during the period of conversion.

(9) Efforts to restore the converted wetland.
- method of restoring wetland hydrology
- method of restoring wetland vegetation
- management of wetland to restore former conditions

516-39
(180-V-NFSAM, Second Ed., Amend. 6, May 1991)
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516.21

§516.21

NHEL

NW

HEL

W

cw

CW+year

MW

PC

AW

PC&NW

MIW

RPW

CWTE

CWNA

RVW+year

RSW

516-40

Delineation labels.

Fields that are determined not to be highly erodible.

Fields that do not contain wetland.

All fields determined to be highly erodible.

Each area that is a non-farmed wetland or a wetland farmed
under natural conditions.

Each area converted between 12/23/85 and 11/28/90.

Each area converted after 11/28/90.

Each area determined to be minimal effect.

Each area or entire area that is prior converted cropland,
which was drained, filled, or manipulated before 12/23/85,
sufficient to make production possible, and has been
cropped.

Each area that is artificial or irrigation induced wetland.

Fields that contain both PC and NW.

Each frequently cropped converted area or area converted
between 12/23/85 and 11/28/90, for which a prior converted
cropland was restored as per agreement or easement.
(Wetlands restored through mitigation may or may not be
protected by an easement.

A wetland converted to improve efficiency. A PC must be
restored to replace it.

An area converted or commenced based on an incorrect SCS
determination

.

An area converted to other than agricultural commodity
production if the other use was approved before the
conversion.

An area converted after 12/23/85, on which a violation
occurred that has been restored to pre-conversion
conditions. Add year of restoration.

An area converted between 12/23/85, and 11/28/90, on which
no violation occurred that has been restored to pre-
conversion conditions.

(180-V-NFSAM, Second Ed., Amend. 6, May 1991)
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516.21

§516.21 Delineation leUDels. (continued)

FW Each area that is farmed wetland; was manipulated and
planted before 12/23/85 but still meets wetland criteria.

FWP Each area that is pasture or hayland converted before
12/23/85, still meets wetland criteria, and is not
eUsandoned.

GFW An area that was formerly CW but has been restored under
Good Faith provisions.

Easement An area on which an easement is held.

NHEL/NW, NHEL/W - Fields that are not highly erodible and do not
contain wetland.

HEL/PC&NW Combinations of symbols that may be used on each field.

m

516-41
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§516.22

Part 516 - Exhibits

Standard easement.

[The following is standard wetland conservation easement
language. In several instances brackets have been placed
around portions of the language with guidance provided as to
when the bracketed language will be used.]

COHSEKVATZOH HABKKKWT DSED
WETLAND CONSERVATION PROVISION

1 County Office Address
1 Number:
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§516.22 Standard easement (continued).

PART I - GgNERAL TERMS

A. Authority . This easement Is acquired by the United States under the
authority of Title XII of the Food Security Act of 1985 (Public Law 99-

198), as amended by Subtitle C of Title XIV of the Food, Agriculture,
Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (Public Law 101-624; 104 Stat. 3574-

3575; 16 U.S.C. §§ 3821, et seq.)-

B. Purposes

.

The purposes of this easement are to effect the referenced
Wetland Restoration Agreement, to assvire that equivalent functions and
values of a converted wetland are replaced and maintained in order to
meet the objectives of the Wetland Conservation Provision and, in
particular, to assure that the mitigation/replacement wetland areas
identified in this easement will be maintained for the period of the
easement as specified in this document.

C. The Property Encumbered by this Easement. The Easement Area as

described and defined below is encumbered with the conservation easement.
The Easement Farm as described and defined below is hereby encumbered
with a grant to the United States of a right of access across the
Easement Farm to the Easement Area (the Easement Area being part of the

Easement Farm)

:

1. Easement Area . The property encumbered by this conservation
easement is described as follows:

[Described here by reference to an appended plat CEXEIBIT A) the

farmed wetland or the vetland and adjacent buffer to vhich this

easement will apply. The easement area may be subdivided to provide
for specific conditions applicable to each subdivision if both
frequently cropped wetlands and less than frequently cropped
wetlands are to be mitigated/replaced on the same parcel.]

2. Easement Farm . In addition, the Easement Farm is encvunbered with
a right of access for/by United States, as described herein, to the

Easement Area. The Easement Farm is all of that land conveyed by
to the Landowner by deed dated

, and recorded in Deed Book , at page , in

the land records of County (Borough, Parish,

etc), and more specifically described as tollows:

D. Definitions . For purposes of this easement:

1. "Wetland Restoration Agreement" (WRA) means an agreement between

the Grantor and the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) and the Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) to mitigate (or replace) wetland values that would

be lost as the result of the conversion of another wetland in order for

the Grantor to remain eligible for U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)

farm program benefits under the. Wetland Conservation Provisions of the

1985 Food Security Act as amended by the 1990 Food Agriculmre,
Conservation and Trade Act. The WRA shall be on file and available for

inspection at the county office of the USDA's Agricultural Stabilization

and Conservation Service (ASCS) for the coxmty identified above.

2. 'Easement Area" means that portion or portions of the Easement

Farm upon which certain wetland restoration activities are required. The

Easement Area is as generally depicted on EXHIBIT A which is attached to

516-43
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§516.22 Standard easement (continued).

2

*nd incorporated Into this easement. To the extent of any conflict with
EXHIBIT A . the land descriptions in this document shall control.

3. "Easement Farm" is that property of the Landowner described herein
which includes all of the Easement Area and all other lands of the
Landowner necessary to provide reasonable access to the Easement Area.

4. "Landowner" means the Grantor, who has record title to the
Easement Area and Easement Farm, and shall also include such Grantor's
heirs, successors and assigns.

5. "Maintenance" means the maintenance of the restored wetland,
including re-establishment of the wetland area if deemed necessary or
desirable by the SCS and FVS, or other maintenance as may be required
under the provisions of this easement; provided further that the
obligation of maintenance shall include an obligation to provide access
on the Easement Farm as may be needed by United States and its
representatives, agents and assigns.

6. "Property" means all of the lands and appurtenant rights
constituting the Easement Area and Easement Farm, which lands are
described in Part I-C of this document.

E. Duration of Easement . This easement shall remain in effect until
such time as the United States or its successors conveys and quitclaims
to the Landowner the rights herein conveyed. The easement shall remain
in effect as described in subparagraphs

i I>E(1) and I-E(2) ]
^ below.

In the event that the Landowner believes that the conditions necessary to
keep the easement in force are not longer applicable to Che land, then
the Landowner may request a termination of the easement from the United
States which will, at its discretion, make a determination and terminate
the easement if, in its opinion, the conditions for termination are met.

[ This easement will remain in force for as long as the Converted
Wetland Area identified in PART III of this docvnnent, for which the
restoration is to mitigate, remains available for production of
agricultural commodities or is not returned to its original wetland
condition with equivalent functions and values. ]

*
[ and; ]

[ This easement will remain in force for the length of time
required to replace the functions and values on the restored
wetland identified in PART I of this document that were lost
as a result of the conversion of the Converted Wetland Area
identified in PART III of this dociment as set forth in the
Wetland Restoration Agreement or for as long as the Converted
Wetland Area for which the restoration is to mitieate remains
available for production of agricultural commodities or is not

Use either one or both of these references, as the case may be.

Use this provision for the mitigation of frequently cropped
wetlands

.

516-44
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§516.22 Standard easement (continued).

returned to its original wetland classification with equivalent
functions and values, whichever is greater. ]

^

F. United States and its Representatives. All rights of the United
States under this instrument may be exercised by the CCC, the SCS , FVS,
or other instrumentality, agent or assign thereof. Specific reference to
CCC, SCS, or FWS herein shall not limit the ability or flexibility of the
United States Government to exercise rights herein bv whatever
instrumentality, agent or assign necessary or desiraole to effect the
purposes and objectives of this easement. Unless otherwise indicated or
unless modified at some future time, the CCC shall be the representative
of the United States under this easement.

G. Access. The Landowner hereby grants to the United States and its
representatives, assigns and successors a right of access from a public
road over the Easement Farm to the Easement Area. Such access shall be
for any and all purposes necessary or desirable as determined by United
States, in the administration of this easement or the Wetland Restoration
Agreement as applied to the Property. Establishment and maintenance of
such access shall be the responsibility of the Landowner and all costs
shall be borne by the Landowner. Except, that United States will pay, as
determined by the United States, the fair market value of any loss of an
annually planted crop destroyed by reason of actual use of the right of
access by the United States, but only if the access provided by the
landowner is designed to minimize such loss. The landowner is otherwise
free to locate the place of access at such location as the landowner
deems desirable, provided that such location is svifficient and suitable
for the purpose, as determined by United States, and may chemge such
location from time to time. In addition, to the maximum extent allowed
by law, the United States or its authorized representatives shall be
afforded all rights-of-way and other rights of ingress and egress to the
Easement Area and Easement Farm which the Landowner has over other
properties as may be necessary or appropriate, as determined by the
United States in the administration and enforcement of the easement and
related rights, including the right of access granted herein to the
United States. Such access as is established shall be sufficient for
access of personnel, machinery and equipment as may be deemed needed by
the United States to accomplish the purposes of this easement.

PART II - COVENANTS BY THE lANDOWNgR

A. Prohibitions

.

The following are prohibited within the Easement Area:

1. No dwellings, bams, outbuildings shall be built.
2. No other structure may be built.
3.'-- Land use restrictions: a

[ The vegetation or hydrology of the Easement Area will not be altered
through: (1) harvesting wood products; (2) burning; (3) placing of
refiose, wastes, chemicals, sewage, or other debris, (4) draining,
dredging, channeling, filling, leveling, pumping, diking, impounding

Use this provision for the replacement of less than frequently
cropped wetlands. If both frequently cropped and less than freauently
cropped wetlands are to be mitigated/replaced on the same parcel, then,
use both provisions with the introductory phrase "For Subdivision A of
the Easement Area,' and 'For Subdivision B of the Easement Area,'.

516-45
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and related activities, or (5) diverting or affecting the natural
flow of surface or underground waters into, within, and out of the
easement area. The landowner shall have the right to carry on
farming practices such as grazing, hay cutting, plowing, working and
cropping the Easement Area when it is dry of natural causes.

)

[ The vegetation or hydrology of the Easement Area will not be altered
through: (1) cultivation; [(2) cutting or mowing;) [(3) grazing;] ^

(2) harvesting wood products; (3) burning; (4) placing of refuse,
wastes, chemicals, sewage, or other debris, (5) draining, dredging,
channeling, filling, leveling, discing, pumpine, diking, impounding
and related activities, or (5) diverting or affecting the natural
flow of surface or underground waters into, within, and out of the
Easement Area. The landowner shall have the right to graze domestic
livestock and harvest hay by cutting or mowing, under such terns and
conditions as the United States deems necessary and desirable to
protect and further the purposes of this easement in accordance with
the VRA, provided:

(i) hay cutting or mowing is conducted not more than one time per
year between July 15 and September 1 of any given year; and

(ii) grazing does not exceed 25 percent harvest efficiency in any
given year. ]

'

B. Wetland Restoration Agreement . Further:

1. Covenant of Compliance with WRA. The Landowner covenants
compliance with all the terms and conditions of the VRA which is appended
and made a part of this easement as Exhibit A. Nothing herein shall
preclude the Landowner and the United States, through the SCS and with
agreement from the FUS , from amending the VRA in the future and recording
the same in the appropriate land records.

2. Determination of Exenrption under the Vetland Conservation
Provision . The SCS, in agreement with FVS, shall determine the necessary
and appropriate wetland mitigation/replacement requirements on the
Easement Area including duration. The mitigation/replacement wetland is
delineated on the attached EXHIBIT A . which is appended to this easement

Use this provision for the mitigation of frequently cropped
vetlands.

Use either or both of these options! prohibitions if managed
haying and/or grazing is not consistent with protecting and restoring
vetland functions and values (i.e. , reestablishment/maintenance of voody
vegetation) . If both haying and grazing is prohibited, then delete the
last sentence and provisions that follow. If either haying or grazing is
to be alloved, then use the corresponding provision(s) belov.

Use this provision for the replacement of less than frequently
cropped wetlands. If both frequently cropped and less than frequently
cropped wetlands are to be mitigated/replaced on the same parcel, then,
use both provisions but replace the term 'the Easement Area" with the
terms "Subdivision A of the Easement Area" and "Subdivision B of the
Easement Area"

.

516-46
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§516.22 Standard easement (continued).
o

and ma.de a part thereof, subject to «uch f\irther delineation by CCC as

may be needed.

3. In the event of a conflict or ambiguity between the WRA or this
easement, the provisions of this easement shall prevail.

4. Maintenance of the Restored Wetland . Maintenance shall be as

specified by the SCS in agreement with the FWS in accordance with the
provisions of the WRA, and as needed to enforce this easement and
accomplish its purposes, as determined by CCC. All costs involved in the
establishment and maintenance of the restored wetland and the right of
access granted to the United States herein, or otherwise incurred with
respect to the maintenance of the property in accordance with this
easement, shall, together with all other charges associated with the
Property (including taxes), be the responsibility of the Landowner.

5. Rights of the United States to Inspect Property and Perform Work
on the Property . The United States and its authorized representatives
may enter upon the Easement Area from tine to time to:

(a) inspect and insure compliance with the terms of the easement,

and

(b) perform work on the property as may be necessary or desirable to

establish or maintain the wetland restoration agreement or access to

the Easement Area, which CCC deems desirable if: (1) the Landowner
fails to establish or maintain the restored wetland within the

Easement Area or otherwise fails to comply with the terms of this

easement, or (2) the CCC determines, in Its discretion, to perform
such work in lieu of the Landowner.

C. Rights of the United States Run with the Land and Bind the
Landowner's Successors . Subject to any unsubordinated prior rights of

record, the rights granted to the United States In this instrument nin
with the land and shall be superior to the rights of all others in the

Property. All obligations of the Landowner under this easement shall

also bind the Landowner's heirs, successors and assigns.

D. Use of the Easement Area . No use of the Easement Area will be

specifically allowed under this easement without the approval of SCS and

FWS, which approval shall be granted by SCS and FWS only to the extent

such use is consistent with the terms of this easement and the
regulations governing the implementation of the Wetland Conservation
Provision operated by USDA.

E. Violations . If there is any failure to provide access to the

Easement Area, meet the requirements of the wetland restoration
agreement, or maintain the wetland functions and values provided by the

restored wetland, the landowner would lose eligibility for USDA farm

program benefits until the wetland is restored and the United States or

its authorized representatives may perform the work needed for sxich

establishment or maintenance or may seek specific performance at law or

may employ any other remedy available to it, and, in any case, all

expenses of the United States or its authorized representative, including

any legal fees or attorney fees, thereby incurred shall be charged

against the Landowner. Such charges shall also be a charge against the

Easement Area if the failure relates to the conservation measures or the

Easement Farm if such failure relates to access to the Easement Area and

shall constitute a lien on such land enforceable by foreclosure or other

516-47
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Part 516 - Exhibits
516.22
§516.22 Standard easement (continued).

method in which case the chargeable fees and costs under this clause
shall include all costs, including legal fees, associated with the lien,
the foreclosure, and other collection expenses.

F. Successors to the Dnited States . Rights granted under this easement
to the United Statas shall accrue in its favor and in the favor of its
successors of any i ind.

G. Covenants . The Grantor covenants that the Landowner is vested with
the Property and will warrant and defend unto the United States sane
against all claims and demands including, but not limited to, claims and
demands against quiet and peaceable use and enjoyment of the Property and
interest in the land herein granted the United States.

H. Costs of the nitigation/replaceaent of wetland area functions and
values : Federal funds shall not be used in the implementation of such
physical wetland mitigation/replacement actions. Federal funds may be
used for technical assistance, monitoring, and administrative activities
associated with the mitigation/restoration project.

PART III - CONVERTED WETIAITO

The Property Containing the Vetland Converted. As described herein, a
change in the land use of the Converted Wetland Area as described below
can affect the duration of the conservation easement provided for in this
docximent. The Converted Vetland Farm as described below is the farm
containing the Converted Wetland Area (the Converted Wetland Area being
part of the Converted Wetland Farm)

:

1. Converted Wetland Area . The property containing the Converted
Wetland Area, the use of which can affect the duration of the
conservation easement provided for in this document is the following
property which is referred to herein as the "Converted Wetland Area":

[Describe here or by reference to an appended plat (Exhibit A) the
converted vetland area.].

2. Converted Wetland Farm . In addition, the Converted Wetland Farm,
as described herein, is all of that land conveyed by

to the Landowner by deed dated
. and recorded in Deed Book , at page , in

the land records of County (Borough, Parish,
etc), and more specifically described as follows:

516-48
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF , the Landowner hereunto sets hand(s) and seal(s) on
the day of year first written above.

)

Grantor (s)

)

}

)

{Acknowledgment in accordance with State or Local Practice)

516-49
(180-V-NFSAM, Second Ed., Amend. 6, May 1991)



Part 516 - Exhibits

516.23

(516.23 MINIMAL EFFECT DETERMINATION KEY FOR SHORT TERM CONVERSIONS
Wetlands must be considered completely restored before procedure
applies.

(1) Herbaceous wetlands

(a) Wetland farmed, or had no vegetation or only annual
herbaceous vegetation at the time of conversion c.

(b) Wetland not farmed and had perennial herbaceous
vegetation at time of conversion d.

(c)

(1) No significant precipitation events occurred
during the period of conversion to enable the detection of
measurable runoff or recharge Minimal effect

(2) Significant precipitation events occurred during
the period of conversion to enable the detection of runoff or
recharge f

.

(d)

(1) Perennial herbaceous wetland vegetation
considered fully restored e.

(2) Perennial herbaceous wetland vegetation not
considered fully restored Minimal effect not possible

(e)

(1) No significant precipitation events occurred
during the period of conversion to enable the detection of
measurable runoff or recharge Minimal Effect *

(2) Significant precipitation events occurred during
the period of conversion to enable the detection of measurable
runoff or recharge Minimal effect not possible

* Significance of effects must be considered by interagency team
to determine if effects are minimal.

516-50
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Part 516 - Exhibits

516.23

<516.23 MINIMAL EFFECT DETERMINATION KEY FOR SHORT TERM CONVERSIONS

(continued)
2. Wooded wetlands

(a) Woody wetland vegetation considered fully

restored ^*

(b) Woody wetland vegetation considered not fully
restored Minimal effect not possible

(c)

(1) No significant precipitation events occurred during the

period of conversion to enable the detection of measurable runoff

or recharge Minimal Effect *

(2) Significant precipitation events occurred during the

period of conversion to enable the detection of measurable runoff

or recharge *

* Significance of the effects must be considered by

interagency team to determine if effects are minimal.

516-51
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DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES

STANSTZPHENS. GOVEHNOR COGSVTEU. BUILDING

STATE OF MONTANA
FAJC » (406) 44-4.2606 HELENA. MONTANA 59620

January 27, 1992

John Peters
U. S. EPA, Region VIII
999 IStii Street, Suite 500
Denver, CO 80202-2405

RE; State Wetlands Protection Grant Application

Dear John,

Enclosed is an interagency wetlands grant application
submitted by the State of Montana under the lead of the
Department of Health & Environmental Science, Water Quality
Bureau. The grant application consists of six components.
Components 1 & 2 were composed by the Departaient of Health and
Environmental Sciences, Water Quality Bureau; components 3 & 4 by
the Department of Natural Resources and Conservation,
Conservation Districts Bureau and Montana Watercourse at MSU;
component 5 by the Department of Transportation, Environmental
Section; and component 6 by the Montana Riparian Association.

The application includes the development, implementation and
monitoring of a state wetlands conservation/protection strategy
(DHES) ; establishment of a wetlands monitoring program (DHES)

;

wetlands education (DNRC/MT Watercourse) ; coordinated resource
management in river corridors (DNRC) ; an evaluation and expansion
of the existing program for highways impacts (DOT) ; and an
expansion of the Riparian Association's wetlands program.
Cumulatively, implementation of the various components will
ensure diverse wetlands programs to be coordinated by a
cooperative interagency wetlands strategy for the state.

The required state match has been identified within each
component and is at least 25 percent for all components. The
requested funding and identified match for each component is
as follows:

*N EQUAL OPPO/tTVNITY £MPlOre/r
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GRAJTT APPLICATION 70R STATB TTBTLAITO PROT2CTI0N PROGRAMS
UMDBX SZCTION 104 (t) (3) 07 THZ CLSAH WATER ACT. SUBMITTZD
B7 THX STATS 07 MOHTAKA, DETART3CZ2IT 07 HZALTH AlH)
EHVIROIOCZHTAL SCIZNCSS, WATER QUALIT? BUREAU

Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance No. 66.461
Wetlands Protection - State Development Grants

gotgQNBrr pot 1

pgrELOPMsyr and iMPLZxEyrATioN 07 a state tztlxsds
CONSERVATION STRATEGY

SUMMARY

It has been estimated that over half of ovir nations original
wetland acreage has been lost to development and conversion to r

cropland. Wetlands in Montana were not immtme and many suffered
same fate. Only recently have programs have been put in place on
the federal and state levels to reduce these losses. The
coordination of the many wetland conservation and protection
programs is critical to preserve the important fiinctional values
that wetlands serve.

This component will provide for the development and
implementation of a state wetlands conservation strategy (the
strategy) . Montana cvirrently has no formal mechanism to
coordinate all the activities or programs of different agencies
and user groups that may impact wetlands. It is our goal to
develop and begin implementation of a strategy over the next two
years that will clearly define the role(s) of each agency in
administering regulatory and non-regulatory programs, examine the
effectiveness of existing programs for the protection and
improvement of wetland resources, propose policy or legislative
changes for those found to be partially or fully ineffective,
identify voids that are not addressed by existing programs,
propose ^^^-titutional changes to fill those voids and require the
coordina'oon of wetland conservation programs on a statewide
basis. "XTmou will be developed upon finalization of the strategy
that will'signify the approval of each council member (agency or
orgsmization) and their commitment to implement those segment

a

for which they may be responsible.

Under the lead of the Department of Health and Environmental
Sciences, Water Quality Bureau (WQB) , an interagency wetlands
council composed of all the natxiral resource agencies in Montana,



state and federal, with interest or statutory respo!i5ibij.it-Y i!or

wetlands conservation will jointly develop the strategy' In
addition to the agencies who will each have an administrative
aember and a technical member, selected conservation groups will
be invited to b^ members of the council tc participatie m
deliberations. A new half-time position at the wqb *i-ii be
informally titled the state wetlands c inarr- The pos^'ion
will act as staff for the wetlands cc . ir .:i collection,
assessment and inventory of existinc -rmation and data (TasJc

1) , the development, revision and a' -ion of the strategy (Task
2), the drafting and revision of th .lOU (Task 3), and monitoring
the effectiveness of the strategy ask 4). The position will
spend half time on wetlands issues -.id half time on the nonpoint
source pollution control program, a linkage that we expect will
be beneficial to both programs. The funding requested in this
component will provide funding for the half-time position for a

two year period - the NPS program will fund the other half of the
position.

TIMEFRA2CE

7/1/92 1/1/93 7/1/93 1/1/94 7/1/94
^

Task 1

I 1
320 hrs

11/1/92 Task 2 1/15/94 5/1/94
I 1 1

1244 hrs

11/1/93 Task 3

I 1
96 hrs

Task 4

I 1
420 hrs



TASKS

Task 1. C0XPIL2 BJISTIMQ TTETLAHDS IN70RiCVTXO*f

A. Objective: Complete an inventory and assessmen- --f a.!-: ...•;•- Ir-g
wetland information and data.

B. Work Activities.

1) Heet with state and federal agencies and conservation
orgemizations to explain the process, gather available
wetland data and information on agency's role in wetland
protection and conservation, extent and function of
prograjii(s) , staffing, funding, priority within sger.cy and
the availability and interest in serving on wecu.anas
council

.

2) Review information obtained. Refine and categorize.

3) Compile existing information into useable format and
database, draft report to wetlands council.

r

C. Output: Report to wetlands council for their use in
ascertaining exactly what information is available, where is
can be obtained, and what additional information may be
needed prior to and during the development of the strategy.
Such information will be critical in the process of defining
existing amd future roles of each agency.

. Budget

:

Itsa State

Environmental Specialist III - DHZS
Salaries, Benefits & Indirect
Operating Expenses *

DNRC,DFWP,DSL,DOA **

Totals

* Operating expenses include travel, rent, supplies and
materials, repairs and maintenance, communications, training,
and computer equipment, networjc and software.

** State match is provided through salaries, benefits and
indirect of personnel employed by the Department of Natural
Resources amd Conservation (DNRC) , Department of Fish, Wildlife
aiid Parks (DFWP) , Department of State Lands (DSL) , and Department
of Agriculture (DOA) who have wetlands responsibilities and are
administrative or technical members of the wetlands council.

3



TAflX 2. DEVELOP STATS WETLAITOS CONS ZRV^kT ION 'iTF^rffSy

A. Objective: To develop a coordinated statewide stratecy for
the conservation and protection of wetlands m Mcni-^r.^ -

B. WorJc Activities:

1) Organize and convene a state wetlands council to include
a administrative and technical member from each state and
federal agency and interested conservation organization.

2) Draft a preliminary coordinated wetlands conser'/ation and
protection strategy based on information compile in Tasx '•.,

2) Meet at least bimonthly with the wetlands council to
discuss wetland strategy development - including
establishment of specific goals and objectives for the
council, examination of existing policy and statutes, the
voids and gaps of those policies and statutes, defining the
existing and futiire roles of resoxirce agencies for
regulatory and non-regulatory programs, specific actions ,

that need to be taken to accomplish the council's goals and
objectives, establish target dates, implementations
mechanisms, and methods for intra and inter program ^^

coordination.
,

4) Prepeure revisions and drafts of the strategy to reflect
discussions by council at meetings.

5) Adopt interim strategy at 12-14 months, and evaluate -

12-13 month stage.

6) Revise & amend strategy adopt final strategy at
13-20 month stage.

C. Output: Final wetland conservation strategy document.

D. Budget:

l^^sa State r?<4grai

DHZS - Environmental Specialist III
Salaries, Benefits & Indirect
Operating Expenses
Publish document

DNRC , DFWP , DSL , DOA

Totals



TASX HO. 3 STATS WETLAlfCfl COKSESIVXTIOH MZX0RA2IDU1C Q7
nVDERSTAlfDIHQ

A. Objective: Develop a memorandum of understanding (MOU)
between all involved organizations and agencies that
designates their approval of the state wetlands strategy and
guides it's implementation.

B. Work Activities:

1) Prepare the initial draft MOU. Send out to council for
review.

2) Meet with council to accept comments and recommendations
for revisions.

3) Prepare final draft MOU. Send out to council for final

»

review.

4) Meet with council to adopt final version of MOU.

5) Circulate for signatures.

C. Outputs: Final Memorandum of Understanding binding each
agency or organization to implementation of strategy.

0. Budget:

I^Sa S^^^ Federal

DHES - Environmental Specialist III _
Salaries, Benefits & Indirect
Operating expenses

DNRC, DFWP, DSL, DOA

Total

-'linafcafetrv;
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TXSX 4. UCPLZXZHT AHD MOHITOR TSTLAinSS CONSZSVXTIOM S'niATZaT

A. Objective: Begin the iaplementation of the state wetlands
strategy and develop a method to monitor the effectiveness
of the strategy and it ' s components

.

B. WorJc Activities:

1) Begin iioplementation of strategy.

2) Develop evaluation criteria that can be used to monitor
the effectiveness of the strategy. Design agency-specific
reporting requirements on various strategy components.
TracJc wetland losses, gains, mitigation, improvement
projects, etc.

3) Develop and implement a statewide database to tracic ^

progress in fulfilling goals and objectives of the strategy.

4) Refine and amend strategy as needed with concurrence of
council. V

C. Output:

1. Criteria to judge effectiveness of strategy.

2. Database to tracJc wetlands on a statewide basis.

D . Budget

:

Item State re<^gral

DHES - Environmental Specialist III
Salaries , Benefits & Indirect
Operating Expenses

DNRC, DFWP, DSL, DOA

Total



COHPOtfENT NO. 2

WATER QUALITY /BIOLOGICAL CRITERIA AND BIOASSESSMPsT IP

-

7
Prepared by: Loren L. Bahls, Ph.D.

Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences^

SUMMARY

This component will establish baseline water quality and biological
conditions in a representative sample of unimpaired or least-
impaired wetlands in Montana. This information will be used to
develop chemical and biological water quality criteria for Montana
wetlands and bioassessment techniques that will be used to measure
impairment to wetlands that have been exposed to environmental
contamination and other stressors.

BACKGROUND

Relatively little information is available regarding water quality
in Montana wetlands. Elevated concentrations of salts, trace
elements, and pesticides are the principal water quality concerns
in Montana wetlands (MDHES 1990) . Investigations of these
contaminants have been conducted by the Montana Department of Fistv,
Wildlife and Parks, Montana Bureau of Mines, U. S. Geological
Survey, and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service (see REFERENCES for
partial listing)

.

Wetlands are implicitly included in the definition of "Surface
Waters* in Montana's Surface Water Quality Standards. Although
the general prohibitions in these standards serve well to protect
wetlamd water quality, specific criteria and waterbody
classifications, including designated uses, are often technically
incorrect for wetlands.

Biological sxirveys of Montana wetlands tend to emphasize aquatic
and semi-aquatic macrophytes, birds and mammals (e.g., Habecic
1988) . While these are the most conspicuous inhabitants of
wetlands, they are among the least sensitive and responsive to
changes in water quality. Sanville (1991) suggests that microbiota
(algae) and macro invertebrates may be used as surrogate measures of
the general health and ecological integrity of wetlands. These
"groups are very sensitive to changes in water quality and other
ecological perturbations, and serve as useful indicators of
ecosystem health (Plafkin et al. 1989)

.

The Montana Department of Health and Environmental Sciences
routinely uses the structure and composition of benthic algae
(periphyton) and benthic macro invertebrate communities to assess
water quality in rivers and streams. A recent statewide survey of
the structure and composition of periphyton and macroinvertebrate
communities in selected least-impaired reference streams will
driable the Department to develop ecoregion-specif ic biological
criteria and bioassessment protocols for lotic ecosystems in
Montana (Bahls et al. in prep.).
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This project will establish ecoregion-specif ic bioj-og.c^-. > ^ teria
and bioassessment protocols for wetlands and apply thsTj " o Montana
wetlands that have been exposed to environmental ccntaa . n ^t ^ on and
other stressors. Our approach will follow the one c.- ^-^ 15.^5e^ied by
Sanville (1991)

:

o Wetland classification,

o Selection of reference sites based on spatial
considerations and/or wetland types,

o Collection of biological data from the reference
wetlands,

o Development of biological measures to analyzf^ che
reference sites,

o Assignment of a range of acceptability to the
biological measures,

o Collection of biological data from impaired wetlands, and

o Comparison of biological measures from impaired wetlands
to the acceptable ranges for those measures derived from
reference sites.

ECORZGIONS AND MONTANA WETLANDS

Montana includes parts of seven ecoregions that have been proposed
by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (Figure 1.)
Superimposed on these ecoregions are four major wetlands areas:

1. Glaciated Plains (Prairie Pothole Region) . This area
includes the Noriihern Montana Glaciated Plains Ecoregion
and the Northwestern Glaciated Plains Ecoregion in
Montana

.

2. Unalaciated Plains . This area includes the Montana
portion of the Northwestern Great Plains Ecoregion.

3. Roclry Mountains . This area includes the Northern Rockies
and Middle Rockies Ecoregions in Montana.

4. Intaraountain Valleys . This area corresponds to the
Montana Valley and Foothill Prairies Ecoregion.

These ecoregions and wetland areas are based on patterns of land
use, land-surface form, potential natural vegetation, and soils
(OmemiX and Gallant 1987) .



OBJECTIVES

1. Establish baseline water quality and biological conditions
in a representative sample of unimpaired or IeaHr.--i,Tipaired
wetlands in Montana.

2. Develop water quality and biological criteria ind
bioassessment protocols for Montana wetlands.

3. Assess water quality and biological conditions , r, .i '-ftt-ra-
sentative sample of impaired wetlands usinq t.ne yrvCc-cijAS
and criteria developed under objective /2 above

.

SCOPE AND TIMEFRAME

Ten unimpaired and five impaired wetlands will be sampled in each
of the four major wetland areas of the state. Water quality
parameters will include pH, conductivity, alkalinity, common ions,
nutrients, and selected trace elements and pesticides. Biological
sampling will be of the benthic algae (periphyton) and
macroinvertebrate communities. EPA-approved methods will be used
for all sampling and analyses.

This project would run for two years beginning July 1, 1992. The
1992 field season will be devoted to sampling least- impaired
wetlands. Samples will be analyzed and criteria and assessment
protocols will be developed during the fall and winter of 1992-
1993. Impaired wetlands will be sampled during the 1993 field
season. Data will be analyzed and impaired wetlands assessed
during the fall and winter of 1993-1994. A final report will be
prepared in the spring of 1994 and completed by July l, 1994.
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TA5X 1. SAMPLE LEAST-IMPAIRED WETLANDS

A. Objective: Collect and analyze warer quality and biological
samples from 40 least-impaired wetlands in Montana.

B. Wor)c Activities: Ten wetlanf ; in each of the four major
wetland areas will be sampiec :r water quality parameters and
benthic algal and macro inver-_ .orate communities.

1. Wetland selection: Wetlands to be sampled will be
selected in consultation with state and federal wetlands
experts and published literature. (See lists of PE3^SONS
CONTACTED and REFERENCES, attached.)

2. Parameter selection: Water quality parameters will be
selected as in ^1 above.

3. Sample collection: One set of water quality and
biological samples will be collected from each wetland.
(Wetlands may be located and mapped using GPS.)

4. Sample analysis and data management: Water quality
samples will be analyzed by the Chemistry Laboratory
Biireau of the Department of Health and Environmental
Sciences. Water quality data will be entered into the
Department's LIMS System and transferred to STORZT
monthly. Biological samples will be analyzed by
contract biologists and selected metrics (e.g., species
richness) will be calculated.

5. QA/QC: A description of QA/QC procedures will be
provided in a QA/QC Project Plan upon award of the
grant.

C. Outputs: Baseline water quality and biological conditions
for 40 least-impaired wetlands in Montana.

D. Budget:

Item State Federal

Salaries & Benefits
Environmental Specialist II

Indirect (20.75% salaries 4 benefits)
Travel/Per Diem
Laboratory Analyses
Biological Contractors
Equipment (Boat)
Supplies

Totals



TABK 2. DEVELOP CRITERIA XSD PROTOCOLS

A. Objective: Develop preliminary vater quality and biological
criteria and bioassessment protocols for Montana wetlands.

B. Work Activities: Baseline water quality and biological
data generated by Task 1 will serve as preliminary criteria
for protecting beneficial uses of Montana wetlands.
Differences in natural water quality and biological conditionswithm and between ecoregions will be assessed for the purpose
of establishing ecoregion- and subecoregion-specif ic criteriaVarious bioassessment protocols using individual metrics and
multi-metric indices will be evaluated for use with wetlands.
These protocols will be patterned after Plafkin et al. (1989)

.

C. Outputs: Preliminary water quality and biological criteria'
and bioassessment protocols for Montana wetlands.

D. Budget:

^^^ SJ^^tg Federal

Salaries i Benefits
Environmental Program Manager II

Indirect (20.75% salaries i benefits)
Biological Contractor

Totals
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TASK 3 . SAMPL2 IXPXiaSD WETLAlfDS

A. Objective: Collect and analyze water quality and biological
samples from 2 impaired wetlands in Montana. These will
include National Wildlife Refuges where contamination has
occurred or where beneficial uses have been impaired.

B. Work Activities: Five wetlands in each of the four major
wetland areas will be sampled for water quality parameters and
benthic algal and macro invertebrate communities.

1. Wetland selection: Wetlands to be sampled will be
selected in consultation with state and federal wetlands
experts and published literature. (See lists of PERSONS
CONTACTED and REFERENCES, attached.)

2. Parameter selection: Water quality parameters will be
selected as in /I above, from among those measured under
Task 1 for least- impaired wetlands.

3. Sample collection: One set of water quality and
biological samples will be collected from each wetland.
(Wetlands may be located and mapped using GPS.)

4. Sample analysis and data management: As in Task 1.

5. QA/QC: A description of QA/QC procedures will be
provided in a QA/QC Project Plan upon award of the grant.

C. Outputs: Water quality and biological conditions for 2

impaired wetlands in Montana.

D

.

Budget

:

Item State Federal

Salciries & Benefits
Environmental Specialist II

Indirect (20.75% salaries & benefits)
Travel /Per Diem
Laboratory Analyses
Biological Contractors
Supplies

Totals



TAflX 4. A5SESS DCPAIRMEJIT AMD JLEPIITB PROTOCOLS

A. Objective: Assess impairment to wetlands sampled in Tas)c 3
using preliminary criteria and bioassessment protocols
developed in Task 2; refine bioassessment protocols.

B. Work Activities: The assessment of impaired wetlands and
refinement of bioassessment protocols will be an iterative
process supported by ecoregion-specif ic criteria generated in
Task 2. The biological measures (metrics) developed in Task
2 will be assigned ranges of acceptibility . The degree of
impairment will be judged by the extent to which measured
values exceed the acceptible range for that metric. Protocols
will be adjusted to increase their sensitivity to
environmental changes and to improve the accuracy of
assessment. Chemical data and other environmental information
will be used to support the bioassessments.

C

.

Outputs

:

1. Water Quality Assessments for 60 wetlands (20 impaired,
40 unimpaired)

.

2. Bioassessment protocols for wetlands.

D

.

Budget

:

^tem State Federal

Salaries & Benefits
Environmental Program Mgr. II

Indirect (20.75% salaries & benefits)
Biological Contractor

Totals
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TASK S. FR2FXR2 RSFORTS

A. Objective: Summarize project findings in a format that maJces
them usable to agencies having responsibility for vater
pollution control and vetlands protection.

B. Work Activities: Interpret and siimmarize infcrmaticn
generated by each of the project tasJcs outlined \r\ this
proposal. Enter data into STORET, map data - - I:', '.na.

prepare assessments for the Waterbody System,

C. Outputs:

1. Interim annual progress report.

2. Final report.

3. Updated GIS, STORET file and waterbody assessments for
Montana wetlands.

D

.

Budget

:

Item State Federal

Salaries & Benefits
Environmental Program Mgr. II
Environmental Specialist III

Indirect (20.75% salaries and benefits)
Printing
GIS/Biological Contractors

Totals



TASK 6. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

A. Objective: Provide project oversight and supervision.

B. Work Activities:

1. Order supplies; schedule and direct field work.

2. Supervise project staff and contractors.

3. Prepare requests for bids, contracts, budget amendment
reports, etc.

4. Consult with individuals in other agencies.

5. Meet project milestones.

C. Outputs: Project plans, contracts, contractor reports,
performance appraisals, budget amendment reports, State Budget
and Accounting System reports.

D

.

Budget

:

^^^^ State Federal

Salaries & Benefits
Environmental Program Manager II

Indirect (20.75% salaries & benefits)

Totals

BUDGET SUMMARY

Task

1. SAMPLE LEAST- IMPAIRED WETLANDS

2. DEVELOP CRITERIA AND PROTOCOLS

3. SAMPLE IMPAIRED WETLANDS

4. ASSESS IMPAIRMENT AND REFINE
PROTOCOLS

5. PREPARE REPORTS

6. PROJECT ADMINISTRATION

TOTALS

GRAND TOTAL

State Federal
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Federal 31dg., U.S. Court.nousa

301 S. ?ar<, P.O. 3ox 10023
Helena, Montana 59625

-T

i^m

January .392

Dr. Loren 3ahls
MT Dept. of Health and Environmental Sciences
Water Qual ity Sureau
Cogswell 31dg.

Helena, Montana 59620

Dear Loren:

In resDonsa to our taleonone conversation yesterday, I am enclosing some 1n-

house U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service reports pertaining to contaminant '

biomonitoring at National Wildlife Refuges in Montana. The reports -nainly

focus on contaminant residues aetactad in various biological samples collected
at the refuges. I am very interested in expanding the scope of our studies to

include other bioassessment techniques to evaluate the status and trends of

wetland habitat quality at our refuges. I founa your ideas to oe very
enlightening, and hope that we can continue to exc.nange information in the

future.

If I can be of further assistance, please give Tie a call at i-i9-522S.

Sincerely,

A
Oonaid Palawski
Environmental Contaminant Specialist

JAN 1 1992
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TASK 1. DEVELOP AN INTEGRATED POND LIFE/WETLAND CURRICULDM FOR
CHILDREN IN PRE-SCHOOL THROUGH 3rd GRADE

In-croduction and Project Description .

The Clark Fork School, a pre-school through 3rd grade learning
center in Missoula, Montana, proposes to develoD an integrated
curriculum to instill in Montana students, and students throughout
the western United States, an appreciation for the complexity,
importance, and fragility of our precious water resources'.

The goal of this project is to develop an integrated
curriculum for children ranging in developmental age from oreschool
through third grade. Tlie curriculum will be designed to enable
children to develop an understanding and appreciation of the
complexity, importance and fragility of water resources. The
curriculum will focus specifically on pond life/wetland areas. It
will provide teachers with everything needed to teach a two to
three week unit on pond life. It will also give children the
materials, projects and opportunities to enhance their skills at
math, science and the arts as they learn about water. The
curriculum will be developed for and tested on students at Clark
Fork School in Missoula. It will be disseminated to other early
childhood educational facilities in the state of Montana, and
ultimately, to teachers in other western states as well.

A. Objectives. •

1. Develop 5 educational trunks for teachers, containing
audio tapes with music and environmental sounds, children's
literature (both fiction and non-fiction) on insect life and other
related s;abjects, puppets, costumes, games, and other tools, to
help children learn about the natural processes associated with
pond life and wetlands. The trunks will be circulated throughout
Montana and other western states

.

2. Develop a curriculum guide that will contain activities
and directions for integrating math, science and art into the
process of learning about pond life.

a) Math skills incorporated into the curriculum will
include such activities as sorting, graphing, and
counting various animals and objects associated with
ponds /wetlands

.



b) Science activities detailed in the curricui'^ji guide
will teach children si.Tiple classification of plants and
animals and basic concepts of the food chain and life
cycles. The curriculum will use games and experi.Tients to
enhance the enjoyment and effectiveness of the learning
process for children.

c) Art activities included in the curricul'om will
involve drawing; constructing pond-related animals,
plants and objects; and using music and literature to
learn about water resources

.

B. Work Activities.

1. Develop five education boxes or tranks containing
materials that will assist with pond life/wetland instructional
activities

.

2. Develop pond life/wetland curriculum guide to accompany
each box.

3. Advertise and disseminate boxes to providers of earLy
childhood education through several existing educational
institutions, including Western Watercourse (at Montana State
University), the wilderness Institute (in the School of Forestry at
the University of Montana), and the Montana Natural History Center
(also affiliated with t.\e University of Montana). Each of these
organizations has contacts throughout the state of Montana and/or
the western United States.



TASK 2. PROVIDE INFORMATION TO PRIVATE LANDOWNERS ON
RIPARIAN/WETLAND MANAGZHENT

Introduction and Prefect Description .

The Montana Riparian Education Conunittee was formed in 1988 to
promote information and awareness of the economic and water quality
benefits of healthy riparian/wetland areas. The Committee is

coordinated by the Conser'/ation Districts Bureau of the Montana
Department of Natural Resources and Conservation and associated
with the Montana Riparian Association. The Committee is composed
of state and federal agencies and agricultural /conser^.-ation
organizations concerned with riparian/wetland management.

For 1992-9 3, the Committee is requesting EPA funding to
conduct 10 riparian/wetland workshops; purchase a continuous play
TV/VCR to accompany our two riparian/wetland management displays;
develop and distribute a riparian/wetland newsletter three times
per year to organizations and agencies involved in their management
and protection; develop and distribute an informational fact
sheet/brochure on forest stewardship of wetland/riparian areas; and
develop a video on successful riparian grazing programs currently
being conducted by private landowners in Montana.

The Riparian Education Committee has been very successful at
reaching the private landowner. Since 1988, the Committee has (1)
sponsored 22 riparian/wetland workshops; (2) produced and
distributed 80,000 riparian brochures; (3) developed two displays
that have been used at more than 80 different functions in Montana
and nationwide; and (4) produced a riparian management video and
distributed 150 copies to date.

A. Objectives,

1. Conduct 10 riparian/wetland workshops throughout Montana.

Work Activities:

a. Advertise and encourage conservation districts,
grazing districts , and agricultural organizations to
sponsor a riparian workshop for local landowners.

b. Work with sponsor to develop agenda and identify
appropriate speakers

.

. c. Contract with sponsor to provide reimbursement for
publicity; speaker stipend, transportation, and per diem;
room rental; participants' per diem; and any other costs
associated with conducting the workshop.



2. Purchase a continuous play TV/VCR to accompany
riparian/wetland management displays

.

Work Activities:

a. Select most cost-effective model to purchase.

b. Arrange for display users to use new video machine
to show variety of riparian/wetland management videos
available.

3. Develop and distribute riparian/wetlands newsletter three
times per year (February, June and October) to more than 300
agencies, organizations, and interested individuals that provide
information on current research and education activities,
legislation, definitions, upcoming training and events, successful
management programs, cooperative management efforts, etc.

Work Activities

:

r

a. Arrange with a variety of organizations, agencies,
and individuals to provide timely contributions to the
newsletter.

b. The Montana Riparian Association Education Committee
would edit, assemble, and distribute the newsletter.

4. Develop and publish an informational fact sheet /brochure
for private landowners on forest stewardship management practices
appropriate in streams ide /wet land areas.

Work Activities

:

a. Contract with Montana Forest Stewardship Program to
produce fact/sheet brochure.

b. The brochure would summarize the riparian/wetland
information presented at the stewardship workshops, and
encourage landowners to attend the workshop series

.

c. Distribute through conservation districts,
cooperative extension offices, Montana Logging
Association, Montana Tree Farmers, etc.



5. Develop a video on successful livestock management
programs in streamside areas on private lands. The video will
consist of personal inter^/iew with landowners describxng their
management program and the economic and water quality oenefits
associated with their program.

Work Activities

:

a. Identify ranchers with successful grazing programs
and request an interview and site visit.

b. Contract with video production company to work with
Education Committee to produce video.

c. Conduct 12 interviews and site visits.

d. Write video script, incorporating the best
interviews

.

e. Present draft video to Riparian Education Committee
for review and comment

.

f. Incorporate suggested changes and present to
Education Committee for final approval.

g. Distribute 150 videos to conservation districts,
grazing districts, agricultural organizations,
conservation organizations, and land management agencies.
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COMPONENT 3. WETLANDS EOUCATi^Mu. ^ r .r .

(continued) "^^'f' 3UA[Jry 3UJ!£AiJ

Proposed Project :

THE WETLANDS DISCOVERY ACTIVITY AND MANAGEMENT GUIDES

Sabmitted to.

The Montana Depanment of Natural Resources and Conservauon

by

The Western Watercourse Water Education Program, MSU
as pan of the

State Wetlands Development Grant Proposal to EPA

January, 1992

The Western Watercourse is an adult and youth water education program located on the campus
of Montana State University. Along with its regional/nadonai endeavors, such as National

Project WET and a vanety oi adult educaaon workshops and projects, it guides pilot programs

in three states — Montana, Idaho, and Anzona. Funding for this program is achieved through

a variety of small grants from local sponsors, and the federal government.

The project proposed herem, the Wetlands Discovery Activity and Management Guides,

would have applications mitially in Montana, then be delivered regionally and perhaps nadonal.

It is designed for eventual delivery and use in each of the western states. Tnus, the residents

of the sponsor state, Montana, will most certainly benefit from these guides which are described

below. Another feature of this work is the way in which it will interface with complimentary

work of the Clark Fork School, descnbed later.

The goal of this project is to produce and widely distribute a wetlands reference manual and
an activity guide for land owners, resource managers, interested citizens, teachers, and youth.

They will be of significant use to wetland refuge managers, nature center staff, interpreters and

conservadon leaders as they work with youth and adults in the field. The guides will include

clear and concise informadon and high-quality photographs and illustradons on the ecology,

management, function, classificadon, reguiadon, and protection of wetlands. .As envisioned, the

guide will have two components:

I. A Comprehensive Reference Manual wi± chapters on wedand classirlcadon and

distribution, ecology, regulation (legislation), functions, and management; and appendices with

vetiands definitions and lists of state-by-state regulations. This comprehensive, easy-to-use

manual will be issued to resource managers and educaton for use in adult education workshops

and classes, and to hundreds of interested landowners. The manual will first be tested by using

it in training and adult education workshops throughout the State of Montana.



II. An Activity Guide for teacners ajid youm providing teachers with neid, lab, and
classroom acavities about the value and runcuon of wetlands, aH designed to build in students
an environmentai ethic toward wetlands. Each acuvity in the senes of lesson plans will contain
background informanon -- highlights of the informauon lads should acquire dunng the activity.
AU acuviaes will be cross-referenced to the more detailed informauon in the companion
rererence manual. This component will mclude instructions for building or Durcnasmg basic
wetlands sampling equipment. The Watercourse proposes to deveioo six kits containing
manuals and sampling matenals for circulaaon -- one of these will be issued to the EPA Region
8 office. This guide and the companion rererence manual will be made available to ail school
libranes in Montana.

The ultimate purpose of these user-fnendly matenals is to effecnvely link resource professionals
and educators with adult and youth audiences. Wetland values, although well documented by
wetland managers and resources specialists, are still misunderstood by most oeoole. As the EP.A
and other pnvate and public organizaaons place greater emphasis 'on ciuzen oanicioation m
shaping future wetlands policy, the importance of an mformed public becomes paramount.

Although resource professionals at the Western Watercourse wiU manage and contnbute to this
project, its success will rely on wntten contnbutions and advice from leaders m the field who
wiU be brought together for concept development and writing meetings. .Another note: This
project IS linked with the work proposed by the Claric Fork School which plans to develop a
pond life/wetlands curriculum for pre-school and kindergarten-aged kids. If these projects axe
funded, the Watercourse invites the Clark Fork School curriculum developen to condense their
work into one chapter of the Wetlands Activity Guide proposed by the Watercourse.
Following are the specifics of the project:

IMKI. ESTABLISH A COMMITTEE OF EXPERT WRITERS; ORGANIZE THE
WRITING WORKSHOPS.

A. Qliiesiivg: To consult a professional cross-section of experts in the field (wedand
ecologisis, science educators, wetland mangers, etc.), assuring technical accuracv and broad
vision m both the children's acuvuy guide and the wedands management manual. (This
objective to include the work of the Clark Fork Schooi as a condensed chapter in the
Activity Guide.)

B. Work f\<rtivTty : One two-day writers' meeting will be coordinated for each booklet, during
which six writers for each of the two companion manuals will be invited to comment on and
modify a first draft of outlines prepared by Watercourse staff. Invited expen contnbutors will
include wetlands educators, managers, researchers, and curriculum developen from vanous
universities, agencies, and refuges, zll identified through a careful search. A consulting text

design artist will be asked to attend both meetings.

C. QutEuj: This activity will produce two writers' meetings either at Watercourse
headquarters or in a more central location to prepare and revise drafts of the Wetlands Activity
Guide and the Wetlands Management Manual.

D. Budget : (please see attached)



TASK : . PREPARE THE DRAFTS, ARTWORK, .AxNT) PHOTOGRAPHY: PREP.ARE A
TRAINING SCHEDLTE

A. Objective : To have camera-ready drafts ready for pnnnng

B. Work Activities :

" Conanued coordination with the wndng teams as the Western Watercourse staff

prepares a series of drafts for team review by mail.

" To compliment the technical and scienur'ic accuracy of these guides, commission a

graphics artist to manage the anisnc production. These guides will embrace a professional,

creauve look that draws readers to explore their pages.

" Set up a delivery system for the guides in advance of

prmung; plan to conduct a senes of woricshops in .Montana and at least one workshop m each

state choosing to utilize the guides. The guides will first be tested in the sponsor state,

Montana; and achieve broad distribution thereafter.
'

C. Outputs : 1) camera-ready drafts ready for pnnting; and 2) a training workshop schedule

in place. (

D. Budget : (please see attached)

(YEAR TWO: TASK 3 . Print the guides- Order companion water quality testing kits.

Help distribute wetlands trunks developed by the Clark Fork School's Integrated

Curriculum on Pond Life/Wetlands {see proposal within}, and circulate companion
Wetlands Discovery trunks to be developed by the Watercourse.;

(YEAR TWO: TASK 4 . Distribute the guides, provide training at refuges, water

management agencies, schools,)

TIMELINE : The Western Watercourse proposes to inidate the project in May 1992, with

completion of ail workshops by April, 1994. Dunng the latter pan of FY94, the Western

Watercourse, with sponsor states, would like to conduct additional workshops for educators and

wetland managers on the use of the manual and guide. As well, our offices would pursue wide

distnbudon of the materials through a variety of outreach programs such as state Extensioa

Services, state and federal resource agencies, libranes, and schools.



COMPONENT 4. RIVTilR CORRIDOR ilANAGEMZNT.

Introduction and Project Description .

The Conservation Districts Bureau of the Montana Department
of Natural Resources and Conservation proposes to organize a
grassroots level river corridor "coordinated resource management
planning (CRMP)" effort that will attempt to develop solutions to
critical water quality or quantity (dewatering) problems in
selected watersheds

.

The Conservation Districts Bureau will hire a natural resource
management /CRM professional to work half-time on river corridor
identification, group organization, and solution development. This
position would ce combined with the state's Rangeland Resource
Management Program coordinator within the Conservation Districts
Bureau to further develop the resource management and coordination
capabilities within the program.

T

The involvement of all elements of the affected public and
government resource management agencies will be necessary to
effectively address the water management problem and successfully
implement the solution. The CRMP effort will be spearheaded
through the local CDs . CDs have strong ties to local land users
and serve as local natural resource educators and problem solvers
in their communities

.

The project will be implemented through the state's Rangeland
Resource Program housed at CDB/DNRC. This program has successfully
promoted CRMP as an effective method to address natural resource
management issues throughout the state. The Conser^/ation Districts
Bureau receives range program activity guidance and direction from
the Governor's Rangeland Resource Executive Committee which is
comprised of citizen leaders interested in sound range management.
The range program also has nine advisors representing the Montana
Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, the Montana Department of
State Lands, the Montana Department of Agriculture, the Montana
Stockgrowers and Grazing Districts, Conservation Districts, the
Nature Conservancy, the U.S. Forest Service, the Soil Conservation
Service, and the Bureau of Land Management.



f

TASK 1. ORGANIZE A RIVER CORRIDOR MANAGEMENT CRM TEAM TO ADDRESS
A CRITICAL WATER MANAGEMENT ISSUE.

A. Objectives.

1. Identify candidate river corridors with a critical water
quality or quantity (dewatering) problem.

Work Activities

:

a. Ask CDs to nominate watersheds with critical water
management problems that could benefit from a CRM effort.

b. Gather data on the problem.

2. Set up local CRM team.

Work Activities:

a. Invite all interested private organizations and
public government entities to be a part of the CRM team.

b. Provide training to participants in the CRM protocol
and procedures

.

3. Work to develop a solution to the problem over a two-year
period.

Work Activities

:

a. Examine alternative solutions and their potential
outcomes

.

•

b. Select a solution that is acceptable to the CRM
participants and that has a high likelihood of success.

c. Present preferred solution to watershed
res idents/ landowners . Modify solution, as necessary.



Component #5

The Montana Department of Transportation's (MDT) por'-ion of
this interagency grant proposal to the Environmentai -'rot'-i-i.tion

Agency (EPA) is composed of five tasks. The tasks all originate
from needs we have identified in our MDT wetlands program and
consider to be applicable to the development of a state program.
Currently, MDT's ability to effectively manage for wetland
resources is impeded by several factors: the absence of a program
review or audit, lack of project monitoring, an incomplfa ledger
accounting system, and the need for an updated action plan.
We are unable to answer critical questions. What is the success
rate of our mitigation program? Why are the projects faj.j-ing?

How many acres and what type of wetlands are being lost.

statewide? What types are gained? Are we complying with wetland
regulations and agreements? We feel that assessing and
monitoring programs and projects to determine their abilities to
meet pre-determined goals is key to the success of any prcgram.
Cur proposal focusses on this belief.

Tasks 1 & 2 involve auditing and criticizing MDT's wetland

»

and mitigation programs. Lessons learned will be used in forming
a new MDT wetlands management action plan and will be freely
shared so that others may benefit from our mistakes and
successes. Tasks 3 & 4 entail the development of tools to help
managers manage the wetlands resource. The development of a

statewide wetlands data base/ tracking system will help answer
many pressing questions and provide a method to organize growing
amounts of data and mitigation sites. Integral to this is the
development and implementation of a monitoring plan and
methodology for wetland mitigation sites. The lessons learned,
techniques developed, and action plans proposed will be compiled
and shared through Task 5

.

The outcomes and benefits of successful completion of the
proposal will have immediate and long term positive affects on
wetland conservation and management for MDT, for the state of
Montana, and for other states. Immediate remedial actions will
be taken, where practicable, on those MDT mitigation sites proven
to be ineffective wetlands. MDT is committed to learn from the
findings and is committed to implement a progressive wetland
management plan. Other agencies, in and outside of Montana,
will have the opportunity to learn from MDT's audit and
experiences. Additionally, completion of this proposal would
help assure continues compliance with Section 404 of the Clean
Water Act, enabling the Corps of Engineers to expedite issuance
of a General Permit for most state highway construction projects.

Completion of these tasks in combination with the other
proposal components will enable Montana, her state agencies, and
the private sector manage and conserve the wetlands resource more
effectively and comprehensively.



While MDT has r.cc received Z?A granc funding previcusly, and
therefore can not respond to our ability to successfully complete
EPA grants, MDT can attest to the growth and commitnient cf our
wetlands aianagement program to this point. In the mid-1980's MDT
formed an interagency wetlands working group to provide for more
effective wetlands reviews and management relating to MDT
projects. Currently, this formal agreement is under revision and
may function as a prototype for an interagency group in t.he

statewide plan. MDT strives to provide progressive and pertinent
training and support for staff and programs, as demonstrated cy
sponsoring two weeks of wetland training for staff, state and
federal agencies, and private consultants. MDT's overall
commitment to environmental issues is increasing. The recant
elevation of the Environmental Section to the Environmental and
Hazardous Wastes Bureau and doubling of staff reflects t.his
evolution. MDT's intentions, both in policy and on t.he ground,
are to manage, mitigate, and conserve wetlands to our best
abilities. To do this, we need assistance, both monetarily and
technically, to improve cur current program.

MDT proposes a five task plan that would help alleviate
factors impeding MDT's program, contribute to a statewide r

wetlands plan, and assist other agencies in wetland management.
.^n outline of the five tasks, associated work activities,
outcomes, and estimated budget follows.



TASK 1. Audit of MDT Wetland Program

A. Objective: To conduct a thorough audit of MDT' 3 ve:t'i.r,:,a

program to identify program deficiencies and strer.g-'r:- 'o
disclose status of MDT's wetland program; and to ijegiri da vC;l^-,pi.ng

an action plan to improve MDT's program.

B. Work Activities: To provide for an unbiased, objective
audit, an outside consultant will be hired. The audit will be
comprehensive, entailing both office and field t^;;e. ' -.iv-.l -^

'i

work activities include:

1. MDT hire qualified consultant. MDT staff wcjU ;•.-.

available for assistance if/when needed.

2. Audit would most likely investigate items such as:

a. accuracy of wetland evaluations and delineations
b. compliance with pertinent environmental regulations

and legal requirements
d. completeness and accuracy of ledger
e. effectiveness of mitigation projects (done

concurrently with Task 2)

3. Completion of report disclosing findings of audit.

4. Draft a preliminary MDT wetland action plan addressing
program deficiencies. The final action plan will be developed in
Task 5. Consultants and MDT staff will work together on this
plan.

C. Outputs:, A report revealing results of MDT wetland program
audit; information gained will be used to form MDT action plan to
improve MDT's wetland management program.

D. Budget: This task would primarily be conducted by a outside
auditor/consultant. The budget reflects the average of informal
estimates provided by several consulting firms and includes
estimated time of MDT staff.

Audit of MDT's wetland program:
MDT's contribution
federal contribution



r
TASK 2. CRITIQUE OF COMPLETED MITIGATION PROJECTS

A. Objective: To ccnduct: a one-time thorough examination of
completed MDT mitigation pro^jec-cs (including construction and
enhancement projects) to determine project success rate and
reasons for successes or failures.

B. Work Ac-ivities: Mitigation projects not covered in program
audit (Task 1) will be reviewed in office and field. Reasons for
project success or failure will be identified and examined, and a
draft report on findings will be produced. The critique will be
coordinated with the program audit to eliminate redundancy and
increase efficiency.

1. Clarify techniques used in defining and classifying
wetlands and wetland types (also for use in other tasks).

2. Review office files on project. Where possible,
information gathered will include:

a. original project goals
b. construction plans
c. pre-construction photos, maps, etc. r

2. Field review project:
a. determine if definitional wetland was constr'ucted
b. deter-mine wetland classification type
c. compare original goals and plans with results
d. identify reasons for failures or successes
e. propose plan or action necessary to rectify failed

projects

Compile a draft report on findings of critique.

C. Outputs: Reasons for failed and successful projects will be
identified and documented in a report; measures to correct
problems will be identified; and the success rate of wetland
mitigation projects will be determined.

D. Budget: This budget estimate is based on conducting 3 site
critiques not covered m audit. MDT staff, with guidance from
audit consultant, will perform critique.

Grade 14 biologist (incl. wages & benefits) = $15.00/hr
field days =22.5 days = 225 hrs
office days = 22.5 days = 225 hrs
report writing =5.0 days = 50 hrs
travel expense = $200
total hrs 500 9 $15.G0/hr = $7500

MDT's contribution
federal contribution



TASK 3. Tracking/Accounting Program

A. Objective: To provide a system to tract wetland lasses and
gains (by acreage, types, functions, etc) at department/ agency
levels and at statewide level.

B. Work Activities: Different computerized methods for
tracking wetlands, mitigation projects and program success will
be explored. Development and implementation of the
tracking/ accounting system will be tested using MDT's data and
refined for statewide use. A draft use/operations manual will be
developed.

1. Determine goals of tracking system and identify items to
be tracked. Types of items to track may include:

a. acreage involved
b. type of wetland lost or gained
c. mitigation costs
d. success of mitigation projects

2. Review current systems /techniques used for wetland '

tracking/ accounting in the U.S.

3. Design tracking/ accounting system and develop program
software.

4. Implement and test method on MDT's program.

5. Refine method and initiate use on statewide level.

6. Produce preliminary report on use and operation of t.he

computerized tracking/ accounting system.

C. Outputs: A tested computerized tracking/ accounting program
for wetland programs and mitigation projects for both state and
individual agency/ department application. This process will
enable individual agencies to follow their wetlands program and
will provide a statewide picture of wetland management. The
preliminary report will be refined in Task 5.

\
*
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D. Sudger: The ccmplexity of the cracking sysreTn could range
from a si.-npie ?C program ro acquisition of a complex GIS system.
A preliminary plan entails working with the Natural Resources
Information System (NRIS)*, to help design, develop, and
implement software. A ?C program would be created for
agency/department use and would tie into a statewide data case.
The system would provide the opportunities to access t.he GIo
capacilities of .MRIS. A preliminary budget based on this option
is offered.

Program design, software development,
instillation, technical support -

GIS service
MDT data entrv i staff suDcort time = unknown

MDT contribution ...

federal contribution,

Total

*NRIS, a special state program under Montana State Library,
operates as clearing house and referral for natural resource
information. One of the many services provided is software and
GIS development/operation for management of natural resources.



TASK 4. MONITORING PLAN

A. Objective: Develop a plan and methodology to Tior.itcr

wetland mitigation sites in a easy, repeatable and cc-it. ft< ^.-.rr ive

manner over time. Parameters measured will be tied to wet^laua

functions and project goals.

B. Work Activities: The monitoring methodology will be

developed through field tests, review of current methods \:3ed

nationwide, and input form wetland specialists.

1. Review current literature/resources on wetland
monitoring.

2. Select ecological parameters to monitor such =:-;

a. vegetative composition
b. wetland function & values
c. classification type
d. hydrology

3. Select project goal parameters to monitor such as: '

a. completion of site according to plan
b. cost-effectiveness

4. Develop field forms

5. Field test monitoring technique on selected MDT projects

and refine as necessary.

6. Produce preliminary monitoring reports describing
methodology.

C. Outputs: A methodology or methodologies for monitoring

wetland mitigation projects for use by managers statewide.

Results will be used in computerized tracJcing system. The

preliminary report will be finalized in Task 5.

D. Budget: The budget estimate is based on the assumption that

a state grade 14 biologist will take 15 lO-hour days to

accomplish the described work activities.



TASK 5 . Reporting

A. Objective: To present results and findings c;? ^.s'^)--- i - 4

if an effective media for use by interested partie-^ ,>zt,2i:.-

agencies, federal agencies, private sector, etc) ;
-: 'r.c- - \ < -'^.s.

an action plan for the improvement of MDT's wetlairj Ji. ^.-;r--A,

B. Work Activities: Information and findings will be compiled
and formatted into several documents (or other forms ot media If
more effective) . The reports generated would include:

1. MDT's wetland action plan.

2. Results of MDT audit and mitigation critic;-:-'^

3. Reasons for successes or failures of miticja': j.o;- r.^ o_je. It.

and how to avoid making same mistakes.

4. Description of wetland monitoring methods.

5. Description of use and implementation of computer
tracking/ accounting system for wetland mitigation. r

C. Outputs: Documents (or other media forms) that communicate
findings and information gained through completion of numerous
tasks 1 -4

.

D. Budget: The majority of costs associated with this segment
are encompassed in the other tasks. It is anticipated that
additional costs will primarily include editing, printing,
graphic design, and distribution.



COMPONENT 6. MONTANA RIPARIAN ASSOCIATION: CLASSIRCATIOn AND

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION, THAJNINQ, AND WORKSHOPS

The Montana Riparian Association (MRA). an Interagency Cooperative, was formally

establla^ed in 1 968 to develop: l ) a nparian-wetland dominance type ciaaaiflcation, 2) a

riparian-wetland vegetation-based ecological site dasaiflcation (e.g., haPrtat typee), 3) an

interagency data base for ripanan-wotland areas, 4) a proce«a for infonnatlon exchange on

managing riparian-wetland sites, and 5) a training and continuing education program in

identification, function, and proper management of riparian-wetland ecosystems.

The following seven formal goals were recently established for the second five years (1992-

1 996) of the Montana Riparian Assocjatlon:

1) Complete the statewide riparian-wetland habitat type dasaiflcation (I.e., a vegetatlon-

baeed ecdogical site dassification).

2) Refine and expand management information for nparian-wetland areas.

3) Provide training and continuing education in identification, function, and management ef

riparian-wetland ecosystems.

4) Refine and expand our l<nowiedge on succsssional relationships and pathways (i.e.,

community types) and vegetation-physical site relationships for riparian-wetland habitat

types. The wori< will assist resource managers by providing the following information: A)

geographic tppographlc, edaphic, functional, and flonstic features of rtpanan-wetiand

ecosystems, B) succesatonai infomialion and prediction of vegetative potential on

di8turt»d riparian-wetland sites, and C) curent information on a wide variety of resource

values (resource value ratings) and management opportunities.

5) Continue deveicpment of a coordinated riparian-wetiand data base.

6) Develop a better understanding of the cumulative effects of land use management

actlvitiee (at the watershed level) on riparian-wetiand ecosystems.

7) Inform private landowners of the benefits of properiy functioning riparian-wetiand areas,

- and scurcea of finandal and technical assistance available to aid them.



TASK 1. MRA ANNUAL DUES

A. Objective: Provide regular annual servicss of the MRA to the EPA including a revised

Montana Rlparian-Wetiand Habrtat Type Classification, annual training sessions, and

annual wortartops,

B. Work ActMtlea: The MRA will provide to a designated representattve of tfie EPA the

following full-member cooperative services documented In tne 1992-1996 program plan.

1

.

Voting Membersnip m tne MRA Steering Committee.

2. Reserved space in annual training sessions.

3. Reserved space in annual workshops.

4. Copies of puttications and reports from the base program.

C. Outputs: The formal outputs indude mailings to members, minutes of meetings, training

malerlaJs, workshop proceedings and publications from the base program documented

in the 1992-1996 pnsgram plan.

D. Budget Total Cost -
.

TASK 2. JURISDICTIONAL WETLAND THAJNINQ COURSE

A. Objective: Provide training for an addttfonal member of the MRA staff to become a trainer

on Jurisdictional wetlands. This will ensure the capability of conducting these courses in

Montana on a self-sustaining basis.

a WorkActivrttee:

1

.

MRA 8ta:ff member will attend an EPA acproved regional training course as an

Instructor - trainee.'

2. Trainee wifl help develop and organize Montana training sessions.

3. Trainee vtH help instnjct the training sessions.

C. Outputs: The MRA will offer a minimum of one annual jurisdictional wetland training

•' course in Montana.

D. Budget Total Cost



TASK 3. STATE-WIDE WETLAND JURJSDICnO^ML DEUNgATiwN ? gST

A. Reid tMting of aitomative wetland jurisdictional criteria for major wecan^ h.-str tst types

and major wetland community types (e.g., serai vegetation) found mrougriout Montana.

This state-wide pnsject would involve using ttie three criteria of hydrophytic plants, hydric

soils, and wetland hydrology in order to detennlne wtilcfi wetland hafcttst fvp«« and

community types from Hansen and others (1991) meet existing and proposed federai

and jurisdictional criteria.

B. Woric Actlvttlee: Installation of simple water taPle monitoring wells win oe i-e<^uir6d in a

representative sample of wetland transects throughout the state.

1

.

Design for type and regional distribution will be documented In a formal study plan

during year one.

2. Collect hydrophytlc plant data, wetland haPrtat type/community type identification,

and hydric soil data for each water table installation site,

3. TTio first major set of wells will be installed in year one and monitored for two years.

4-. Suppjernentaj sites will be established In year two.

5. Data analysis will begin in year one and continue in year two.

6. RnaJ report wlU be prepared for publication In year two.

C. Outputs:

1 . Study pian.

2- Annual progrees reports

3. Rnal publication.

D. Budget Total Cost

TASK 4. Q18 MAPPINQ OF THE UPPER MlSSOUn NATIONAL WILD AND

SCCMC RIVER

A;' Devekjp a flflographlcal Information system (QIS) with baseline information on wetlands,

rtvertne habrtats, and ether aquatic resourcaa found within the Upper l^lssourt National



Wild and Scenic River from Fort Benton. .Montana to Jame^ Klpp i'sis .^-»^*. Mrir.-^na

(ca. 1 50 miies).

B. Work ActiVTties:

1

.

The area has tieen previously inventoned and mapped Cy the Mcniaria Rlpanan

Assodatlon (MRA) in 1988-S9 using a scajs of 1:15.8-10.

2. Using a QIS, the wetlands and non-wetlands within the valley wouid hs digiteeci

using the computer program ARC INFO.

3. The wetlands displayed wrthin the valley would te ciassified accc^-i '- « lo ^«o tvpes

of criteria: A) cover type, community type. halDrtat type, as defined ©r-.a dev^oped by

Hansen and others (1991). and 8) the U.S. Fsh and Wildlife Sen/ice's wetland

dassiflcation system of Cowardin and others (1979).

C. Outputs: The pnuject would tje similar to the document tttled Use of a Geographic

Information System to Prepsre a Wedand Map of the M'tssoun River Vailey in North

Dakota lay Sotiros and Sertz (1991).

D. Budget Total Cost

TASK 5. PRINTING COSTS FOR RNAL STATE-WIDE CLASSIFICATION AND

MANAGEMENT DOCUMENT

At Provide the printing costs for the state-wide document Cassiflcati&i and Management

of Riparian and Wetland Sites in Montana. This document will be printed during the

8unnmef2fatiot19e2.

a Work Activjties:

1

.

Rnish the camera-ready draft.

2. Submit the document to the printer for publication.

C. Outputs: 1 .000 cop<es of the final publication.

D. Budget Costs are approxSmatety $30/copy with 1 , COO copies for a Total Cost - $3C.CC0.

V





Wild and Scenic

(ca.l50mik

B. Wort<Ar

1. '

1.

2. Sl.

C. Outputs: 1,w

D. Budget Costs 8u
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I Preface

This manual describes technical criteria, field indicators and other sources of information, and
methods for identifying and delineating jurisdictional wedands in the United States. This manu-
al is the product of many years of practical experience in wedand identification and deUneation

by four Federal agencies: Army Corps of Engineers (CE), Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA), Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), and Soil Conservation Service (SCS). It is the cuhni-

nation of efforts to merge existing field-tested wedand delineation manuals, methods, and pro-

cedures used by these agencies. This manual draws heavily upon published manuals and methods, specifi-

cally Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual, EPA's Wetland Identification and Delineation

Manual, and SCS's Food Security Act Manual wedand determination procedure.

The manual has been reviewed and concurred in by an interagency committee composed of the four Feder-

al agencies. This committee was established for purposes of reconciling differences in wedand delineation

procedures and developing a single interagency manual for identification and deUneation of wetlands. The
committee consisted of the following individuals: Robert Pierce, Bemie Goode, and Russell Theriot of the

Corps of Engineers; John Meagher, Bill Sipple, and Charles Rhodes of the Environmental Protection

Agency; David Stout, Ralph Tiner, and Bill Wilen of the Fish and Wildlife Service; and Steve Brady,

Maurice Mausbach, and Billy Teels of the Soil Conservation Service. The manual was prepared by Ralph
Tiner based on interagency committee decisions. The negotiations were facilitated by Howard Bellman and
Leah Haygood.

This report should be cited as follows:

^ Federal Interagency Committee for Wedand Delineation. 1989. Federal Manual for Identifying and DeHn-
eating Jurisdictional Wedands. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service, Washington, D.C. Cooperative

technical publication. 76 pp. plus appendices.
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Part
Introduction

offered to provide users with a selection of meth-

ods that range from office determinations to de-

tailed field determinations. If the user departs from

these methods, the reasons for doing so should be

documented.

Purpose

1.0. The purpose of this manual is to

provide users with mandatory technical

criteria, field indicators and other sourc-

es of information, and recommended

methods to determine whether an area is

jurisdictional wetland or not, and to delineate the

upper boundary of these wedands. The document

can be used to idenrify jurisdictional wedands sub-

ject to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and to

the "Swampbuster" provision of the Food Security

Act, or to identify vegetated wedands in general for

the National Wedands Inventory and other purpos-

es. The term "wetland" as used throughout this

manual refers to jurisdictional wetlands for use by

Federal agencies. This manual, therefore, provides

a single, consistent approach for identifying and

delineating wedands from a multi-agency Federal

perspective.

Organization of the Manual

1.1. The manual is divided into four major parts:

Part I— Introducrion, Part II— Mandatory Tech-

nical Criteria for Wedand Identification, Part III—
Field Indicators and Other Available Information,

and Part IV — Methods for Identification and De-

lineation of Wetlands. References, a glossary of

technical terms, and appendices are included at the

back of the manual.

Use of the Manual

1.2. The manual should be used for identification

and delineation of wetlands in the United States.

Emphasis for delineation is on the upper boundary

of wedands (i.e., wetland-upland boundary) and

not on the lower boundary between wetlands and

other aquatic habitats. The technical criteria for

wedand identification presented in Part 11 are man-

datory, while die methods presented in Pan IV are

recommended approaches. Alternative methods are

Background

1.3. At the Federal level, four agencies are princi-

pally involved with wedand identification and de-

lineation: Army Corps of Engineers (CE), Environ-

mental Protection Agency (EPA), Fish and Wildlife

Service (FWS), and Soil Conservation Service

(SCS). Each of these agencies have developed

techniques for identifying the limits of wetlands for

various purposes.

1.4. The CE and EPA are responsible for making

jurisdictional determinations of wetlands regulated

under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act (former-

ly known as the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act, 33 U.S.C. 1344). The CE also makes juns-

dictional determinations under Section 10 of the

Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 403).

Under Section 404, the Secretary of the Army, act-

ing through the Chief of Engineers, is authorized to

issue permits for the discharge of dredged or fill

materials into the waters of the United States, in-

cluding wetlands, widi program oversight by EPA.

The EPA has the audiority to make fmal determina-

tions on the extent of Clean Water Act jurisdiction.

The CE also issues permits for filling, dredging,

and other construction in certain wedands under

Section 10. Under authority of the Fish and Wild-

life Coordination Act, the FWS and the National

Marine Fisheries Service review applications for

these Federal permits and provide comments to the

CE on the environmental impacts of proposed

work. In addition, the FWS is conducting an in-

ventory of die Nation's wedands and is producing

a series of National Wedands Inventory maps for

die entire country. While die SCS has been in-

volved in wedand identification since 1956, it has

recendy become more deeply involved in wedand

determinations through the "Swampbuster" provi-

sion of the Food Security Act of 1985.

1.5. The CE and EPA have developed technical

manuals for identifying and delineating wedands

subject to Section 404 (Environmental Laboratory

1987 and Sipple 1988, respectively). The SCS has

developed procedures for identifying wetlands for



compliance with "Swampbuster." While it has no
formal method for delineating wetland boundaries,

the FWS has established guidelines for identifying

wedands in the form of its official wedand classifi-

cation system report (Cowardin, et al. 1979).

1.6. In early 1988, the CE and EPA resumed pre-

vious discussions on the possibilities of merging
their manuals into a single document, since both

manuals were produced in support of Section 404
of the Clean Water Act. At that time, it was recom-
mended that the FWS and SCS be invited to partic-

ipate in the talks to take advantage of their technical

expertise in wetlands and to discuss the possibili-

ties of a joint interagency wetland identification

manual. On May 19-20, 1988, the first meeting
was held in Washington, D.C., to discuss technical

differences between the CE and EPA manuals. Af-

ter the meeting, it was decided that a second meet-
ing should be held to resolve technical issues and
to attempt to merge the two manuals and possibly

develop an interagency manual for the four agen-
cies. This meeting was held on August 29-31,

1988, at Harpers Ferry, West Virginia. Each of the

four Federal agencies (CE, EPA, FWS, and SCS)
was represented by three persons, with outside fa-

cilitators moderating the session. During the three-

day meeting, the four agencies reached agreement
on the technical criteria for identifying and deUneat-

ing wetlands and agreed to merge the existing pub-
lished methods (CE, EPA, and SCS) into a single

wetland delineation manual. A draft combined
manual was prepared, and then reviewed by the in-

teragency group. On January 10, 1989, the manual
was formally adopted by the four agencies as the

recommended manual for identifying and delineat-

ing wedands in the United States.

Federal Wetland Definitions

1.7. Several definitions have been formulated at

the Federal level to define "wetland" for various

laws, regulations, and programs. These major Fed-
eral definitions are cited below in reference to their

guiding document along with a few comments on
their key elements.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act

1.8. The following definition of wedand is the reg-

ulatory definition used by the EPA and CE for ad-

ministering the Section 4()4 permit program:

Those areas that are inundated or saturated

by surface or groundwater at a frequency

and duration sufficient to support, and that

under normal circumstances do support, a

prevalence of vegetation typically adapted

for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands

generally include swamps, marshes, bogs,

and similar areas.

(EPA, 40 CFR 230.3 and CE, 33 CFR 328.3)

1.9. This definition emphasizes hydrology, vegeta-

tion, and saturated soils. The Section 404 regula-

tions also deal with other "waters of the United

States" such as open water areas, mud flats, coral

reefs, riffle and pool complexes, vegetated shal-

lows, and other aquatic habitats.

Food Security Act of 1985

1.10. The following wetland definition is used by
the SCS for identifying wetlands on agricultural

land in assessing farmer eligibility for U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture program benefits under the

"Swampbuster" provision of this Act:

Wetlands are defined as areas that have a

predominance of hydric soils and that are in-

undated or saturated by surface or ground

water at a frequency and duration sufficient

to support, and under normal circumstances

do support, a prevalence of hydrophytic

vegetation typically adapted for life in satu-

rated soil conditions, except lands in Alaska

identified as having a high potential for agri-

cultural development and a predominance of

permafrost soils.*

(National Food Security Act Manual, 1988)

^Special Note: The Emergency Wedands Resources

Act of 1986 also contains this definition, but with-

out the exception for Alaska.

i^^
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1.11. This definition specifies hydrology, hydro-

phytic vegetation, and hydric soils. Any area that

meets the hydric soil criteria (defined by the Na-
tional Technical Committee for Hydric Soils) is

considered to have a predominance of hydric soils.

The definition also makes a geographic exclusion

for Alaska, so that wetlands in Alaska with a high

potential for agricultural development and a pre-

dominance of permafrost soils are exempt from the

requirements of the Act.

Fish and Wildlife Service's Wetland Clas-

sification System

1.12. The FWS in cooperation with other Federal

agencies. State agencies, and private organizations

and individuals developed a wetland definition for

conducting an inventory of the Nation's wetlands.

This definition was published in the FWS's publi-

cation "Classification of Wetlands and Deepwater
Habitats of the United States" (Cowardin, et al.

1979):

Wetlands are lands transitional between ter-

restrial and aquatic systems where the water

table is usually at or near the surface or the

land is covered by shallow water. For pur-

poses of this classification wetlands must
have one or more of the following three at-

tributes: (1) at least periodically, the land

supports predominantly hydrophytes, (2)

the substrate is predominantly undrained

hydric soil, and (3) the substrate is nonsoil

and is saturated with water or covered by
shallow water at some time during the

growing season of each year.

1.13. This definition includes both vegetated and
nonvegetated wetlands, recognizing that some
types of wetlands lack vegetation (e.g., mud flats,

sand flats, rocky shores, gravel beaches, and sand

bars). The classification system also defines "deep-

water habitats" as "permanently flooded lands lying

below the deepwater boundary of wetlands." Deep-
water habitats include esruarine and marine aquatic

beds (similar to "vegetated shallows" of Section

404). Open waters below extreme low water at

spring tides in salt and brackish tidal areas and usu-

ally below 6.6 feet in inland areas and freshwater

tidal areas are also included in deepwater habitats.

Summary of Federal Definitions

1.14. The CE, EPA, and SCS wetland definitions

include only areas that are vegetated under normal

circumstances, while the FWS definition encom-
passes both vegetated and nonvegetated areas. Ex-

cept for the FWS inclusion of nonvegetated areas

as wetlands and the exemption for Alaska in the

SCS definition, all four wetiand definitions are

conceptually the same; they all include three basic

elements - hydrology, vegetation, and soils - for

identifying wetlands.
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Part II.

Mandatory Technical

Criteria for Wetland
Identification

2,0. Wetlands possess three essential

characteristics: (1) hydrophytic vegeta-

tion, (2) hydric soils, and (3) wetland

hydrology, which is the driving force

creating all wedands. These characteristics and their

technical criteria for identificadon purposes are de-

scribed in the following sections. The three techni-

cal criteria specified are mandatory and must all be

met for an area to be identified as wedand. There-

fore, areas that meet these criteria are wetlands.

Hydrophytic Vegetation

2.1. For purposes of this manual, hydrophytic

vegetation is defined as macrophytic plant life

growing in water, soil or on a substrate that is at

least periodically deficient in oxygen as a result of

excessive water content. Nearly 7,000 vascular

plant species have been found growing in U.S.

wedands (Reed 1988). Out of these, only about 27

percent are "obligate wetland" species that nearly

always occur in wedands under natural conditions.

This means that the majority of plant species grow-

ing in wetlands also grow in nonwedands in vary-

ing degrees.

2.2. The FWS in cooperation with CE, EPA, and

SCS has published the "National List of Plant Spe-

cies That Occur in Wetlands" from a review of the

scientific literature and review by wedand experts

and botanists (Reed 1988). The list separates vas-

cular plants into four basic groups, commonly
called "wedand indicator status," based on a plant

species' frequency of occurrence in wedands: (1)

obligate wetland plants (OBL) that occur almost al-

ways (estimated probability >99%) in wedands un-

der natural conditions; (2) facultative wetland plants

(FACW) that usually occur in wedands (estimated

probability 67-99%), but occasionally are found in

nonwedands; {3) facultative plants (FAG) that are

equally likely to occur in wetlands or nonwetlands

(estimated probability 34-66%); and (4) facultative

upland plants (FACU) that usually occur in non-

wetlands (estimated probability 67-99%), but occa-

sionally are found in wedands (estimated probabili-

ty 1-33%). If a species occurs almost always

(estimated probability >99%) in nonwetlands under

natural conditions, it is considered an obligate up-

land plant (UPL). These latter plants do not usually

appear on the wedand plant list; they are listed only

when found in wedands with a higher probability

in one region of the country. If a species is not on

the list, it is presumed to be an obligate upland

plant. The "National List of Plant Species That Oc-

cur in Wetlands" has been subdivided into regional

and state lists. There is a formal procedure to peti-

tion the interagency plant review committee for

making additions, deletions, and changes in indica-

tor status. Since the lists are periodically updated,

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service should be con-

tacted to be sure that the most current version is be-

ing used for wetland determinations. The appropri-

ate plant list for a specific geographic region should

be used when making a wedand determination and

evaluating whether the following hydrophytic veg-

etation criterion is satisfied.

Hydrophytic Vegetation Criterion

2.3. An area has hydrophytic vegetation

when, under normal circumstances: (1)

more than 50 percent of the composition

of the dominant species from ail strata are

obligate wetland (OBL), facultative wet-

land (FACW), and/or facultative (FAC)
species, or (2) a frequency analysis of all

species within the community yields a

prevalence index value of less than 3.0

(where OBL = 1.0, FACW = 2.0, FAC =

3.0, FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0). CAU-
TION: When a plant community has less

than or equal to 50 percent of the domi-

nant species from all strata represented by

OBL, FACW, and/or FAC species, or a

frequency analysis of all species within

the community yields a prevalence index

value of greater than or equal to 3.0, and
hydric soils and wetland hydrology are

present, the area also has hydrophytic
vegetation. {Note: These areas are consid-

ered problem area wetlands.)

2.4. For each stratum (e.g., tree, shrub,

and herb) in the plant community, domi-

nant species are the most abundant plant

species (when ranked in descending order



of abundance and cumulatively totaled)

that immediately exceed 50 percent of the

total dominance measure (e.g., basal area
or areal coverage) for the stratum, plus

any additional species comprising 20 per-

cent or more of the total dominance meas-
ure for the stratum. All dominants are
treated equally in determining the presence
of hydrophytic vegetation.

2.5. {Note: The "National List of Plant Species

that Occur in Wetlands" uses a plus (+) sign or a

minus (-) sign to specify a higher or lower portion

of a particular wetland indicator frequency for the

three facultative-type indicators; for purposes of

identifying hydrophytic vegetation according to this

manual, however, FACW+, FACW-, FAC+, and
FAC are included as FACW and FAC, respective-

ly, in the hydrophytic vegetation criterion.)

Hydric Soils

2.6. Hydric soils are defined as soils that are satu-

rated, flooded, or ponded long enough during the

growing season to develop anaerobic conditions in

the upper part (U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Serv-

ice 1987). In general, hydric soils are flooded,

ponded, or saturated for usually one week or more
during the period when soil temperatures are above

biologic zero 41° F as defined by "Soil Taxonomy"
(U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff 1975). These soils

usually suppon hydrophytic vegetation. The Na-
tional Technical Committee for Hydric Soils has

developed criteria for hydric soils and a list of the

Nation's hydric soils (U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation

Service 1987). {Note: Caution must be exercised in

using the hydric soils list for determining the pres-

ence of hydric soil at specific sites; see p. 12.)

Hydric Soil Criterion

2.7. An area has hydric soils when the
National Technical Committee for Hydric
Soils (NTCHS) criteria for hydric soils

are met.

NTCHS Criteria for Hydric Soils
(U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service
1987):

2. Soils in Aquic suborders, Aquic sub-
groups, Albolls suborder, Salorthids
great group, or Pell great groups of

Vertisols that are:

a. somewhat poorly drained and have
water table less than 0.5 feet from
the surface for a significant period
(usually a week or more) during
the growing season, or

b. poorly drained or very poorly

drained and have either:

(1) water table at less than 1.0

feet from the surface for a sig-

nificant period (usually a week
or more) during the growing
season if permeability is equal

to or greater than 6.0 inches/

hour in all layers within 20
inches, or

(2) water table at less than 1.5

feet from the surface for a sig-

nificant period (usually a week
or more) during the growing
season if permeability is less

than 6.0 inches/hour in any
layer within 20 inches; or

3. Soils that are ponded for long dura-
tion or very long duration during the

growing season; or

4. Soils that are frequently flooded for

long duration or very long duration
during the growing season."

{Note: Long duration is defined as inundation for a

single event that ranges from seven days to one

month; very long duration is defined as inundation

for a single event that is greater than one month; tre-

quendy flooded is defined as flooding likely to occur

often under usual weather conditions - more than 50

percent chance of flooding in any year or more than

50 times in 100 years. Other technical terms in the

NTCHS criteria for hydric soils are generally de-

fined in the glossary.)

"1. All Histosols except Folists; or



Wetland Hydrology

2.8. Permanent or periodic inundation, or soil sat-

uration to the surface, at least seasonally, are the

driving forces behind wedand formation. The pres-

ence of water for a week or more during the grow-

ing season typically creates anaerobic conditions in

the soil, which affect the types of plants that can

grow and the types of soils that develop. Numer-
ous factors influence the wetness of an area, in-

cluding precipitation, stratigraphy, topography,

soil permeability, and plant cover. All wetlands

usually have at least a seasonal abundance of wa-

ter. This water may come from direct precipitation,

overbank flooding, surface water runoff due to

precipitation or snow melt, ground water dis-

charge, or tidal flooding. The frequency and dura-

tion of inundation and soil saturation vary widely

from permanent flooding or saturation to irregular

flooding or saturation. Of the three technical criteria

for wedand identification, wedand hydrology is of-

ten the least exact and most difficult to establish in

the field, due largely to annual, seasonal, and daily

fluctuations.

Wetland Hydrology Criterion

2.9. An area has wetland hydrology when
saturated to the surface or inundated at

some point in time during an average rain-

fall year, as defined below:

1 . Saturation to the surface normally
occurs when soils in the following

natural drainage classes meet the

following conditions:

A. In somewhat poorly drained
mineral soils, the water table is

less than 0.5 feet from the sur-

face for usually one week or

more during the growing season;

or

B . In low permeability (<6.0 inch-

es/hour), poorly drained or very

poorly drained mineral soils, the

water table is less than 1.5 feet

from the surface for usually one
week or more during the grow-
ing season; or

C. In more permeable (> 6.0 inch-

es/hour), poorly drained or very

poorly drained mineral soils, the

water table is less than 1.0 feet

from the surface for usually one
week or more during the grow-
ing season; or

D. In poorly drained or very poorly

drained organic soils, the water
table is usually at a depth where
saturation to the surface occurs

more than rarely. (Note: Organic
soils that are cropped are often

drained, yet the water table is

closely managed to minimize ox-

idation of organic matter; these

soils often retain their hydric

characteristics and if so, meet
the wetland hydrology
criterion.)

2. An area is inundated at some time if

ponded or frequently flooded with

surface water for one week or more
during the growing season.

(Note: An area saturated for a week during the

growing season, especially early in the growing

season, is not necessarily a wetiand. However, in

the vast majority of cases, an area that meets the

NTCHS criteria for hydric soil is a wedand.)

Summary

2.10. The technical criteria are mandatory and

must be satisfied in making a wetiand determina-

tion. Areas that meet the NTCHS hydric soil crite-

ria and under normal circumstances support hydro-

phytic vegetation are wetlands. Field indicators and

other information provide direct and indirect evi-

dence for determining whether or not each of the

three criteria are met. Sound professional judge-

ment should be used in interpreting these data to

make a wetland determination. It must be kept in

mind that exceptional and rare cases are possibili-

ties that may call any generally sound principle into

question.
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Part
Field Indicators and
Other Available

Information

3.0. When conducting a field inspec-

tion to make a wetland determination,

the three identification criteria, listed in

Part n of this manual, alone may not

provide enough information for users to

document whether or not the criteria

themselves (i.e., hydrophytic vegetation, hydric

soils, and wetland hydrology) are met. Various

physical propenies or other signs can be readily

observed in the field to determine whether the three

wedand identification criteria are satisfied. Besides

these field indicators, good baseline information

may be available from site-specific studies, pub-

lished reports, or other written material on wet-

lands. In the following sections, field indicators

and primary sources of information for each of the

three criteria are presented to help the user identify

wetiands.

Hydrophytic Vegetation

3.1. All plants growing in wetiands have adapted

in one way or another to life in permanentiy or per-

iodically inundated or saturated soils. Some plants

have developed structural or morphological adapta-

tions to inundation or saturation. These features,

while indicative of hydrophytic vegetation, are

used as indicators of wetiand hydrology in this

manual, since they are a response to inundation and

soil saturation. Probably all plants growing in wet-

lands possess physiological mechanisms to cope

with prolonged periods of anaerobic soil condi-

tions. Because they are not observable in the field,

physiological and reproductive adaptations are not

included in this manual.

3.2. Persons making wetiand determinations

should be able to identify at least the dominant wet-

land plants in each stratum (layer of vegetation) of

a plant community. Plant identification requires use

of field guides or more technical taxonomic manu-

als (see Appendix A for sample list). When neces-

sary, seek help in identifying difficult species.

Once a plant is identified to genus and species, one

should then consult the appropriate Federal list of

plants that occur in wetlands to determine the "wet-

land indicator status" of the plant (see p. 5). This

information will be used to help determine if hy-

drophytic vegetation is present.

Dominant Vegetation

3.3. Dominance as used in this manual refers

strictiy to the spatial extent of a species that is di-

rectiy discemable or measurable in the field. When
identifying dominant vegetation within a given

plant community, one should consider dominance

within each stratum. All dominants are treated

equally in characterizing the plant community to de-

termine whether hydrophytic vegetation is present.

The most abundant plant species (when ranked in

descending order of abundance and cumulatively

totaled) tiiat immediately exceed 50 percent of the

total dominance measure for a given stratum, plus

any additional species comprising 20 percent or

more of the total dominance measure for that stra-

tum are considered dominant species for the stra-

tum. Dominance measures include percent areal

coverage and basal area, for example.

3.4. Vegetative strata for which dominants should

be determined may include: (1) tree (>5.0 inches

diameter at breast height (dbh) and 20 feet or tall-

er); (2) sapling (0.4 to <5.0 inches dbh and 20 feet

or taller); (3) shrub (usually 3 to 20 feet tall includ-

ing multi-stemmed, bushy shrubs and small trees

and saplings); (4) woody vine; and (5) herb (herba-

ceous plants including graminoids, forbs, ferns,

fern allies, herbaceous vines, and tree seedlings).

Bryophytes (mosses, homed liverworts, and true

liverworts) should be sampled as a separate stratum

in certain wetiands, including shrub bogs, moss-

lichen wetiands, and wooded swamps where bryo-

phytes are abundant and represent an important

component of the community; in most other wet-

lands, bryophytes should be included within the

herb stratum due to their scarcity.

3.5. There are many ways to quantify dominance

measures; Part IV provides recommended ap-

proaches. Alternatively, one may wish to visually

estimate percent coverage when possible or per-

form a frequency analysis of all species within a



given plant community. These are accepted meth-
ods for evaluating plant communities.

Field Indicators

3.6. Having established the community dominants
for each stratum or performed a frequency analysis,

hydrophytic vegetation is considered present if:

1) OBL species comprise all dominants in the

plant community (Note: In these cases, the area can

be considered wetland without detailed examination
of soils and hydrology, provided significant hydro-
logic modifications are not evident); or

2) OBL species do not dominate each stratum,

but more than 50 percent of the dominants of all

strata are OBL, FACW, or FAC species (including

FACW+, FACW-, FAC+, and FAC-); or

3) A plant community has a visually estimated
percent coverage of OBL and FACW species that

exceed the coverage ofFACU and UPL species; or

4) A frequency analysis of all species within the

community yields a prevalence index value of less

than 3.0 (where OBL = 1.0, FACW = 2.0, FAC =
3.0, FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0); or

5) A plant community has less than or equal to

50 percent of the dominant species from all strata

represented by OBL, FACW, and/or FAC species,

or a frequency analysis for all species within the

community yields a prevalence index value greater

than or equal to 3.0, and hydric soils and wetland
hydrology are present. (Note: In other words, if the

hydric soil and wetland hydrology criteria are met,
then the vegetation is considered hydrophytic. For
purposes of this manual, these situations are treated

as disturbed or problem area wetlands because
these plant communities are usually nonwetlands.)

Other Sources of Information

3.7. Besides learning the field indicators of hydro-
phytic vegetation presented above, one should also

become familiar with the technical literature on wet-
lands, especially for one's geographic region.

Sources of available literature include: taxonomic
plant manuals and field guides; scientific journals
dealing with botany, ecology, and wetiands in par-

ticular; technical government reports on wetiands;

proceedings of wetiand workshops, conferences,

and symposia; and the FWS's national wetland
plant database, which contains habitat information

on about 7,000 plant species. Appendix A presents

examples of the first four sources of information.

In addition, the FWS's National Wetiands Invento-

ry (NWI) maps provide information on locations of

hydrophytic plant communities that may be studied

in the field to improve one's knowledge of such
communities in particular regions.

Hydric Soils

3.8. Due to their wetness during the growing sea-

son, hydric soils usually develop certain morpho-
logical properties that can be readily observed in

the field. Prolonged anaerobic soil conditions typi-

cally lower the soil redox potential and causes a

chemical reduction of some soil components, main-

ly iron oxides and manganese oxides. This reduc-

tion affects solubility, movement, and aggregation

of these oxides which is reflected in the soil color

and other physical characteristics that are usually

indicative of hydric soils. (Note: Much of the back-

ground material for this section was taken from
"Hydric Soils of New England" [Tiner and Vene-
man 1987].)

3.9. Soils are separated into two major types on
the basis of material composition: organic soil and
mineral soil. In general, soils with at least 18 inch-

es of organic material in the upper part of the soil

profile and soils with organic material resting on
bedrock are considered organic soils (Histosols).

Soils largely composed of sand, silt, and/or clay

are mineral soils. (For technical definitions, see

"Soil Taxonomy", U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff

1975).

3.10. Accumulation of organic matter in most or-

ganic soils results from prolonged anaerobic soil

conditions associated with long periods of submer-

gence or soil saturation during the growing season.

These saturated conditions impede aerobic decom-
position (oxidation) of the bulk organic materials

such as leaves, stems, and roots, and encourage

tiieir accumulation over time as peat or muck. Con-

sequently, most organic soils are characterized as

very poorly drained soils. Organic soils typically

form in waterlogged depressions, and peat or muck
deposits may range from about two feet to more

10



than 30 feet deep. Organic soils also develop in

low-lying areas along coastal waters where tidal

flooding is frequent.

3.11. Hydric organic soils are subdivided into

three groups based on the presence of identifiable

plant material: (1) muck (Saprists) in which two-

thirds or more of the material is decomposed and

less than one-third of the plant fibers are identifia-

ble; (2) peat (Fibrists) in which less than one-third

of the material is decomposed and more than two-

thirds of the plant fibers are still identifiable; and

(3) mucky peat or peaty muck (Hemists) in which

the ratio of decomposed to identifiable plant matter

is more nearly even (U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff

1975). A fourth group of organic soils (Folists) ex-

ists in tropical and boreal mountainous areas where

precipitation exceeds the evapotranspiration rate,

but these soils are never saturated for more than a

few days after heavy rains and thus do not develop

under hydric conditions. All organic soils, with the

exception of the Folists, are hydric soils.

3.12. When less organic material accumulates in

soil, the soil is classified as mineral soil. Some

mineral soils may have thick organic surface layers

due to heavy seasonal rainfall or a high water table,

yet they are still composed largely of mineral matter

(Ponnamperuma 1972). Mineral soUs that are cov-

ered with moving (flooded) or standing (ponded)

water for significant periods or are saturated for ex-

tended periods during the growing season are clas-

sified as hydric mineral soils. Soil saturation may

result from low-lying topographic position,

groundwater seepage, or the presence of a slowly

permeable layer (e.g., clay, confining bedrock, or

hardpan).

3.13. The duration and depth of soil saturation are

essential criteria for identifying hydric soils and

wetiands. Soil morphological features are com-

monly used to indicate long-term soil moisture re-

gimes (Bouma 1983). The two most widely recog-

nized features that reflect wetness in mineral soils

are gleying and mottiing.

3.14. Simply described, gleyed soils are predomi-

nantiy neutral gray in color and occasionally green-

ish or bluish gray. In gleyed soils, the distinctive

colors result from a process known as gleization.

Prolonged saturation of mineral soil convens iron

from its oxidized (ferric) form to its reduced (ferro-

us) state. These reduced compounds may be com-

pletely removed from the soil, resulting in gleying

(Veneman, et al. 1976). Mineral soils that are al-

ways saturated are uniformly gleyed throughout the

saturated area. Soils gleyed to the surface layer are

hydric soils. These soils often show evidence of

oxidizing conditions only along root channels.

Some nonhydric soils have gray layers (E-

horizons) immediately below the surface layer that

are gray for reasons other than saturation (e.g.,

leaching due to organic acids). These soils often

have brighter (e.g., brownish or reddish) layers

below the gray layer and can be recognized as non-

hydric on that basis.

3 15. Mineral soils that are alternately saturated

and oxidized (aerated) during the year are usually

mottied in the part of the soil that is seasonally wet.

Motties are spots or blotches of different colors or

shades of colors interspersed with the dominant

(matrix) color. The abundance, size, and color ot

the mottles usually reflect the duration of the satu-

ration period and indicate whether or not the soil is

hydric. Mineral soils that are predominantly gray-

ish with brown or yellow mottles are usually satu-

rated for long periods during the growing season

and are classified as hydric. Soils that are predomi-

nantiy brown or yellow with gray motties are satu-

rated for shorter periods and may not be hydnc.

Mineral soils that are never saturated are usually

bright-colored and are not mottied. Realize, how-

ever, tiiat in some hydric soils, mottles may not be

visible due to masking by organic matter (Parker,

etal 1984).

3.16. It is important to note tiiat the gleization and

mottie formation processes are strongly influenced

by the activity of certain soil microorganisms.

These microorganisms reduce iron when the soil

environment is anaerobic, that is, when virtually no

free oxygen is present, and when the soil contains

organic matter. If the soil conditions are such that

free oxygen is present, organic matter is absent, or

temperatures are too low (below 41°F) to sustain

microbial activity, gleization will not proceed and

mottles will not form, even though the soil may be

saturated for prolonged periods of time (Diers and

Anderson 1984).

Soil Colors

3 17 Soil colors often reveal much about a soil's

wetness, that is, whether the soil is hydric or non-

hydric Scientists and others examining the soil can

detennine the approximate soil color by companng
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the soil sample with a Munsell soil color chart. The
standardized Munsell soil colors are identified by
three components: hue, value, and chroma. The
hue is related to one of the main spectral colors:

red, yellow, green, blue, or purple, or various mix-
tures of these principal colors. The value refers to

the degree of lightness, while the chroma notation

indicates the color strength or purity. In the Mun-
sell soil color book, each individual hue has its

own page, each of which is further subdivided into

units for value (on the vertical axis) and chroma
(horizontal axis). Although theoretically each soil

color represents a unique combination of hues, val-

ues, and chromas, the number of combinations
common in the soil environment usually is limited.

Because of this situation and the fact that accurate

reproduction of each soil color is expensive, the

Munsell soil color book contains a limited number
of combinations of hues, values, and chromas. The
color of the soil matrix or a mottle is determined by
comparing a soil sample with the individual color

chips in the soil color book. The appropriate Mun-
sell color name can be read from the facing page in

the "Munsell Soil Color Charts" (Kollmorgen Cor-

poration 1975). Chromas of 2 or less are consid-

ered low chromas and are often diagnostic of hy-

dric soils. Low chroma colors include black,

various shades of gray, and the darker shades of
brown and red.

Hydric Organic Soils

3.18. Hydric organic soils can be easily recog-
nized as black-colored muck and/or as black to dark
brown-colored peat. Distinguishing mucks from
peats based on the relative degree of decomposition
is fairly simple. In mucks (Saprists), almost all of
the plant remains have been decomposed beyond
recognition. When rubbed, mucks feel greasy and
leave hands dirty. In contrast, the plant remains in

peats (Fibrists) show very littie decomposition and
the original constituent plants can be recognized
fairly easily. When the organic material is rubbed
between the fingers, most plant fibers will remain
identifiable, leaving hands relatively clean. Be-
tween the extremes of mucks and peats, organic
soils with partially decomposed plant fibers (Hem-
ists) can be recognized. In peaty mucks up to two-
thirds of the plant fibers can be destroyed by rub-
bing the materials between the fingers, while in

mucky peats up to two-thirds of the plant remains
are still recognizable after rubbing.

3.19. Besides the dominance of organic matter,

many organic soils (especially in tidal marshes) also

emit an odor of rotten eggs when hydrogen sulfide

is present. Sulfides are produced only in a strongly

reducing environment.

Hydric Mineral Soils

3.20. Hydric mineral soils are often more difficult

to identify than hydric organic soils because most
organic soils are hydric, while most mineral soils

are not. A thick dark surface layer, grayish subsur-

face and subsoil colors, the presence of orange or

reddish brown (iron) and/or dark reddish brown or

black (manganese) motties or concretions near the

surface, and the wet condition of the soil may help

identify the hydric character of many mineral soils.

The grayish subsurface and subsoil colors and
thick, dark surface layers are the best indicators of

current wetness, since the orange-colored mottles

are very insoluble and once formed may remain in-

definitely as relict mottles of former wetness (Diers

and Anderson 1984).

National and State Hydric Soils Lists

3.21. The SCS in cooperation with the National

Technical Committee for Hydric Soils (NTCHS)
has prepared a list of the Nation's hydric soils.

State lists have also been prepared for statewide

use. The national and State lists identify those soil

series that meet the hydric soil criteria according to

available soil interpretation records in SCS's soils

database. These lists are periodically updated, so

make sure the list being used is the current list. The
lists facilitate use of SCS county soil surveys for

identifying potential wetiands. One must be careful,

however, in using the soil survey, because a soil

map unit of an upland (nonwetiand) soil may have

inclusions of hydric soil that were not delineated on
the map or vice versa. Also, some map units (e.g.,

alluvial land, swamp, tidal marsh, muck and peat)

may be hydric soil areas, but are not on the hydric

soils lists because they were not given a series

name at the time of mapping.

3.22. Because of these limitations of the national

and State lists, the SCS also maintains lists of hy-

dric soil map units for each county in the United
States. These lists may be obtained from local SCS
district offices and are the preferred lists to be used

when locating areas of hydric soils. The hydric soil
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map units lists identify all map units that are either

named by a hydric soil or that have a potential of

having hydric soil inclusions. The lists provide the

map unit symbol, the name of the hydric soil part

or parts of the map unit, information on the hydric

soil composition of the map unit, and probable

landscape position of hydric soils in the map unit

delineation. The county lists also include map units

named by miscellaneous land types or higher levels

in "Soil Taxonomy" that meet hydric soil criteria.

Soil Surveys

3.23. The SCS publishes county soil surveys for

areas where soil mapping is completed. Soil sur-

veys that meet standards of the National Coopera-

tive Soil Survey (NCSS) are used to identify delin-

eations of hydric soils. These soil surveys may be

published (completed) or unpublished (on file at lo-

cal SCS district offices). Published soil surveys of

an area may be obtained from the local SCS district

office or the Agricultural Extension Service office.

Unpublished maps may be obtained from the local

SCS district office.

3.24. The NCSS maps four kind of map units: (1)

consociations, (2) complexes, (3) associations, and

(4) undifferentiated groups. Consociations are soil

map units named for a single kind of soil (taxon) or

miscellaneous area. Seventy-five percent of the

area is similar to the taxon for which the unit is

named. When named by a hydric soil, the map unit

is considered a hydric soil map unit for wedand de-

terminations. However, small areas within these

map units may not be hydric and should be exclud-

ed in delineating wedands.

3.25. Complexes and associations are soil map
units named by two or more kinds of soils (taxa) or

miscellaneous areas. If all taxa for which these map
units are named are hydric, the soil map unit may
be considered a hydric soil map unit for wetland

determinations. If only pan of the map unit is made
up of hydric soils, only those portions of the map
unit that are hydric are considered in wetland deter-

minations.

3.26. Undifferentiated groups are soil map units

named by two or more kinds of soils or miscellane-

ous areas. These units are distinguished from the

others in that "and" is used as a conjunction in the

name, while dashes are used for complexes and as-

sociations. If all components are hydric, the map

unit may be considered a hydric soil map unit. If

one or more of the soils for which the unit is

named are nonhydric, each area must be examined

for the presence of hydric soils.

Use of the Hydric Soils List and
Soil Surveys

3.27. The hydric soils list and county soil surveys

may be used to help determine if the hydric soil cri-

terion is met in a given area. When making a wet-

land determination, one should first locate the area

of concern on a soil survey map and identify the

soil map units for the area. The list of hydric soils

should be consulted to determine whether the soil

map units are hydric. If hydric soil map units are

noted, then one should examine the soil in the field

and compare its morphology with the correspond-

ing hydric soil description in the soil survey report.

If the soil's characteristics match those described

for hydric soil, then the hydric soil criterion is met,

unless the soil has been effectively drained (see

disturbed areas section, p. 50). In the absence of

site-specific information, hydric soils also may be

recognized by field indicators.

Field Indicators

3.28. Several field indicators are available for de-

termining whether a given soil meets the definidon

and criteria for hydric soils. Other factors to con-

sider in recognizing hydric soils include obligate

wetland plants, topography, observed or recorded

inundation or soil saturation, and evidence of hu-

man alterations, e.g., drainage and fiUing. Any one

of the following may indicate that hydric soils are

present:

1) Organic Soils - Various peats and mucks are

easily recognized as hydric soils. Organic soils that

are cropped are often drained, yet the water table is

closely managed to minimize oxidation of organic

matter. These soils often retain their hydric soil

characteristics and, if so, meet the wedand hydrol-

ogy criterion.

2) Histic epipedons - A histic epipedon (organ-

ic surface layer) is an 8- to 16-inch organic layer at

or near the surface of a hydric mineral soil that is

saturated with water for 30 consecutive days or

more in most years. It contains a minimum of 20

percent organic matter when no clay is present or a
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minimum of 30 percent organic matter when clay

content is 60 percent or greater. Soils with histic

epipedons are inundated or saturated for sufficient

periods to greatly retard aerobic decomposition of

organic matter, and are considered hydnc soils. In

general, a histic epipedon is a thin surface layer of

peat or muck if the soil has not been plowed
(U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff 1975). Histic epiped-

ons are technically classified as Oa, Oe, or Oi sur-

face layers, and in some cases the terms "mucky"
or "peaty" are used as modifiers to the mineral soil

texmre term, e.g., mucky loam.

3) Sulfidic material - When soils emit an odor

of rotten eggs, hydrogen sulfide is present. Such
odors are only detected in waterlogged soils that are

essentially permanently saturated and have sulfidic

material within a few inches of the soil surface.

Sulfides are produced only in reducing environ-

ment. Under saturated conditions, the sulfates in

water are biologically reduced to sulfides as the or-

ganic materials accumulate.

4) Aquic or peraquic moisture regime - An aq-

uic moisture regime is a reducing one, i.e., it is vir-

tually free of dissolved oxygen, because the soil is

saturated by ground water or by water of the capil-

lary fringe (U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff 1975). The
soil is considered saturated if water stands in an un-

lined borehole at a shallow enough depth that the

capillary fringe reaches the soil surface, except in

noncapillary pores. Because dissolved oxygen is

removed from ground water by respiration of mi-

croorganisms, roots, and soil fauna, it is also im-

plicit that the soil temperature be above biologic

zero (41°F) at some time while the soil is saturated.

Soils with peraquic moisture regimes are character-

ized by the presence of ground water always at or

near the soil surface. Examples include soils of tidal

marshes and soils of closed, landlocked depres-

sions that are fed by permanent streams. Soils with

peraquic moisture regimes are always hydric under
natural conditions. Soils with aquic moisture re-

gimes are usually hydric, but the NTCHS hydric

soil criteria should be verified in the field.

5) Direct observations of reducing soil condi-

tions - Soils saturated for long or very long dura-

tion will usually exhibit reducing conditions at the

time of saturation. Under such conditions, ions of

iron are transformed from a ferric (oxidized) state to

a ferrous (reduced) state. This reduced condition

can often be detected in the field by use of a colori-

metric field test kit When a soil extract changes to a

pink color upon addition of a-a-dipyridil, ferrous

iron is present, which indicates a reducing soil en-

vironment at the time of the test. A negative result ^ i

(no pink color) only indicates that the soil is not re-

duced at this moment; it does not imply that the soil

is not reduced during the growing season. Further-

more, the test is subject to error due to the rapid

change of ferrous iron to ferric iron when the soil

is exposed to air and should only be used by exper-

ienced technicians. (CAUTION: This test cannot be

used in hydric mineral soils having low iron con-

tent or in organic soils. Also it does not determine

the duration of reduced conditions.)

6) Gleyed, low chroma, and low chroma/
mottled soils - The colors of various soil compo-
nents are often the most diagnostic indicator of hy-

dric soils. Colors of these components are strongly

influenced by the frequency and duration of soil

saturation which leads to reducing soil conditions.

Hydric mineral soils will be either gleyed or will

have low chroma matrix with or without bright

mottles.

A) Gleyed soils - Gleying (bluish, green-

ish, or grayish colors) immediately below the A-

horizon is an indication of a markedly reduced soil,

and gleyed soils are hydric soils. Gleying can oc-

cur in both mottled and unmottled soils. Gleyed %.

soil conditions can be determined by using the gley

page of the "Munsell Soil Color Charts" (Kollmor-

gen Corporation 1975). (CAUTION: Gleyed con-

ditions normally extend throughout saturated soils.

Beware of soils with gray E-honzons due to leach-

ing and not to saturation; these latter soils can often

be recognized by bright-colored layers below the

E-horizon.)

B) Other low chroma soils and mottled soils

(i.e., soils with low matrix chroma and with or

without bright mottles) - Hydric mineral soils that

are saturated for substantial periods of the growing

season, but are unsaturated for some time, com-
monly develop mottles. Soils that have brightly

colored mottles and a low chroma matrix are indi-

cative of a fluctuating water table. Hydric mineral

soils usually have one of the following color fea-

tures in the horizon immediately below the A-
horizon:

(1) Matrix chroma of 2 or less in

mottled soils, or

(2) Matrix chroma of 1 or less in un-

motded soils. |
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{Note: See p. 59 for mollisols exception.)

Colors should be determined in soils that

are or have been moistened. The chroma require-

ments above are for soils in a moistened condition.

Colors noted for dry (unmoistened) soils should be

clearly stated as such. The colors of the topsoil are

often not indicative of the hydrologic situation be-

cause cultivation and soil enrichment affect the

original soil color. Hence, the soil colors below the

A-horizon (usually below 10 inches) often must be

examined.

{CAUTION: Beware of problematic hydric soils

that have colors other than those described above;

see problem area wetlands section, p. 55.)

7) Iron and manganese concretions - During
the oxidation-reduction process, iron and manga-
nese in suspension are sometimes segregated as

oxides into concretions or soft masses. Concre-

tions are local concentrations of chemical com-
pounds (e.g., iron oxide) in the form of a grain or

nodule of varying size, shape, hardness, and color

(Buckman and Brady 1969). Manganese concre-

tions are usually black or dark brown, while iron

concretions are usually yellow, orange or reddish

brown. In hydric soils, these concretions are also

usually accompanied by soil colors described
above.

8) Coarse-textured or sandy hydric soils -

Many of the indicators listed above cannot be ap-

plied to sandy soils. In particular, soil color should
not be used as an indicator in most sandy soils (see

problem area wetiands section, p. 55). However,
three soil features may be used as indicators of hy-

dric sandy soils:

A) High organic matter content in the sur-

face horizon - Organic matter tends to accumulate

above or in the surface horizon of sandy soils that

are inundated or saturated to the surface for a sig-

nificant portion of the growing season. The mineral

surface layer generally appears darker than the min-

eral material immediately below it due to organic

matter interspersed among or adhering to sand par-

ticles. {Note: Because organic matter also accumu-
lates on upland soils, in some instances it may be

difficult to distinguish a surface organic layer asso-

ciated with a wetiand site from litter and duff asso-

ciated with an upland site unless the species com-
position of the organic materials is determined.)

B) Dark vertical streaking ofsubsurface ho-

rizons by organic matter - Organic matter is moved
downward through sand as the water table fluctu-

ates. This often occurs more rapidly and to a great-

er degree in some vertical sections of a sandy soil

containing high content of organic matter than in

others. Thus, the sandy soil appears vertically

streaked with darker areas. When soil from a dark-

er area is rubbed between the fingers, the dark or-

ganic matter stains the fingers.

C) Wet Spodosols - As organic matter is

moved downward through some sandy soils, it

may accumulate at the point representing the most

commonly occurring depth to the water table. This

organic matter may become slightly cemented with

aluminum. Spodic horizons often occur at depths

of 12 to 30 inches below the mineral surface. Wet
spodosols (formerly called "groundwater podzolic

soils") usually have thick dark surface horizons

that are high in organic matter with thick, dull gray

E-horizons above a very dark-colored (black)

spodic horizon. (CAUTION: Not all soils with

spodic horizons meet the hydric soil criterion; see

p. 58.)

(Note: In recently deposited sandy material,

such as accreting sand bars, it may be impossible

to find any of the above indicators. Such cases are

considered natural, problem area wetlands and the

determination of hydric soil should be based on

knowledge of local hydrology. See p. 57-58).

Wetland Hydrology

3.29. The driving force creating wetlands is "wet-

land hydrology", that is, permanent or periodic in-

undation, or soil saturation for a significant period

(usually a week or more) during the growing sea-

son. All wetiands are, therefore, at least periodical-

ly wet. Many wetiands are found along rivers,

lakes, and estuaries where flooding is likely to oc-

cur, while other wetlands form in isolated depres-

sions surrounded by upland where surface water

collects. Still others develop on slopes of var>'ing

steepness, in surface water drainageways or where

ground water discharges to the land surface in

spring or seepage areas.

3.30. Numerous factors influence the wetness of

an area, including precipitation, stratigraphy, to-

pography, soil permeability, and plant cover. The
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frequency and duration of inundation or soil satura-

tion are important in separating wetlands from non-

wedands. Duration usually is the more important

factor. Areas of lower elevation in a floodplain or

marsh have longer duration of inundation and satu-

ration and often more frequent periods of these

conditions than most areas at higher levels. Flood-

plain configuration may significantiy affect the du-

ration of inundation by facilitating rapid runoff or

by causing poor drainage. Soil permeability related

to the texture of the soil also influences the duration

of inundation or soil saturation. For example, clay-

ey soils absorb water more slowly than sandy or

loamy soils, and therefore have slower permeabili-

ty and remain saturated much longer. Type and

amount of plant cover affect both degree of inunda-

tion and duration of saturated soil conditions. Ex-

cess water drains more slowly in areas of abundant

plant cover, thereby increasing duration of inunda-

tion or soil saturation. On the other hand, transpira-

tion rates are higher in areas of abundant plant cov-

er, which may reduce the duration of soil

saturation.

3.31. To determine whether the wetland hydrolo-

gy criterion is met, one should consider recorded

data, aerial photographs, and field indicators that

provide direct or indirect evidence of inundation or

soil saturation.

Recorded Data

3.32. Recorded hydrologic data usually provides

both short- and long-term information on the fre-

quency and duration of flooding, but little or no in-

formation on soil saturation periods. Recorded data

include stream gauge data, lake gauge data, tidal

gauge data, flood predictions, and historical flood

records. Use of these data is commonly limited to

areas adjacent to streams and other similar areas.

Recorded data may be available from the following

sources:

1) CE district offices (data for major waterbod-

ies and for site-specific areas from planning and

design documents)

2) U.S. Geological Survey (stream and tidal

gauge data)

3) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (tidal gauge data)

4) State, county and local agencies (flood data)

5) SCS state offices (small watershed projects C
data)

6) private developers or landowners (site-

specific hydrologic data, which may include water

table or groundwater well data).

Aerial Photographs

3.33. Aerial photographs may provide direct evi-

dence of inundation or soil saturation in an area. In-

undation (flooding or ponding) is best observed

during the early spring in temperate and boreal re-

gions when snow and ice are gone and leaves of

deciduous trees and shrubs are not yet present.

This allows detection of wet soil conditions that

would be obscured by the tree or shrub canopy at

full leaf-out. For marshes, this season of photogra-

phy is also desirable, except in regions character-

ized by distinct dry and rainy seasons, such as

southern Florida and California. Wedand hydrolo-

gy would be best observed during the wet season

in these latter areas.

3.34. It is most desirable to examine several con-

secutive years of early spring or wet season aerial 4-
photographs to document evidence of wetiand in-

undation or soil saturation. In this way, the effects

of abnormally dry springs, for example, may be

minimized. In interpreting aerial photographs, it is

imponant to know the antecedent weather condi-

tions. This will help eUminate potential misinterpre-

tations caused by abnormally wet or dry periods.

Contact the U.S. Weather Service for historical

weather records. Aerial photographs for agricultu-

ral regions of the country are often available at

county offices of the Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service.

Field Indicators

3.35. At certain times of the year in most wet-

lands, and in certain types of wedands at most

times, wetland hydrology is quite evident, since

surface water or saturated soils (e.g., soggy or

wetter underfoot) may be observed. Yet in many
instances, especially along the uppermost boundary

of wetlands, hydrology is not readily apparent.

Consequently, the wetiand hydrology criterion is
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often impracticable for delineating precise wetland

boundaries. Despite this limitation, hydrologic in-

dicators can be useful for confirming that a site

with hydrophytic vegetation and hydric soils still

exhibits wetland hydrology and that the hydrology

has not been significantly modified to the extent

that the area is now effectively drained. In other

words, while hydrologic indicators are somedmes
diagnostic of the presence of wetlands, they are

generally either operationally impracticable (e.g., in

the case of recorded data) or technically inaccurate

(e.g., in the case of some field indicators) for de-

lineating wetiand boundaries. In the former case,

surveying the wedand boundary according to ele-

vation data related to recorded flood data, for ex-

ample, is generally too time-consuming and may
not actually be a true correlation. In the latter case,

it should be quite obvious that indicators of flood-

ing often extend well beyond the wedand boundary

into low-lying upland areas that were flooded by an

infrequent flood. Consequently the emphasis on

delineating wetland boundaries should be placed on

hydrophytic vegetation and hydric soils in the ab-

sence of significant hydrologic modification, al-

though wetland hydrology should always be con-

sidered.

3.36. If significant drainage or groundwater alter-

ation has taken place, then it is necessary to deter-

mine whether the area in question is effectively

drained and is now nonwetland or is only pardy

drained and remains wedand despite some hydro-

logic modification. Guidance for determining

whether an area is effectively drained is presented

in die section on disturbed areas (p. 50). In the ab-

sence of visible evidence of significant hydrologic

modification, wedand hydrology is presumed to

occur in an area having hydrophytic vegetation and

hydric soils.

3.37. The following hydrologic indicators can be

assessed quickly in the field. Although some are

not necessarily indicative of hydrologic events dur-

ing the growing season or in wedands alone, they

do provide evidence that inundation or soil satura-

tion have occurred at some time. One should use

good professional judgement in deciding whether

the hydrologic indicators demonstrate that the wet-

land hydrology criterion has been satisfied. When
considering these indicators, it is important to be

aware of recent extreme flooding events and heavy

rainfall periods that could cause low-lying nonwet-

lands to exhibit some of these signs. It is, diere-

fore, best to avoid, if possible, field inspections

during and immediately after these events. If not

possible, then these events must be considered in

making a wedand determination. Also, remember

that hydrology varies seasonally and annually as

well as daily, and that at significant times of the

year (e.g., late summer for most of the country) the

water tables are at their lowest points. At these low

water periods, signs of soil saturation and flooding

may be difficult to find in many wedands.

1) Visual observation of inundation - The most

obvious and revealing hydrologic indicator may be

simply observing the areal extent of inundation.

However, both seasonal conditions and recent

weather conditions should be considered when ob-

serving an area because they can affect whether

surface water is present on a nonwetland site.

2) Visual observation of soil saturation - In

some cases, saturated soils are obvious, since the

ground surface is soggy or mucky under foot. In

many cases, however, examination of this indicator

requires digging a hole to a depth of 18 inches and

observing the level at which water stands in the

hole after sufficient time has been allowed for wa-

ter to drain into the hole. The required time will

vary depending on soil texture. In some cases, the

upper level at which water is flowing into the hole

can be observed by examining the wall of the hole.

This level represents die depth to the water table.

The depth to saturated soils will always be nearer

the surface due to a capillary fringe. In some heavy

clay soils, water may not rapidly accumulate in the

hole even when the soil is saturated. If water is ob-

served at the bottom of the hole but has not filled to

the 12-inch depth, examine the sides of the hole

and determine the shallowest depdi at which water

is entering die hole. Saturated soils may also be de-

tected by a "squeeze test," which involves taking a

soil sample within 18 inches (actual depth depends

on soil permeability) and squeezing the sample. If

free water can be extracted, the sod is saturated at

the depth of the sample at this point in time. When
applying the soil saturation indicator, both the sea-

son of the year and die preceding weather condi-

tions must be considered. (Note: It is not necessary

to direcdy demonstrate soil saturation at the time of

inspection. If the NTCHS criteria for hydric sod

are met, it can be assumed that an area is saturated

to the surface or inundated at some point in time

during an average rainfall year.)

3) Oxidized channels (rhizospheres) associated

with living roots and rhizomes - Some plants are
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able to survive saturated soil conditions (i.e., a re-

ducing environment) because they can transport ox-

ygen to their root zone. Look for iron oxide concre-

tions (orangish or reddish brown in color) forming

along the channels of living roots and rhizomes as

evidence of soil saturation (anaerobic conditions)

for a significant period during the growing season.

4) Water marks - Water marks are found most
commonly on woody vegetation but may also be

observed on other vegetation. They often occur as

stains on bark or other fixed objects (e.g., bridge

pillars, buildings, and fences). When several water

marks are present, the highest usually reflects the

maximum extent of recent inundation.

5) Drift lines - This indicator is typically found

adjacent to streams or other sources of water flow

in wetlands and often occurs in tidal marshes. Evi-

dence consists of deposition of debris in a line on
the wetland surface or debris entangled in above-
ground vegetation or other fixed objects. Debris

usually consists of remnants of vegetation (branch-

es, stems, and leaves), sediment, litter, and other

water-borne materials deposited more or less paral-

lel to the direction of water flow. Drift lines provide

an indication of the minimum portion of the area in-

undated during a flooding event; the maximum lev-

el of inundation is generally at a higher elevation

than that indicated by a drift line.

6) Water-borne sediment deposits - Plants and
other vertical objects often have thin layers, coat-

ings, or depositions of mineral or organic matter on
them after inundation. This evidence may remain
for a considerable period before it is removed by
precipitation or subsequent inundation. Sediment
deposition on vegetation and other objects provides

an indication of the minimum inundation level.

When sediments are primarily organic (e.g., fine

organic material and algae), the detritus may be-

come encrusted on or slightly above the soU siirface

after dewatering occurs.

7) Water-stained leaves - Forested wetlands

that are inundated earlier in the year will frequently

have water-stained leaves on the forest floor. These
leaves are generally grayish or blackish in appear-

ance, darkened from being underwater for signifi-

cant periods.

8) Surface scoured areas - Surface scouring oc-

curs along floodplains where overbank flooding

erodes sediments (e.g., at the bases of trees). The

absence of leaf litter from the soil surface is also

sometimes an indication of surface scouring. Fo-

rested wetlands that contain standing waters for rel-

atively long duration will occasionally have areas of

bare or essentially bare soil, sometimes associated

with local depressions.

9) Wetland drainage patterns - Many wetlands

(e.g., tidal marshes and floodplain wedands) have

characteristic meandering or braided drainage pat-

terns that are readily recognized in the field or on

aerial photographs and occasionally on topographic

maps. {CAUTION: Drainage patterns also occur in

upland areas after periods of considerable precipita-

tion; therefore, topographic position also must be

considered when applying this indicator.)

10) Morphological plant adaptations - Many
plants growing in wetlands have developed mor-
phological adaptations in response to inundation or

soil saturation. Examples include pneumatophores,

buttressed tree trunks, multiple trunks, adventitious

roots, shallow root systems, floating stems, float-

ing leaves, polymorphic leaves, hypertrophied len-

ticels, inflated leaves, stems or roots, and aeren-

chyma (air-filled) dssue in roots and stems (see

Table 1 for examples). As long as there is no evi-

dence of significant hydrologic modificadon, these 4^
adaptations can be used as hydrologic indicators.

Moreover, when these features are observed in

young plants, they provide good evidence that re-

cent wetland hydrology exists. {Note: While some
people may consider these morphological adapta-

dons as indicators of hydrophytic vegetation, for

purposes of this manual, they are treated as indica-

tors of wetland hydrology because they typically

develop in response to permanent or periodic inun-

dation or soil saturation.)

1 1

)

Hydric soil characteristics - In the absence

of the above indicators, if an area meets the field in-

dicators for hydric soils and there is no indication

of significant hydrologic modification, then it can

be assumed that the area meets the wetiand hydrol-

ogy criterion. If the area has been significantly dis-

turbed hydrologically, refer to the section on dis-

turbed areas (p. 50). {CAUTION: Listing of a soil

on the NTCHS list of hydric soils does not neces-

sarily mean the wedand hydrology cnterion is met,

nor does exclusion of a soil from the list demon-

strate that the wetland hydrology criterion has not

been met. However, soils on the NTCHS list rep-

resent those soils which typically meet the wetland ^^
hydrology criterion, unless effectively drained or \

otherwise altered.)



Table 1. Morphological or structural adaptations of plants for growing

in permanently or periodically flooded or saturated soils.

Adaptations

Buttressed (swollen)

Tree Trunk

Multiple Trunks

Pneumataphores

Adventitious Roots

(arising from stem above

ground)

Shallow Roots (often

exposed to ground surface)

Hypertrophied Lenticels

Aerenchyma (air-filled

tissue) in Roots & Stems

Polymorphic Leaves

Floating Leaves-

Examples of Plants Possessing Adaptation

Bald Cypress {Taxodium distichum), Black Gum
(Nyssa sylvatica var. biflora), Green Ash {Fraxinus pennsylvan-

/ca var. subintegerima), Water Gum {Nyssa aquatica), and-

Ogechee Tupelo {Nyssa ogechee)

Red I\/1aple {Acer rubrum), Silver maple {Acer saccharinum),

Swamp Privet {Forestiera acuminata), and Ogechee Tupelo

Bald Cypress, Water Gum, and Black Mangrove {Rhizophora

mangle)

Box Elder {Acer negundo). Sycamore {Platanus

occidentalis). Pin Oak {Quercus palustris).

Black Willow {Salix nigra), Green Ash, Alligatorweed {Alter-

nanthera philoxeroides), Water Primroses {Ludwigia spp.),

Water Gum, Eastern Cottonwood {Populus deltoides), and Wil-

lows (Sa//x spp.)

Red Maple and Laurel Oak {Quercus laurifolia)

Red Maple, Silver Maple, Willows, Black Mangrove, Water Lo-

cust {Gleditsia aquatica), and Sweet Gale {Myrica gale)

Eastern Bur-reed {Sparganium americanum),

Soft Rush {Juncus effusus), Soft-stemmed Bulrush {Scirpus

validus). Water Shield {Brasenia schreberi), Umbrella Sedges

(Cyperus spp.), other Rushes (Juncus spp.). Spike-rushes

{Eleocharis spp.). Twig-rush {Cladium mariscoides), Buckbean

{Menyanthes trifoliata). Giant Bur-reed {Sparganium eurycar-

pum), and Cattails {Typha spp.)

Arrowheads {Sagittaria spp.) and Water Parsnip {Slum suave)

Water Shield, Spatterdock Lily {Nuphar luteum), and White

Water Lily {Nymphaea ado rata)

Sources: Environmental Laboratory (1987) and Tiner (1988).
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Part IV.

Methods for Identifica-

tion and Delineation of

Wetlands

4.0. Four basic approaches for identify-

ing and delineating wetlands have been

developed to cover situations ranging

from desk-top or office determinations

to highly complex field determinations

for regulatory purposes. These methods

are the recommended approaches and the reasons

for departing from them should be documented.

Remember, however, that any method for making a

wetland determination must consider the three tech-

nical criteria (i.e., hydrophytic vegetation, hydric

soils, and wetland hydrology) listed in Part II of

this manual. These criteria must be met in order to

identify a wetland. In applying all methods, rele-

vant available information on wedands in the area

of concern should be collected and reviewed. Table

2 lists primary data sources.

Selection of a Method

4.1, The wetland delineation methods presented in

this manual can be grouped into two general types:

(1) offsite procedures and (2) onsite procedures.

The offsite procedures are designed for use in the

office, while onsite procedures are developed for

use in the field. When an onsite inspection is unne-

cessary or cannot be undertaken for various rea-

sons, available information can be reviewed in the

office to make a wetland determination. If available

information is insufficient to make a wedand deter-

mination or if a precise wedand boundary must be

established, an onsite inspecrion should be con-

ducted. Depending on the field information needed

or the complexity of the area, one of three basic

onsite methods may be employed: (1) roudne, (2)

intermediate-level, or (3) comprehensive.

4.2. The routine method is designed for areas

equal to or less than five acres in size or larger are-

as with homogeneous vegetation. For areas greater

than five acres in size or other areas of any size that

are highly diverse in vegetation, the intermediate-

level method or the comprehensive method should

be applied, as necessary. The comprehensive meth-

od is applied to situations requiring detailed docu-

mentation of vegetation, soils, and hydrology.

Assessments of significantiy disturbed sites will

often require intermediate-level or comprehensive

determinations as well as some special procedures.

In other cases where natural conditions make wet-

land identification difficult, special procedures for

problem area wetland determinations have been

developed. These procedures are subroutines of the

three onsite determination methods. In making wet-

land determinations, one should select the appro-

priate method for each individual unit within the

area of concern and not necessarily employ one

method for the entire site. Thus, a combination of

determination methods may be used for a given

site.

4.3. Regardless of the method used, the desired

outcome or final product is a wetiand/nonwetland

determination. Depending on one's expertise,

available information, and individual or agency

preference, there are two basic approaches to delin-

eating wetland boundaries. The first approach

involves characterizing plant communities in the

area, identifying hydrophytic plant communities,

examining the soils in these areas to confirm the

presence of hydric soil, and finally looking for evi-

dence of wetland hydrology. This approach has

been widely used by the CE and EPA and to a large

extent by the FWS. A second approach involves

first delineating the boundary of hydric soils, and

then verifying the presence of hydrophytic vegeta-

tion and looking for signs of wetiand hydrology.

This type of approach has been employed by the

SCS and to a limited extent by the FWS. Since

these approaches yield the same result, this manual

incorporates both approaches into most of the

methods presented.
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Table 2. Primary sources of information that may be helpful

in making a wetland determination. r

Data Name

Topographic Maps (mostly 1 :24,000;

1:63,350 for Alaska)

National Wetlands Inventory Maps
(mostly 1:24,000; 1:63,350

for Alaska)

County Soil Survey Reports

National Hydric Soils List

State Hydric Soils List

County Hydric Soil Map Unit List

National Insurance Agency

Flood Maps

Local Wetland Maps

Land Use and Land Cover Maps

Aerial Photographs

Satellite Imagery

National List of Plant Species

That Occur in Wetlands

(Stock No. 024-010-00682-0)

Regional Lists of Plants that

Occur in Wetlands

National Wetland Plant Database

Stream Gauge Data

Soil Drainage Guides

Environmental Impact Statements

and Assessments
Published Reports

Local Expertise

Site-specific Plans and

Engineering Designs

Source

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
(Call 1-800-USA-MAPS)

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

(FWS) (Call 1-800-USA-MAPS)

U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Sen/ice (SCS) District Offices

(Unpublished reports-local district offices)

SCS National Office

SCS State Offices

SCS District Offices

Federal Emergency Management
Agency

State and local agencies

USGS (1-800-USA-MAPS)

Various sources-USGS, U.S.D.A. Agricultural Stabilization and

Consen/ation Service, other Federal and State agencies, and pri-

vate sources

EOSAT Corporation, SPOT Corporation, and others

Government Printing Office

Superintendent of Documents
Washington, DC 20402

National Technical Information Service

5285 Port Royal Head
Springfield, VA 22161

(703) 487-4650

FWS

CE District Offices and USGS

SCS District Offices

Various Federal and State agencies

Federal and States agencies, universities, and others

Universities, consultants, and others

Private developers
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Description of Methods

Offsite Determinations

4.4. When an onsite inspection is not necessary

because information on hydrology, hydric soils,

and hydrophytic vegetation is known or an inspec-

tion is not possible due to time constraints or other

reasons, a wedand determinadon can be made in

t"he office. This approach provides a best approxi-

madon of the presence of wedand and its bounda-

ries based on available information. The accuracy

of the determination depends on the quality of the

information used and on one's ability and expen-

ence in an area to interpret these data. Where reUa-

ble, site-specific data have been previously coUect-

ed,'the wedand determination should be reasonably

accurate. Where these data do not exist, more gen-

eralized information may be used to make a preUm-

inary wedand determination. In either case, howev-

er, if a more accurate delineation is required, then

onsite procedures must be employed.

Offsite Determination Method

4.5. The following steps are recommended for

conducting an offsite wedand determination:

Step 1. Locate the area of interest on a

U.S.Geological Survey topographic map and

delineate the approximate subject area boundary on

the map. Note whether marsh or swamp symbols

or lakes, ponds, rivers, and other waterbodies are

present within the area. If they are, then there is a

good likelihood that wedand is present. Proceed to

Step 2.

Step 2. Review appropriate National Wet-

lands Inventory (NWl) maps, State wetland maps,

or local wetland maps, where available. If these

maps designate wetlands in the subject area, there

is a high probability that wetlands are present

unless there is evidence on hand that the wedands

have been effectively drained, filled, excavated,

impounded, or otherwise significantiy altered since

the effective date of the maps. Proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Review SCS soil survey maps

where available. In the area of interest, are there

any map units listed on the county list of hydric

soil map units or are there any soil map units with

significant hydric soil inclusions? If YES, then

assume that at least a portion of the project area

may be wetland. If tiiis area is also shown as a

wedand on NWI or other wedand maps, then there

is a high probability diat the area is wedand unless

it has been recendy altered (check recent aenal pho-

tos Step 4). Areas without hydric sods or hydnc

soil inclusions should in most cases be eliminated

from further review, but aerial photos still should

be examined for small wedands to be more certam.

This is especially true if wedands have been desig-

nated on the National Wedands Inventory or other

wedand maps. Proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Review recent aerial photos of the

project area. Before reviewing aerial photos, evalu-

ate climatological data to determine whether the

photo year had normal or abnormal (high or low)

precipitation two to three months, for example,

prior to die date of the photo. This will help pro-

vide a useful perspective or frame-of-reference for

doing photo interpretation. In some cases, aenal

photos covering a multi-year penod (e.g., 5-7

years) should be reviewed, especially where recent

climatic conditions have been abnormal.

During photo interpretation, look for one or more

signs of wedands. For example:

1) hydrophytic vegetation;

2) surface water,

3) saturated soils;

4) flooded or drowned out crops;

5) stressed crops due to wemess;

6) greener crops in dry years;

7) differences in vegetation patterns due to

different planting dates.

If signs of wedand are observed, proceed to Step 5

when site-specific data are available; if site-specific

data are not available, proceed to Step 6.

{CAUTION: Accurate photo interpretation of cer-

tain wedand types requires considerable experase.

Evergreen forested wedands and temporanly flood-

ed wedands, in general, may present considerable

difficulty. If not proficient in wetland photo inter-

pretation, then one can rely more on the findings of

other sources, such as NWI maps and soil sur-

veys, or seek help in photo interpretation.)

Step 5. Review available site-specific infor-

mation In some cases, information on vegetation,

soils, and hydrology for the project area has been

collected during previous visits to the area by agen-

cy personnel, environmental consultants or others.
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Moreover, individuals or experts having firsthand

knowledge of the project site should be contacted

for information whenever possible. Be sure, how-
ever, to know the reliability of these sources. After

reviewing this information, proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Determine whether wetlands exist in

the subject area. Based on a review of existing

information, wetlands can be assumed to exist if:

1) Wetlands are shown on NWI or other

wetland maps, and hydric soil or a soil with hydric

soil inclusions is shown on the soil survey; or

2) Hydric soil or soil with hydric soil inclu-

sions is shown on the soil survey, and

A) site-specific information confirms
hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and/or wet-

land hydrology, or

B) signs of wetland are detected by
reviewing aerial photos; or

3) Any combination of the above or parts

thereof (e.g., vegetated wetland on NWI maps and
signs of wetland on aerial photos).

If after examining the available reference

material one is still unsure whether wedand occurs

in the area, then a field inspection should be con-

ducted, whenever possible. Alternatively, more

detailed informadon on the site characterisdcs may
be sought from the project sponsor, if applicable, to

help make the determination.

4.6. Offsite procedures are dependent on the avail-

ability of information for making a wedand determi-

nation, the quality of this information, and one's

ability and experience to interpret these data. In

most cases, therefore, the offsite procedure yields a

preliminary determination. For more accurate

results, one must conduct an onsite inspection.

Onsite Determinations

4.7. When an onsite inspection is necessary, be

sure to review pertinent background information

(e.g., NWI maps, soil surveys, and site plans)

before going to the subject site. This information

will be helpful in determining what type of field

method should be employed. Also, read the sec-

tions of this manual that discuss disturbed and
problem area wetlands before conducting field work
(see p. 50-59). Recommended equipment and mate-

rials for conducting onsite determinations are listed

in Table 3.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the conceptual approaches

for making onsite wetland determinations. These

figures are NOT decision matrices for making wet-

land determinations.

Table 3. Recommended equipment and materials for onsite determinations.

Equipment

Soil auger, probe, or spade
Sighting compass
Pen or pencil

Penknife

Hand lens

Vegetation sampling frame*

Camera/Rim

Binoculars

Tape measure
Prism or angle gauge

Diameter tape*

Vasculum (for plant collection)

Calculator*

Dissecting kit

Materials

Data sheets and clipboard

Field notebook

Base (topographic) map
Aerial photograph

National Wetlands Inventory map
Soil survey or other soil map
Appropriate Federal interagency wetland plants list

County hydric soil map unit list

Munsell scoil color book

Plant identification field guides/manuals

National List of Scientific Plant Names
Flagging tape/wire flags/wooden stakes

Plastic bags (for collecting plants and soil samples as needed)

* Needed for comprehensive determination
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4.8. For every upcoming field inspection, the fol-

lowing pre-inspection steps should be undertaken:

Step 1. Locate the project area on a map
(e.g., U.S. Geological Survey topographic map or

SCS soil survey map) or on an aerial photograph

and determine the limits of the area of concern.

Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Estimate the size of the subject area.

Proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Review existing background infor-

mation and determine, to the extent possible, the

site's geomorphological setting (e.g., floodplain,

isolated depression, or ridge and swale complex),

its habitat or vegetative complexity (i.e., the range

of habitat or vegetation types), and its soils. (Note:

Depending on available information, it may not be

possible to determine the habitat complexity with-

out going on the site; if necessary, do a field recon-

naissance.) Proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Determine whether a disturbed con-

dition exists. Examine available information and

determine whether there is evidence of sufficient

natural or human-induced alteration to significandy

modify all or a portion of the area's vegetation,

soils, and/or hydrology. If such disturbance is not-

ed, identify the limits of affected areas for they

should be evaluated separately for wedand determi-

nation purposes (usually after evaluating undis-

turbed areas). The presence of disturbed areas

within the subject area should be considered when

selecting an onsite determination method. (Note: It

may be possible that at any time during this deter-

mination, one or more of the three characteristics

may be found to be significandy altered. If this

happens, follow the disturbed area wetland deter-

mination procedures, as necessary, noted on p.

50.) Proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Determine the field determination

method to be used. Considering the size and com-

plexity of the area, determine whether a routine,

intermediate-level, or comprehensive field determi-

nation method should be used. When the area is

equal to or less than five acres in size or is larger

and appears to be relatively homogeneous with

respect to vegetation, soils, and/or hydrology, use

the routine method (see below). When the area is

greater than five acres in size, or is smaller but

appears to be highly diverse v*ath respect to vegeta-

tion, use the intermediate-level method (p. 35).

When detailed quantification of plant communities

and more extensive documentation of other factors

(soils and hydrology) are required, use the compre-

hensive method regardless of the wetland's size (p.

39.) Significandy disturbed sites (e.g., sites that

have been filled, hydrologically modified, cleared

of vegetation, or had their soils altered) will gener-

ally require intermediate-level or comprehensive

methods. In these disturbed areas, it usually will be

necessary to follow a set of subroutines to deter-

mine whether the altered characteristic met the

applicable criterion prior to its modification; in the

case of altered wedand hydrology, it may be neces-

sary to determine whether the area is effectively

drained. Because a large area may include a diver-

sity of smaller areas ranging from simple wetlands

to vegetarively complex areas, one may-use a com-

bination of die onsite determination methods, as

appropriate.

Routine Onsite Determination Method

4.9. For most cases, wedand determinations can

be made in the field without rigorous sampling of

vegetation and soils. Two approaches for routine

determinations are presented: (1) hydric soil

assessment procedure, and (2) plant community

assessment procedure. In the former approach, are-

as that meet or may meet the hydric soil criterion

are first delineated and then dominant vegetation is

visually estimated to determine if hydrophytic veg-

etation is obvious. If so, the area is designated as

wedand. If not, then die site must undergo a more

rigorous evaluation following one of the other

onsite determination methods presented in the man-

ual. The second routine approach requires initial

identification of representative plant community

types in the subject area and then characterization

of vegetation, soils, and hydrology for each type.

After identifying wedand and nonwedand commu-

nities, the wetland boundary is delineated. All per-

tinent observations on the three mandatory wetland

criteria should be recorded on an appropriate data

sheet.

4.10. Hydric Soil Assessment Procedure

Step 1. Identify the approximate limits of

areas that may meet the hydric soil criterion within

the area of concern and sketch limits on an aerial

photograph. To help identify these limits use

sources of information such as Agricultural Stabili-
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zarion and Conservation slides, soil surveys, NWI
maps, and other maps and photographs. {Note:

This step is more convenient to perform offsite, but

may be done onsite.) Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Scan the areas that may meet the

hydric soil criterion and determine ifdisturbed con-

ditions exist. Are any significantly disturbed areas

present? If YES, identify their limits for they

should be evaluated separately for wetland determi-

nation purposes (usually after evaluating undis-

turbed areas). Refer to the section on disturbed are-

as (p. 50), if necessary, to evaluate the altered

characterisnc(s) (vegetation, soils, or hydrology);

then return to this method and continue evaluating

characteristics not altered. {Note: Prior experience

with disturbed sites may allow one to easily evalu-

ate an altered characteristic, such as when vegeta-

tion is not present in a farmed wetland due to culti-

vation.) Keep in mind that if at any time during this

determination, one or more of these three character-

istics are found to have been significantly altered,

the disturbed area determination procedures should
be followed. If the area is not significantly dis-

turbed, proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Scan the areas that may meet the

hydric soil criterion and determine if obvious signs

of wetland hydrology are present. The wetland
hydrology criterion is met for any area or portion

thereof where it is obvious or known that the area

is frequently inundated or saturated to the surface

during the growing season. If the above condition

exists, the hydric soil criterion is met for the sub-

ject area and the area is considered wetiand. If

necessary, confirm the presence of hydric soil by
examining the soil for appropriate field indicators.

{Note: Hydrophytic vegetation is assumed to be
present under these conditions, i.e., undrained
hydric soil, so vegetation does not need to be
examined. Moreover, hydrophytic vegetation
should be obvious in these situations.) Areas lack-

ing obvious indicators of wetland hydrology must
be funher examined, so proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Refine the boundary of areas that

meet the hydric soil criterion. Verify the presence

of hydric soil within the appropriate map units by
digging a number of holes at least 18 inches deep
along the boundary (interface) between hydric soil

units and nonhydric soil units. Compare soil sam-
ples with descriptions in the soil survey report to

see if they are property mapped and look for hydric

soil characteristics or indicators. In this way, the

boundary of areas meeting the hydric soil criterion

is further refined by field observations. In map
units where only part of the unit is hydric (e.g.,

complexes, associations, and inclusions), locate

hydric soil areas on the ground by considering

landscape position and evaluating soil characteris-

tics for hydric soil propenies (indicators). {Note:

Some hydric soils, especially organic soils, have
not been given a series name and are referred to by
common names, such as peat, muck, swamp,
marsh, wet alluvial land, tidal marsh, sulfaquents,

and sulfihemists. These areas are also considered

hydric soil map units. Certain hydric soils are

mapped with nonhydric soils as an association or

complex, while other hydric soils occur as inclu-

sions in nonhydric map units. Only the hydric soil

ponion of these map units should be evaluated for

hydrophytic vegetation in Step 7.) If the area meets

the hydric soil criterion, proceed to Step 5. {Note:

These areas are also considered to have met the

wetiand hydrology criterion.)

Step 5. Determine whether normal environ-

mental conditions are present. Determine whether
normal environmental conditions are present by
considering the following:

1) Is the area presentiy lacking hydrophytic

vegetation or hydrologic indicators due to annual,

seasonal or longterm fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

2) Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators

lacking due to seasonal fluctuation in temperature

(e.g., seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these questions is YES or

uncertain, proceed to the section on problem area

wetland determinations (p. 55). If the answer to

both questions is NO, normal conditions are

assumed to be present, so proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Select representative observation

area(s). Identify one or more observation areas that

represent the area(s) meeting the hydric soil criteri-

on. A representative observation area is one in

which the apparent characteristics (determined vis-

ually) best represent characteristics of the entire

community. Mark the approximate location of the

observation area(s) on the aerial photo. Proceed to

Step 7.

C
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Step 7. Characterize the plant community

within the area(s) meeting the hydric soil criterion.

Visually estimate the percent areal cover of domi-

nant species for the entire plant community. {Note:

Dominant species are the most abundant species in

each stratum, see p. 9.) If dominant species are not

obvious, use one of the other onsite methods. Pro-

ceed to Step 8 or to another method, as appropri-

ate.

Step 8. Record the indicator status of domi-

nant species within each area meeting the hydric

soil criterion. Indicator status is obtained from the

interagency Federal list of plants occurring in wet-

lands for the appropriate geographic region.

Record information on an appropriate data form.

Proceed to Step 9.

Step 9. Determine whether wetland is

present or additional analysis is required. If the

estimated percent areal cover of OBL and FACW
species exceeds that of FACU and UPL species,

the area is considered wetland and the wetland-

nonwetland boundary is the line delineated in Step

3. If not, then the point intercept or other sampling

procedures should be performed to do a more rig-

orous analysis of site characteristics.

4.11. Plant Community Assessment
Procedure

Step 1. Scan the entire project area, ifpossi-

ble, or walk, if necessary, and identify plant com-

munity types present. In identifying communities,

pay panicular attention to changes in elevation

throughout the site. (CAUTION: In highly variable

sites, such as ridge and swale complexes, be sure

to stratify properly.) If possible, sketch the approx-

imate location of each plant community on a base

map, an aerial photograph of the project area, or a

county soil survey map and label each community

with an appropriate name. (Note: For large homo-

geneous wetlands, especially marshes dominated

by herbaceous plants and shrub bogs dominated by

low-growing shrubs, it is usually not necessary to

walk the entire project area. In these cases, one can

often see for long distances and many have organic

mucky soils that can be extremely difficult to walk

on. Forested areas, however, will usually require a

walk through the entire project area.)

In examining the project area, are any significantly

^ disturbed areas observed? If YES, identify their

limits for they should be evaluated separately for

wetiand determination purpose (usually after evalu-

ating undismrbed areas). Refer to the section on

disturbed areas (p. 50) to evaluate the altered char-

acteristic(s) (i.e., vegetation, soils, or hydrology);

then return to this method to continue evaluating

characteristics not altered. Keep in mind that if at

any time during this determination one or more of

these three characteristics are found to have been

significandy altered, the disturbed area procedures

should be followed. If the area is not significantly

dismrbed, proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Determine whether normal environ-

mental conditions are present. Determine whether

normal environmental conditions are present for

each plant community by considering the follow-

ing:

1) Is the area presently lacking hydrophytic

vegetation or hydrologic indicators due to annual,

seasonal or long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

2) Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators

lacking due to seasonal fluctuations in temperature

(e.g., seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these questions is YES or

uncertain, proceed to the section on problem area

wetland determinations (p. 55). If the answer to

both questions is NO, normal conditions are

assumed to be present, so proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Select representative observation

area(s). Select one or more representative observa-

tion areas within each community type. A represen-

tative observation area is one in which the apparent

characteristics (determined visually) best represent

characteristics of the entire community. Mark the

approximate location of the observation areas on

the base map or photo. Proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Characterize each plant community

in the project area. Within each plant community

identified in Step 1, visually estimate the dominant

plant species for each vegetative stratum in the rep-

resentative observation areas and record them on an

appropriate data form. Vegetative strata may
include tree, sapling, shrub, herb, woody vine,

and bryophyte strata (see glossary for definitions).

A separate form must be completed for each plant

community identified for wetland determination
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purposes. (Note: Dominant species are those spe-

cies in each stratum that, when ranked in decreas-

ing order of abundance and cumulatively totaled,

immediately exceed 50 percent of the total domi-
nance measure for that stratum, plus any additional

plant species comprising 20 percent or more of the

total dominance measure for the stratum.) After

identifying dominants within each vegetative stra-

tum, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Record the indicator status of domi-

nant species in all strata. Indicator status is

obtained from the interagency Federal list of plants

occurring in wedands for the appropriate geograph-

ic region. Record indicator status for all dominant

plant species on a data form. Proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Determine whether the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is met. When more than 50 per-

cent of the dominant species in each community
type have an indicator status of OBL, FACW, and/

or FAC, the vegetation is hydrophytic. Complete
the vegetation section of the data form. Portions of

the project area failing this test are usually not wet-

lands, although under certain circumstances they

may have hydrophytic vegetation (follow the prob-

lem area wetland determination procedures on p.

55). If hydrophytic vegetation is present, proceed

to Step 7.

Step 7. Determine whether soils must be
characterized. Examine vegetative data collected for

each plant community (in Steps 5 and 6) and identi-

fy any plant community where: (1) all dominant
species have an indicator status of OBL, or (2) all

dominant species have an indicator status of OBL
and FACW and the wetland boundary is abrupt.

For these communities, hydric soils are assumed to

be present and do not need to be examined; proceed

to Step 9. Plant communities lacking the above
characteristics must have soils examined; proceed

to Step 8.

Step 8. Determine whether the hydric soil

criterion is met. Locate the observation area on a

county soil survey map, if possible, and determine

the soil map unit delineation for the area. Using a

soil auger, probe, or spade, make a hole at least 18

inches deep at the representative location in each
plant community type. Examine soil characteristics

and compare if possible to soil descriptions in the

county soil survey report. If soil colors match
those described for hydric soil, then record data

and proceed to Step 9. If not, then check for hydric

soil indicators below the A-horizon (surface layer)

and within 18 inches for organic soils and for min-

eral soils with low permeability rates (<6.0 inches/ A
hour), within 12 inches for coarse-textured (sandy)

"

mineral soils with high permeability rates (>6.0

inches/hour), and within 6 inches for somewhat
poorly drained soils. {Note: If the A-horizon

extends below the designated depth, look immedi-

ately below the A-horizon for signs of hydric soil.)

Are hydric soil indicators present (see pp. 13-15)?

If so, list indicators present on an appropriate data

form and proceed to Step 9. If soil has been

plowed or otherwise altered, which may have elim-

inated these indicators, proceed to the section on

disturbed areas (p. 50). If field indicators are not

present, but available information verifies that the

hydric soil criterion is met, then the soil is" hydric.

Complete the soils section on the appropriate data

sheet. {CAUTION: Become familiar with proble-

matic hydric soils that do not possess good hydric

field indicators, such as red parent material soils,

some sandy soils, and some floodplain soils, so

that these hydric soils are not misidentified as non-

hydric soils; see the problem area wetiands discus-

sion on p. 55.)

Step 9. Determine whether the wetland

hydrology criterion is met. Examine the area of

each plant community type for indicators of wet- |

land hydrology (see pp. 17-19). The wetland

hydrology criterion is met when:

1) one or more field indicators are present;

or

2) available hydrologic records provide suf-

ficient evidence; or

3) the plant community is dominated by

OBL, FACW and/or FAC species or has a preva-

lence index of less than 3.0, and the area has not

been hydrologically disturbed.

If the area is hydrologically disturbed, proceed to

the section on disturbed areas (p. 50). Record
observations and other evidence on the appropriate

data form. Proceed to Step 10.

Step 10. Make the wetland determination.

Examine data forms for each plant community
identified in the project area. Each community
meeting the hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil,

and wetiand hydrology criteria is considered wet-

land. If all communities meet these tiiree criteria,
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then the entire project area is a wetland. If only a

portion of the project area is wetland, then the wet-

land-nonwetland boundary must be established.

Proceed to Step 11.

Step 11. Determine the wetland-nonwetland
boundary. Where a base map or annotated photo

was prepared, mark each plant community type on
the map or photo with a "W" if wetland or an "N"
if nonwetland Combine all "W" types into a single

mapping unit, if possible, and all "N" types into

another mapping unit. On the map or photo, the

wetland boundary will be represented by the inter-

face of these mapping units. If flagging the bound-

ary on the ground, the boundary is established by
determining the location where hydrophytic vegeta-

tion and hydric soils give way to nonhydrophytic
vegetation and nonhydric soils. This will often

require sampling a few more holes to better define

the limits of the hydric soils and thereby establish

the limits of hydrophytic vegetation.

Intermediate-level Onsite Determination
Method

4.12. On occasion, a more rigorous sampling
method is required than the routine method to

determine whether hydrophytic vegetation is

present at a given site, especially where the bound-
ary between wetland and nonwetiand is gradual or

indistinct. This circumstance requires more inten-

sive sampling of vegetation and soils than present-

ed in the routine determination method. This meth-

od also may be used for areas greater than five

acres in size or other areas that are highly diverse in

vegetation.

4.13. The intermediate-level onsite determination

method has been developed to provide for more
intensive vegetation sampling than the routine

method. Two optional approaches are presented:

(1) quadrat transect sampling procedure, and (2)

vegetation unit sampling procedure. The former

procedure involves establishing transects within the

project area and sampling plant communities along

the transect within sample quadrats, with soils and

hydrology also assessed as needed in each sample
plot. In contrast, the vegetation unit sampling pro-

cedure offers a different approach for analyzing the

vegetation. First, vegetation units are designated in

the project area and then a meander survey is con-

ducted in each unit where visual estimates of per-

cent areal coverage by plant species are made. Soil

and hydrology observations also are made as

necessary. Boundaries between wetland and non-

wetland are established by examining the transi-

tional gradient between them.

4.14. The following steps should be completed:

Step 1. Locate the limits of the project area

in the field and conduct a general reconnaissance of
the area. Previously the project boundary should

have been determined on aerial photos or maps.

Now appropriate ground reference points need to

be located to insure that sampling will be conducted

in the proper area. In examining the project area,

were any significantiy disturbed areas observed? If

YES, identify their limits for they should be evalu-

ated separately for wetiand determination purposes

(usually after evaluating undisturbed areas). Refer

to the section on disturbed areas (p. 50) to evaluate

the altered characteristic(s) (i.e., vegetation, soils,

or hydrology); then return to this method to contin-

ue evaluating the characteristics not altered. Keep
in mind that if at any time during this determina-

tion, one or more of these three characteristics is

found to have been significantiy altered, the dis-.

turbed areas procedures should be followed. If the

area is not significantiy disturbed, proceed with

Step 2.

Step 2. Decide how to analyze plant commu-
nities within the project area: (1) by selecting repre-

sentative plant communities (vegetation units), or

(2) by sampling along a transect. Discrete vegeta-

tion units may be identified on aerial photographs,

topographic and other maps, and/or by field

inspection. These units will be evaluated for hydro-

phytic vegetation and also for hydric soils and wet-

land hydrology, as necessary. If the vegetation unit

approach is selected, proceed to Step 3. An alterna-

tive approach is to establish transects for identify-

ing plant communities, sampling vegetation and

evaluating other criteria, as appropriate. If the tran-

sect approach is chosen, proceed to Step 4.

Step 3. Identifying vegetation units for sam-

pling. Vegetation units are identified by examining

aerial photographs, topographic maps, NWl maps,

or other materials or, by direct field inspection. All

of the different vegetation units present in the pro-

ject area should be identified. The subject area

should be traversed and different vegetation units

specifically located prior to conducting the sam-

pling.
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Field inspection may refine previously identified

vegetation units, as appropriate. It may be advisa-

ble to divide large vegetation units into subunits for

independent analysis. {CAUTION: In highly varia-

ble terrain, such as ridge and swale complexes, be
sure to stratify properly.) Decide which plant com-
munity to sample first and proceed to Step 7.

Step 4. Establish a baseline for locating

sampling transects. Select as a baseline one project

boundary or a conspicuous feature, such as road,

in the project area. The baseline should be more or

less parallel to the major watercourse through the

area, if present, or perpendicular to the hydrologic

gradient (see Figure 4). Determine the approximate

baseline length. Proceed to Step 5.

BASELINE
SEGMENT

BASELINE
STARTING
POINT

TRAN-
SECT!

STREAM

Rgure 4. General orientation of baseline and

transects (dashed lines) In a hypothetical project

area. The letters "A", "B", "C" and "D" represent

different plant communities. All transects start at the

midpoint of a baseline segment except the first, which

was repositioned to Include community type A.

Step 5. Determine the required number and
position of transects. Use the following to deter-

mine the required number and position of transects

(specific site conditions may necessitate changes in

intervals):

Divide the baseline length by the number of
required transects to establish baseline segments
for sampling. Establish one transect in each result-

Baseline length

Less than one mile

One mile to two miles

Two miles to four miles

Four miles or longer

Number of

Transects

3
3-5

5-8

8 or more*

'Transect intervals should not exceed 0.5 mile.

ing baseline segment (see Figure 4). Use the mid-
point of each baseline segment as a transect starting

point. For example, if the baseline is 1,200 feet in

length, three transects would be establishei one at

200 feet, one at 600 feet, and one at 1,0(X) feet

from the baseline starting point. Make sure that all

plant community types are included within the tran-

sects; this may necessitate relocation of one or

more transect lines or establishing more transects.

Each transect should extend perpendicular to the

baseline (see Figure 4). Once positions of transect

lines are established, go to the beginning of the

first transect and proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Locate sample plots along the tran-

sect. Along each transect, sample plots are esta-

blished within each plant community encountered

to assess vegetation, soils, and hydrology. When
identifying these sample plots, two approaches

may be followed: (1) walk the entire length of the

transect, taking note of the number, type, and loca-

tion of plant communities present (flag the location,

if necessary), and on the way back to the baseline,

identify plots and perform sampling, or (2) identify

plant communities as the transect is walked and
sample the plot at that time ("sample as you go").

The sample plot should be located so it is represen-

tative of the plant community type. When the plant

community type is large and covers a significant

distance along the transect, select an area that is no
closer than 3(X) feet to a perceptible change in plant

community type; mark the center of this area on the

base map or photo and flag the location in the field,

if necessary. {CAUTION: In highly variable ter-

rain, such as ridge and swale complexes, be sure to

stratify properly to ensure best results.) At each

plant community, proceed to Step 7.

Step 7. Determine whether normal environ-

mental conditions are present. Determine whether

normal environmental conditions are present by

considering the following:
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1) Is the area presently lacking hydrophytic
vegetation or hydrologic indicators due to annual,
seasonal, or long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

2) Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators
lacking due to seasonal fluctuations in temperature
(e.g., seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these questions is YES or
uncertain, proceed to the section on problem area
wetland determinations (p. 55), then return to this

method and continue the wetiand determination. If

the answer to both questions is NO, normal condi-
tions are assumed to be present, so proceed to Step
0.

Step 8. Characterize the vegetation of the

vegetation unit or the plant community along the

transect.

If analyzing vegetation units, meander through the

unit making visual estimates of the percent area
covered for each species in the herb, shrub,
sapling, woody vine, and tree strata; alternatively,

for the tree stratum determine basal area using the

Bitterlich method (Dilwonh and Bell 1978; Avery
and Burkhart 1983). Then:

1) Within each stratum determine and record
the cover class of each species and its correspond-
ing midpoint. The cover classes (and midpoints)
are: T = <1% (none); 1 = 1-5% (3.0); 2 = 6-15%
(10.5); 3 = 16-25% (20.5); 4 = 26-50% (38.0); 5

= 51-75% (63.0); 6 = 76-95% (85.5); 7 = 96-

100% (98.0).

2) Rank the species within each stratum
according to their midpoints. (Note: If two or more
species have the same midpoints and the same or

essentially the same recorded percent areal cover,
rank them equal; use absolute areal cover values as

a tie-breaker only if they are obviously different.)

3) Sum the midpoint values of all species

within each stratum.

4) Multiply the total midpoint values for

each stratum by 50 percent. (Note: This number
represents the dominance threshold number and is

used to determine dominant species.)

5) Compile the cumulative total of the

ranked species in each stratum until 50 percent of

the sum of the midpoints (i.e., the dominance
threshold number), for the herb, woody vine,

shrub, sapling, and tree strata (or alternatively

basal area for trees) is immediately exceeded. All

species contributing areal cover or basal area to the

50 percent threshold are considered dominants,
plus any additional species representing 20 percent

or more of the total cover class midpoint values for

each stratum or the basal area for tree stratum.

(Note: If the threshold is reached by two or more
equally ranked species, consider them all domi-
nants, along with any higher ranked species. If all

species are equally ranked, consider them all domi-
nants.)

6) Record all dominant species on an appro-

priate data sheet and list indicator status of each.

Proceed to Step 9.

If using the transect approach, sample vegetation in

each stratum (e.g., tree, shrub, herb, etc.) occur-

ring in the sample plots using the following quadrat

sizes: (1) a 5-foot radius for bryophytes and herbs,

and (2) a 30-foot radius for trees, saplings, shrubs,

and woody vines. Plot size and shape may be
changed as necessary to meet site conditions.

Determine dominant species for each stratum by
estimating one or more of the following as appro-

priate: (1) relative basal area (trees); (2) areal cover

(trees, saplings, shrubs, herbs, woody vines, and
bryophytes); or (3) stem density (shrubs, saplings,

herbs, and woody vines). (Note: Dominant species

within each stratum are the most abundant plant

species that when ranked in descending order of

abundance and cumulatively totaled immediately
exceed 50 percent of the total dominance measure
for the stratum, plus any additional species com-
prising 20 percent or more of the total dominance
measure.) Record all dominant species on an

appropriate data sheet and list the indicator status of

each. Proceed to Step 9.

Step 9. Determine whether the hydrophytic
vegetation criterion is met. When more than 50 per-

cent of the dominant species in the vegetation unit

or sample plot have an indicator status of OBL,
FACW, and/or FAC, hydrophytic vegetation is

present. If the vegetation fails to be dominated by
these types of species, the unit or plot is usually

not wetland. However, this vegetation unit or plot

may constitute hydrophytic vegetation under certain

circumstances (refer to the disturbed areas or prob-

lem area wedand determination sections on pp. 50-

59). If hydrophytic vegetation is present, proceed
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to Step 10 after completing the vegetation section

of the data sheet.

Step 10. Determine whether soils must be
characterized. Examine vegetative data collected for

the vegetation unit or plot (in Steps 8 and 9) and
identify any units or plots where: (1) all dominant
species have an indicator status of OBL, or (2) all

dominant species have an indicator status of OBL
and FACW, and the wetland boundary is abrupt.

For these units or plots, hydric soils are assumed
to be present and do not need to be examined; pro-

ceed to Step 12. Vegetation units or plots lacking

the above characteristics must have soils examined;

proceed to Step 11.

Step 11. Determine whether the hydric soil

criterion is met. Locate the sample plot or vegeta-

tion unit on a county soil survey map if possible,

and determine the soil map unit delineation for the

area. Using a soil auger, probe, or spade, make a

hole at least 18 inches deep in the area. {Note: In

applying the vegetation unit approach, one or more
soil samples should be taken.) Examine soil char-

acteristics in the sample plot or vegetative unit and
if possible compare them to soil descriptions in the

county soil survey report. If soil colors match
those described for hydric soil in the repon, then

record data and proceed to Step 12. If not, then

check for hydric soil indicators below the A-
horizon (surface layer) and within 18 inches for

organic soils and poorly and very poorly drained

mineral soils with low permeability rates (<6.0

inches/hour), within 12 inches for poorly and very

poorly drained, coarse- textured (sandy) mineral

soils with high permeability rates (>6.0 inches/

hour), and within 6 inches for somewhat poorly

drained soils. {Note: If the A-horizon extends

below the designated depth, look immediately
below the A-horizon for signs of hydric soil.) Are
hydric soil indicators present (see pp. 13-15)? If

so, list indicators present on data form and proceed
to Step 12. If soil has been plowed or otherwise

altered which may have eliminated these indicators,

proceed to the section on disturbed areas (p. 50),

then return to this method to continue the wedand
determination. If field indicators are not present,

but available information verifies that the hydric

soil criterion is met, then the soil is hydric. Com-
plete the soils section on an appropriate data sheet.

Proceed to Step 12. {CAUTION: Become familiar

with problematic hydric soils that do not possess
good hydric field indicators, such as red parent
materia] soils, some sandy soils, and some flood-

plain soils, so that these hydric soils are not misi-

dentified as nonhydric soils; see the section on
problem area wetlands, p. 55.)

Step 12. Determine whether the wetland
hydrology criterion is met. Examine the sample
plot or vegetation unit for indicators of wetland
hydrology (see pp. 17-19) and review available

recorded hydrologic information. The wetland

hydrology criteria is met when:

1) one or more field indicators are materially

present; or

2) available hydrologic records provide

necessary evidence; or

3) the plant community is dominated by
OBL, FACW, and/or FAC species, and the area's

hydrology is not significantly disturbed.

If the area's hydrology is significantly disturbed,

proceed to the section on disturbed areas (p. 50).

Record observations and other evidence on an

appropriate data form. Proceed to Step 13.

Step 13. Make the wetland determination for

the plant community or vegetation unit. Examine
the data forms for the plant community (sample

plot) or vegetation unit. When the community or

unit meets the hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil,

and wetland hydrology criteria, the area is consid-

ered wetland. Complete the summary data sheet;

proceed to Step 14 when continuing to sample the

transect or other vegetation units, or to Step 15

when determining a boundary between wedand and

nonwetland plant communities or units. {Note:

Before going on, double check all data sheets to

ensure that the forms are completed properly.)

Step 14. Sample other plant communities

along the transect or other vegetation units. Repeat

Steps 6 through 13 for all remaining plant commu-
nities along the transect if following transect

approach, or repeat Steps 7 through 13 at the next

vegetation unit. When sampling is completed for

this transect, proceed to Step 15, or when sampling

is completed for all vegetation units, proceed to

Step 16.

Step 15. Determine the wetland-nonwetland

boundary point along the transect. When the tran-

sect contains both wedand and nonwedand plant

communities, then a boundary must be established.
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Proceed along the transect from the wetland plot

toward the nonwetland plot. Look for the occur-

rence of UPL species, the appearance of nonhydric

soil types, subtle changes in hydrologic indicators,

and/or slight changes in topography. When such

features are noted, establish a new sample plot and

repeat Steps 8 through 13. {Note: New data sheets

must be completed for this new plot.) If this area is

a nonwetland, move halfway back along the tran-

sect toward the last documented wedand plot and

repeat Steps 8 through 13, varying plot size as

appropriate. Condnue this procedure until the wet-

land-nonwetland boundary point is found. It is not

necessary to complete new data sheets for all inter-

mediate points, but data sheets should be complet-

ed for each plot immediately adjacent to the wet-

land-nonwedand boundary point (i.e., data sheets

for each side of the boundary). Mark the posirion

of the wetland boundary point on the base map or

photo and stake or flag the boundary in the field, as

necessary. Continue along the transect until the

boundary points between all wetland and nonwet-

land plots have been established. {CAUTION: In

areas with a high interspersion of wedand and non-

wetland plant communities, several boundary

determinarions will be required.) When all wedand

determinations along this transect have been com-

pleted, proceed to Step 17.

Step 16. Determine the wetland-nonwetland

boundary between adjacent vegetation units.

Review all completed copies of the data sheets for

each vegetation unit. Identify each unit as either

wedand (W) or nonwedand (N). When adjacent

vegetation units contain bodi wedand and nonwet-

land communities, a boundary must be established.

Walk the interface between the two units from the

wedand unit toward the nonwedand unit and look

for changes in vegetation, soils, hydrologic indica-

tors, anchor elevation. As a general rule, at 100-

foot intervals or whenever changes in die vegeta-

tion unit's characteristics are noted, establish a new

observation area and repeat Steps 8 through 13.

{Note: New data sheets must be completed for diis

new area.) If this area is nonwedand, move back

down the gradient about halfway back toward the

wedand unit and make additional observations

along the interface until wetland is identified.

{Note: Soils often are more useful dian vegetation

in establishing the wetland-nonwedand boundary,

particularly if there is no obvious vegetation break

or when FAC plant species dominate two adjacent

vegetation units.) At each designated boundary

point, complete data sheets for areas immediately

upslope and downslope of the wedand-nonwedand

boundary (i.e., one set for the wedand unit and one

for the nonwedand unit), record the distance and

compass directions between the boundary points

and their respective pair of soil samples. Mark the

position of the wetland boundary point on the base

map or photo and stake or flag die boundary in the

field, as necessary. Based on observations along

the interface, identify a host of boundary points

between each wedand unit and nonwedand unit.

Repeat this step for all adjacent vegetation units of

wedand and nonwedand. When wedand boundary

points between all adjacent wetland and nonwet-

land units have been established, proceed to Step

18.

Step 17. Sample other transec-ts and make

wetland determinations along each. Repeat Steps 5

through 15 for each remaining transect. When wet-

land boundary points for all transects have been

established, proceed to Step 18.

Step 18. Determine the wetland-nonwetland

boundary for the entire project area. Examine all

completed copies of die data sheets, and mark the

location of each plant community type along the

transect on die base map or photo, when used.

{Note: This has already been done for the vegeta-

tion unit approach.) Identify each plant community

as eidier wedand (W) or nonwedand (N), if it has

not been done previously. If all plant communities

are wedands, dien die entire project area is wet-

land. If all communities are nonwedands, then the

entire project area is nonwedand. If both wedands

and nonwedands are present, identify die boundary

points on die base map and connect diese points on

the map by generally following contour tines to

separate wedands from nonwetlands. Confirm this

boundary by walking the contour tines between the

transects or vegetation units, as appropriate.

Should anomaUes be encountered, it will be neces-

sary to establish short transects in these areas to

refine die boundary; make any necessary adjust-

ments to die boundary on die base map and/or on

the ground. It also may be wordiwhile to flag these

boundary points, especially when marking the

boundary for subsequent surveying by engineers.

Comprehensive Onsite Determination

Method

4.15. The comprehensive determination method is

the most detailed, complex, and labor-intensive
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approach of the three recommended types of onsite

determinations. It is usually reserved for highly

complicated and/or large project areas, and/or when
the determination requires rigorous documentation.

Due to the latter situation, this type of onsite deter-

mination may be used for areas of any size.

4.16. In applying this method, a team of experts,

including a wetland ecologist and a qualified soil

scientist, is often needed, especially when rigorous

documentation of plants and soils are required. It

is, possible, however, for a highly trained wetland

boundary specialist to singly apply this method.

4.17. Two alternative approaches of the compre-
hensive onsite determination method are presented:

(1) quadrat sampling procedure and (2) point inter-

cept sampling procedure. The former approach
establishes quadrats or sampling areas in the project

site along transects, while the latter approach
involves a frequency analysis of vegetation at sam-
pling points along transects. The point intercept

sampling procedure requires that the limits of

hydric soils be established prior to evaluating the

vegetation. In many cases, soil maps are available

to meet this requirement, but in other cases a quali-

fied soil scientist may need to inventory the soils

before applying this method. The quadrat sampling
procedure, which involves identifying plant com-
munities along transects and analyzing vegetation,

soils, and hydrology within sample plots (quad-

rats), may be the preferred approach when soil

maps are unavailable or the individual is more
familiar with plant identification.

Quadrat Sampling Procedure

4.18. Prior to implementing this determination

procedure, read the sections of this manual that dis-

cuss disturbed area and problem area wetland deter-

mination procedures (pp. 50-59); this information

is often relevant to project areas requiring a com-
prehensive determination.

Step \. Locate the limits of the project area
in the field. Previously, the project boundary
should have been determined on aerial photos or

maps. Now appropriate ground reference points

need to be located to ensure that sampling will be

conducted in the proper area. Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Stratify the project area into different

plant community types. Delineate the locations of

these types on aerial photos or base maps and label

each community with an appropriate name. (CAU-
TION: In highly variable terrain, such as ridge and
swale complexes, be sure to stratify properly to

ensure best results.) In evaluating the subject area,

were any significantly disturbed areas observed? If

YES, identify their limits for they should be evalu-

ated separately for wetiand determination purposes

(usually after evaluating undisturbed areas). Refer

to the section on disturbed areas (p. 50) to evaluate

the altered characteristic(s) (i.e., vegetation, soils,

and/or hydrology); then return to this method to

continue evaluating the characteristics not altered.

Keep in mind that if at any time during this determi-

nation, it is found that one or more or these three

characteristics have been significantly altered, the

disturbed areas wetland determination procedures

should be followed. If the area is not significantly

disturbed, proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Establish a baselinefor locating sam-

pling transects. Select as a baseline one project

boundary or a conspicuous feature, such as a road,

in the project area. The baseline ideally should be

more or less parallel to the major watercourse

through the area, if present, or perpendicular to the

hydrologic gradient (see Figure 5). Determine the

approximate baseline length and record its origin,

length, and compass heading in a field notebook.

When a limited number of transects are planned, a

baseline may not be necessary provided there are

sufficient fixed points (e.g., buildings, walls, and
fences) to serve as starting points for the transects.

Proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Determine the required number and
position of transects. The number of transects

necessary to adequately characterize the site will

vary due to the area's size and complexity of habi-

tats. In general, it is best to divide the baseline into

a number of equal segments and randomly select a

point within each segment to begin a transect (see

Figure 5).

Use the following as a guide to determine the

appropriate number of baseline segments:
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Baseline

Length

(ft)

<1,0G0

^1,000-5,000
^5,000- 10,000

>10.000*

Number
of

Segments

3

5

7

variable

Baseline

Segment
(ft)

18-333
200-1,000
700-1,400

2,000

*If the baseline exceeds five miles, baseline seg-

ments should be 0.5 mile in length.

BASELINE
SEGMENT

TRANSECT
STARTING
POINT

BASELINE
STARTING
POINT

STREAM

Figure 5. General orientation of baseline and

transects in a hypothetical project area. The letters

"A", "B", "C", and "D" represent different plant

communities. Transect positions were determined

using a random numbers table.

Use a random numbers table or a calculator with a

random numbers generation feature to determine

the position of a transect starting point within each

baseline segment. For example, when the baseline

is 4,000 feet, the number of baseline segments will

be five, and each baseline segment length will be

800 feet (4,000/5). Locate the first transect within

the first 800 feet of the baseline. If the random
numbers table yields 264 as the distance from the

baseline starting point, measure 264 feet from the

baseline starting point and establish the staning

point of the first transect. If the second random
number selected is 530, the starting point of the

second transect will be located at a distance of

1,330 feet (800 + 530) from the baseline starting

point. Record the location of each transect in a field

notebook. When a fixed point such as a stone wall

is used as a starting point, be sure to record its

position also. Make sure that each plant community

type is included in at least one transect; if not,

modify the sampling design accordingly. When the

starting points for all required transects have been

located, go to the beginning of the fu^t transect and

proceed to Step 5. »

Step 5. Identify sample plots along the tran-

sect. Along each transect, sample plots may be

established in two ways: (1) within each plant

community encountered {the plant community tran-

sect sampling approach); or (2) at ftxed intervals

{the fixed interval transect sampling approach);

these plots will be used to assess vegetation, soils,

and hydrology.

When employing the plant community transect

sampling approach, two techniques for identifying

sample plots may be followed: (1) walk the entire

length of the transect, taking note of the number,

type, and location of plant communities present

(flag the locations, if necessary) and on the way
back to the baseline, record the length of the tran-

sect, identify sample plots and perform sampling;

or (2) identify plant communities as the transect is

walked, sample the plot at that time ("sample as

you go"), and record the length of the transect

When conducting the fixed interval transect sam-

pling approach, establish sample plots along each

transect using the following as a guide:



from the baseline, begin the first plot in the non-
wetland at approximately 300 feet from the point

where the nonwetland begins to intergrade into a

potential wetland community type. Keep in mind
that additional plots will be required to determine
the wedand-nonwetland boundary between fixed

points. In large areas having a mosaic of plant

communities, one transect may contain several wet-

land boundaries.

If obstacles such as a body of water or impenetra-
ble thicket prevent access tlirough the length of the

transect, access from the opposite side of the pro-

ject area may be necessary to complete the transect;

take appropriate compass reading and location data.

At each sample plot (i.e., plant community or fixed

interval area), proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Determine whether normal environ-

mental conditions are present. Determine whether
normal environmental conditions are present by
considering the following:

1) Is the area presentiy lacking hydrophyric
vegetation or hydrologic indicators due to annual,

seasonal or long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

2) Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators

lacking due to seasonal fluctuations in temperature
(e.g., seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these questions is YES or
uncertain, proceed to the section on problem area
wedand determinations (p. 55). If the answer to

both questions is NO, normal conditions are

assumed to be present Proceed to Step 7 when fol-

lowing the plant community transect approach. If

following the fixed interval approach, go to the

appropriate fixed point along the transect and pro-

ceed to Step 8.

Step 7. Locate a sample plot in the plant
community type encountered. Choose a representa-

tive location along the transect in this plant commu-
nity. Select an area that is no closer than 50 feet

from the baseline or from any perceptible change in

the plant community type. Mark the center of the

sample plot on the base map or photo and flag the

point in the field. Additional sample plots should
be established within the plant community at 3(X)-

foot intervals along the transect or sooner if a dif-

ferent plant community is encountered. (Note: In

large-sized plant communities, a sampling interval

larger than 300 feet may be appropriate, but try to

use 300-foot intervals first.) Proceed to Step 8.

Step 8. iMy out the boundary of the sample
plot. A circular sample plot with a 30-foot radius

should be established. (Note The size and shape of

the plot may be changed to match local conditions.)

At the flagged center of the plot, use a compass to

divide the circular plot into four equal sampling
units at 90°, 180°, 270°, and 360°. Mark the outer

points of the plot with flagging. Proceed to Step 9.

Step 9. Characterize the vegetation and
determine dominant species within the sample plot.

Sample the vegetation in each layer or stratum (i.e.,

tree, sapling, shrub, herb, woody vine, and bryo-

phyte) within the plot using the following proce-

dures for each vegetative stratum and enter data on
appropriate data sheet (see Appendix B for exam-
ples of data sheet):

\) Herb stratum

A) Sample this stratum using corresponding

approach:

(1) Plant community transect sampling

approach:

(a) Select one of the following designs:

(i) Eight (8) - 8" x 20" sample
quadrats (two for each sampling
unit within the circular plot); or

(ii) Four (4) - 20" x 20" sample
quadrats ( one for each sample

unit within the plot); or

(iii) Four (4) - 40" x 40" sample

quadrats (one for each sample
unit).

{Note: Alternate shapes of sample quad-

rats are acceptable provided they are

similar in area to those listed above.)

(b) Randomly toss the quadrat frame

into the understory of the appropri-

ate sample unit of the plot.

(c) Record percent areal cover of each

plant species.

f
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(d) Repeat (b) and (c) as required by

the sampling scheme.

(e) Construct a species area curve (see

example, Appendix C) for the plot to determine

whether the number of quadrats sampled sufficient-

ly represent the vegetation in the stratum; the num-

ber of samples necessary corresponds to the point

at which the curve levels off horizontally; if neces-

sary, sample additional quadrats within the plot

until the curve levels off.

(f) For each plant species sampled, deter-

mine the average percent areal cover by summing

the percent area! cover for all sample quadrats with-

in the plot and dividing by the total number of

quadrats (see example. Appendix C). Proceed to

substep B below.

(2) Fixed interval sampling approach:

(a) Place one (1) - 40" x 40" sample

quadrat centered on the transect

point.

(b) Determine percent areal coverage for

each species. Proceed to substep B
below.

B) Rank plant species by their average percent

areal cover, beginning with the most abundant spe-

cies.

C) Sum the percent cover (fixed interval sam-

pling approach) or average- percent cover (plant

community transect sampling approach).

D) Determine the dominance threshold number -

the number at which 50 percent of the total domi-

nance measure (i.e., total cover) for the stratum is

represented by one or more plant species when

ranked in descending order of abundance (i.e.,

firom most to least abundant).

E) Sum the cover values for the ranked plant

species beginning with the most abundant until the

dominance threshold number is immediately

exceeded; these species contributing to surpassing

the threshold number are considered dominants,

plus any additional species representing 20 percent

or more of the total cover of the stratum; denote

dominant species with an asterisk on the appropri-

ate data form.

F) Designate the indicator status of each domi-

nant.

2) Bryophyte stratum (mosses, homed liverworts,

and true liverworts): Bryophytes may be sampled

as a separate stratum in certain wedands, such as

shrub bogs, moss-lichen wedands, and the wetter

wooded swamps, where they are abundant and rep-

resent an important component of the plant commu-

nity. If treated as a separate stratum, follow the

same procedures as listed for herb stratum. In

many wetlands, however, bryophytes are not abun-

dant and should be included as part of the herb stra-

tum.

3) Shrub stratum (woody plants usually between 3

and 20 feet tall, including multi-stemmed, bushy

shrubs and small trees below 20 feet):

A) Determine the percent areal cover of shrub

species within the entire plot by walking through

the plot, lisring all shrub species and estimating the

percent areal cover of each species.

B) Indicate the appropriate cover class (T and 1

through 7) and its corresponding midpoints (shown

in parentheses) for each species: T = <1% cover

(None); 1 = 1-5% (3.0); 2 = 6-15% (10.5); 3 = 16-

25% (20.5); 4 = 26-50% (38.0); 5 = 51-75%

(63.0); 6 = 76-95% (85.5); 7 = 96-100% (98.0).

C) Rank shrub species according to their mid-

points, from highest to lowest midpoint;

D) Sum the midpoint values of all shrub spe-

cies.

E) Determine the dominance threshold number

-

the number at which 50 percent of the total domi-

nance measure (i.e., cover class midpoints) for the

stratum is represented by one or more plant species

when ranked in descending order of abundance

(i.e., from most to least abundant).

F) Sum the midpoint values for the ranked

shrub species, beginning with the most abundant,

until the dominance threshold number is immediate-

ly exceeded; these species are considered domi-

nants, plus any additional species representing 20

percent or more of the total midpoint values of the

stratum; identify dominant species (e.g., with an

asterisk) on the appropriate data form.
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G) Designate the indicator status of each domi-

nant.

4) Sapling stratum (young or small trees greater

than or equal to 20 feet tall and with a diameter at

breast height less than 5 inches): Follow the same
procedures as listed for the shrub stratum or the

tree stratum (i.e., plot sampling technique), which-

ever is preferred.

5) Woody vine stratum (climbing or twining

woody plants): Follow the same procedures as list-

ed for the shrub stratum.

6) Tree stratum (woody plants greater than or equal

to 20 feet tall and with a diameter at breast height

equal to or greater than 5 inches). Two alternative

approaches are offered for characterizing the tree

stratum:

A) Plot sampling technique

This technique involves establishing a sam-

ple unit within the 30-foot radius sample plot and

determining the basal area of the trees by individual

and by species. Basal area for individual trees can

be measured directly by using a basal area tape or

indirectly by measuring diameter at breast height

(dbh) with a diameter tape and converting diameter

to basal area using the formula A = 7td2/4 (where A

= basal area, % = 3.1416, and d = dbh). This tech-

nique may be preferred to the plotless technique if

only one person is performing a comprehensive

determination.

The plot technique involves the following

steps:

(1) Locate and mark, if necessary, a sample

unit (plot) with a radius of 30 feet, or change the

shape of the plot to match topography. (Note: A
larger sampling unit may be required when o-ees are

large and widely spaced.)

(2) Identify each tree, within the plot, meas-

ure its basal area (using a basal area tape) or meas-

ure its dbh (using a diameter tape) and compute its

basal area, then record data on the data form.

(3) Calculate the total basal area for each tree

species by summing the basal area values of all

individual trees of each species.

(4) Rank species according to their total

basal area, in descending order from largest basal

area to lowest.

(5) Calculate the total basal area value of all

trees in the plot by summing the total basal area for

all species.

(6) Determine the dominant trees species;

dominant species are those species (when ranked in

descending order and cumulatively totaled) that

immediately exceed 50 percent of the total basal

area value for the plot, plus any addidonal species

comprising 20 percent or more of the total basal

area of the plot; record the dominant species on the

appropriate data form.

(7) Designate the indicator status of each

dominant (i.e., OBL, FACW, FAC, FACU, or

UPL).

B) Plotless Sampling Technique

This technique involves determining basal

area by using a basal area factor (BAF) prism (e.g.,

BAF 10 for the East) or an angle gauge to identify

individual trees to measure diameter at breast height

(dbh) or basal area. This approach is plotless in that

trees within and beyond the 30-foot radius plot are

recorded depending on their dbh and distance from

the sampling point.

(1) Standing near the center of the 30-foot

radius plot, hold the prism or angle gauge directly

over the center of the plot at a constant distance

from the eye and record all trees by species that are

"sighted in," while rotating 360° in one direction.

{Note: Trees with multiple trunks below 4.5 feet

should be counted as two or more trees if all trunks

are "sighted in." If trunks split above 4.5 feet,

count as one tree if "sighted in." Sighting level

should approximate 4.5 feet above the ground.

With borderline trees, every other tree of a given

species should be tallied.)

(2) Measure the dbh of all "sighted in" trees.

{Note: This should be done as trees are sighted.)

(3) Compute basal area for each tree. {Note:

When dbh was measured, apply the formula A =

Kd-/4, where A = basal area, K = 3.1416, and d =

dbh. To expedite this calculation, use a hand calcu-

lator into which the following conversion factor is
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stored - 0.005454 for diameter data in inches or

0.78535 in feet. Basal area in square feet of an

individual tree can be obtained by squaring the tree

diameter and multiplying by the stored conversion

factor.)

(4) Sum the basal areas for individual trees

by species, then rank tree species by their total

basal area values.

(5) Determine the dominance threshold num-

ber by summing the basal areas of all tree species

(total basal area for the "plot") and multiplying by

50 percent

(6) Sum the basal area values for the ranked

tree species, beginning with the largest value, until

the dominance threshold number is immediately

exceeded; all species contributing to surpassing the

threshold number are considered dominants, plus

any species representing 20 percent or more of the

total basal area for the "plot" {Note: If it is felt that

a representative sample of the trees has not been

obtained from one tally, additional tallies can be

obtained by moving perpendicular from the center

of the plot to another area.) Denote dominant spe-

cies with an asterisk on the appropriate data form.

(7) Designate the indicator status of each

dominant (i.e., OBL, FACW, FAC, FACU, or

UPL).

After determining the dominants for each stratum,

proceed to Step 10.

Step 10. Determine whether the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is met. When more than 50 per-

cent of the dominant species in the sample plot

have an indicator status of OBL, FACW, and/or

FAC, hydrophytic vegetation is present. Complete

the vegetation section of the summary data sheet. If

the vegetation fails to be dominated by these types

of species, the plot is usually not a wetland, how-

ever, it may constitute hydrophytic vegetation

under certain circumstances (see the problem area

wetland discussion, p. 55). If hydrophytic vegeta-

tion is present, proceed to Step 1 1.

Step 1 1. Determine whether the hydric soil

criterion is met. Locate the sample plot on a county

soil survey map, if possible, and determine the soil

map unit delinearion for the plot. Using a soil aug-

er, probe, or spade, make a soil hole at least 18

inches deep (2-3 feet to best characterize most

soils) in the sample plot. Examine the soil charac-

teristics and compare if possible to soil descriptions

in the soil survey report. If soil colors match those

described for hydric soil in the repon, then record

data and proceed to Step 12. If not, then check for

hydric soil indicators below the A-horizon (surface

layer) and within 18 inches for organic soils and

poorly drained and very poorly drained mineral

soils with low permeability rates (<6.0 inches/

hour), within 12 inches for coarse-textured poorly

drained and very poorly drained mineral soils with

high permeability rates (>6.0 inches/hour) and

within 6 inches for somewhat pooriy drained soils.

(Note: If the A-horizon extends below the designat-

ed depth, look immediately below the A-horizon

for signs of hydric soil.) If hydric soil indicators

are present (see pp. 13-15), list indicators present

on data form and proceed to Step 12. If the soil has

been plowed or otherwise altered, which may have

eliminated these indicators, proceed to the section

on disturbed areas (p. 50). If field indicators are

not present, but available information verifies that

the hydric soil criterion is met, then the soil is

hydric.

Complete the soils section on an appropriate data

sheet. (CAUTION: Become familiar with proble-

matic hydric soils that do not possess good hydric

field indicators, such as red parent material soils,

some sandy soils, and some floodplain soils, so

that these hydric soils are not misidentified as non-

hydric soils; see the section on problem area wet-

lands, p. 55.)

Step 12. Determine whether the wetland

hydrology criterion is met. Examine the sample

plot for indicators of wetland hydrology (see pp.

17-19) and review available recorded hydrologic

information. If one or more indicators of wetland

hydrology are materially present in the plot, then

the wetland hydrology criterion is met. Available

hydrologic data may also verify this criterion.

Record observations on the appropriate data form

and proceed to Step 13. If no such indicators or

evidence exist, then wetland hydrology does not

occur at the plot; complete the hydrology section on

the data sheet

Step 13. Make the wetland determination for

the sample plot. Examine the data forms for the

plot. When the plot meets the hydrophytic vegeta-

tion, hydric soil, and wetland hydrology criteria, it

is considered wetland. Complete the summary data

sheet; proceed to Step 14 when continuing to sam-
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pie transects, or to Step 15 when determining a

boundary between wetland and nonwetland sample

plots. {Note: Double check all data sheets to ensure

that they are completed properly before going to

another plot)

Step 14. Take other samples along the tran-

sect. Repeat Steps 5 through 13, as appropriate.

When sampling is completed for this transect pro-

ceed to Step 15.

Step 15. Determine the wetland-nonwetland

boundary point along the transect. When the tran-

sect contains both wetland and nonwetland plots,

then a boundary must be established. Proceed

along the transect from the wetland plot toward the

nonwetland plot. Look for the occurrence of

upland species, the appearance of nonhydric soil

types, subtle changes in hydrologic indicators, and/

or slight changes in topography. When such fea-

tures are noted, establish a new sample plot and

repeat Steps 8 through 12. (Note: New data sheets

must be completed for this new sample plot.) If

this area is a nonwetland, move halfway back

along the transect toward the last documented wet-

land plot and repeat Steps 8 through 12, varying

plot size as appropriate. (Note: Soils generally are

more useful than vegetation in establishing the wet-

land-nonwedand boundary, panicularly if there is

no evident vegetation break or when FAC species

dominate two adjacent areas.) Continue this proce-

dure until the wetland-nonwedand boundary point

is found. It is not necessary to complete new data

sheets for all intermediate points, but data sheets

should be completed for each plot immediately

adjacent to the wedand-nonwedand boundary point

(i.e., one set for each side of the boundary). Mark
the position of the wedand boundary point on the

base map or photo and place a surveyor flag or

stake at the boundary point in the field, as neces-

sary. Continue along the transect until the bounda-

ry points between all wedand and nonwedand plots

have been established. (CAUTION: In areas with a

high interspersion of wedand and nonwedand plant

communities, several boundary determinations will

be required.) When all wetland determinations

along this transect have been completed, proceed to

Step 16.

Step 16. Sample other transects and make
wetland determinations along each. Repeat Steps 5

through 15 for each remaining transect When wet-

land boundary points for all transects have been
established, proceed to Step 17.

Step 17. Determine the wetland-nonwedand
boundary for the entire project area. Examine all

completed copies of the data sheets and mark the

location of each plot on the base map or photo.

Identify each plot as either wetland (W) or nonwet-

land (N) on the map or photo. If all plots are wet-

lands, then the entire project area is wetland. If all

plots are nonwetiands, then the entire project area

is nonwedand. If both wedand and nonwedand
plots are present, identify the boundary points on

the base map or on the ground, and connect these

points on the map by generally following contour

lines to separate wetlands from nonwetiands. Con-

firm this boundary on the ground by walking the

contour lines between the transects. Should ano-

malies be encountered, it will be necessary to

establish short transects in these areas to refine the

boundary, apply Step 15, and make any necessary

adjustments to the boundary on the base map and/

or on the ground. It may be wonhwhile to place

surveyor flags or stakes at these boundary points,

especially when marking the boundary for subse-

quent surveying by engineers.

Point Intercept Sampling Procedure

4.19. The point intercept sampling procedure is a

frequency analysis of vegetation used in areas that

may meet the hydric soil and wedand hydrology

criteria (see Part II, p. 5). It involves fu^t identify-

ing areas that may meet the hydric soil and wetland

hydrology criteria within the area of concern and

then refining the boundaries of areas diat meet the

hydric soil criterion. Transects are then established

for analyzing vegetation and determining the pres-

ence of hydrophytic vegetation by calculating a

prevalence index. Sample worksheets and a sample

problem using this mediod are presented in Appen-

dices B and D, respectively.

Step 1. Identify the approximate limits of

areas that may meet the hydric soil criterion within

the area of concern and sketch limits on an aerial

photograph. To help identify these limits use

sources of information such as Agricultural Stabili-

zation and Conservation Service slides, soil sur-

veys, NWI maps, and other maps and photo-

graphs. (Note: This step is more convenient to

perform offsite, but may be done onsite.) Proceed

to Step 2.

r
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Step 2. Scan the areas that may meet the

hydric soil criterion and determine ifdisturbed con-

ditions exist. Are any significantly disturbed areas

present? If YES, identify their limits for they

should be evaluated separately for wetland determi-

nation purposes (usually after evaluating undis-

turbed areas). Refer to the section on disturbed are-

as (p. 50), if necessary, to evaluate the altered

characteristic(s) (vegetation, soils, or hydrology),

then return to this method and continue evaluating

characteristics not altered. {Note: Prior experience

with distxirbed sites may allow one to easily evalu-

ate an altered characteristic, such as when vegeta-

tion is not present in a farmed wedand due to culti-

vation.) Keep in mind that if at any time during this

determination one or more of these three character-

istics is found to have been significantly altered,

the disturbed area wetland determination proce-

dures should be followed. If the area is not signifi-

candy disturbed, proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Scan the areas that may meet the

hydric soil criterion and determine ifobvious signs

of wetland hydrology are present. The wetland

hydrology criterion is met for any area or portion

thereof where, it is obvious or known that the area

is frequently inundated or saturated to the surface

during the growing season. If the above condition

exists, the hydric soil criterion is met for the sub-

ject area and the area is considered wetland. If

necessary, confirm the presence of hydric soil by
examining the soil for appropriate field indicators.

{Note: Hydrophytic vegetation is assumed to be

present under these conditions, i.e., undrained

hydric soil, so vegetation does not need to be

examined. Moreover, hydrophytic vegetation

should be obvious in these situations.) Areas lack-

ing obvious indicators of wedand hydrology must
be further examined, so proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Refine the boundary of areas that

meet the hydric soil criterion. Verify the presence

of hydric soil within the appropriate map units by
digging a number of holes at least 18 inches deep

along the boundary (interface) between hydric soil

units and nonhydric soil units. Compare soil sam-

ples with descriptions in the soil survey repon to

see if they are properly mapped, and look for

hydric soil characteristics or indicators. In this

way, the boundary of areas meeting the hydric soil

criterion is funher refined by field observations. In

map units where only part of the unit is hydric

(e.g., complexes, associations, and inclusions).

locate hydric soil areas on the ground by consider-

ing landscape position and evaluating soil character-

istics for hydric soil properties (indicators). {Note:

Some hydric soils, especially organic soils, have

not been given a series name and are referred to by

common names, such as peat, muck, swamp,
marsh, wet alluvial land, tidal marsh, sulfaquents,

and sulfihemists. These areas are also considered

hydric soil map units. Cenain hydric soils are

mapped with nonhydric soils as an association or

complex, while other hydric soils occur as inclu-

sions in nonhydric soil map units. Only the hydric

soil portion of these map units should be evaluated

for hydrophytic vegetation.) In areas where hydric

soils are not easily located by landscape position

and soil characteristics (morphology), a qualified

soil scientist should be consulted. {CAUTION:
Become familiar with problematic hydric soils that

do not possess good hydric field indicators, such as

red parent material soils, some sandy soils, and

some floodplains soils, so that these hydric soils are

not misidentified as nonhydric soils, see section on

problem area wetiands, p. 55.) {Note: If the project

area does not have a soil map, hydric soil areas

must be determined in the field to use the point

intercept sampling method. Consider landscape

position, such as depressions, drainageways,

floodplains and seepage slopes, and look for field

indicators of hydric soil, then delineate the hydric

soil areas accordingly. If the boundary of the hydric

soil area cannot be readily delineated, one should

use the quadrat sampling procedure on p. 40.)

After establishing the boundary of the area in ques-

tion, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Determine whether normal environ-

mental conditions are present. Determine whether

normal environmental conditions are present by

considering the following:

1) Is the area presentiy lacking hydrophytic

vegetation or hydrologic indicators due to annual,

seasonal, or long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground water levels?

2) Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators

lacking due to seasonal fluctuations in temperature

(e.g., seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these questions is YES or

uncertain, proceed to the section on problem area

wedand determinations (p. 55). If the answer to
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both questions is NO, normal conditions are

assumed to be present. Proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Determine random starting points

and random directions for three 200-foot line tran-

sects in each area that meets or may meet the hydric

soil criterion. {Note: More than three transects may
be required depending on the standard error

obtained for the three transects.) There are many
ways to determine random starting points and ran-

dom transect direction. The following procedures

are suggested:

1) Starting point - Superimpose a grid over

an aerial photo or map of the study area. Assign

numbers (1, 2, 3 ...N) to each vertical and hori-

zontal line on the grid. Starting points for a transect

are selected by using a table for generating random
numbers or other suitable method. The fu^t select-

ed digit represents a line on the horizontal axis; the

second, the vertical axis. The intersection of the

two lines establishes a starting point

2) Transect direction - At a starting point,

spin a pencil or similar pointed object in the air and

let it fall to the ground. The direction that the pencil

is pointing indicates the direction of the transect.

Proceed to Step 7.

Step 7. Lay out the transect in the esta-

blished direction. If the transect crosses the hydric

soil boundary (into the nonhydric soil area), bend
the line back into the hydric soil area by randomly
selecting a new direction for the transect following

the procedure suggested above. Mark the approxi-

mate location of the transect on a base map or aerial

photo. Proceed to Step 8.

Step 8. Record plant data (e.g., species

name, indicator group, and number ofoccurrences)

at interval points along the transect. At the starting

point and at each point on 2-foot intervals along the

transect, record all plants that would intersect an

imaginary vertical line extending through the point.

If this hne has no plants intersecting it (either above
or below the sample point), record nothing.

Identify each plant observed to species (or other

taxonomic category if species cannot be identified),

enter species name on the Prevalence Index Work-
sheet, and record all occurrences of each species

along the transect. For each species listed, identify

its indicator group from the appropriate regional list

of plant species that occur in wetlands (i.e., OBL,

FACW, FAC, FACU, and UPL; see p/5 )• Plant

species not recorded on the lists are assumed to be

upland species. If no regional indicator status and
only one national indicator status is assigned, apply

the national indicator status to the species. If no
regional indicator status is assigned and more than

one national indicator status is assigned, do not use

the species to calculate a prevalence index. If the

plant species is on the list and no regional or nation-

al indicator status is assigned, do not use the spe-

cies to calculate the prevalence index. For a transect

to be validfor a prevalence calculation, at least 80

percent of the occurrences must be plants that have

been identified and placed in an indicator group.

Get help in plant identification if necessary. {Note:

Unidentified plants or plants without indicator stat-

us are recorded but are not used to calculate the

prevalence index.) Proceed to Step 9.

Step 9. Calculate the total frequency of occur-

rencesfor each species (or other taxonomic catego-

ry), for each indicator group ofplants, and for all

plant species observed, and enter on the Prevalence

Index Worksheet. The frequency of occurrences of

a plant species equals the number of times it occurs

at the samphng points along the transect. Proceed to

Step 10.

Step 10. Calculate the prevalence index for the

transect using thefollowingformula:

PIi =

where

Fo + 2Ff^ + 3Ff + 4Ffu + 5Fu

Fo + Ffw + Ff + Ffu + Fu

PIj = Prevalence Index for transect i;

Fq = Frequency of occurrence of obligate wetland

species;

Ff^ = Frequency of occurrence of facultative

wetland species;

Ff = Frequency of occurrence of facultative

species;

Ffu = Frequency of occurrence of facultative

upland species;

Fu = Frequency of occurrence of upland species.

After calculating and recording the prevalence index

for this transect, proceed to Step 11.
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Step 11. Repeat Steps 5 through 10 for two
other transects. After completing the three tran-

sects, proceed to Step 12.

Step 12. Calculate a mean prevalence indexfor
the three transects. To be considered wetland, a

hydric soil area usually must have a mean preva-

lence index (PIm) of less than 3.0. A minimum of

three transects are required in each delineated area

of hydric soil, but enough transects are required so

that the standard error for PIj^ does not exceed

0.20 percent.

Compute the mean prevalence index for the three

transects by using the following formula:

N
where

PIjvI = mean prevalence index for transects;

PI7 = sum of prevalence index values for all

transects;

N = total number of transects.

After computing the mean prevalence index for the

three transects, proceed to Step 13.

Step 13. Calculate the standard deviation (s)for

the prevalence index using the following formula:

(PIi-PIm)2 + (Pl2-PlM)^ + (Pl3-PlM)^

s =

N-1

{Note: See formulas in Steps 8 and 10 for symbol
definitions.)

After performing this calculation, proceed to Step

14.

Step 14. Calculate the standard error (sx) of the

mean prevalence index using thefollowing

formula:

sx =

where

s = standard deviation for the Prevalence Index

N = total number of transects

(Note: The sx cannot exceed 0.20. If sx exceeds

0.20, one or more additional transects are required.

Repeat Steps 6 through 14, as necessary, for each

additional transect.) When sx for all transects does

not exceed 0.20, proceed to Step 15.

Step 15. Record final mean prevalence index

valuefor each hydric soil map unit and make a wet-

land determination. All areas having a mean preva-

lence index of less than 3.0 meet the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion (see p. 5). One should also

look for evidence or field indicators-of wetland

hydrology, especially if there is some question as

to whether the wetland hydrology criterion is met.

If such evidence or indicators are present or the

area's hydrology has not been disturbed, then the

area is considered a wetland. If the area has been

hydrologically disturbed, one must determine

whether the area is effectively drained before mak-

ing a wedand determination (see disturbed area dis-

cussion, p. 50). If the area is effectively drained, it

is considered nonwetiand; if it is not, the wetland

hydrology criterion is met and the area is consid-

ered a wedand.

Areas where the prevalence index value is greater

than or equal to 3.0 (especially greater than 3.5) are

usually not wetiands, but can, on occasion, be wet-

lands. These exceptions are disturbed or problem

area wetiands (see discussion on pp. 50-59) and

funher evaluation of wetiand hydrology must be

undenaken. When the prevalence index falls

between 3.0 and 3.5 (inclusive) in the absence of

significant hydrologic modification, the area is pre-

sumed to meet the wetland hydrology criterion and

is, therefore, wetiand; the plant community is con-

sidered hydrophytic vegetation since the plants are

growing in an undrained hydric soil. If the preva-

lence index of the plant community is greater than

3.5, stronger evidence of wetland hydrology is

required to make a wetiand determination. Walk
through the area of concern and look for field indi-

cators of wetland hydrology. If field observations,

aerial photographs or other reliable sources provide

direct evidence of inundation or soil saturation

within 6, 12, or 18 inches depending on soil

permeability and drainage class for one week or

more during the growing season, or if oxidized
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channels (rhizospheres) are present around living

roots and rhizomes of any plants, or if water-

staip'='d leaves caused by inundation are present,

then uiese areas are considered to meet the wetland

hydrology criteria and are wetlands. If direct evi-

dence or these field indicators are not present, then

one must use best professional judgement to make
the wetland determination. In doing so, one should

review the problem area wetland discussion (p.

55), consider other hydrologic indicators that may
be present (see pp. 17-19), and perhaps even con-

sult with a wetland expert to assist in the determi-

nation.

Disturbed Area and Problem Area Wetland
Determination Procedures

4.20. In the course of field investigations, one
will undoubtedly encounter significantly disturbed

or altered areas, or natural areas where making a

wetland determination is not easy. Disturbed areas

include situations where field indicators of one or

more of the three wetland identification criteria are

obliterated or not present due to recent change. In

contrast, there are other wetlands that, under natu-

ral conditions, are simply difficult to identify, such

as wetlands dominated by FACU species, wetlands

lacking field indicators for one or more of the tech-

nical criteria for wetlands, and wetlands occurring

on difficult to identify hydric soils. These wetlands

are considered problem area wetiands. The follow-

ing sections discuss these difficult, confounding

situations and present procedures for distinguish-

ing wetiands from nonwetiands.

Disturbed Areas

4.21. Disturbed areas have been altered either

recendy or in the past in some way that makes wet-

land identification more difficult than it would be in

the absence of such changes. Disturbed areas

include both wetiands and nonwetiands that have
been modified to varying degrees by human activi-

ties (e.g., filling, excavation, clearing, damming,
and building construction) or by natural events

(e.g., avalanches, mudslides, fu-e, volcanic deposi-

tion, and beaver dams). Such activities and events

change the character of the area often making it dif-

ficult to identify field characteristics of one or more
of tile wetiand identification criteria (i.e., hydro-

phytic vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland
hydrology). Disturbed wetiands include areas sub-

jected to deposition of fill or dredged material.

removal or other alteration of vegetation, conver-

sion to agricultural land and silviculture planta-

tions, and construction of levees, channelization

and drainage systems, and/or dams (e.g., reser-

voirs and beaver dams) that significantiy modify an

area's hydrology. In cases where recent human
activities have caused these changes, it may be

necessary to determine the date of the alteration or

conversion for legal purposes. {Note: If the activity

occurred prior to the effective date of regulation or

other jurisdiction, it may not be necessary to make
a wetiand determination for regulatory purposes.)

In considering the effects of natural events (e.g., a

wetiand buried by a mudslide), the relative perma-

nence of the change and whether the area is still

functioning as a wetiand must be considered.

4.22. In disturbed wetiands, field indicators for

one or more of the three technical criteria for wet-

land identification are usually absent. It may be

necessary to determine whether the "missing" indi-

cator(s) (especially wetland hydrology) existed

prior to alteration. To do this requires review of

aerial photographs, existing maps, and other avail-

able information about the site, and may involve

evaluating a nearby reference site (similar to the

original character of the one altered) for indicator(s)

of the "altered" characteristic.

4.23. When a significantiy disturbed condition is

detected during an onsite determination, the follow-

ing steps should be taken to determine if the "miss-

ing" indicator(s) was present before alteration and

whether the criterion in question was originally

met. Be sure to record findings on the appropriate

data form. After completing the necessary steps

below, return to the applicable step of the onsite

determination method being used and continue

evaluating the site's characteristics.

Step 1. Determine whether vegetation, soils,

and/or hydrology have been significantly altered at

the site. Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Determine whether the "altered" charac-

teristic met the wetland criterion in question prior to

site alteration. Review existing information for the

area (e.g., aerial photos, NWI maps, soil surveys,

hydrologic data, and previous site inspection

reports) contact knowledgeable persons familiar

with the area, and conduct an onsite inspection to

build supportive evidence. The strongest evidence

involves considering all of the above plus evaluat-

ing a nearby reference site (an area similar to the
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one altered before modification) for field indicators

of the three technical criteria for wetland. If a

human activity or natural event altered the vegeta-

tion, proceed to Step 3; the soils, proceed to Step

4; the hydrology, proceed to Step 5.

Step 3. Determine whether hydrophytic vegeta-

tion previously occurred:

1) Describe the type of alteration. Examine
the area and describe the type of alteration that

occurred. Look for evidence of selective harvest-

ing, clearcutting, bulldozing, recent conversion to

agriculture, or other activities (e.g., burning, disc-

ing, the presence of buildings, dams, levees,

roads, and parking lots).

2) Determine the approximate date when the

alteration occurred if necessary. Check aerial pho-

tographs, examine building permits, consult with

local individuals, and review other possible sourc-

es of information.

3) Describe the effects on the vegetation.

Generally describe how the recent activities and
events have affected the plant communities. Con-
sider the following:

A) Has all or a portion of the area been

cleared of vegetation?

B) Has only one layer of the plant com-
munity (e.g., trees) been removed?

C) Has selective harvesting resulted in

the removal of some species?

D) Has the vegetation been burned,

mowed, or heavily grazed?

E) Has the vegetation been covered by
fill, dredged material, or structures?

F) Have increased water levels resulted

in the death of all or some of the vegetation?

4) Determine whether the area had hydro-

phytic vegetation communities. Develop a list of

species that previously occurred at the site from
existing information, if possible, and determine

presence of hydrophytic vegetation. If site-specific

data do not exist, evaluate a neighboring undis-

turbed area (reference site) with characteristics

(i.e., vegetation, soils, hydrology, and topogra-

phy) similar to the area in question prior to its alter-

ation. Be sure to record the location and major
characteristics (vegetation, soils, hydrology, and

topography) of the reference site. Sample the vege-

tation in this reference area using an appropriate

onsite determination method to determine whether

hydrophytic vegetation is present. If hydrophytic

vegetation is present at the reference site, then

hydrophytic vegetation is presumed to have existed"

in the altered area. If no indicators of hydrophytic

vegetation are found at the reference site, then the

original vegetation at the project area is not consid-

ered hydrophytic vegetation. If soils and/or hydrol-

ogy also have been disturbed, then continue Steps

4, 5, and 6 below, as necessary. Otherwise, return

to the applicable step of the onsite determination

method being used. -

Step 4. Determine whether or not hydric soils

previously occurred:

1) Describe the type of alteration. Examine
the area and describe the type of alteration that

occurred. Look for evidence of:

A) deposition of dredged or fill material

or natural sedimentation - In many cases the pres-

ence of fill material will be obvious. If so, it will be

necessary to dig a hole to reach the original soil

(sometimes several feet deep). Fill material will

usually be a different color or texture than the origi-

nal soU (except when fill material has been obtained

from similar areas onsite). Look for decomposing

vegetation between soil layers and the presence of

buried organic or hydric mineral soil layers. In

accreting or recentiy formed sandbars in riverine

situations, the soils may support hydrophytic vege-

tation but lack hydric soil indicators.

B) presence of nonwoody debris at the

surface - This can only be applied in areas where

the original soils do not contain rocks. Nonwoody
debris includes items such as rocks, bricks, and

concrete fragments.

C) subsurface plowing - Has the area

recentiy been plowed below the A-horizon or to

depths of greater than 10 inches?

D) removal of surface layers - Has the

surface soil layer been removed by scraping or nat-

ural landslides? Look for bare soil surfaces with

exposed plant roots or scrape scars on the surface.
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E) presence ofmanmade structures - Are
buildings, dams, levees, roads, or parking lots

present?

2) Determine the approximate date when the

alteration occurred, if necessary. Check aerial pho-

tographs, examine building permits, consult with

local individuals, and review other possible sources

of information.

3) Describe the effects on soils. Consider the

following:

A) Has the soil been buried? If so, record

the depth of fill material and determine whether the

original soil was left intact or disturbed. {Note: The
presence of a typical sequence of soil horizons or

layers in the buried soil is an indication that the soil

is still intact; check description in the soil survey

repon.)

B) Has the soil been mixed at a depth

below the A-horizon or greater than 10 inches? If

so, it will be necessary to examine the soil at a

depth immediately below the plow layer or dis-

turbed zone.

C) Has the soil been sufficiently altered

to change the soil phase? Describe these changes. If

a hydric soil has been drained to some extent, refer

to Step 5 below to determine whether soil is effec-

tively drained or is still hydric.

4) Characterize the soils that previously
existed at the disturbed site. Obtain all possible evi-

dence that may be used to characterize soils that

previously occurred on the area. Consider the fol-

lowing potential sources of information:

A) soil surveys - In many cases, recent

soil surveys are available. If so, determine the soils

that were mapped for the area. If all soils are hydric

soils, it is presumed that the entire area had hydric

soils prior to alteration.

B) buried soils - When fill material has

been placed over the original soU without physical-

ly disturbing the soil, examine and characterize the

buried soils. Dig a hole through the fill material

until the original soil is encountered. Determine the

point at which the original soil material begins.

Remove 18 inches of the original soil from the hole

and look for indicators of hydric soils immediately

below the A-horizon and within 6-18 inches

(depending on soil permeability and drainage

class). Be sure to record the color of the soil

matrix, presence of an organic layer, presence of

mottles or gleying, and/or presence of iron and
manganese concretions. (Note: When the fill mate-

rial is a thick layer, it might be necessary to use a

backhoe or posthole digger to excavate the soil pit.)

If USGS topographic maps indicate distinct varia-

tion in the area's topography, this procedure must
be apphed in each portion of the area that originally

had a different surface elevation.

C) plowed soils - Determine the depth to

which the soil has been disturbed by plowing.

Look for hydric soil characteristics immediately

below this depth.

D) removed surface layers - Dig a hole

18 inches deep and determine whether the entire

surface layer (A-horizon) has been removed. If so,

examine the soil immediately below the top of the

subsurface layer (B-horizon) for hydric soil charac-

teristics. As an alternative, examine an undisturbed

soil of the same soil series occurring at the same
topographic position in an immediately adjacent

undisturbed reference area. Look for hydric soil

indicators immediately below the A-horizon and
within 18 inches of the surface. Record and use

these data to determine the presence of hydric soils

in substep 5 below.

5) Determine whether hydric soils were
present at the project area prior to alteration. Exam-
ine the available data and determine whether indica-

tors of hydric soils were formerly present. If no
indicators and/or evidence of hydric soils are

found, the original soils are considered nonhydric

soils. If indicators and/or evidence of hydric soils

are found the hydric soil criterion has been met.

Continue to Step 5 if hydrology also was altered.

Otherwise, record decision and return to the appli-

cable step of the onsite determination method being

used.

Step 5. Determine whether wetland hydrology

existed prior to alteration or whether wetland

hydrology still exists (i.e., is the area effectively

drained?). To determine whether wetland hydrolo-

gy still occurs, proceed to Step 6. To determine

whether wetland hydrology existed prior to the

alteration:
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1) Describe the type of alteration. Examine

the area and describe the type of alteration that

occurred. Look for evidence of:

A) dams - Has recent construction of a

dam or some natural event (e.g., beaver activity or

landslide) caused the area to become increasingly

wetter or drier? {Note: This activity could have

occurred at a considerable distance from the site in

question, so be aware of and consider the impacts

of major dams in the watershed above the project

area.)

B) levees, dikes, and similar structures -

Have levees or dikes been recently constructed that

prevent the area from periodic overbank flooding?

C) ditches - Have ditches been recently

constructed causing the area to drain more rapidly?

D) channelization - Have feeder streams

recently been channelized sufficiently to alter the

frequency and/or duration of inundation?

E) filling of channels and!or depressions

(land-leveling) - Have natural channels or depres-

sions been recendy filled?

F) diversion of water - Has an upstream

drainage pattern been altered that results in water

being diverted from the area?

G) groundwater withdrawal - Has pro-

longed and intensive pumping of groundwater for

irrigation or other purposes significantiy lowered

the water table and/or altered drainage patterns?

2) Determine the approximate date when the

alteration occurred, if necessary. Check aerial pho-

tographs, consult with local individuals, and

review other possible sources of information.

3) Describe the effects of the alteration on

the area's hydrology. Consider the following and

generally describe how the observed alteration

affected the project area:

A) Is the area more frequendy or less fre-

quendy inundated than prior to alteration? To what

degree and why?

B) Is the duration of inundation and soil

saturation different than prior to alteration? How
much different and why?

4) Characterize the hydrology that previous-

ly existed at the area. Obtain and record all possible

evidence that may be useful for characterizing the

previous hydrology. Consider the following:

A) stream or tidal gauge data - If a stream

or tidal gauging station is located near the area, it

may be possible to calculate elevations representing

the upper limit of wetland hydrology based on

duration of inundation. Consult SCS district offic-

es, hydrologists from the local CE district offices

or other agencies for assistance. If fill material has

not been placed on the area, survey this elevation

from the nearest USGS benchmark. If fill material

has been placed on the area, compare the calculated

elevation with elevations shown on a USGS topo-

graphic map or any other survey map^at predates

site alteration.
^

B) field hydrologic indicators onsite or in

a neighboring reference area - Cenain field indica-

tors of wetiand hydrology may still be present.

Look for water marks on trees or other structures,

drift lines, and debris deposits (see pp. 17-19 for

additional hydrology indicators). If adjacent undis-

turbed areas are in the same topographic position,

have the same soils (check soil survey map), and

are similarly influenced by the same sources of

inundation, look for wetiand hydrology indicators

in these areas.

C) aerial photographs - Examine aerial

photographs and determine whether the area has

been inundated or saturated during the growing

season. Consider the time of the year that the aerial

photographs were taken and use only photographs

taken prior to site alteration.

D) historical records - Examine historical

records for evidence that the area has been periodi-

cally inundated. Obtain copies of any such infor-

mation.

E) National Flood Insurance Agency

flood maps - Determine the previous frequency of

inundation of the area from national floods maps (if

available).

F) local government officials or other

knowledgeable individuals - Contact individuals

who might have knowledge that the area was peri-

odically inundated or saturated.
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If sufficient data on hydrology that existed prior to

site alteration are not available to determine whether

wedand hydrology was previously present, then

use the other wedand identificanon criteria (i.e.,

hydrophytic vegetation and hydric soils) to make a

wetland determination.

5) Determine whether wetland hydrology
previously occurred. Examine available data. If no

indicators of wedand hydrology are found, and
other evidence of wedand hydrology is lacking, the

original hydrology of the area is not considered

wedand hydrology. If wetland hydrology indica-

tors and other evidence of wedand hydrology are

found, the area meets the wetland hydrology criter-

ion. Record decision and return to the applicable

step of the onsite determination method being used.

Step 6. Determine whether wetland hydrology

still exists. Many wedands have a single ditch dis-

secting them, while others may have an extensive

network of ditches. A single ditch through a wet-

land may not be sufficient to effectively drain it; in

other words, the wetland hydrology criterion still

may be met under these circumstances. Undoubt-
edly, when ditches are observed, questions as to

the extent of drainage arise, especially if the ditches

are part of a more elaborate stream channelization

or other drainage project. In these cases and other

situations where the hydrology of an area has been

significantly altered (e.g., dams, levees, ground-

water withdrawals, and water diversions), one
must determine whether wedand hydrology still

exists. If it is present, the area is not effectively

drained. To determine whether wedand hydrology

still exists:

1) Describe the type or nature of the altera-

tion. Look for evidence of:

A) dams;
B) levees, dikes, and similar structures;

C) ditches;

D) channelization;

E) filling of channels and/or depressions;

F) diversion of water; and
G) groundwater withdrawal.

(See Step 5 above for discussion of these factors.)

2) Determine the approximate date when the

alteration occurred, if necessary. Check aerial pho-

tographs, consult with local officials, and review
other possible sources of information.

3) Characterize the hydrology that presently

exists at the area. The following sequence of ^-
actions is recommended: (

A) Review existing information (e.g.,

stream gauge data, groundwater well data, and

recent observations) to leam if data provide evi-

dence that wedand hydrology is still present.

B) Examine early spring or wet growing

season aerial photographs for several recent years

and lookfor signs of inundation and/or soil satura-

tion. {Note: Large-scale aerial photographs,

1:24,000 and larger, are preferred.) These signs of

wetness indicate that the area still meets the wetland

hydrology criterion. If these signs are observed,

return to the applicable step of the onsite determina-

tion method being used. If such signs are not

present, then one should conduct an onsite inspec-

tion as follows.

C) Inspect the site on the ground, look

for field indicators of wetland hydrology, and
assess changes in the plant community, if neces-

sary. If field indicators of wetland hydrology
(excluding hydric soil morphological characteris-

tics) are present, then wetland hydrology exists;

return to the applicable step of the onsite determina- /*

tion method being used. If such indicators are lack-
^

ing, then examine the vegetation following an

appropriate onsite determination method. If OBL
and FACW plant species (especially in the herb

stratum) are dominant or scattered throughout the

site and UPL species are absent or not dominant,

the area is considered to meet the wedand hydrolo-

gy criterion and remains wedand. If UPL species

predominate one or more strata (i.e., diey represent

more than 50 percent of the dominants in a given

stratum) and no OBL species are present, then the

area is considered effectively drained and no longer

wedand. If the vegetation differs from the above

situations, then the vegetation at this site should be

compared if possible with a nearby undisturbed

reference area, so proceed to substep 3D; if it is not

possible to evaluate a reference site and the area is

ditched, channelized or tile-drained, go to substep

3E, or else go to substep 3F.

D) Locate a nearby undisturbed reference

site with vegetation, soils, hydrology, and topogra-

phy similar to the subject area prior to its alteration,

examine the vegetation (following an appropriate

onsite delineation method), and compare it with the
,

vegetation at the project site. If the vegetation is
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similar, (i.e., has the same dominants or the sub-

ject area has different dominants with the same

indicator status as the reference site) then the area is

considered to be wetland -- the wetland hydrology

criterion is presumed to be satisfied. If the vegeta-

tion has changed to where FACU and UPL species

or UPL species alone predominate and OBL spe-

cies are absent, then the area is considered effec-

tively drained and is nonwetland. If the vegetation

is different than indicated above, additional work is

required - go to substep 3E if the area is ditched,

channelized, or tile-drained, or to substep 3F if the

hydrology is modified in other ways.

E) Determine the "zone of influence" of

the ditch (or drainage structure) and the effect on

the water table by using existing SCS soil drainage

guides. Obtain the appropriate guide for the project

area's soil(s) and collect necessary field measure-

ments (e.g., ditch or other drainage structure

dimensions) to use the guide. The zone of

influence is the area affected by the ditch. The size

of this zone depends on many factors including

ditch dimensions, water budget, and soil type. The

guide should help identify the extent of the zone as

well as the water table within the zone. If the zone

of influence has a water table that fails to meet the

wedand hydrology criterion, then the zone is effec-

tively drained and is nonwedand, while hydric soil

areas outside of the zone remain wetland. If the

wedand hydrology criterion is met within the zone,

the entire area remains wetland.

F) Conduct detailed groundwater stud-

ies. Make direct observations of inundation and

soil saturation by establishing groundwater wells

throughout the site, being sure to place them in a

range of elevations so that the data obtained will be

representative of the site as a whole. To maximize

field effort, it may be best to collect data during the

wetter part of the growing season (e.g., early

spring in temperate regions). These direct observa-

tions, when made during a normal rainfall year,

should show whether the wedand hydrology criter-

ion is met. It is advisable, however, to take meas-

urements over a multi-year period. {Note: One

must be aware of regional weather patterns. For

example, observations made during a number of

consecutive dry years may lead to erroneous con-

clusions about wedand hydrology.)

If wetland hydrology still exists, return to the

applicable step in the onsite determination method

being used and continue delineating the wetland

Problem Area Wetlands

4.24. There are certain types of wedands and/or

conditions that may make wetland identification

difficult because field indicators of the three wet-

land identification criteria may be absent, at least at

certain times of the year. These wedands are con-

sidered problem area wedands and not disturbed

wedands, because die difficulty in identification i»

generally due to normal environmental conditions

and not the result of human activities or catastroph-

ic natural events, widi die exception of newly creat-

ed wedands. Artificial wedands are also included in

this section because their identification presents

problems similar to some of the natural problem

area wedands. —

4.25. Examples of these problem area wedands

are discussed below. Be sure to learn how to rec-

ognize these wedands.

1) Wetlands dominated by FACU plant species

(or communities with a prevalence index greater

than 3 J). Since wedands often exist along a natu-

ral wetness gradient between permanendy flooded

substrates and better drained soils, the wedand

plant communities sometimes may be dominated by

FACU species. Although FACU-dominated plant

communities are usually uplands, they sometimes

become established in wetlands. In order to deter-

mine whedier a FACU-dominated plant community

constitutes hydrophytic vegetation, the soil and

hydrology must be examined. If the area meets the

hydric soil and wedand hydrology criteria (see pp.

6-7), dien die vegetation is hydrophytic.

In diese plant communities, take die following

steps to make a wedand determination:

Step 1 . Are 25 percent or more and 50 per-

cent or less of the dominant plants in the plant com-

munity OBL, FACW, and/or FAC species, or does

the community have a prevalence index greater than

35 and less than or equal to 4.0 ? If the answer is

YES, then proceed to Step 3. If NO, proceed to

Step 2.

Step 2. Is the community located: (1) in a

depressional orflat area, (2) along a river, stream

or drainageway, or (3) adjacent to a more typical

wetland plant community (i.e., where greater than

50 percent of the dominants are OBL, FACW, and/

or FAC, or where the prevalence index is less than

or equal to 35)? If YES, proceed to Step 3. UNO,
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the plant community is usually nonwetland (pro-

ceed to Step 3 if any question). Record the data and
return to the applicable step of the onsite determina-

tion method being used.

Step 3. Are hydric soils present? If YES,
record the data and proceed to Step 4. If NO, then

the area is nonwetland and the plant community is

not hydrophytic. Record the data and return to the

applicable step of the onsite determination method
being used. {CAUTION: Become familiar with

problematic hydric soils that do not possess good
hydric field indicators, such as red parent material

soils, some sandy soils, and some floodplain soils,

so that these hydric soils are not misidentified as

nonhydric soils; see pp. 58-59.)

Step 4. Answer the following questions:

1) Is there evidence of inundation or soil sat-

uration during the growing season, as indicated by
aerial photographs, recorded hydrologic data, pre-

vious site inspections, testimony of reliable per-

sons, or direct observations?

2) Are oxidized channels (rhizospheres)

present along the living roots and rhizomes of any

plants growing in the area?

3) Are water-stained leaves caused by inun-

dation present in the area?

If the answer is YES to one or more of these ques-

tions, then the area showing these signs is a wet-

land. Record the data and return to the applicable

step of the onsite determination method being used.

If the answer NO to all questions, proceed to Step

5.

Step 5. Use one's best professional judge-

ment in determining whether the FACU-dominated
community is wetland or nonwetland. Consider the

following questions in making this determination:

1) Are other indicators of wedand hydrology

present? (See pp. 17- 19.)

2) Are observations being made during the

dry time of the year? Would conditions be different

enough during the wetter part of growing season to

affect the determination?

3) Could this plant community be one of the

problem area wetlands listed in the following sub-

section?

4) Is the dominant vegetation introduced or

planted? {Note: If YES, one may choose to evalu-

ate a nearby reference site having natural vegeta-

tion.)

5) Could the plant community reflect succes-

sion in a wedand?

6) Are OBL or UPL species present in sub-

stantial numbers?

7) If the area is forested, does a nearby ref-

erence area (where timber has not been harvested)

have a plant community where more than 50 per-

cent of the dominant species from all strata are

OBL, FACW, and/or FAC species, or a plant com-
munity with a prevalence index of less than 3.0?

8) Is the region experiencing a series of dry

years or long-term drought during the natural

hydrologic cycle and could vegetation be reflecting

this condition? If so, is hydrophytic vegetation

present during the wet phase of the cycle?

9) Is the area exposed to wide annual fluctu-

ations in vegetation, i.e., wet season vegetation is

hydrophytic, while dry season vegetation is domi-

nated by FACU and UPL species?

10) Is the area designated as wetland on

National Wetiands Inventory maps, USGS topo-

graphic maps, or other maps?

In making a determination in these situations, it

may be advisable to consult a wetiand expert.

Decide whether the area is wetland or nonwetiand,

record data, and return to the applicable step of the

onsite determination method being used.

2) Evergreen forested wetlands - Wetlands

dominated by evergreen trees occur in many parts

of the country. In some cases, the trees are OBL,
FACW, and FAC species, e.g., Atlantic white

cedar {Chamaecyparis thyoides), black spruce

{Picea mariana), balsam fir {Abies balsamea), slash

pine {Pinus elliottii), and loblolly pine {P. taeda).

In other cases, however, the dominant evergreen

trees are FACU species, including red spruce
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{Picea rubens), Engelmann spruce {P. engelman-

• nii), white spruce {P. glauca), Sitka spruce (P.

sitchensis), eastern white pine (Pinus strobus),

pitch pine {P. rigida), lodgepole pine {P. contorta),

longleaf pine {P. palustris), ponderosa pine (P.

ponderosa), red pine {P. resinosa), jack pine (P.

banksiana), eastern hemlock {Tsuga canadensis),

western hemlock (7. heterophylla). Pacific silver

fir {Abies amabilis), white fir {A. concolor), and

subalpine fir {A. lasiocarpa). In dense stands, these

evergreen trees may preclude the establishment of

understory vegetation or, in some cases, understo-

ry vegetation is also FACU species. Since these

plant communities are usually found on nonwet-

lands, the ones established in wetland areas may be

difficult to recognize at first glance. The landscape

position of the evergreen forested areas such as

depressions, drainageways, bottomlands, flats in

sloping terrain, and seepage slopes, should be con-

sidered because it often provides good clues to the

likelihood of wetland. Soils also should be exam-

ined in these situations. For identification, follow

procedures for FACU-dominated wetlands

described above.

3) Wetlands on glacial till - Sloping wetlands

occur in glaciated areas where thin soils cover rela-

• tively impermeable glacial till or where layers of

glacial till have different hydraulic conditions that

permit groundwater seepage. Such areas are sel-

dom, if ever, flooded, but downslope groundwater

movement keeps the soils saturated for a sufficient

portion of the growing season to produce anaerobic

and reducing soil conditions. This promotes devel-

opment of hydric soils and hydrophytic vegetation.

Indicators of wetland hydrology may be lacking

during the drier portion of the growing season.

Hydric soil indicators also may be lacking because

certain areas are so rocky that it is difficult to exam-

ine soil characteristics within 18 inches.

4) Highly variable seasonal wetlands - In many
regions (especially in arid and semiarid regions),

depressional areas occur that may have indicators

of all three wedand criteria during the wetter por-

tion of the growing season, but normally lack indi-

cators of wetland hydrology and/or hydrophytic

vegetation during the drier portion of the growing

season. In addition, some of these areas lack field

indicators of hydric soil. OBL and FACW plant

species normally are dominant during the wetter

ponion of the growing season, while FACU and

• UPL species (usually annuals) may be dominant

during the drier ponion of the growing season and

during and for some time after droughts. Examples

of highly variable seasonal wetlands are pothole

wedands in the upper Midwest, playa wedands in

the Southwest, and vernal pools along the coast of

California. Become familiar with the ecology of

these and similar types of wedands (see Appendix

A for readings). Also, be particularly aware of

drought conditions that permit invasion of UPL
species (even perennials).

5) Interdunal swale wetlands - Along the U.S.

coastline, seasonally wet swales supporting hydro-

phytic vegetation are located within sand dune

complexes on barrier islands and beaches. Some of

these swales are inundated or saturated to the sur-

face for considerable periods during the growing

season, while others are wet for only the~early pan

of the season. In some cases, swales may be flood-

ed irregularly by the tides. These wetlands have

sandy soils that generally lack field indicators of

hydric soil. In addition, indicators of wetland

hydrology may be absent during the drier part of

the growing season. Consequently, these wetlands

may be difficult to identify.

6) Vegetated river bars and adjacent flats -

Along western streams in arid and semiarid pans of

the country, some river bars and flats may be vege-

tated by FACU species while others may be colon-

ized by wetter species. If these areas are frequently

inundated for one or more weeks during the grow-

ing season, they are wedands. The soils often do

not reflect the characteristic field indicators of

hydric soils, however, and thereby pose delinea-

tion problems.

7) Vegetatedflats - Vegetated flats are character-

ized by a marked seasonal periodicity in plant

growth. They are dominated by annual OBL spe-

cies, such as wild rice {Zizania aquatica), and/or

perennial OBL species, such as spatterdock

(Nuphar luteum), that have nonpersistent vegeta-

tive parts (i.e., leaves and stems breakdown rapid-

ly during the winter, providing no evidence of the

plant on the wedand surface at the beginning of the

next growing season). During winter and early

spring, these areas lack vegetative cover and

resemble mud flats; therefore, they do not appear to

qualify as wedands. But during the growing sea-

son the vegetation becomes increasingly evident,

qualifying the area as wetland. In evaluating these

areas, which occur both in coastal and interior pans

of the country, one must consider the time of year

of the field observation and the seasonality of the
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vegetation. Again, one must become familiar with

the ecology of these wetland types (see Appendix
A for readings).

8) Caprock limestone wetlands - These wet-

lands are found in the Everglades region of south-

em Florida. The substrate, commonly called "rock-

land," is composed mainly of Miami oolite or

Tamiami limestone with a very thin covering of

unconsolidated soil material in places. Plant com-
munities are varied ranging from saw grass {Cladi-

umjamaicense; OBL) marshes to slash pine {Pinus

elliottii; FACW) forested wetlands. However,
exotic species with drier indicator statuses are

invading many areas and replacing native species.

These exotics include Brazilian pepper {Schinus

terebinthifolim; FAC), cajeput {Melaleuca quinque-

nervis; FAC), and Australian pines (Casuarina

spp.; FACU). These wetlands are inundated annu-

ally and the water table is at or near the land surface

for prolonged periods, as long as nine months in

places. Hydric soils may not be present in many
places in these wetlands, since substrate (consoli-

dated material) predominates and little or no soil

(unconsolidated material) may exist. Despite the

lack of hydric soils in places, these areas are wet-

lands because they meet the wetland hydrology cri-

terion.

9) Newly created wetlands - These wedands
include manmade (artificial) wetlands, beaver-

created wetlands, and other natural wetlands. Arti-

ficial wetlands may be purposely or accidentally

created (e.g., road impoundments, undersized cul-

verts, irrigation, and seepage from eanh-dammed
impoundments) by human activities. Many of these

areas will have indicators of wetland hydrology

and hydrophytic vegetation. But the area may lack

typical field characteristics of hydric soils, since the

soils have just recently been inundated and/or satu-

rated. Since all of these wetlands are newly esta-

blished, field indicators of one or more of the wet-

land identification criteria may not be present.

10) Entisols (floodplain and sandy soils) - Enti-

sols are usually young or recently formed soils that

have little or no evidence of pedogenically devel-

oped horizons (U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff 1975).

These soils are typical of floodplains throughout

the U.S., but are also found in glacial outwash
plains, along tidal waters, and in other areas. They
include sandy soils of riverine islands, bars, and
banks and finer-textured soils of floodplain terrac-

es. Wet entisols have an aquic or peraquic moisture

regime and are considered hydric soils, unless

effectively drained. Some entisols are easily recog-

nized as hydric soils such as the sulfaquents of

tidal salt marshes, whereas others pose problems

because they do not possess typical hydric soil

field indicators. Wet sandy entisols (with loamy
fine sand and coarser textures in horizons within

20 inches of the surface) may lack sufficient organ-

ic matter and clay to develop hydric soil colors.

When these soils have a hue between lOYR and

lOY and distinct or prominent motdes present, a

chroma of 3 or less is permitted to identify the soil

as hydric (i.e., an aquic moisture regime). Also,

hydrologic data showing that NTCHS criteria #3 or

#4 (p. 6) are met are sufficient to verify these soils

as hydric. Become familiar with wet entisols and

their diagnostic field properties (see "Soil Taxono-

my", U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff 1975 and county

soil surveys).

1 1) Red parent material soils - Hydric mineral

soils derived from red parent materials (e.g.,

weathered clays, Triassic sandstones, and Triassic

shales) may lack the low chroma colors characteris-

tic of most hydric mineral soils. In these soils, the

hue is redder than lOYR because of parent materi-

als that remain red after citrate-dithionite extraction,

so the low chroma requirement for hydric soil is

waived (U.S.D.A. Soil Conservation Service

1982). Red soils are most common along the Gulf-

Adantic Coastal Plain (Ultisols), but are also found

in the Midwest and pans of the Southwest and

West (Alfisols), in the tropics, and in glacial areas

where older landscapes of red shales and sand-

stones have been exposed. Become familiar with

these hydric soils and leam how to recognize them

in the field (see "Soil Taxonomy", U.S.D.A. Soil

Survey Staff 1975 and county soil surveys).

12) Spodosols (evergreen forest soils) - These

soils, usually associated with coniferous forests,

are common in nonhern temperate and boreal

regions of the U.S. and are also prevalent along the

Gulf-Adanric Coastal Plain. Spodosols have a gray

eluvial E-horizon overlying a diagnosric spodic

horizon of accumulated (sometimes weakly

cemented) organic matter and aluminum (U.S.D.A.

Soil Survey Staff 1975). A process called podzoli-

zation is responsible for creating these two soil

layers. Organic acids from the leaf litter on the soil

surface are moved downward through the soil with

rainfall, cleaning the sand grains in the fu^t horizon

then coating the sand grains with organic matter

and iron oxides in the second layer. Certain vegeta-
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tion produce organic acids that speed podzolization

including eastern hemlock {Tsuga canadensis),
spruces (Picea spp.), pine {Pinus spp.), larches

{Larix spp.), and oaks {Querciis spp.) (Buol, et al.

1980). To the untrained observer, the gray leached
layer may be mistaken as a field indicator of hydric

soil, but if one looks below the spodic horizon the

brighter matrix colors often disnnguish nonhydric
spodosols from hydric ones. The wet spodosols
(formerly called "groundwater podzolic soils")

usually have thick dark surface horizons, dull gray
E-horizons, and low chroma subsoils. Become
familiar with these soils and their diagnosnc prop-
enies (see "Soil Taxonomy", U.S.D.A. Soil Sur-
vey Staff 1975 and county soil surveys).

13) Mollisols (prairie and steppe soils) - Molli-
sols are dark colored, base-rich soils. They are

common in the central part of the conterminous
U.S. from eastern Illinois to Montana and south to

Texas. Natural vegetation is mainly tall grass prair-

ies and short grass steppes. These soils typically

have deep, dark topsoil layers (mollic epipedons)
and low chroma matrix colors to considerable
depths. They are rich in organic matter due largely

to the vegetation (deep roots) and reworking of the

soil and organic matter by earthworms, ants,

moles, and rodents. The low chroma colors of
mollisols are not necessarily due to prolonged satu-

ration, so be particularly careful in making wetiand
determinations in these soils. Become familiar with
the characteristics of mollisols with aquic moisture
regimes, since they are usually hydric, unless
effectively drained, and be able to recognize these

from nonhydric mollisols (see "Soil Taxonomy",
U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff 1975 and county soil

surveys).

4.26. The steps for making wetland determina-
tions in problem area wetlands, except FACU-
dominated wetlands, are presented below. {Note:

Procedures for FACU-dominated communities are

on pp. 55-56.) Application of these steps is appro-

priate only when a decision has been made during

an onsite determination that wetland indicators of

one or more criteria were lacking. Specific proce-

dures to be used will vary according to the nature

of the area, site conditions, and affected criterion.

A determination must be based on the best available

evidence, including: (1) information obtained from
such sources as aerial photos, wetiand maps, soil

sufvey maps, and hydrologic records; (2) field data

collected during an onsite inspection; and (3) basic

knowledge of the ecology of the panicular wetland

type and associated environmental conditions.

(Note: The following procedures should only be
applied to situations not adequately characterized

by the onsite methods in Part IV. Be sure to record

necessary information on appropriate data forms.)

Step 1. Identify each criterion to be reconsi-

dered and determine the reason forfurther consid-

eration. Consider how environmental conditions

have affected the criterion in question (hydrophytic

vegetation, hydric soil, and/or wetiand hydrology).

If hydrophytic vegetation is the criterion in ques-

tion and the plant community is FACU-dominated,
then foUow special procedures presented earlier in

this section (see pp. 55-56). Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Document available information on each
criterion in question. Examine the available infor-

mation and consider personal experience and
knowledge of wetiand ecology and the range of

normal environmental conditions of the area. Con-
tact local expens (e.g., government agency and
university scientists) for additional information, if

possible. Proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Determine whether each wetland criteri-

on in question is met. If no information can be

found that demonstrates that the wetiand criterion

in question is satisfied, the area is nonwetland.

{EXCEPTION: Caprock limestone wetlands do not

meet the hydric soil criterion where limestone rock

is the predominant substrate; this is an exception to

the rule.)
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Glossary

Adaptation - The condition of showing fitness for a particular environment, as applied to char-

acteristics of a structure, function, or entire organism; a modification of a species that makes it

more fit for reproduction and/or existence under the conditions of its environment

Adventitious roots - Roots found on plant stems in positions where roots normally do not oc-

cur.

Aerenchymous tissue (Aerenchyma) - A type of plant tissue in which cells are unusually large, resulting in

large air spaces in the plant organ; such tissues are often referred to as spongy and usually provide in-

creased buoyancy.

Aerobic - A condition in which molecular oxygen is a part of the environment. —

Alfisols - Soils having significandy more clay in the B-horizon than in the A-horizon and high base status.

Anaerobic - A condition in which molecular oxygen is absent (or effectively so) from the environment.

Annual - Occurring yearly or, as in annual plants, living for only one year.

Aqualfs - Soils with an aquic or peraquic moisture regime and having clay accumuladng in the B-horizon;

wet Alfisols.

Aquents - Soils with an aquic or peraquic moismre regime and lacking distinct soil horizons in the subsoil;

wet Entisols.

Aquepts - Soils with an aquic moisture regime and showing some soil development in the B-horizon; wet

Inceptisols.

Aquic moisture regime - A moisture condition associated with a seasonal reducing environment that is vir-

tually free of dissolved oxygen because the soil is saturated by ground water or by water of the capillary

fringe, as in soils in Aquic suborders and Aquic subgroups.

Aquods - Soils having an accumularion of iron, aluminum, and organic matter in the B-horizon in addition

to having an aquic moisture regime; wet Spodosols.

Areal cover - A measure of dominance that defines the degree to which above ground portions of plants

cover the ground surface; it is possible for the total areal cover for all strata combined in a community or

for single stratum to exceed 100 percent because: 1) most plant communities consist of two or more veget-

ative strata; 2) areal cover is estimated by vegetative layer, and 3) foliage within a single layer may overlap.

Disturbed condition - As used herein, this term refers to areas in which indicators of one or more character-

istics (vegetation, soil, and/or hydrology) have been sufficiently altered by man's activities or natural

events so as to make it more difficult to recognize whether or not the wetland identification criteria are met.

Artificial wedands - Wetiands created by the activities of man, either purposefully or accidentally.

Basal area - The cross-sectional area of a tree trunk measured in square inches, square centimeters, etc.;

basal area is normally measured at 4.5 feet above ground level and is used as a measure of dominance; the

most commonly used tool for measuring basal area is a diameter tape or a D-tape (then convert to basal

area).
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Baseline - A line, generally a highway, unimproved road, or some other evident feature, from which sam-

pling transects extend into a site for which a jurisdictional wedand determination is to be made.

Bench mark - A fixed, more or less permanent reference point or object of known elevation; the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey (USGS) installs brass caps in bridge abutments or otherwise permanently sets bench marks

at convenient locations nationwide; the elevations on these marks are referenced to the National Geodetic

Vertical Datum (NGVD), also commonly known as mean sea level (MSL); locations of these bench marks

on USGS topographic maps are shown as small triangles; since the marks are sometimes destroyed by

construction or vandalism, the existence of any bench mark should be field verified before planning work
which relies on a particular reference point; the USGS or local state surveyors office can provide informa-

tion on the existence, exact location and exact elevation of bench marks.

Biennial - An event that occurs at 2-year intervals.

Bog - A shrub peatiand dominated by ericaceous shrubs (Family Ericaceae), sedges, and peat moss

(Sphagnum spp.) and usually having a saturated water regime or a forested peatiand dominatedjjy ever-

green trees (usually spruces and firs) and/or larch (Lxirix laricina).

Boreal region - The geographical area just below the arctic tundra and usually characterized by evergreen

forests.

Bryophytes - A major taxonomic group of nonvascular plants comprised of true liverworts, homed liver-

worts, and mosses.

Buried soil - Soil covered by an alluvial, loessal, or other deposit (including manmade), usually to a depth

greater than the thickness of the solum.

Buttressed - The swollen or enlarged bases of trees developed in response to conditions of prolonged in-

undation.

Capillary fringe - A zone immediately above the water table in which water is drawn upward from the wa-

ter table by capillary action.

Chemical reduction - Any process by which one compound or ion acts as an electron donor, in such cases,

the valence state of the electron donor is decreased.

Chroma - The relative purity or saturation of a color, intensity of distinctive hue as related to grayness; one

of the three variables of color.

Comprehensive wetiand determination - A type of wetiand determination that is based on the strongest

possible evidence, requiring the collection of quantitative data for all three wetiand identification criteria.

Concretion - A localized concentration of chemical compounds (e.g., calcium carbonate and iron oxide) in

the form of a grain or nodule of varying size, shape, hardness, and color, concretions of significance in

hydric soils are usually iron oxides and manganese oxides occurring at or near the soil surface, which have

developed under conditions of fluctuating water tables.

Contour - An imaginary line of constant elevation on the ground surface; the corresponding line on a map
is called a "contour line".

Cover class - A category into which plant species would fit based upon their percent areal cover, the cover

classes used (midpoints in parentheses) are T = <1% cover (0), I = 1-5% (3.0), 2 = 6-15% (10.5), 3 =

16-25% (20.5), 4 = 26-50% (38.0), 5 = 51-75% (63.0), 6 = 76-95% (85.5), 7 = 96-100% (98.0).
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Criteria - Technical requirements upon which a judgment or decision may be based.

Deepwater habitat - Any open water area in which the mean water depth exceeds 6.6 feet at mean low wa-

ter in nontidal and freshwater tidal areas, or is below extreme low water at spring tides in salt and brackish

tidal areas, or the maximum depth of emerging vegetation, whichever is greater.

Density - The number of individuals per unit area.

Detritus - Fragments of plant parts found on the soil surface or in water; when fused together by algae or

soil particles, this detritus is an indicator that the soil surface was recently inundated.

Diameter at breast height (dbh) - The width of a plant stem (e.g., tree trunk) as measured at 4.5 feet above

the ground surface.

Dike - An embankment (usually of earth) constructed to keep water in or out of a given area.

Disturbed area - An area where vegetation, soil, and/or hydrology have been significantly alteied, thereby

making a wedand determination difficult.

Dominance - As used herein, refers to the spatial extent of a species; commonly the most abundant species

in each vegetation stratum that, when ranked in descending order of abundance and cumulatively totaled,

immediately exceeds 50 percent of the total dominance measure (e.g., areal cover or basal area) for the

stratum, plus any additional species comprising 20 percent or more of the total dominance measure for the

stramm.

Dominance measure - The means or method by which dominance is established, including areal coverage

and basal area; the total dominance measure is the sum total of the dominance measure values for all spe-

cies comprising a given stratum.

Dominance threshold number - The number at which 50 percent of the total dominance measure for a given

stratum is represented by one or more plant species when ranked in descending order of abundance (i.e.,

from most to least abundant); when this number is immediately exceeded, the dominant species for the

stratum are realized.

Dominant species - For each stratum, dominant species are those that, when ranked in descending rank or-

der and cumulatively totaled, immediately exceed 50 percent of the total dominance measure (i.e., the dom-
inance threshold number), plus any additional species comprising 20 percent or more of the total domi-

nance measure for the stratum.

Drained, effectively - A condition where ground or surface water has been removed by artificial means to

the point that an area no longer meets the wetland hydrology criterion.

Drift line - An accumulation of water-carried debris along a contour or at the base of vegetation that pro-

vides direct evidence of prior inundation and often indicates the directional flow of flood waters.

Duff - The matted, partly decomposed, organic surface layer of forested soils.

Duration (of inundation or soil saturation) - The length of time that water stands above the soil surface (in-

undation), or that water fills most soil pores near the soil surface; as used herein, "duration" refers to a per-

iod during the growing season.

Entisols - Soils of slight or recent development; common along rivers and floodplains.
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Evergreen (plant) - Retaining its leaves at the end of the growing season and usually remaining green

through the winter.

Facultative species - Species that can occur both in wetlands and uplands; there are three subcategories of

facultative species: (l) facultative wetland plants (FACW) that usually occur in wedands (estimated proba-

bility 67-99%), but occasionally are found in nonwedands, (2) facultative plants (FAC) that are equally

likely to occur in wedands or nonwedands (estimated probability 34-66%), and (3) facultative upland
plants (FACU) that usually occur in nonwedands (estimated probability 67-99%), but occasionally are

found in wedands (estimated probability 1-33%).

Fern allies - A group of nonflowering vascular plants comprised of clubmosses (Family Lycopodiaceae),

small clubmosses (Family Selaginellaceae), and quillworts (Family Isoetaceae).

Fibrisis - Organic soils (peats) in which plant remains show very litde decomposition and retain their origi-

nal shape; more than two-thirds of the fibers remain after rubbing the materials between the fingers.

Hooded - A condition in which die soil surface is temporarily covered with flowing water from any
source, such as streams overflowing their banks, runoff from adjacent or surrounding slopes, inflow from
high tides, or any combination of sources.

Flooding, frequent - Flooding is likely to occur often during usual weather conditions (i.e., more that a 50
percent chance of flooding in any year, or more than 50 times in 100 years).

Flora - A hst or manual of all plant species that may occur in an area.

Fluvents - Roodplain soils, characterized by buried horizons and irregularly decreasing amounts of organic

matter with depth.

Forbs - Broad-leaved herbs, in contrast to bryophytes, ferns, fern allies, and graminoids.

Frequency (of inundation or soil saturation) - The periodicity of coverage of an area by surface water or

saturation of the sod; it is usually expressed as the number of years the soil is inundated or saturated during

part of the growing season of the prevalent vegetation (e.g., 50 years per 100 years) or as a 1-, 2-, 5-year,

etc., inundation frequency.

Frequency analysis - A method of evaluating vegetation in an area by establishing a transect and counting

the occurrences of plant species at various sampUng points along die transect.

Frequency of occurrence - The number of times a given plant species occurs at sample points along a tran-

sect.

Gleization - A process in samrated or nearly saturated soils which involves the reduction of iron, its segre-

gation into motdes and concretions, or its removal by leaching from the gleyed horizon.

Gleyed - A soil condition resulting from gleization which is manifested by the presence of neutral grey,

bluish or greenish colors dirough die soil matrix or in motdes (spots or streaks) among other colors.

Graminoids - Grasses (Family Gramineae or Poaceae) and grasslike plants such as sedges (Family Cypera-

ceae) and rushes (Family Juncaceae).

Ground water - That portion of the water below the surface of the ground whose pressure is greater than

atmospheric pressure.
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Growing season - The portion of the year when soil temperatures are above biologic zero (41° F) as de-

fined by "Soil Taxonomy;" the following growing season months are assumed for each of the soil temper-

ature regimes: (1) thermic (February-October); (2) mesic (March-October); (3) frigid (May-September); (4)

cryic (June-August); (5) pergelic (July-August); (6) isohyperthermic (January-December); (7) hypenher-

mic (February-December), (8) isothermic (January-December) and (9) isomesic (January-December).

Hardpan - A very dense soil layer caused by compaction or cementation of soil particles by organic matter,

silica, sesquioxides, or calcium carbonate, for example.

Hemists - Organic soils (mucky peats and peaty mucks) in which plant remains show a fair amount of de-

composition; between one-third and two-thirds of the fibers are still visible upon rubbing the material be-

tween the fingers.

Herb - Nonwoody (herbaceous) plants including graminoids (grass and grasslike plants), forbs, ferns,

fern allies, and nonwoody vines; for the purposes of this manual, seedlings of woody plants that are less

than three feet in height are also considered herbs.

Herb stratum - Any vegetative layer of a plant community that is composed predominantly of herbs.

Hisric epipedon - A 8- to 16-inch soil layer at or near the surface that is saturated for 30 consecutive days

or more during the growing season in most years and contains a minimum of 20 percent organic matter

when no clay is present or a minimum of 30 percent of organic matter when 60 percent or more clay is

present; generally a thin horizon of peat or muck if the soil has not been plowed.

Histosols - An order in "Soil Taxonomy" (Soil Survey Staff 1975) composed of organic soils (mucks and

peats) that have organic soil materials in more than half of the upper 32 inches or that are of any thickness

if overlying rock.

Horizon - A distinct layer of soil, more or less parallel with the soil surface, having similar propenies such

as color, texture, and permeability; the soil profile is subdivided into the following major horizons: A-

horizon, characterized by an accumulation of organic material; B-horizon, characterized by relative accu-

mulation of clay, iron, organic matter, or aluminum; and the C-horizon, the undisturbed and unaltered par-

ent material. (Note: Some soils have an E-horizon, characterized by leaching of organic and other materi-

al.)

Hue - A characteristic of color related to one of the main spectral colors (red, yellow, green, blue, or pur-

ple), or various combinations of these principle colors; one of the three variables of color; each color chan

in the Munsell Soil Color Charts (KoUmorgen Corporation 1975) represents a specific hue.

Hydric soil - A soil that is saturated, flooded, or ponded long enough during the growing season to devel-

op anaerobic conditions in the upper part.

Hydrology - The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circulation of water.

Hydrophyte - Any macrophyte that grows in water or on a substrate that is at least periodically deficient in

oxygen as a result of excessive water content; plants typically found in wetiands and other aquatic habitats.

Hydrophytic vegetation - Plant life growing in water or on a substrate tiiat is at least periodically deficient

in oxygen as a result of excessive water content.

Hypertrophied lenticels - An exaggerated (oversized) pore on the stem of woody plants through which

gases are exchanged between the plant and the annosphere; serving to increase oxygen to plant roots dur-

ing periods of inundation or soil saturation.
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Indicator - An event, entity, or condition that typically characterizes a prescribed environment or situation;

indicators determine or aid in determining whether or not certain stated circumstances exist or criteria are

satisfied.

Inundation - A condition in which water temporarily or permanendy covers a land surface.

Levee - A natural or manmade feature of the landscape that restricts movement of water into or through an

area.

Litter - The undecomposed plant and animal material found above the duff layer on the forest floor.

Long duration (flooding) - A duration class in which inundation for a single event ranges from 7 days to 1

month.

Macrophyte - Any plant species that can be readily observed without the aid of optical magnification, in-

cluding all vascular plant species and bryophytes (e.g., Sphagnum spp.), as well as large algae (e.g. Cha-

ra spp., and Fucus spp.).

Manmade wetland - Any wetland area that has been purposely or accidentally created by some activity of

man; also called artificial wetlands.

Map unit - A portion of a map that depicts an area having some common characteristic.

Matrix - The natural soil material composed of both mineral and organic matter, matrix color refers to the

predominant color of the soil in a particular horizon.

Microbial - Pertaining to work by microorganisms too small to be seen with the naked eye.

Mineral soil - Any soil consisting primarily of mineral (sand, silt, and clay) material, rather than organic

matter.

Mollisols - Grassland soils of steppes and prairies characterized by deep topsoil (mollic epipedon); com-

mon in the Great Plains of the West.

Morphological adaptation - A structural feature that aids in fitting a species to its panicular environment

(e.g., buttressed bases, adventitious roots, and aerenchymous tissue).

Morphological features - Properties related to the external structure of soil (such as color and texture) or of

plants.

Moss-lichen wetland - A wetland dominated by mosses (mainly peat mosses) and lichens with litde taller

vegetation.

Motties - Spots or blotches of different color or shades of color interspersed within the dominant matrix

color in a soil layer, distinct mottles are readily seen and easily distinguished from the color of the matrix;

prominent motdes are obvious and motding is one of the outstanding features of die horizon.

Nonhydric soil - A soil that has developed under predominandy aerobic soil conditions.

Nonpersistent vegetation - Plants that break down readily after the growing season; no evidence of previ-

ous year's growth at beginning of next growing season.

Nontidal - Not influenced by tides.
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Nonwetland - Any area that has sufficiently dry conditions that hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and/

or wetland hydrology are lacking; it includes upland as well as former wetlands that are effectively

drained.

Normal circumstances - Refers to the soil and hydrology conditions that are normally present, without re-

gard to whether the vegetation has been removed.

Obligate wetland species - A plant species that is nearly always found in wedands; its frequency of occur-

rence in wetlands is 99% or more.

Offsite determination method - A technique for making a wetiand determination in the office.

Onsite determination method - A technique for making a wetiand determination in the field.

Organic soil - See Histosols.

Overbank flooding - Any situation in which inundation occurs as a result of the water level ©f a river or

stream rising above bank level.

Oxidation-reduction process - A complex of biochemical reactions in soil that influences the valence state

of elements and their ions found in the soil; long periods of soil saturation during the growing season tend

to elicit anaerobic conditions that shift the overall process to a reducing condition.

Oxidized rhizospheres - Oxidized channels and soil surrounding living roots and rhizomes of hydrophytic

plants.

Parent material - The unconsolidated and more or less weathered mineral or organic matter from which the

soil profile is developed.

Pedogenic - Related to soil-building processes occurring within the soil.

Peraquic moisture regime - A soil condition in which reducing conditions always occur due to the presence

of ground water at or near the soil surface.

Perennial (plant) - Living for many years.

Periodically - Used herein, to define detectable regular or irregular saturated soil conditions or inundation,

resulting from ponding of ground water, precipitation, overland flow, stream flooding, or tidal influences

that occur(s) with hours, days, weeks, months, or even years between events.

Permanentiy flooded - A water regime condition where standing water covers the land surface throughout

the year (but may be absent during extreme droughts).

Permeability - The quality of the soil that enables water to move downward tiirough the profile, measured

as the number of inches per hour that water moves downward tiirough the saturated soil.

Phase, soil - A subdivision of a series based on features such as slope, surface texture, stoniness, and

thickness.

Physiological adaptation - A peculiarity of the basic physical and chemical activities that occur in cells and

tissues of a species, which results in it being better fitted to its environment (e.g., ability to absorb nutri-

ents under low oxygen tensions).

Plant community - The plant populations existing in a shared habitat or environment
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Playa - Periodically flocxled wetland basin common in parts of the Southwest.

Pneumatophore - Modified roots rising above ground that may function as a respiratory organ in species

subjected to frequent inundation or soil saturation.

Podzolization - The process by which sesquioxides (aluminum and iron) are leached from the A-horizon
and precipitated in the B-horizon, often resulting in a leached layer, the E-horizon.

Polymorphic (leaves) - Two or more different types of leaves formed on plants; in wetland plants, poly-

morphic leaves may develop due to extended flooding.

Ponded - A condition in which free water covers the soil surface, for example, in a closed depression; the

water is removed only by percolation, evaporation, or transpiration.

Poorly drained - A condition in which water is removed from the soil so slowly that the soil is saturated

periodically during the growing season or remains wet for long periods greater than 7 days.

Pothole - A depressional weUand commonly found in Upper Midwest (North and South Dakota and west-

em Minnesota) and similar wetiands found elsewhere.

Prevalence index - A weighted average measure of the sum of the frequency of occurrences of all species

along a single transect or as calculated for a plant community by averaging the prevalence index of all sam-
ple transects through the community.

Problem area wetiand - A wetland that is difficult to identify because it may lack indicators of wetiand hy-

drology and/or hydric soils, or its dominant plant species are more common in nonwetlands.

Profile - Vertical section of the soil through all its horizons and extending into the parent material.

Quadrat - Sample units or plots that vary in size, shape, number, and arrangements, depending on the na-

ture of the vegetation, site conditions, and purpose of study.

Quantitative - A precise measurement or determination expressed numerically.

Range - The set of conditions throughout which an organism (e.g., plant species) naturally occurs.

Reduction - The process of changing an element from a higher to a lower oxidation state as in the reduction

of ferric (FeS-n) iron into ferrous iron (Fe2+).

Relative basal area - An estimate of basal area for trees, such as produced by the Bitterlich sampling tech-

nique.

Relief - The change in elevation of a land surface between two points; collectively, the configuration of the

earth's surface, including such features as hills and valleys.

Reproductive adaptation - A peculiarity of the reproductive mechanism of a species that results in it being

better fitted to its environment (e.g., prolonged seed dormancy).

Rhizosphere - The zone of soil in which interactions between living plant roots and microorganisms occur.

Salic horizon - A layer 6 inches or more thick comprised of secondary soluble salts.

Salonhids - Soils of arid regions with a salic horizon within 30 inches of the surface and saturated within

40 inches for one month or more in most years; common in playas of the Southwest.
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Sample plot - As used herein, an observation point at which a wetland determination is made.

Sapling - Woody vegetation between 0.4 and 5.0 inches in diameter at breast height and greater than or

equal to 20 feet in height, exclusive of woody vines.

Saprists - Organic soils (mucks) in which most of the plant material is decomposed and the original con-
stituents cannot be recognized; less than one-third of the fibers remain visible upon rubbing the material

between the fingers.

Saturated - A condition in which all easily drained voids (pores) between soil particles are temporarily or

permanently filled with water, significant saturation during the growing season is considered to be usually

one week or more.

Seedling - A young tree that is generally less than 3 feet high.

Shrub - Woody vegetation usually greater than 3 feet but less than 20 feet tall, including multi^stemmed,
bushy shrubs and small trees and saplings. {Note: Woody seedlings less than 3 feet tall are consSercd part

of the herbaceous layer.)

Soil - Unconsolidated material on the earth's surface that supports or is capable of supporting plants out-

of-doors.

Soil horizon - A layer of soil or soil material approximately parallel to the land surface and differing from
adjacent genetically related layers in physical, chemical, and biological properties or characteristics (e.g.,

color, structure, and texture).

Soil matrix - The ponion of a given soil having the dominant color, in most cases, the matrix will be the

portion of the soil having more than 50 percent of the same color.

Soil permeability - The ease with which gases, liquids, or plant roots penetrate or pass through a layer of

soil.

Soil phase - A subdivision of a soil series having features (e.g., slope, surface texture, and stoniness) that

affect the use and management of the soil, but which do not vary sufficientiy to differentiate it as a separate

series.

Soil pore - An area within soil occupied by either air or water, resulting from the arrangement of individual

soil particles or peds.

Soil profile - A vertical section of the soil through all its horizons and extending into the parent material.

Soil series - A group of soils having horizons similar in differentiating characteristics and arrangements in

the soil profile, except for texture of the surface layer.

Soil structure - The combination or arrangement of primary soil panicles into secondary particles, units, or

peds.

Soil surface - The upper limits of the soil profile; for mineral soils, the upper limits of the highest mineral

horizon (A-horizon); for organic soils, the upper limit of undecomposed organic matter.

Soil texture - The relative proportions of the various sizes of particles (silt, sand and clay) in a soil.

Somewhat poorly drained - A condition in which water is removed slowly enough that the soil is wet for

significant periods during the growing season.
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Species area curve - The curve on a graph produced when plotting the cumulative number of plant species

found in a series of quadrats against the cumulative number or area of those quadrats; it is used to deter-

mine the number of quadrats sufficient to adequately survey the herb strauim.

Spodic horizon - A subsurface layer of soil characterized by the accumulation of aluminum oxides (with or

without iron oxides) and organic matter, a diagnostic horizon for Spodosols.

Stratigraphy - A term referring to the origin, composition, distribution, and succession of geologic strata

(layers).

Stratum - A layer of vegetation used to determine dominant species in a plant community.

Suborder (soils) - Second highest taxonomic level of the current U.S. soil classification system.

Substrate - nonsoil.

Surface water - Water present above the substrate or soil surface.

Temperate region - The geographic area having a climate that is neither very hot nor very cold.

Tidal - A situation in which the water level periodically fluctuates due to the action of lunar (moon) and so-

lar (sun) forces upon the rotating earth.

Topography - The configuration of a surface, including its relief and the position of its natural and man-
made features.

Transect - A line on the ground along which sample plots or points are established for collecting vegetation

data and in many cases, soil and hydrology data as well.

Translocation - The transfer of matter from one location to another within the soil.

Transpiration - The process in plants by which water is released into the gaseous environment (atmos-

phere), primarily through stomata.

Tree - A woody plant 5 inches or greater in diameter at breast height and 20 feet or taller.

Typical - That which normally, usually, or commonly occurs.

Ultisols - Highly weathered soils having significantiy more clay in the B-horizon than in the A-horizon and

having low base stams; acidic soils common in the Southeast.

Unconsolidated parent material - Material fix)m which a soil develops.

Upland - Any area that does not qualify as a wedand because the associated hydrologic regime is not suffi-

ciendy wet to elicit development of vegetation, soils, and/or hydrologic characteristics associated with wet-

lands. Such areas occurring in floodplains are more appropriately termed nonwetiands.

Value (soil color) - The relative lightness or intensity of color, approximately a function of the square root

of the total amount of light; one of the three variables of color.

Vascular (plant) - Possessing a well-developed system of conducting tissue to transport water, mineral

salts, and foods within the plant.

Vegetation - The sum total of macrophytes that occupy a given area.
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Vegetation unit - A patch, grouping, or zone of plants evident in overall plant cover, which appears distinct

from other such units because of the vegetation's structure and floristic composition; a given unit is typi-

cally topographically distinct and typically has a rather uniform soil, except possibly for relatively dry mi-

crosites (e.g., tree bases, old tree stumps, mosquito ditch spoil piles, and small earth hummocks) in an

otherwise wet area or relatively wet microsites (e.g., small depressions) in an otherwise dry area.

Very long duration (flooding) - A duration class in which inundation for a single event is greater than 1

month.

Vertisols - Shrinking and swelling dark clay soils; most common in Texas.

Very poorly drained - A condition in which water is removed from the soil so slowly that free water re-

mains at or on the surface during most of the growing season.

Water mark - A line on vegetation or other upright structures that represents the maximum height reached

in an inundation event. ^

Water table - The zone of saturation at the highest average depth during the wettest season; it is at least six

inches thick and persists in the soil for more than a few weeks.

Wetiands - As used herein, areas that under normal circumstances have hydrophytic vegetation, hydric

soils, and wedand hydrology.

Wedand boundary - The point on the ground at which a shift from wedands to nonwedands occurs.

Wedand determination - The process by which an area is identified as a wedand or nonwedand.

Wedand hydrology - In general terms, permanent or periodic inundation or prolonged soil saturation suffi-

cient to create anaerobic conditions in the soil.

Wedand indicator status - The exclusiveness with which a plant species occurs in wetiands; the different

indicator categories (i.e., facultative species, and obligate wedand species) are defined elsewhere in this

glossary.

Wooded swamp - A wedand dominated by trees; a forested wedand.

Zone of influence - The area contiguous to a ditch, channel, or other drainage structure that is direcdy af-

fected by it.
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Appendix A
Selected Wetland References
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I. WETLAND FIELD GUIDES
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DATA FORM
ROUTINE ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD""

Field Investigator(s): Date: _
Project/Site: State: County:

Applicant/Owner: Plant Community #/Name:
Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Do normal environmental conditions exist at the plant community?

Yes No (If no, explain on back)

Has the vegetation, soils, and/or hydrology been significantly disturbed?

Yes No (If yes, explain on back)

VEGETATION
Indicator Indicator

Dominant Plant Species Status Stratum Dominant Plant Species Status Stratum

1. 11.

2. 12.

3. 13.

4. 14.

5. 15.

6. 16

7. 17.

8. 18.

9. 19.

10. 20

Percent of dominant species that are OBL, FACW, and/or FAC
Is the hydrophytic vegetation criterion met? Yes No
Rationale: —

SOILS

Series/phase: Subgroup:^

Is the soil on the hydric soils list? Yes No Undetermined

Is the soil a HIstosol? Yes No Histic epipedon present? Yes No
Is the soil: Mottled? Yes No Gleyed? Yes No
Matrix Color: Mottle Colors:

Other hydric soil indicators:

Is the hydric soil criterion met? Yes No

.

Rationale:

HYDROLOGY

Is the ground surface inundated? Yes No Surface water depth:

Is the soil saturated? Yes No
Depth to free-standing water in pit/soil probe hole:

List other fiekj evidence of surface inundation or soil saturation.

Is the wetland hydrology criterion met? Yes No
Rationale:

JURISDICTIONAL DETERMINATION AND RATIONALE

Is the plant community a wetland? Yes No
Rationale for jurisdictional decision:

^ This data form can be used for the Hydric Soil Assessment Procedure and the Plant Community

Assessment Procedure.
2 Classification according to "Soil Taxonomy."
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DATA FORM
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

QUADRAT TRANSECT SAMPLING PROCEDURE
(Vegetation Data)

Field Investigator(s):.

Project/Site:

Applicant/Owner

Transect #

State:

.

Date: _
County:

Plot#

Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data_fo_rni o_r a field notebook.

DOMINANT PLANT SPECIES

Herbs (Bryophytes)

Indicator

Status Saplings

Indicator

Status

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Shrubs

1. —
2. —
3. —
4.

5. —
6. —
7. —
8. —
9. —

10. —
11. —
12. —
13. —
Woody Vines

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

1. .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Trees

1. —
2. —
3. —
4. —
5. —
6. —
7. —
8. —
9. —

10. —
11. —
12. —
13. —

Percent of dominant species that are OBL. FACW, and/or FAC.
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DATA FORM
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD , ,

VEGETATION UNIT SAMPLING PROCEDURE f
(Herbs and Bryophytes)

Field Investigator(s): Date- __^
Project/Site: State: County:
Applicant/Owner: Vegetation Unit #/Name:.
Note: It a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Percent Midpoint'
Indicator Areal Cover' of Cover

Species Status Cover Class Class Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

1 Cover classes (midpoints): T<1% (none); 1 - 1-5% (3.0); 2 - 6-15% (10.5); 3 - 16-25% (20.5); 4 - 26-50%

(38.0); 5 - 51-75% (63.0); 6 - 76-95% (85.5); 7 - 96-100% (98.0).

2 To determine the dominants, first rank the species by their midpoints. Then cumulatively sum the midpoints

of the ranked species until 50% of the total for all species midpoints is immediately exceeded. All species

contributing to that cumulative total (the dominance threshold number) plus any additional species having

20% of the total midpoint value should be considered dominants and marked with an asterisk.
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DATA FORM
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

VEGETATION UNIT SAMPUNG PROCEDURE
(Shrubs, Woody Vines and Saplings)

Field Investigator(s): ^ Date:

Project/Site:^ .
State: County:

ApplicantXDwner: _ Vegetation Unit #/Name:_— —-—
Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Shrub Species

Percent Midpoint^

Indicator Areal Cover

^

of Cover

Status Cover Class Class Ra"k^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

Percent Midpoint^

Indicator Areal Cover^ of Cover

Woody Vine Species Status Cover _Class

—

Class Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

Sapling Species

Percent Midpoint

Indicator Areal Cover^ of Cover

Status Cover Class Class _Rankf_

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Tlireshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

1 Cove'r da'sses'lmid-p^ints): T<1% (none); 1 - 1-5% (3.0): 2 - 6-15% (10.5); 3 - 16-25% (20.5); 4 - 26-50%

nn 0^^.^1-75% (63 0V 6 -76-95% (85.5); 7 -96-1 00% (98.0).

2 ?o de e min the dfmlints. first rank Jhe spiecies by their m,dpo,nts. Then c-ulat.ely sur. the m. po.nts

of the ranked species until 50% of the total for all species midpoints is immediately exceeded. All species

?ontr'bSto t'S cumulative total (the dominance threshold number) plus any additional species having

20% of the total midpoint value should be considered dominants and marked wrth an asterisk.
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DATA FORM
INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

VEGETATION UNIT SAMPLING PROCEDURE
(Trees)

Field Investigator(s): ^^ Qalg.
Project/Site: State: County: _
Applicant/Owner: Vegetation Unit #/Name:.
Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Percent Midpoint^
Indicator Areal Cover'' of Cover

Tree Species (Percent Cover Option) Status Cover Class Class Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

Indicator Tally jQ,a( Basal -^

Tree Species (Basal Area Option) Status 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Trees Area Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Basal Area Factor (e.g., Prism Used)

Total Basal Area of All Species Combined
Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% of Total Basal Area

1 Cover classes (midpoints): T<1% (none); 1 = 1-5% (3.0); 2 = 6-15% (10.5); 3 = 16-25% (20.5); 4 = 26-50%
(38.0); 5 = 51-75% (63.0); 6 = 76-95% (85.5); 7 = 96-100% (98.0).

2 To determine the dominants, first rank the species by their midpoints (or basal area). Then cumulatively

sum the midpoints (basal area) of the ranked species until 50% of the total for all species midpoints (or

basal area) is immediately exceeded. All species contributing to that cumulative total (the dominance
threshold number) plus any additional species having 20% of the total midpoint, or basal area, value

shoukJ be considered dominants and marked with an asterisk.

3 The basal area for a species (on a per acre basis) is determined by dividing the total numtjer of

individual trees tallied for all tally cireas by the number of tallies and multiplying by the basal area factor.
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DATA FORM ^

INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD OR
COMPREHENSIVE ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

(Soils and Hydrology)

Field Investigator(s):

Project/Site: State:

.

Applicant/Owner:

Intermediate-level Onsite Determination Method
Comprehensive Onsite Determination Method
Transect # Plot #

Vegetation Unit #/Name:

Date: _
County:

.
Sample # Within Veg. Unit:

Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Series/phase:

Is the soil on the hydric soils list?

Is the soil a Histosol? Yes
Is the soil: Mottled? Yes
Matrix Color:

Yes
No_
No

SOILS

Subgroup:^—
. Undetermined _

.
Histic epipedon present? Yes

.

.
Gieyed? Yes No

No
No

Mottle Colors:

-

Other hydric soil indicators:

.

Comments:

HYDROLOGY

Is the ground surface inundated?

Is the soil saturated? Yes
Yes
No

No Surface water depth:

Depth to free-standing water in pit/soil probe hole:

Mark other field indicators of surface inundation or soil saturation below:

Oxidized root zones

Water marks
Drift lines

Water-borne sediment deposits

Additional hydrologic indicators:

Water-stained leaves

Surface scoured areas

Wetland drainage patterns

Morphological plant adaptations

Comments:

^ This data form can be used for both the Vegetation Unit Sampling Procedure and the Quadrat Transect

Sampling Procedure of the Intermediate-Level Onsite Determination Method, or the Quadrat Sampling

Procedure of the Compehensive Onsite Determination Method. Indicate which method is used.

2 Classification according to "Soil Taxonomy."
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DATA FORM ^

IHTERMEDIATE-LEVEL ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD OR
COMPREHENSIVE ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

(Summary Sheet)

Field Investigator(s): Date:
Project/Sile: State: County:
Applicant/Owner: :

Intermediate-level Onsite Determination Method
Comprehensive Onsite Determination Method
Transect # Plot # Vegetation Unit #/Name: .

Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Do normal environmental conditions exist at the plant community?
Yes No (If no, explain on back)

Has the vegetation, soils, and/or hydrology been significantly disturt>ed?

Yes No (If yes, explain on back)

Indicator Indicator

Dominant Plant Species Status Stratum Dominant Plant Species Status Stratum

1. 14

2. 15

3. 16.

4. 17

5. 18.

6. 19.

7. 20.

8. 21 .

9. 22
10. 23
11. 24.

12. 25.

13. 26

Percent of dominant species that are OBL, FACW and/or FAC

Is the hydrophytic vegetation criterion met? Yes No

Is the hydric soil criterion met? Yes No

Is the wetland hydrology criterion met? Yes No

Is the vegetation unit or plot wetland? Yes No

Rationale for jurisdictional decision:

This data form can be used for either the Intermediate-level Onsite Determination Method or the Comprehensive
Onsite Determination Method. Indicate which method is used.
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DATA FORM
COMPREHENSIVE ONSUE DETERMINATION METHOD

QUADRAT SAMPLING PROCEDURE
(Herbs and Bryophytes)

Date: _
Field lnvestigator(s):_

. ^^^^^.
Project/Site:.

Applicant/Owner:

Transect # Plot # Veqetation Unit #/Name: _ ——

—

I/oTe;^ a m-^;^etailedited;esc_ripJion ?nec^^ use t_he_back_of_data form_or_a_f.eid_ notebook.

Indicator
Quadrat Percent Areal Cover

Sp^ies Status Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 X Ranki

2 __—
ZIZZ — — — — ZZZI

3.

4.

5. ~
6.

7.

8. ^

9.

10. ^

11.

12. — —
13.

14.

15.

16. ^

Total Cover 2

2
Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Total Cover—

Total of Averaaes (X's)Total of Averages (X's) .

^

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Total of Averages (X's)

.

I'This'd'at'a kJ^m'can'be us'ed'for bo'th'the'p^nt Community Transect Sampling Approach and the Fixed

2 Zl^^:::i^L%TZS^^^^ Fixed mterva. Transect Sampling Approach which uses only one

3 rsL" n^ra";e^'XtiSto^ptnt Community Transect Sampling Approach which uses

p'uTaddltooal fp^ies havin?20% of the total cover (mean cover) value should be considered

dominants and marked with an asterisk.
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SPECIES-AREA CURVE
20 --

19 --

18 --

17 --

16 --

15 --

14 --

13 --

12
--

w
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o 10 --

I
i

9--
z

8
--

7 --

6
--

5 --

4 -.

3 --

2 --

1
--

H \

1

] h-

7 8 9 10 11

Number of Quadrats 2

12 13 14 15 16 17

^ Plot the cumulative number of species against the quadrats (e.g., if quadrat #1 has 3 species and
quadrat #2 has any, all, or none of those species but has 2 new species, then 5 cumulative species
should be plotted against quadrat #2). The number of quadrats sufficient to adequately survey the

understory will corresdpond to the point on the curve where it first levels off and remains
essentially level.

Specify size of sample quadrat:
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DATA FORM
COMPREHENSIVE ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

QUADRAT SAMPLING PROCEDURE
(Shrubs and Woody Vines)

Field Investigator(s): . Date: _
Project/Site: State: County:

Applicant/Owner: _
Transect # Plot # Vegetation Unit #/Name:

Not&. W a nnore detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Percent Midpoint^

Indicator Areal Cover^ of Cover

Shrub Species Status Cover Class Class Rar\\(^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13. —
14. —

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

Percent Midpoint^

Indicator Areal Cover^ of Cover

Woody Vine Species Status Cover Class Class Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

1 Cover classes (midpoints): T<1% (none); 1 = 1-5% (3.0); 2 = 6-15% (10.5); 3 = 16-25% (20.5); 4 = 26-50%

(38.0); 5-51 -75% (63.0); 6 = 76-95% (85.5); 7 = 96-1 00% (98.0).

2 To determine the dominants, first rank the species by their midpoints. Then cumulatively sum the midpoints

of the ranked species until 50% of the total for all species mkJpoints is immediately exceeded. All species

contributing to that cumulative total (the dominance threshold number) plus any additional species having

20% of the total midpoint value should be considered dominants and marked with an astensk.
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DATA FORM
COMPREHENSIVE ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

QUADRAT SAMPLING PROCEDURE
(Saplings & Trees)

Field Investigator(s): Date: _
Project/Site: State: County:

Applicant/Owner:

Transect # Plot # Vegetation Unit #/Name:
Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Percent Midpoint^

Indicator Areal Cover^ of Cover
Sapling Species Status Cover Class Class Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Sum of Midpoints

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Sum of Midpoints

Basal

Area (BA) BA Per

Indicator DBH Per Tree Species

individual Tree Species Status (inches) (sq ft)
(sq ft) Rank^

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Total Basal Area of Ail Species Combined
Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Total Basal Area

1 Cover classes (midpoints): T<1% (none); 1 = 1-5% (3.0); 2 = 6-15% (10.5); 3 = 16-25% (20.5); 4 = 26-50%

(38.0); 5 =1 51-75% (63.0); 6 = 76-95% (85.5); 7 = 96-100% (98.0).

2 To determine the dominants, first rank the species by their midpoints. Then cumulatively sum the midpoints

of the ranked species until 50% of the total for all species midpoints is immediately exceeded. All species

contributing to that cumulative total (the dominance threshold number) plus any additional species having

20% of the total midpoint value should be considered dominants and marked with an asterisk.
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PREVALENCE INDEX WORKSHEET

LOCATION DATE EVALUATOR

HYDRIC UNIT NAME TRANSECT NO.

Frequency of Occurrence of Identified Plants

with Known Indicator Status

Plant Species

Frequency of

Occurrence

Total for

Each Species Obligate

•"fw

Facult.

Wet. Facult.

"-fu

Facult.

Upland Upland

Total occurrence for

all plant species

Total occurrences ID'd

with known indicator

status

E.I. value

Total occurrences

identified with known indicator status

Total occurrence for all plant species
= % valid occurrences

Plj =

(IFq) + (2F,^) + (3F,) + (4F,u) + (SF^
)

(Fq + Ffw + Ff + ^iu + '^u )
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Appendix C
Sample Calculation for Herb

Stratum Dominants
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Field InvGstigator(s):.

DATA FORM
COMPREHENSIVE ONSITE DETERMINATION METHOD

QUADRAT SAMPLING PROCEDURE^
(Herbs and Bryophytes)

3ob Bc^r-h^r ^cl 3/// S' ppJc Date: V^V^^
P'-Qject/Site

-' uye,i^<^ ^/oc^/^ State: ^oi^c^ County: /o^u,^ccL-^/r:,c.

Applicant/Owner: S-tc<^T^<e- cj^ ^cjajc^

Transect # / Plot # ^ Vegetation Unit #/Name: =^'//^^c^^^^
Note: If a more detailed site description is necessary, use the back of data form or a field notebook.

Indicator Quadrat Percent Areal Cover

Species Status Ql Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 X Rank^

2.
^.rJ^l/^oc.h/or:^. /y}uri'r.a.-l:^

2l. j§L ^ I^ ^ ^ Lll ^
3.

Xg/77>^go 3"^
22. ^£ ^ 'JJ^ .^

4" UZ J5c €.<:///^c? ^/h^^S) ^j_ ^<J_ ±L /^±L lM (^

5' 3/a'cn:^ sp- '_ ^ L.Z£i^_^ iJ±' -^
6. -^c^ a / if'c<. f-'a^ /(x-ii-//-c' // a, 'zL £/. I^ 7
7. T^u^^e- ^ k-g^A- r^/ cj//cirt(ys S0_ /£. ^
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

Total Cover 2

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Total Cover 2

Total of Averages (X"s) Sl?J>

Dominance Threshold Number Equals 50% x Total of Averages (X's) vv^^

^ This data form can be used for both the Plant Community Transect Sampling Approach and the Fixed

Interval Transect Sampling Approach.
2 These entries are only applicable to the Fixed Interval Transect Sampling Approach which uses only one

quadrat per sampling point along a transect.

^ These entries are only applicable to the Plant Community Transect Sampling Approach which uses

multiple quadrats per sampling point along a transect.

^ To determine the dominants, first rank the species by their cover (or mean cover). Then cumulatively sum

the cover (mean cover) of the ranked species until 50% of the total for all species cover (mean cover) is

immediately exceeded. All species contributing to that cumulative total (the dominance threshold number)

plus additional species having 20% of the total cover (mean cover) value should be considered

dominants and marked with an asterisk.
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SPECIES-AREA CURVE 1

o
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I

z
8
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7 --

6
--

5 --

4 --

3 --

2 --

1
--

H ]

1 1 H
7 8 9 10 11

Number of Quadrats 2

12 13 14 15 16 17

1 Plot the cumulative number of species against the quadrats (e.g.. if quadrat #1 has 3 species and

quadrat #2 has any, all, or none of those species but has 2 new species, then 5 cumulative species

should be plotted against quadrat #2). The number of quadrats sufficient to adequately survey the

understory will corresdpond to the point on the curve where it first levels off and remains

essentially level.

"Specify size of sample quadrat:
0.1 m^
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Appendix D
Sample Problem for Application of

Point Intercept Sampling Method
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Sannple problem for application of point sampling method. Example follows this sample worksheet.

PREVALENCE INDEX WORKSHEET

LOCATION f^r^ ^/^y, Tract 7V^ DATE ?NJ?^ EVALUATOR /Inn^ Z 1-1 nn

HYDRIC UNIT NAME 5/U TRANSECT NO.

Frequency of Occurrence of Identified Plants

with Known Indicator Status

Plant Species



COMPUTATIONS

V

1 .
Computation of prevalence index (Pi) for transect #1

:

PI; =
'

'
(fb + ("fw

-^
''f ^ ^u -^ f'u )

(1x4) ^ (2x29) -K (3x24) ^ (4x25) ^ _234_ ^ ^ 35
^'1

"

4+29 + 24 + 25
^^

where:

PI . ^ Prevalence index for transect i

F
'

= Frequence of occurrence of obligate wetland species

F = Frequency of occurrence of facultative wetland species

F
f

= Frequency of occurrence of facultative species

F,^ = Frequency of occurrence of facultative upland species

F^ = Frequency of occurrence of upland species

2. Computation of mean prevalence index (Pl^) <or three transects:

Ply

where:

PIm = Mean prevalence index for transects

Plj = Sum of prevalence index values for all transects

N = Total number of transects

For example: PI for Transect 1 = 2.85

PI for Transect 2 = 3.1

6

PI for Transect 3 = 2.93

PI
2.85 + 3.16 + 2.93 _ a94 ^ ^ 93

M "
3

" ~ 3
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3. Computation of standard deviation (s) for prevalence index (PI):

N-1

For example:

Transect P^ ^ (P'i - P'm) (P'i " P'm^
^

1 2.85 2.98 -0.13 0.0169

2 3.16 2.98 0.18 0.0324

3 2.93 2.98 -0.05 0.0025

0.0518

s =
0.0518 / 0.0518

3-1
Vo 0259 = 0.161

4. Computation of standard error (sx) of the prevalence index:

s o.^6^ 0.16I
sx = —- = —== = = 0.093

N V3 1.73

Since 0.093 does not exceed 0.20, no additional transects are needed.

5. Record mean prevalence index value.

P'm= 2.98

Since 2.98 is less than 3.0, the area has hydrophytic vegetation, if the wetland

hydrology criterion is met, then the area is a wetland.

D-4 OU.S. Governraenc PnnCing Office: i <>8<>- >^i- 108 /OOi-'Jq



ATTACHMENT C-2

Proposed Revisions to the Federal Manual for Delineating Wetlands





United States Office of August 14, 1991

Environmental Protection Wetlands. Oceans,
Agency and Watersheds

*v>EPA Proposed Revisions

To Tlie

Federal Manual For

Delineating Wetlands

• BACKGROUNDER

• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

• SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON

• FEDERAL REGISTER NOTICE

Printed on Recycled Paper





PROPOSED REVISIONS
TO THE

FEDERAL MANUAL FOR DELINEATING WETLANDS

August 14, 1991

Proposed revisions to the "Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating

Jurisdictional Wetlands" (the Federal Manual) were published in the Federal Register on

August 14, 1991. The public is invited to review and provide technical comments on the

proposed revisions during the 60-day review period which ends on October 15, 1991.

Implemented in March 1989, the Federal Manual is used by the Enviroimiental

Protection Agency (EPA), Army Corps of Engineers (CE), Department of Agriculture Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) and Department of Interior Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

to identify and delineate wetlands. The Federal Manual provides guidance on the technical

criteria, field indicators and other sources of information necessary to make consistent

wetland jurisdictional determinations.

During the 60-day review period, the four agencies will be coordinating interagency

field testing of the proposed revised Federal Manual. The results of these tests will be

reviewed, in conjunction with the comments received from the public, in finalizing the

revised Federal Manual.

Written comments should be made to Gregory Peck, Chief, Wetlands and Aquatic

Resources Regulatory Branch, Mail Code (A-104F), U.S. EPA, 401 M. Street, SW,
Washington, D.C. 20460. Comments are due on or before October 15, 1991.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
SPA'S WETLANDS PROTECTION HOTLINE

1-800-832-7828





Backgrounder On
The Proposed

Revisions

(
'

'





UNDERSTANDING THE PROPOSED REVISIONS
TO THE WETLANDS DELINEATION MANUAL:

A BACKGROUNDER

INTRODUCTTON - The following discussion of the proposed revisions to the 1989

"Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands" (1989 Federal

Manual) provides a brief overview of the history and current status of the proposed

revisions. The 1989 Federal Manual describes how to delineate vegetated wetlands for

the purpose of determining areas regulated as "waters of the United States" under

Section 404 of the Qean Water Act as well as for the purpose of implementing

Swampbuster provisions under the Conservation Title of the Food Security Act of 1985,

as amended. Major revisions to the 1989 Federal Manual have been proposed to

address technical concerns identified in implementing the Federal Manual over the past

two years, to reduce misinterpretations and the possibility of erroneous wetland

determinations, and to better explain the 1989 Federal Manual's usage. Public

comments on the proposed revisions will be accepted through October 15, 1991.

WETLANDS - Simply put,

wetlands are the areas on the

landscape where land and water

meet. In general, they are lands

that are either inundated with

surface water or saturated with

groundwater long enough during

the growing season to make it

necessary for the vegetation to

adapt to growing in saturated

soil conditions. This periodic or

permanent wetness is the

fundamental factor that makes

wetlands different from uplands.

While most people picture

wetlands as marshy areas with

lush aquatic plants, there are

actually many more kinds of

wetlands. In fact, in certain

seasons, many ecologically

important wetlands may be dry

or lack signs of plant life.

The term wetlands

describes a broad spectrum of

plant communities. Wetlands

can range in size from tens of

thousands of acres in extent to

EXAMPLES OF WETHLAhfDS TYPES
BOGS typically have a thick layer of floating root masses or peat oo the

surface and are higjily acidic They may have no regular inlet or outlet of

water, thus they are dependent upon precipitation for water. Most
floating bogs are found in the northern United States. Pocosins, also a

type of bog, are described below.

BOTTOMLAND HARDWOODS are deciduous forested wetlands, found

along rivers and streams generally in the broad floodplain of the southeast

and south central United States.

EMERGENT WETLANDS are characterized by free-sUnding, noowoody

plants. They can be either freshwater or saltwater. Emergent wetlands

are found throughout the United States particularly in coastal areas,

adjacent to major lakes, and in the West.

FENS have a defined outlet and are supported by mineral rich

groundwater that has seeped to the surface. Like bogs, fens have large

amounts of peat. They are found Jn the northern United States.

MANGROVE SWAMPS are coastal saltwater shrub or forested wetlands

that may be flooded with water all year around or only during high tide.

Mangroves are found along the coast of the southern United Sutes.

MARSHES are emergent wetlands typically with a regular inlet and outlet

of water. They can be either salt or freshwater, inland or coastal They
are dominated primarily by nonwoody vegetation. Marshes are found

throughout the United States.

SWAMPS are dominated primarily by trees or shrubs and are found

throughout the United Slates.

PRAIRIB POTHOLES arc depressional wetlands found in the Upper
Midwest, especially North Dakota, South Dakota, and Minnesota. They
are major waterfowl breeding and migration resting areas.

PLAYA LAKES are periodically flooded wetland basins that are common
In parts of the Southwest and Plains States.

PCkX)SINS are broadleafed cvei^grcen shrub bogs found in the Southeast.

They may not be readily apparent because the thick underlying peaty soils

dry out rapidly after the early part of the growing season.

VERNAL POOLS are natural^ occurring depressional wetlands that are

covered by shallow water for variaWe periods from winter to spring, but

may be completely dry for most of the summer and fall.



as small as a table top. They occur from the cold tundra of the arctic to the lush, humid

tropics near the equator. They may be dark and densely wooded or sunny, open wet

grasslands. Many are associated with rivers, streams, lakes, or the sea, but many others are

found far from any open-water bodies. Some wetlands are uniform stands of one or a few

plant species, while others may contain dozens of important plant species and represent a

mixture of several discrete vegetation communities.

FOUR FEDERAL AGENCIES IDENTIFY AND DELINEATE WETLANDS - There

are four federal agencies that have important responsibilities with regard to identifying

and delineating wetlands in the United States: the Environmental Protection Agency

(EPA); the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps); the Department of Interior's Fish and

Wildlife Service (FWS); and the Department of Agriculture's Soil Conservation Service

(SCS). EPA and the Corps jointly administer the Section 404 program, which regulates

the discharge of dredged or fill material into "waters of the United States," a term

which includes rivers, streams, lakes and most of the Nation's wetlands. Among other

responsibilities, EPA and the Corps are responsible for making jurisdictional

determinations of wetlands regulated under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act -- that

is, identifying wetlands and establishing their boundaries. The Department of

Agriculture is responsible for implementing the "Swampbuster" provisions of the Food

Security Act (also known as the Farm Bill). As one of its program responsibilities, the

SCS identifies wetlands on agricultural land to ensure compliance with Swampbuster.

FWS serves important advisory roles in the Section 404 and Swampbuster programs.

FWS is also responsible for mapping the Nation's wetlands in order to assess the status

and trends of their geographic distribution though the National Wetlands Inventory.

Each of the four agencies has a definition of wetlands for its wetlands programs.

While the methods used for wetlands delineation have varied, the definitions of

wetlands used by EPA and the Corps, which have remained unchanged since 1977, and

are identical and are very similar to those used by FWS and SCS. They all include

three basic elements - hydrology (Is the area saturated or inundated with water during

the growing season?), vegetation (What kinds of plants are present?), and soils (What

kinds of soils are present?).

ONE MANUAL FOR THE FOUR AGENCIES - Before 1989, each of these agencies

had its own procedure for identifying and delineating wetlands. These procedures were

developed separately from the other agencies. In 1987, the Corps published a

technical manual for wetlands delineation, but its use was not required by the Corps

Districts and there were variations in how it was applied in the field. EPA published a

wetlands delineation manual in 1988, but it too was not required for regulatory wetlands

delineations. The Soil Conservation Service developed procedures for identifying and

delineating wetlands for compliance with the Swampbuster provisions of the 1985 Food

Security Act. Finally, while it has no formal method for delineating wetland boundaries,

in 1979 the Fish and WildUfe Service established guidelines for identifying wetlands.



These different agency manuals resulted in inconsistent determinations of wetland

boundaries. This caused confusion and created the need for a single, unified Federal

method for wetland delineations.

THE 1989 FEDERAL MANUAL - In January 1989, EPA, the Corps, FWS and SCS
agreed to use one approach for delineating areas under the jurisdiction of Section 404

and Swampbuster. The four agencies adopted a single manual, referred to as the

"Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating Jurisdictional Wetlands" (the 1989

Federal Manual). The 1989 Federal Manual established a national standard for

identifying and delineating

DEFmrnoNS of wetlands

\JS. EPA and Army CDqis of Engine^s

'Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface

or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to

support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated

soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes,

bogs, and similar areas."

SoQ Conservation Service

"Wetlands are defined as areas that have a predominance

of hydric soils and that are immdated or saturated by surface

or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to

support, and under normal circumstances do support, a

prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation typically adapted for life

in saturated soil conditions..."

Fish and Wfldlife Service

'Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and
aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or near

the surface or the land is covered by shallow water. For
purposes of this classification wetlands must have one or

more of the following three attributes: 1) at least periodically,

the land supports predominantfy hydrophytes, 2) the substrate

is predominantly undrained hydric soil, and S) the substrate is

nonsoil and is saturated with water on covered by shallow

water at some time during the growing season of each year.*

vegetated wetlands. Consistent

with each Agency's regulatory

definition, the 1989 Federal

Manual specified the three

mandatory technical criteria (or

parameters) needed to be met
to determine whether or not an

area was a wetland. These

were: wetland hydrology, hydric

soil characteristics, and

hydrophytic vegetation. The
technical criteria contained in

the 1989 Federal Manual were

designed to conform with the

Federal definitions of wetlands

used by the four agencies. The
Federal Manual also provided

guidance on how to collect and

use field indicators (such as

free water, water-stained

leaves, silt marks, wetland

dependent plant species and

organic soils) to determine

whether or not the technical

criteria were met.

REVISING THE 1989 FEDERAL MANUAL - When the Federal Manual was
adopted, it was anticipated that future revisions might be required. Revisions to the

1989 Federal Manual are based on the experience gained from its use over the past

two years. Recommendations for changes were received from both inside and outside

the agencies. Because of the strong degree of public interest in the Federal Manual,

the four agencies provided the public with several opportunities to submit technical

comments as part of the Federal Manual revision process. Four public meetings were



held in 1990 (Sacramento,

California; St. Paul, Minnesota;

Baltimore, Maryland; and

Baton Rouge, Louisiana) to

solicit comments from the

public on technical revisions to

the document. In addition,

numerous written comments

were submitted and reviewed

during a public comment

period which was publicized by

a notice in the Federal

Register . The four agencies

also reviewed assessments by

agency field staff using the

1989 Federal Manual.

This process resulted in

the development of a

substantial and useful set of

concerns and recommendations

that was used in developing the

revisions currently being

proposed. The four agencies

met regularly from October

1990 through April 1991 to

develop the proposed revisions

to the 1989 Federal Manual.

Some of the key technical

issues needing re-examination

were: wetland hydrology

criterion, the use of hydric soil

for delineating the wetland

boundary, the assumption that

facultative vegetation could be

used to demonstrate wetland

hydrology, the depth and

duration of saturation, the ,,,....:.. -....:. . .. ..
. ^__^.^^__-^_

definition of the growing

season, and the nature of the determination process which provided opportunities for

misuse. In addition, general misunderstandings of the 1989 Federal Manual were

addressed. Perhaps the issue that engendered the most concern involved the use of

hydric soils for wetland identification and delineation. This led to the misconception

STATISTICS ON SECnON 404 PERMTT ACnvmES AND SBCTION
404<c) ACTIONS

Permit Adivitie*

The Oean Water Act Section 404 program regulate* the disdiarge

of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States, a tema which

includes most of the Nation's wetlands. In general, the Corps receives

apprcodmately 15,000 individual permit applications annually (this number

includes both Section 404 and Section 10 applications). Of these 15,000

individual permit applications:

appronmatety 10,000 permits (67%) are issued;

approximately 500 permit applications (3%) are denied;

approximately 4,500 permit applications (30%) are

withdrawn by the applicant or qualify for a general

permit.

In addition, approximately 75,000 minor activities are authorized

each year through regional and nationwide ^eral permits . General

permits authorize activities in wetlands and other waters without the need

for individual permit review as long as these activities cause only minimal

adverse environmental effects. Nationwide permit #26, in particular,

authorizes activities involving discharges of dredged or fill material into 10

acres or less of Isolated waters or headwaters streams (non-tidal streams

where the average annual flow is 5 cubic feet per second or less). For

activities that affect between 1 and 10 acres of such waters, the applicant

is required to notify the Corps <rf Engineers prior to proceeding with any

discharge.

Permit Review Period

Approximately 92% of all permit evaluations (that is, both

individual and general permits) are completed in less than 60 days after a

completed permit application has been received by the Corps.

Individual permit applications that involve complex projects or

sensitive environmental issues usually require more than 60 days to reach

a decision. After a completed individual permit application has been

received by the Corps:

over 50% are processed in less than 60 days;

approximately 25% percent are processed in 61 to 120

days;

approximately 20% require 121 days to a year to process;

and

less than 5% require more than one year to p)rocess.

SummaTY of EPA Section 404^c^ Actions fas of 5/91)

Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act authorizes the

Administrator of EPA to prohibit or restrict discharges of dredged or fill

material into waters of the United States when such discharges would have

unacceptable adverse effects on munidpal water supplies, shellfish beds

and fishery areas, wildlife or recreational areas. To date, EPA has

completed only ^even Section 404(c) actions, out of an estimated 150,000

permit applications received since the Section 404(c) regulations went into

effect hi late 1979.



that the 1989 Federal Manual was based not on three mandatory criteria, but rather

solely on one criterion ~ the hydric soil criterion. Some individuals believed that any

area mapped as a hydric soil series was a wetland. These misunderstandings needed to

be addressed. From these and other concerns raised, it was clear that a better defined

set of field indicators was needed to prevent incorrect positive identification of the

three technical criteria.

REVISIONS TO THE 1989 FEDERAL MANUAL: INCREASING TFIE BURDEN
OF PROOF - The goal in revising the 1989 Federal Manual is to improve the 1989

Federal Manual's accuracy for identifying and delineating wetlands. The proposed

revisions also address many of ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^^^^i^m
the issues raised in the public

comments and public meetings.

The changes incorporate

technical knowledge derived

from the use of the 1989

Federal Manual in the past two

years and from improvements

in the state of the science. It

is important to note that these

proposed revisions, as with the

1989 Federal Manual, are

intended to be consistent with

the definition of wetlands used

in implementing the Section

404 program and the

Swampbuster provisions of the

Farm Bill.

The major changes

would increase the burden of

proof required to identify and

delineate a wetland by

clarifying and restricting the

manner in which field

indicators are used to indicate

whether the three criteria

(wetland hydrology, hydrophytic

vegetation and hydric soils) are

met. This approach to wetland

delineation will make it easier

for Federal or State agency

staff to explain to landowners

how wetlands are being

delineated.

EXPLAINING THE THREE C3irreRIA FOR
WETIANDS - Under natural, undisturbed conditions,

vegetated wetlands generally possess three characteristics •

- wetland hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation, and hydric

soils. The proposed revised Federal Manual provides field

indicators to verify the presence of these criteria.

Wetland Ffydrology: Tlie driving force creating wetlands is

wetlands hydrology. The presence of water is essentially

wliat makes a wetland a wetland. Field staff may not be

able to directly observe more than two weeks of

inundation and/or saturation if they are not present during

the right part of the growing season or for a long enough

observation period. Unless specifically addressed in the

proposed revised Federal Manual as exceptions or

disturbed areas, areas without any of the hydrologic

indicators provided in the proposed Federal Manual are

nonwetland areas.

Hydrophytic Vegetation: The term "hydrophytic

vegetation" describes plants that live in "wet" conditions.

However, not all plants that grow in wetlands grow only in

wetlands. The majority of plant species growing in

wetlands also grow in non-wetlands or in upland areas in

varying degrees. Thus, plants alone cannot t)e used to

identify and delineate wetlands. The determination of

whether or not the vegetation in an area meets the criteria

is based on estimated frequencies with which the plant

species found in the area occur in wetlands.

Hydric Soil: The National Technical Committee for

Hydric Soils has developed criteria for hydric soils and a

list of the nation's hydric soils. The Federal Manual's

hydric soil criterion is based on the Committee's criteria

for hydric soil. Wetlands typically possess hydric soils but

the presence of indicators of hydric soils does not

necessarily mean that the area is a wetland.



The proposed revised Federal Manual is being released along with a Preamble

which further clarifies the major issues on which we are specifically soliciting public

input. However, we wish to emphasize that we are also requesting comments on the

entire proposed revised Federal Manual.

The major revisions do the following:

1) The Three Criteria:

• Clarify that, except in limited specified circumstances, demonstration of aU

three parameters (wetland hydrology, hydrophytic vegetation and hydric

soils) is required for delineating vegetated wetlands.

2) Limited Specified Exceptions to the Three Criteria:

• Clarify that independent indicators of all three parameters are required

UNLESS the area is a disturbed wetland or the area is specifically listed

in the proposed Federal Manual as an exception .

• Specifically identify exceptions (i.e, playa lake, prairie pothole, vernal pool,

pocosin, and other special wetlands that fail the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion such as Tamarack Bogs, White Pine Bogs and Hemlock
Swamps). Exceptions are widely recognized valuable wetland types that

may fail to meet one or more of the 3 criteria during all or some part of

the year. Request public comment on the listed exceptions as well as

potential additions to the list, and on recommendations for identifying

appropriate indicators for each wetland type listed as an exception.

3) Wetland Hydrology Criterion:

• Require inundation for 15 or more consecutive days, or saturation to the

surface for 21 or more consecutive days during the growing season.

• Require saturation to the soil surface.

• Narrow the wetland hydrology indicators to exclude Hydric Soils and

Wetland Vegetation as hydrology indicators.

• Separate the list of wetland hydrology indicators into primary and

secondary indicators. Primary indicators are more reliable and can be

used alone to meet hydrology criterion. Secondary indicators are weaker

and can only be used with corroborative information.



Remove water stained leaves, trunks, and stems as wetland hydrology

indicators; public comments are requested in the Preamble regarding their

reliability as indicators of hydrology during the growing season and

whether they should be primary or secondary indicators.

Incorporate localized differences in the growing season; the proposal

solicits comments on the definition of the growing season.

4) Hydric Soils Criterion:

Specifically state that hydric soils must be field-verified; hydric soils maps

alone are not sufficient evidence of hydric soils.

Clarify that the three wetland criteria are mandatory except in specified

circumstances, and therefore the presence of mapped hydric soils alone

cannot be used to delineate an area as a wetland.

Incorporate localized differences for certain hydric soil phases.

5) Wetland Vegetation Criterion:

Propose the prevalence index approach -- that is, the vegetation is

considered wetlands vegetation and therefore meets this criterion if, under

normal circumstances, a frequency analysis of all species within the plant

community yields a prevalence index value of less than 3.0 (where OBL =

1.0, FACW = 2.0, FAC = 3.0, FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0).

PREAMBLE REQUESTS PUBLIC COMMENTS - In addition, the Preamble requests

comments regarding the following issues. Some of these issues have been discussed in

the preceding section.

Issue 1: Seasonally Harder to Identify Wetland Types

We are requesting public comment on three alternatives to identifying and

delineating seasonally harder to identify wetland types that are NOT
exceptions to the criteria, but may not demonstrate indicators of one or

more of the 3 criteria during certain (e.g., dry) times of the year. The

proposed Federal Manual explicitly requires that for an area to be

delineated as a vegetated wetland it must have three components:

wetlands hydrology, hydric soil, and hydrophytic vegetation. It is essential

that the revised Federal Manual allow accurate wetlands determinations to

f I be made at any time of the year (i.e., areas should not be incorrectly



identified as wetlands because the delineation was conducted during a wet

time of year, nor should wetlands be identified incorrectly as upland

because the delineation was conducted during normally dry times). The

revised Federal Manual clearly must provide the necessary flexibility to

perform wetlands determinations throughout the year regardless of normal

variations in conditions such as seasonal wetness. It is also essential that

the revisions to the Federal Manual not exclude obvious, long-recognized

wetland types that clearly satisfy the regulatory definition.

Issue 2: Secondary Indicators of Wetlands Hydrology

• The proposed Federal Manual identifies several secondary indicators of

wetlands hydrology. We are requesting comments on the technical validity

and usefulness of these indicators,

• In addition, we request comments on whether or not water stained leaves,

trunks or stems that are grayish or blackish in appearance as a result of

being under water for significant periods should be included as an

indicator of hydrology, their reliability as indicators of hydrology during

the growing season, and whether they should be a primary or secondary

indicators.

Issue 3: Exceptions to Requiring All Three Criteria

• We request public comment on the listed exceptions (i.e, playa lake,

prairie pothole, vernal pool, pocosin, and other special wetlands that fail

the hydrophytic vegetation criterion such as Tamarack Bogs, White Pine

Bogs and Hemlock Swamps) as well as potential addidons to the list, and

on recommendations for identifying appropriate indicators for each

wetland type listed as an exception.

Issue 4: Status of Delineations Based on the 1989 Federal Manual

The 1989 Federal Manual will remain in effect until the revised Federal

Manual becomes final. Agency staff who are making wetland delineations

before the revised Federal Manual becomes final, will be advised to apply

caution in making wetland delineations that could be potentially

inconsistent with these proposed revisions. Any landowner whose land has

been delineated a wetland after the revised Federal Manual is proposed

but before the proposed revised Federal Manual becomes final may

request a new delineation following publication of the final revised

Federal Manual. However, final actions, such as permit issuances or

completed enforcement actions, already taken on wetlands delineated
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under the 1989 manual will not generally be reopened. In addition, a

landowner whose property has been identified as a wetland during a

seasonal dry period or drought can request a re-evaluation in the field

during the wet season of the year.

The agencies are also requesting comment on the likelihood of sites being

delineated during the dry season as wetland that, if the delineation had

occurred during the wet season, would not have met the hydrology

criterion. Should requests for re-evaluations be limited to certain cases or

should all requests be granted?

Issue 5: Hydrophytic Criterion

• The agencies are particularly interested in soliciting comments on

including the Facultative Neutral test as part of the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion in addition to the proposed prevalence index approach. Under

this proposed approach the criterion would be met if after discounting all

dominant facultative (FAC) plants, the number of dominant obligate

wetland (OBL) and facultative wetland (FACW) species exceeds the

number of dominant facultative upland (FACU) and obligate upland

(UPL) species. (Note: a number of options are presented describing

circumstances under which the prevalence index procedure would be

used.)

• The agencies are also interested in soliciting comments on variants of the

Facultative Neutral test.

Issue 6: Use of Hydrologic Records

• We are requesting comments on the data requirements for hydrologic

records (e.g., cutoff for "normal rainfall" years) to document that the

wetland hydrology criterion has been met.

Issue 7: Alternative Approach for Easily Recognized Wetlands

• We are requesting comments on alternative approaches that would allow

identification of categories that can be identified and delineated rapidly

and without the need for extensive documentation. We are soliciting

comments on the basic approach taken in the Federal Manual of

delineating every site individually. Is this the best approach?

Issue 8: Defining the Growing Season

• We are soliciting comments on the proposed definition of the growing

season and whether there are other more appropriate alternatives.



PUBUC INPUT PIANNED ON THE PROPOSED REVISIONS - There has been

and continues to be significant public interest in the 1989 Federal Manual and potential

revisions. The proposed revised Federal Manual was published on August 14, 1991, in

the Federal Register for public comment. The public is invited to review and provide

technical comments on the proposed revisions. Written comments must be submitted

on or before October 15, 1991.

At the same time the proposed revised Federal Manual will undergo extensive

field testing by the four federal agencies. Also during the public comment period an

independent panel, as well as EPA and the Corps of Engineers, will review and field

test the proposed revised Federal Manual. The field testing and public comments will

provide important input into the final Federal Manual revisions, particularly in those

areas identified above. Of particular importance to us is to maintain and improve the

scientific validity of our delineation methods. Because of the importance of receiving

public comment and field testing the proposed revisions, the revised Federal Manual

will not be implemented until after the public review period and final revisions.

GETTING MORE INFORMATION - EPA has established the Wetlands Protection

Hotline, a toll-free telephone service, (800) 832-7828. This service provides information

and publications on wetland protection efforts involving EPA and other public and

private programs. The hotline operates Monday through Friday, excluding Federal

holidays, fi^om 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.. Eastern Standard Time.

For additional information regarding the Section 404 program, local EPA
Regional Offices and Corps District offices may be of assistance. The Corps District

office and EPA Regional offices can be found in the telephone directory or by calling

the EPA Wetlands Hotline at (800) 832-7828.

For additional information on the Swampbuster program, contact your county

U.S. Department of Agriculture SCS office or call the EPA Wetlands Hotline at

(800) 832-7828 for the number of your State Conservationist.

OBTAINING COPIES OF THE REVISED FEDERAL MANUAL - Copies of the

proposed revised Federal Manual can be obtained from the EPA Wetlands Hotline at

(800) 832-7828. Hotline representatives can also provide referrals for answers to

questions regarding the proposed revised Federal Manual.

FURTHER CUVRIFYING THE SECTION 404 PROGRAM - Much of the pubUc is

laboring under the misunderstanding that if an area is identified as a wetland, any

activity that takes place in the wetland is either regulated or prohibited. This is not

true.
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First, not all activities in wetlands require a Section 404 permit. Section 404 only

regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S., a term which

includes most of the Nation's wetlands. Not all activities in wetlands involve a

discharge of dredged or fill material, and therefore do not require a Section 404 permit.

There are several development activities that cause wetland conversion or damage, but

do not involve discharge of dredged or fill material. Under certain circumstances, these

may include: lowering of groundwater levels, flooding of wetlands, drainage of wetlands,

and excavation of wetlands where the dredged material is disposed of on an upland site.

Activities which are under the scope of the Section 404 program are not

necessarily prohibited. Most of the activities subject to Section 404 requirements are

either exempt from the program (such as ongoing farming and silviculture activities) or

are authorized by one of the Corps' general permits.

Activities which are subject to Section 404 are authorized either through a

general or individual permit. Activities in wetlands that cause only minimal adverse

environmental effects are authorized under general permits. General permits do not

require case-specific permit review and are designed to expedite permitting process.

Approximately 75.000 activities are authorized through general permits which are issued

on a State, regional and nationwide basis. There are currently 26 nationwide general

permits, and numerous state and regional general permits.

In addition, the Clean Water Act, under Section 404(f), generally exempts

discharges associated with normal farming, ranching and forestry activities such as

plowing, cultivating, minor drainage, and harvesting for the production of food, fiber

and forest products or upland soil and water conservation practices. This exemption

pertains to normal farming and harvesting activities that are part of an established,

ongoing farming or forestry operation.

OTHER EPA ACnvmES - There are, however, a number of issues which have been

raised by the public regarding the Section 404 regulatory program and other Federal

wetlands protection programs that are being responded to by EPA through various

administrative actions. EPA is currently working with the Corps to respond to these

concerns. For additional information, contact J. Glenn Eugster, Wetlands Division,

EPA at (202) 382-5043.
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PROPOSED REVISED FEDERAL WETLANDS DELI>fEATION MANUAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

BACKGROUND

What is the Section 404 program?

The Section 404 permit program regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material into

waters of the United States, a term which includes most of the Nation's wetlands. This

program is jointly implemented by the Environment Protection Agency (EPA) and the

Army Corps of Engineers (Corps), with advice from the Fish and Wildlife Service

(FWS) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). The Corps of Engineers

handles the day-to-day administration of the program, including jurisdictional

determinations, evaluating permit applications and deciding whether to issue or deny

the permit, and enforcement. EPA has also several significant statutory responsibilities

in the program including development, with the Corps, of the program's environmental

standards (the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines); restricting or prohibiting discharges that

have unacceptable adverse effects (Section 404(c)); determining the scope of geographic

jurisdiction; enforcement (EPA and the Corps both have enforcement authority);

approval and oversight of State program assumption; and determining the applicability

of permit exemptions for many agricultural and silvicultural activities under Section

404(f).

Statistics on Section 404 permit reviews and activities

Permit Activities ~ The Clean Water Act Section 404 program regulates the discharge

of dredged or fill material into waters of the United States. In general, the Corps

receives approximately 15,000 individual permit applications annually (this number
includes both Section 404 and Section 10 applications). Of these 15,000 permit

applications:

- approximately 10,000 permits (67%) are issued;

- approximately 500 permit applications (3%) are denied;

- approximately 4,500 permit applications (30%) are withdrawn by the applicant

or qualify for a general permit.

In addition, approximately 75,000 minor activities are authorized each year through

regional and nationwide general permits . General permits authorize activities in

wetlands and other waters without the need for an individual permit review as long as

these activities cause only minimal adverse environmental effects. Nationwide permit

#26, in particular, authorizes activities involving discharges of dredged or fill material

into 10 acres or less of isolated waters or headwaters streams (non-tidal streams where

the average annual flow is 5 cubic feet per second or less). For activities that affect



between 1 and 10 acres of such waters, the applicant is required to notify the Corps of

Engineers prior to proceeding with any discharge. In some States, general permits

authorize activities covered by a State wetlands regulatory program.

Permit Review Period -- Approximately 92% of all permit evaluations (that is, both

individual and general permits) are completed in less than 60 days after a completed

permit application has been received by the Corps.

Individual permit applications that involve complex projects or sensitive environmental

issues usually require more than 60 days to reach a decision. After a completed

individual permit application has been received by the Corps:

- over 50% are processed in less than 60 days;

- approximately 25% percent are processed in 61 to 120 days;

- approximately 20% require 121 days to a year to process; and

- less than 5% require more than one year to process.

In addition, the Administration announced on August 9, 1991, a comprehensive plan for

improving the protection of the Nation's wetlands, including a provision that permits

will be deemed approved within six months unless the deadline is extended for good

cause (see attached Fact Sheet on "Protecting America's Wetlands"). EPA and the

Corps will provide further guidance as we move in this direction.

Statistics on Section 404(q) and Section 404(c) actions

Section 404(c^ Actions ~ Section 404(c) of the Clean Water Act authorizes the

Administrator of EPA to prohibit or restrict discharges of dredged or fill material into

waters of the United States when such discharges would have unacceptable adverse

effects on municipal water supplies, shellfish beds and fishery areas, wildlife or

recreational areas. To date, EPA has completed only eleven Section 404(c) actions, out

of an estimated 150,000 permit applications received since the Section 404(c)

regulations went into effect in late 1979.

Section 404rq^ Actions -- Pursuant to Section 404(q), the Corps and EPA have

developed a process through a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) to resolve any

differences over permit decisions within a clear timeframe to minimize delays in the

permit process. Since 1980 when the Section 404(q) MOA was first agreed to, EPA
has requested Headquarters level review of a permit decision only 28 times out of an

estimated 150,000 permit applications received throughout this period.



Further clarifying the section 404 program: Are aU uses of a wetland either regulated

or prohibited?

Much of the public is laboring under the misunderstanding that if an area is identified

as a wetland, any activity that takes place in the wetland is either regulated or

prohibited. This is not true.

First, not all activities in wetlands require a Section 404 permit. Section 404 only

regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material into waters of the U.S., a term which

includes most of the Nation's wetlands. Not all activities in wetlands involve a

discharge of dredged or fill material, and therefore do not require a Section 404 permit.

There are several development activities that cause wetland conversion or damage, but

do not involve discharge of dredged or fill material. Under certain circumstances, these

may include: lowering of groundwater levels, flooding of wetlands, drainage of wetlands,

and excavation of wetlands where the dredged material is disposed of on an upland site.

Activities which are under the scope of the Section 404 program are not necessarily

prohibited. Most of the activities subject to Section 404 requirements are either exempt

from the program (such as ongoing farming and silviculture activities) or are authorized

by one of the Corps' general permits.

Activities which are subject to Section 404 are authorized either through a general or

individual permit. Activities in wetlands that cause only minimal adverse environmental

effects are authorized under general permits. General permits do not require case-

specific permit review and are designed to expedite permitting process. Approximately

75.000 activities, out of over 85,000 authorized activities every year, are authorized

through general permits which are issued on a State, regional and nationwide basis.

There are currently 26 nationwide general permits, and numerous state and regional

general permits.

In addition, the Clean Water Act, under Section 404(f), generally exempts discharges

associated with normal farming, ranching and forestry activities such as plowing,

cultivating, minor drainage, and harvesting for the producfion of food, fiber and forest

products or upland soil and water conservation practices. This exemption pertains to

normal farming and harvesting activities that are part of an established, ongoing farming

or forestry operation.



THE FEDERAL MANUAL

What is the 1989 Federal Manual?

In January 1989, EPA, the Corps, FWS and Department of Agricuhure Soil

Conservation Service (SCS) agreed to use one approach for delineating areas under the

jurisdiction of Section 404 and Swampbuster. The four agencies adopted a single

manual, referred to as the "Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating

Jurisdictional Wetlands" (the 1989 Federal Manual), which established a national

standard for identifying and delineating vegetated wetlands. The purpose of the 1989

Federal Manual is to establish standard Federal technical criteria for identifying and

delineating vegetated wetlands under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and the

"Swampbuster" provisions of the Food Security Act of 1985, as amended. The 1989

Federal Manual uses three categories of evidence (three parameters) to determine

whether or not the technical criteria are met. These are: wetland hydrology, hydric soil

characteristics, and hydrophytic vegetation.

The 1989 Federal Manual provides guidance on how to collect and use field indicators

(such as free water, silt marks, wetland dependent plant species and organic soils) of

these parameters to accurately identify and delineate wetlands.

Should the Federal Manual be solely relied on to identify and delineate jurisdictional

wetlands?

No. The Federal Manual provides mandatory technical criteria for the identification

and delineation of wetlands, and vnW be used to identify wetlands that are potentially

subject to the jurisdiction of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act or the "Swampbuster"

provisions of the Food Security Act of 1985, as amended. However, wetland

jurisdictional determinations for regulatory purposes are based on other legal and policy

criteria in addition to the Federal Manual's technical criteria (e.g., regulatory guidance

on normal circumstances as it pertains to prior converted croplands). Therefore, the

appropriate agency policy should be consulted in conjunction with the Federal Manual

when identifying and delineating jurisdictional wetlands.

THE 1989 FEDERAL MANUAL REVISION PROCESS

Why is the 1989 Federal Manual being revised? What was the goal of the Federal

Manual revision process?

The goal of revising the 1989 Federal Manual is to improve the Federal Manual's

ability to properly identify wetlands and to minimize the potential for erroneous

wetlands determinations. When the 1989 Federal Manual was adopted, it was
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Service, and Fish and Wildlife Service. The role of the technical committee in the

revision process was to recommend technical revisions to the 1989 Federal Manual

based on field experience and technical comments from the public during the public

meetings and public comment period scheduled in 1990. The technical committee

completed their revisions in the spring of 1991.

Have the four agencies agreed to the proposed revised Federal Manual?

The four agencies, the Environmental Protection Agency, Department of Defense,

Department of Agriculture, and Department of Interior have agreed to the Federal

Register Notice of the proposed revised Federal Manual and agreed that the Federal

Manual is ready for public comment.

To what extent does policy affect the proposed revisions to the Federal Manual?

The purpose of the Federal Manual is to establish standard Federal technical criteria

for identifying and delineating vegetated wetlands. Therefore, the Federal Manual

primarily deals with the technical criteria consistent with the regulatory definitions of

wetlands. However, the Federal Manual is not solely a technical document. There are

policy issues addressed in the proposed revised Federal Manual. A key policy

consideration is, for example, the determination of "normal circumstances" under the

regulatory definition of wetlands. Another is the extent of evidence necessary for each

of the three criteria in order to make a positive wetland determination.

Do the agencies plan to field test the revised Federal Manual before it is finalized and

implemented ?

Yes. The four agencies are planning to fully field test the revised Federal Manual

before finalizing it. The intent of the field testing, which we expect to occur while the

Federal Manual is under public review, is to verify its technical validity in delineating

wetlands, assure its ease of implementation and reveal any unanticipated effects. We
are also interested in evaluating the applicability of the Federal Manual to all regions of

the country. The Corps will coordinate field testing among the four agencies at the

field level.

An independent expert panel will also field test the revised Federal Manual. Upon

completion of field testing, the expert panel as well as the regions and district offices of

the four agencies will provide recommendations to the agencies to assist in developing

necessary final revisions to the Federal Manual. We also encourage other interested

parties to conduct field tests of the proposed revised Federal Manual and provide

recommendations during the public comment period.



PUBUC INPUT IN THE REVISION PROCESS

Will the public have an opportunity to comment on the proposed revised Federal

Manual?

Yes. The proposed revised Federal Manual was published on August 14, 1991, in the

Federal Register for public comment. The public is invited to review and provide

technical comments on the proposed revisions. Written comments must be submitted

on or before October 15, 1991. Copies of the proposed revised Federal Manual are

also available through the Wetlands HotUne at (800) 832-7828.

The revisions will be implemented only after the pubhc comments have been reviewed

and considered, and a final Federal Manual has been issued. We encourage interested

parties to conduct field tests of the proposed revised Federal Manual and provide

recommendations during the public comment period. In addition, an independent pemel

of experts will field test the proposed revised Federal Manual. The expert panel will

provide recommendations to the agencies to assist in developing necessary revisions to

the Federal Manual.

Will there be public hearings held on the proposed revised Federal Manual?

There are no public hearings scheduled. Specific detailed questions about the proposed

revised Federal Manual can be referred to individuals identified in the Preamble of the

Federal Register notice.

Win the proposed revised Federal Manual undergo public comment in accordance with

the Administrative Procedure Act (APA)?

The position that this Federal Manual is a technical guidance document which is not

required by law to go through Administrative Procedure Act (APA) legislative

rulemaking procedures has been upheld in court with respect to the 1989 wetlands

delineation Manual. However, the Federal Manual was published on August 14, 1991,

in the Federal Register, with a 60-day period for public review and comment.

WiHi the Federal Manual be issued as a regulation?

The agencies believe that it would be appropriate and in the public interest to include

parts of the final Federal Manual in the Code of Federal Regulations. When the

agencies determine what portions of the Federal Manual should be issued as a

regulation, they will provide notice of specific proposed regulatory language in the

Federal Register at least 30 days prior to the end of the public comment period. The

regulatory language will be subject to the Administrative Procedure Act rulemaking

process.



KEY CHANGES TO THE FEDERAL MANUAL

What are the major revisions to the 1989 Federal Manual?

The major revisions and other major issues identified in the Preamble to the Manual

include the following:

1) The Three Criteria:

• Clarify that, except in limited specified circumstances,

demonstration of all three parameters (wetland hydrology,

hydrophytic vegetation and hydric soils) is required for delineating

vegetated wetlands.

2) Limited Specified Exceptions to the Three Criteria:

• Clarify that independent indicators of all three parameters are

required UNLESS the area is a disturbed wetland or the area is

specifically listed in the proposed Federal Manual as an exception .

• Specifically identify exceptions (i.e, playa lake, prairie pothole,

vernal pool, pocosin, and other special wetlands that fail the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion such as Tamarack Bogs, White

Pine Bogs and Hemlock Swamps). Exceptions are widely

recognized valuable wetland types that may fail to meet one or

more of the 3 criteria during all or some part of the year.

• Request public comment on the listed exceptions as well as

potential additions to the list, and on recommendations for

identifying appropriate indicators for each wetland type listed as an

exception.

3) Wetland Hydrology Criterion:

• Require inundation for 15 or more consecutive days, or saturation

to the surface for 21 or more consecutive days during the growing

season.

• Require saturation at the soil surface.

• Narrow the wetland hydrology indicators to exclude Hydric Soils

and Wetland Vegetation as hydrology indicators.
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• Separate the list of wetland hydrology indicators into primary and

secondary indicators. Primary indicators are more reliable and can

be used alone to meet hydrology criterion. Secondary indicators

are weaker and can only be used with corroborative information.

• Remove water stained leaves, trunks, and stems as wetland

hydrology indicators; public comments are requested in the

Preamble regarding their reliability as indicators of hydrology

during the growing season and whether they should be primary or

secondary indicators.

Incorporate localized differences in the growing season; the

Preamble solicits comments on the definition of the growing season.

• Request public comments on three alternatives to identifying and

delineating seasonally harder to identify wetland types that are

NOT exceptions to the criteria, but may not demonstrate indicators

of one or more of the 3 criteria during certain (e.g., dry) times of

the year.

4) Hydric Soils Criterion:

• Specifically state that hydric soils must be field-verified; hydric soils

maps alone are not sufficient evidence of hydric soils.

Qarify that the three wetland criteria are mandatory except in

specified circumstances, and therefore the presence of mapped

hydric soils alone cannot be used to delineate an area as a wetland.

• Incorporate localized differences for certain hydric soil phases.

5) Wetland Vegetation Criterion:

Propose the prevalence index approach -- that is, an area meets

this criterion if , under normal circumstances, a frequency analysis

of all species within the community yields a prevalence index value

of less than 3.0 (where OBL = 1.0, FACW = 2.0, FAC = 3.0,

FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0).

• Request public comments on including the Facultative Neutral test

as part of the hydrophytic vegetation criterion in addition to the

proposed prevalence index approach. Under this proposed

approach the criterion would be met if after discounting all



dominant facultative (FAC) plants, the number of dominant

obligate wetland (OBL) and facultative wetland (FACW) species

exceeds the number of dominant facultative upland (FACU) and

obligate upland (UPL) species. (Note: a number of options are

presented describing circumstances under which the prevalence

index procedure would be used.)

Do the proposed revisions address concerns raised by the public?

The 1990 public comment period and public meetings resulted in a substantial and

useful record of concerns and recommendations that were considered in developing the

proposed revisions to the Federal Manual. The 1990 public record focused the

agencies' review on key issues, including: the wetland hydrology criterion; concern that

wetlands determinations were based on less than all three of the basis parameters

(hydrology, vegetation, and soils), and in some cases on only one parameter; concern

that areas are dry at the surface (potentially all year round) are considered wetlands

based on the presence of water as deep as 18 inches below the surface; the definition

of the growing season; the assumption that facultative vegetation can indicate wetland

hydrology, which provided opportunities for misuse. The proposed revisions address

these and other concerns raised by the public.

Do the proposed revisions change the definition of wetlands?

No, the proposed revisions do NOT change the regulatory definition of wetlands used

by EPA and the Corps in implementing the Section 404 program or SCS in

implementing the Swampbuster program. They are intended to be consistent with the

regulatory definitions of wetlands in these programs. However, the agencies are

committed to including parts of the final Federal Manual in the Code of Federal

Regulations to clarify the criteria by which the definition of wetlands is interpreted.

Is the proposed revised Federal Manual a three-parameter approach?

Yes. Independent indicators of all three parameters are required unless the area is a

disturbed wetland or an area is a specifically described exception (i.e., playa lake,

prairie pothole, vernal pool, pocosin, or other special wetlands that fail the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion). Exceptions are widely recognized valuable wetland types that may
fail to meet one or more of the three criteria during all or some part of the year.

Disturbed wetland areas include situations where field indicators of one or more of the

three wetland identification criteria are obliterated or not present due to recent change

such as removal of vegetation.
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How is the growing season defined in the proposed revised Federal Manual?

The growing season in the proposed revised Federal Manual is the interval between

three weeks before the average date of the last killing frost in the spring to three weeks

after the average date of the first killing frost in the fall, with exceptions for wetland

areas experiencing freezing temperatures throughout the year (e.g., montane, tundra

and boreal areas) that nevertheless support hydrophytic vegetation. This growing

season for a particular area can be determined by consulting local weather data.

EFFECTS OF THE REVISIONS TO THE FEDERAL MANUAL

Will the revisions make it harder to get a Section 404 permit?

No, the revisions will not affect the Section 404 permit process for those areas

identified as jurisdictional wetlands. When a revised Federal Manual is implemented, it,

like the 1989 Federal Manual, will only identify whether or not an area is a

jurisdictional wetland. It will not change the permit evaluation process.

However, EPA and the Corps continue to respond to concerns raised over the

complexity and time consumed by the permit application process by making other

administrative changes. These include working on joint permitting procedures with

interested states, proposing new nationwide and regional permits for activities in

wetlands that have minimal environmental impacts, developing joint guidance to clarify

existing policies, encouraging coordination between permit applicants and Federal

agencies prior to permit application, and providing more accessible information about

wetlands through the EPA Wetlands Hotline at (800) 832-7828.

In addition, the Administration announced on August 9, 1991, a comprehensive plan for

improving the protection of the nation's wetlands, including measures to improve the

Section 404 regulatory program (see attached Fact Sheet on "Protecting America's

Wetlands"). EPA and the Corps will provide further guidance as we move in this

direction.

What is the effect of the revisions to the scope of jurisdiction?

The extent of potential changes in jurisdiction will be identified during the field testing.

The proposed revisions are intended to reduce the potential for erroneous wetland

determinations -- that is identifying an area as a wetland that is not a wetland or

conversely, identifying a wetland as upland.

One of the goals of the proposed revision process is to clarify to the public what areas

are wetlands. Over the past two years much of the controversy over the scope of
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jurisdiction resulted from the widespread misunderstanding that the presence of a

mapped hydric soil alone identified a wetland, without any supporting evidence of

wetland hydrology or hydrophytic vegetation. This is not true. To reinforce this point,

stronger indicators of wetland hydrology are required in the proposed revisions

independent of indicators used to demonstrate the presence of hydric soils or

hydrophytic plant communities.

Proposed revisions have been made to a number of different sections of the Federal

Manual making it difficult to precisely predict the effect of the proposed revisions to

the scope of jurisdiction without field testing by qualified personnel. We expect that

the field testing of the proposed revised Federal Manual that will be conducted during

the public review period will more specifically identify the effects of proposed revisions

and help us to respond to any unanficipated impacts.

Has the proposed revised Federal Manual changed the way wetlands are identified or

delineated in disturbed areas such as cropland?

The revised Federal Manual provides two important clarifications in the procedures for

identifying wetlands in disturbed areas. First, the Federal Manual recognizes that there

are Federal agency policies under the Clean Water Act Section 404 regulatory program

and under the Swampbuster program of the Food Security Act of 1985, as amended,

which should be consulted when interpreting the effect of disturbances such as cropping

on the jurisdictional status of an area (e.g., regulatory guidance on normal

circumstances as it pertains to prior converted croplands). Second, the disturbed areas

section of the Federal Manual states clearly that the mere presence of soils meeting the

hydric soil criterion is not sufficient to determine that wetlands are present. When the

hydrology of an area has been significantly altered, soil characteristics resulting from

wetland hydrology cannot by themselves verify wetland hydrology since they persist after

wetland hydrology has been eliminated.

OTHER ONGOING ADMINISTRAinVE ACTIONS

What coordination occurs among EPA Regional staff, Corps District personnel and

permit applicants to facilitate the Section 404 permit review process?

Permit applicants are encouraged to initiate pre-application meetings with regional staff

from the Corps, EPA and other commenting agencies to discuss concerns that these

agencies might have with a proposed activity and to resolve differences prior to an

application being submitted. In so doing, the actual permit review period may be

significantly reduced. In order to facilitate these discussions, numerous Corps Districts

hold regularly-scheduled (e.g., quarterly, monthly) meetings for applicants and other
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agencies including EPA. This early coordination is especially important for

controversial projects involving significant environmental impacts.

In addition, EPA and Corps staff are encouraged to work together to resolve

differences regarding individual permit applications (e.g., project alternatives, mitigation

requirements, specific permit conditions) early in the review process.

Coordination among agencies on the development of regional and general permits

under the Section 404 regulatory program creates additional opportunities to expedite

the permit process for projects with minor environmental impact. Guidance from EPA
and Corps Headquarters (e.g., Memoranda of Agreement, Corps Regulatory Guidance

Letters) reduces or eliminates confusion and controversy sometimes associated with

implementation of the Section 404 regulatory program that might otherwise lead to

delays during permit review.

Finally, the Administration announced on August 9, 1991, a comprehensive plan for

improving the Section 404 regulatory program, including measures for effective

coordination among the agencies (see attached Fact Sheet on "Protecting America's

Wetlands"). EPA and the Corps will provide further guidance as we move in this

direction.

What administrative steps other than the Federal Manual are EPA and the Corps

taking to respond to concerns being raised about the Section 404 program?

The Administration announced on August 9, 1991, a comprehensive plan for improving

the protection of the nation's wetlands, including measures to improve the Section 404

regulatory program (see attached Fact Sheet on "Protecting America's Wetlands").

EPA and the Corps will provide further guidance as we move in this direction.

In addition, in response to specific regional and State concerns about timeliness and

complexity of the Section 404 regulatory program, EPA and the Corps have employed a

variety of administrative tools to respond to specific concerns without reducing our

ability to protect wetlands.

Joint Policy Guidance - EPA and Corps Headquarters have issued policy guidance (e.g.,

Memoranda of Agreement, Corps Regulatory Guidance Letters) intended to reduce or

eliminate confusion and controversy sometimes associated with implementation of the

Section 404 regulatory program. Such guidance has helped reduce delays during permit

review and clarified which activities or areas are subject to the Section 404 program.

For example, in response to concerns raised regarding activities in areas subject to

agriculture, the Corps issued Regulatory Guidance Letter 90-7 which clarified that prior

converted cropland (estimated up to 60 million acres) are NOT subject to Section 404
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Section 404 jurisdiction. This made the Section 404 program more consistent with the

Swampbuster provisions of the Farm Bill, thereby increasing consistency between

Federal wetlands programs.

General Permits - General permits may be issued on a state, regional or nationwide

basis. The general permits are designed to expedite the permitting process as long as

authorized activities do not result in more than minimal environmental harm. At this

time, there are 26 nationwide permits in effect, and the Corps is currently proposing

additional nationwide permits. In addition, EPA and the Corps have been working with

the States of Maryland, Georgia and Mississippi to develop State and regional program

general permits.

Joint Federal/State Processing - EPA and the Corps have also developed Memoranda
of Agreement with States to set up systems to increase consistency in joint

Federal/State permit processing. For example, EPA Region 9 and Corps South Pacific

Division have developed a Memorandum of Agreement with the California Department

of Transportation to provide clear guidance on mitigation requirements.

Early Coordination - EPA and Corps staff work together to resolve differences

regarding individual permit applications (e.g., project alternatives, mitigation

requirements, specific permit conditions) early in the review process. Permit applicants

are encouraged to initiate pre-application meetings with regional staff from the Corps,

EPA and other commenting agencies to discuss concerns that these agencies might have

with a proposed activity and to resolve differences prior to an application being

submitted. In so doing, the actual permit review period may be significantly reduced.

In order to facilitate these discussions, numerous Corps Districts hold regularly-

scheduled (e.g., quarterly, monthly) meetings for applicants and the other agencies

including EPA.

Fostering Partnerships with State and Local Programs - Over the last two years, EPA
has increased its work with States on wetlands protection through the State Wetlands

Protection Grants Program. Thirty-eight States are receiving EPA funding, eleven of

which are developing State Wetlands Conservation Plans. These plans include

developing comprehensive statewide strategies for strengthening and coordinating the

many programs that affect wetlands in a State, and can lead to additional administrative

reforms in certain geographic areas, more effective communication between government

agencies and the regulated sector and conflict avoidance between wetlands protection

and development proposals.

Additional States and Indian tribes are using grants to develop classification systems;

inventory wetlands; develop restoration, creation and enhancement programs; assess the

effects of site-specific mitigation requirements and design "wetland banks" to account for

wetlands losses and gains.
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EPA and the Corps have assisted local governments such as Eugene, OR, Bellevue,

WA, Boulder, CX) and Union City, CA in preparing local wetlands management plans

as a portion of the city's general plan. EPA and the Corps also continue to assist in

the preparation of state and local government Advance Identification (ADHD) plans and

special wetland area management plans.

Qassification - EPA has also been investigating whether classification of wetlands into a

few broad groups based on their functional value and consequently, whether developing

an explicit set of corresponding regulatory responses, is an appropriate approach in the

Section 404 regulatory program. In addition, as part of a comprehensive plan to

improve the Section 404 program, the Administration will establish an interagency

technical committee to define a limited number of wetland categories.

Providing Accurate Information - To increase awareness about the requirements of the

Section 404 program and to provide easy, rapid access to accurate information on the

Section 404 program and other federal wetland protection efforts, EPA has established

a "Wetlands Hotline." This toll free service (800-832-7828) provides information on
wetland protection efforts.

In addition, documents such as a brochure distributed to the farm community on

"Agricultural Activities in Wetlands that are Exempt from the Section 404 Permit

Process of the Qean Water Act," have been prepared to help clarify activities which are

not regulated under Section 404.

For additional information regarding these ongoing administrative actions by EPA,
contact J. Glenn Eugster, Wetlands Division, Washington, D.C, at (202) 382-5043.

OBTAINING CX3PIES OF THE REVISED FEDERAL MANUAL

Copies of the proposed revised Federal Manual can be obtained from the EPA
Wetlands Hotline at (800) 832-7828. Hotline representatives can also provide referrals

for answers to questions regarding the revised Federal Manual.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of tha Pross Sdcratary

For InunetSlato Rdldasd August 9, 1991

FACT SHggT

PROTECTIWQ AMraiCA'fl WKTIAMDH

The President announcsd today a comprehensive plan for
Improving the protection of the nation's wetlands. Wetlands
serve an important role in flood control; they help filter wastes
ffom water) they provide an important habitat and breading ground
for fish/ birds and animals; and they are an important
reoreational resource.

Three quarters Of the remaining wetlands are privately
owned, and the pressure to serve other valid human needs often
comes in conflict with conservation* A coordinated wetlands
policy requires balancing all these interests.

The President believes we must look beyond regulation to
encourage wetlands protection. We must enhance public
understanding of the value of wetlands as well as support non-
regulatory programs that encourage private, state and local
aotions to conserve wetlands.

Tha Administration has a three-part plan to slow and
eventually stop the net loss of wetlands, taking a significant
stsp toward the President's goal of no net loss of wetlands:

1. Strengthen wetlands acquisition programs and other
efforts to protect wetlands;

2. Revise the Interagency manual defining wetlands to
ensure that it is workable; and

3. Improve and streamline the current regulatory system.

Wetlandfl Expansion Mfta«uraB

Since taking office, the Bush Administration has
proposed:

The purchase of approximately 450,000 acres, at a cost of
over $200 million, of critical wetlands habitat;
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• A 48 percent overell funding increase for wetlands
protection efforts in the FY 1992 budget to $709
million;

• A nearly three-fold increase, from 816 million in n 1989 to
$45 million in FY 1992, for wetlands R&D progreme;

• The establishment, under the provisions of the 1990 Farm
Bill, of a 600,000 acre wetlands reserve.

To ensure further progress towards the no net loss goal, the
Administration today proposed several new initiatives to ei^anoe
wetlands protection on Federal and private lands. These include:

Fully funding the Wetlands Reserve Prooram in the 1990
Farm Bill . The 1990 Farm Bill authorized the purchase
of up to 1 rolllion acres of wetlands. The Admin-
istration will work for this amount in FY 1993 end
future budgets.

I^tiftttn? an AdminlstratiOn-wiae wetlenda restoratton
and creation program on Federal lands. Many agencies,
including interior, epa. Defense, Commerce, and Energy,
have the potential to engage in restoration and
creation programs. These activities will be
strengthened and coordinated through a standing
interagency task force that will develop an overall
policy for the moat effective use of new and existing
Federal resources

.

Continuing to maka watlanda a priority in the
allocation of Land and Water ConBervation Funds fLWCF).
The Administration will seek to maintain or Increase
funding for this program. Moreover, it will target a
portion of State LWCF funds to wetlands.

Qgftttnulng and ftKpgptf4ng the ^Ki^ting s^taiitt^
monitoring program to periodically assess national
wetland trends. Satellite imagery provides up-to-date
Information on the status and trends of wetlands, and
can help in conducting periodic change analysis of
high-value wetland areas. The Administration is.

accelerating and improving our national inventory of
wetlands, with more geographically targeted reporting,
and monitoring of the ecological health of our
wetlands.

• Expanding reaearch on watlande. Several agencies
independently conduct research on wetlands. The
Administration is establishing a process to coordinate,
consolidate and establish priorities for wetlands research.
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Focuaino public outreach and education orQ9ram« on
informing tha ratyulytad community about Fadaral
wQtlands ragulatlone.

Revising the axlatlng Executive Order pn watlands %q
emphaaize wetlands atawardflhlp on Federal landa ond the
acoulBltlon of valuable wetlanda . The Administration
will revise the Executive Order to include e commitment
to the no net loas goal.

Delineation Manual

On January 10, 1989, the Environinantal Protection Agency,
the Army Corps of Engineers, the Fish and Wildlife Service, and
the Soil Conservation Service issued a joint Federal Manual for
the Identification and Delineation of Wetlands to address
inconsistenciea in practice among the agencies. The Manual
established the technical criteria and procedures used to define
e wetland.

In response to public comments and .field hearings, the
Administration is sending to tha Federal Reaiater today a revised
Manual that will Incorporate changes to clarify the scop« end
application of the Manual. The revised. Manual will be issued as
a proposal and as guidance to the agencies; the public will be
invited to comment on the Manual before it Is made final.

streamlining Wetlands Regulations and Adding riexibilitY

Under section 404 of the Clean Water Act a landowner must
receive a permit from the Corps of Engineers before adding
dredged or fill material to a wetland. The Administration will
take tha following actions to improve the workability of tha 404
regulatory program.

A. Streamline the Permitting Process

To strearolina the regulatory process, the Administration proposes
a number of reforms to ensure more timely decisions and effective
coordination among agencies. These include requirements to:

• Issue a regulatory guidance letter providing that
maatlnga and other interactions between tha public,
applicant and Federal government will be coordinated
through a single agency, the Army Corps of Engineers.
The Corps would serve as the project manager, and will
be responsible for all consultations with other
agencies on the permit applications and for determining
the final permit condition;
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• Encour&ga attendancd by all intttrostad agenclds at the
pro-application meotinga with tho permittee and early
consultation on the types and locfition of mitigation
that will bo required if wetland loaseo occur;

• Initiate a wetlands delineation training program for
private conaultanta and better train agency field etaff
on wetlands functions, valuea and delineation, using
oroaa-agency training programs to the extent
appropriate;

• Daem permits approved within six months if an agency
does not extend the deadline for good cause as
determined by the Corps of Engineers;

• Require consulting agencies to provide site specific
information when commenting on individual permits;

<• Replace consulting agency appeals of individual permits
with appeals based on resources or issues of national
significance; and

Expand the use of general permits.

B. Hetlaads Categorisation

The Administration will establish an interagency taohnical
committee to define a limited number of major wetland categories
based on function, value, end the relative scarcity or abundance
of different wetlands. The technical committee will complete its
work within 18 months and will consult with outside experts in
defining the categories.

C. Mitigation Banking

The tochnical committee will also refine the details of a market-
oriented mitigation banking system based on the categories it
defines. The mitigation banking system will be designed to
provide adequate inoentives for the private restoration or
creation of wetlands that can be used to mitigate the effects of
developed wetlands. The mitigation banking system will:

• Allow permit applicants to satisfy compensatory
mitigation requirements through the use of "mitigation
credits;"

Presume satisfaction of permit conditions if tha
mitigation credits are from the same or from a higher
wetland category; and
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Rdplaos tha preference for on-site mitigation for all
watlande except those In the higheet wetland category
with a preference for mitigation within Stataa or
within major hydrologiaal units which may oroea State
lines.

D. Femlt Conditions for Wetlanda

The Administration proposes to maintain the process known as
saquenoing for the high-value wetland category. Permit
applicants involving wetlanda in the remaining categoriea will be
required to offset wetland losses through compensatory
mitigation. States with less than e 1 percent historic rate of
wetlands development will be able to satisfy permit requirements
through minimixation. The Adminiatretlon will also establish
general pamits for low-value wetlanda.

B. Increasing State Role

To increase the. role of Stated in the wetlands permitting
-process, the Administration will issue guidance to encourage
greater use of Regional and State General Permit Programs.
States which assume delegation of the 404 program will be given
flexibility, to the extent allowed by current law, to tailor the
wetland categoriea based on State resources. State programa
would be approved as long as the program achieves on balance the
same environmantal benefita aa the Federal program.

The Administration also supports legislation to allow
permitting of wetlands near navigable waters by States that
assume reaponsibility for the permit program.

r. Modifying the Coverage of the Program

The Administration supports legislation to expand the scope of
the 404 program to Include other activities which may destroy
wetlands besides the addition of fill materiel. The
Administration will also take steps to exempt man-made wetlands
which are not used for purposes of mitigation and whose creation
was not subsidized by the Federal government. The Adminietration
will also clarify that normal farming, ranching and silvicultural
activities generally are exempt from the 404 program, and that
lands exempted from the Swampbuster program are similarly not
covered.
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Side-by-Side
Comparison Of The
1989 Manual And
Proposed Revised

l\/lanual





BASING WETUkhfDS DETERNflNATIONS ON 3 PARAMETERS - HYDROLOGY,

I
VEGETATION, AND SOILS

1989 MANUAL:

Evidence of all 3 parameters are required, BUT could assume hydrology from

vegetation or soils IF area was disturbed.

Could assume vegetation from soils and hydrology.

Could assume soils from certain vegetation.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Independent indicators of all 3 parameters are required UNLESS the area is a

disturbed wetland or the area is a specifically described exception (e.g., playa

lake, prairie pothole, vernal pool, pocosin, and other special wetlands that fail

the hydrophytic vegetation criterion). Exceptions are widely recognized valuable

wetland types that may fail to meet one or more of the 3 criteria.

Requests public comment on the listed exceptions as well as potential additions

to the list, and on recommendations for identifying appropriate indicators for

I
each wetland type listed as an exception.

Requests public comment on three alternatives to identifying and delineating

seasonally harder to identify wetland types that are NOT exceptions to the

criteria, but may not demonstrate indicators of one or more of the 3 criteria

during certain (e.g., dry) times of the year.



DURATION OF INUNDATION AND/OR SATURATION IN THE WEHTLAND
HYDROLOGY CRITERION

1989 MANUAL:

Requires inundation or saturation for one week or more during the growing

season.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Requires inundation for 15 or more consecutive days, or saturation to the surface

for 21 or more consecutive days during the growing season.



DEPTH AT WHICH SOIL SATURATION IS REQUIRED IN THE WETLAND
HYDROLOGY CRITERION

1989 MANUAL:

Requires saturation to the surface at some point in time during the growing

season.

Saturation to the surface would normally occur when, for one week or more, the

water table is within:

. 6 inches of the soil surface in somewhat poorly drained mineral soils,

. 12 inches of the soil surface in poorly drained or very poorly drained

mineral soils, or

. 18 inches of the soil surface in poorly drained or very poorly drained

mineral soils with low permeability (less than 6 inches per hour).

The above-listed depths to the water table were intended to correspond to

saturation to the surface caused by capillary action above the water table.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Requires inundation and/or saturation at the surface.

1989 Manual depths to water table as indicators of surface saturation are

deleted; replaced by a test for water that can be squeezed or shaken from the

surface soil to ensure that capillary action is saturating the soil at the surface.



TECHNICAL VALIDITY OF ACCEPTABLE INDICATORS OF WETLAND
HYDROLOGY

1989 MANUAL:

The list of wetland hydrology indicators included both strong and weak

indicators, each of which alone could be used to meet the wetland hydrology

criterion.

Hydric soil characteristics alone also could be used to meet the hydrology

criterion.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Eliminates hydric soil characteristics as hydrology indicators.

Separates list of hydrology indicators into primary and secondary indicators.

Primary indicators are more reliable and can be used alone to meet hydrology

criterion.

Secondary indicators are weaker and can only be used with corroborative

information. This corroborative information must be of sufficient quality and

extent that when taken together with secondary indicators clearly supports the

presence of wetland hydrology for the necessary time, duration, and frequency.

Requests public comment on the validity of secondary indicators.

Removes water-stained leaves, trunks, or stems and requests public comment on

including this as indicators of hydrology, their reliability as indicators of hydrology

and whether they should be primary or secondary indicators.

Solicits comments on the data requirements for hydrologic records (e.g., cutoff

for "normal rainfall" years) to document that the wetland hydrology criterion has

been met.



DEFINrnON OF GROWING SEASON

1989 MANUAL:

Used growing season zones mapped in broad bands across the country according

to soil temperature regimes.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Growing season is based on local weather data, and will be from 3 weeks before

the last killing frost in the Spring to 3 weeks after the first killing fi-ost in the

Fall, except for areas that experience freezing temperatures throughout the year,

where appropriate local growing seasons will be applied. The local weather data

will be available on a local level, e.g. the county level.

Solicits comment on this definition.



PUBUC INPUT TO THE REVISION PROCESS

1989 MANUAL:

As an interpretation of the existing regulatory definition of wetlands, the Manual
was not required to go through notice and comment rulemaking. There was no

opportunity for public input on the Manual prior to its issuance or

implementation.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

The Agencies held 4 public meetings last Summer and accepted written

comments on the 1989 Manual until September 28, 1990. These comments were

considered in developing the proposed revisions.

The Manual will be formally proposed in the Federal Register. The position

that this Manual is a technical guidance document which is not required by law

to go through Administrative Procedure Act (APA) legislative rulemaking

procedures has been upheld with respect to the 1989 wetlands delineation

manual in Hobbs v. United States. 32 Env't Rep. Cas. (BNA) 2091 (E.D. Va.

1990), appeal pending . No. 90-1861 (4th Cir.). Nonetheless, the agencies believe

that it would be appropriate and in the public interest to include parts of the

final manual in the Code of Federal Regulations. When the agencies determine

what portions of the manual that may be promulgated as a legislative rule, they

will provide notice of specific proposed regulatory language in the FEDERAL
REGISTER at least 30 days prior to the end of the public comment period.

The regulatory language will be subject to the Administrative Procedure Act

rulemaking process.



HYDROPHYTIC VEGETATION CRITERION

1989 MANUAL:

Requires under normal circumstances: 1) more than 50% of the composition of

the dominant species from all strata are obhgate wetland, facultative wetland,

and/or facultative wetland species; OR 2) the prevalence index approach (that is,

under normal circumstances, a frequency analysis of all species within the

community yields a prevalence index value of less than 3.0 (where OBL = 1.0,

FACW = 2.0, FAC = 3.0, FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0).

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Proposes the prevalence index approach - that is, an area meets this criterion if,

under normal circumstances, a frequency analysis of all species within the

community yields a prevalence index value of less than 3.0 (where OBL = 1.0,

FACW = 2.0, FAC = 3.0, FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0).

Solicits comments on including the Facultative Neutral test as part of the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion in addition to the proposed prevalence index

approach. Under this approach the criterion would be met if after discounting

all dominant facultative (FAC) plants, the number of dominant obhgate wetland

(OBL) and facultative wetland (FACW) species exceeds the number of dominant

facultative upland (FACU) and obUgate upland (UPL) species. (Note: a number

of options are presented describing circumstances under which the prevalence

index procedure would be used.)

Solicits comments on variants of the FAC neutral test.



STATUS OF DELINEATIONS BASED ON THE 1989 FEDERAL MANUAL

1989 MANUAL:

Required the use of 1989 Manual for delineation and such delineations were

final.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Any landowner whose land has been delineated a wetland after the revised

Manual is proposed but before the proposed revised Manual becomes final may

request a new delineation following publication of the final revised Manual.

However, final actions, such as permit issuances or completed enforcement

actions, already taken on wetlands delineated under the 1989 manual will not

generally be reopened.

A landowner whose property has been identified as a wetland during a seasonal

dry period or drought can request a re-evaluation in the field during the wet

season of the year.

The agencies are soliciting comment on the likelihood of sites being delineated

during the dry season as wetland that, if the delineation had occurred during the

wet season, would not have met the hydrology criterion. Should requests for re-

evaluations be limited to certain cases or should all requests be granted?

8



DEFINITION OF A DISTURBED WETLAND AREA AND ITS DELINEATION
PROCEDURES

1989 MANUAL:

Disturbed wetland areas include situations where field indicators of one or more
of the three wetland identification criteria are obliterated or not present due to

recent change.

For disturbed areas where vegetation is removed and no other alterations have

been done, the presence of hydric soils and evidence of wetland hydrology will

be used to identify wetlands. If such evidence is found, conditions are assumed

to be sufficient to support hydrophytic vegetation.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Disturbed wetland areas are wetlands that met the mandatory criteria prior to

disturbance and have had vegetation, soils, and/or hydrology altered such that the

required evidence of the relevant indicators for the affected criteria has been

removed. If a disturbed area is identified as a wetland, field personnel shall

document the reasons for determining that the site would have been a wetland

but for the disturbance.

For disturbed area where the vegetation is removed and no other alterations

have been done, evidence of the elimination of the hydrophytic vegetation

together with the presence of hydric soils and evidence of wetland hydrology

must be used to identify wetlands.



ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO DELINEATION ON A SITErSPECIFIC BASIS

1989 MANUAL:

Sites are delineated individually.

PROPOSED REVISED MANUAL:

Sites are delineated individually.

Solicits comments on alternative approaches that would allow identification of

categories that can be identified and delineated rapidly and without the need for

extensive documentation.

10
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ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO DELINEATION ON A SITErSPECIFIC BASIS
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1989 "Federal Manual for Identifying

and Delineating Jurisdictional

Wetlands"; Proposed Revisions

AGENCIES: Environmental Protection

Agency; Corps of Engineers. Department
of the Army, DOD; Soil Conservation
Service, Agriculture; and Fish and
Wildlife Service, Interior.

ACTION: Proposed rule and policy

statement; request for comments.

summary: The Environmental Protection

Agency [EPA); Army Corps of Engineers

(CE); Department of Agriculture Soil

Conservation Service (SCS); and
Department of Interior Fish and Wildlife

Service (FWS) request public conunent
on proposed revisions to the "Federal
Manual for Identifying and Delineating

Jurisdictional Wetlands" (1989 Manual),
an interagency document adopted
January 10, 1989. The 1989 Manual
provides guidance for identifying and
delineating wetlands for various
purposes, including determining
wetlands under the jurisdiction of the

Clean Water Act Section 404 regulatory

program.

As a result of experience gained
during the two years since the

implementation of the 1989 Manual, the

following revisions are proposed. The
public is invited to review and provide
technical conunents on these revisions.

dates: Written comments must be
submitted on or before October 15, 1991.

ADDRESSES: Conunents should be
submitted in writing to: Mr. Gregory
Peck. Chief. Wetiands and Aquatic
Resources Regulatory Branch, Mail
Code (A-104F). U.S. E.P.A., 401 M Sti-eet

SW.. Washington, DC 20460.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Specific details are available from Mr.
Michael Fritz (EPA) at (202) 245-3913;

Ms. Karen Kochenbach (CE) at (202)

272-0817; Mr. Billy Teels (SCS) at (202)

447-5991; or Mr. Tom Muir (FWS) at

(703) 358-2201.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background

The regulatory definition of wetiands
used by the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (Corps) (33 CFR 328.3(b)) and
EPA (40 CFR 230.3(t)) are the same and
have remained unchanged since 1977.

The definition utilizes three

characteristics of wetiands: Hydrology,
vegetation, and soils. Prior to 1989. each
agency also had its ovm procedures for

identifying and delineating wetlands,
which often differed between, as well as

within, these agencies. Recognizing the

need for a single, consistent approach
for weUand determinations and
boimdary delineations, the 1989
"Federal Manual for Identifying and
Delineating Jurisdictional Wetiands"
was developed. The Department of

Interior Fish and Wildlife Service and
the Department of Agriculture Soil

Conservation Service also participated

in developing the 1989 Manual.
The agencies reached agreement on

techniceil criteria for identifying and
delineating wetiands and merged their

methods into the 1989 Manual, which
was adopted on January 10, 1989, and
implemented on March 20, 1989. The
1989 Manual describes the technical

criteria, field indicators, and other

sources of information necessary to

make weUand jurisdictional

determinations. This established a

uniform national procedure for wetiand
identification and delineation, and
terminated the use of any previous

locally implemented approaches by the

signatory agencies.

As with the 1989 Manual, the

proposed Manual on which we are

soliciting public comment is a technical

guidance document and provides

internal procedures for agency field staff

for identifying and delineating wetiands.

Both versions of the document serve to

advise the public prospectively of the

manner in which agency personnel will

apply the definition of wetiands to

particular sites on a case-by-case basis.

We are today providing an opportunity

for public comment on the proposed
revision prior to their implementation in

order to foster public participation in the

Manual revision process.

Proposed Revisions

The revision being proposed today
will improve the 1989 Manual's accuracy
for identifying and delineating wetiands.

The position that this Manual is a

technical guidance document which is

not required by law to go through

Administrative Procedure Act (APA)
legislative rulemaking procedures has

been upheld with respect to the 1989

wetiands delineation manual in Hobbs
V. United States, 32 Env't Rep. Cas.
(BNA) 2091 (E.D. Va. 1990). appeal
pending. No. 90-1861 (4th Cir.).

Nonetheless, the agencies believe that it

would be appropriate and in the pubUc
interest to include parts of the final

manual in the Code of Federal

Regulations. When the agencies

determine what portions of the manual
that may be promulgated as a legislative

rule, they will provide notice of specific

proposed regulatory language in the

Federal Register at least 30 days prior to

the end of the public comment period.

The proposed revisions address many of

the issues raised in the public comments
and public meetings and are intended' to

minimize the potential for erroneous

wetlands determinations. The changes
we are developing are not intended to

reduce jurisdiction. They are intended to

tighten the evidence requirements for

the three parameters in the definition of

wetlands. In addition we expect that the

revised Federal Manual will make it

easier for Federal or State agency staff

to explain to landowners how wetiands

are being delineated and to incorporate

technical knowledge derived from its

use in the past two years and from

improvements in the state of the science.

Of paramount importance to us,

however, is to maintain and improve the

scientific validity of our delineation

methods.

Based on two years of experience in

implementing the 1989 Manual and on
comments received from the public, we
have identified several concerns which
the proposed revisions to the 1989

Manual address. The revisions that are

being proposed are intended to respond

to each of these concerns. Comments
that focus on these areas of major

revision would be most useful to the

agencies.

1. Concern that wetiands

determinations were based on less than

all three of the basis parameters

(hydrology, vegetation, and soils), and in

some cases on only one parameter.

2. Concern with the concept that 7

days of wetness is not enough to create

wetiands.

3. Concern that areas are dry at the

surface (potentially all year round) are

considered wetlands based on the

presence of water as deep as 18 inches

below the surface.

4. Concern that under the 1989 Manual
wetiands hydrology could be considered
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demonstrated even without strong

evidence of the presence of water.

5. Concern that actual conditions in

the field are not accurately reflected by

the method by which the growing

season is determined in the 1989

Manual.
6. Concern that the 1989 Manual was

developed without meaningful public

input.

In addition, we are specifically

interested in input regarding the

following issues:

Issue 1: The proposed Manual
explicitly requires that for an area to be

delineated as a vegetated wetland it

must have three components: wedands
hydrology, hydric soil, and hydrophytic

vegetation. The Manual establishes

criteria for each of these three

components. It is essential that the

revised Manual allow accurate wedands
determinations to be made at any time

of the year (Le., areas should not be
incorrecUy identified as wetlands

because the delineation was conducted

during a wet time of year, nor should

wedands be identified incorrecUy as

upland because the delineation was
conducted during normally dry times).

The revised Manual clearly must
provide the necessary flexibility to

perform wedands determinations

throughout the year regardless of normal
variations in conditions such as

seasonal wetness. It is also essential

that the revisions to the Manual not

exclude obvious, long-recognized

wedand types that clearly satisfy the

regulatory definition.

We are soliciting comments on the

following alternatives to specifying

seasonally harder to identify wedands
types:

(1) Stricdy require use of the three

criteria, without exceptions,

(2) Specifically identify wedand types,

including identification of useful

wedand indicators, and
(3) Allow agency staif to use best

professional judgement supported by
doctunented field evidence to determine
whether areas that fail to meet all three

criteria are wedands.
Issue 2: The proposed Manual

identifies several secondary indicators

of wedands hydrology. We are

requesting comments on the technical

validity and usefulness of these

indicators.

In addition, we request comments on
whether or not water stained leaves,

tnmks or stems that are grayish or

blackish in appearance as a residt of

being under water for significant periods

should be included as an indicator of

hydrology, their reliability as indicators

of hydrology during the growing season.

and whether they should be a primary or

secondary indicators.

Issue 3: The proposed Manual
recognizes that there are examples of

wedands which meet the regulatory

definition, but which sometimes may
meet only two of the three wedand
criteria. As described in the revised

Manual, these wedands include prairie

potholes, vernal pools, playa lakes,

pocosins, and other special weUands
that fail the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion. The proposed Manual
identifies these wedands as exceptions,

but includes them by specific reference

as jurisdictional wedands. We are

requesting comments on the technical

validity of this approach, whether
additional wedand types should be
included as exceptions (such as Pitch

Pine Lowlands in the.Northeast (New
Jersey and Long Island), Jack Pine and
White Spruce in Evergreen Forested

Swamps of the Northern Midwest,
Lodgepole Pine Bogs and Muskegs in the

Northwest and Alaska Coasts, Sugar

Maple and Paper Birch Swamps and
Bogs in the upper Midwest, and Longleaf

Pine Wet Savannahs of the Southeast)

and recommendations for identifying

appropriate indicators for each of the

wedand types listed as exceptions.

Issue 4: The 1989 Manual will remain

in effect until the revised Manual
becomes final. Agency staff who are

making wedand delineations before the

revised Manual becomes final, will be
advised to apply caution in making
wedand delineations that could be
potentially inconsistent with these

proposed revisions. Any landowner
whose land has been delineated a
wedand after the revised Manual is

proposed but before the proposed
revised Manual becomes final may
request a new delineation following

publication of the final revised ManuaL
However, final actions, such as permit

issuances or completed enforcement

actions, already taken on wedands
delineated imder the 1989 Manual will

not generally be reopened. In addition, a

landowner whose property has been
identified as a wetland during a

seasonal dry period or drought can
request a re-evaluation in the field

during the wet season of the year.

In addition, the agencies are soliciting

comment on the likelihood of sites being

delineated during the dry season as

wedand that, if the delineation had
occiured during the wet season, would
not have met the hydrology criterion.

Should requests for re-evaluations be
limited to certain cases or should all

requests be granted?

Issue 5: The agencies are particularly

interested in soliciting comments on
including the Facultative Neutral test as

part of the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion in addition to the proposed

prevalence index approach. Under this

approach the criterion would be met if

after discounting all dominant
facultative (FAC) plants, thenumber of

dominant obligate wedand (OBL) and
facxdtative wedand (FACW) species

exceeds the number of dominant

facultative upland (FACU) and obligate

upland (UPL) species.

(Note: When a lie occurs or all dominant

species are FAC the prevalence index

procedure will be used.)

The agencies are also interested in

soliciting comments on variants of the

FAC Neutral test including one or more
of the following:

(1) When there are not more than a

one species difference between the

number of OBL/FACW species and the

number of FACU/UPL species (e.g.. 8 vs

7 or 4 vs 3), the prevalence index will be

used.

(2) When there are only four or less

non-FAC dominant species in all strata,

the prevalence index wall be used.

(3) OBL and UPL species vnll be given

twrice die weight as FACU and FACW
when calc\dating number of wedand
and upland species in the FAC neutral

test (e.g., 3 OBL (x2) -f- 2 FACW (xl) =
8>6 FACU (xl) -I- UPL (x2) = 6 (FAC
still neutral)).

(4) Change the lower cutoff for

including a vegetational type (e.g.. trees

or shrubs) as a valid stratum from five

percent to two percent for areal cover.

(5) When more dian 50% of die

dominant species are FAC the

prevalence index procedure will be

used.

(6) Change the lower cutoff for

including additional dominant species

beyond the 50% predominance level

from twenty percent to ten percent of

the strata.

The FAC neutral test is less

burdensome and quicker to perform

than the prevalence index because it

requires an evaluation of only the

dominant species and not all plants.

This could result in substantial resource

savings and quicker permit reviews.

Many believe that die FAC neutral test

is reliable in most situations. The
agencies are interested in any

information about die reliability of the

FAC neutral test to demonstrate the

presence or absence of hydrophytic

vegetation. To the extent commentors

believe there are weaknesses to the

FAC neutral test do any of the

suggested six variants (or variations to

them) alone or in combination improve

the tests's reliability sufficiendy for use

in measuring hydrophytic vegetation?
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Procedures that would be used to

implement the FAC neutral test are

described in the Appendices to the

Manual.

Issue 6: The proposed Manual
provides that the wetlands hydrology

criterion may be met by documenting at

least three years of hydrologic records

(e.g., groundwater well observations or

tide or stream gauge records) collected

during years of normal rainfall (amount

and monthly distribution) which is

correlated with long-term hydrologic

records for specific geographical areas.

The three annual observation periods

must have at least 90 percent of average

yearly precipitation and at least 90

percent of normal monthly distribution.

In addition, the year prior to the water

table study must have had 90 percent of

the monthly and annual precipitation.

We are soliciting comments on whether
this 90 percent requirement is

appropriate, or should other cutoff levels

be used (e.g., plus or minus one or two
standard deviations)?

Issue 7; In addition, we are soliciting

comments on the basic approach taken

in the Manual of delineating every site

individually. Is this the best approach?
Coidd the Manual be streamlined so that

"obvious" identifications and
delineations can occur more quickly

vnth less unnecessary work? It is

desirable to identify easily recognized
wetlands (for example, Spartina

altemJflora] coastal marshes), easily

recognized uplands (for example,
mountainside (other than seeps) or

deserts), or weUands of overriding

significance and value (for example,
prairie potholes), that can be identified

and delineated rapidly and without the

need for extensive documentation? If

this would be desirable, how should it

be done? What should the categories be,

what systems should be included, and
how should they be described? Can the

categories be described such that the

wetland/upland boundary are clearly

recognized, or will it be necessary to use
the mandatory criteria proposed in the

Manual to determine the boundary? If

this were to be done, should it be on a
nationwide or regional basis? What
process should be followed—shoidd
technical conunittees be formed to

develop these categories and identify

communities within each category, or

should the categories and communities
be developed through a public notice
and comment process, or should a
combination of both be used?

Issue 8: The proposed Manual defines

the growing season as the interval

between 3 weeks before the average
date of the last killing frost in the Spring
to 3 weeks after the average date of the

last killing frost in the Fall, with

exceptions for areas experiencing

freezing temperatures throughout the

year (e.g., montane, t\mdra and boreal

areas] that nevertheless support

hydrophytic vegetation. We are

soliciting comments on whether this is

an appropriate definition of the growing

season and if not, are there other more
appropriate alternatives.

It is important to emphasize that the

purpose of this notice is to request

comments on the proposed revisions to

the 1989 Manual The comments should

not address broader policy issues

regarding the implementation of the

Section 404 regulatory program which
this document does not address. General

information and questions about

weUands protection can be directed to

the EPA Wetlapds Hotline at (800) 832-

7828.

It is also important to note that an
independent testing panel, as well as

EPA and the Corps, will perform field

testing of these proposed revisions

during the comment period. The' results

of these tests will be reviewed, in

conjunction v«th the comments received

from the public in finalizing the revised

Federal Manual. The proposed revisions

do not contain a glossary, references,

data sheets and regional indicators of

significant soil saturation which vdll

accompany the final revised Federal

Manual.

F. Henry Habicht D.

DeputyAdministrator, US. Environmental

Protection Agency.
'

Nancy Dom,

Assistant Secretary (Civil Works),

Department ofthe Army.

James R. Moseley,

Assistant SecretaryforNaturalResources

andEnvironment, Department ofAgriculture.

J. Michael Hayden,

Assistant SecretaryforFish and Wildlife and
Parks, Department ofthe Interior.

Part I Introduction

Part n Mandatory Technical Criteria for

Vegetated Wetland Identification

Part ni Methods for Identification and

Delineation for Vegetated Wetlands
Appendices

Authoritie*: 33 U.S.C. 1344: 16 U.S.C 3801-

3823. 3841-3844; 16 U.S.a 3801: 18 U.S.C. 661

Part I. Introduction

Purpose

The purposes of this manual are: (1)

To provide mandatory technical criteria

for the identification and delineation of

wetlands, (2) to provide recommended
methods for vegetated weUands
identification and upper boundary
delineation, and (3) to provide sources

of information to aid in their

identification. The dociunent can be

used to identify jurisdictional weUands
subject to section 404 of the Clean ^
Water Act and to the "Swampbuster"
provision of the Food Security Act of

1985, as amended, or to identify

vegetated weUands in general for the

National WeUands Inventory and other

purposes. WeUand jurisdictional

determinations for regulatory purposes

are based on criteria in addition to

technical criteria, so consult the

appropriate regulatory agency for its

interpretation. The term "weUand" as

used throughout this manual refers to

vegetated weUands. This includes

weUands with nat\u'al vegetation and
weUands where natiu'al vegetation has

been temporarily disturbed. This manual
provides a single, consistent approach

for identifying and delineating these

weUands from a multi-agency Federal

perspective. This manual establishes

criteria to be used by the four signatory

agencies in delineating weUands and
their boundaries. The Federal

government for purposes of exercising

the respective agencies' statutory

authorities, has the burden of proving

that a particular site is a weUand. If an
agency faUs to meet its burden of proof

then the site is not a weUand.

Organization of the Manual ^
This manual is divided into three

major parts: Part I—Introduction; Part

n—Mandatory Technical Criteria for

Vegetated WeUand Identification; and
Part in—Methods for Identification and
Delineation of Vegetated WeUands.

Use of the Manual

This manual should be used for the

identification and delineation of

vegetated weUands in the United States.

Emphasis for delineation is on the upper

boundary of weUands (i.e., weUand-
upland boundary) and not on the lower

boundary between weUands and other

aquatic habitats. The technical criteria

for weUand identification presented in

Part n are mandatory, while the

methods presented in Part III are

recommended approaches. Alternative

methods are offered to provide users

with a selection of methods that range

from office determinations to detaUed

field determinations. If the user departs

fi'om these methods, the reasons for

doing so should be documented. If there

are any inconsistencies between Parts I,

n, and III, the guidance provided in Part

II has preeminence over guidance

provided in the other parts. <^

Background

At Uie Federal level, four agencies are

principally involved with weUand
identification and delineation: Army
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Corps of Engineers (CE), Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), Fish and

' Wildlife (FWS), and Soil Conservation

Service (SCS). The CE and EPA are

responsible for making jurisdictional

determinations of wetlands regulated

under Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act (formerly known as the Federal

Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C.

1344). The CE also makes jurisdictional

determinations under Section 10 of the

Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 (33

U.S.C. 403). Under section 404, the

Secretary of the Army, acting through

the Chief of Engineers, is authorized to

issue permits for the discharge of

dredged or fill material into the waters

of the United States, including wetlands.

EPA has an important role in developing

the Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines and
defining the geographic extent of waters

of the United States, including wetiands.

The CE also issues permits for filling,

dredging, and other construction in

certain wetlands under Section 10.

Under authority of the Fish and Wildlife

Coordination Act. the FWS and the

National Marine Fisheries Service

review applications for these Federal

permits and provide comments to the CE
on the environmental impacts of

proposed work. In addition, the FWS is

conducting an inventory of the Nation's
wetlands and is producing a series of
National Wetlands Inventory maps for

the entire country. While the SCS has
been involved in wetland identification

since 1956, it has recenUy become more
deeply involved in wetland
determinations through the

"Swampbuster" provision of the Food
Security Act of 1985, and the 1990
amendments.

Prior to the adoption of the "Federal
Manual for Identifying and Delineating
Jurisdictional Wetlands" by the four
agencies in 1989, each agency had its

own procedures for identifying and
delineating wetlands. The CE and EPA
developed technical manuals for

identifying and delineating weUands
subject to Section 404 (Environmental
Laboratory 1987 and Sipple 1988,

respectively), yet neither manual was a
nationally-implemented standard even
vdthin the agencies. ConsequenUy.
weUand identification and delineation
remained inconsistent The SCS
developed procedures for identifying

wetiands for compliance with
"Swampbuster" which were adopted by
the agency for national use in 1987 (7

CFR part 12). While it has no formal
method for delineating wetiand
boundaries, the FWS has established
guidelines for identifying wetiands in
the form of its official wetiand
classification system report (Cowardin,

et al. 1979). These varied agency
approaches and lack of standardized

methods resulted in inconsistent

determinations of wetland boundaries

for the same type of area. This created

confusion and identified the need for a

single, consistent approach for weUand
determinations and boundary
delineations.

In early 1988, the CE and EPA
resimied previous disciissions on the

possibilities of merging their manuals
into a single document and establishing

it as a national standard within the

agencies, since both manuals were
produced in support of Section 404 of the

Clean Water Act The FWS and SCS
were invited to participate, thereby

creating the Federal Interagency

Committee for Wetiand Delineation

(Committee) vdth each of the four

agencies (CE. EPA. FWS. and SCS)
represented.

The four agencies reached agreement
on the technical criteria for Identifying

and delineating wetiands and merged
their methods into a single wetiand
delineation manual, which was
published on January 10. 1989 as the

"Federal Manual for Identifying and
Delineating Jurisdictional Wetiands".

This established a national standard for

wetiand identification and delineation,

and terminated previous locally

implemented approaches that were not
in some cases, scientifically based nor

consistent Further, adoption of the

manual in 1989 resulted in some changes

in the scope of regulatory jurisdiction in

some agency field offices.

Diiring the following two years, the

1989 manual was used by the agencies

for wetiand delineation, chiefly for

identifying and delineating wetiands

subject to federal regulations under the

Clean Water Act Unfortunately, during

this time many misconceptions of the

1989 manual (e.g.. classifying any area

mapped as hydric soil as wetiand
without considering other criteria), and
other factors created an obvious need to

review the 1989 manual and revise it

accordingly. From the outset the four

agencies recognized that additional

clarification and/or changes might be

required.

Accordingly, in May 1990, the

agencies initiated an evaluation of the

1989 manual, which consisted of several

steps:

1. Formal field testing was conducted

by the Environmental Protection Agency
to evaluate the sampling protocols of the

1989 manual (Sipple and DaVia 1990);

2. Reviews by agency field staff using

the 1989 manual;

3. To afford the public the opportunity

to comment on the technical aspects of

the 1989 manual, public meetings were
held in Baton Rouge, Louisiana,

Sacramento, California. St Paul.

Minnesota, and Baltimore, Meiryland;

and
4. Written comments on the technical

aspects of the 1989 manual were also

accepted subsequent to the meetings to

give the pubfic ample opportimity to

express any concerns. More than 500

letters were received and reviewed.

The technical comments were
reviewed by the four agencies and
considered for incorporation into a

revised manual The agencies concluded
that while the manual represented a

substantial improvement over pre-

existing approaches, several key issues

needed to be re-examined and clarified.

Some of the key technical issues

needing re-examination were: (1) The
wetiand hydrology criterion. (2) the use

of hydric soil for delineating the wetiand
boundary, (3) the assumption that

facultative vegetation indicated wetiand
hydrology, and (4) the open-ended
natiufl of the determination process

which created opportimities for misuse.

The wetiand hydrology criterion in the

1989 manual included a series of

requirements related to specific soil

types (soil drainage classes). Looking for

water tables at various depths

depending on soil drainage class was
confusing, especially since properties

associated with soil drainage classes

are not standardized across the country.

The National Technical Committee for

Hydric SoUs (NTCHS) criteria for

defining hydric soils were adopted in

the 1989 manual. The hydric soil

criterion included wetiand hydrology

requirements to identify those soils wet

enough to be hydria In adopting the

NTCHS hydric soU criteria, tiie 1989

manual retained the hydrology

requirements under its hydric soil

criterion and also in effect repeated

them as the wetiand hydrology criterion.

This clearly gave the impression of a

less than three criteria approach to

wetiand identification.

Perhaps the issue that engendered the

most concern over potential misuse of

the 1989 manual involved the use of

hydric soils for wetiand identification

and delineation. Since the 1989 manual
included wetiand hydrology
requirements within the hydric soil

criterion, and the delineation methods
relied on hydric soil properties to

delineate the weticmd boimdary. some
users got the impression that the 1989

manual was not based on three

mandatory criteria, but rather based
solely on one criterion—the hydric soil
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criterion (since it, in fact, embodied the

wetland hydrology criterion). This, by
itself, was not a significant problem,

since hydrology was still considered.

Some users then erroneously translated

this to mean that any area mapped as a

hydric soil series was a wetland.

However, it was the clear intent of the

agencies that speciBc soil properties

derived directly from wetland hydrology

(e.g., significant soil saturation) would
be used to separate those members of

hydric soil series that were associated

with wetlands from those that were not.

Hydric soil mapping units include

significant acreage of phases of these

soils that were never wetland or no
longer meet the wetland hydrology
requirements of the hydric soil criterion

(i.e., dry phases and drained phases,

respectively) as well as inclusions of

nonhydric soils.

By considering any mapped hydric

soil area as wetland, millions of former
wetlands (now effectively drained)

could be misidentified as wetland. This

grossly exaggerated the extent of

"jurisdictional wetlands" present in the

United States. While the presence of

certain plants were required to separate

vegetated wetlands from nonvegetated
wetiands, they were not used to help

identify the upper boundaries, although

they can be very useful indicators in

certain cases where hydrology has been
altered or where soil properties

themselves are difficult to interpret.

Consequently, by ignoring plant

composition on Uie upper end of the

wetland/upland gradient and by
erroneously using mapped boundaries of

hydric soil imits to delineate wetland
bouindaries, errors in judgment were
possible.

The 1989 manual specified three

mandatory criteria, but did not require

the use of various indicators to verify

these criteria, although the
interrelationships were presented. This
allowed individuals to develop their

own indicators or ignore strong
indicators in determining whether a
particular criterion was met Clearly, the

criteria needed to be intricately linked
to a limited set of field indicators to

prevent their misuse.
A series of meetings of the four

agencies were held during the period of

October 1990 through April 1991. Major
revisions to the 1989 manual were made
to correct the technically-based
shortcomings addressed above, reduce
misinterpretations and the possibility of

erroneous weUand determinations, and
better explain the manual's usage.

Federal Wetland Definitions

Several definitions have been
formulated at the Federal level to define

"wetland" for various laws, regulations,

and programs. These definitions are

cited below with reference to their

guiding document along with a few
comments on their key elements.

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act

The following definition of wetland is

the regulatory definition used by the

EPA and CE for administering the

Section 404 permit program:

Those areas that are inundated or

saturated by surface or groundwater at

a frequency and duration sufficient to

support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence

of vegetation typically adapted for life

in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes,

bogs, and similar areas (EPA 40 CFR
230.3. December 24, 1980; and CE. 33

CFR 328.3, November 13. 1986).

This definition emphasizes hydrology,

vegetation, and saturated soils. The
section 404 regulations also deal with

other "waters of the United States" such

as open water areas, mud flats, coral

reefs, rifile and pool complexes,

vegetated shallows, and other aquatic

habitats. Both EPA and CE regulations

(cited above) implementing this

definition were subject to formal

rulemaking public notice eind conunent

procedures in accordance with the

Administrative Procedures Act (5 U.S.C.

553).

Food Security Act of 1965 (as amended)

The following wetland definition is

used by the SCS for identifying

wetlands on agricultural land in

assessing farmer eligibility for U.S.

Department of Agriculture program
benefits under the "Swampbuster"
provision of this Act
WeUands are defined as areas that

have a predominance of hydric soils and
that are inundated or saturated by
surface or ground water at a frequency

and dxu^tion sufficient to support, and
under normal circumstances do support
a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation

typically adapted for life in saturated

soil conditions, except lands in Alaska
identified as having a high potential for

agricultural development and a

predominance of permafi^st soils.*

(National Food Security Act Manual,
1988 and revised editions)

'Special Note: The Emergency wetlands

Resources Act of 1986 also contains this

deRnition. but without the exception for

Alaska.

This definition specifies hydrology,

hydrophytic vegetation, and hydric soils.

AJiy area that meets the hydric soil

criteria (defined by the national

Technical Committee for Hydric Soils) is

considered to have a predominance of

hydric soils. The definition also makes a

geographic exclusion for Alaska, so that

wetlands in Alaska wnth a high potential

for agricultural development and a

predominance of permafrost soils are

exempt from the requirements of the

Food Security Act

Fish and Wildlife Service's Wetland
Classification System

The FWS in cooperation with other

Federal agencies. State agencies, and
private organizations and individuals

developed a wetland definition for

conducting an inventory of the Nation's

wetiands. This definition was published

in the FWS's publication "Classification

of Wetiands and Deepwater Habitats of

the United States" (Cowardin, et at

1979):

WeUands are lands transitional

between terrestrial and aquatic systems

where the water table is usually at or

near the siuiace or the land is covered

by shallow water. For purposes of this

classification wetiands must have one

or more of the following three attributes:

(1) At least periodically, the land

supports predominantiy hydrophytes, (2)

the substrate is predominantiy

undrained hydric soil, and (3) the

substrate is nonsoil and is saturated ^
with water or covered by shallow water i

at some time dtiring the growing season

of each year.

This definition includes both

vegetated and nonvegetated wetiands,

recognizing that some types of wetiands

lack vegetation (e.g., mud flats, sand

flats, rocky shores, gravel beaches, and
sand bars). The classification system

also defines "deepwater habitats" as

"permanentiy flooded lands lying below

the deepwater boundary of wetiands."

Deepwater habitats include estuarine

and marine aquatic beds (similar to

"vegetated shallows" of section 404),

although aquatic beds in shallow fresh

water are considered wetiands. Open
waters below extreme low water at

spring tides in salt and brackish tidal

areas and usually below 6.6 feet in

inland areas and freshwater tidal areas

are also included in deepwater habitats.

Relationship of Wetlands Identified by
This Manual to "Waters of the United

States"

This manual is used to identify and

delineate vegetated wetiands. Figure 1

presents a generalized landscape

continuum from upland to open water _
(deepwater habitat) showing the (^

relationship of the various Federal

wetiand definitions. Vegetated wetiands

as used herein means areas that, under

normal circumstances, usually have
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hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil, and

wetland hydrology. Further, this manual

applies to areas that are vegetated by

erect, self-supporting vegetation (e.g..

vegetation extending above the water's

surface in aquatic areas or free-standing

on soil].

Vegetated weUands identified by this

manual are a subset of areas regidated

as "Waters of the United States" under

section 404 of the Clean Water Act, and

one of the areas regulated as "special

aquatic sites" under the section 404(b)(1)

Guidelines promulgated by the

Environmental Protection Agency. Other

"special aquatic sites" include mudflats,

vegetated shallows, coral reefs, riffle

and pool complexes, and sanctuaries

and refuges. Open water areas are also

part of the "Waters of the United

States."

Vegetated wetiands identified by this

manual are also a subset of those areas

designated as weUands under the FWS's
"Classification of Wetlands and
Deepwater Habitats of the United

States." The FWS definition of wetland

is used for National Wetlands Inventory

and is nonregulatory in nature. The only

differences between wetlands identified

by FWS and this manual are those

aquatic areas 6.6 feet or less in depth

that do not contain emergent vegetation,

or are imvegetated. Such areas are

identified as wetlands under the FWS
system, but not imder the manuaL
However, there are few if any areas

covered by the FWS classification

system that are not covered under

section 404. For vegetated wetlands, the

FWS classification system and this

manual are essentially identical. Ninety-

four percent of all FWS-classlfied

weUands in the coterminous United

States are vegetated.

The emphasis of this manual is on the

boundary between wetland and upland,

since that is the area most often in

question and where determinations and
delineations become most difficult

However, wetland determinations in

lower wetter areas are generally easy to

make and seldom in question from a

regulatory standpoint since both

wetland and open water are regulated

areas. Generally, as one moves from
areas with standing water to dry upland

areas, it is those lands at the margin that

are most difficult to distinguish. This

manual recognizes this fact and requires

less rigorous investigation in obvious
wetiand situations than in areas which
may be questionable. In either situation,

however, documentation supporting a

delineation is required.

The definitions of weUands used for

section 404 of the Clean Water Act and
the Swampbuster provision of the 1985

Food Security Act, as amended, are

specific to vegetated wetlands or

weUands that are vegetated under

normal circumstances. These are the

weUands to which the manual applies.

This manual provides for the consistent

identification and delineation of these

weUands in the field. Because this

manual was developed to resolve

differences in identifying weUands
under these definitions, it is limited to

vegetated weUands and does not

address nonvegetated weUands.
WeUand determinations made

Uu'ough the use of this manual for the

purposes of determining Federal

weUand jurisdiction at a site are subject

to modification in accordance with legal

and policy considerations of the

applicable regulatory program. For

example, section 404 regulatory

jurisdiction in weUands is limited to

areas that are waters of the United

States because they have a cormection

with interstate or foreign commerce.

Another example is the application of

Federal weUand jurisdiction on cropland

which is subject to agency policy-based

interpretations of such matters as the

relative permanence of the cropping

disturbtince and its effect of hydrophytic

vegetation and/or weUand hydrology.

Such matters generally are not

addressed In this manual; rather, the

appropriate agency policy should be

consulted in conjimction with the

manual for weUand determinations in

such areas.

Any landowner whose land has been

delineated a weUand after the revised

manual is proposed but before the

proposed revised manual becomes final

may request a new delineation following

publication of the final revised manual.

However, final actions, such as permit

issuances or completed enforcement

actions, already taken or weUands
delineated under the 1989 manual will

not generally be reopened.

Summary ofFederal Definitions

The CE, EPA and SCS weUand
definitions include only areas that are

vegetated under normal circimistances.

while the FWS definition encompasses

both vegetated and nonvegetated areas.

Except for \he FWS Inclusion of

nonvegetated areas and aquatic beds in

shallow water as weUands and the

exemption for Alaska in the SCS
definition, all four weUand definitions

are conceptually the same: they aU

include three basic elements

—

hydrology, vegetation, and soUs—^for

identifying weUands.

Part n. Mandatory Technical Criteria for

Vegetated WeUands Identification

WeUand hydrology is the driving force

of weUands. Vegetated weUands occiu-

in shallow water, on permanenUy
saturated soils, or in areas subject to

periodic inundation or saturation where

anaerobic conditions usually develop

due to excess water. Certain hydrologic

conditions called "weUand hydrology"

therefore drive the formation of

weUands and continue to maintain

them. Permanent or periodic webiess is

the fundamental factor that makes

weUands different from uplands

(nonweUands). Although weUand
hydrology is the dominant force creating

weUands. long-term records for

hydrology typicaUy are not available for

identifying the presence of weUands or

for deUneating their upper boundaries.

ConsequenUy. other indicators

sometimes must be used to determine

whether an area meets the weUand
criteria. It has been long recognized that

various plants and their adaptations,

certain plant communities, specific soil

properties, and particidar soU types (e.g^

peats, mucks, and gleyed soUs) can be

used to help identify weUands. In

addition, there are a number of

hydrologic indicators that can be used to

help identify weUands.

Existing weUand definitions recognize

that weUands are driven by weUand
hydrology (permanent or periodic

inundation and/or soU saturation) and

that characteristic plants (hydrophytic

vegetation) and soils (hydric soUs) are

identifiable components of vegetated

weUands. This manual uses Uiese three

components as criteria for vegetated

weUand identification. Field staff should

examine sites for indicators of

hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and

weUand hydrology and document the

presence or absence of Indicators to the

extent practicable. At sites where

weUands are obvious due to the

overwhelming evidence provided by one

indicator (e.g., permanent standing

water), documentation of the other

indicators, while necessary, need not be

as intensive as in areas where weUands

are not so obvious. There are, however,

many other cases where, as one moves

toward the drier portion of the moistiu*

gradient, rigorous examination and

documentation of soil, vegetation, and

hydrology characteristics is necessary.

The fact that such weUands are harder

to Identify has no bearing on Uieir status

as weUands.

Under natural, imdisturbed

conditions, vegetated weUands
generally possess three characteristics:

(1) Hydrophytic vegetation. (2) hydric

soUs. and (3) weUand hydrology. These

characteristics and their technical

criteria for identification purposes are

described in the foUowing sections. The

Uu-ee technical criteria and their
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verifying characteristics are mandatory,

with the following exceptions: disturbed

wetlands (i.e., wetlands that met the

mandatory criteria prior to disturbance

and have had the vegetation, soils, and/

or hydrology altered such that the

required evidence of the relevant

indicators for the affected criterion has

been removed); and specific wetland

types that may never meet all three

criteria although they are widely

recognized as wetlands (i.e., some
prairie potholes, playa lakes, vernal

pools and pocosins, and other special

wetlands that fail the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion such as Eastern

hemlock swamps, tamarack bogs, and

white pine bogs). Descriptions of these

exceptions are included in this manual.

This manual also includes other

clromistances which may complicate

wetland delineation and which therefore

require special consideration (e.g^ pit

and mound topography, newly formed

hydric soils).

The three mandatory technical criteria

are presented below. Background
information for each criterion is also

provided.

WetlandHydrology Criterion

An area has weUand hydrology when
it is:

1. Inundated for 15 or more
consecutive days, or saturated from

surface water or from ground water to

the surface for 21 or more consecutive

days during the grovdng season in most
years, or

2. Periodically flooded by tidal water

in most years.

Areas meeting this criterion also are

usually inundated or saturated for

variable periods during the non-growdng

season. The term "Inundated and/or
saturated at the surface" means the soil

is inundated or wet enough at the

surface to the extent that water reaches
the surface in an unlined borehole or

can be squeezed or shaken from the soil

at the surface. The growing season is the

interval between 3 weeks before the

average date of the last killing frost in

the Spring to 3 weeks after the average
date of the first killing frost in the Fall,

with exceptions for areas experiencing

freezing temperatures throughout the

year (e.g., montane, tundra and boreal

areas) that nevertheless support

hydrophytic vegetation. The term "in

most years" means that the condition

represents the prevailing long-term

hydrologic condition and would be
expected to occur in the futiire in more
years than not over the long term (e.g.,

more than 5 years out of 10).

While the above criterion must be
met. many times field staff will not be

present to do wetiand determinations at

the right time of year or for long enough

to directly observe that an area is

inundated for 15 or more consecutive

days or saturated from surface water or

from groundwater to the surface for 21

or more consecutive days during the

growdng season in most years.

An area meets the wetland hydrology

criterion above by direct measurement
of inundation and/or soil saturation of

tidal flooding or as documented by one

or more of the following indicators:

1. A minimum of 3 years of hydrologic

records (e.g., groundwater well

observations foUovmig the protocol on

page 99, or tide or stream gauge records)

collected during years of normal rainfall

(amount and monthly distribution) and
correlated with long-term hydrologic

records for the specific geographical

area that demonstrates the area meets

the wetland hydrology criterion; or

2. Examination of aerial photography

(preferably early spring or wet part of

the growing season) for a minimum of 5

years reveals evidence of inundation

and/or saturation in most years (e.g., 3

of 5 years or 6 of 10 years) and
correlated with long-term hydrologic

records for the specific geographical

areas demonstrate that the area meets

the weUand hydrology criterion; or

3. One or more primary hydrologic

indicators below, which, when
considered with evidence of frequency

and duration of rainfall or other

hydrologic conditions, provide evidence

sufficient to establish that an area is

inundated for 15 or more consecutive

days or saturated from surface water or

from groundwater to the surface for 21

or more consecutive days during the

growing season in most years, are

materially present

a. Surface water inundation; or

b. Observed free water at the surface

in an unlined borehole; or

c. Water can be squeezed or shaken

from a soil sample taken at the soil

surface; or

d. Oxidized stains along the channels

of living roots (Oxidized rhizospheres);

or

e. Sulfidic material (distinct hydrogen

sulfide, rotten egg odor) writhin 12 inches

of the soil surface; or

f. Specific plant morphological

adaptation/responses to prolonged

inundation or satiu'ation:

pneimiatophores, prop roots,

hypertrophied lenticels, arenchymous
tissues, and floating stems and leaves of

floating-leaved plants grovmig in the

area (may be observed lying flat on the

soil), and buttressed trunks or stems.

Note: Always consider the frequency and
duration of these primary indicators and of

the wetness that created them, and whether

significant hydologic modification (e.g..

Drainage) has effectively removed wetland

hydrology from the site.

4. If none of the indicators in items 1,

2, or 3 above is present, one or more of

the follovydng secondary hydrologic

indicators should be used in conjunction

with corroborative information (e.g.,

maps) that supports a wetland hydology

determination:

a. Silt marks (waterbome silt

deposits) that indicate inundation; or

b. Drift lines; or

c Sturface-scoured areas; or

d. Other common plant morphological

adaptations/responses to hydrology:

shaUow root systems and adventitious

roots.

These secondary indicators may only

be used in conjunction with other

corroborative information that indicates

wetiand hydrology (e.g., regional

indicators of saturation, hydrologic

gauge data, county soil surveys.

National Wetiandis Inventory maps,

aerial photographs, or reliable persons

with local knowledge of intmdation

and/or saturated conditions). This

information must be of siifficient quality

and extent that when taken together

with secondary indicators clearly

supports the presence of wetiand \

hydrology for the necessary time,

diu-ation, and frequency. This type of

information may also can be used to

support determinations based on the

primary indicators listed above.

Note: Unless specifically addressed in this

manual as disturbed areas, areas without any

of the above hydrologic indicators are

nonwetland. In areas of suspected significant

hydrologic modification, follow the disturbed

area procedures to determine if wetland

hydrology still exists.

Wetland Hydrology Background

The driving force creating wetlands is

"weUand hydrology," tiiat is, permanent

or periodic inundation, or soil satitration

for a significant period (inundated for 15

or more consecutive days or saturated

from surface water or from groundwater

to the surface for 21 or more consecutive

days) during the grov/ing season in most

years. Many wetiands are found along

rivers, lakes, and estuaries where

flooding is likely to occur, while otiier

wetiands form in isolated depressions

stuTOtmded by upland where surface

water collects. Still others develop on

slopes of varying steepness, in surface

water drainageways, or where ground /*

water discharges to the land surface in v

spring or seepage areas. Thus,

landscape position provides much
insight into whether an area is likely to

be subjected to wetland hydrology.
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Permanent or periodic inundation, or

soil saturation at the surface, at least

seasonally, are the driving forces behind

weUand formation. The presence of

water in the soil due to inundation for 15

or more consecutive days or saturation

from surface water or from groundwater

to the surface for 21 or more consecutive

days diuing the growing season in most

years typically creates anaerobic

conditions, which affect the types of

plants that can grow and the types of

soils that develop. These conditions

hold true for most weUands, especially

those at the upper end of the soil

moisture gradient Anaerobiosis does

not necessarily occur in all wetlands

and those where it may not occur

include vegetated sand beirs, seepage

areas, springs, and the upper edges of

salt marshes. Wetlands have at least a

seasonal or periodic abundance of

water. For example, this water may
come from direct precipitation,

overbank flooding, surface water nmoff
due to precipitation or snow melt,

ground water discharge, tidal flooding,

irrigation, or other humein-induced
activities. The frequency and duration of

inimdation and soil saturation vary

widely from permanent flooding or

saturation to irregular flooding or

saturation. Of the three technical

criteria for wetiand identification.

weUand hydrology is often the least

exact and most diiflcult to establish in

the field, due largely to eumual.

seasonal, and daily fluctuations.

Numerous factors influence the

wetness of an area, including

precipitation, stratigraphy, topography,

soil permeability, and plant cover. The
frequency and duration of inundation or

soil saturation are important in

separating wetlands from nonwetiands.
Areas of lower elevation in a floodplain

or marsh usually have longer duration of

inundation and saturation and often

more frequent periods of these

conditions than most areas at higher

levels. Floodplain configuration may
significantly affect the duration of

inundation by facilitating rapid runoff or

by causing poor drainage.

Soil permeability related to the

texture of the soil also influences the

duration of inundation or soil satiu-ation.

For example, clayey soils absorb water
more slowly than sandy or loamy soils,

and therefore have slower permeability
and remain saturated much longer.

Type and amount of plant cover affect

both the degree of inundation and the

duration of satiu'ated soil conditions.

Excess water drains more slowly in

areas of abundant plant cover, thereby
increasing duration of inundation or soil

satiu-aUon. On the other hand.

transpiration rates are higher in areas of

abundant plant cover, which may
reduce the duration of soil satxu-ation.

To determine whether the weUand
hydrology criterion is met. one should

consider recorded data, aerial

photographs, and observed field

conditions that provide direct or indirect

evidence of inundation or soil

saturation. Prolonged saturation often

leaves evidence of such wetness in the

soil (e.g., sulfur odor) and these

properties are useful for verifying

wetland hydrology provided the area's

hydrology has not been significanUy

modified on-site or upstream in the

watershed. If the hydrology has been
significantly disturbed, particular care

must be taken in assessing the wetland

hydrology criterion; refer to distiu'bed

area procedures to determine whether

weUand hydrology still exists.

Measuring Wetland Hydrology

In certain instances, especially

disturbed situations, it may be
necessary to determine an area's

hydrology by actively collecting on-site

hydrologic data from direct

measurements or observations. The
duration and frequency of inundation by
flooding may be established by
evaluating long-term stream or tide

gauge data or by examining aerial

photos covering at least a 5-year period

and comparing results with the weUand
hydrology criterion. Saturation at the

siuface may be determined by making
observations in an unlined borehole and
establishing whether or not the soil is

saturated to the surface for 21 or more
consecutive days during the growing

season in most years. A procedure for

this is presented in the Distiu'bed Areas
section of the manual. In general, if soil

saturation is observed at the surface for

21 or more consecutive days diuing the

grov/ing season (or the area is inundated

for 15 or more consecutive days).

weUand hydrology probably exists.

Interpretation of the above
observations, however, must always be

done with consideration of recent

rainfall conditions (e.g., within the past

few weeks) as well as the long-term

rainfall patterns (e.g.. abnormally wet or

dry periods) preceding and during the

time the hydrologic data were recorded.

Historical Recorded Hydrologic Data

Historical recorded hydrologic data

usually provide both short- and long-

term information on the frequency and
duration of flooding, but littie or no
information on soil satiiration periods.

Historical recorded data include stream

gauge data, lake gauge data, tide gauge

data, flood predictions, and historical

flood records. Use of these data is

commonly limited to areas adjacent to

streams and other similar areas.

Recorded data may be available from

the following sources: (1) CE district

offices (data for major waterhodies and
for site-specific areas from planning and
design documents), (2) U.S. Geological

Survey (stream and tidal gauge data), (3)

National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (tidal gauge data), (4)

State, county and local agencies (flood

data), (5) SCS state offices (small

watershed projects and water table

study data), and (6) private developers

or landowners (site-specific hydrologic

data, which may include water table or

groundwater well data).

Aerial Photographs

Aerial photographs may provide

direct evidence of inundation or soil

saturation at the surface in an area.

Inundation (flooding or ponding) is best

observed during the early spring in

temperate and boreal regions when
snow and ice are gone and leaves of

deciduous trees and shrubs are not yet

fully developed. This allows detection of

wet soil conditions that would be

obscm-ed by the tree or shrub canopy at

full leaf-out For marshes, this season of

photography is also desirable, except in

regions characterized by distinct dry

and rainy seasons, such as southern

Florida and California. WeUand
hydrology would be best observed

during the wet season in these latter

areas.

It is most desfrable to examine several

consecutive years of early spring or wet

season aerial photographs to document

evidence of wetiand inundation or soil

saturation. In this way. the effects of

abnormally dry or wet springs, for

example, may be minimized. In

interpreting aerial photographs, it is

important to know the antecedent

weather conditions. This will help

eliminate potential misinterpretations

caused by abnormally wet or dry

periods. Contact the U.S. WeaUier

Service for historical weather records or

the U.S. Geological Survey for

hydrologic records. Aerial photographs

for agricidtural regions of the country

are often available at county offices of

the Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service.

Field Observations

Direct Evidence of Water

At certain times of the year in

weUands. and in certain types of

wetiands at most times, weUand
hydrology is quite evident since surface

water or saturated soils (e.g.. soggy or

wetter underfoot) may be observed. The
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most obvious and revealing hydrologic

indicator may be simply observing the

areal extent of inundation. However,
both seasonal conditions and recent

weather conditions must be considered

when observing an area because they

can affect the presence of surface water

on wetland and nonwetland sites. In

many cases, soils saturated at the

surface are obvious, since the ground
surface is soggy or mucky under-foot.

To observe free water at the surface it

may be necessary to dig a hole and
observe the level at which water stands

in the hole after sufficient time has been
allowed for water to drain into the hole.

In some cases, the upper level at which
water is flowing into the hole can be
observed by examining the walls of the

hole. This level may represent the depth

to the water table. In some heavy clay

soils, however, water may not rapidly

accumulate in the hole even when the

soU is saturated. When attempting to

observe the level of free water in a bore

hole, adequate time should be allowed
for water in the hole to reach

equilibrium with the water table.

Soil saturation at the surface may be
detected by a "squeeze test" or "shake
test" which involve taking a surface soil

sample and squeezing or shaking the

sample. If water can be extracted, the

soil is considered saturated at the

surface.

When evaluating soil saturation, both
the season of the year and the preceding
weather conditions must be considered,
since excess water may not be present
during parts of the growing season in

some wetlands due to high evaporation
and plant transpiration rates which
effectively lower the water table. At
such times, other indicators of wetland
hydrology may be present.

Other Signs of Wetland Hydrology

It is not necessary to observe
inundation or saturation at the time of
freld inspection to identify wetland
hydrology so long as Indicators are
sufflcient to demonstrate to field

personnel that Uie weUand hydrology
criterion is met Other signs of wetland
hydrology may be observed, e.g.,

oxidized rhizospheres (root channels).
Some plants are able to survive

saturated soil conditions (i.e., a reducing
environment) because they can
transport oxygen to their root zone. Iron
oxide concretions (orangish or reddish
brown in color) may form along the
channels of living roots and rhizomes
creating oxidized rhizospheres that
provide evidence of soil saturation
(anaerobic conditions) for a significant

period during the growing season.
Ephemeral or temporary oxidized
rhizospheres may develop after

abnormally heavy rainfall periods.

Consequentiy, oxidized rhizospheres are

most meaningful when observed with

other weUand indicators especially in

undrained soils displaying diagnostic

hydric soil properties.

Other signs that may reflect weUand
hydrology include water marks, drift

lines, water-borne deposits, surface-

scoured areas, weUand drainage

patterns, and certain plant

morphological adaptations.

(1) Water marks are found most
commonly on woody vegetation or fixed

objects (e.g., bridge pillars, buildings,

and fences) but may also be observed

on other vegetation. They often occur as

dark stains on bark or other fixed

objects.

(2) Drift lines are typically found

adjacent to streams or others sources of

water flow in weUands and often occur

in tidal marshes. Evidence consists of

deposition of debris in a line on the

weUand surface or debris entangled in

aboveground vegetation or other fixed

objects. Debris usually consists of

remnants of vegetation (branches,

stems, and leaves), litter, and other

water-borne materials often deposited

more or less partUlel to the direction of

water flow. Drift lines provide an
indication of the minimum portion of the

area inundated during a flooding event;

the maximum level of inundation is

generally at a higher elevation that

indicated by a drift line. The drift lines

in tidal wetlands are often referred to as

"wrack lines."

(3) Water-bome deposits ofmineral
or organic matter may be observed on
plants and other objects after

inundation. This evidence may remain

for a considerable period before it is

removed by precipitation or subsequent

inundation. Silt deposition in vegetation

and other objects provides an indication

of the minimum inundation level. When
the deposits are primarily organic (e.g.,

fine organic material and algae), the

detritus may become encrusted on or

slighUy above the soil surface after

dewatering occurs. Sediment deposits

(e.g., sandy material) along streams
provide evidence of recent overbank
flooding.

(4) Surface scouring occurs along

floodplains where overbank flooding

erodes sediments (e.g., at the bases of

ti-ees). The absence of leaf litter from the

soU surface is also sometimes an
indication of surface scouring. Forested

weUands that contain standing waters

for relatively long duration will

occasionally have areas of bare or

essentially bare soil, sometimes
associated v«th local depressions.

(5) Many plants growing in weUands
have developed morphological features

in response to inundation or soil

saturation. Examples include

pneumatophores (e.g., cypress knees),

prop roots, floating stems and leaves,

hypertrophied lenticels (oversized stem
pore), aerenchyma (air-filled)"tissue in

roots and stems, buttressed tree trunks,

multiple trunks, adventitious roots,

shallow root systems, polymorphic

leaves, inflation leaves, stems or roots.

Pneumatophores, prop roots, floating

stems and leaves, hypertrophied

lenticels, aerenchyma tissue, and
buttressed tree trunks develop virtually

only in weUand or aquatic environments

and therefore are listed as primary

hydrologic indicators in the wetland

hydrology criterion. When these

features are observed in young plants,

they provide good evidence that

wetland hydrology exists. Multiple

trunks, adventitious roots, shaUow root

systems, polymorphic leaves, inflated

leaves, stems or roots are commonly
found in many weUand plants, yet not

exclusive to them, and therefore are

Usted as secondary hydrologic

indicators in the wetland hydrology

criterion and indicate weUands only

when accompanied by other collateral

information that indicates weUand
hydrology.

Hydrophytic Vegetation Criterion

An area meets the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion if, under normal

circumstances, a frequency analysis of

all species vdthin the conununity yields

a prevalence index value of less than 3.0

(where OBL = 1.0, FACW = 2.0, FAC =
3.0, FACU = 4.0, and UPL = 5.0).

Note: Specific wetland types that may have

vegetation that does not meet this criterion

are listed as exceptions. Areas where the

vegetation has been removed will generally

meet the hydrophytic vegetation criteria if

they are capable of supporting such

vegetation. (See disturbed areas section)

Hydrophytic Vegetation Background

The term "hydrophytic vegetation"

describes plants that live in conditions

of excess wetness. For purposes of this

manual, hydrophytes are defiined as

macrophytic plant life growing in water

or on submerged substrates, or in soil or

on a substrate that is at least

periodically anaerobic (deficient in

oxygen) as a result of excessive water

content All plants growing in weUands
have adapted in one way or another to

life in permanenUy or periodically

inundated or saturated soils. Some
plants have developed structural or

morphological adaptations to inundation

or saturation, while others have broad

ecological tolerances (Tiner, 1991). Some
of these adaptive features are used as
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indicators of wetland hydrology in this

manual (see hydrology criterion), since

they are a response to inundation and/

or soil saturation. Probably all plants

growing in wetlands possess

physiological mechanisms to cope with

periodic anaerobic soil conditions or life

in water. Because they are not

observable in the field, physiological

and reproductive adaptations are not

included in this manual.

Persons making wetland

determinations should be able to

identify at least the dominant wetland
plants in each stratiun (layer of

vegetation) of a plant community. Plant

identification requires the use of field

guides or more technical taxonomic
manuals. When necessary, seek help in

identifying difficult species. Once a

plant is identified to genus and species,

consult the appropriate Federal list of

plants that occur in wetlands to

determine the "wetland indicator

status" of the plant (see explanation

below). This information will be used to

help determine whether the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is met.

One should also become familiar with
the technical literature on wetlands,

especially for one's geographic region.

Sources of available literature include:

taxonomic plant manuals and field

guides; scientific journals dealing with
botany, ecology, and wetlands in

particular technical government reports

on wetlands; proceedings of wetland
workshops, conferences, and symposia;
and the FWS's national wetland plant

database, which contains habitat

information on about 7,000 plant species.

In addition, the FWS's National
Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps
provide information on locations of

hydrophytic plant communities that can
be studied in the field to improve one's
knowledge of such communities in

particular regions.

If all wetland plant species grew only
in wetlands, plants alone could be used
to identify and delineate wetlands.
However, of the nearly 7,000 vascular
plant species which have been found
growing in U.S. wetlands (Reed 1988),

only about 27 percent are "obligate
wetland" species that nearly always
ocou" in wetlands under natural
conditions. This means that the majority
of plant species growing in wetlands
also grow in nonwetlands to varying
degrees. These plants may or may not
be hydrophytes depending on where
they are growing. This variability in
habitat occurrence causes certain
difficulties in identifying wetlands from
a purely botanical standpoint in many
cases. This is a major reason for

evaluating soils and hydrology when
identifying wetlands.

National List of Wetland Plant Species

The FWS in cooperation with CE,

EPA. and SCS has published the

"National List of Plant Species That
Occur in Wetlands" from a review of the

scientific literature and review by
selected wetland experts and botanists

(Reed 1988). The list separates vascular

plants into four basic groups, commonly
called "wetland indicator status," based
on a plant species' frequency of

occurrence in wetlands: (1) Obligate

wetland plants (OBL) that occur almost

always (estimated probability >99%) in

nonwetlands under natural conditions;

(2) facultative wetland plants (FACW)
that usually occur in wetlands
(estimated probability 67-99%), but

occasionally are foimd in nonwetlands;

(3) facultative plants (FAC) that are

nearly equally likely to occur in

wetlands or nonwetlands (estimated

probability 34-66%); and (4) facultative

upland plants (FACU) that usually occur

in nonwetlands (estimated probability

67-99%), but occasionally are found in

wetlands (estimated probability 1-33%).

If a species occurs almost always
(estimated probability >99%) in

nonwetlands under natural conditions, it

is considered an obligate upland plant

(UPL). These latter plants do not usually

appear on the wetland plant list; they

are listed only in some regions of the

coimtry. If a species is not on the list, it

is presumed to be an obligate upland
plant, yet be advised that the list

intentionally does not include

nonvascular plant species (e.g., algae

and mosses) or epiphytic plants. 'These

omitted plants should not be considered

in determining whether the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is met, unless one
has particular knowledge of their

frequency of occurrence in wetlands.

Also be sure to check for synonyms in

plant scientific names, since the

nomenclature used in the list varies for

some species from that used in regional

taxonomic manuals or commonly used

plemt identification field guides.

The "National List of Plant Species

That Occur in Wetlands" has been
subdivided into regional and state lists.

There is a formal procedure to petition

the interagency plant review committee

for making additions, deletions, and
changes in indicator status. Since the

lists are periodically updated, the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service should be

consulted to be sure that the most
current version is being used for

wetiand determinations. The
appropriate plant list for a specific

geographic region should be used when
making a wetland determination and

evaluating whether the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is satisfied. (Note:

The "National List of Plant Species That
Occur in WeUands" uses a plus (+) sign

or a minus (— ) sign to signify a higher or

lower portion of a particular weUand
indicator frequency for the three

facultative-type indicators; for purposes
of identifying hydrophytic vegetation

according to this manual, however,
FACW+, FACW-. FAC+ , and FAC-
are included as FACW and FAC,
respectively, in the hydrophytic
vegetation criterion.)

Procedures to be used to determine
the presence of hydrophytic vegetation

under the criterion are In the

Appendices identified as the Point

Intercept Sampling Proceedure.

Hydric Soil Criterion

An area has hydric soil when, based
on field verification, it has either

1. SoUs listed by series in "Hydric

Soils of the United States" (1987 and
amendments), or

2. Organic soils (Histosols, except

Folists), or

3. Mineral soils classifying as

Sulfaquents, Hydraquents, or Histic

subgroups of Aquic suborders, or

4. Other soils that meet the National

Technical Committee for Hydric Soils'

criteria for hydric soil.

An area meets the hydric soil criterion

when, based on field verification, it has

one or more of the following:

1. Where soil survey maps are

available, the subject area is within:

a. A hydric soil map unit identified on
the county list of hydric soil map imits

that is verified by landscape position

and soil morphology against the series

description of the hydric soil, or

b. A soil map unit vtdth hydric soil

inclusions identified on the county list of

hydric soil map units, and the landscape

position of the inclusion and the soil

morphology for the identified soil series

as a hydric soil inclusion are verified, or,

if no series is designated, then either

(1) The soil classified to the series

level, is on the national list of hydric

soils, or

(2) The soil, classified according to

"Soil Taxonomy", is a Histosol (except

Folists). Sulfaquent. Hydraquent, or

Histic Subgroup of Aquic Suborders, or

(3) Regional indicators of significant

soil satiuation (as developed and
approved by Soil Conservation Service

soil scientists and the Federal

Interagency Conunittee for WeUands
Delineation] are materially present or

2. Where soil maps are not available,

and the landscape position is likely to

contain hydric soil (e.g., floodplain.
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depression, or seepage slope), subject

area has either.

a. The soil, classified to the series

level, is on the national list of hydric

soils; or

b. The soil, classified according to

"Soil Taxonomy", is a Histosol (except

Folists), Sulfaquent. Hydraquent. or

Histic Subgroup of Aquic Suborders; or

c. Regional indicators of significant

soil saturation (as developed and
approved by Soil Conservation Service

soil scientists and the Federal

Interagency Committee for Wetlands
Delineation) are materially present.

Hydric Soil Background

Wetlands typically possess hydric

soils, but not all areas mapped as hydric

soil series are weUands (e.g., dry phases

that were never wetlands and drained

phases that represent former wetlands).

Hydric soils are defined as soils that are

saturated, flooded, or ponded long

enough during the growing season to

develop anaerobic conditions in the

upper part (U.S.DA. Soil Conservation

Service 1987). These soils usually

support hydrophytic vegetation under
natural (unaltered) conditions.

National and State Hydric Soils Lists

The SCS in cooperation with the

National Technical Committee for

Hydric Soils (NTCHS) has prepared a

list of the Nation's hydric soils (U.S.D.A.

Soil Conservation Service 1987). State

lists have also been prepared for

statewide use. The national and state

lists identify those soil series that

typically meet the NTCHS hydric soil

criteria according to available soil

interpretation records in SCS's soils

database. These lists are periodically

updated, so make sure the list being

used is the current one. The list while

extensive, does not include all series

that may have hydric members; these

soils may be determined as hydric when
they have evidence of wetiand
hydrology and hydrophytic vegetation.

The lists facilitate use of SCS county
soil surveys for identifying potential

weUands. One must be careful,

however, in using the soil survey,

because a soil map unit of a nonhydric
soil may have inclusions of hydric soil

that were not delineated on the map or

vice versa. Also, some map units (e.g.,

alluvial land, swamp, tidal marsh, muck
and peat) may be hydric soil areas, but
are not on the hydric soils lists because
they were not given a series name at the

time of mapping. These soils meet the

NTCHS criteria for hydric soils.

County Hydric Soil Map Unit Lists

Because of the limitations of the

national and state hydric soil lists, the

SCS prepared lists of hydric soil map
units for each county in the United

States. These lists may be obtained from

local SCS district offices and are the

preferred lists to be used when using

soil survey maps. The hydric soil map
unit lists identify all map units that are

either named by a hydric soil or that

have a potential of having hydric soil

inclusions. The lists provide the map
unit symbol, the name of the hydric soil

part or parts of the map unit,

information on the hydric soil

composition of the map unit, and
probable landscape position of hydric

soils in the map luiit delineation. The
county lists also include map units

named by miscellaneous land types or

higher levels in "Soil Taxonomy" that

meet NTCHS hydric soil criteria.

Soil Surveys

The SCS publishes soil surveys for

areas where soil mapping is completed.

Soil surveys that meet standards of the

National Cooperative Soil Survey

(NCSS) are used to identify areas of

hydric soils. These soil surveys may be

published (completed) or unpublished

(on file at local SCS field offices).

Published soil siuveys of an area may
be obtained from the local SCS field

office or the Agricultural Extension

Service office. Unpublished maps may
be obtained from the local SCS district

office.

The NCSS maps contain four kinds of

map units: (1) Consociations, (2)

complexes, (3) associations, and (4)

undifferentiated groups. (Note:

Inclusions of unnamed soils may be

contained within any map imit; the

inclusions are listed in the description of

the soil map luiit in the soil survey

report.) Consociations are soil map units

named for a single kind of soil (taxon) or

miscellaneous area. Seventy-five

percent or more of the area is composed
of the taxon for which the map unit is

named (and similar taxa). When named
by a hydric soil, the map unit is

considered a hydric soil map unit for

wetiand determinations. However, small

areas vifithin these map units generally

too small to be mapped separately

(some areas are identified by "wet spot"

symbols) may not be hydric and should

be excluded in delineating weUands.
Complexes and associations are soil

map units named by two or more kinds

of soils (taxa) or miscellaneous areas. If

all taxa for which these map units are

named are hydric the soil map unit may
be considered a hydric soil map unit for

wetiand determinations. If only part of

the map unit is made up of hydric soils,

only those portions of the map unit that

are hydric are considered in wetiand

determinations.

Undifferentiated groups are soil map
units named by two or more kinds of ^
soils or miscellaneous areas. The soils in

these map units do not always occiu:

together in the same map unit but are

included together because some
common feattue such as steepness or

flooding determines use and
management. These map units are

distinguished from the others in that

"and" is used as a conjunction in the

name, while dashes are used for

complexes and associations. If all

components are hydric. the map unit

may be considered a hydric soil map
unit If one or more of the soils for which
the unit is named are nonhydric. each

area must be examined for the presence

of hydric soils.

Use of County Hydric Soils Map Unit

Lists and Soil Surveys

The county hydric soils map unit list

and soil surveys should be used to help

determine if the hydric soil criterion is

met in a given area. When making a

weUeind determination, one should first

locate the area of concern on a soil

survey map and identify the soil map
units for the area. The county list of

hydric soil map units should be

consulted to determine whether the soil

map units are hydric or potentially

hydric. If hydric soil map units or map
units with hydric soil inclusions are

noted, then one should examine the soil

in the field and compare its morphology

with the corresponding hydric soil

description in the soil survey report If

the soil's characteristics match those

described for hydric soil, then the hydric

soil criterion is met unless the soil has

been effectively drained. If soils have

been significanUy disturbed, either

mecharucally or hydrologically, refer to

the disturbed areas section. In the

absence of site-specific information,

hydric soils also may be recognized by

certain soil properties caused by

weUand hydrology conditions that make
soil meet the NTCHS criteria for hydric

soils.

General Characteristics ofHydric Soils

Due to their wetness during the

growing season, hydric soils usually

develop certain morphological

properties that can be readily observed

in the field. Anaerobic soil conditions

usually occuur due to excessive wetness

and they typically lower the soil redox ^
potential causing a chemical reduction

of some soil components, mainly iron

oxides and manganese oxides. This

reduction affects solubility, movement
and aggregation of these oxides which is

reflected in the soil color and other
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physical characteristics that are usually

indicative of hydric soils.

Soils are separated into two major

types on the basis of material

composition: organic soil and mineral

soil. In general, soils with at least 16

inches of organic material in the upper

part of the soil profile and soils with

organic material resting on bedrock are

considered organic soils [Histosols].

Soils largely composed of sand. silt,

and/or clay are mineral soils. For
technical definitions, see "Soil

Taxonomy". U.S.D.A. Soil Survey Staff

1975.

Organic Soils

Accumulation of organic matter in

most organic soils results from
anaerobic soil conditions associated

with long periods of submergence or soil

saturation during the growing season.

These saturated conditions impede
aerobic decomposition (oxidation) of the

bulk organic materials such as leaves,

stems, and roots, and encourage their

accumulation over time as peat or muck.
Consequently, most organic soils are

characterized as very poorly drained
soils. Organic soils typically form in

waterlogged depressions, and peat or

muck deposits may range from about 1.5

feet to more than 30 feet deep. Organic
soils also develop in low-lying areas

along coastal waters where tidal

Qooding is frequent.

Hydric organic soils are subdivided
into three groups based on the presence
of identifiable plant material: (1) Muck
(Saprists) in which two-thirds or more of

the material is decomposed and less

than one-third of the plant fibers are

identifiable; (2) peat (Fibrists) in which
less than one-third of the material is

decomposed and more than two-thirds

of the plant fibers are still identifiable;

and (3) mucky peat or peaty muck
(Hemists) in which the ratio of

decomposed to identifiable plant matter
is more nearly even (U.SJ3JL Soil

Survey Staff 1975). A fourth group of
organic soils (Folists) exists in tropical

and boreal mountainous areas where
precipitation exceeds the

evapotranspiration rate, but these soils

are never satiirated for more than a few
days after heavy rains and thus do not
develop under hydric conditions. All

organic soils, with the exception of the

Folists, are hydric soils.

Hydric organic soils can be easily

recognized as black-colored muck to

dark brown-colored peat. Distinguishing

mucks from peats based on the relative

degree of decomposition is fairly simple.
In mucks (Saprists), almost all of the

plant remains have been decomposed
beyond recognition. When rubbed,
mucks feel greasy and leave hands dirty.

In contrast, the plant remains in peats

(Fibrists) show little decomposition and

the original constituent plants can be

recognized fairly easily. When the

organic matter is rubbed between the

fingers, most plants fibers will remain

identifiable, leaving hands relatively

clean. Between the extremes of mucks

and peats, organic soils with partially

decomposed plant fibers (Hemists) can

be recognized. In peaty mucks up to

two-thirds of the plant fibers can be

destroyed by rubbing the materials

between the fingers, while in mucky
peats up to two-thirds of the plant

remains are still recognizable after

rubbing.

Hydric Mineral Soils

When less organic material

accimiuJates in soil, the soil is classified

as minerd soil. Some mineral soils may
have thick organic surface layers (histic

epipedons) due to heavy seasonal

rainfall or a high water table, yet these

soils are still composed largely of

mineral matter (Poimamperuma 1972).

Mineral soils that are covered with

moving (flooded) or standing (ponded)

water for significant periods or are

saturated for extended periods during

the growing season meet the NTCHS
criteria for hydric soils and are

classified as hydric mineral soils. Soil

saturation may result from low-lying

topographic position, groundwater

seepage, or the presence of a slowly

permeable layer (e.g., clay, confining

layer, confining bedrock, or hardpan).

The duration and depth of soil

saturation are essential criteria for

identifying hydric soils and weUands.

Soil morphological featxires are

commonly used to indicate long-term

soil moisture regimes (Boimia 1983).

A thick dark surface layer, grayish

subsurface and subsoil colors, the

presence of orange or reddish brown
(iron) and/or dark reddish broyvn or

black (manganese) mottles or

concretions near the surface, and the

wet condition of the soil may help

identify the hydric character of many
mineral soils. The grayish subsurface

and subsoil colors and thick, dark

surface layers are the best indicators of

ciirrent wetness, since the yellow- or

orange-colored motUes are very

insoluble and once formed may remain

indefinitely as relict motties of former

wetness (Diers and Anderson 1984).

A histic epipedon (organic surface

layer) is evidence of a soil meeting the

NTCHS criteria. It is an 8 to 16 inch

organic layer at or near the surface of a

hydric mineral soil that is sat\u-ated with

water for 30 consecutive days or more in

most years. It contains a minimum of 20

percent organic matter when no clay is

present or a minimum of 30 percent

organic matter when clay content is 60

percent or greater. Soils with histic

epipedons are inundated or saturated

for sufficient periods to greatly retard

aerobic decomposition of organic

matter, and are considered hydric soils.

In general, a histic epipedon is a thin

surface layer of peat or muck if the soil

has not been plowed (U.S.D.A. Soil

Survey Staff 1975). Histic epipedons are

typically designated as O-horizons (Oa,

Oe, or Oi surface layers), and in some
cases the terms "mucky" or "peaty" are

used as modifiers to the mineral soil

texture term, e.g., mucky loam.

Soil-related Evidence of Significant

Saturation

Identification of some weUands and
delineation of the upper boundary in

many wetlands is not readily

accomplished without a detailed

examination of the underlying soil.

Colors in the soU are strongly influenced

by the frequency and duration of soil

saturation which causes reducing

conditions. A gleyed layer and a low
chroma matrix with high chroma
motUes, near the surface are common
indicators of hydric soils throughout the

county. Other soil markers of significant

soil saturation vary regionally. These

signs include thick organic siirface

layers (^ 8 inches), gleying, and certain

types of mottling. 11 significant drEunage

or groundwater alteration has taken

place, then it is necessary to determine

whether the area in question is

effectively drained and is now
nonweUand or is only partly drained

and remains wetiand despite some
hydrologic modification. Guidance for

determining whether an area is

effectively drained is presented in the

section on disturbed areas.

Soils saturated for prolonged periods

during the growing season in most years

are usually gleyed in the saturated zone.

Gleyed layers are predominanUy gray in

color and occasionally greenish or

bluish gray. In gleyed soils, the

distinctive colors result from a process

known as gleization. Prolonged

saturation of mineral soil converts iron

from its oxidized (ferric) form to its

reduced (ferrous) state. These reduced

compounds may be completely removed

from the soil, resulting in gleying

(Veneman. et al. 1976). Mineral soils

that are always saturated are typically

uniformly gleyed throughout the

saturated area. Soils gleyed to the

surface layer are evidence of wetiand

hydrology and anaerobic soil conditions

These soils often show evidence of

oxidizing conditions only along root

channels. Some nonsaturated soils have
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gray layers (E-horizons) immediately
below the surface layer that are gray for

reasons other than saturation, such as

leaching due to organic acids (see

Spodosols below).

Mineral soils that are alternately

saturated and oxidized (aerated) during

the year are usually mottled in the part

of the soil that is seasonally weL
Mottles are spots or blotches of different

colors or shades of colors interspersed

with the dominant (matrix) color. The
abundance, size, and color of the

mottles usually reflect the hydrology

—

the duration of the satiu-adon period,

and indicate whether or not the soil is

satuj-ated for long periods. Mineral soils

that are predominantly grayish with

common or many, distinct or prominent

brown or yellow mottles are usually

saturated for long periods during the

growing season and are hydric soils.

Soils that are predominantly brown or

yellow with gray mottles are saturated

for shorter periods and may be hydric

depending on the depth to the gray

mottles and the color of the overlying

layer. Mineral soils that are never
saturated are usually bright-colored and
are not mottled; they are nonhydric soils

(Tiner and Veneman 1987). Realize,

however, that in some hydric soils,

mottles may not be visible due to

masking by organic matter (Parker, et aJ.

1984).

It is important to note that the

gleization and mottle formation
processes are strongly influenced by the

activity of certain soil microorganisms.
These microorganisms reduce iron when
the soil environment is anaerobic that

is, when virtually no free oxygen is

present, and when the soil contains

organic matter. If the soil conditions are

such that free oxygen is present, organic
matter is absent, or temperatures are too

low (below 41 degrees Fahrenheit) to

sustain microbial activity, gleization vriH

not proceed and mottles vriil not form,
even though the soil may be saturated
for prolonged periods of time (Diers and
Anderson 1984). Soil colors as discussed
above often reveal much about a soil's

historical wetness over the long term.

Scientists and others examining the soil

can determine the approximate soil

color by comparing the soil s£unple with
a Munsell soil color chart. The
standardized Munsell soil colors are

identified by three components: Hue,
value, and chroma. The hue is related to

one of the main spectral colors: red,

yellow, green, blue, or purple, or various
mixtiu'es of these principal colors. The
value refers to the degree of lightness,

while the chroma notation indicates the

color strength or purity. In the Munsell
soil color book, each individual hue has

its ov^ page, each of which is further

subdivided into imits for value (on the

vertical axis) and chroma (horizontal

axis). Although theoretically each soil

color represents a unique combination
of hues, values, and chromas, the

number of combinations common in the

soil environment usuedly is limited.

Because of this situation and the fact

that accurate reproduction of each soil

color is expensive, the Munsell soil color

book contains a limited number of

combinations of hues, values, and
chromas. The color of the soil matrix or

a motUe is determined by comparing a

soil sample with the individual color

chips in the soil color book. The
appropriate Munsell color name can be
read from the facing page in the

"Munsell Soil Color Charts"

(Kollmorgen Corporation 1975). Chromas
of 2 or less are considered low chromas
and are often diagnostic of hydric soils.

Low chroma colors include black,

various shades of gray, and the darker

shades of brown and red.

Gleying (bluish, greenish, or grayish

colors) in or immediately below the A-
horizon is an indication of a markedly
reduced hydric soil and an area that

should meet wetland hydrology in the

absence of significant hydrologic

modification. Gleying can occiu- in both

mottled and unmottied soils. Gleyed soil

conditions can be determined by using

the gley page of the "Munsell Soil Color

Charts" (Kollmorgen Corporation 1975).

Note: gleyed conditions normally extend
throughout saturated soils. Beware of

soils with gray subsoils due to parent

materials, soils with gray e-horizons or

albic horizons due to leaching and not to

saturation; these latter soils can often be
recognized by bright-colored layers

below the e-horizon. (See "Atypical

Hydric Soils" below.)

Mineral soils that are saturated for

substantial periods of the grov/ing

season, but are unsaturated for some
time, commonly develop mottles. Soils

that have brightly colored mottles and a

low chroma matrix are indicative of a

fluctuating water table.

The following color features in the

horizon immediately below the A-
horizon (or E-horizon. albic horizon)

provide evidence of soil saturation

sufficient to be hydric soils and should

also meet the weUand hydrology
criterioru

(1) Matrix chroma of 2 or less in

mottled soils, or

(2) Matrix chroma of 1 or less in

unmottied soils.

Note: Mollisols have value requirements of

4 or more as well as chroma requirements for

aquic suborders. (See "Atypical Hydric Soils"

below.)

The chroma requirements above are

for soils in a moistened condition.

Colors noted for dry (unmoistened) soils

should be clearly stated as such. The
colors of the topsoil (A-horizon) are

often not indicative of the hydrologic

situation because cultivation and soil

enrichment affect the original soil color.

Hence, the soil colors below the A-
horizon (and E-horizon. if present)

usually must be examined.

Note: Beware of hydric soils that have
colors other than those described above. [See

"Atypical Hydric Soils" below.)

Diuing the oxidation-reduction

process, the iron and manganese in

solution in saturated soils are

sometimes precipitated as oxides into

concretions or soft masses upon
exposure to air as the soil dries.

Concretions are local concretions of

chemical compounds (e.g., iron oxide) in

the form of a grain or nodule of varying

size, shape, hardness, and color

(Buckman and Brady 1969). Manganese
concretions are also usually black or

dark brown, while iron concentrations

are usually yellow, orange or reddish

brown. In weUands, these concretions

are also usually accompanied by soil

colors as described above.

Atypical Hydric Soils

Some hydric soils are soils lacking

diagnostic hydric soil properties or soils

that may look like hydric soils in terms

of soil color, but whose color is not the

result of excess wetness.

Presumably, the area in question has

been located on a soil survey map that

identified it as a hydric component of a

map unit on the coimty list of hydric soil

map units or if no maps are available,

soil properties (matrix colors) that

appear to contradict landscape position

(e.g., red-colored soils in obvious

depressions or gray-colored soils in

obvious uplands) have been observed.

Atypical Hydric soils are discussed

below.

To determine whether the area in

question is weUand, emphasis will be

placed on vegetation and signs of

hydrology, yet always consider

landscape position in assessing the

likelihood of wetland in these situations.

Hydric Entisols (Floodplain and Sandy
Soils)

Entisols are usually young or recenUy

formed soils that have litUe or no

evidence of pedogenically developed

horizons (U.SJD.A. Soil Survey Staff

1975). These soils are typical of

floodplains throughout the U.S., but are

also found in glacial outwash plains,

along tidal waters, and in other areas.
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They include sandy soils of riverine

^ islands, bars, and banks and finer-

9 textured soils of floodplain terraces.

Wet entisols have an aquic or peraquic

moisture regime and are considered

hydric soils, unless effectively drained.

Some Entisols are easily recognized as

hydric soils such as the Sulfaquents of

tidal salt marshes and Hydraquents,

whereas others pose problems because

they do not possess typical hydric soil

field indicators. Wet sandy Entisols

(with loamy fine sand and coarser

textures in horizons within 20 inches of

the surface) may lack sufficient organic

matter and clay to develop hydric soil

colors. When these soils have a hue
between lOYR and lOY and distinct or

prominent mottles present, a chroma of

3 or less is permitted to identify the soil

as hydric (i.e.. an aquic moisture

regime). Also, hydrologic data shovmig

that the soil is flooded or ponded enough
to be wetland are sufficient to verify

these soils as hydria Sandy Entisols

must have positive indicators of

hydrology (see positive indicators for

sandy soils for your region) in the upper

6 inches and have colors of the loamy
fine sand or coarser Aquents. Soils that

key to the aerie suborder or have colors

of the aerie suborder within 12 inches

^ are not considered hydric soils. Other" Entisols are considered hydric if they

classify in the aquic suborder and have
the colors as listed for soils that are

finer than loamy fine sand in some or all

layers to a depth of 12 inches. Soils that

key to the aerie subgroup or have aerie

colors above 12 inches as listed for

Aquent subgroups are not hydric.

Hydric Mollisols (Prairie and Steppe
Soils)

Mollisols are dark colored, base-rich

soils. They are common in the central

part of the conterminous U.S. from
eastern Illinois to Montana and south to

Texas. Natural vegetation is mainly tall

and mid grass prairies and short grass

steppes. These soils typically have deep,

dark-colored surface (mollic epipedons)
and subsurface layers that have color

values of less than 4 moist and
commonly have chromes of 2 or less.

The low chroma colors of Mollisols are

not necessary due to wetness of periods

of saturation. They are rich in organic

matter due largely to the vegetation

(deep roots) and reworking of the soil

and organic matter by earthworms, ants,

moles, and rodents. The low chroma
colors of Mollisols are not necessarily

^ due to prolonged saturation, so be

particularly careful in making wetland
determinations in these soils. Many
Great Groups of aquic Mollisols do not

have aerie subgroups. Therefore, if a

MoUisol is classified as an AquoU,

special care is needed to determine if it

is hydric. There are two suborders of

MoUisols that have aquic moisture

regimes: Albolls and AquoUs. AlboUs

have an albic horizon that separates the

surface layer from an argillic or natric

horizon. The albic horizon must have

chromas of 2 or less or the albic argillic.

or natric horizons must have
characteristics associated v/ith wetness

such as mottles, iron-manganese

concretions larger than 2 mm or both.

All Albolls are considered hydric soils.

Aquolls exhibiting regional hydrology

characteristics for Mollisols in the upper

part are considered hydric.

Hydric Oxisols

These soils are highly weathered,

reddish, yellowish, or grayish soils of

tropical and subtropical regions. They
are mixtures of quartz, kaolin, free

oxides, and organic matter. For the most

part they are nearly featureless soils

without clearly distinguishable horizons.

Oxisols normally occur on stable

surfaces and weathering has proceeded

to great depths. To be hydric these

normally red-colored soils are required

to have chromas 2 or less immediately

below the surface layer, or if there are

distinct or prominent motties, the

chroma is 3 or less. They also qualify as

hydric if they have continuous plinthite

within 12 inches of the surface.

Hydric Spodosols (Evergreen Forest

Soils)

These soils, usually associated with

coniferous forests, are common in

northern temperate and boreal regions

of the U.S. and along the Gulf-AUantic

Coastal Plain. Spodosols have a gray

eluvial E-horizon overlying a diagnostic

spodic horizon of accumulated
(sometimes weakly cemented) organic

matter, aluminum, and iron (U.S.DA.

Soil Survey Staff 1975). A process called

podzolization is responsible for creating

these two soil layers. Organic adds
from the leaf litter on the soil surface are

moved downward through the soil with

rainfall, cleaning the sand grains in the

first horizon (the E-horizon) then coating

the sand grains with organic matter and

iron oxides in the second layer (the

spodic horizon). Certain vegetation

produce organic acids that speed

podzolization including eastern hemlock

(Tsuga canadensis), spruces (Picea spp.),

pine (Pinus spp.), larches (Larix spp.),

and oaks (Quercus spp.) (Buol, et al.

1980). The E-horizon or Albic horizon by

definition has a chroma of 3 or less and

is often mistaken for a gleyed layer by

the novice. These Spodosols must have

one of the positive regional hydrology

indicators and meet the color

requirement for Aquods listed in "Soil

Taxonomy." Hydric Spodosols that have

a thick (more than 12 inches) sandy

epipedon are extremely harder to

identify especially in the Gulf-Atlantic

Coastal Plain. These soils must also

meet the color requirements for the

Aquod suborder and meet one of the

regional hydrology indicators for sandy

soils.

Hydric Vertisols (Shrink and Swell
Soils)

These soils are dark-colored clayey

soils that are extensive in the Great

Plains, in the southern U.S., and in parts

of California. They develop vnde, deep

cracks when dry and swell shut, when
wet. Many Vertisols exhibit gilgai

microtopography with swells and

swales or mounds and hollows. The
morphology of these soils may be

distinctly different on the mound and in

the hollow. They commonly have thick

dark-colored surface layers because of

the churning action created by the

shrinking and swelling clays. During wet

periods, they aie very slowly permeable

and may pond water on the surface of

the micro-hollows, but in dry periods

they are rapidly permeable with water

travelling along the deep cracks to lower

layers. These soils must meet one of the

regional hydrology indicators for

Vertisols to qualify as hydric

Hydric Soils Derived From Red Parent

Material

Hydric mineral soils derived from red

parent materials (e.g^ weathered clays.

Triassic sandstones, and Triassic

shales) may lack the low chroma colors

characteristic of most hydric mineral

soils. In these soils, the hue is redder

than lOYR because of parent materials

that remain red after dtrate-dithionlte

extraction, so the low chroma

requirement for hydric soil is waived -

(U.S.Dj\. Soil Conservation Service

1982). Red soils are most conunon along

the Gulf-Atlantic Coastal Plain

(Ultisols), but are also found in the

Midwest and parts of the Southwest and

West (Alfisols). in the tropics, and in

glacial areas where older landscapes of

red shales and sandstones have been

exposed. In southern New England, red

parent material hydric soils are derived

from reddish sandstone, shale,

conglomerate, or basalt These soils

include the following series: Meno
(Aerie Haplaquepts), Wilbraham (Aquic

Dystrochrepts), Lim (Aerie Fluvaquents),

and Bash (Fluvaquentic Dystrochrepts).

In the absence of diagnostic hydric soil

properties, more weight must be placed

on the vegetation and hydrology.
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Hydric Soils Derived From Low Chroma
Parent Materials

Soils derived from slate and phyllite

produce low chroma colors due to this

parent material. In southern New
England, nonhydric soils having

predominantly low chroma colors

include the following series: Newrport,

Nassau, Dutchess, Bemardston,
Piltstowrn, Dummerston, Taconic.

Macomber, Lakesboro. and Fullan. A
few series derived from these materials

are hydric. including Stissing, Brayton,

and Mansfield, with the first two

including nonhydric members as well.

Due to the difficulty of using soil colors

as indicators of wetness, more weight

must be placed on vegetation and
hydrology.

Wetlands That Are Exceptions to the

Three Criteria

There are areas that meet the

definition of wetlands but are

exceptions to the three mandatory
wetland criteria. These exceptions

include widely recognized wetlands that

fail to meet the weUand hydrology

criterion (i.e.. playa lakes, vernal pools,

prairie potholes and pocosins which are

iniindated and/or saturated at the

surface for 7 or more consecutive days

during the growing season) and the three

specific wetland types that fail to meet
the hydrophytic vegetation criterion (i.e..

wetlands that meet the wetland
hydrology and hydric soils criteria but

are dominated by facultative upland
plants, i.e.. Eastern hemlock swamps,
white pine bogs, and tamarack swamps).
Such areas are wetlands only if they

meet one of the descriptions of

exceptions to the three criteria provided

below. Additional information on some
of these exceptions is provided in

appendix 5. Other circumstances that

warrant special consideration are

addressed in this meinual In the

"Atypical Hydric Soils" discussion, and
the "Problem Area Wetlands" section.

Pocosins

The pocosin wetlands of the

Southeast contain broadleaved
evergreen shrub bogs. Such bogs
typically occur in areas characterized by
highly organic soils and long

hydroperiods during which inundation
may but does not always occur. The
largest areas of pocosin wetiands occur
in the outer Coastal Plain of North
Carolina. Although early setUers used
the term to depict a variety of swamp
vegetation types, pocosin weUands
usually are described as marshy or

boggy shrub areas or flatwoods wiHi
poor drainage where peaty soils

typically support scattered pines and a

dense growth of shrubs, mostly

evergreen (Sharitz and Gibbons 1982).

Hydrology of pocosins may not be

readily apparent due to the thick

underlying peaty soils that may dry out

rapidly after the early part of the

growing season due to

evapotranspiration. This, in addition to

the strong colloidal bonding between
water and organic matter in the soil may
make it difficult to squeeze or shake

water from the surface soil. Thus, other

indicators should be used to identify

wetland hydrology in pocosins. Located

on the Coastal Plain, pocosins perform

important aquatic functions such as

storing rainwater and regulating its

discharge into nearby estuaries where
aquatic life is affected by fluctuations in

streamflow and salinity. Pocosins also

function to stabilize nutrients, reducing

the potential for nutrient overloading in

nearby estuaries.

Playas

Playas occur in many arid and
semiarid regions of the world. Although

occurring throughout much of the

western United States, they are

concentrated in the southern Great

Plains as either ephemeral or permanent

lakes or weUands. The topography of

most playa regions is flat to genUy
rolling and generally devoid of drainage.

Playa basins collect water primarily in

two peak periods—May and
September—as a result of regional

convectional storms. Wetiand hydrology

is best characterized by examining

hydrological indicators over a multi-year

period. Playa basins may have a dense

cover of annual or perennial vegetation

or may be barren, depending on the

timing and other factors such as

precipitation and irrigational runoff. As
with potholes, the process of aimual

drsdng in playas enables the invasion of

FAG, FACU, and UPL plants during dry

periods which may persist into other

seasons. Playas typically are important

waterfowl habitat. Additional

information to assist in playa weUand
identification is in appendix 5.

Prairie Potholes

Prairie potholes are glacially-formed

depressional weUands located in the

north central United States and southern

Canada. Many prairie potholes are

seasonally dry but fill with snovraielt

and rain early in the grov^dng season.

This is because average precipitation is

far too sparse to meet the demands of

evaporation and as a result, some
potholes are dry for a significant portion

of the year. The process of annual

drying in potholes enables the invasion

of FAC, FACU, or UPL plant species

during dry periods which may persist

into wet seasons. Nevertheless, a

variety of vegetation characteristic of a

freshwater marsh can exist in a prairie

pothole with submergent and Ooating

plants in deeper water, bulrushes and

cattails closer to shore, and sedges

located toward the upland. The
drastically fluctuating climate and
alteration for farming have resulted in

highly disturbed conditions that make
wetiand identification difficult. Potholes

are typically known for supporting an

abundance of resident and migratory

waterfowl. Additional information to

assist in prairie potholes wetiand

identification is in appendix 5.

Vernal Pools

Vernal pools are natural wetiands are

depressional wetiands that are covered

by shallow water for variable periods

from winter to spring, but may be

completely dry at the surface for most of

the summer and fall. They hold water

long enough to allow some aquatic

organisms (e.g., salamanders and frogs)

to grow and reproduce (complete their

life cycles), but not long enough to

permit the development of a typical

pond or marsh ecosystem. Since vernal

pools vary considerably in depth and

duration of both from year to year,

wdthin a year, or between different

pools, plant composition is quite

dynamic. Depending on the seasonal

phase of the pool, plants can range from

OBL aquatic plants to FAC and FACU
species. Additional information to assist

in vernal pool wetiand identification is

in appendix 5.

List ofSpecial Wetlands That Fail the

Hydrophytic Vegetation Criterion

Some wetiands demonstrate a

prevalence of wetiand plant species that

are more typically found in uplands.

This usually occurs as a result of the

adaptabUity of the species to saturated

soil conditions. Wetiand-adapted

populations or ecotypes of species that

more frequentiy occiir in uplands occur

in a wide variety of species (Tiner

1991).—Recognizable wetiand types in

which this phenomenon occurs are

listed below. These areas must meet the

wetiand hydrology and hydric soils

criteria.

White Pine Bogs of Uie Northeast and

Northern Midwest
Eastern Hemlock Swamps and Bogs in

the Northeast

Tamarack Bogs

Part in. Standard Methods for

Identification and Delineation of

Wetlands

Four basic approaches for identifying

and delineating wetiands have been
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developed to cover situations ranging

from desk-top or office determinations

to highly complex field determinations

for regulatory purposes. These methods
are the recommended approaches that

have been successfully used to delineate

wetlands by the four Federal agencies. If

situations require different approaches,

the reasons for departing from

recommended approaches should be
documented. Remember, however, that

any method for making a wetland
determination must consider the three

technical criteria (i.e., hydrophytic

vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland
hydrology) listed in Part n of this

manual. These criteria must be met in

order to identify a wetland (unless the

area is addressed in this manual as an
exception to the criteria). Moreover,
procedures for determining the wetland
boundary must be consistent with those

used in this manual. In applying all

methods, relevant available information

on wetlands in the area of concern
should be collected and reviewed. Table
1 lists primary data sources.

Selection ofa Method

The wetland delineation methods
presented in this manual can be grouped
into two general types: (1) Offsite

preliminary procedures and (2) onsite

procedures. The offsite procedures are

designed for use in the office for

preliminary weUand determinations,

while onsite procedures are developed
for use in the field for definitive weUand
determinations. When an onsite

inspection is unnecessary or caimot be
undertaken for various reasons,

available information can be reviewed
in the office to make a preliminary
weUand determination. If available

information is insufficient to make a
preliminary wetland determination or if

a definitive wetland determination or
wetland boundary must be established,
(e.g., for determining whether or not
there is jurisdiction or the boundaries of
jurisdiction under a Federal weUand
regulatory program), an onsite

inspection should be conducted. For
determining whether or not an area is

subject to Clean Water Act jurisdiction,

an onsite inspection is usually

necessary. Depending on the field

information needed or the complexity of
the area, one of three basic onsite

methods may be employed: (1) Routine,

(2) intermediate-level, or (3)

comprehensive.
The routine method is designed for

areas equal to or less than five acres in
size or larger areas wiUi homogeneous
vegetation. For areas greater than five

acres in size or other areas of any size
that are highly diverse in vegetation, the

intermediate-level method or the

comprehensive method should be

apphed. as necessary. The
comprehensive method is applied to

situations requiring detailed

documentation of vegetation, soils, and
hydrology. Assessments of significanUy

disturbed sites will often require

intermediate-level or comprehensive

determinations as weU as some special

procedures. WeUand delineators should

become well acquainted with common
types of weUand disturbances, and with

types of weUands that are described in

this manual as exceptions to the three

criteria. In making weUand
determinations, one should select the

appropriate method for each individual

unit v«thin the area of concern and not

necessarily employ one method for the

entire site. Thus, a combination of

determination methods may be used for

a given site.

Regardless of the method used, the

desired outcome or final product is a

weUand/nonweUand determination.

Depending on one's expertise, available

information, and individual or agency

preference, there are two basic

approaches to delineating weUand
boimdaries. The first approach involves

characterizing plant commuinities in the

area, identifying plant communities

meeting the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion, examining the soils in these

areas to confirm that the hydric soil

criterion is met, and finally looking for

evidence of weUand hydrology to verify

this criterion. This approach has been
widely used by the CE and EPA and to a

large extent by the FWS. A second

approach involves first delineating the

approximate boundary of potential

hydric soUs, and then verifying the

presence of likely hydrophjrtic

vegetation and looking for signs of

weUand hydrology. This type of

approach has been employed by the

SCS and to a limited extent by Uie FWS.
Since these approaches yield the same
result this manual incorporates both

approaches into most of the methods
presented.

Table 1.—Primary Sources of Infor-

mation That May Be Helpful in Mak-

ing A Wetland Determination

Data nama
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determining whether an area is subject

to federal jurisdiction under the Clean
Water Act or other Federal wetland

regulatory program, onsite

determinations are usually necessary.

Regardless of the method used,

documentation of all three criteria is

mandatory.

Onsite Determinations

When an qnsite inspection is

necessary, always be sure to review

pertinent background information (e.g.,

NWI maps, soil surveys, and site plans)

before going to the subject site. This

information will be helpful in

determining what type of field method
should be employed. Also, read the

sections of this manual that discuss

disturbed area, and exceptions to the

three criteria before conducting field

work. These situations can pose
problems for the inexperienced wedand
delineator, so learn the procedures for

evaluating these sites. Recommended
equipment and materials for conducting

onsite determinations are listed in Table
2.

Table 2.—Recommended Equipment
AND Materials for Onsite Determi-

nations

Equipment
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purposes. If an illegal disturbance is

suspected, and the pre-disturbance

condition must be determined for the

purposes of weUand regulatory program
enforcement purposes, then a detailed

investigation of the prior and current

conditions of the disturbed area (i.e..

whether the area was and is wetland or

non-wetland] is appropriate. However, if

an area has been disturbed by legal

human activities that have effected the

relatively permanent removal of

wetland hydrology, hydric soil, or

hydrophytic vegetation, then the area is

non-wetland, and a detailed

investigation of the prior condition of

such areas is generally inappropriate. In

addition, determination of regulatory

jurisdiction for such areas is subject to

agency interpretation. For example.

Federal wetland regulatory policy under
the Clean Water Act, and agricultural

program policy under the Food Security

Act of 1985, as amended, interprets the

relative permanence of disturbance to

vegetation caused by agricultural

cropping. Be sure to consult appropriate

agency in making Federal wetland
jurisdictional determinations in such
areas.

In disturbed wetlands, field indicators

for one or more of the three technical

criteria for wetland identification are

usually absent. Where it is necessary to

determine whether the "missing"

indicalor{s) (especially wetland
hydrology) existed prior to alteration,

one should review aerial photographs,

existing maps, and other available

information about the site. This

determination may involve evaluating a
nearby reference site (similar to the

original character of the one altered) for

indicator(s) of the "altered"

characteristic.

When a significanUy disturbed

condition is detected during an onsite

determination, and the prior condition of

the area must be determined or it is

suspected that the area may still be a
wetland, the following steps should be
taken to determine if the "missing"
indicator(s) was present before
alteration and whether the criterion in

question was originally met. Be sure to

record findings on the appropriate data
form. After completing the necessary
steps in appendix 7, return to the

applicable step of the onsite

determination method being used and
continue evaluating the site's

characteristics.

Appendix 1. Offsite Preliminary
Determination Method

The foUowring steps are recommended
for conducting an offsite weUand
determination:

Step 1. Locate the area of interest on a

U.S. Geological Survey topographic map
and delineate the approximate subject

area boundary on the map. Note
whether marsh or swamp symbols or

lakes, ponds, rivers, and other

waterbodies are present v«thin the area.

If they are, then there is a good
likelihood that wetland is present.

Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Review appropriate National

Wetlands Inventory (NWI) maps. State

wetland maps, or local wetland maps,

where available. If these maps designate

wetlands in the subject area, there is a

high probability that wetlands are

present unless there is evidence on hand
that the wetlands have been effectively

drained, filled, excavated, impoimded,

or otherwise significantly altered since

the effective date of the maps. Proceed

to Step 3.

Step 3. Review SCS soil survey maps
were available. In the area of interest,

are there any map imits listed on the

county list of hydric soil map units or

are there any soil map units wi\h

significant hydric soil inclusions? If YES,

then at least a portion of the project

area may be weUand. If this area is also

shown as a weUand on NWI or other

weUand maps, then there is a very high

probability that the area is weUand
unless it has been recenUy altered

(check recent aerial photos. Step 4).

Areas without hydric soils or hydric soil

inclusions should in most cases be

eliminated from further review, but

aerial photos still should be examined
for small weUands to be more certain.

This is especially true if weUands have

been designated on the NaUonal
WeUands Inventory or other weUand
maps. Proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Review recent aerial photos of

the project area. Before reviewing aerial

photos, evaluate climatological data to

determine whether the photo year had
normal or abnormal (high or low)

precipitation two or three months, for

example, prior to the date of the photo.

This will help provide a useful

perspective or frame-of-reference for

doing photo interpretation. In some
cases, aerial photos covering a multi-

year period (e.g.. 5-7 years) should be

reviewed, especially where recent

climatic conditions have been abnormal.

Ehuing photo interpretation, look for

one or more signs of wetlands. For

example:

(1) Hydrophytic vegetation;

(2) Surface waten

(3) Saturated soils;

(4) Flooded or drowned out crops;

(5) Stressed crops due to wetness;

(6) Greener crops in dry years;

(7) Differences in vegetation patterns

due to different planting dates.

If signs of wetlands are observed,

proceed to Step 5 when site-specific

data are available; if site-specific data

are not available, proceed to Slep 8.

Caution: Accurate photo interpretation of

certain wetland types requires considerable

expertise. Evergreen forested wetiands,

seasonally saturated wetlands, and
temporarily flooded wetlands, in general,

may present considerable difficulty. If not

proficient in wetland photo interpretation,

then one can rely more on the findings of

other sources, such as NWI maps and soil

surveys, or seek help in photo interpretation.

Step 5. Review available site-specific

information. In some cases, information

on vegetation, soils, and hydrology for

the project area has been coUected

during previous visits to the area by
agency personnel, environmental

consultants or others. Moreover,

individuals or experts having firsthand

knowledge of the project site should be

contacted for information whenever
possible. Be sure, however, to know the

reliability of these sources. After

reviewing this information, proceed to

Step 6.

Step 8. Determine whether weUands
exist in the subject area. Based on a

review of existing information, a

preliminary determination can be made
that the area is likely to be a weUand if:

(1) WeUands are shown on NWI or

other weUand maps, and hydric soil

map unit or a soil map unit with hydric

soil inclusions is shown on the soil

survey; or

(2) Hydric soil map unit or soU map
unit with hydric soil inclusions is shown

on the soU survey (Note: In the latter

case, only the hydric inclusion is being

evaluated as weUand.), and

(A) Site-specific information, if

avaUable, confirms hydrophytic

vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland

hydrology, or

(B) WeUands are shown in aerial

photos.

If. after examining the available

reference material one is still unsure

whether the area is likely to be weUand,

then a field inspection should be

conducted, whenever possible.

Alternatively, more detailed information

on the site's characteristics may be

sought to help make the preliminary

determination.

The validity of offsite preliminary

determinations are dependent on the

availabUity of information for making a

weUand determination, the quality of

this information, and one's ability and

experience to interpret these data. In

most cases, therefore, the offsite

procedure yields a preliminary
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determination. For more accurate

results, one must conduct an onsite

inspection.

Appendix 2. Routine Onsite

Determination Method

For most cases, weUand
determinadons can be made in the field

without rigorous sampling of vegetation

and soils. Two approaches for routine

determinations are presented: (1) Hydric

soil assessment procedure, and (2) plant

community assessment procedure. In the

former approach, areas that meet or may
meet the hydric soil estimated to

determine if hydrophytic vegetation is

obvious. If so, the area is searched for

indicators of weUand hydrology. If

positive indicators of hydric soils,

hydrophytic vegetation, and wetland

hydrology are present, the area is

designated as wetiand. If not, then the

site must undergo a more rigorous

evaluation foUoviring one of the other

onsite determination methods presented

in the manual. The second routine

approach requires initial identification

of representative plant community types

in the subject area and then

characterization of vegetation, soils, and
hydrology for each type. After

identifying wetiand and nonwedand
communities, the weticuid boundary is

delineated. All pertinent observations

on the three mandatory wetland criteria

should be recorded on an appropriate

data sheet; this should be done for all

inspections to determine regulatory

jurisdiction.

Hydric Soil Assessment Procedure

Step 1. Identify the approximate limits

of areas that may meet the hydric soil

criterion within the area of concern and
sketch limits on an aerial photograph.
To help identify these limits use sources

of information such as Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation slides,

soil surveys, NWI maps, and other maps
and photographs.

(Note: This step is more convenient to

perform offsite. but may be done onsite.)

Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Scan the areas that may meet
the hydric soil criterion and determine if

disturbed conditions exist. Are any
significanUy disturbed areas present? If

yes, identify their limits for they should
be evaluated separately for weUand
determination purposes (usually after

evaluating undisturbed areas). Refer to

the section on disturbed areas, if

necessary, to evaluate the altered

characteri3tic(s) (vegetation, soils, or

hydrology). If appropriate, determine
whether wetiand regulatory policy

exempts the area from Federal
regulatory jurisdiction (e.g., regulatory

policy on wetlands converted to

cropland. See Disturbed Areas
discussion; then return to this method
and continue evaluating characteristics

not altered. (Note: Prior experience with

disturbed sites may allow one to easily

evaluate an altered characteristic, such

as when vegetation is not present in a

farmed wetland due to cidtivation.)

Keep in mind that if at any time during

this determination, one or more of these

three characteristics are found to have

been significantly altered, the disturbed

area determination procediires should

be followed. If the area is not

significanUy disturbed, proceed to Step

3.

Step 3. Scan the areas that may meet
the hydric soil criterion and determine if

obvious signs of weUand hydrology or

hydric soil are present The wetland

hydrology criterion is met for any area

or portion thereof where it is obvious or

knov«i that the area is frequenUy

inundated or saturated at the surface for

a sufficient duration during the growing

season in most years. Confirm the

presence of hydric soil by examining the

soil for appropriate properties. If the

area has obvious positive indicators of

weUand hydrology, the hydrology has

not been significanUy disturbed, the soil

is organic (Histosols, except Folists) or

is mineral classified as Sulfaquents,

Hydraquents, or Histic subgroups of

Aquic Suborders, and the area has

hydrophytic vegetation, then the area is

weUand. Hydrophytic vegetation should

be obvious in these situations. Areas
lacking obvious indicators of weUand
hydrology, readily obvious hydric soUs,

or hydrophytic vegetation must be
further examined, so proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Refine the boundary of areas

that may meet the hydric soil criterion.

Verify the presence of hydric soil within

the appropriate map units by digging a

nxmiber of holes at least 18 inches deep

along the boundary (interface) between
hydric soil units and nonhydric soil

units. Compare soil samples with

descriptions in the soil survey report to

see if they are properly mapped. In this

way, the boundary of areas meeting the

hydric soil criterion is further refined by
field observations. In map units where
only part of the unit is hydric (e.g.,

complexes, associations, and
inclusions), locate hydric soil areas on
the ground by considering landscape

position and evaluating soil

characteristics for hydric soil properties.

(Note: Some hydric soils, especially

organic soils, have not been given a

series name and are referred to by
common names, such as peat, muck,
swamp marsh, wet alluvial land, tidal

marsh, Sulfaquents, and Sulfihemists.

These areas are also considered hydric

soil map units. Certain hydric soils are

mapped with nonhydric soils as an
association or complex, while other

hydric soils occur as inclusions in

nonhydric map units. Only the hydric

soU portion of these map units should be
evaluated for the hydrophytic vegetation

criteria in Step 7.) If the area meets the

hydric soil criterion, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Consider the following:

(1) Is the area presenUy lacking

hydrophytic vegetation or hydrologic

indicators due to annual, seasonal or

long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

(2) Are hydrophytic vegetation

indicators lacking due to seasonal

fluctuation is temperature (e.g.,

seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these

questions is YES or uncertain, and the

area meets the description of one of the

exceptions to the three criteria, proceed

to the appropriate section of this

manual. If the answer to both questions

is NO. normal conditions are assumed to

be present, so proceed to Step 6.

Note: In some cases, normal climatic

conditions, such as snow cover or frozen

soils, may prevent an accurate assessment of

the wetland criteria; one must use best

professional judgement to determine if

delaying the wetland delineation is

appropriate.

Step 6. Select representative

observation area(s). Identify one or

more observation areas that represent

the area(s) meeting the hydric soil

criterion. A representative observation

area is one in which the apparent

characteristics (determined visually)

best represent characteristics of the

entire community. Mark the

approximate location of the observation

area(s) on the aerial photo. Proceed to

Step 7.

Step 7. Characterize the plant

community v/ithin the area(3) meeting

the hydric soil criterion. Visually

estimate the percent areal cover of

dominant species for the entire plant

community. If dominant species are not

obvious, use one of the other onsite

meUiods. Proceed to Step 8 or to another

method, as appropriate.

Step 8. Record the indicator status of

dominant species within each area

meeting the hydric soil criterion.

Indicator status is obtained from the

interagency Federal list of plants

occurring in weUands for the

appropriate geographic region. Record

information on an appropriate data

form. Proceed to Step 9.

Step 9. Determine whether weUand is

present or additional analysis is

required. If the estimated percent areal

cover of OBL and FACW species
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(dominants) exceeds that of FACU and
UPL species (dominants), the area is

considered wetland and the wetland-

nonwetland boundary is the line

delineated by the limits of conditions

that verify the wedand hydrology

criterion. If not, then the point intercept

or other sampling procedures should be

performed to do a more rigorous

analysis of site characteristics.

Plant Community Assessment Procedure

Step 1. Scan the entire project area, if

possible, or walk, if necessary, and
identify plant community types present.

In identifying communities, pay
particular attention to changes in

elevation throughout the site.

CautioD: In highly variable sites, such as

ridge and swale complexes, be sure to

stratify properly, i.e., divide the site into

homogeneous landforms to evaluate each

landform separately.

If possible, sketch the approximate

location of each plant community on a

base map, an aerial photograph of the

project area, or a county soil survey map
and label each community with an

appropriate name.

Note: For large homogeneous wetlands,

especially marshes dominated by herbaceous

plants and shrub bogs dominated by low-

growing shrubs, it is usually not necessary to

walk the entire project area. In these cases,

one can often see for long distances and
many have organic mucky soils that can be
extremely difficult to walk on. Forested

areas, however, will usually require a walk
through the entire project area.

In examining the project area, are any
significandy disturbed areas observed?

If yes, identify their limits for they

should be evaluated separately for

weUand determination piurpose (usually

after evaluating undisturbed areas).

Refer to the section on disturbed areas

to evaluate the altered characteristic(s)

(i.e., vegetation, soils, or hydrology). If

appropriate, determine vi/hether weUand
regulatory policy exempts the area from
Federal regulatory jurisdiction (e.g.,

regulatory policy on vireUands converted
to cropland); then return to this method
to continue evaluating characteristics

not altered. Keep in mind that if at any
time during this determination one or

more of these three characteristics are

foimd to have been significanUy altered,

the disturbed area procedures should be

followed. If the area is not significanUy

disturbed, proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Consider the following:

(1) Is the area presenUy lacking

hydrophytic vegetation or hydrologic
indicators due to annual, seasonal or

long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

(2) Are hydrophytic vegetation

Indicators lacking due to seasonal

fluctuations in temperature (e.g.,

seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these

questions is Yes or uncertain, and the

area meets the description of one of the

exceptions to the three criteria, proceed

to the appropriate section of this

manual. If the answer to both questions

is No, normal conditions are assumed to

be present, so proceed to Step 3.

Note: In some cases, normal climatic

conditions, such as snow cover or frozen

soils, may prevent an accurate assessment of

the wetland criteria; one must use best

professional judgement to determine if

delaying the wetland delineation is

appropriate.

Step 3. Select representative

observation area(3). Select one or more
representative observation areas within

each community type. A representative

observation area is one in which the

apparent characteristics (determined

visually) best represent characteristics

of the entire community. Mark the

approximate location of the observation

areas on the base map or photo. Proceed

to Step 4.

Step 4. Characterize each plant

community in the project area. Within

each plant community identified in Step

1, visually estimate the dominant plant

species for each valid vegetative

stratum in the representative

observation areas and record them on

an appropriate data form. Vegetative

strata may include tree, sapling, shrub,

herb, woody vine, and bryophyte strata

(see glossary for definitions). Make sure

the size of the observation area is

sufficient to insure a representative

assessment of the plant commimity. A
separate form must be completed for

each plant community identified for

wetland determination purposes. After

identifying domineuits within each

vegetative stratum, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Record the indicator status of

dominant species in all strata. Indicator

status is obtained from the interagency

Federal list of plants occurring in

weUands for the appropriate geographic

region. Record indicator status for all

dominant plant species on a data form.

Proceed to Step 6.

Step 8. Determine whether the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion is met.

Complete the vegetation section of the

data form. Portions of the project area

failing this test are usually not weUands,

although under certain ciraunstances

they may have weUand hydrology and

therefore be weUand (see list of

exceptions). Proceed to Step 7.

Step 7. Determine whether the hydric

soil criterion is met. Locate the

observation area on a county soil survey

map, if possible, and determine the soil

map unit delineation for the area. Using

a soil auger, probe, or spade, make a

hole at least 18 inches deep at the

representative location in each plant

community type. Examine soil

characteristics and compare i| possible

to soil descriptions in the county soil

survey report or classify to Subgroup

following "Soil Taxonomy" (often

requires digging a deeper hole), or look

for regional indicators of significant soil

saturation. If soil has been plowed or

otherwise altered, which may have

eliminated these indicators, proceed to

the section on disturbed areas. Complete

the soils section on the appropriate data

sheet and proceed to Step 8 if conditions

satisfy the hydric soil criterion. Areas

having soils that do not meet the hydric

soil criterion are nonweUands.

(Caution: Become familiar with problematic

hydric soils that do not possess good hydric

field indicators, such as red parent material

soils, some sandy soils, and some floodplain

soils, so that these hydric soils are not

misidentified as nonhydric soils. See

discussion under "Atypical Hydric Soils".)

Step 8. Determine whether the

weUand hydrology criterion is met.

Record observations and complete the

hydrology section on the appropriate

data form. If the weUand hydrology

criterion is met, proceed to Step 9. If the

weUand hydrology criterion is not met,

the area is nonweUand.

(Caution: Certain exceptions to the three

criteria may not meet the hydrology criterion;

see discussion of these areas.)

Step 9. Make the weUand
determination. Examine data forms for

each plant commimity identified in the

project area. Each community meeting

the hydrophytic vegetation, hydric sod.

and weUand hydrology criteria is

considered weUand. If all communities

meet these three criteria, then the entire

project area is a weUand. If only a

portion of the project area is weUand,

then the weUand-nonweUand boundary

must be established. Proceed to Step 10.

Step 10. Determine the weUfind-

nonweUand boundary. Where a base

map or armolated photo was prepared,

mark each plant community type on the

map or photo wiUi a "W" if weUand or

an "N" if nonweUand. Combine all "W"
types into a single mapping unit, if

possible, and aU "N" types into another

mapping unit On the map or photo, the

weUand boimdary will be represented

by the interface of Uiese mapping units.

If flagging die boundary on the ground,

the boundary is established by

determining the limits of the indicators

that verify aU these criteria.
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Appendix 3. Intermediate-level Onsite

Determination Method

On occasion, a more rigorous

sampling method is required than the

routine method to determine whether
hydrophytic vegetation is present at a

given site, especially where the

boundary between wetland and
nonwetland is gradual or indistinct. This

circumstance requires more intensive

sampling of vegetation, soUs, and
hydrology than presented in the routine

determination method. This method also

may be used for areas greater than five

acres in size or other areas that are

highly diverse in vegetation.

The intermediate-level onsite

determination method has been
developed to provide for more intensive

vegetation sampling than the routine

method. Two optional approaches are

presented: (1) Quadrat transect sampling
procedure, and (2) vegetation unit

sampling procedure. The former
procedure involves establishing

transects within the project area and
sampling plant communities along the

transect within sample quadrats, with

soils and hydrology also assessed in

each sample plot. In contrast, the

vegetation unit sampling procedure
offers a different approach for analyzing
the vegetation. First, vegetation units are

designated in the project area and then
a meander survey is conducted in each
unit where visual estimates of percent
areal coverage by plant species are

made. Soil and hydrology observations
also are made. Boundaries between
wetland and nonwetland are

established by examining the

transitional gradient between them.

The following steps should be
completed:

Step 1. Locate the limits of the project
area in the field and conduct a general
reconnaissance of the area. Previously
the project boundary should have been
determined on aerial photos or maps.
Now appropriate ground reference
points need to be located to insxire that

sampling will be conducted in the proper
area. In examining the project area,

were any significandy disturbed areas
observed? If YES. identify their limits for

they should be evaluated separately for

wetland determination purposes
(usually after evaluating imdisturbed
areas). Refer to the section on disttirbed

areas to evaluate the altered

characteri3tic(s) (i.e.. vegetation, soils,

or hydrology); then return to this method
to continue evaluating the

characteristics not altered. Keep in mind
that if at any time during this

determination, one or more of these
three characteristics is foimd to have
been significantly altered, the disturbed

areas procedures should be followed. If

the area is not significantly disturbed,

proceed with Step 2.

Step 2. Decide how to analyze plant

commimities within the project area: (1)

By selecting representative plant

communities (vegetation units), or (2) by
sampling along a transect Discrete

vegetation units may be identified on
aerial photographs, topographic and
other maps, and/or by field inspection.

These units will be evaluated for

hydrophytic vegetation and also for

hydric soils and wetland hydrology. If

the vegetation unit approach is selected,

proceed to Step 3. An alternative

approach is to establish transects for

identifying plant communities, sampling
vegetation and evaluating other criteria,

as appropriate. If the transect approach
is chosen, proceed to Step 4.

Step 3. Identifying vegetation units for

sampling. Vegetation units are identified

by examining aerial photographs,

topographic maps. NWI maps, or other

materials or. by direct field inspection.

All of the different vegetation units

present in the project area shouJd be
identified. The subject area should be
traversed and different vegetation units

specifically located prior to conducting

the sampling.

Field inspection may refine previously

identified vegetation units, as

appropriate. It may be advisable to

divide large vegetation units into-

subimits for independent analysis.

(Caution: In highly variable terrain, such as

ridge and swale complexes, be sure to

stratify properiy.) Decide which plant

community to sample first and proceed to

Step 7.

Step 4. Establish a baseline for

locating sampling transects. Select as a

baseline one project boundary or a

conspicuous feature, such as road, in the

project area. The baseline should be

more or less parallel to the major
watercourse through the area, if present,

or perpendicular to the hydrologic

gradient. Determine the approximate

baseline length. Proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Determine the minimum
number and position of transects. Use
the following to determine the minimum
number and position of transects

(specific site conditions may necessitate

changes in intervals or additional

transects). Divide the baseline length by
the nxmiber of required transects to

establish baseline segments for

sampling. Establish one transect in each

resulting baseline segment. Use the

midpoint of each baseline segment as a

transect starting point. For example, if

the baseline is 1,200 feet in length, three

transects would be established: one at

200 feet, one at 600 feet, and one at 1.000

feet from the baseline starting point.

Make sure that all plant community
types are included within the transects;

this may necessitate relocation of one or

more transects lines or establishing

more transects. Each transect should
(^

extend perpendicular to the baseline.

Once positions of transect lines are

established, go to the beginning of the

first transect and proceed to Step 6.

Step 6. Locate sample plots along the

transect. Along each transect, sample
plots are established v^thin each plant

community encountered to assess

vegetation, soils, and hydrology. When
identifying these sample plots, two
approaches may be followed: (1) Walk
the entire length of the transect, taking

note of the number, type, and location of

plant commimities present (flag the

location, if necessary), and on the way
back to the baseline, identify plots and
perform sampling, or (2) identify plant

communities as the transect is walked
and sample the plot at that time

("sample as you go"). The sample plot

should be located so it is representative

of the plant commimity type. When the

plant community type is large and
covers a significant distance along the

transect, select an area that is no closer

than 300 feet to a perceptible change in

plant community type; mark the center

of this area on the base map or photo

and flag the location in the field, if

necessary. f

(Caution: In highly variable terrain, such as

ridge and swale complexes, be sure to

stratify properly to ensure best results.)

At each plant community, proceed to

Step 7.

Step 7. Consider the following:

(1) Is the area presently lacking

hydrophytic vegetation or hydrologic

indicators due to aimual. seasonal, or

long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

(2) Are hydrophytic vegetation

indicators lacking due to seasonal

fluctuations in temperature (e.g^

seasonality of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these

questions is YES or uncertain, and the

area meets the description of one of the

exceptions to the three criteria, proceed

to the appropriate section of this

manual. If the answer to both questions

is no, proceed to Step 8.

(Note: In some cases, normal climatic

conditions, such as snow cover or frozen

soils, may prevent an accurate assessment of

the wetland criteria: one must use best

professional judgment to determine if

delaying the wetland delineation is

appropriate.)

Step 8. Characterize the vegetation of

the vegetation unit or the plant

community along the transect.

f
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If analyzing vegetation units, meander
through the unit making visual estimates

of the percent area covered for each

species in the herb, shrub, sapling,

woody vine, and tree strata;

alternatively, for the tree stratum

determine basal area using the Bitterlich

method (see Dilworth and Bell 1978;

Avery and Burkart 1983). Then:

(1) Within each stratum determine

and record the cover class of each

species and its corresponding midpoint

The cover classes (and midpoints) are

T= <1% (none); 1=1-5% (3.0); 2= 6-15%

(10.5); 3= 16-25% (20.5); 4= 26-50% (38.0):

5=51-75% (63.0); 6=76-95% (85.5);

7=96-100% (98.0).

(2) Rank the species v«thin each

stratum according to their midpoints.

(Note: If two or more species have the

same midpoints and the same or essentially

the same recorded percent areal cover, rank

them equal: use absolute areal cover values

as a tie-breaker only if they are obviously

different.)

(3) Simi the midpoint values of all

species within each stratiun.

(4) Multiply the total midpoint values

for each stratum by 50 percent.

(Note: This number represents the

dominance threshold number and is used to

determine dominant species.)

(5) Compile the cumulative total of the

ranked species in each stratum until 50

percent of the sum of the midpoints (i.e.,

the dominance threshold number), for

the herb, woody vine, shrub, sapling,

and tree strata (or alternatively basal

area for trees) is immediately exceeded.
All species coritributing areal cover or

basal area to the 50 percent threshold

are considered dominants, plus any
additional species representing 20

percent or more of the total cover class

midpoint values for each stratum or the

basal area for tree stratum.

(Note: If the threshold is reached by two or
more equally ranked species, consider them
all dominants, along virith any higher ranked
species. If all species are equally ranked,
consider them all dominants.)

(6) Record all dominant species on an
appropriate data sheet and Ust indicator

status of each. Proceed to Step 9.

If using the transect approach, sample
vegetation in each strattmi (e.g., tree,

shrub, herb, etc.) occiuring in the sample
plots using the foUovmig quadrant sizes:

(1) A 5-foot radius for bryophytes and
herbs, and (2) a 30-foot radius for trees,

saplings, shrubs, and woody vines. Plot

size and shape may be changed as

necessary to meet site conditions, but be
sure that it is sufBcient to adequately
characterize the plant commimity.
Determine dominate species for each
stratum by estimating one or more of the

following as appropriate: (1) Relative

basal area (trees); (2) areal cover (trees,

saplings, shrubs, herbs, woody vines,

and bryophytes); or (3) stem density

(shrubs, saplings, herbs, and woody
vines). When estimating areal cover, use

cover classes T (trace) through 7 and use

the midpoints of the cover classes to

determine dominants, see substeps 1

through 5 above. All plants covering the

plot and representative of the plant

commimity under evaluation should be
counted in the cover estimate; plants

overhanging from adjacent plant

commimities should not be coimted.

Record all dominant species on an
appropriate data sheet and list the

indicator status of each. Proceed to Step

9.

Step 9. Determine whether the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion is met.

Areas that do not m6et the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion, and that do not

meet one of the descriptions of

exceptions, usually are not wetlands. If

the hydrophytic vegetation criterion is

met. Proceed to Step 10 after completing

the vegetation section of the data sheet.

Step 10. Determine whether the hydric

soil criterion is met. Locate the

observation area on a county soil siu^ey

map, if possible, and determine the soil

map unit delineation for the area. Using

a soil auger, probe, or spade, make a

hole at least 18 inches deep at the

representative location in each plant

commimity type. Examine soil

characteristics and compare if possible

to soil descriptions in the county soil

survey report or classify to Subgroup
follovmig "Soil Taxonomy" (often

requires digging a deeper hole), or look

for regional indicators of significant soil

saturation. If soil has been plowed or

otherv«se altered, which may have
eliminated these indicators, proceed to

the section on disturbed areas. Complete
the soils section on the appropriate data

sheet and proceed to Step 11 if

conditions satisfy the hydric soil

criterion. Areas having soils that do not

meet the hydric soil criterion are

nonwetiands.

(Caution: Become familiar with hydric soils

that do not possess good hydric field

indicators, such as red parent materied soils,

some sandy soils, and some floodplain soils,

so that these hydric soils are not

misidentified as nonhydric soils; see the

"Atypical Hydric Soils discussion.)

Step 11. Determine whether the

wetland hydrology criterion is met
Record observations and complete the

hydrology section on the appropriate

data form. If the wetland hydrology

criterion is met proceed to Step 12. If

the wetland hydrology criterion is not

met the area is nonweUand.

[Caution: Certain exceptions to the three

criteria may not meet the hydrology criterion;

see discussion of these areas.)

Step 12. Make the weUand
determination for the plant community
or vegetation unit Examine the data

forms for the plant community (sample

plot) or vegetation unit When the

community or unit meets the

hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil, and
weUand hydrology criteria, the area is

considered weUand. Complete the

summary data sheet proceed to Step 13

when continuing to sample the transect

or other vegetation units, or to Step 14

when determining a boundary between
wetland and nonweUand plant

communities or units.

[Note: Before going on. double check all

data sheets to ensure that the forms are

completed properly.)

Step 13. Sample other plant

communities along the transect or other

vegetation units. Repeat Steps 6 through

12 for all remaining plant communities

along the transect if following transect

approach, or repeat Steps 7 through 12

at the next vegetation unit When
sampling is completed for this transect

proceed to Step 14, or when sampling is

completed for all vegetation units,

proceed to Step 15.

Step 14. Determine the weUand-
nonweUand boundary point along the

transect. When the transect contains

both weUand and nonweUand plant

communities, then a boundary must be

established. Proceed along the transect

from the weUand plot toward the

nonweUand plot. Look for the

occurrence of UPL and FACU species,

the appearance of nonhydric soU types,

subUe changes in hydrologic indicators,

and/or slight changes in topography.

When such features are noted, look

closely for evidence of weUand
hydrology in the soU and locate the

wetland boundary (i.e., the point at

which the weUand hydrology criterion is

no longer met). Establish sample plots

on each side of Uie boundary (e.g.,

within 50 feet) and repeat Steps 8

through 12. If existing plots are within a

reasonable distance, additional plots

may not be necessary, but always

identify the features that were used to

identify the boundary. Data sheets

should be completed for each new plot

Mark the position of the weUand
boundary point on the base map or

photo and stake or flag the boundary in

the field, as necessary. Continue along

the transect until the boundary points

between aU weUand and nonweUand
plots have been established.

(Caution: In areas vtrith a high intersperslon

of wetland and nonwetland plant
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communities, several boundary
determinations will be required.) When all

wetland determinations along this transect

have been completed, proceed to Step 16.

Step 15. Determine the wetland-
nonwetland boundary between adjacent

vegetation units. Review all completed
copies of the data sheets for each
vegetation unit. Identify each imit as

either wetland (W) or nonwetland (N).

When adjacent vegetation units contain

both wetland and nonwetland
communities, a boundary must be
established. Walk the interface between
the two units from the wetland unit

toward the nonwetland unit and look for

changes in vegetation, soils, hydrologic

indicators, and/or elevation. As a

general rule, at 100-foot intervals or

whenever changes in the vegetation

unit's characteristics are noted, look for

evidence to locate the wetland-
nonwetland boundary. At each
designated boundary point, complete
data sheets for new observation areas

immediately upslope and dovmslope of

the wetland-nonwetland boundary (i.e.,

one set for the wetland unit and one for

the nonwetland unit), repeat Steps 8

through 12 for each area, and record the

distance and compass directions

between the boundary points. Record
evidence of wetland hydrology as close

to the boundary as possible, and record
the features that were used to delineate

the boundary. Mark the position of the

wetland boundary point on the base
map or photo and stake or flag the

boundary in the field, as necessary.

Based on observations along the

interface, identify other of boundary
points between each wetland unit and
nonwetland unit. Repeat this step for all

adjacent vegetation units of wetland
and nonwetland. When wetland
boundary points between all adjacent
wetland and nonwetland units have
been estabUshed, proceed to Step 16.

Step 16. Sample other transects and
make wetland determinations along
each. Repeat Steps 5 through 14 for each
remaining transect. When wetland
boundary points for all transects have
been established, proceed to Step 17.

Step 17. Determine the wetland-
nonwetland boundary for the entire

project area. Examine all completed
copies of the data sheets, and mark the

location of each plant community type
along the transect on the base map or
photo, when used.

(Note: This has already been done for the
vegetation unit approach.)

Identify each plant community as
either wetland (W) or nonweUand (N), if

it has not been done previously. If all

plant communities are weUands, then
the entire project area is wetland. If all

communities are nonweUands, then the

entire project area is nonweUand. If

both wetlands and nonwetlands are

present, identify the boundary points on
the base map and connect these points

on the map by generally following

contour lines to separate weUands from

nonweUands. Confirm this boundary by
walking the contour lines between the

transects or vegetation imits, as

appropriate. Should anomalies be

encountered, it virill be necessary to

establish short transects in these areas

to refine the boundary; make any
necessary adjustments to the boundary
on the base map and/or on the grotmd.

If those areas are significant in scope, be

sure to record data used for the

boundary determination. When marking

the boimdary for subsequent surveying

by engineers, the boundary points

should be flagged or marked othervdse

to facilitate the survey.

Appendix 4. Comprehensive Onsite

Determination Method

The comprehensive determination

method is the most detailed, complex,

and labor-intensive approach of the

three recommended types of onsite

determinations. It is usuaUy reserved for

highly complicated and/or large project

areas, and/or when the determination

requires rigorous documentation. Due to

the latter situation, this type of onsite

determination may be used for areas of

any size.

In applying this method, a team of

experts, including a weUand ecologist

and a soil scientist, is often needed,

especially when rigorous documentation

of plants and soUs are required. It is

possible, however, for a highly trained

weUand boundary speciaUst to singly

apply this method.
Two alternative approaches of the

comprehensive onsite determination

method are presented: (1) Quadrat
sampling procedure and (2) point

intercept sampling procedure. The
former approach establishes quadrats or

sampling areas in the project site along

transects, while the latter approach
involves a frequency analysis of

vegetation at sampling points along

transects. The point intercept sampling

procedure requires that the limits of

potential hydric sods be established

prior to evaluating the vegetation. In

many cases, soil maps are available to

meet this requirement, but in other cases

a sod scientist may need to inventory

the soils before applying this method.
The quadrat sampling procedure, which
involves identifying plant communities
along transects and analyzing

vegetation, sods, and hydrology v^Uiin

sample plots (quadrats), may be the

preferred approach when soil maps are

unavailable or the individual is more
familiar with plant identification.

Quadrat Sampling Procedures ^^

Prior to implementing this

determination procedure, read the

sections of this manual that discuss

distiirbed areas, and exceptions to the

three criteria; this information is often

relevant to project areas requiring a

comprehensive determination.

Step 1. Locate the limits of the project

area in the field. Previously, the project

boundary should have been determined

on aerial photos or maps. Now
appropriate ground reference points

need to be located to ensure that

sampling will be conducted in the proper

area. Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Stratify the project area into

different plant community types.

Delineate the locations of these types on
aerial photos or base maps and label

each community with an appropriate

name. (Caution: In highly variable

terrain, such as ridge and swale
complexes, be sure to stratify properly

to ensure best results.) In evaluating the

subject area, were any significanUy

distiu'bed areas observed? If YES,

identify their limits for they should be

evaluated separately for weUand
determination purposes (usually after

evaluating undisttirbed areas). Refer to ('

the section on distuirbed areas to

evaluate the altered characteristic(s)

(i.e., vegetation, soils, and/or

hydrology); then return to this method to

continue evaluating the characteristics

not altered. Keep in mind that if at any
time during this determination, it is

found that one or more of these three

characteristics have been significanUy

altered, the disturbed areas weUand
determination procedures should be

followed. If the area is not significanUy

disturbed, proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Establish a baseline for

locating sampling transects. Select as a

baseline one project boundary or a

conspicuous feature, such as a road, in

die project area. The baseline ideally

should be more or less paraUel to the

major watercourse through the area, if

present, or perpendicular to the

hydrologic gradient. Determine the

approximate baseline length and record

its origin, length, and compass heading

in the field notebook. When a limited

number of transects are planned, a

baseline may not be necessary provided

there are sufficient fixed points (e.g.,

buildings, walls, and fences) to serve as

starting points for the transects. Proceed .

to Step 4.
'

Step 4. Determine the required number
and position of transects. The number of

transects necessary to adequately
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characterize the site will vary due to the

• area's size and complexity of habitats.

In general, it is best to divide the

baseline into a number of equal

segments and use the mid-point of each
baseline segment as the transect starting

point. For example, if the baseline is

1.600 feet in length, four transects will

be established; one at 200 feet one at

600 feet, one at 1,000 feet, and one at

1,400 feet &om the baseline starting

point Each transect should extend

perpendicular to the baseline.

Use the following as a guide to

determine the minimum number of

baseline segments:
• If the baseline exceeds five miles,

baseline segments should be 0.5 mile in

length.

Make sure that each pleint community
type is included in at least one transect;

if not modify the sampling design

accordingly by relocating one or more
transect lines or by establishing

additioned transects. When the starting

points for all required transects have
been established, go to the beginning of

the first transect and proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Identify sample plots along the

transect. Along each transect, sample
plots may be established in two ways:

(1) Within each plant conununity
encountered (the plant community
transect sampling approach); or (2) at

fixed intervals (the fixed interval

transect sampling approach); these plots

will be used to assess vegetation, soils,

and hydrology.

When employing the plant community
transect sampling approach, two
techniques for identifying sample plots

may be followed: (1) WaLc the entire

length of the transect tEdcing note of the

number, type, and location of plant

communities present (flag the locations,

if necessary) and on the way back to the

baseline, record the length of the

transect identify sample plots and
perform sampling; or (2) identify plant

communities as the transect is walked,
sample the plot at that time ("sample as

you go"), and record the length of the

transect

When conducting the fixed interval

transect sampling approach, estabUsh
sample plots along each transect using

the following as a guide:

The first sample plot should be
established at a distance of 50 feet from
the baseline. When obvious
nonweUands occupy a long segment of

the transect from the baseline, begin the

first plot in the nonwedand at

approximately 300 feet from the point
where the nonweUand begins to

intergrade into a potential weUand
communify type. Keep in mind that

additional plots wrill be required to

determine the weUand-nonweUand

boundary between fixed points. In large

areas having a mosaic of plant

communities, one transect may contain

several wetland boundaries.

If obstacles such as a body of water or

impenetrable thicket prevent access

through the length of the transect

access from the opposite side of the

project area may be necessary to

complete the transect take appropriate

compass reading and location data. At
each sample plot (i.e., plant communify
or fixed interval area), proceed to Step

6.

Step 6. Consider the following:

(1) Is the area presendy lacking

hydrophytic vegetation or hydrologic

indicators due to annual, seasonal or

long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground-water levels?

(2) Are hydrophytic vegetation

indicators lacking due to seasonal

fluctuations in temperatures (e.g.,

seasonalify of plant growth)?

If the answer to either of these

questions is Yes or uncertain, and the

area meets the description of one of the

exceptions in this manual, proceed to

the appropriate section of this manual. If

the answer to both questions is No,

proceed to Step 7 when following the

plant communify transect approach. If

following the fixed interval approach, go

to the appropriate fixed point along the

transect and proceed to Step 8.

[Note: In some cases, normal climatic

conditions, such as snow cover or frozen

soils, may prevent an accurate assessment of

the wetland criteria; one must use best

professional judgment to determine if

delaying the wetland delineation is

appropriate.)

Step 7. Locate a sample plot in the

plant communify type encountered.

Choose a representative location along

the transect in this plant communify.
Select an area that is no closer than 50

feet from the baseline or from any
perceptible change in the plant

commimify type. Mark the center of the

sample plot on the base map or photo

and flag the point in the field. Additional

sample plots shoidd be established

writhin the plant communify at 300-foot

intervals along the transect or sooner if

a different plant commimify is

encountered.

(Note: In large-sized plant communities, a

sampling interval larger than 300 feet may be

appropriate, but try to use 300-foot intervals

first)

Proceed to Step 8.

Step 8. Lay out the boundary of the

sample plot A circular sample plot with

a 30-foot radius should usuaUy be

estabhshed. however, the size and
shape of the plot may be changed to

match local conditions (e.g., narrow

ridges and swales) as necessary. At the

flagged center of the plot use a compass
to divide the circular plot into four equal

sampling units at 90*. 180*, 270*, and
360*. Mark the outer points of the plot

with flagging. Proceed to Step 9.

Step 9. Characterize the vegetation

and determine dominant species within

the sample plot Sample the vegetation

in each layer or stratiun (i.e.. tree,

sapling, shrub, herb, woody vine, and
bryophyte) within the plot using the

following procedures for each vegetative

stratum and enter data on appropriate

data sheet:

(1) Herb stratiun

(A) Sample this stratum using

corresponding approach:

(1) Plant communify transect sampling

approach:

(a) Select one of the following designs:

(i) Eight (8)—8" x 20" sample quadrats

(two for each sampling unit within the

circular plot); or

(ii) Four (4)—20" x 20" sample

quadrats (one for each sample unit

within the plot); or

(iii) Four (4)---40" x 40" sample

quadrats (one for each sample unit).

(Note: Alternate shapes of sample quadrats

are acceptable provided they are similar in

area to those listed above.)

(b) Randomly toss the quadrat frame

into the understory of the appropriate

sample unit of the plot

(c) Record percent areal cover of each

plant species.

(d) Repeat (b) and (c) as required by

the sampling scheme.

(e) Construct a species area curve for

the plot to determine whether the

number of quadrats sampled sufficienUy

represent the vegetation in the stratum:

the number of samples necessary

corresponds to the point at which the

curve levels off horizontally; if

necessary, setmple additional quadrats

vinthin the plot until the curve levels off.

(f) For each plant species sampled,

determine the average percent areal

cover by summing the percent areal

cover for all sample quadrats within the

plot and dividing by the total number of

quadrats. Proceed to Step B below.

(2) Fixed interval sampling approach:

(a) Place one [I}—iff' X 40" sample

quadrat centered on the transect point

(b) Determine percent areal coverage

for each species. Proceed to substep B

below.

(B) Rank plant species by their

average percent areal cover, beginning

with the most abundant species.

(C) Sum the percent cover (fixed

interval sampling approach) or average

percent cover (plant communify transect

sampling approach).
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(D) Determine the dominance
threshold number—the number at which

50 percent of the total dominance
measure (i.e.. total cover) for the stratiun

is represented by one or more plant

species when ranked in descending

order of abundance (i.e., from most to

least abundant).

(E) Simi the cover values for the

ranked plant species beginning with the

most abundant until the dominance
threshold number is immediately

exceeded; these species contributing to

surpassing the threshold number are

considered dominants, plus any
additional species representing 20

percent or more of the total cover of the

stratum; denote dominant species with

an asterisk on the appropriate data

form.

(F) Designate the indicator status of

each dominant.

(2) Bryophyte stratum (mosses, homed
liverworts, and true liverworts):

Bryophytes may be sampled as a

separate stratum in certain wetlands,

such as shrub bogs, moss-lichen

wetlands, and the wetter wooded
swamps, where they are abundant and
represent an important component of the

plant community. If treated as a

separate stratiun. follow the same
procedures as listed for herb stratum. In

many wetlands, however, bryophytes

are not abundant and should be
included as part of the herb stratiun.

(3) Shrub stratum (woody plants

usually between 3 and 20 feet tall,

including multi-stemmed, bushy shrubs

and small trees below 20 feet):

(A) Determine the percent areal cover

of shrub species within the entire plot

by walking through the plot, listing all

shrub species and estimating the percent

areal cover of each species.

(B) Indicate the appropriate cover

class (T and 1 through 7) and its

corresponding midpoints (shown in

parentheses) for each species: T= <1%
cover (None); 1= 1-5% (3.0); 2=6-15%
(10.5); 3= 16-25% (20.5); 4= 26-50% (38.0);

5= 51-75% (83.0); 8=76-95% (85.5);

7= 96-100% (98.0).

(C) Rank shrub species according to

their midpoints, from highest to lowest
midpoint;

(D) Sum the midpoint values of all

shrub species.

(E) Determine the dominance
threshold number—the number at which
50 percent of the total dominance
measure (i.e., cover class midpoints) for

the stratum is represented by one or

more plant species when ranked in

descending order.

(F) Sum the midpoint values for the

ranked shrub species, beginning writh

the most abundant, until the dominance
threshold number is immediately

exceeded; these species are considered

dominants, plus any additional species

representing 20 percent or more of the

total midpoint values of the stratum:

identify dominant species (e.g.. with an

asterisk) on the appropriate data form.

(G) Designate the indicator status of

each dominant.

(4) Sapling stratum (young or small

trees greater than or equal to 20 feet tall

and with a diameter at breast height less

than 5 inches): Follow the same
procedures as listed for the shrub

stratimi or the tree stratum (i.e., plot

sampling technique), whichever is

preferred.

(5) Woody vine stratum (climbing or

twining woody plants): Follow the same
procedures as listed for the shrub

stratiun.

(6) Tree stratum (woody plants greater

than or equal to 20 feet tall and with a

diameter at breast height equal to or

greater than 5 inches): Determine the

basal area of the trees by individual and

by species within the 30-foot radius

sample plot Basal area for individual

trees can be calculated by measuring

diameter at breast height (dbh) with a

diameter tape and converting diameter

to basal area using the formula A =
pi(d)(d)/4 (where A = basal area, pi =
3.1416, and d = dbh).

Do the following steps:

(A) Locate and mark, if necessary, a

sample unit (plot) wnth a radius of 30

feet, or change the shape of the plot to

match topography, or increase size of

plot based on species area curve

assessment.

(Note: A larger sampling unit may be

required when trees are large and widely

spaced.)

(B) Identify each tree v«thin the plot,

measure its dbh (using a diameter tape),

compute its basal area, then record data

on the data form.

[Note: Compute basal area using the

formula A = pi(d)(d)/4, where A = basal

area, pi = 3.1416, and d = dbh. To expedite

this calculation, use a hand calculator into

which the following conversion factor is

stored—0.005454 for diameter data in inches

or 0.78535 In feet. Basal area in square feet of

an Individual tree can be obtained by
squaring the tree diameter and multiplying by

the stored conversion factor).

(C) Calculate the total basal area for

each tree species by summing the basal

area values of all individual trees of

each species.

(D) Rank species according to their

total basal area, in descending order

from the largest basal area to the

smallest.

(E) Calculate the total basal area

value of all trees in the plot by summing
the total basal area for all species.

(F) Determine the dominant trees

species; dominant species are those

species (when ranked in descending

order and cumulatively totaled) that

immediately exceed 50 percent of the

total basal area value for the "plot, plus

any additional species comprising 20

percent or more of the total basal area

of the plot; record the dominant species

on the appropriate data form.

(G) Designate the indicator status of

each dominant (i.e., OBL, FACW, FAC.
FACU, or UPL).

After determining the dominants for

each stratum, proceed to Step 10.

Setp 10. Determine whether the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion is met
Complete the vegetation section of the

summary data sheet If the vegetation

fails to be dominated by these types of

species, the plot is usually not a

wetland, however, it may constitute

hydrophytic vegetation under certain

circiunstances (see list of exceptions). If

hydrophytic vegetation is present,

proceed to Step 11.

Step 11. Determine whether the hydric

soil criterion is met. Locate the

observation area on a county soil survey

map, if possible, and determine the soil

map imit delineation for the area. Using

a soil auger, probe, or spade, make a .

hole at least 18 inches deep at the

representative location in each plant

community type. Examine soil

characteristics and compare if possible

to soil descriptions in the county soil

survey report or classify to Subgroup

following "Soil Taxonomy" (often

requires digging a deeper hole), or look

for regional indicators of significant soil

saturation. If soil has been plowed or

otherwise altered, which may have

eliminated these indicators, proceed to

the section on disturbed areas. Complete

the soils section on the appropriate data

sheet and proceed to Step 9 if conditions

satisfy the hydric soil criterion. Areas

having soils that do not meet the hydric

soil criterion are nonweUands. (Caution:

Become familiar with hydric soils that

do not possess good hydric field

indicators, such as red parent material

soils, some sandy soils, and some
floodplain soils, so that these hydric

soils are not misidentified as nonhydric

soils; see the "Atypical Hydric Soils"

discussion.)

Step 12. Determine whether the

wetiand hydrology criterion is met
Record observations and complete the

hydrology section on the appropriate

data form. If the wetiand hydrology

criterion is met proceed to Step 13. If

tiie weUand hydrology criterion is not

met, the area is nonwetiand.
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(Caution: Certain exceptions to the three

criteria may not meet the hydrology criterion;

see discussion of these areas.)

Step 13. Make the wetland
determination for the sample plot.

Examine the data forms for the plot.

When the plot meets the hydrophytic

vegetation, hydric soil, and wetland

hydrology criteria, it is considered

wetland. Complete the summary data

sheet; proceed to Step 14 when
continuing to sample transects, or to

Step 15 when determining a boundary
between wetland and nonwetland
sample plots.

(Note: Double check all data sheets to

ensure that they are completed properly

before going to another plot.}

Step 14. Take other samples along the

transect. Repeat Steps 5 through 13, as

appropriate. When sampling is

completed for this transect proceed to

Step 15.

Step 15. Determine the wetland-

nonwetland boundary point along the

transect. When the transect contains

both wetland and nonwetland plots,

then a boundary must be established.

Proceed along the transect from wetland

plot toward the nonwetland plot. Look
for the occurrence of UPL and FACU
species, the appearance of nonhydric

soil types, subtle changes in hydxologic

indicators, and/or slight changes in

topography. When such features are

noted, evaluate the three criteria and
locate the weUand-nonwetland
boundary (i.e.. the point at which one of

the three weUand hydrology criterion is

no longer met; make sure, however, that

this area does not qualify as a problem
area wetland). Establish new sample
plots on each side of the boundary (e.g.,

within 50 feet) and repeat Steps 8

through 12. If existing plots are writhin a

reasonable distance of the boundary,
additional plots may not be necessary,

but always dociunent the features that

were used to identify the boundary.
Data sheets should be completed for

each plot. Mark the position of the

wetland boundary point on the base
map or photo and place a surveyor flag

or stake at the boimdary point in the

field, as necessary. Continue along the

transect imtil the boundary points

between all weUand and nonwetland
plots have been established.

(Caution: In areas with a high interspersion

of wetland and nonwetland plant

communities, several boundary
determinaUons will be required.)

When all wetland determinations
along this transect have been completed,
proceed to Step 16.

Step 16. Sample other transects and
make weUand determinations along
each. Repeat Steps 5 through 15 for each

remaining transect. When wetland
boimdary points for all transects have

been established, proceed to Step 17.

Step 17. Determine the weUand-
nonwetland boundary for the entire

project area. Examine all completed

copies of the data sheets and mark the

location of each plot on the base map or

photo. Identify each plot as either

wetland (W) or nonwetland (N) on the

map or photo. If all plots are wetlands,

then the entire project area is wetland, if

all plots are nonwetlands, then the

entire project area is nonwetland. if

both wetland and nonwetland plots are

present, identify the boundary points on

the base map or on the ground, and
connect these points on the map by
generally following contour lines to

separate wetlands from nonwetlands.

Confirm this boundary on the groimd by
walking the contour lines between the

transects. Should anomalies be
encountered, it wrill be necessary to

establish short transects in these areas

to refine the boundary, apply Step 15.

and make any necessary adjustments to

the boundary on the base map and/or

on the ground. It may be worthwhile to

place surveyor flags or stakes at the

boundary points, especially when
marking the boundary for subsequent
surveying by engineers.

Point Intercept Sampling Procedure

The point intercept sampling
procedure is a frequency analysis of

vegetation used in areas that may meet
the hydric soil and wetland hydrology

criteria. It involves first identifying

areas that may meet the hydric soil and
wetland hydrology criteria writhin the

area of concern and then refining the

boundaries of areas that may meet the

hydric soil criterion for further

examination. Transects are then

established for analyzing vegetation and
determining whether hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is met by calculating

a prevalence index.

Step 1. Identify the approximate limits

of areas that may meet the hydric soil

criterion within the area of concern and
sketch limits on an aerial photograph.

To help identify these limits use sources

of information such as Agricultural

Stabilization and Conservation Service

slides, soil surveys, NWI maps, and
other maps and photographs.

(Note: This step is more convenient to

perform offsite, but may be done onsite; some
modification of study area lines may be

required after seeing the site in the field).

Areas that may meet the hydric soil

criterion should be stratified into areas

of similar soils and similar vegetation

lifeforms (e.g., forested wetland, shrub

wetland, and emergent wetland) for

further analysis. Proceed to Step 2.

Step 2. Scan the areas that may meet
the hydric soil criterion and determine if

disturbed conditions exist. Are any
significantly disturbed areas present? If

YES, identify their limits for they should

be evaluated separately for wetland

determination purposes (usually after

evaluating undisturbed areas). Refer to

the section on disturbed areas, if

necessary, to evaluate the altered

characteristic(s) (vegetation, soils, or

hydrology), then return to this method
and continue evaluating characteristics

not altered.

(Note: Prior experience with disturbed sites

may allow one to easily evaluate an altered

characteristic, such as when vegetation is not

present in a farmed wetland due to

cultivation.)

Keep in mind that if at any time

during this determination one or more of

these three characteristics is found to

have been significantly altered, the

disturbed area wetland determination

procedures should be followed. If the

area is not significandy disturbed,

proceed to Step 3.

Step 3. Scan the areas that may meet

the hydric soil criterion and determine Lf

obvious signs of weUand hydrology or

hydric soil are present. The weUand
hydrology criterion is met for any area

or portion thereof where, it is obvious or

knovm that the area is frequenUy

inundated or saturated at the surface

during the growing season. Confirm the

presence of hydric soil by examining the

soU for appropriate properties and take

note of dominant plants which should

easily meet the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion. If the area's hydrology has not

been significantly modified and the soil

is organic (Histosols. except Folista) or

is mineral classified as Sulfaquents,

Hydraquents. or Histic Subgroups of

Aquic Suborders according to "Soil

Taxonomy", and the area has

hydrophytic vegetation, then the area is

considered weUand. Hydrophytic

vegetation should be fairly obvious in

these situations. Areas lacking obvious

indicators of weUand hydrology, hydric

sods, or hydrophytic vegetation must be

further examined, so proceed to Step 4.

Step 4. Refine Uie boundary of areas

that meet Uie hydric soil criterion. Verify

the presence of hydric soil within the

appropriate map units by digging a

number of holes at least 18 inches deep

along the boundary (interface) between

hydric soil units and nonhydric soU

units. Compare soil samples with

descriptions in Uie soil survey report to

see if they are properly mapped, and

look for soil properties caused by
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wetland hydrology. In this way, the

boundary of areas meeting the hydric

soil criterion is further refined by field

observations. In map units where only
part of the unit is hydric (e.g.,

complexes, associations, and
inclusions], locate hydric soil areas on
the ground by considering landscape
position and evaluating soil

characteristics of the hydric soil portion

or for properties caused by weUand
hydrology.

(Note Some hydric soils, especially organic

soils, have not been given a series name and
are referred to by common names, such as

peat, muck, swamp, marsh, wet alluvial land,

tidal marsh, Sulfaquents, and Sulflhemists;

these areas are also considered hydric soil

map units and should appear on the county
lists of hydric soil map units. Certain hydric

soils are mapped with nonhydric soils as an
association or complex, while other hydric

soils occur as inclusions in nonhydric soil

map units. Only the hydric soil portion of

these map units should be evaluated for

hydrophytic vegetation.)

In areas where hydric soils are not
easily located by landscape position and
soil characteristics (morphology], a soil

scientist should be consulted.

(Caution: Become familiar with hydric soils

that do not possess good hydric field

indicators, such as red parent material soils,

some sandy soils, and some floodplains soils,

so that these hydric soils are not
misidentified as nonhydric soils. See
"Atypical Hydric Soils" discussion.)

(Note: If the project area does not have a

soil map, hydric soil areas must be
determined in the field to use the point

intercept sampling method. Consider
landscape position, such as depressions,

drainageways, floodplains, and seepage
slopes, and either classify the soil or look for

field indicators of hydric soil, then delineate

the hydric soil areas accordingly. If the

boundary of the hydric soil areas cannot be
readily delineated, one should use the

quadrat sampling procedure.)

After establishing the boundary of the

area in question, proceed to Step 5.

Step 5. Consider the following:

(1] Is the area presenUy lacking
hydrophytic vegetation or hydrologic
indicators due to annual, seasonal, or
long-term fluctuations in precipitation,

surface water, or ground water levels?

(2) Are hydrophytic vegetation
indicators lacking due to seasonal
fluctuations in temperature (e.g.,

seasonality of plant growth]?
If the answer to either of these

questions is Yes or uncertain, and the
area meets the description of one of the

exceptions in this manual, proceed to

the appropriate section of tiiis manual. If

the answer to both questions is NO,
proceed to Step 6.

Note: In some cases, normal climatic

conditions, such as snow cover or frozen

soils, may prevent an accurate assessment of

the wetland criteria; one must use best

professional judgment to determine if

delaying the wetland delineation is

appropriate.

Step 6. Determine random starting

points and random directions for three

200-foot line transects in each area that

meets or may meet the hydric soil

criterion.

Note: More than three transects may be
required depending on the standard error

obtained for the three transects.

There are many ways to determine
random starting points and random
transect direction. The following

procedures are suggested:

(1] Starting point—Starting points for

the transects are selected randomly
along the perimeter of the area to be
examined. Determine the approximate
perimeter length and select three

random numbers (from a table for

generating random numbers or other

suitable method]; these random numbers
indicate the position of the starting

points for the three transects; pick a

point along the perimeter to begin

pacing off the distance to the starting

points.

(2] Transect direction—At a starting

point, spin a pencil or similar pointed
object in the air and let it fall to the

ground. The direction that the pencil is

pointing indicates the direction of the

transect. Proceed to Step 7.

Step 7. Lay out the transect in the

established direction. If the transect

crosses the hydric soil boundary (into

the nonhydric soil area), bend the line

back into the hydric soil area by
randomly selecting a new direction for

the transect following the procediu-e

suggested above. Mark the approximate
location of the transect on a base map
or aerial photo. Proceed to Step 8.

Step 8. Record plant data (e.g., species

name, indicator group, and number of

occurrences) at interval points along the

transect. Only individual plants wi\h
stems located in the subject area (i.e.,

soil type] should be recorded. At the

starting point and at each point on 2-foot

intervals along the transect, record all

individual plants that would intersect an
imaginary vertical line extending
through the point. Count each individual

plant only once per sample point; each
individual of a single species counts as a

separate plant for the tally (e.g., three

individuals of red maple count as three

hits for red maple at that single point). If

this imaginary line has no plants

intersecting it (either above or below the

sample point), record nothing. Identify

each plant observed to species (or other

taxonomic category if species cannot be
identified), enter species name on the

Prevalence Index Worksheet, and
record all occurrences of each species

along the transect. For each species T
listed, identify its indicator group from
the appropriate regional list of plant

species that occur in wetlands (i.e., OBL,
FACW, FAG. FACU, and UPL]. Plant

species not recorded on the lists are

assumed to be upland species. If no
regional indicator status and only one
national indicator status is assigned,

apply the national indicator status to the

species. If no regional indicator status is

assigned and more than one national

indicator status is assigned, do not use
the species to calcuilate a prevalence
index. If the plant species is on the list

and no regional or national indicator

status is assigned, do not use the species

to calculate the prevalence index. For a

transect to be valid for a prevalence

calculation, at least 80 percent of the

occurrences must be plants that have
been identified and placed in an
indicator group. Get help in plant

identification if necessary. Unidentified

plants or plants writhout indicator status

are recorded but are not used to

calculate the prevalence index. Proceed
to Step 9.

Step 9. Calculate the total frequency

of occurrences for each species (or other

taxonomic category], for each indicator ^
group of plants, and for all plant species

observed, and enter on the Prevalence

Index Worksheet. The frequency of

occurrences of a plant species equals

the number of times it occiu-s at the

sampling points along the transect

Proceed to Step 10.

Step 10. Calculate the prevalence

index for the transect using the

following formula:

PIl =
iFo -I- 2Ffw+ 3Ff+ 4Ffu + 5Fu

Fo+Ffw+Ff+Ffu+Fu

where
PIi= Prevalence Index for transect i;

Fo=Frequency of occurrence of obligate

wetland (OBL) species:

Ffw= Frequency of occurrence of facultative

wetland (FACW) species;

Ff= Frequency of occurrence of facultative

(FAC) species;

Ffu= Frequency of occurrence of facultative

upland (FACU) species;

Fu= Frequency of occurrence of upland (UPL)

species.

After calculating and recording the

prevalence index for this transect,

proceed to Step 11. ^
Step 11. Repeat Steps 5 through 10 for

two other transects. After completing

the three transects, proceed to Step 12.

Step 12. Calculate a mean prevalence

index for the three transects. To be
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considered wetland, a hydric soil area

usually must have a mean prevalence

index (PIM) of less than 3.0. A minimum

of three transects are required in each

delineated area of hydric soil, but

enough transects are required so that

the standard error for PIM does not

exceed 0.20 percent.

Compute the mean prevalence index

for the three transects by using the

following formula:

PIM = PIT

N

where

PIM = mean prevalence index for

transects;

PIT = sum of prevalence index values for

transects:

aU

N = total number of transects.

After computing the mean prevalence

index for the three transects, proceed to

Step 13.

Step 13. Calculate the standard

deviation(3) for the prevalence index

using the following formula:

(PIl-HM)
.a.

(PI2-PIM) (PIl-PW)

(Note: See formulas in Steps 8 and 10 for

symbol definitions.)

After performing this calculation,

proceed to Step 14.

Step 14. Calculate the standard error

(sx) of the mean prevalence index using

the following formula:

sx =

nTn

where

S = standard deviation for the Prevalence

Index

N = total number of transects

(Note: The sx cannot exceed 0.20. If sx

exceeds 0.2O, one or more additional

transects are required. Repeat Steps 6

through 14, as necessary, for each additional

transect)

When sx for all transects does not

exceed 0.20. proceed to Step 15.

Step 15. Record fmal mean prevalence

index value for each hydric soil map

unit and make a wetland determination.

All areas having a mean prevalence

index of less than 3.0 meet the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion. If the

community has a prevalence index

equal to or greater than 3.0. it is usually

not hydrophytic vegetation except under

certain circumstances; consult the

section on exceptions. Proceed to Step

16.
, ,

Step 18. Determine whether the

wetland hydrology criterion is met.

Record observations and complete the

hydrology section on the appropriate

data form. If the wetland hydrology

criterion is met. then the area is

considered a wetland. If the area has

been hydrologically disturbed, one must

determine whether the area is

effectively drained before making a

wetland determination; this type of area

should have been identified in Step 2

(see disturbed areas discussion). If the

area is effectively drained, it is

considered nonweUand: if it is not, the

wetland hydrology criterion is met and

the area is considered a wetiand.

(Caution: Seasonally saturated wetland

may not appear to meet the hydrology

criterion at certain times of the growing

season; see discussion of exceptions.)

Step 17. Delineate the wetland

boundary. After identifying the wetland,

delineate the boundary by refining the

limits of the area that meets all three

criteria (including any problem area

weUands). Mark the boimdaries with

flagging tape, if necessary.

Appendix 5. Descriptions of wetlands

that are exceptions to the three criteria

Prairie Potholes

Potholes are glacially-formed

depressions that are capable of storing

water (Eisenlohr 1972). They are

generally located in the north central

United States and southern Canada.

Although potholes may occur in forested

areas, the majority occur in the prairie

region where they are subject to arid or

semi-arid climatic conditions. Most

potholes are small, generally less than

an acre in size.

Pothole soils are generally pooriy

drained, slowly permeable soils capable

of ponding water. Precipitation is the

basic source of water in potholes.

Runoff from the drainage area is highly

variable, but it is the key in determimng

if and how long ponding will occur.

Precipitation in the pothole region vanes

appreciably from year to year. Average

precipitation is far too small to meet the

demand of evaporation and as a result

most potholes are dry for a significant

portion of the year, containing water for

only a short period generally early in the

growing season. In years of drought,

potholes may not pond water at all.

However in most years, seasqnal

replenishment can be expected

(Eisenlohr 1972).

In certain areas, the vast majority of

potholes are farmed, either occasionally

or every year, depending upon the

duration of ponding. Many potholes

have been either partially or totally

drained to enhance agriculhiral

production. The drastically fluctuating

climate and alteration for fanning have

resulted in highly disturbed conditions

that make wetiand identification

difficult. Aerial photographs, ASCS

compliance slides, and other offsite

information that depict long-term

conditions are often better indicators of

wetland conditions than onsite

indicators reflecting only a single point

in time.

Plant communities in potholes are

usually disturbed, eitiier naturally or

due to farming, and many do not exhibit

vegetation typical of more stable

weUands. The process of annual drying

(drawdown) in potholes enables the

invasion of FAC. FACU, or UPL plant

species during dry periods which may

persist into the wet seasons. Stewart

and Kantrud (1971) have recognized this

condition in describing vegetation

phases in tiieir classification of

wetiands for the Prairie Pothole Region.

The phases are as follows:

For Noncropland Areas

Drawdown Bare Soil Phase

As surface water in the open water

phase graduaUy recedes and disappears,

expanses of bare mud flats, which often

become dry. are exposed. Ordinarily,

this phase is of short duration, but in

intermittent-alkali zones and

occasionally in the more saline deep

marsh zones, it may persist for

considerable periods.

Natural Drawdown Emergent Phase

Undisturbed areas vrith emergent

drawdown vegetation are considered to

be in this phase. This growth is

composed mostly of annual plants,

including many forbs, that genninate on

the exposed mud or bare soil of the

drawdown bare soil phase. After the

drawdown emergents become

established, surface water is

occasionaUy restored by heavy summer

rains. Characteristic plant species of tms

phase include: Eleocharis aciculans

(tenestrial fonn). Ruwex mantimus.

Kochia scoparia. Xanthium itahcum.
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Chenopodium nibrum, and Senecio
congestus.

For Cropland Areas

Cropland Drawdown Phase

Tilled pothole bottoms with
drawdown vegetation characterize this

phase. The plants include many coarse,

introduced annual weeds and grasses

that normally develop on exposed mud
flats during the growing season. These
species appear as overv^ter emergents
whenever surface water is restored by
summer rains. Characteristic plant

species include: Agropyron repens,

Echinochloa ctvsgalli. Polygonum
lapathifolium, Veronica peregrina,
Hordeum jubatum, Plagiobothrys
scopulorum, Xanthium italicum, Bidens
frondosa, Seteria glauca. Polygonum
convolvulus, Agropyron smithii,

Brassica kaber, Descruainia sophia,

Androsace occidentalis, Ellisia

nyctelea, Erigeron canadensis, and Iva

xanthifolia.

Cropland Tillage Phase

In this phase, tilled bottom soils are

dominated by annual field weeds,
characteristic of fallow or neglected low
cropland. Tilled dry pothole bottoms
devoid of vegetation are also considered
to be in this phase. Planted small grain

or row crops are often present.

Playas

Playas occur in many arid or semiarid
regions of the world. Although occiuring
throughout much of the western United
States, they are concentrated in the

southern Great Plains as either

ephemeral or permanent lakes or

wetlands (Nelson et. al. 1983). The
topography of most playa regions is flat

to genUy rolling and generally devoid of
drainage. Runoff from the surrounding
terrain is collected into playa basins,
where water is evaporated rapidly.
Playas range in size from several
hundred acres to only a few acres, with
the majority being less than 10 acres.

Surface soils of playas are generally
clays that form a highly impermeable
seal and increase their water-holding
capacity. The playa soUs are typically

VerUsols. In the southern Great Plains,

playa soils are listed as Randall, Lipan,
or Ness days, Stegall silty clay loams,
Lofton clay loams, or may be
uncharacterized occurring as inclusions
within nonhydric soil map units. Soils of
playas are generally distinguishable
from surrounding upland soils because
of their contrasting darker color (Reed
1930).

The hydrology of playas involves
rapid accumulation of natural nmoff
during late spring, with a gradual loss by

evaporation and seepage through the

summer except where basins have been
excavated to concentrate water. The
hydrology is influenced by agricvdtural

practices, including basin modification

for water collection and retention and
grazing in the watershed. Water
reaching the playa is derived primarily

from precipitation and runoff within the

basin watershed.
Playa basins are dry most of the time.

The basins collect water primarily in

two peak periods—May and
September—as a result of regional

convectional storms conunon throughout

the region. Water collection in the

basins is generally representative of

seasonal or long-term extremes and not

average annual conditions. As a result,

wetland hydrology is best characterized

by examining hydrological indicators

over a multi-year period rather than

relying on hydrological conditions that

may be present at any point in time.

The hydrology of most playa wetlands
seldom allows a stable flora to develop.

Playa basins may have a dense cover of

annual or perennial vegetation or may
be barren, depending on the timing,

intensity and amount of precipitation

and irrigation nmoff, the extent of

grazing, and the size of the playas. As
with potholes, the process of annual
drying (drawdown) in playas enables
the invasion of FAC, FACU, and UPL
plants during dry periods which may
persist into other seasons. Playa basins

may show vegetative zonation in

concentric bands from the basin center

to the perimeter in response to

decreasing water depths or soil moisture

levels. However, such zonation is not

typical of all playa basins; small playas

that collect limited runoff may support

prairie vegetation (primarily FACU and
UPL species) or may be cultivated.

Cultivated basins often contain either

the Uving plants or remnants of

smartweeds [Polygonum spp.), ragweeds
[Ambrosia spp.), or other invading
annuals. Some playa basins are large

enough to have an open expanse of deep
water that may support aquatic plant

communities.

Vernal Pools

Vernal pools are depressional areas

covered by shallow water for variable

periods from winter to spring, but may
be completely dry for most of the

summer and fall. Small pools may drain

completely several times during the

rainy season eind some pools may not
retain any water during drought years.

An understanding of the natural

history of the plants that occur in the

transitional areas from pool to typically

terrestrial habitat is useful in delineating

these wetiands. Zedler (1987) provides

an excellent overview of vernal pools

which is briefly summarized below.

Vernal pools are wride-ranging in size

(from 10 feet wide to 10 acres) but are

always shallow (less than 6 inches to 2

feet deep). Depth and duration of

saturation and inundation are more
important in defining a vernal pool than
size. Soils with confining layers, either

nearly impermeable clay layers or iron-

silica cemented hardpans, often have a
seasonally perched water table which
favors the development of vernal pooh
MicroreUef on the soils typically is

hummocky, writh pits (depressions) and
mounds. Individual vernal pools are

often interconnected by a series of

swales and tributaries. Winter rainfall

perches on the confining layer, until

removed by evapotranspiration in the

spring. A cemented hardpan or nearly

impermeable clay subsoil layer, the pit

and mound microrelief, and presence of

swales are strong indicators of vernal

pools.

Vernal pools hold water long enough
to allow some strictiy aquatic organisms
to grow and reproduce (complete their

life cycles), but not long enough to

permit the development of a typical

pond or marsh ecosystem. Changes in a

vernal pool during the season are so

dramatic that it is in some ways more
appropriate to consider it to be
sequence of ecosystem (a cyclical

wetland) rather than a single static type.

Vernal pool development can be broken
into four phases: (1) Wetting phase, (2)

aquatic phase, (3) drying phase, and (4)

drought phase. The first rains stimulate

the germination of dormant seeds and
the growth of perennial plants (wetting

phase). When the cumulative rainfall is

sufficient to saturate the soils, aquatic

plants and animals proliferate (aquatic

phase). Nonaquatic plants are subjected

to stress at this time. As the pool levels

begin to recede (drying phase), the high

soil moisture insures that plant growth

continues after standing water is gone.

Eventually, the plants succumb to

drought and turn browm, with drying

cracks appearing in the soil (drought

phase).

Plant species characteristic of vernal

pools are endemic to vernal pools, or

occur in vernal pools but are common in

other aquatic habitats or associated

with vernal pools (see Tables 6A-D in

Zedler, 1987). Non-pool species can

tolerate the limited periods of standing

water that exist toward the pool

margins.

Since vernal pools typically vary

considerably in depth and duration or

both from year to year, within a year, or

between different pools, plant

composition is quite dynamic. FAC,
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FACU and UPL species often invade the

pool basins in dry years, as they do in

other seasonally variable wetlands.

Lack of hydrophytic plant species also

may be indicative of recent disturbances

such as off-road vehicle activities,

fanning, or grazing. In delineating these

wetlands, it is important to be aware not

only of the "pool" but of the vernal pool

complex (pool, basin, swales,

tributaries), parts of which may have

shorter and more variable periods of

inundation.

Appendix 6. Problem Area Wetlands

Certain situations encountered in the

field can make wetland identification

and delineation problematic. These
situations are discussed below.

Newly Created Wetlands

These wetlands include marunade
(artificial) wetlands, beaver-created

wetlands, and other weUands that have
recently formed due to nat\u-al

processes. Artificial wetlands may be

purposely or accidentally created (e.g.,

road impoundments, undersized

culverts, irrigation, and seepage from

earth-dammed impoundments) by
human activities. Many of these areas

vnil have evidence of wetland hydrology

and hydrophytic vegetation. The area

should lack typical morphological

properties of hydric soils, since the soils

have just recently been inxmdated and/
or saturated. Since all of these wetlands

are newly established, evidence of one

or more of the wetland identification

criteria may not be present. One must
always consider the relative

permanency of the wetter conditions.

For example, if a beaver has recenUy
blocked a road culvert that has now
caused flooding of nonwetland (e.g.,

upland forest or field), it is quite

possible that the blockage v«ll soon be
removed. In this case, the action is

considered nonpermanent and the area

is not considered wetland. If, however,
hydrophytic vegetation has colonized

the area, the hydrology is considered

more or less permanently altered and
the area is considered wetland.

Temporary roads may impede the

natural flow of water and impound
water for some time. Yet, since the road

is only temporary, the effect is also

temporary, so the area is not considered

wetland, unless, of course, it was
wetiand prior to the road construction.

Wetlands on Glacial Till or in Rocky
Areas

Sloping wetiands occur in glaciated

areas where soils cover relatively

impermeable glacial till or where layers

of glacial till have different hydraulic

conditions that permit groundwater

seepage. Such areas are seldom, if ever,

flooded, but dowmslope groundwater

movement keeps the soils saturated for

a sufficient portion of the growing

season to produce anaerobic and
reducing soil conditions. This promotes

the development of hydric soils and
hydrophytic vegetation. Evidence of

wetland hydrology may be lacking

during the drier portion of the grovyring

season. Hydric soil properties also may
be difficult to observe because certain

areas are so rocky that it is difficult to

examine soil characteristics wnthin 18

inches.

Wetland-Nonwetland Mosaics

In nimierous areas, including northern

glaciated regions and the coastal plain,

the local topography may be
pockmarked vdth a complex of "pits"

(depressions) and "mounds" (knolls).

The pits may be wet enough to be

classified as wetland, whereas the

mounds are usually nonwetland. (Note:

In some areas, the shallow mounds are

also wetland. When this is true, the

entire area is wedand.) The
interspersion of wet pits and dry

mounds may make the delineation of the

wetiand boundary difficult when the

pits are too small to separate from the

mounds. Of course, any area should be

mapped vdthin practical limits. When it

is not practicable to separate the wet
pits from the dry mounds, it is

recommended that the weUand-
nonweUand boundary be delineated by
assessing the percent of the area

covered by the wetiand pits in an area

of similar pit-mound relief. At least two

random transects should be established

to determine the percent of pits vs.

mounds. Based on the assessment at

two-foot intervals along each transect,

the percent of wetiand vs. upland points

can be established for the area. Consult

the appropriate regulatory agency to

learn what ratio they want to consider

"wetiand" for regulatory purposes. One
should also note in his or her field report

that this protocol wasjised and give an

estimated size range for the wetiand pits

(e.g., 3-5' diameter) as well as a brief

narrative description of the site.

Cyclical wetlands

While the hydrology of all wetiands

varies annually, the hydrology of certain

wetiands, may natiu-ally fluctuate in a

cyclical patterns of a series of

consecutive wet years followed by a

series of dry years. During the wet
periods, hydrophytic vegetation and
wetiand hydrology are present, yet

during the dry periods, the hydrology

does not appear to meet the wetiand

hydrology criterion and FACU and UPL
plant species often become established

and may predominate under these

temporal drier conditions. Despite the

lack of periodic flooding or sat\irated

soils for a multi-year period, these are as

should still be considered wetiand, since

in the long run, wetiand characteristics

prevail. Specific examples of cyclic

wetlands include Alaska's black spruce-

permafrost wetiands, groundwater

wetiands of the Cimmaron Terrace of

Oklahoma and Kansas, and wetiands in

coastal and West Texas. Other cyclical

wetiands are associated with drought-

prone areas such as southern California

and the arid and semi-arid regions of the

country.

Vegetated Flats.

Vegetated flats typically are

characterized by a marked seasonal

periodicity in plant grovvrth. They occur

both in coastal and interior parts of the

country (e.g., regularly flooded

freshwater tidal marshes and exposed

shores of lakes or reservoirs during

drawdowns due to natural fluctuations

or human actions). They are dominated

by annual OBL species, such as wild

rice [Zizania aquatica), and/ or

perennial OBL species, such as

spatterdock [Nuphar luteum), that have

nonpersistent vegetative parts (i.e..

leaves and stems breakdown rapidly

during the venter, providing no evidence

of the plant on the wetiand surface at

the beginning of the next growing

season). During printer and early spring,

these areas lack vegetative cover and

resemble mud flats; therefore, they do

not appear to qualify as wetiands. But

diuing the grov/ing season the

vegetation becomes increasingly

evident, qualifying the area as vegetated

wetiand. In evaluating these areas, one

must consider the time of year of the

field observation and the seasonality of

the vegetation. Again, one must become

familiar vdth die ecology of these

wetiand types.

Interdunal Swale Wetlands

Along the U.S. coastiine, seasonally

wet swales supporting hydrophytic

vegetation are located within sand dune

complexes on barrier islands and

beaches. Some of these swales are

inundated or saturated to the surface for

considerable periods during the growing

season, while others are wet for only the

early part of the season. In some cases,

swales may be flooded irregularly by

the tides. These wetiands have sandy

soils that generally lack evidence of

hydric soil properties. In addition,

evidence of wetiand hydrology may be

absent during the drier part of the

growing season. Consequentiy. these

wetiands may be harder to identify.
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Springs and Seepage Wetlands

Wetlands occurring in flowing waters

from springs and groundwater seepage
areas may not exhibit typical hydric soil

properties due to oxygen-enriched
waters. Springs have permanently
flowing waters, while seepage flows

may be seasonal. Not all seepage areas,

however, are considered wetlands. To
qualify as wetland, the follovmg
conditions should be met: (1) Seepage
flow by oxygen-enriched waters is

continuous for at least a 30-day period

during the growing season in most years

and saturate the soil to the surface, and
(2) OBL and/or FACW species

predominate or have a prevalence index

less than or equal to 2.5. Soils wet for

this duration are typically considered to

have an aquic moisture regime and are

hydric. The outer boundary of these

wetlands is estabUshed by the limits of

predominance of OBL and/or FACW
species.

Drought-affected Wetlands

Droughts periodically occiu' in many
parts of the country, especially in the

semiarid and arid West. During drought,

it is quite obvious that water wrill not be
observed in many wetlands, especially

those higher up on the soU moisture
gradient. With the drying of these

wetlands over a number of consecutive

years, environmental conditions no
longer favor the growth of hydrophytic
vegetation, so FACU and UPL species

become established and often

predominate in time. Thus, the plant

community composition changes to one
that is no longer dominated by
hydrophytes. Such communities fail to

meet the hydrophytic vegetation

criterion, unless treated as harder to

identify wetlands. Drought-affected
wetlands should be identified by the

presence of hydric soils, further refined

by clear signs of long-term hydrology as

expressed in the soil by: Thick organic
surface layers, gleyed layers, low
chroma matrices with high chroma
mottles, and others Usted as regional
wetland hydrology indicators.

Additional verification of hydrology
may be advisable for some sites and an
examination of aerial photographs
during the wet part of the growing
season in years of normal precipitation

(distributions and amount) should reveal
signs of wetland hydrology. In addition,

landscape position (e.g., depressions
and sloughs) may provide additional

evidence for recognizing these wetlands
during droughts.

Appendix 7. Disturbed Area Procedures

Step 1. Determine whether vegetation,

soils, and/or hydrology have been

significantly altered at the site. Proceed
to Step 2.

Step 2. Determine whether the

"altered" characteristic met the wetland
criterion in question prior to site

alteration. Field persormel shall

docimient the reasons for determining

that the site would have been a wetland
but for the disturbance. Review existing

information for the area (e.g., aerial

photos, NWI maps, soil surveys,

hydrologic data, and previous site

inspection reports), contact

knowledgeable persons familiar v«th the

area, and conduct an onsite inspection

to build supportive evidence. The
strongest evidence involves considering

all of the above plus evaluating a nearby
reference site (an area similar to the one
altered before modification) for field

indicators of the three technical criteria

for wetland. If a human activity or

natural event altered the vegetation,

proceed to Step 3; the soils, proceed to

Step 4; the hydrology, proceed to Step 5.

Step 3. Determine whether the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion was
met prior to distiu'bance:

(1) Describe the type of alteration.

Examine the area and describe the type

of alteration that occurred. Look for

evidence of selective harvesting,

clearcutting, bulldozing, recent

conversion to agriculture, or other

activities (e.g., burning, discing, the

presence of buildings, dams, levees,

roads, and parking lots).

(2) Determine the approximate date

when the alteration occiuxed if

necessary. Check aerial photographs,

examine building permits, consult with

local individuals, and review other

possible sources of information.

(3) Describe the effects on the

vegetation. Generally describe how the

recent activities and events have
affected the plant communities.

Consider the following:

(A) Has all or a portion of the area

been cleared of vegetation?

(B) Has only one layer of the plant

commimity (e.g., trees) been removed?
(C) Has selective harvesting resulted

in the removal of some species?

(D) Has the vegetation been burned,

mowed, or heavily grazed?

(E) Has the vegetation been covered
by fill, dredged material, or structures?

(F) Have increased water levels

resulted in the death of all or some of

the vegetation?

(4) Determine whether the area had
plant communities that met the

hydrophytic vegetation criterion.

Develop a list of species that previously

occurred at the site from existing

information, if possible, and determine

whether the hydrologic vegetation

criterion was met. If site-specific data

do not exist, then do the follovdng, as

appropriate:

(A) If the vegetation is removed and
supportive evidence affirmadvely

demonstrates that the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion would have been
met but for the alteration and no other

alterations have been done, then

evidence of the elimination of the

hydrophytic vegetation together with the

presence of hydric soils and evidence of

wetiand hydrology will be used to

identify wetiands. It may be
advantageous to examine a nearby
reference site to collect data on the

plant conununity to confirm this

assumption. (Note: Determination of

reg\ilatory jurisdiction for such areas is

subject to agency interpretation. For

example. Federal wetland regulatory

pohcy imder the Clean Water Act, and
agricultural program policy under the

Food Security Act of 1985, as amended,
interprets the relative permanence of

distiu'bance to vegetation caused by
cropping. Be sure to consult appropriate

agency policy in making Federal

weUand jurisdictional determinations in

such areas.)

(B) If the area is filled, biuying the

vegetation, and no other alterations (i.e.,

to hydrology or soils) have taken place,

then either. (1) Look below the fill layer

for hydric soil and indicators of weUand
hydrology, plus any signs of hydrophytic

vegetation (if not decomposed), or (2) if

type of fill (e.g., concrete) precludes

examination of soil beneath the fill, then

review existing information (e.g., soil

survey, weUand maps, and aerial

photos) to determine if the area was
wetland. If necessary, evaluate a

neighboring undisturbed area (reference

site) with characteristics (i.e.,

vegetation, soils, hydrology, and
topography) similar to the area in

question prior to its alteration. Be sure

to record the location and major
characteristics (vegetation, soils,

hydrology, and topography) of the

reference site. Sample the vegetation in

this reference area using an appropriate

onsite determination method to

determine whether hydrophytic

vegetation is present. If the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion is met at the

reference site, then this criterion is

presumed to have been met in the

altered area. If no indicators of

hydrophytic vegetation are found at the

reference site, then the original

vegetation at the project area is not

considered to have met the hydrophytic

vegetation criterion.

(C) If soils and/or hydrology also

have been disturbed, then continue
Steps 4, 5, and 6 below, as necessary.
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Otherwise, retvim to the applicable step

of the onsite determination method
being used.

Step 4. Determine whether or not

hydric soils previously occurred:

(1) Describe the type of alteration.

Examine the area and describe the type

of alteration that occurred. Look for

evidence of:

(A) Deposition of dredged or fill

material—In many cases the presence of

fill material vfiU be obvious. If so. it will

be necessary to dig a hole to reach the

original soil (sometimes several feet

deep). Fill material wrill usually be a

different color or texture than the

original soil (except when fill material

has been obtained from similar areas

onsite). Look for decomposing
vegetation between soil layers and the

presence of buried organic or hydric

mineral soil layers. In rare cases,

excessive deposition of sediments may
be due to catastrophic conditions, e.g.,

mud slides and volcanic eruptions.

Floodplain environments are subjected

to periodic sedimentation, but this is a

more normal occiurence and does not

constitute a significant disturbance for

purposes of this manual.

(B) Presence of nonwoody debris at

the surface—^This can only be applied in

areas where the original soils do not

contain rocks. Nonwoody debris

includes items such as rocks, bricks, and
concrete fragments.

(C) Subsurface plowing—Has the area

recently been plowed below the A-
horizon or to depths of greater than 10

inches?

(D) Removal of surface layers—Has
the surface soil layer been removed by
scraping or natural landslides? Look for

bare soil surfaces v^rith exposed plant

roots or scrape scars on the surface.

(E) Presence of manmade structures

—

Are buildings, dams, levees, roads, or

parking lots present?

(2) Determine the approximate date
when the alteration occurred, if

necessary. Check aerial photographs,
examine building permits, consult v\nth

local individuals, and review other

possible sources of information.

(3) Describe the effects on soils.

Consider the foUov/ing:

(A) Has the soil been buried? If so.

record the depth of fill material and
determine whether the original soil was
left intact or disturbed.

Note: The presence of a typical sequence of

soil horizon* or layers in the buried soil is an
indication that the soil is still intact; check
description in the soil survey report.

(B) Has the soil been mixed at a depth
below the A-horizon or greater than 12
inches? If so. it will be necessary to

examine the soil at a depth immediately

below the plow layer or disturbed zone.

(C) Has the soil been sufficiently

altered to change the soil phase?

Describe these changes. If a hydric soil

has been drained to some extent, refer

to Step 5 below to determine whether

soil is effectively drained or is still

hydria

(4) Characterize the soils that

previously existed at the disturbed site.

Obtain all possible evidence that may
be used to characterize soils that

previously occurred on the area.

Consider the following potential sources

of information.

(A) Soil surveys—In many cases,

recent soil surveys are available. If so,

determine the soils that were mapped
for the area. If all soils are hydric soils,

it is presumed that the entire area had
hydric soils prior to alteration. Consult

aerial photos to refine hydric

boimdaries, especially for soil map units

with hydric soU inclusions.

(B) Buried soils—When fill material

has been placed over the original soil

without physically disturbing the soil,

examine and characterize the buried

soils. Dig a hole through the fill material

imtil the original soil is encountered.

Determine the point at which the

original soil material begins. Remove 18

inches of the original soil from the hole

and follow standard procedures for

determining whether the hydric soil

criterion is met (Note: When the fill

material is a thick layer, it might be

necessary to use a backhoe or posthole

digger to excavate the soil pit.) If USGS
topographic maps indicate distinct

variation in the area's topography, this

procedure must be applied in each
portion of the area that originally had a

different surface elevation.

(C) Deeply plowed soils or removed
surface layers—If soil surface layers are

removed, redistributed or deeply plowed
(excluding normal plowing), vegetation

will not be present, so review existing

information (e.g., soil surveys, wetland

maps, and aerial photos), identify a

nearby reference site that is similar to

disturbed area prior to its alteration,

evaluate for indicators of hydropytic

vegetation, hydric soils, and wetland
hydrology and make weUand or

nonwetiand determination, as

appropriate.

(5) Determine whether hydric soils

were present at the project area prior to

alteration. Examine the available data

and determine whether evidence of

hydric soils were formerly present If no

evidence of hydric soils is found, the

original soils Eire considered nonhydric

soils. If evidence of hydric soils is found,

the hydric soil criterion has been met
Continue to Step 5 if hydrology also was

altered. Otherwise, record decision and
return to the applicable step of the

onsite determination method being used.

Step 5. Determine whether weUand
hydrology existed prior to alteration and
whether weUand hydrology still exists

(i.e.. is the area effectively drained?). To
determine whether wetland hydrology

still occurs, proceed to Step 6. To
determine whether wetiand hydrology

existed prior to the alteration:

(1) Describe the type of alteration.

Examine the area and describe the type

of alteration that occurred. Look for

evidence of:

(A) Dams—Has recent construction of

a dam or some nattiral event (e.g.,

beaver activity or landslide) caused the

area to become increasingly wetter or

drier?

Note: This activity could have occurred at

a considerable distance from the site in

question, so be aware of and consider the

impacts of major dams In the watershed

al>ove the project area.

(B) Levees, dikes, and similar

structures—Have levees or dikes been

recenUy constructed that prevent the

area from periodic overbank flooding?

(C) Ditches or drain tiles—Have
ditches or drain tiles been recently

constructed causing the area to drain

more rapidly?

(D) Channelization—Have feeder

streams recently been channelized

sufficientiy to alter the frequency and/or

duration of inundation?

(E) Filling of channels and/or

depressions (land-leveling)—Have
natural chaumels or depressions been

recently filled?

(F) Diversion of water—Has an

upstream drainage pattern been altered

that results in water being diverted from

the area?

(G) Groimdwater withdrawal—Has
prolonged and intensive pimiping of

groundwater for irrigation or other

purposes significantiy lowered the water

table and/or altered drainage patterns?

(2) Determine the approximate date

when the alteration occurred, if

necessary. Check aerial photographs,

consult v^th local individuals, and

review other possible sources of

information.

(3) Describe the effects of the

alteration on the area's hydrology.

Consider the following and generally

describe how the observed alteration

affected the project area:

(A) Is the area more frequently or less

frequenUy inundated than prior to

alteration? To what degree and why?

(B) Is the duration of inundation and

soil saturation different than prior to
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alteration? How much different and
why?

(4) Characterize the hydrology that

previously existed at the area. Obtain
and record all possible evidence that

may be useful for characterizing the

previous hydrology. Consider the

following:

(A) Stream or tidal gauge data—If a

stream or tidal gauging station is located

near the area, it may be possible to

calculate elevations representing the

upper limit of wetland hydrology based
on duration of inundation. Consult SCS
district offices, hydrologists from the

local CE district offices or other

agencies for assistance. If fill material

has not been placed on the area, survey

this elevation from the nearest USGS
benchmark. If fill material has been
placed on the area, compare the

calculated elevation with elevations

shown on a USGS topographic map or

any other survey map that predates site

alteration.

(B) Field hydrologic indicators onsite

or in a neighboring reference area

—

Certain field indicators of wetland
hydrology may still be present. Look for

water marks on trees or other structures,

drift lines, and debris deposits (for

additional hydrology indicators, see
other signs of wedand hydrology
section). If adjacent undisturbed areas

are in the same topographic position,

have the same soils (check soil survey
map), and are similarly influenced by
the same sources of inimdation, look for

wetland hydrology indicators in these

areas.

(C) Aerial photographs—Examine
aerial photographs and determine
whether the area has been inundated or

saturated during the growing season.

Consider the time of the year that the

aerial photographs were taken and use
only photographs taken prior to site

alteration.

(D) Historical records—Examine
historical records for evidence that the

area has been periodically inundated.
Obtain copies of any such information.

(E) National Flood Insurance Agency
flood maps—Determine the previous
frequency of inundation of the area from
national floods maps (if available).

(F) Local government officials or other
knowledgeable individuals—Contact
individuals who might have knowledge
that the area was periodically inundated
or saturated.

(5) Determine whether weUand
hydrology previously occurred. Examine
available data. If hydrology was
significanUy altered recently (e.g., since
Clean Water Act), was wetiand
hydrology present prior to the

alteration? If the vegetation and soils

have not been disturbed, use site

characteristics—vegetation, soils, and
field evidence of weUand hydrology—to

identify wetland. If vegetation and soil

are removed, then review existing

information (e.g., soil surveys, wetland
maps, and aerial photos), following

procedures in Step 6, substep 3. If no
evidence of weUand hydrology is found,

the original hydrology of the area is not

considered to meet the weUand
hydrology criterion. If evidence of

weUand hydrology is found, the area

used to meet the wetland hydrology
criterion. Record decision and return to

the applicable step of the onsite

determination method being used.

Step 6. Determine whether weUand
hydrology still exists. Many wetlands
have a single ditch nmning through

them, while others may have an
extensive network of ditches. A single

ditch through a weUand may not be
sufficient to effectively drain it; in other

words, the wetland hydrology criterion

still may be met under these

circumstances. Undoubtedly, when
ditches or drain tiles are observed,

questions as to the extent of drainage

arise, especially if the ditches or drain

tiles are part of a more elaborate stream
channelization or other drainage project.

In these cases and other situations

where the hydrology of an area has been
significanUy altered (e.g., dams, levees,

groundwater withdrawals, and water
diversions), one must determine whether
weUand hydrology still exists. If it is

present, the area is not effectively

drained. If wetland hydrology is not

present, the area is still a weUand. To
determine whether weUand hydrology
still exists:

(1) Describe the type or nature of the

alteration. Look for evidence of:

(A) Dams;
(B) Levees, dikes, and similar

structuures;

(C) Ditches;

(D) Channelization;

(E) Filling of channels and/or
depressions;

(F) Diversion of water; and
(G) Groundwater withdrawal.
(See Step 5 above for discussion of

these factors.)

(2) Determine the approximate date

when the alteration occurred, if

necessary. Check aerial photographs,

consult with local officials, and review
other possible sources of information.

(3) Characterize the hydrology that

presently exists at the area. When
evaluating agricultural land to determine

the presence or absence of weUand, it is

recognized that such lands are generally

disturbed and must be viewed in that

context. Wetland hydrology is often

altered on agricultural lands, so the

mere presence of soils meeting the

hydric soil criterion is not sufficient to

determine that weUands are present.

Due to the common hydrologic and
vegetative modifications on agricultiu'al "*

lands, indicators of weUand hydrology,

together with soil-related properties, are

the most reliable means of weUand
identification. The following procedures

is designed to provide technical

guidance for determining whether an
area subject to some degree of

hydrologic modification stiU meets the

weUand hydrology criterion. In general,

the hydrology of most such areas can be
evaluated by revieviong existing site-

specific information, examining aerial

photographs, or conducting onsite

inspections to look for evidence of

weUand hydrology (substeps A-F). More
rigorous assessment (substep G) may be

done less commonly where despite the

lack of wetland hydrology evidence one

has a strong suspicion that weUand
hydrology still exists. The reason for

doing this more detailed assessment

should be documented. Caution: when
the hydrology of an area has been
significanUy altered, soil characteristics

resulting from weUand hydrology caimot

be used to verify weUand hydrology

since they persist after weUand
hydrology has been eliminated.)

(A) Review existing site-specific

hydrologic information to see if data

support the weUand hydrology criterion.

If such data are unavailable or

inconclusive, proceed to Step 2.

(B) Examine aerial photographs

(preferably early spring or wet growing

season) for several recent years (e.g.. a

minimum of 5 years is recommended),

look for signs of inundation or prolonged

soil saturation, and consider these

observations in the context of long-term

hydrology. (Note: Large-scale aerial

photographs. 1:24.000 and larger, are

preferred.) Be sure to know the

'

prevailing envirorunental conditions for

all dates of photography. Try to avoid

abnormally wet or dry dates for they

may lead to erroneous conclusions

about weUand hydrology. You are

attempting to assess conditions during

normal rainfall years. If the area is wet

more years than not during normal

rainfall years (e.g., 3 of 5 years or 6 of 10

years), then the weUand hydrology

criterion is presumed to be met. If the

area shows no indication of wetness

during normal rainfall years or shows
such signs in only a few years (e.g., 1 of

5 years or 3 of 10 years), then the

wetland hydrology criterion is presumed ^
not to be met. If conditions are between ^
the two mentioned above (e.g., 2 of 5

years or 4-5 of 10 years), proceed to

substep C.
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Note: Only those areas showing signs of

wetness should be considered to meet the

wetland hydrology criterion.

(Q Examine additional aerial photos,

National Wetland Inventory maps, or

other infonnation for indication of

wetland or signs of wetland hydrology.

If other information, coupled with the

previous infonnation is substep B,

indicates that the area is wet more often

than not (e.g., 3 of 5 years or 8 of 10

years), or indicates Uiat the area is wet
half of the time (e.g., 3 of 6 years or 5 of

10 years), then the wetland hydrology

criterion is presiuned to be met. If other

information, coupled with the previous

information in substep 2, provides

indication that the area is wet less often

than not (e.g., 2 of 5 years or 4 of 10

years), then the wetland hydrology

criterion is presumed not to be met. If it

is perceived after reviewing additional

information that wetland hydrology is

still inconclusive, proceed to substep D.

(D) Inspect the site for direct evidence

of inundation or prolonged soil

saturation or other field evidence of

wetland hydrology (excluding soil

properties resulting from long-term

hydrology) to determine whether the

wetland hydrology criterion is met.

Ideally, such inspection should be done
during the early or wet part of the

growing season during a normal rainfall

year. Avoid periods after heavy rainfall

or immediately after more normal
rainfaUs. After conducting the onsite

inspection, if necessary, proceed to

substep E in areas where vegetation has

not been removed or cultivated or to

substep G in cultivated areas to perform
a more rigorous assessment of

vegetation and/or hydrology and
document your reason for doing so.

(E) Inspect the site on the ground to

assess changes in the plant community.
If OBL or OBL and FACW plant species

(especially in the herb stratum) are

dominant or scattered throughout the

site and UPL species are absent or not

dominant, the area is considered to meet
the wetland hydrology criterion and
remains wetland. If UPL species

predominate one or more strata (i.e.,

they represent more than 50 percent of

the dominants in a given stratiun) and
no OBL species are present, then the

area is considered effectively drained

and is no longer wetland.

Note: Make sure that the UPL species are

materially present and dominate a valid

stratum.

If the vegetation differs from the

above situations, then the vegetation at

this site should be compared if possible
with a nearby undisturbed reference
area, so proceed to substep F; if it is not

possible to evaluate a reference site and

the area is ditched, chaimelized or tile-

drained, go to substep G.

(F) Locate a nearly undisturbed

reference site v«th vegetation, soils,

hydrology, and topography similar to the

subject area prior to its alteration,

examine the vegetation (following an

appropriate onsite delineation method),

and compare it with the vegetation at

the project site. If the vegetation is

similar (i.e., has the same dominants or

the subject area has different dominants

with the same indicator status or wetter

as the reference site), then the area is

considered to be wetland—the wetland

hydrology criterion is presumed to be

satisfied. If the vegetation has changed
to where FACU and UPL species or UPL
species alone predominate and OBL
species are absent, then the area is

considered effectively drained and is

nonwetland. If the vegetation is different

than indicated above, additional work is

required—go to substep G.

(G) Select one of the following

approaches to further assess the area's

hydrology:

(1) Determine the "zone of influence"

of the drainage structure and its effect

on the water table using existing SCS
soil drainage guides, the ellipse

equation, or similar drainage model
(SCS soil drainage guides and the ellipse

equation relate only to water table and

do not address surface water), and
determine the effect of the drainage

structure on surface water (ponding and

flooding). Factors to consider when
analyzing the effect of the drainage

structure on surface water are: (a) The
type of drainage system (e.g., size,

spacing, depth, grade, and outlet

conditions); (b) surface inlets; (c)

condition of the drainage system; (d)

how surface water is removed; and (e)

soil type as it related to runoff.

(2) Conduct detailed ground water

studies, making direct observations of

inundation and soils saturation

throughout the area in question. Data

should be collected in the follovmig

manner
(a) Depth of Wells. Well should be

placed within 24 inches of the soil

surface or to the top of the restrictive

horizon, if shallower.

(b) Annual Observation Period.

Observations should be made during the

expected high water table period

including both the nongrowdng and
growing seasons; the recommended
period of observation will vary

regionally. At a minimum the period

should encompass a three month period

during the wettest part of the growing

season and include the month before the

start of the growing season if the wettest

part is in the Spring.

(c) Frequency of Observation. During

the observation periods, the wells

should be observed a minimum of two
times per week at a reg\ilar interval not

to exceed four days between
observations; for soils with anticipated

rapid fluctuations of the water table

(e.g., sandy soils), a one or two day
observation interval is recommended.

(d) Length of Study. A minimum of

three annual observation periods, each

having at least 90% of average yearly

precipitation and at least 90% of normal

monthly distribution. Also, the year

prior to the water table study must have
had 90% of the monthly and aimual

precipitation. The observation study

may cease after the minimum
consecutive time period required for

meeting the wetland hydrology criterion.

Note: Data from any year that does not

have 90% of average precipitation cannot be

counted toward the three-year study duration

unless it can be adequately justified in a

specific case.

Precipitation information should be

locally derived (not necessarily site-

specific) from the nearest NOAA-
approved weather station or other

available sources of technically valid

information (e.g.. university branch

stations or research sites, media
weather stations, USGS stations, stale

agency stations, etc.). These

precipitation stations must be located

within 25 miles of the monitored water

table study. If this is not possible,

consult appropriate regulatory agency

for alternatives.

If the wetland hydrology criterion is

met, return to the applicable step in the

onsite determination method being used

and continue delineating the wetland.

Appendix 8. Procedures for Exceptions

to the Three Criteria

Wetlands that are exceptions to the

three criteria are to be identified using

the procedures below.

1. What is the reason for the

exception? (Identify vegetation or

hydrology as the reason for the

exception.)

If vegetation is the reason for the

exception, go to 2a. If hydrology, go to

2b.

2a. Is the plant community growing on

a soil that meets the hydric soil

criterion?

If no, the area is non-wetland.

If yes, document the reasons for this

conclusion and go to 3a.

3a. Are one or more of the following

conditions satisfied?

• Hydrologic records or aerial

photography combined with hydrologic

records (items 1 and 2 of wetlands
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hydrology criterion) document wetland
hydrology; or

• One or more primary hydrologic
indicators (item 3 of wetlands hydrology
criterion] is docvunented to have been
found at the site; or

• One or more secondary hydrologic
indicators are materially present and
supported by corroborative information
as described in item 4 of wetlands
hydrology criterion (e.g., regional

indicators of saturation, hydrologic
gauge data. NWI maps).

If no. the area is non-wetland.
If yes, the area is a wetland; docxunent

the reasons for this conclusion. The
upper boimdary of these wetlands is

established by the limits of the

combination of the weUand hydrology
indicators present and hydric soil.

2b. Is the plant community growing on
a soil that meets the hydric soil

criterion?

If no, the area is non-weUand.
If yes, doomient the reasons for this

conclusion and go to 3b.

3b. Does the area demonstrate a

regional indicator of saturation?

If no, go to 5b.

If yes. go to 4b.

4b. Does the area support a plant

community that meets the hydrophytic
vegetation criterion?

If no, the area is non-wetltmd.
If yes, the area is a wetland.

Document the reasons for this

conclusion. The upper boundary of this

wetland is established by the limits of

the combination of hydrophytic

vegetation, hydric soils, and the regional

indicators of saturation present.

5b. Does the plant community have a

mean prevalence index of less than 3.0?

If no, the area is non-wetiand.

If yes. the area is wetland; dociunent
the reasons for this conclusion. The
upper boundary of this weUand is

established by the limits of the

combination of the weUand vegetation

as described in this step and hydric

soils.

[FR Doa 91-19418 Filed 8-13-91; 8:45 am]
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19. ABSTRACT (Continued).

Methods for applying the multiparameter approach are described. Separate sections

are devoted to preliminary data gathering and analysis, method selection, routine deter-

minations, comprehensive determinations, atypical situations, and problem areas. Three

levels of routine determinations are described, thereby affording significant flexibility

in method selection.

Four appendices provide supporting information. Appendix A is a glossary of tech-

nical terms used in the manual. Appendix B contains data forms for use with the various

methods. Appendix C, developed by a Federal interagency panel, contains a list of all

plant species known to occur in wetlands of the region. Each species has been assigned an

indicator status that describes its estimated probability of occurring in wetlands. A

second list contains plant species that commonly occur in wetlands of the region. Morpho-

logical, physiological, and reproductive adaptations that enable a plant species to occur

in wetlands are also described, along with a listing of some species having such adapta-

tions. Appendix D describes the procedure for examining the soil for indicators of hydric

soil conditions, and includes a national list of hydric soils developed by the National

Technical Committee for Hydric Soils.
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PREFACE

This manual is a product of the Wetlands Research Program (WRP) of the

US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES), Vicksburg, Miss. The

work was sponsored by the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE) , US Army. OCE

Technical Monitors for the WRP were Drs. John R. Hall and Robert J. Pierce,

and Mr. Phillip C. Pierce.

The manual has been reviewed and concurred in by the Office of the Chief

of Engineers and the Office of the Assistant Secretary of the Army (Civil

Works) as a method approved for voluntary use in the field for a trial period

of I year.

This manual is not intended to change appreciably the jurisdiction of

the Clean Water Act (CWA) as it is currently implemented. Should any District

find that use of this method appreciably contracts or expands jurisdiction in

their District as the District currently interprets CWA authority, the

District should immediately discontinue use of this method and furnish a full

report of the circumstances to the Office of the Chief of Engineers.

This manual describes technical guidelines and methods using a multi-

parameter approach to identify and delineate wetlands for purposes of Sec-

tion 404 of the Clean Water Act. Appendices of supporting technical infor-

mation are also provided.

The manual is presented in four parts. Part IT was prepared by

Dr. Robert T. Huffman, formerly of the Environmental Laboratory (EL), WES, and

Dr. Dana R. Sanders, Sr. , of the Wetland and Terrestrial Habitat Group (WTHG)

,

Environmental Resources Division (ERD) , EL. Dr. Huffman prepared the original

version of Part II in 1980, entitled "Multiple Parameter Approach to the Field

Identification and Delineation of Wetlands." The original version was dis-

tributed to all Corps field elements, as well as other Federal resource and

environmental regulatory agencies, for review and comments. Dr. Sanders re-

vised the original version in 1982, incorporating review comments. Parts I,

III, and IV were prepared by Dr. Sanders, Mr. William B. Parker (formerly

detailed to WES by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) , Soil Conservation

Service (SCS)) and Mr. Stephen W. Forsythe (formerly detailed to WES by the US

Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)). Dr. Sanders

also served as overall technical editor of the manual. The manual was edited

by Ms. Jamie W. Leach of the WES Information Products Division.
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CONVERSION FACTORS, NON-SI TO SI (METRIC)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT />

Non-SI units of measurement used in this report can be converted to SI

(metric) units as follows:

Multiply

acres

Fahrenheit degrees

feet

inches

miles (US statute)

square inches

_§Z. To Obtain

0.4047

5/9

0.3048

2.54

1.6093

6.4516

hectares

Celsius degrees*

metres

centimetres

kilometres

square centimetres

( >

* To obtain Celsius (C) temperature readings from Fahrenheit (F) readings,

use the following formula: C = (5/9) (F - 32).



CORPS OF ENGINEERS WETLANDS DELINEATION MANUAL

PART I: INTRODUCTION

Background

1. Recognizing the potential for continued or accelerated degradation

of the Nation's waters, the US Congress enacted the Clean Water Act (here-

after referred to as the Act) , formerly known as the Federal Water Pollution

Control Act (33 U.S.C. 1344). The objective of the Act is to maintain and

restore the chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the waters of the

United States. Section 404 of the Act authorizes the Secretary of the Army,

acting through the Chief of Engineers, to issue permits for the discharge of

dredged or fill material into the waters of the United States, including

wetlands.

Purpose and Objectives

Purpose

2. The purpose of this manual is to provide users with guidelines and

methods to determine whether an area is a wetland for purposes of Section 404

of the Act.

Objectives

3. Specific objectives of the manual are to:

a. Present technical guidelines for identifying wetlands and

distinguishing then from aquatic habitats and other

nonwetlands.

*

b. Provide methods for applying the technical guidelines.

c. Provide supporting information useful in applying the technical

guidelines.

* Definitions of terms used in this manual are presented in the Glossary,

Appendix A.



Scope

4. This manual is limited in scope to wetlands that are a subset of

"waters of the United States" and thus subject to Section 404. The terra

"waters of the United States" has broad meaning and incorporates both deep-

water aquatic habitats and special aquatic sites, including wetlands ( Federal

Register 1982), as follows:

a. The territorial seas with respect to the discharge of fill

material.

b. Coastal and inland waters, lakes, rivers, and streams that are
~ navigable waters of the United States, including their adjacent

wetlands.

c. Tributaries to navigable waters of the United States, including

adjacent wetlands.

d. Interstate waters and their tributaries, including adjacent

wetlands

.

e. All others waters of the United States not identified above,
~

such as isolated wetlands and lakes, intermittent streams,

prairie potholes, and other waters that are not a part of a

tributary system to interstate waters or navigable waters of the

United States, the degradation or destruction of which could

affect interstate commerce.

Determination that a water body or wetland is subject to interstate commerce

and therefore is a "water of the United States" shall be made independently of

procedures described in this manual.

Special aquatic sites

5. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) identifies six categories

of special aquatic sites in their Section 404 b.(l) guidelines (Federal

Register 1980), including:

a. Sanctuaries and refuges.

b. Wetlands.

c. Mudflats.

d. Vegetated shallows.

e. Coral reefs.

f_. Riffle and pool complexes.

Although all of these special aquatic sites are subject to provisions of the

Clean Water Act, this manual considers only wetlands. By definition (see

paragraph 26a), wetlands are vegetated. Thus, unvegetated special aquatic

(



sites (e.g. mudflats lacking macrophytic vegetation) are not covered in this

manual.

Relationship to wet-
land classification systems

6. The technical guideline for wetlands does not constitute a classifi-

cation system. It only provides a basis for determining whether a given area

is a wetland for purposes of Section 404, without attempting to classify it by

wetland type.

7. Consideration should be given to the relationship between the tech-

nical guideline for wetlands and the classification system developed for the

Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) , US Department of the Interior, by Cowardin et

al. (1979). The FWS classification system was developed as a basis for

identifying, classifying, and mapping wetlands, other special aquatic sites,

and deepwater aquatic habitats. Using this classification system, the National

Wetland Inventory (NWI) is mapping the wetlands, other special aquatic sites,

and deepwater aquatic habitats of the United States, and is also developing

both a list of plant species that occur in wetlands and an associated plant

database. These products should contribute significantly to application of

the technical guideline for wetlands. The technical guideline for wetlands as

presented in the manual includes most, but not all, wetlands identified in the

FWS system. The difference is due to two principal factors:

a. The FWS system includes all categories of special aquatic sites
~ identified in the EPA Section 404 b.(l) guidelines. All other

special aquatic sites are clearly within the purview of Sec-

tion 404; thus, special methods for their delineation are

unnecessary.

b. The FWS system requires that a positive indicator of wetlands be

present for any one of the three parameters, while the technical

guideline for wetlands requires that a positive wetland indi-

cator be present for each parameter (vegetation, soils, and

hydrology) , except in limited instances identified in the

manual.

Organization

8. This manual consists of four parts and four appendices. PART I

presents the background, purpose and objectives, scope, organization, and use

of the manual.



9. PART II focuses on the technical guideline for wetlands, and

stresses the need for considering all three parameters (vegetation, soils, and

hydrology) when making wetland determinations. Since wetlands occur in an

intermediate position along the hydrologic gradient, comparative technical

guidelines are also presented for deepwater aquatic sites and nonwetlands.

10. PART III contains general information on hydrophytic vegetation,

hydric soils, and wetland hydrology. Positive wetland indicators of each

parameter are included.

11. PART IV, which presents methods for applying the technical guide-

line for wetlands, is arranged in a format that leads to a logical determina-

tion of whether a given area is a wetland. Section A contains general infor-

mation related to application of methods. Section B outlines preliminary

data-gathering efforts. Section C discusses two approaches (routine and com-

prehensive) for making wetland determinations and presents criteria for decid-

ing the correct approach to use. Sections D and E describe detailed proce-

dures for making routine and comprehensive determinations, respectively. The

basic procedures are described in a series of steps that lead to a wetland

determination.

12. The manual also describes (PART IV, Section F) methods for delin-

eating wetlands in which the vegetation, soils, and/or hydrology have been

altered by recent human activities or natural events, as discussed below:

a. The definition of wetlands (paragraph 26a) contains the phrase
~ "under normal circumstances," which was included because there

are instances in which the vegetation in a wetland has been

inadvertently or purposely removed or altered as a result of

recent natural events or human activities. Other examples of

human alterations that may affect wetlands are draining, ditch-

ing, levees, deposition of fill, irrigation, and impoundments.

When such activities occur, an area may fail to meet the

diagnostic criteria for a wetland. Likewise, positive hydric

soil indicators may be absent in some recently created wet-

lands. In such cases, an alternative method must be employed

in making wetland determinations.

b. Natural events may also result in sufficient modification of an
""

area that indicators of one or more wetland parameters are

absent. For example, changes in river course may significantly

alter hydrology, or beaver dams may create new wetland areas

that lack hydric soil conditions. Catastrophic events (e.g.

fires, avalanches, mudslides, and volcanic activities) may also

alter or destroy wetland indicators on a site.

I >
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Such atypical situations occur throughout the United States, and all of these

cannot be identified in this manual.

13. Certain wetland types, under the extremes of normal circumstances,

may not always meet all the wetland criteria defined in the manual. Examples

include prairie potholes during drought years and seasonal wetlands that may

lack hydrophytic vegetation during the dry season. Such areas are discussed

in PART IV, Section G, and guidance is provided for making wetland determina-

tions in these areas. However, such wetland areas may warrant additional

research to refine methods for their delineation.

14. Appendix A is a glossary of technical terms used in the manual.

Definitions of some terms were taken from other technical sources, but most

terms are defined according to the manner in which they are used in the

manual.

15. Data forms for methods presented in PART IV are included in

Appendix B. Examples of completed data forms are also provided.

16. Supporting information is presented in Appendices C and D.

Appendix C contains lists of plant species that occur in wetlands. Section 1

consists of regional lists developed by a Federal interagency panel. Sec-

tion 2 consists of shorter lists of plant species that commonly occur in wet-

lands of each region. Section 3 describes morphological, physiological, and

reproductive adaptations associated with hydrophytic species, as well as a

list of some species exhibiting such adaptations. Appendix D discusses proce-

dures for examining soils for hydric soil indicators, and also contains a list

of hydric soils of the United States.

Use

17. Although this manual was prepared primarily for use by Corps of

Engineers (CE) field inspectors, it should be useful to anyone who makes wet-

land determinations for purposes of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The

user is directed through a series of steps that involve gathering of informa-

tion and decisionmaking, ultimately leading to a wetland determination. A

general flow diagram of activities leading to a determination is presented in

Figure 1. However, not all activities identified in Figure 1 will be required

for each wetland determination. For example, if a decision is made to use a



PRELIMINARY DATA
GATHERING AND SYNTHESIS

PART IV, SECTION B

SELECT METHOD
PART IV, SECTION C

r»

ROUTINE
DETERMINATION

PART IV, SECTION D

COMPREHENSIVE
DETERMINATION

PART IV, SECTION E

JURISDICTIONAL
DETERMINATION

Figure 1, General schematic diagram of activities leading
to a wetland/nonwetland determination

routine determination procedure, comprehensive determination procedures will

not be employed.

Premise for use of the manual

18. Three key provisions of the CE/EPA definition of wetlands (see

paragraph 26a) include:

a. Inundated or saturated soil conditions resulting from permanent
or periodic inundation by ground water or surface water.

b. A prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in

saturated soil conditions (hydrophytic vegetation)

.

£. The presence of "normal circumstances."

19. Explicit in the definition is the consideration of three environ-

mental parameters: hydrology, soil, and vegetation. Positive wetland indi-

cators of all three parameters are normally present in wetlands. Although

vegetation is often the most readily observed parameter, sole reliance on

vegetation or either of the other parameters as the determinant of wetlands

can sometimes be misleading. Many plant species can grow successfully in both

(

f
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wetlands and nonwetlands, and hydrophytic vegetation and hydric soils may

persist for decades following alteration of hydrology that will render an area

a nonwetland. The presence of hydric soils and wetland hydrology indicators

in addition to vegetation indicators will provide a logical, easily defen-

sible, and technical basis for the presence of wetlands. The combined use of

indicators for all three parameters will enhance the technical accuracy, con-

sistency, and credibility of wetland determinations. Therefore, all three

parameters were used in developing the technical guideline for wetlands and

all approaches for applying the technical guideline embody the multiparameter

concept.

Approaches

20. The approach used for wetland delineations will vary, based pri-

marily on the complexity of the area in question. Two basic approaches

described in the manual are (a) routine and (b) comprehensive.

21. Routine approach. The routine approach normally will be used in

the vast majority of determinations. The routine approach requires minimal

level of effort, using primarily qualitative procedures. This approach can be

further subdivided into three levels of required effort, depending on the

complexity of the area and the amount and quality of preliminary data avail-

able. The following levels of effort may be used for routine determinations:

a. Level 1 - Onsite inspection unnecessary. (PART IV, Section D,

Subsection 1)

.

b. Level 2 - Onsite inspection necessary. (PART IV, Section D,

Subsection 2)

.

£. Level 3 - Combination of Levels 1 and 2. (PART IV, Section D,

Subsection 3)

.

22. Comprehensive approach. The comprehensive approach requires appli-

cation of quantitative procedures for making wetland determinations. It

should seldom be necessary, and its use should be restricted to situations in

which the wetland is very complex and/or is the subject of likely or pending

litigation. Application of the comprehensive approach (PART IV, Section E)

requires a greater level of expertise than application of the routine ap-

proach, and only experienced field personnel with sufficient training should

use this approach.

Flexibility

23. Procedures described for both routine and comprehensive wetland

determinations have been tested and found to be reliable. However,

11



site-specific conditions may require modification of field procedures. For

example, slope configuration in a complex area may necessitate modification of

the baseline and transect positions. Since specific characteristics (e.g.

plant density) of a given plant community may necessitate the use of alternate

methods for determining the dominant species, the user has the flexibility to

employ sampling procedures other than those described. However, the basic

approach for making wetland determinations should not be altered (i.e. the

determination should be based on the dominant plant species, soil characteris-

tics, and hydrologic characteristics of the area in question). The user

should document reasons for using a different characterization procedure than

described in the manual. CAUTION: Application of methods described in the

manual or the modified sampling procedures requires that the user be familiar

with wetlands of the area and use his training, experience , and good judgment

in making wetland determinations.

r

r
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PART II: TECHNICAL GUIDELINES

24. The interaction of hydrology, vegetation, and soil results in the

development of characteristics unique to wetlands. Therefore, the following

technical guideline for wetlands is based on these three parameters, and diag-

nostic environmental characteristics used in applying the technical guideline

are represented by various indicators of these parameters.

25. Because wetlands may be bordered by both wetter areas (aquatic

habitats) and by drier areas (nonwetlands) , guidelines are presented for wet-

lands, deepwater aquatic habitats, and nonwetlands. However, procedures for

applying the technical guidelines for deepwater aquatic habitats and nonwet-

lands are not included in the manual.

Wetlands

26. The following definition, diagnostic environmental characteristics,

and technical approach comprise a guideline for the identification and deline-

ation of wetlands:

a. Definition. The CE (Federal Register 1982) and the EPA

(Federal Register 1980) jointly define wetlands as: Those
areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and

that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of

vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil condi-
tions. Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and

similar areas.

b. Diagnostic environmental characteristics. Wetlands have the

following general diagnostic environmental characteristics:

(1) Vegetation. The prevalent vegetation consists of macro-
phytes that are typically adapted to areas having hydro-

logic and soil conditions described in a above. Hydro-
phytic species, due to morphological, physiological,
and/or reproductive adaptation(s) , have the ability to

grow, effectively compete, reproduce, and/or persist in

anaerobic soil conditions.* Indicators of vegetation
associated with wetlands are listed in paragraph 35.

* Species (e.g. Acer rmbrum) having broad ecological tolerances occur in both

wetlands and nonwetlands.

13



(2) Soil. Soils are present and have been classified as

hydric, or they possess characteristics that are asso- j-^
ciated with reducing soil conditions. Indicators of soils f
developed under reducing conditions are listed in

paragraphs 44 and 45.

(3) Hydrology. The area is inundated either permanently or

periodically at mean water depths ^6.6 ft, or the soil is

saturated to the surface at some time during the growing
season of the prevalent vegetation.* Indicators of hydro-

logic conditions that occur in wetlands are listed in

paragraph 49.

c. Technical approach for the identification and delineation of

wetlands

.

Except in certain situations defined in this manual,

evidence of a minimum of one positive wetland indicator from

each parameter (hydrology, soil, and vegetation) must be found

in order to make a positive wetland determination.

Deepwater Aquatic Habitats

27. The following definition, diagnostic environmental characteristics,

and technical approach comprise a guideline for deepwater aquatic habitats:

a. Definition. Deepwater aquatic habitats are areas that are

permanently inundated at mean annual water depths >6.6 ft or

permanently inundated areas <6.6 ft in depth that do not sup- * *

port rooted-emergent or woody plant species.**

b. Diagnostic environmental characteristics. Deepwater aquatic

habitats have the following diagnostic environmental

characteristics

:

(1) Vegetation. No rooted-emergent or woody plant species are

present in these permanently inundated areas.

(2) Soil. The substrate technically is not defined as a soil

if the mean water depth is >6.6 ft or if it will not sup-

port rooted emergent or woody plants.

(3) Hydrology. The area is permanently inundated at mean

water depths >6.6 ft.

c. Technical approach for the identification and delineation of
~ deepwater aquatic habitats. When any one of the diagnostic

characteristics identified in b above is present, the area is a

deepwater aquatic habitat.

* The period of inundation or soil saturation varies according to the

hydrologic/soil moisture regime and occurs in both tidal and nontidal

situations.
** Areas <6.6 ft mean annual depth that support only submergent aquatic

plants are vegetated shallows, not wetlands.

14



Nonwetlands

28. The following definition, diagnostic environmental characteristics,

and technical approach comprise a guideline for the identification and deline-

ation of nonwetlands:

a. Definition. Nonwetlands include uplands and lowland areas that
are neither deepwater aquatic habitats, wetlands, nor other
special aquatic sites. They are seldom or never inundated, or

if frequently inundated, they have saturated soils for only
brief periods during the growing season, and, if vegetated,
they normally support a prevalence of vegetation typically
adapted for life only in aerobic soil conditions.

b. Diagnostic environmental characteristics. Nonwetlands have the
following general diagnostic environmental characteristics:

(1) Vegetation. The prevalent vegetation consists of plant
species that are typically adapted for life only in

aerobic soils. These mesophytic and/or xerophytic
macrophytes cannot persist in predominantly anaerobic soil
conditions.*

(2) Soil. Soils, when present, are not classified as hydric,
and possess characteristics associated with aerobic
conditions.

(3) Hydrology. Although the soil may be inundated or

saturated by surface water or ground water periodically
during the growing season of the prevalent vegetation, the

average annual duration of inundation or soil saturation
does not preclude the occurrence of plant species
typically adapted for life in aerobic soil conditions.

c. Technical approach for the identification and delineation of

nonwetlands. When any one of the diagnostic characteristics
identified in b above is present, the area is a nonwetland.

* Some species, due to their broad ecological tolerances, occur in both

wetlands and nonwetlands (e.g. Acer rubrum)

.
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PART III: CHARACTERISTICS AND INDICATORS OF HYDROPHYTIC
VEGETATION, HYDRIC SOILS, AND WETLAND HYDROLOGY

Hydrophytic Vegetation

Definition

29. Hydrophytic vegetation. Hydrophytic vegetation is defined herein

as the sum total of macrophytic plant life that occurs in areas where the

frequency and duration of inundation or soil saturation produce permanently or

periodically saturated soils of sufficient duration to exert a controlling

influence on the plant species present. The vegetation occurring in a wetland

may consist of more than one plant community (species association). The plant

community concept is followed throughout the manual. Emphasis is placed on

the assemblage of plant species that exert a controlling influence on the

character of the plant community, rather than on indicator species. Thus, the

presence of scattered individuals of an upland plant species in a community

dominated by hydrophytic species is not a sufficient basis for concluding that

the area is an upland community. Likewise, the presence of a few individuals

of a hydrophytic species in a community dominated by upland species is not a

sufficient basis for concluding that the area has hydrophytic vegetation.

CAUTION: In determining whether an area is "vegetated" for the purpose of

Section 404 jurisdiction, users must consider the density of vegetation at the

site being evaluated. While it is not possible to develop a numerical method

to determine how many plants or how much biomass is needed to establish an

area as being vegetated or unvegetated, it is intended that the predominant

condition of the site be used to make that characterization. This concept

applies to areas grading from wetland to upland, and from wetland to other

waters. This limitation would not necessarily apply to areas which have been

disturbed by man or recent natural events.

30. Prevalence of vegetation. The definition of wetlands (para-

graph 26a) includes the phrase "prevalence of vegetation." Prevalence, as

applied to vegetation, is an imprecise, seldom-used ecological term. As used

in the wetlands definition, prevalence refers to the plant community or com-

munities that occur in an area at some point in time. Prevalent vegetation is

characterized by the dominant species comprising the plant community or com-

munities. Dominant plant species are those that contribute more to the char-

acter of a plant community than other species present, as estimated or

16
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measured in terms of some ecological parameter or parameters. The two most

commonly used estimates of dominance are basal area (trees) and percent areal

cover (herbs). Hydrophytic vegetation is prevalent in an area when the domi-

nant species comprising the plant community or communities are typically

adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.

31. Typically adapted. The term "typically adapted" refers to a spe-

cies being normally or commonly suited to a given set of environmental condi-

tions, due to some morphological, physiological, or reproductive adaptation

(Appendix C, Section 3). As used in the CE wetlands definition, the governing

environmental conditions for hydrophytic vegetation are saturated soils re-

sulting from periodic inundation or saturation by surface or ground water.

These periodic events must occur for sufficient duration to result in

anaerobic soil conditions. When the dominant species in a plant community are

typically adapted for life in anaerobic soil conditions, hydrophytic vegeta-

tion is present. Species listed in Appendix C, Section 1 or 2 , that have an

indicator status of OBL, FACW, or FAC* (Table 1) are considered to be

typically adapted for life in anaerobic soil conditions (see paragraph 35a).

Influencing factors

32. Many factors (e.g. light, temperature, soil texture and permeabil-

ity, man-induced disturbance, etc.) influence the character of hydrophytic

vegetation. However, hydrologic factors exert an overriding influence on spe-

cies that can occur in wetlands. Plants lacking morphological, physiological,

and/or reproductive adaptations cannot grow, effectively compete, reproduce,

and/or persist in areas that are subject to prolonged inundation or saturated

soil conditions.

Geographic diversity

33. Many hydrophytic vegetation types occur in the United States due to

the diversity of interactions among various factors that influence the distri-

bution of hydrophytic species. General climate and flora contribute greatly

to regional variations in hydrophytic vegetation. Consequently, the same as-

sociations of hydrophytic species occurring in the southeastern United States

are not found in the Pacific Northwest. In addition, local environmental con-

ditions (e.g. local climate, hydrologic regimes, soil series, salinity, etc.)

* Species having a FAC- indicator status are not considered to be typically

adapted for life in anaerobic soil conditions.
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Table 1

Plant Indicator Status Categories*

Indicator Category

OBLIGATE WETLAND
PLANTS

Indicator
Symbol

OBL

FACULTATIVE WETLAND FACW
PLANTS

FACULTATIVE PLANTS FAC

FACULTATIVE UPLAND
PLANTS

FACU

OBLIGATE UPLAND
PLANTS

UPL

Definition

Plants that occur almost always (estimated
probability >99%) in wetlands under natural
conditions, but which may also occur rarely
(estimated probability <1%) in nonwetlands.
Examples: Spartina altemiflora, Taxodium
distichwn.

Plants that occur usually (estimated probabil-
ity >67% to 99%) in wetlands, but also occur
(estimated probability 1% to 33% in nonwet-

lands). Examples: Fraxinus pennsylvanioa,
Cornus stolonifera.

Plants with a similar likelihood (estimated
probability 33% to 67%) of occurring in both
wetlands and nonwetlands. Examples:
Gleditsia triaaanthos, Smilax rotundifolia.

Plants that occur sometimes (estimated prob-
ability 1% to <33%) in wetlands, but occur

more often (estimated probability >67% to

99%) in nonwetlands. Examples: Quercus
rubra, Potentilla avguta.

Plants that occur rarely (estimated probabil-

ity <1%) in wetlands, but occur almost

always (estimated probability >99%) in

nonwetlands under natural conditions.

Examples: Pinus echinata, Bronrus mollis.

f»

* Categories were originally developed and defined by the USFWS National

Wetlands Inventory and subsequently modified by the National Plant List

Panel. The three facultative categories are subdivided by (+) and (-)

modifiers (see Appendix C, Section 1).
f'
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may result in broad variations in hydrophytic associations within a given

region. For example, a coastal saltwater marsh will consist of different spe-

cies than an inland freshwater marsh in the same region. An overview of

hydrophytic vegetation occurring in each region of the Nation has been pub-

lished by the CE in a series of eight preliminary wetland guides (Table 2)

,

and a group of wetland and estuarine ecological profiles (Table 3) has been

published by FWS.

Classification

34. Numerous efforts have been made to classify hydrophytic vegetation.

Most systems are based on general characteristics of the dominant species oc-

curring in each vegetation type. These range from the use of general physiog-

nomic categories (e.g. overstory, subcanopy, ground cover, vines) to specific

vegetation types (e.g. forest type numbers as developed by the Society of Amer-

ican Foresters). In other cases, vegetational characteristics are combined

with hydrologic features to produce more elaborate systems. The most recent

example of such a system was developed for the FWS by Cowardin et al. (1979).

Indicators of hydrophytic vegetation

35. Several indicators may be used to determine whether hydrophytic

vegetation is present on a site. However, the presence of a single individual

of a hydrophytic species does not mean that hydrophytic vegetation is present.

The strongest case for the presence of hydrophytic vegetation can be made when

several indicators, such as those in the following list, are present. However,

any one of the following is indicative that hydrophytic vegetation is present:*

a. More than 50 percent of the dominant species are OBL , FACW, or

FAC** (Table 1) on lists of plant species that occur in wet-

lands. A national interagency panel has prepared a National

List of Plant Species that occur in wetlands. This list cate-

gorizes species according to their affinity for occurrence in

wetlands. Regional subset lists of the national list, includ-

ing only species having an indicator status of OBL, FACW, or

FAC, are presented in Appendix C, Section 1. The CE has also

developed regional lists of plant species that commonly occur

* Indicators are listed in order of decreasing reliability. Although all

are valid indicators, some are stronger than others. When a decision is

based on an indicator appearing in the lower portion of the list,

re-evaluate the parameter to ensure that the proper decision was reached.
** FAC+ species are considered to be wetter (i.e., have a greater estimated

probability of occurring in wetlands) than FAC species, while FAC- species

are considered to be drier (i.e., have a lesser estimated probability of

occurring in wetlands) than FAC species.
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Table 2

List of CE Prellminarv Wetland Guides

Region

Peninsular Florida

Puerto Rico

West Coast States

Gulf Coastal Plain

Interior

South Atlantic States

North Atlantic States

Alaska

Publication
Date

February 1978

April 1978

April 1978

May 1978

May 1982

May 1982

May 1982

February 198A

WES
Report No.

TR Y-78-2

TR Y-78-3

TR-Y-78-4

TR Y-78-5

TR Y-78-6

TR Y-78-7

TR Y-78-8

TR Y-78-9

^>
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Table 3

List of Ecological Profiles Produced by the FWS Biological

Services Program

Title

"The Ecology of Intertidal Flats of North Carolina"

"The Ecology of New England Tidal Flats"

"The Ecology of the Mangroves of South Florida"

"The Ecology of Bottomland Hardwood Swamps of

the Southeast"

"The Ecology of Southern California Coastal Salt

Marshes"

"The Ecology of New England High Salt Marshes"

"The Ecology of Southeastern Shrub Bogs (Pocosins)

and Carolina Bays"

"The Ecology of the Apalachicola Bay System"

"The Ecology of the Pamlico River, North Carolina"

"The Ecology of the South Florida Coral Reefs"

"The Ecology of the Sea Grasses of South Florida"

"The Ecology of Tidal Marshes of the Pacific

Northwest Coast"

"The Ecology of Tidal Freshwater Marshes of the

U.S. East Coast"

"The Ecology of San Francisco Bay Tidal Marshes"

"The Ecology of Tundra Ponds of the Arctic Coastal

Plain"

"The Ecology of Eelgrass Meadows of the Atlantic

Coast"

"The Ecology of Delta Marshes of Louisiana"

FWS

Publication Publication
Date No.

1979



Table 3 (Concluded)

FWS

Publication Publication

Title Date No.

m

"The Ecology of Eelgrass Meadows in the Pacific 1984 84/24

Northwest"

"The Ecology of Irregularly Flooded Marshes of (In press) 85(7.1)

Northeastern Gulf of Mexico"

"The Ecology of Giant Kelp Forests in California" 1985 85(7.2)
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in wetlands (Appendix C, Section 2). Either list may be used.

Note: A District that, on a subregional basis, questions the

indicator status of FAC species may use the following option:

When FAC species occur as dominants along with other dominants

that are not FAC (either wetter or drier than FAC), the FAC

species can be considered as neutral, and the vegetation deci-

sion can be based on the number of dominant species wetter than

FAC as compared to the number of dominant species drier than

FAC. When a tie occurs or all dominant species are FAC, the

nondominant species must be considered. The area has hydrophy-

tic vegetation when more than 50 percent of all considered spe-

cies are wetter than FAC, When either all considered species

are FAC or the number of species wetter than FAC equals the

number of species drier than FAC, the wetland determination

will be based on the soil and hydrology parameters. Districts

adopting this option should provide documented support to the

Corps representative on the regional plant list panel, so that

a change in indicator status of FAC species of concern can be

pursued. Corps representatives on the regional and national

plant list panels will continually strive to ensure that plant

species are properly designated on both a regional and subre-

gional basis,

b. Other indicators. Although there are several other indicators

of hydrophytic vegetation, it will seldom be necessary to use

them. However, they may provide additional useful information

to strengthen a case for the presence of hydrophytic vegeta-

tion. Additional training and/or experience may be required to

employ these indicators.

(1) Visual observation of plant species growing in areas of

prolonged inundation and/or soil saturation. This indi-

cator can only be applied by experienced personnel who

have accumulated information through several years of

field experience and written documentation (field notes)

that certain species commonly occur in areas of prolonged

(>10 percent) inundation and/or soil saturation during the

growing season. Species such as Taxodium distichum, Typha

latifolia, and Spartina altemiflora normally occur in

such areas. Thus, occurrence of species commonly observed

in other wetland areas provides a strong indication that

hydrophytic vegetation is present. CAUTION: The presence

of standing water or saturated soil on a stte ts tnsufft-

cient evidence that the species present are able to tole-

rate long periods of inundation. The user must relate the

observed species to other similar situations and deterrmne

whether they are normally found in wet areas, taking znto

consideration the season and immediately preceding weather

conditions

.

(2) Morphological adaptations. Some hydrophytic species have

easily recognized physical characteristics that indicate

their ability to occur in wetlands. A given species may

exhibit several of these characteristics, but not all

hydrophytic species have evident morphological
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adaptations. A list of such morphological adaptations and ^^
a partial list of plant species with known morphological
adaptations for occurrence in wetlands are provided in

Appendix C, Section 3.

(3) Technical literature. The technical literature may
provide a strong indication that plant species comprising
the prevalent vegetation are commonly found in areas where

soils are periodically saturated for long periods.

Sources of available literature include:

(a) Taxonomic references. Such references usually contain

at least a general description of the habitat in which

a species occurs. A habitat description such as,

"Occurs in water of streams and lakes and in alluvial

floodplains subject to periodic flooding," supports

a conclusion that the species typically occurs in

wetlands. Examples of some useful taxonomic refer-

ences are provided in Table 4.

(b) Botanical journals. Some botanical journals contain

studies that define species occurrence in various hy-

drologic regimes. Examples of such journals include:

Ecology , Ecological Monographs , American Journal of

Botany , Journal of American Forestry , and Wetlands

:

The Journal of the Society of Wetland Scientists .

(c) Technical reports. Governmental agencies periodically

publish reports (e.g. literature reviews) that contain ^^^

information on plant species occurrence in relation to

hydrologic regimes. Examples of such publications

include the CE preliminary regional wetland guides

(Table 2) published by the US Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station (WES) and the wetland community and

estuarine profiles of various habitat types (Table 3)

published by the FWS.

(d) Technical workshops, conferences, and symposia.

Publications resulting from periodic scientific meet-

ings contain valuable information that can be used to

support a decision regarding the presence of hydro-

phytic vegetation. These usually address specific

regions or wetland types. For example, distribution

of bottomland hardwood forest species in relation to

hydrologic regimes was examined at a workshop on

bottomland hardwood forest wetlands of the South-

eastern United States (Clark and Benforado 1981).

(e) Wetland plant database. The NWI is producing a Plant

Database that contains habitat information on approxi-

mately 5,200 plant species that occur at some esti-

mated probability in wetlands, as compiled from the

technical literature. When completed, this computer-

ized database will be available to all governmental

agencies. X-^
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Table 4

List of Some Useful Taxonomic References

Title

Manual of Vascular Plants of Northeastern United
States and Adjacent Canada

Gray's Manual of Botany , 8th edition

Manual of the Southeastern Flora

Manual of the Vascular Flora of the Carolinas

A Flora of Tropical Florida

Aquatic and Wetland Plants of the Southwestern
United States

Arizona Flora

Flora of the Pacific Northwest

A California Flora

Flora of Missouri

Manual of the Plants of Colorado

Intermountain Flora - Vascular Plants of the

Intermountain West, USA - Vols I and II

Flora of Idaho

Aquatic and Wetland Plants of the Southeastern
United States - Vols I and II

Manual of Grasses of the United States

Author (s)

Gleason and Cronquist
(1963)

Fernald (1950)

Small (1933)

Radford, Ahles, and Bell
(1968)

Long and Lakela (1976)

Correll and Correll (1972)

Kearney and Peebles (1960)

Hitchcock and Cronquist
(1973)

Munz and Keck (1959)

Steyermark (1963)

Harrington (1979)

Cronquist et al, (1972)

Davis (1952)

Godfrey and Wooten (1979)

Hitchcock (1950)
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(4) Physiological adaptations. Physiological adaptations
include any features of the metabolic processes of plants
that make them particularly fitted for life in saturated
soil conditions. NOTE: It is impossible to detect the

presence of physiological adaptations in plant species
during onsite visits. Physiological adaptations known for

hydrophytic species and species known to exhibit these
adaptations are listed and discussed in Appendix C,

Section 3.

(5) Reproductive adaptations. Some plant species have repro-
ductive features that enable them to become established
and grow in saturated soil conditions. Reproductive adap-
tations known for hydrophytic species are presented in

Appendix C, Section 3.

Hydric Soils

Definition

36. A hydric soil is a soil that is saturated, flooded, or ponded long

enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions that favor

the growth and regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation (US Department of

Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation Service (SCS) 1985, as amended by the

National Technical Committee for Hydric Soils (NTCHS) in December 1986).

Criteria for hydric soils

37. Based on the above definition, the NTCHS developed the following

criteria for hydric soils:

a. "All Histosols* except Folists;

b. Soils in Aquic suborders, Aquic subgroups, Albolls suborder,

Salorthids great group, or Pell great groups of Vertisols that

are

:

(1) Somewhat poorly drained and have a water table less than

0.5 ft** from the surface for a significant period

(usually a week or more) during the growing season, or

(2) Poorly drained or very poorly drained and have either:

(a) A water table at less than 1.0 ft from the surface

for a significant period (usually a week or more)

during the growing season if permeability is equal to

or greater than 6.0 in/hr in all layers within

20 inches; or

* Soil nomenclature follows USDA-SCS (1975).
** A table of factors for converting non-SI units of measurement to SI

(metric) units is presented on page 4.
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(b) A water table at less than 1.5 ft from the surface

for a significant period (usually a week or more)

during the growing season if permeability is less

than 6.0 in/hr in any layer within 20 inches; or

c. Soils that are ponded for long or very long duration during the

growing season; or

d. Soils that are frequently flooded for long duration or very

long duration during the growing season."

A hydric soil may be either drained or undrained, and a drained hydric soil

may not continue to support hydrophytic vegetation. Therefore, not all areas

having hydric soils will qualify as wetlands. Only when a hydric soil sup-

ports hydrophytic vegetation and the area has indicators of wetland hydrology

may the soil be referred to as a "wetland" soil.

38. A drained hydric soil is one in which sufficient ground or surface

water has been removed by artificial means such that the area will no longer

support hydrophyte vegetation. Onsite evidence of drained soils includes:

a. Presence of ditches or canals of sufficient depth to lower the

water table below the major portion of the root zone of the

prevalent vegetation.

b. Presence of dikes, levees, or similar structures that obstruct

normal inundation of an area.

c. Presence of a tile system to promote subsurface drainage.

d. Diversion of upland surface runoff from an area.

Although it is important to record such evidence of drainage of an area, a

hydric soil that has been drained or partially drained still allows the soil

parameter to be met. However, the area will not qualify as a wetland if the

degree of drainage has been sufficient to preclude the presence of either

hydrophytic vegetation or a hydrologic regime that occurs in wetlands. NOTE:

the mere presence of drainage structures in an area is not sufficient basis

for concluding that a hydric soil has been drained; such areas may continue to

have wetland hydrology

.

General information

39. Soils consist of unconsolidated, natural material that supports, or

is capable of supporting, plant life. The upper limit is air and the lower

limit is either bedrock or the limit of biological activity. Some soils have

very little organic matter (mineral soils) , while others are composed pri-

marily of organic matter (Histosols) . The relative proportions of particles

(sand, silt, clay, and organic matter) in a soil are influenced by many
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interacting environmental factors. As normally defined, a soil must support

plant life. The concept is expanded to include substrates that could support

plant life. For various reasons, plants may be absent from areas that have

well-defined soils.

40. A soil profile (Figure 2) consists of various soil layers described

from the surface downward. Most soils have two or more identifiable horizons.

A soil horizon is a layer oriented approximately parallel to the soil surface,

and usually is differentiated from contiguous horizons by characteristics that

can be seen or measured in the field (e.g., color, structure, texture, etc.).

Most mineral soils have A-, B-, and C-horizons, and many have surficial

organic layers (0-horizon) . The A-horizon, the surface soil or topsoil, is a

DESCRIPTION

ORGANIC

horizons'
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zone in which organic matter is usually being added to the mineral soil. It

is also the zone from which both mineral and organic matter are being moved

slowly downward. The next major horizon is the B-horizon, often referred to

as the subsoil. The B-horizon is the zone of maximum accumulation of mate-

rials. It is usually characterized by higher clay content and/or more pro-

nounced soil structure development and lower organic matter than the

A-horizon. The next major horizon is usually the C-horizon, which consists of

unconsolidated parent material that has not been sufficiently weathered to

exhibit characteristics of the B-horizon. Clay content and degree of soil

structure development in the C-horizon are usually less than in the B-horizon.

The lowest major horizon, the R-horizon, consists of consolidated bedrock. In

many situations, this horizon occurs at such depths that it has no significant

influence on soil characteristics.

Influencing factors

Al. Although all soil-forming factors (climate, parent material,

relief, organisms, and time) affect the characteristics of a hydric soil, the

overriding influence is the hydrologic regime. The unique characteristics of

hydric soils result from the influence of periodic or permanent inundation or

soil saturation for sufficient duration to effect anaerobic conditions. Pro-

longed anaerobic soil conditions lead to a reducing environment, thereby

lowering the soil redox potential. This results in chemical reduction of some

soil components (e.g. iron and manganese oxides), which leads to development

of soil colors and other physical characteristics that usually are indicative

of hydric soils.

Classification

A2. Hydric soils occur in several categories of the current soil clas-

sification system, which is published in Soil Taxonomy (USDA-SCS 1975). This

classification system is based on physical and chemical properties of soils

that can be seen, felt, or measured. Lower taxonomic categories of the system

(e.g. soil series and soil phases) remain relatively unchanged from earlier

classification systems.

A3. Hydric soils may be classified into two broad categories: organic

and mineral. Organic soils (Histosols) develop under conditions of nearly

continuous saturation and/or inundation. All organic soils are hydric soils

except Folists, which are freely drained soils occurring on dry slopes where

excess litter accumulates over bedrock. Organic hydric soils are commonly
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known as peats and mucks. All other hydrlc soils are mineral soils. Mineral

soils have a wide range of textures (sandy to clayey) and colors (red to

gray) . Mineral hydric soils are those periodically saturated for sufficient

duration to produce chemical and physical soil properties associated with a

reducing environment. They are usually gray and/or mottled immediately below

the surface horizon (see paragraph 44d) , or they have thick, dark-colored

surface layers overlying gray or mottled subsurface horizons.

Wetland indicators (nonsandy soils)

44. Several indicators are available for determining whether a given

soil meets the definition and criteria for hydric soils. Any one of the

following indicates that hydric soils are present:*

a. Organic soils (Histosols)

.

A soil is an organic soil when:

(1) more than 50 percent (by volume) of the upper 32 inches of

soil is composed of organic soil material;** or (2) organic
soil material of any thickness rests on bedrock. Organic soils
(Figure 3) are saturated for long periods and are commonly
called peats or mucks.

b. Histic epipedons. A histic epipedon is an 8- to 16-inch layer

at or near the surface of a mineral hydric soil that is satu-

rated with water for 30 consecutive days or more in most years

and contains a minimum of 20 percent organic matter when no

clay is present or a minimum of 30 percent organic matter when
clay content is 60 percent or greater. Soils with histic
epipedons are inundated or saturated for sufficient periods to

greatly retard aerobic decomposition of the organic surface,

and are considered to be hydric soils.

c. Sulfidic material. When mineral soils emit an odor of rotten

eggs, hydrogen sulfide is present. Such odors are only

detected in waterlogged soils that are permanently saturated

and have sulfidic material within a few centimetres of the soil

surface. Sulfides are produced only in a reducing environment.

d. Aquic or peraquic moisture regime. An aquic moisture regime is

a reducing one; i.e., it is virtually free of dissolved oxygen

because the soil is saturated by ground water or by water of

the capillary fringe (USDA-SCS 1975). Because dissolved oxygen

is removed from ground water by respiration of microorganisms,

roots, and soil fauna, it is also implicit that the soil tem-

perature is above biologic zero (5° C) at some time while the

* Indicators are listed in order of decreasing reliability. Although all

are valid indicators, some are stronger indicators than others. When a

decision is based on an indicator appearing in the lower portion of the

list, re-evaluate the parameter to ensure that the proper decision was

reached.
** A detailed definition of organic soil material is available in USDA-SCS

(1975).
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soil is saturated. Soils with peraquic moisture regimes are

characterized by the presence of ground water always at or near

the soil surface. Examples include soils of tidal marshes and

soils of closed, landlocked depressions that are fed by perma-

nent streams.

Reducing soil conditions. Soils saturated for long or very

long duration will usually exhibit reducing conditions. Under

such conditions, ions of iron are transformed from a ferric

valence state to a ferrous valence state. This condition can

often be detected in the field by a ferrous iron test. A

simple colorimetric field test kit has been developed for this

purpose. When a soil extract changes to a pink color upon

addition of a-a-dipyridil, ferrous iron is present, which

indicates a reducing soil environment. NOTE: This test cannot

he used in mineral hydric soils having low iron content,

organic soils, and soils that have been desaturated for signif-

icant periods of the growing season.

Soil colors. The colors of various soil components are often

the most diagnostic indicator of hydric soils. Colors of these

components are strongly influenced by the frequency and dura-

tion of soil saturation, which leads to reducing soil condi-

tions. Mineral hydric soils will be either gleyed or will have

bright mottles and/or low matrix chroma. These are discussed

below:

(1) Gleyed soils (gray colors). Gleyed soils develop when

anaerobic soil conditions result in pronounced chemical

reduction of iron, manganese, and other elements, thereby

producing gray soil colors. Anaerobic conditions that oc-

cur in waterlogged soils result in the predominance of re-

duction processes, and such soils are greatly reduced.

Iron is one of the most abundant elements in soils. Under

anaerobic conditions, iron in converted from the oxidized

(ferric) state to the reduced (ferrous) state, which re-

sults in the bluish, greenish, or grayish colors asso-

ciated with the gleying effect (Figure 4). Gleying imme-

diately below the A-horizon or 10 inches (whichever is

shallower) is an indication of a markedly reduced soil,

and gleyed soils are hydric soils. Gleyed soil conditions

can be determined by using the gley page of the Munsell

Color Book (Munsell Color 1975).

(2) Soils with bright mottles and/or low matrix chroma.

Mineral hydric soils that are saturated for substantial

periods of the growing season (but not long enough to

produce gleyed soils) will either have bright mottles and

a low matrix chroma or will lack mottles but have a low

matrix chroma (see Appendix D, Section 1, for a definition

and discussion of "chroma" and other components of soil

color). Mottled means "marked with spots of contrasting

color." Soils that have brightly colored mottles and a

low matrix chroma are indicative of a fluctuating water

table. The soil matrix is the portion (usually more than

50 percent) of a given soil layer that has the predominant
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color (Figure 5). Mineral hydric soils usually have one
of the following color features in the horizon immediately
below the A-horizon or 10 inches (whichever is shallower):

(a) Matrix chroma of 2 or less* in mottled soils.

(b) Matrix chroma of 1 or less* in unmottled soils.

NOTE: The matrix chroma of some dark (black) mineral hydric
soils will not conform to the criteria described in (a) and (b)

above; in such soils, gray mottles occurring at 10 inches or
less are indicative of hydric conditions.

CAUTION: Soils with significant coloration due to the nature
of the parent material (e.g. red soils of the Bed River Valley)
may not exhibit the above characteristics . In such cases, this
indicator cannot be used.

^. Soil appearing on hydric soils list. Using the criteria for
hydric soils (paragraph 37) , the NTCHS has developed a list of

hydric soils. Listed soils have reducing conditions for a

significant portion of the growing season in a major portion of

the root zone and are frequently saturated within 12 inches of

the soil surface. The NTCHS list of hydric soils is presented
in Appendix D, Section 2. CAUTION: Be sure that the profile
description of the mapping unit conforms to that of the sampled
soil.

h. Iron and manganese concretions. During the oxidation-reduction
process, iron and manganese in suspension are sometimes segre-
gated as oxides into concretions or soft masses (Figure 6)

.

These accumulations are usually black or dark brown. Concre-
tions >2 mm in diameter occurring within 7.5 cm of the surface

are evidence that the soil is saturated for long periods near

the surface.

Wetland indicators (sandy soils)

45. Not all indicators listed in paragraph 44 can be applied to sandy

soils. In particular, soil color should not be used as an indicator in most

sandy soils. However, three additional soil features may be used as indica-

tors of sandy hydric soils, including:

£. High organic matter content in the surface horizon. Organic

matter tends to accumulate above or in the surface horizon of

sandy soils that are inundated or saturated to the surface for

a significant portion of the growing season. Prolonged inunda-

tion or saturation creates anaerobic conditions that greatly

reduce oxidation of organic matter.

b. Streaking of subsurface horizons by organic matter. Organic

matter is moved downward through sand as the water table

* Colors should be determined in soils that have been moistened; otherwise,

state that colors are for dry soils.
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Figure 3. Organic soil Figure 4. Gleyed soil

^1/*

Figure 5. Soil showing

matrix (brown) and mottles
(reddish-brown)

Figure 6. Iron and manganese
concretions
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fluctuates. This often occurs more rapidly and to a greater
degree In some vertical sections of a sandy soil containing
high content of organic matter than in others. Thus, the sandy
soil appears vertically streaked with darker areas. When soil
from a darker area Is rubbed between the fingers, the organic
matter stains the fingers.

c. Organic pans. As organic matter Is moved downward through
sandy soils. It tends to accumulate at the point representing
the most commonly occurring depth to the water table. This
organic matter tends to become slightly cemented with aluminum,
forming a thin layer of hardened soil (spodlc horizon) . These
horizons often occur at depths of 12 to 30 Inches below the

mineral surface. Wet spodlc soils usually have thick dark sur-
face horizons that are high in organic matter with dull, gray
horizons above the spodlc horizon.

CAUTION: In recently deposited sandy material (e.g. accreting sandbars) , it

may be impossible to find any of these indicators. In such cases, consider

this as a natural atypical situation.

Wetland Hydrology

Definition

A6. The term "wetland hydrology" encompasses all hydrologlc character-

istics of areas that are periodically Inundated or have soils saturated to the

surface at some time during the growing season. Areas with evident character-

istics of wetland hydrology are those where the presence of water has an over-

riding influence on characteristics of vegetation and soils due to anaerobic

and reducing conditions, respectively. Such characteristics are usually

present in areas that are inundated or have soils that are saturated to the

surface for sufficient duration to develop hydric soils and support vegetation

typically adapted for life in periodically anaerobic soil conditions. Hydrol-

ogy is often the least exact of the parameters, and indicators of wetland

hydrology are sometimes difficult to find in the field. However, it is essen-

tial to establish that a wetland area is periodically inundated or has satu-

rated soils during the growing season.

Influencing factors

A7. Numerous factors (e.g., precipitation, stratigraphy, topography,

soil permeability, and plant cover) influence the wetness of an area. Regard-

less, the characteristic common to all wetlands is the presence of an abundant

supply of water. The water source may be runoff from direct precipitation,
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headwater or backwater flooding, tidal influence, ground water, or some com-

bination of these sources. The frequency and duration of inundation or soil

saturation varies from nearly permanently inundated or saturated to irregu-

larly inundated or saturated. Topographic position, stratigraphy, and soil

permeability influence both the frequency and duration of inundation and soil

saturation. Areas of lower elevation in a floodplain or marsh have more fre-

quent periods of inundation and/or greater duration than most areas at higher

elevations. Floodplain configuration may significantly affect duration of

inundation. When the floodplain configuration is conducive to rapid runoff,

the influence of frequent periods of inundation on vegetation and soils may be

reduced. Soil permeability also influences duration of inundation and soil

saturation. For example, clayey soils absorb water more slowly than sandy or

loamy soils, and therefore have slower permeability and remain saturated much

longer. Type and amount of plant cover affect both degree of inundation and

duration of saturated soil conditions. Excess water drains more slowly in

areas of abundant plant cover, thereby increasing frequency and duration of

inundation and/or soil saturation. On the other hand, transpiration rates are

higher in areas of abundant plant cover, which may reduce the duration of soil

saturation.

Classification

48. Although the interactive effects of all hydrologic factors produce

a continuum of wetland hydrologic regimes, efforts have been made to classify

wetland hydrologic regimes into functional categories. These efforts have

focused on the use of frequency, timing, and duration of inundation or soil

saturation as a basis for classification. A classification system developed

for nontidal areas is presented in Table 5. This classification system was

slightly modified from the system developed by the Workshop on Bottomland

Hardwood Forest Wetlands of the Southeastern United States (Clark and

Benforado 1981). Recent research indicates that duration of inundation and/or

soil saturation during the growing season is more influential on the plant

community than frequency of inundation/saturation during the growing season

(Theriot, in press). Thus, frequency of inundation and soil saturation are

not included in Table 5. The WES has developed a computer program that can be

used to transform stream gage data to mean sea level elevations representing
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Table 5

Hydrologic Zones* - Nontidal Areas

Zone Name Duration** Connnents

it Permanently inundated

II Semipermanently to nearly
permanently inundated or

saturated

III Regularly inundated or

saturated

IV Seasonally inundated or

saturated

V Irregularly inundated or
saturated

VI Intermittently or never
inundated or saturated

100% Inundation >6.6 ft mean
water depth

>75% - <100% Inundation defined as
<6.6 ft mean water depth

>25% - 75%

>I2.5% - 25%

>5% - 12.5% Many areas having these
hydrologic characteristics
are not wetlands

<5% Areas with these hydrologic
characteristics are not

wetlands

* Zones adapted from Clark and Benforado (1981).
** Refers to duration of inundation and/or soil saturation during the growing

season,

t This defines an aquatic habitat zone.

the upper limit of each hydrologic zone shown in Table 5. This program is

available upon request.*

Wetland indicators

49. Indicators of wetland hydrology may include, but are not neces-

sarily limited to: drainage patterns, drift lines, sediment deposition,

watermarks, stream gage data and flood predictions, historic records, visual

observation of saturated soils, and visual observation of inundation. Any of

these indicators may be evidence of wetland hydrologic characteristics.

Methods for determining hydrologic indicators can be categorized according to

the type of indicator. Recorded data include stream gage data, lake gage

data, tidal gage data, flood predictions, and historical records. Use of

these data is commonly limited to areas adjacent to streams or other similar

* R. F. Theriot, Environmental Laboratory, US Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station, P.O. Box 631, Vicksburg, Miss. 39180.
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areas. Recorded data usually provide both short- and long-term information

about frequency and duration of inundation, but contain little or no informa-

tion about soil saturation, which must be gained from soil surveys or other

similar sources. The remaining indicators require field observations. Field

indicators are evidence of present or past hydrologic events (e.g. location

and height of flooding). Indicators for recorded data and field observations

include :

*

a. Recorded data. Stream gage data, lake gage data, tidal gage
data, flood predictions, and historical data may be available
from the following sources:

(1) CE District Offices. Most CE Districts maintain stream,
lake, and tidal gage records for major water bodies in

their area. In addition, CE planning and design documents
often contain valuable hydrologic information. For exam-
ple, a General Design Memorandum (GDM) usually describes
flooding frequencies and durations for a project area.
Furthermore, the extent of flooding within a project area
is sometimes indicated in the GDM according to elevation
(height) of certain flood frequencies (1-, 2-, 5-,

10-year, etc. )

.

(2) US Geological Survey (USGS). Stream and tidal gage data
are available from the USGS offices throughout the Nation,
and the latter are also available from the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. CE Districts
often have such records.

(3) State, county, and local agencies. These agencies often
have responsibility for flood control/relief and flood
insurance

.

(4) Soil Conservation Service Small Watershed Projects. Plan-

ning documents from this agency are often helpful, and can

be obtained from the SCS district office in the county.

(5) Planning documents of developers.

b. Field data. The following field hydrologic indicators can be

assessed quickly, and although some of them are not necessarily
indicative of hydrologic events that occur only during the

growing season, they do provide evidence that inundation and/or
soil saturation has occurred:

(1) Visual observation of inundation. The most obvious and

revealing hydrologic indicator may be simply observing the

areal extent of inundation. However, because seasonal

* Indicators are listed in order of decreasing reliability. Although all are

valid indicators, some are stronger indicators than others. When a decision

is based on an indicator appearing in the lower portion of the list,

re-evaluate the parameter to ensure that the proper decision was reached.
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conditions and recent weather conditions can contribute to

surface water being present on a nonwetland site, both
should be considered when applying this indicator.

(2) Visual observation of soil saturation. Examination of

this indicator requires digging a soil pit (Appendix D,

Section 1) to a depth of 16 inches and observing the level

at which water stands in the hole after sufficient time
has been allowed for water to drain into the hole. The

required time will vary depending on soil texture. In

some cases, the upper level at which water is flowing into
the pit can be observed by examining the wall of the hole.

This level represents the depth to the water table. The

depth to saturated soils will always be nearer the surface
due to the capillary fringe. For soil saturation to im-

pact vegetation, it nust occur within a major portion of

the root zone (usually within 12 inches of the surface) of

the prevalent vegetation. The major portion of the root
zone is that portion of the soil profile in which more
than one half of the plant roots occur. CAUTION: In some

heavy clay soils , water may not rapidly accumulate in the

hole even when the soil is saturated. If water is

observed at the bottom of the hole but has not filled to

the 12-inch depth, examine the sides of the hole and de-

termine the shallowest depth at which water is entering
the hole. When applying this indicator, both the season

of the year and preceding weather conditions must be

considered.

(3) Watermarks

.

Watermarks are most common on woody vegeta-

tion. They occur as stains on bark (Figure 7) or other

fixed objects (e.g. bridge pillars, buildings, fences,

etc.). When several watermarks are present, the

highest reflects the maximum extent of recent inundation.

(4) Drift lines. This indicator is most likely to be found

adjacent to streams or other sources of water flow in

wetlands, but also often occurs in tidal marshes. Evi-

dence consists of deposition of debris in a line on the

surface (Figure 8) or debris entangled in aboveground

vegetation or other fixed objects. Debris usually con-

sists of remnants of vegetation (branches, stems, and

leaves), sediment, litter, and other waterborne materials

deposited parallel to the direction of water flow. Drift

lines provide an indication of the minimum portion of the

area inundated during a flooding event; the maximum level

of Inundation is generally at a higher elevation than that

indicated by a drift line.

(5) Sediment deposits. Plants and other vertical objects

often have thin layers, coatings, or depositions of min-

eral or organic matter on them after inundation (Fig-

ure 9) . This evidence may remain for a considerable

period before it is removed by precipitation or subsequent

inundation. Sediment deposition on vegetation and other
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•

Figure 7. Watermark on
trees

Figure 8. Absence of leaf
litter and drift line

(extreme left)

Figure 9. Sediment deposit on
plants

Figure 10. Encrusted detritus
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Figure 11. Drainage pattern Figure 12. Debris deposited
in stream channel
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objects provides an Indication of the minimum inundation

level. When sediments are primarily organic (e.g. fine

organic material, algae), the detritus may become

encrusted on or slightly above the soil surface after

dewatering occurs (Figure 10)

.

(6) Drainage patterns within wetlands. This indicator, which

occurs primarily in wetlands adjacent to streams, consists

of surface evidence of drainage flow into or through an

area (Figure 11). In some wetlands, this evidence may

exist as a drainage pattern eroded into the soil, vegeta-

tive matter (debris) piled against thick vegetation or

woody stems oriented perpendicular to the direction of

water flow, or the absence of leaf litter (Figure 8).

Scouring is often evident around roots of persistent vege-

tation. Debris may be deposited in or along the drainage

pattern (Figure 12). CAUTION: Drainage patterns also

occur in upland areas after periods of considerable pre-

cipitation; therefore, topographic position must also be

considered when cq)plying this indicator.
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PART IV: METHODS

Section A. Introduction

50. PART IV contains sections on preliminary data gathering, method

selection, routine determination procedures, comprehensive determination

procedures, methods for determinations in atypical situations, and guidance

for wetland determinations in natural situations where the three-parameter

approach may not always apply.

51. Significant flexibility has been incorporated into PART IV. The

user is presented in Section B with various potential sources of information

that may be helpful in making a determination, but not all identified sources

of information may be applicable to a given situation. Note: The user is not

required to obtain information from all identified sources. Flexibility is

also provided in method selection (Section C) . Three levels of routine deter-

minations are available, depending on the complexity of the required determi-

nation and the quantity and quality of existing information. Application of

methods presented in both Section D (routine determinations) and Section E

(comprehensive determinations) may be tailored to meet site-specific require-

ments, especially with respect to sampling design.

52. Methods presented in Sections D and E vary with respect to the

required level of technical knowledge and experience of the user. Application

of the qualitative methods presented in Section D (routine determinations)

requires considerably less technical knowledge and experience than does appli-

cation of the quantitative methods presented in Section E (comprehensive

determinations) . The user must at least be able to identify the dominant

plant species in the project area when making a routine determination

(Section D) , and should have some basic knowledge of hydric soils when employ-

ing routine methods that require soils examination. Comprehensive determina-

tions require a basic understanding of sampling principles and the ability to

identify all commonly occurring plant species in a project area, as well as a

good understanding of indicators of hydric soils and wetland hydrology. The

comprehensive method should only be employed by experienced field inspectors.
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Section B. Preliminary Data Gathering and Synthesis

53. This section discusses potential sources of information that may be

helpful in making a wetland determination. When the routine approach is used,

it may often be possible to make a wetland determination based on available

vegetation, soils, and hydrology data for the area. However, this section

deals only with identifying potential information sources, extracting perti-

nent data, and synthesizing the data for use in making a determination. Based

on the quantity and quality of available information and the approach selected

for use (Section C) , the user is referred to either Section D or Section E for

the actual determination. Completion of Section B is not required, but is

recommended because the available information may reduce or eliminate the need

for field effort and decrease the time and cost of making a determination.

However, there are instances in small project areas in which the time required

to obtain the information may be prohibitive. In such cases PROCEED to

paragraph 55, complete STEPS 1 through 3, and PROCEED to Section D or E.

Data sources

54. Obtain the following information, when available and applicable:

a. uses quadrangle maps. USGS quadrangle maps are available at

different scales. When possible, obtain maps at a scale of

1:24,000; otherwise, use maps at a scale of 1:62,500. Such

maps are available from USGS in Reston, Va. , and Menlo Park,

Calif., but they may already be available in the CE District
Office. These maps provide several types of information:

(1) Assistance in locating field sites. Towns, minor roads,

bridges, streams, and other landmark features (e.g.

buildings, cemeteries, water bodies, etc.) not commonly
found on road maps are shown on these maps.

(2) Topographic details, including contour lines (usually at

5- or 10-f t contour intervals)

.

(3) General delineation of wet areas (swamps and marshes)

.

Note: The actual wet area may be greater than that shown

on the map because USGS generally maps these areas based
on the driest season of the year.

(4) Latitude, longitude, townships, ranges, and sections.

These provide legal descriptions of the area.

(5) Directions, including both true and magnetic north.

(6) Drainage patterns.
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(7) General land uses, such as cleared (agriculture or
pasture), forested, or urban.

CAUTION: Obtain the most recent USGS maps. Older maps may
show features that no longer exist and will not show new fea-
tures that have developed since the map was constructed. Also,
USGS is currently changing the mapping scale from 1:24,000 to
1:25,000.

b. National Wetlands Inventory products .

(1) Wetland maps. The standard NWI maps are at a scale of
1:24,000 or, where USGS base maps at this scale are not
available, they are at 1:62,500 (1:63,350 in Alaska).
Smaller scale maps ranging from 1:100,000 to 1:500,000 are
also available for certain areas. Wetlands on NWI maps
are classified in accordance with Cowardin et al. (1979).
CAUTION: Since not all delineated areas on NWI maps are
wetlands under Department of Army jurisdiction, NWI maps
should not be used as the sole basis for determining
whether wetland vegetation is present. NWI "User Notes"
are available that correlate the classification system
with local wetland community types. An important feature
of this classification system is the water regime modi-
fier, which describes the flooding or soil saturation
characteristics. Wetlands classified as having a tempo-
rarily flooded or intermittently flooded water regime
should be viewed with particular caution since this
designation is indicative of plant communities that are
transitional between wetland and nonwetland. These are
among the most difficult plant communities to map accur-
ately from aerial photography. For wetlands "wetter" than
temporarily flooded and intermittently flooded, the prob-
ability of a designated map unit on recent NWI maps being
a wetland (according to Cowardin et al. 1979) at the time
of the photography is in excess of 90 percent. CAUTION:
Due to the scale of o.erial photography used and other
factors, all NWI map boundaries are approximate. The
optimum use of NWI maps is to plan field review (i.e. how
wet, big, or diverse is the area?) and to assist during
field review, particularly by showing the approximate
areal extent of the wetland and its association with other
communities. NWI maps are available either as a composite
with, or an overlay for, USGS base maps and may be

obtained from the NWI Central Office in St. Petersburg,
Fla., the Wetland Coordinator at each FWS regional
office, or the USGS.

(2) Plant database. This database of approximately
5,200 plant species that occur in wetlands provides infor-
mation (e.g., ranges, habitat, etc.) about each plant
species from the technical literature. The database
served as a focal point for development of a national list

of plants that occur in wetlands (Appendix C, Section 1).
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c. Soil surveys. Soil surveys are prepared by the SCS for politl-
~ cal units (county, parish, etc.) in a state. Soil surveys

contain several types of information:

(1) General information (e.g. climate, settlement, natural

resources, farming, geology, general vegetation types).

(2) Soil maps for general and detailed planning purposes.

These maps are usually generated from fairly recent aerial

photography. CAUTION: The smallest mapping unit is

2 acres, and a given soil series as mapped may contain

small inclusions of other series.

(3) Uses and management of soils. Any wetness characteristics

of soils will be mentioned here.

(4) Soil properties. Soil and water features are provided

that may be very helpful for wetland investigations. Fre-

quency, duration, and timing of inundation (when present)

are described for each soil type. Water table character-

istics that provide valuable information about soil satu-

ration are also described. Soil permeability coefficients

may also be available.

(5) Soil classification. Soil series and phases are usually

provided. Published soil surveys will not always be

available for the area. If not, contact the county SCS

office and determine whether the soils have been mapped.

d. Stream and tidal gage data. These documents provide records of
~ tidal and stream flow events. They are available from either

the USGS or CE District office.

e. Environmental impact assessments (EIAs) , environmental Impact
~ statements (EISs) , general design memoranda (GDM) , and other

similar publications. These documents may be available from

Federal agencies for an area that includes the project area.

They may contain some indication of the location and character-

istics of wetlands consistent with the required criteria (vege-

tation, soils, and hydrology), and often contain flood fre-

quency and duration data.

f

.

Documents and maps from State, county, or local governments.
~ Regional maps that characterize certain areas (e.g., potholes,

coastal areas, or basins) may be helpful because they indicate

the type and character of wetlands.

£. Remote sensing. Remote sensing is one of the most useful

information sources available for wetland identification and

delineation. Recent aerial photography, particularly color

Infrared, provides a detailed view of an area; thus, recent

land use and other features (e.g. general type and areal extent

of plant communities and degree of Inundation of the area when

the photography was taken) can be determined. The multlagency

cooperative National High Altitude Aerial Photography Program

(HAP) has l:59,000-scale color infrared photography for approx-

imately 85 percent (December 1985) of the coterminous United

States from 1980 to 1985. This photography has excellent
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resolution and can be ordered enlarged to 1:24,000 scale from
USGS. Satellite images provide similar information as aerial
photography, although the much smaller scale makes observation
of detail more difficult without sophisticated equipment and
extensive training. Satellite images provide more recent
coverage than aerial photography (usually at 18-day intervals)

.

Individual satellite images are more expensive than aerial
photography, but are not as expensive as having an area flown
and photographed at low altitudes. However, better resolution
imagery is now available with remote sensing equipment mounted
on fixed-wing aircraft.

h. Local individuals and experts. Individuals having personal
knowledge of an area may sometimes provide a reliable and
readily available source of information about the area, partic-
ularly information on the wetness of the area.

i. USGS land use and land cover maps. Maps created by USGS using
remotely sensed data and a geographical information system
provide a systematic and comprehensive collection and analysis
of land use and land cover on a national basis. Maps at a

scale of 1:250,000 are available as overlays that show land use
and land cover according to nine basic levels. One level is

wetlands (as determined by the FWS) , which is further sub-

divided into forested and nonforested areas. Five other sets

of maps show political units, hydrologic units, census sub-
divisions of counties. Federal land ownership, and State land

ownership. These maps can be obtained from any USGS mapping
center.

j_. Applicant's survey plans and engineering designs. In many
cases, the permit applicant will already have had the area sur-

veyed (often at 1-ft contours or less) and will also have engi-

neering designs for the proposed activity.

Data synthesis

55. When employing Section B procedures, use the above sources of

information to complete the following steps:

• STEP 1 - Identify the Project Area on a Map. Obtain a USGS qua-

drangle map (1:24,000) or other appropriate map, and locate the area

identified in the permit application. PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• STEP 2 - Prepare a Base Map. Mark the project area boundaries on the

map. Either use the selected map as the base map or trace the area on

a mylar overlay, including prominent landscape features (e.g., roads,

buildings, drainage patterns, etc.). If possible, obtain diazo copies

of the resulting base map. PROCEED TO STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Determine Size of the Project Area. Measure the area

boundaries and calculate the size of the area. PROCEED TO STEP 4 OR TO

SECTION D OR E IF SECTION B IS NOT USED.
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• STEP 4 - Summarize Available Information on Vegetation. Examine

available sources that contain information about the area vegetation.

Consider the following:

a. uses quadrangle maps. Is the area shown as a marsh or swamp?
~ CAUTION: Do not use this as the sole basis for determining

that hydrophytic vegetation is present.

b. NWI overlays or maps. Do the overlays or maps indicate that

hydrophytic vegetation occurs in the area? If so, identify the

vegetation type(s).

c. EIAs, EISs, or GDMs that include the project area. Extract any

vegetation data that pertain to the area.

d. Federal, State, or local government documents that contain

information about the area vegetation. Extract appropriate
data.

e. Recent (within last 5 years) aerial photography of the area.

Can the area plant community type(s) be determined from the

photography? Extract appropriate data.

f^. Individuals or experts having knowledge of the area vegetation.

Contact them and obtain any appropriate information. CAUTION:

Ensure that the individual providing the information has

firsthand knowledge of the area.

£. Any published scientific studies of the area plant communities.

Extract any appropriate data.

h. Previous wetland determinations made for the area. Extract any

pertinent vegetation data.

When the above have been considered, PROCEED TO STEP 5.

• STEP 5 - Determine Whether the Vegetation in the Project Area Is Ade-

quately Characterized. Examine the summarized data (STEP 4) and deter-

mine whether the area plant communities are adequately characterized.

For routine determinations, the plant community type(s) and the domi-

nant species in each vegetation layer of each community type must be

known. Dominant species are those that have the largest relative basal

area (overstory) , * height (woody understory) , number of stems (woody

vines) , or greatest areal cover (herbaceous understory) . For compre-

hensive determinations, each plant community type present in the

* This term is used because species having the largest individuals may not be

dominant when only a few are present. To use relative basal area, consider

both the size and number of individuals of a species and subjectively

compare with other species present.
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project area area must have been quantitatively described within the

past 5 years using accepted sampling and analytical procedures, and

boundaries between community types must be known. Record information

on DATA FORM 1.* In either case, PROCEED TO Section F if there is

evidence of recent significant vegetation alteration due to human

activities or natural events. Otherwise, PROCEED TO STEP 6.

• STEP 6 - Summarize Available Information on Area Soils. Examine

available information and describe the area soils. Consider the

following:

a. County soil surveys. Determine the soil series present and

extract characteristics for each. CAUTION: Soil mapping units

sometimes include more than one soil series.

b. Unpublished county soil maps. Contact the local SCS office and

determine whether soil maps are available for the area. Deter-

mine the soil series of the area, and obtain any available

information about possible hydric soil indicators (paragraph 44

or 45) for each soil series.

c. Published EIAs, EISs, or GDMs that include soils information.

Extract any pertinent information.

d. Federal, State, and/or local government documents that contain

descriptions of the area soils. Summarize these data.

e. Published scientific studies that include area soils data.

Summarize these data.

f. Previous wetland determinations for the area. Extract any

pertinent soils data.

When the above have been considered, PROCEED TO STEP 7.

• STEP 7 - Determine Whether Soils of the Project Area Have Been Ade-

quately Characterized. Examine the summarized soils data and determine

whether the soils have been adequately characterized. For routine

determinations, the soil series must be known. For comprehensive

determinations, both the soil series and the boundary of each soil

series must be known. Record information on DATA FORM 1. In either

case, if there is evidence of recent significant soils alteration due

to human activities or natural events, PROCEED TO Section F. Other-

wise, PROCEED TO STEP 8.

• STEP 8 - Summarize Available Hydrology Data. Examine available in-

formation and describe the area hydrology. Consider the following:

* A separate DATA FORM 1 must be used for each plant community type,
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£. USGS quadrangle maps. Is there a significant, well-defined
drainage through the area? Is the area within a maior flood-
plain or tidal area? What range of elevations occur in the

area, especially in relation to the elevation of the nearest
perennial watercourse?

b. NWI overlays or maps. Is the area shown as a wetland or

deepwater aquatic habitat? l\Tiat is the water regime modifier?

c. EIAs, EISs, or GDMs that describe the project area. Extract
any pertinent hydrologic data.

d. Floodplain management maps. These maps may be used to extrap-
olate elevations that can be expected to be inundated on a 1-,

2-, 3-year, etc., basis. Compare the elevations of these fea-

tures with the elevation range of the project area to determine
the frequency of inundation.

e. Federal, State, and local government documents (e.g. CE

floodplain management maps and profiles) that contain

hydrologic data. Summarize these data.

f. Recent (within past 5 years) aerial photography that shows the

area to be inundated. Record the date of the photographic
mission.

£. Newspaper accounts of flooding events that indicate periodic

inundation of the area.

h. SCS County Soil Surveys that indicate the frequency and

duration of inundation and soil saturation for area soils.

CAUTION: Data provided only represent average conditions for a

particular soil series in its natural undrained state, and can-

not be used as a positive hydrologic indicator in areas that

have significantly altered hydrology.

i. Tidal or stream gage data for a nearby water body that

apparently influences the area. Obtain the gage data and

complete (1) below if the routine approach is used, or

(2) below if the comprehensive approach is used (OMIT IF GAGING

STATION DATA ARE UNAVAILABLE)

:

(1) Routine approach. Determine the highest water level

elevation reached during the growing season for each of

the most recent 10 years of gage data. Rank these eleva-

tions in descending order and select the fifth highest

elevation. Combine this elevation with the mean sea level

elevation of the gaging station to produce a mean sea

level elevation for the highest water level reached every

other year. NOTE: Stream gage data are often presented

as flow rates in cubic feet per second. In these cases,

ask the CE District's Hydrology Branch to convert flow
rates to corresponding mean sea level elevations and

adjust gage data to the site. Compare the resulting ele-

vations reached biennially with the project area eleva-

tions. If the water level elevation exceeds the area
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elevation, the area is inundated during the growing season
on average at least biennially.

(2) Comprehensive approach. Complete the following:

(a) Decide whether hydrologic data reflect the apparent
hydrology. Data available from the gaging station
may or may not accurately reflect the area hydrology.
Answer the following questions:

• Does the water level of the area appear to fluctu-
ate in a manner that differs from that of the water
body on which the gaging station is located? (In

ponded situations, the water level of the area is

usually higher than the water level at the gaging
station.

)

• Are less than 10 years of daily readings available
for the gaging station?

• Do other water sources that would not be reflected
by readings at the gaging station appear to signif-
icantly affect the area? For example, do major
tributaries enter the stream or tidal area between
the area and gaging station?

If the answer to any of the above questions is YES,

the area hydrology cannot be determined from the

gaging station data. If the answer to all of the

above questions is NO, PROCEED TO (b)

.

(b) Analyze hydrologic data. Subject the hydrologic data
to appropriate analytical procedures. Either use

duration curves or a computer program developed by
WES (available from the Environmental Laboratory upon
request) for determining the mean sea level elevation
representing the upper limits of wetland hydrology.
In the latter case, when the site elevation is lower

than the mean sea level elevation representing a

5-percent duration of inundation and saturation dur-

ing the growing season, the area has a hydrologic
regime that may occur in wetlands. NOTE: Duration
curves do not reflect the period of soil saturation
following dewatering

.

When all of the above have been considered, PROCEED TO STEP 9.

• STEP 9 - Determine Whether Hydrology Is Adequately Characterized.

Examine the summarized data and determine whether the hydrology of the

project area is adequately characterized. For routine determinations,

there must be documented evidence of frequent inundation or soil sat-

uration during the growing season. For comprehensive determinations,

there must be documented quantitative evidence of frequent inundation

or soil saturation during the growing season, based on at least
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10 years of stream or tidal gage data. Record information on DATA

FORM 1. In either case, if there is evidence of recent significant

hydrologic alteration due to human activities or natural events, PRO-

CEED TO Section F. Otherwise, PROCEED TO Section C.

»
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Section C. Selection of Method

56. All wetland delineation methods described in this manual can be

grouped into two general types: routine and comprehensive. Routine deter-

minations (Section D) involve simple, rapidly applied methods that result in

sufficient qualitative data for making a determination. Comprehensive methods

(Section E) usually require significant time and effort to obtain the needed

quantitative data. The primary factor influencing method selection will

usually be the complexity of the required determination. However, comprehen-

sive methods may sometimes be selected for use in relatively simple determina-

tions when rigorous documentation is required.

57. Three levels of routine wetland determinations are described below.

Complexity of the project area and the quality and quantity of available

information will influence the level selected for use.

a. Level 1 - Onsite Inspection Unnecessary. This level may be

employed when the information already obtained (Section B) is

sufficient for making a determination for the entire project
area (see Section D, Subsection 1).

b. Level 2 - Onsite Inspection Necessary. This level must be

employed when there is insufficient information already avail-
able to characterize the vegetation, soils, and hydrology
of the entire project area (see Section D, Subsection 2).

c. Level 3 - Combination of Levels 1 and 2. This level should be

used when there is sufficient information already available to

characterize the vegetation, soils, and hydrology of a portion,
but not all, of the project area. Methods described for

Level 1 may be applied to portions of the area for which ade-

quate information already exists, and onsite methods (Level 2)

must be applied to the remainder of the area (see Section D,

Subsection 3)

.

58. After considering all available information, select a tentative

method (see above) for use, and PROCEED TO EITHER Section D or E, as appropri-

ate. NOTE: Sometimes it may be necessary to change to another method de-

scribed in the manual, depending on the quality of available information

and/or recent changes in the project area.
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Section D. Routine Determinations

59. This section describes general procedures for making routine wet-

land determinations. It is assumed that the user has already completed all

applicable steps in Section B,* and a routine method has been tentatively

selected for use (Section C) . Subsections 1-3 describe steps to be followed

when making a routine determination using one of the three levels described in

Section C. Each subsection contains a flowchart that defines the relationship

of steps to be used for that level of routine determinations. NOTE: The

selected method must be considered tentative because the user may be required

to change methods during the determination.

Subsection 1 - Onsite Inspection Unnecessary

60. This subsection describes procedures for making wetland determina-

tions when sufficient information is already available (Section B) on which to

base the determination. A flowchart of required steps to be completed is pre-

sented in Figure 13, and each step is described below.

Equipment and materials

61. No special equipment is needed for applying this method. The

following materials will be needed:

a. Map of project area (Section B, STEP 2).

b. Copies of DATA FORM 1 (Appendix B)

.

c. Appendices C and D to this manual.

Procedure

62. Complete the following steps, as necessary:

, STEP 1 - Determine Whether Available Data Are Sufficient for Entire

Project Area. Examine the summarized data (Section B, STEPS 5, 7, and

9) and determine whether the vegetation, soils, and hydrology of the

entire project area are adequately characterized. If so, PROCEED TO

STEP 2. If all three parameters are adequately characterized for a

portion, but not all, of the project area. PROCEED TO Subsection 3. If

* If it has been determined that it is more expedient to conduct an onsite

inspection than to search for available information, complete STEPS 1

through 3 of Section B, and PROCEED TO Subsection 2.
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STEP 1 - DETERMINE WHETHER
AVAILABLE DATA ARE SUFFICIENT

FOR ENTIRE PROJECT AREA



the vegetation, soils, and hydrology are not adequately characterized

for any portion of the area, PROCEED TO Subsection 2.

c STEP 2 - Determine Whether Hydrophytic Vegetation Is Present.

Examine the vegetation data and list on DATA FORM 1 the dominant plant

species found in each vegetation layer of each community type. NOTE:

A separate DATA FORM 1 will be required for each oowmunity type.

Record the indicator status for each dominant species (Appendix C,

Section 1 or 2). When more than 50 percent of the dominant species in

a plant community have an indicator status of OBL, FACW, and/or FAC,*

hydrophytic vegetation is present. If one or more plant communities

comprise of hydrophytic vegetation, PROCEED TO STEP 3. If none of the

plant communities comprise hydrophytic vegetation, none of the area is

a wetland. Complete the vegetation section for each DATA FORM 1.

, STEP 3 - Determine Whether Wetland Hydrology Is Present. When one of

the following conditions applies (STEP 2), it is only necessary to

confirm that there has been no recent hydrologic alteration of the

area:

a. The entire project area is occupied by a plant community or

communities in which all dominant species are OBL (Appendix C,

Section 1 or 2) .

b. The project area contains two or more plant communities, all of

which are dominated by OBL and/or FACW species, and the

wetland-nonwetland boundary is abrupt** (e.g. a Spartina

altemiflora marsh bordered by a road embankment).

If either a or b applies, look for recorded evidence of recently con-

structed dikes, levees, impoundments, and drainage systems, or recent

avalanches, mudslides, beaver dams, etc., that have significantly al-

tered the area hydrology. If any significant hydrologic alteration is

found, determine whether the area is still periodically inundated or

* For the FAC-neutral option, see paragraph 35a.

** There must be documented evidence of periodic inundation or saturated

soils when the project area:

a Has plant communities dominated by one or more FAC species;

b. Has vegetation dominated by FACW species but no adjacent community

~ dominated by OBL species;

c. Has a gradual, nondistinct boundary between wetlands and nonwetlands;

and/or
d. Is known to have or is suspected of having significantly altered

M)
)

~ hydrology.
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has saturated soils for sufficient duration to support the documented

vegetation (a or b above) . When a or b applies and there is no

evidence of recent hydrologic alteration, or when a or b do not apply

and there is documented evidence that the area is periodically

inundated or has saturated soils, wetland hydrology is present. Other-

wise, wetland hydrology does not occur on the area. Complete the

hydrology section of DATA FORM 1 and PROCEED TO STEP 4.

• STEP 4 - Determine Whether the Soils Parameter Must Be Considered.

When either a or b of STEP 3 applies and there is either no evidence of

recent hydrologic alteration of the project area or if wetland hydrol-

ogy presently occurs on the area, hydric soils can be assumed to be

present. If so, PROCEED TO STEP 6. Otherwise PROCEED TO STEP 5.

• STEP 5 - Determine Whether Hydric Soils Are Present. Examine the

soils data (Section B, STEP 7) and record the soil series or soil phase

on DATA FORM 1 for each community type. Determine whether the soil is

listed as a hydric soil (Appendix D, Section 2). If all community

types have hydric soils, the entire project area has hydric soils.

(CAUTION: If the soil series description makes reference to inclusions

of other soil types, data must be field verified) . Any portion of the

area that lacks hydric soils is a nonwetland. Complete the soils sec-

tion of each DATA FORM 1 and PROCEED TO STEP 6.

• STEP 6 - Wetland Determination. Examine the DATA FORM 1 for each

community type. Any portion of the project area is a wetland that has:

a. Hydrophytic vegetation that conforms to one of the conditions
~ identified in STEP 3a or 3b and has either no evidence of

altered hydrology or confirmed wetland hydrology.

b. Hydrophytic vegetation that does not conform to STEP 3a or 3b,

has hydric soils, and has confirmed wetland hydrology.

If STEP 6a or 6b applies to the entire project area, the entire area is

a wetland. Complete a DATA FORM 1 for all plant community types. Por-

tions of the area not qualifying as a wetland based on an office deter-

mination might or might not be wetlands. If the data used for the

determination are considered to be highly reliable, portions of the

area not qualifying as wetlands may properly be considered nonwetlands.

PROCEED TO STEP 7. If the available data are incomplete or question-

able, an onsite inspection (Subsection 2) will be required.
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• STEP 7 - Determine Wetland Boundary. Mark on the base map all com-

munity types determined to be wetlands with a W and those determined to

be nonwetlands with an N. Combine all wetland community types into a

single mapping unit. The boundary of these community types is the

interface between wetlands and nonwetlands.

Subsection 2 - Onsite Inspection Necessary

63. This subsection describes procedures for routine determinations in

which the available information (Section B) is insufficient for one or more

parameters. If only one or two parameters must be characterized, apply the

appropriate steps and return to Subsection 1 and complete the determination.

A flowchart of steps required for using this method is presented in Figure 14,

and each step is described below.

Equipment and materials

64. The following equipment and materials will be needed:

a. Base map (Section B, STEP 2).

b. Copies of DATA FORM 1 (one for each community type and
additional copies for boundary determinations)

.

c. Appendices C and D.

d. Compass.

e. Soil auger or spade (soils only)

.

f. Tape (300 ft).

g. Munsell Color Charts (Munsell Color 1975) (soils only).

Procedure

65. Complete the following steps, as necessary:

• STEP 1 - Locate the Project Area. Determine the spatial boundaries

of the project area using information from a USGS quadrangle map or

other appropriate map, aerial photography, and/or the project survey

plan (when available). PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• STEP 2 - Determine Whether an Atypical Situation Exists. Examine the

area and determine whether there is evidence of sufficient natural or

human-induced alteration to significantly alter the area vegetation,

soils, and/or hydrology. NOTE: Include possible offsite modifications

that may affect the area hydrology. If not, PROCEED TO STEP 3.
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STEP 1 LOCATE THE
PROJECT AREA

STEP 2 - DETERMINE WHETHER
AN ATYPICAL SITUATION EXISTS -€> PROCEED TO

SECTION F

STEP 4 - IDENTIFY THE
PLANT COMMUNITY TYPEISI

STEP3DETERMINE THE FIELD
CHARACTERIZATION APPROACH TO BE USED

<AREA EQUAL TO OR \
LESS THAN FIVE ACRES IN SIZE/

STEPS- DETERMINE WHETHER
NORMAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

ARE PRESENT

STEP6 - SELECT REPRESENTATIVE
OBSERVATION POINTS

STEP? -CHARACTERIZE EACH
PLANT COMMUNITY TYPE

STEP 8 - RECORD INDICATOR
STATUS OF DOMINANT SPECIES

STEP 9 - DETERMINE
WHETHER HYDROPHYTIC
VEGETATION ISPRESENT

/" N /area NOT a\

\^ "^ wetland/

<\REA greater than FIVe\
ACRES IN SIZE y/

STEP 18 ESTABLISH A BASELINE

STEP 19 DETERMINE THE REQUIRED
NUMBER AND POSITIONS OF TRANSECTS

TO STEP 10

Figure 14. Flowchart of steps involved in making a routine wetlanci

determination when an onsite visit is necessary (Continued)
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SOILS (WHEN NECESSARY)
HYDROLOGY

d MAKING WETLAND
DETERMINATION FOR FIRST
COMMUNITY TYPE

e SAMPLING OTHER OBSERVATION
POINTS ALONG FIRST TRANSECT

1 DETERMINING WETLAND -

NONWETLAND BOUNDARY



If one or more parameters have been significantly altered by an activ-

ity that would normally require a permit, PROCEED TO Section F and

determine whether there is sufficient evidence that hydrophytic vegeta-

tion, hydric soils, and/or wetland hydrology were present prior to this

alteration. Then, return to this subsection and characterize param-

eters not significantly influenced by human activities. PROCEED TO

STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Determine the Field Characterization Approach to be Used.

Considering the size and complexity of the area, determine the field

characterization approach to be used. When the area is equal to or

less than 5 acres in size (Section B, STEP 3) and the area is thought

to be relatively homogeneous with respect to vegetation, soils, and/or

hydrologic regime, PROCEED TO STEP 4. When the area is greater than

5 acres in size (Section B, STEP 3) or appears to be highly diverse

with respect to vegetation, PROCEED TO STEP 18.

Areas Equal to or Less Than 5 Acres in Size

• STEP 4 - Identify the Plant Community Type(s). Traverse the area and

determine the number and locations of plant community types. Sketch

the location of each on the base map (Section B, STEP 2), and give each

community type a name. PROCEED TO STEP 5.

• STEP 5 - Determine Whether Normal Environmental Conditions Are

Present. Determine whether normal environmental conditions are present

by considering the following:

a. Is the area presently lacking hydrophytic vegetation or

hydrologic indicators due to annual or seasonal fluctuations in

precipitation or ground-water levels?

b. Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators lacking due to seasonal

fluctuations in temperature?

If the answer to either of these questions is thought to be YES,

PROCEED TO Section G. If the answer to both questions is NO, PROCEED

TO STEP 6.

• STEP 6 - Select Representative Observation Points. Select a repre-

sentative observation point in each community type. A representative

observation point is one in which the apparent characteristics (deter-

mine visually) best represent characteristics of the entire community.
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Mark on the base map the approximate location of the observation point.

PROCEED TO STEP 7.

• STEP 7 - Characterize Each Plant Community Type. Visually determine

the dominant plant species in each vegetation layer of each community

type and record them on DATA FORM 1 (use a separate DATA FORM 1 for

each community type) . Dominant species are those having the greatest

relative basal area (woody overstory),* greatest height (woody under-

story) , greatest percentage of areal cover (herbaceous understory)

,

and/or greatest number of stems (woody vines). PROCEED TO STEP 8.

• STEP 8 - Record Indicator Status of Dominant Species. Record on DATA

FORM 1 the indicator status (Appendix C, Section 1 or 2) of each

dominant species in each community type. PROCEED TO STEP 9.

• STEP 9 - Determine Whether Hydrophytic Vegetation Is Present.

Examine each DATA FORM 1. When more than 50 percent of the dominant

species in a community type have an indicator status (STEP 8) of OBL,

FACW, and/or FAC,** hydrophytic vegetation is present. Complete the

vegetation section of each DATA FORM 1. Portions of the area failing

this test are not wetlands. PROCEED TO STEP 10.

• STEP 10 - Apply Wetland Hydrologic Indicators. Examine the portion

of the area occupied by each plant community type for positive indica-

tors of wetland hydrology (PART III, paragraph 49). Record findings on

the appropriate DATA FORM 1. PROCEED TO STEP 11.

• STEP 11 - Determine Whether Wetland Hydrology Is Present. Examine

the hydrologic information on DATA FORM 1 for each plant community

type. Any portion of the area having a positive wetland hydrology

indicator has wetland hydrology. If positive wetland hydrology indi-

cators are present in all community types, the entire area has wetland

hydrology. If no plant community type has a wetland hydrology indi-

cator, none of the area has wetland hydrology. Complete the hydrology

portion of each DATA FORM 1. PROCEED TO STEP 12.

* This term is used because species having the largest individuals may not

be dominant when only a few are present. To determine relative basal area,

consider both the size and number of individuals of a species and subjec-

tively compare with other species present.
** For the FAC-neutral option, see paragraph 35a.
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• STEP 12 - Deterrolne Whether Soils Must Be Characterized. Examine the

vegetation section of each DATA FORM 1. Hydric soils are assumed to be

present in any plant community type in which:

a. All dominant species have an indicator status of OBL.

b. All dominant species have an indicator status of OBL or FACW,
and the wetland boundary (when present) is abrupt.*

When either £ or b occurs and wetland hydrology is present, check the

hydric soils blank as positive on DATA FORM 1 and PROCEED TO STEP 16.

If neither a nor b applies, PROCEED TO STEP 13.

• STEP 13 - Dig a Soil Pit. Using a soil auger or spade, dig a soil

pit at the representative location in each community type. The

procedure for digging a soil pit is described in Appendix D, Section 1.

When completed, approximately 16 inches of the soil profile will be

available for examination. PROCEED TO STEP 14.

• STEP 14 - Apply Hydric Soil Indicators. Examine the soil at each

location and compare its characteristics immediately below the

A-horizon or 10 inches (whichever is shallower) with the hydric soil

indicators described in PART III, paragraphs 44 and/or 45. Record

findings on the appropriate DATA FORM I's. PROCEED TO STEP 15.

• STEP 15 - Determine Whether Hydric Soils Are Present. Examine each

DATA FORM 1 and determine whether a positive hydric soil indicator was

found. If so, the area at that location has hydric soil. If soils at

all sampling locations have positive hydric soil indicators, the entire

area has hydric soils. If soils at all sampling locations lack posi-

tive hydric soil indicators, none of the area is a wetland. Complete

the soil section of each DATA FORM 1. PROCEED TO STEP 16.

• STEP 16 - Make Wetland Determination. Examine DATA FORM 1. If the

entire area presently or normally has wetland indicators of all three

parameters (STEPS 9, 11, and 15), the entire area is a wetland. If the

entire area presently or normally lacks wetland indicators of one or

The soils parameter must be considered in any plant community in which:
a. The community is dominated by one or more FAC species.
b. No community type dominated by OBL species is present.
£. The boundary between wetlands and nonwetlands is gradual or

nondistinct

.

d. The area is known to or is suspected of having significantly altered
hydrology.
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more parameters, the entire area is a nonwetland. If only a portion of

the area presently or normally has wetland indicators for all three

parameters, PROCEED TO STEP 17.

• STEP 17 - Determine Wetland-Nonwetland Boundary. Mark each plant

community type on the base map with a W if wetland or an N if nonwet-

land. Combine all wetland plant communities into one mapping unit and

all nonwetland plant communities into another mapping unit. The

wetland-nonwetland boundary will be represented by the interface of

these two mapping units.

Areas Greater Than 5 Acres in Size

• STEP 18 - Establish a Baseline. Select one project boundary as a

baseline. The baseline should parallel the major watercourse through

the area or should be perpendicular to the hydrologic gradient (Fig-

ure 15) . Determine the approximate baseline length. PROCEED TO

STEP 19.

• STEP 19 - Determine the Required Number and Position of Transects.

Use the following to determine the required number and position of

transects (specific site conditions may necessitate changes in

intervals)

:

Baseline length, miles

^0.25

>0. 25-0. 50

>0. 50-0. 75

>0. 75-1. 00

>1. 00-2. 00

>2.00-A.00

>4.00



BASELINE
SEGMENT

TRANSECT I

STARTING POINT OF
BASELINE

EAM

Figure 15, General orientation of baseline and transects (dotted lines)
in a hypothetical project area. Alpha characters represent different
plant communities. All transects start at the midpoint of a baseline
segment except the first, which was repositioned to include community

type A

midpoint of each baseline increment as a transect starting point. For

example, if the baseline is 1,200 ft in length, three transects would

be established—one at 200 ft, one at 600 ft, and one at 1,000 ft from

the baseline starting point. CAUTION: All plant oommunity types must

be included. This may necessitate relocation of one or move transect

lines. PROCEED TO STEP 20.

• STEP 20 - Sample Observation Points Along the First Transect. Begin-

ning at the starting point of the first transect, extend the transect

at a 90-deg angle to the baseline. Use the following procedure as

appropriate to simultaneously characterize the parameters at each

observation point. Combine field-collected data with information

already available and make a wetland determination at each observation

point. A DATA FORM 1 must be completed for each observation point.
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a. Determine whether normal environmental conditions are present.

Determine whether normal environmental conditions are present

by considering the following:

(1) Is the area presently lacking hydrophytic vegetation

and/or hydrologic indicators due to annual or seasonal

fluctuations in precipitation or ground-water levels?

(2) Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators lacking due to

seasonal fluctuations in temperature?

If the answer to either of these questions is thought to be

YES, PROCEED TO Section G. If the answer to both questions is

NO, PROCEED TO STEP 20b.

b. Establish an observation point in the first plant community

type encountered. Select a representative location along the

transect in the first plant community type encountered. When

the first plant community type is large and covers a signifi-

cant distance along the transect, select an area that is no

closer than 300 ft to a perceptible change in plant community

type. PROCEED TO STEP 20c.

c. Characterize parameters. Characterize the parameters at the

observation point by completing (1), (2), and (3) below:

(1) Vegetation. Record on DATA FORM 1 the dominant plant spe-

cies in each vegetation layer occurring in the immediate

vicinity of the observation point. Use a 5-ft radius for

herbs and saplings/shrubs, and a 30-ft radius for trees

and woody vines (when present). Subjectively determine

the dominant species by estimating those having the

largest relative basal area* (woody overstory) , greatest

height (woody understory) , greatest percentage of areal

cover (herbaceous understory) , and/or greatest number of

stems (woody vines). NOTE: Plot size may be estimated,

and plot size may also be varied when site conditions war-

rant. Record on DATA FORM 1 any dominant species observed

to have morphological adaptations (Appendix C, Section 3)

for occurrence in wetlands, and determine and record domi-

nant species that have known physiological adaptations for

occurrence in wetlands (Appendix C, Section 3) . Record on

DATA FORM 1 the indicator status (Appendix C, Section 1 or

2) of each dominant species. Hydrophytic vegetation is

present at the observation point when more than 50 percent

of the dominant species have an indicator status of OBL,

FACW, and/or FAC**; when two or more dominant species have

observed morphological or known physiological adaptations

for occurrence in wetlands; or when other indicators of

hydrophytic vegetation (PART III, paragraph 35) are

* This term is used because species having the largest individuals may not

be dominant when only a few are present. To use relative basal area, con-

sider both the size and number of individuals of a species and subjectively

compare with other species present.
** For the FAC-neutral option, see paragraph 35a.
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present. Complete the vegetation section of DATA FORM 1.

PROCEED TO (2)

.

(2) Soils. In some cases, It Is not necessary to characterize
the soils. Examine the vegetation of DATA FORM 1. Hydrlc
soils can be assumed to be present when:

(a) All dominant plant species have an Indicator status
of OBL.

(b) All dominant plant species have an indicator status
of OBL and/or FACW (at least one dominant species
must be OBL) .*

When either (a) or (b) applies, check the hydrlc soils
blank as positive and PROCEED TO (3). If neither (a) nor
(b) applies but the vegetation qualifies as hydrophytic,
dig a soil pit at the observation point using the proce-
dure described in Appendix D, Section 1. Examine the soil
immediately below the A-horlzon or 10-lnches (whichever is

shallower) and compare its characteristics (Appendix D,

Section 1) with the hydrlc soil indicators described in

PART III, paragraphs 4A and/or 45. Record findings on

DATA FORM 1. If a positive hydrlc soil indicator is pres-
ent, the soil at the observation point is a hydrlc soil.
If no positive hydric soil Indicator is found, the area at

the observation point does not have hydric soils and the

area at the observation point is not a wetland. Complete
the soils section of DATA FORM 1 for the observation
point. PROCEED TO (3) if hydrophytic vegetation (1) and

hydric soils (2) are present. Otherwise, PROCEED TO

STEP 20d.

(3) Hydrology. Examine the observation point for indicators
of wetland hydrology (PART III, paragraph 49), and record
observations on DATA FORM 1. Consider the indicators in

the same sequence as presented in PART III, paragraph 49.

If a positive wetland hydrology indicator is present, the

area at the observation point has wetland hydrology. If

no positive wetland hydrologlc indicator is present, the

area at the observation point is not a wetland. Complete
the hydrology section of DATA FORM 1 for the observation
point. PROCEED TO STEP 20d.

Wetland determination. Examine DATA FORM 1 for the observation
point. Determine whether wetland Indicators of all three

parameters are or would normally be present during a signifi-
cant portion of the growing season. If so, the area at the

observation point is a wetland. If no evidence can be found

that the area at the observation point normally has wetland

indicators for all three parameters, the area is a nonwetland.

PROCEED TO STEP 20e.

* Soils must be characterized when any dominant species has an indicator

status of FAC.
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.

Sample other observation points along the first transect.

Continue along the first transect until a different community

type is encountered. Establish a representative observation

point within this community type and repeat STEP 20c - 20d. If

the areas at both observation points are either wetlands or

nonwetlands, continue along the transect and repeat STEP 20c -

20d for the next community type encountered. Repeat for all

other community types along the first transect. If the area at

one observation point is wetlands and the next observation

point is nonwetlands (or vice versa), PROCEED TO STEP 20f^.

f. Determine wetland-nonwetland boundary. Proceed along the tran-
~

sect from the wetland observation point toward the nonwetland

observation point. Look for subtle changes in the plant com-

munity (e.g. the first appearance of upland species, disappear-

ance of apparent hydrology indicators, or slight changes in

topography). When such features are noted, establish an obser-

vation point and repeat the procedures described in STEP 20£ -

20d. NOTE: A new DATA FORM 1 must be completed for this

observation point, and all three parameters must be character-

ized bij field observation. If the area at this observation

point is a wetland, proceed along the transect toward the non-

wetland observation point until upland indicators are more ap-

parent. Repeat the procedures described in STEP 20£ - 20d. If

the area at this observation point is a nonwetland, move half-

way back along the transect toward the last documented wetland

observation point and repeat the procedure described in

STEP 20c - 20d. Continue this procedure until the wetland-

nonwetland boundary is found. It is not necessary to complete

a DATA FORM 1 for all intermediate points, but a DATA FORM 1

should be completed for the wetland-nonwetland boundary. Mark

the position of the wetland boundary on the base map, and con-

tinue along the first transect until all community types have

been sampled and all wetland boundaries located. CAUTION: In

areas where wetlands are interspersed among nonwetlands (or

vice versa), several boundary determinations will be required.

When all necessary wetland determinations have been completed

for the first transect, PROCEED TO STEP 21.

« STEP 21 - Sample Other Transects. Repeat procedures described in

STEP 21 for all other transects. When completed, a wetland determi-

nation will have been made for one observation point in each community

type along each transect, and all wetland-nonwetland boundaries along

each transect will have been determined. PROCEED TO STEP 22.

« STEP 22 - Synthesize Data. Examine all completed copies of DATA

FORM 1, and mark each plant community type on the base map. Identify

each plant community type as either a wetland (W) or nonwetland (N)

.

If all plant community types are identified as wetlands, the entire

area is wetlands. If all plant community types are identified as
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nonwetlands, the entire area is nonwetlands. If both wetlands and non-

wetlands are present, identify observation points that represent wet-

land boundaries on the base map. Connect these points on the map by

generally following contour lines to separate wetlands from nonwet-

lands. Walk the contour line between transects to confirm the wetland

boundary. Should anomalies be encountered, it will be necessary to

establish short transects in these areas, apply the procedures de-

scribed in STEP 20f_, and make any necessary adjustments on the base

map.

Subsection 3 - Combination of Levels 1 and 2

66. In some cases, especially for large projects, adequate information

may already be available (Section B) to enable a wetland determination for a

portion of the project area, while an onsite visit will be required for the

remainder of the area. Since procedures for each situation have already been

described in Subsections 1 and 2, they will not be repeated. Apply the

following steps:

• STEP 1 - Make Wetland Determination for Portions of the Project Area

That Are Already Adequately Characterized. Apply procedures described

in Subsection 1. When completed, a DATA FORM 1 will have been com-

pleted for each community type, and a map will have been prepared

identifying each community type as wetland or nonwetland and showing

any wetland boundary occurring in this portion of the project area.

PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• STEP 2 - Make Wetland Determination for Portions of the Project Area

That Require an Onsite Visit. Apply procedures described in Subsec-

tion 2. When completed, a DATA FORM 1 will have been completed for

each plant community type or for a number of observation points (in-

cluding wetland boundary determinations) . A map of the wetland (if

present) will also be available. PROCEED TO STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Synthesize Data. Using the maps resulting from STEPS 1

and 2, prepare a summary map that shows the wetlands of the entire

project area. CAUTION: Wetland boundaries for the two maps will not

always match exactly. When this occurs, an additional site visit will

be required to refine the wetland boundaries. Siyice the degree of
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resolution of wetland boundaries will be greater when determined on-

site it may be necessary to employ procedures described ^n Subsec-

tion 2 in the vicinity of the boundaries determined from Subsectvon 1

to refine these boundaries.
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Section E. Comprehensive Determinations

67. This section describes procedures for making comprehensive wetland

determinations. Unlike procedures for making routine determinations (Sec-

tion D) , application of procedures described in this section will result in

maximum information for use in making determinations, and the information usu-

ally will be quantitatively expressed. Comprehensive determinations should

only be used when the project area is very complex and/or when the determina-

tion requires rigorous documentation. This type of determination may be re-

quired in areas of any size, but will be especially useful in large areas.

There may be instances in which only one parameter (vegetation, soil, or hy-

drology) is disputed. In such cases, only procedures described in this sec-

tion that pertain to the disputed parameter need be completed. It is assumed

that the user has already completed all applicable steps in Section B. NOTE:

Depending on site characteristics , it may be necessary to alter the sampling

design and/or data collection procedures-

68. This section is divided into five basic types of activities. The

first consists of preliminary field activities that must be completed prior to

making a determination (STEPS 1-5) . The second outlines procedures for deter-

mining the number and locations of required determinations (STEPS 6-8) . The

third describes the basic procedure for making a comprehensive wetland deter-

mination at any given point (STEPS 9-17). The fourth describes a procedure

for determining wetland boundaries (STEP 18). The fifth describes a procedure

for synthesizing the collected data to determine the extent of wetlands in the

area (STEPS 20-21). A flowchart showing the relationship of various steps

required for making a comprehensive determination is presented in Figure 16.

Equipment and material

69. Equipment and materials needed for making a comprehensive deter-

mination include:

a. Base map (Section B, STEP 2).

b. Copies of DATA FORMS 1 and 2.

£. Appendices C and D.

d. Compass.

e. Tape (300 ft).

f_. Soil auger or spade.

g. Munsell Color Charts (Munsell Color 1975).
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STEP 1 - IDENTIFY THE
PROJECT AREA

STEP 2 - DETERMINE WHETHER
AN ATYPICAL SITUATION EXISTS

APPLY PROCEDURES
IN SECTION F

- DETERMINE HOMOGENEITY
OF VEGETATION

STEP 4 - DETERMINE THE TYPE AND
NUMBER OF LAYERS IN EACH

PLANT COMMUNITY

STEPS - DETERMINE WHETHER
NORMAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS

ARE PRESENT

APPLY PROCEDURES IN

SECTION G

STEP 6 - ESTABLISH BASELI^
STEP 7 - ESTABLISH TRANSECT LOCATIONS

STEP 8 - DETERMINE THE NUMBER OF
REOUIRED OBSERVATION POINTS ALONG

TRANSECTS

STEPS 9 AND 10 - CHARACTERIZE AND
SYNTHESIZE VEGETATION DATA FOR

FIRST OBSERVATION POINT

STEP 11 -CHARACTERIZE SOIL FOR
FIRST OBSERVATION POINT

STEP 12 -CHARACTERIZE HYDROLOGY
FOR FIRST OBSERVATION POINT

STEP 13- DETERMINE
WHETHER HYDROPHYTIC
VEGETATION IS PRESENT

AREA AT FIRST

OBSERVATION POINT

IS NOT A WETLAND

Figure 16. Flowchart of steps involved in

making a comprehensive wetland determina-
tion (Section E) (Continued)
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(CONT FROM STEP 131

STEP 14 - DETERMINE WHETHER
HYDRIC SOILS ARE PRESENT

AREA AT FIRST
OBSERVATION POINT
IS NOT A WETLAND

STEP 15- DETERMINE WHETHER
WETLAND HYDROLOGY IS PRESENT

AREA AT FIRST

OBSERVATION POINT
IS NOT A WETLAND

STEP 16 - MAKE WETLAND DETERMINATION
FOR FIRST OBSERVATION POINT

STEP 17 - MAKE WETLAND DETERMINATION
AT SECOND OBSERVATION POINT

AREAS AT THE TWO
OBSERVATION POINTS ARE
BOTH WETLANDS OR BOTH

NONWETLANDS

AREAS THE TWO
OBSERVATION POINTS
DIFFERENT lie ONE A

WETLAND, THE OTHER A
NONWETLANDI

STEP 18 - DETERMINE WETLAND
BOUNDARY BETWEEN THE
OBSERVATION POINTS

STEP 19 - MAKE WETLAND DETERMINATIONS
AT ALL OTHER REQUIRED OBSERVATION

POINTS ALONG ALL TRANSECTS

AREAS ALL OBSERVATION
POINTS ARE WETLANDS OR
ALL ARE NONWETLANDS

AREAS ONE OR MORE BUT NOT ALL,

OBSERVATION POINTS ARE NONWETLANDS

STEP 20 - SYNTHESIZE
DATA

STEP21 - DETERMINE WETLAND BOUNDARY
BETWEEN TRANSECTS

Figure 16. (Concluded)
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h. Quadrat (3.28 ft by 3.28 ft).

i^. Diameter or basal area tape (for woody overstory)

.

Field procedures

70. Complete the following steps:

• STEP 1 - Identify the Project Area. Using information from the USGS

quadrangle or other appropriate map (Section B) , locate and measure the

spatial boundaries of the project area. Determine the compass heading

of each boundary and record on the base map (Section B, STEP 2). The

applicant's survey plan may be helpful in locating the project bound-

aries. PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• STEP 2 - Determine Whether an Atypical Situation Exists . Examine the

area and determine whether there is sufficient natural or human-induced

alteration to significantly change the area vegetation, soils, and/or

hydrology. If not, PROCEED TO STEP 3. If one or more parameters have

been recently altered significantly, PROCEED TO Section F and determine

whether there is sufficient evidence that hydrophytlc vegetation,

hydric soils, and/or wetland hydrology were present on the area prior

to alteration. Then return to this section and characterize parameters

not significantly influenced by human activities. PROCEED TO STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Determine Homogeneity of Vegetation. While completing

STEP 2, determine the number of plant community types present. Mark

the approximate location of each community type on the base map. The

number and locations of required wetland determinations will be

strongly influenced by both the size of the area and the number and

distribution of plant community types; the larger the area and greater

the number of plant community types, the greater the number of required

wetland determinations. It is imperative that all plant community

types occurring in all portions of the area be included in the investi-

gation. PROCEED TO STEP 4.

• STEP A - Determine the Type and Number of Layers in Each Plant

Community. Examine each identified plant community type and determine

the type(s) and number of layers in each community. Potential layers

include trees (woody overstory) , saplings/shrubs (woody understory)

,

herbs (herbaceous understory), and/or woody vines. PROCEED TO STEP 5.

• STEP 5 - Determine Whether Normal Environmental Conditions Are

Present

.

Determine whether normal environmental conditions are present
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at the observation point by considering the following:

a. Is the area at the observation point presently lacking
hydrophytic vegetation and/or hydrologic indicators due to
annual or seasonal fluctuations in precipitation or ground-
water levels?

b. Are hydrophytic vegetation indicators lacking due to seasonal
fluctuations in temperature?

If the answer to either of these questions is thought to be YES,

PROCEED TO Section G. If the answer to both questions is NO, PROCEED

TO STEP 6,

• STEP 6 - Establish a Baseline. Select one project boundary area as a

baseline. The baseline should extend parallel to any major watercourse

and/or perpendicular to a topographic gradient (see Figure 17). Deter-

mine the baseline length and record on the base map both the baseline

length and its compass heading. PROCEED TO STEP 7.

• STEP 7. Establish Transect Locations. Divide the baseline into a

number of equal segments (Figure 17). Use the following as a guide to

determine the appropriate number of baseline segments:

Length of

Baseline Length, ft Number of Segments Baseline Segment, ft

>50 - 500 3 18 - 167

>500 - 1,000 3 167 - 333

>1,000 - 5,000 5 200 - 1,000

>5,000 - 10,000 7 700 - 1,A00

>10,000* variable 2,000

* If the baseline exceeds 5 miles, baseline segments should be

0.5 mile in length.

Use a random numbers table or a calculator with a random numbers gener-

ation feature to determine the position of a transect starting point

within each baseline segment. For example, when the baseline is

4,000 ft, the number of baseline segments will be five, and the base-

line segment length will be 4,000/5 = 800 ft. Locate the first tran-

sect within the first 800 ft of the baseline. If the random numbers

table yields 264 as the distance from the baseline starting point, mea-

sure 264 ft from the baseline starting point and establish the starting

point of the first transect. If the second random number selected is
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BASELINE
SEGMENT

TRANSECT STARTING POINT

BASELINE STARTING POINT

STREAM

Figure 17. General orientation of baseline and transects in a

hypothetical project area. Alpha characters represent different
plant communities. Transect positions were determined using a

random numbers table

530, the starting point of the second transect will be located at a

distance of 1,330 ft (800 + 530 ft) from the baseline starting point.

CAUTION: Make sure that eaah plant community type is included in at

least one transect. If not, modify the sampling design accordingly

.

When the starting point locations for all required transects have been

determined, PROCEED TO STEP 8.

• STEP 8 - Determine the Number of Required Observation Points Along

Transects. The number of required observation points along each

transect will be largely dependent on transect length. Establish

observation points along each transect using the following as a guide:
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diameter tape, respectively, and record. NOTE: If DBH is
measured, convert values to basal area by applying the formula
A = T\r^ . This must be done on an individual basis. A tree is

any nonclimbing, woody plant that has a DBH of >^3.0 in.,

regardless of height.

Saplings /shrubs. Identify each sapling/shrub occurring within
a 10-ft radius of the observation point, estimate its height,
and record the midpoint of its class range using the following
height classes (height is used as an indication of dominance;

taller individuals exert a greater influence on the plant
community)

:

Height Height Class Midpoint of

Class Range, ft Range, ft

1 1-3 2

2 ,
3 - 5 ' 4

3 5-7 6

4 7-9 8

5 9-11 10

6 >11 12

A sapling/shrub is any woody plant having a height >3.2 ft but

a stem diameter of <3.0 in., exclusive of woody vines.

c. Herbs. Place a 3.28- by 3.28-ft quadrat with one corner touch-
ing the observation point and one edge adjacent to the transect
line. As an alternative, a 1 . 64-f t-radius plot with the center

of the plot representing the observation point position may be

used. Identify each plant species with foliage extending into

the quadrat and estimate its percent cover by applying the fol-

lowing cover classes:

Cover



d. Woody vines (lianas). Identify species of woody vines climbing
each tree and sapling/shrub sampled in STEPS 9a and 9b above,
and record the number of stems of each. Since many woody vines
branch profusely, count or estimate the number of stems at the

ground surface. Include only individuals rooted in the 10-ft

radius plot. Do not include individuals <3.2 ft in height.
PROCEED TO STEP 10.

• STEP 10 - Analyze Field Vegetation Data. Examine the vegetation data

(STEP 9) and determine the dominant species in each vegetation layer*

by completing the following:

a. Trees

.

Obtain the total basal area (square inches) for each
tree species identified in STEP 9a by summing the basal area of

all individuals of a species found in the sample plot. Rank

the species in descending order of dominance based on total

basal area. Complete DATA FORM 2 for the tree layer.

b. Saplings /shrubs. Obtain the total height for each sapling/
shrub species identified in STEP 9b. Total height, which is an

estimate of dominance, is obtained by summing the midpoints of

height classes for all individuals of a species found in the

sample plot. Rank the species in descending order of dominance
based on sums of midpoints of height class ranges. Complete
DATA FORM 2 for the sapling/shrub layer.

£. Herbs. Obtain the total cover for each herbaceous and woody
seedling species identified in STEP 9c. Total cover is

obtained by using the midpoints of the cover class range
assigned to each species (only one estimate of cover is made
for a species in a given plot) . Rank herbs and woody seedlings
in descending order of dominance based on percent cover. Com-

plete DATA FORM 2 for the herbaceous layer.

d. Woody vines (lianas)

.

Obtain the total number of individuals

of each species of woody vine identified in STEP 9d, Rank the

species in descending order of dominance based on number of

stems. Complete DATA FORM 2 for the woody vine layer.

PROCEED TO STEP 11.

• STEP 11 - Characterize Soil. If a soil survey is available (Sec-

tion B), the soil type may already be known. Have a soil scientist

confirm that the soil type is correct, and determine whether the soil

series is a hydric soil (Appendix D, Section 2). CAUTION: Mapping

units on soil surveys sometimes have inclusions of soil series or

phases not shown on the soil survey map. If a hydric soil type is

confirmed, record on DATA FORM 1 and PROCEED TO STEP 12. If not, dig a

soil pit using a soil auger or spade (See Appendix D, Section 1) and

The same species may occur as a dominant in more than one vegetation layer.
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look for indicators of hydric soils iminediately below the A-horizon or

10 inches (whichever is shallower) (PART III, paragraphs 44 and/or 45).

Record findings on DATA FORM 1. PROCEED TO STEP 12.

, STEP 12 - Characterize Hydrology. Examine the observation point for

indicators of wetland hydrology (PART III. paragraph 49). and record

observations on DATA FORM 1. Consider indicators in the same sequence

as listed in paragraph 49. PROCEED TO STEP 13.

, STEP 13 - Determine Whether Hvdrophyti c Vegetation Is Present.

Record the three dominant species from each vegetation layer (five

species if only one or two layers are present) on DATA FORM 1.* Deter-

mine whether these species occur in wetlands by considering the

following:

a More than 5 percent of the dominan t plant species are OBL.

-•
FACW. and/or FAC** on lists otp lant snecies that occur in wet-

lands. Record the indicator status ot all dominant species

Tf^dix C, Section 1 or 2) on DATA FORM 1 Hydrophytic vege-

tation is present when the -.iority of
^^%^°"'^"^f„yJ5J^'^^,,

have an indicator status of OBL, FACW, or FAC.
f ^^^^^;J^^*

necessavily all plant cormunities composed of only ^^^^P^^J^^
are hydrophytic communities. They are hydrophyttc ^OTun-it''''

only when positive indicators of hydrzc so^ls and wetland

hydrology are also found. If this indicator is satisfied com-

plete the vegetation portion of DATA FORM 1 ^n^ Pf^^^^^^^

STEP 14. If not, consider other indicators of hydrophytic

vegetation,

b P^-^oor,.. nf adaptations for n.^nrrence in wetlands. Do any of

-•
the species listed on DATA FORM 1 have observea "°^P^°^°^^^^^

or known physiological adaptations (Appendix C. Section 3) for

occurrence in wetlands? If so. record species having such

adaptations on DATA FORM 1. When two or more ^1°^^"^";^^^"'^"

have observed morphological adaptations or known physiological

adaptations for occurrence in wetlands, hydrophytic vegetation

is present. If so, complete the vegetation portion of DATA

FORM 1 and PROCEED TO STEP 14. If not, consider other indica-

tors of hydrophytic vegetation,

c Other i ndicators of >.vdrophvtic vegetation. Consider other
-•

indicators (see PART III
,

'paragraph 35) that the species listed

on DATA FORM 1 are commonly found in wetlands. If so, complete

the vegetation portion of DATA FORM 1 bv «^°y^i"f/°"""^ °^

supporting information, and PROCEED TO STEP 14. If "o indica-

tor of hydrophytic vegetation is present, the area at the ob-

servation point is not a wetland. In such cases, it is

* Record all dominant species when less than three are present in a vegeta-

tion layer.
** For the FAC-neutral option, see paragraph J5a.
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unnecessary to consider soil and hydrology at that observation
point. PROCEED TO STEP 17.

• STEP 14 - Determine Whether Hydric Soils Are Present. Examine DATA

FOR>! 1 and determine whether any indicator of hydric soils is present.

If so, complete the soils portion of DATA FORM 1 and PROCEED TO

STEP 15. If not, the area at the observation point is not a wetland.

PROCEED TO STEP 17.

• STEP 15 - Determine Whether Wetland Hydrology Is Present. Examine

DATA FORM 1 and determine whether any indicator of wetland hydrology is

present. Complete the hydrology portion of DATA FORM 1 and PROCEED TO

STEP 16.

• STEP 16 - Make Wetland Determination. When the area at the observa-

tion point presently or normally has wetland indicators of all three

parameters, it is a wetland. When the area at the observation point

presently or normally lacks wetland indicators of one or more param-

eters, it is a nonwetland. PROCEED TO STEP 17.

• STEP 17 - Make Wetland Determination at Second Observation Point.

Locate the second observation point along the first transect and make a

wetland determination by repeating procedures described in STEPS 9-16.

When the area at the second observation point is the same as the area

at the first observation point (i.e. both wetlands or both nonwet-

lands) , PROCEED TO STEP 19. When the areas at the two observation

points are different (i.e. one wetlands, the other nonwetlands) , PRO-

CEED TO STEP 18.

• STEP 18 - Determine the Wetland Boundary Between Observation Points.

Determine the position of the wetland boundary by applying the

following procedure:

a. Look for a change in vegetation or topography. NOTE: The

changes may sometimes be very subtle. If a change is noted,
establish an observation point and repeat STEPS 9-16. Complete
a DATA FORM 1. If the area at this point is a wetland, proceed
toward the nonwetland observation point until a more obvious
change in vegetation or topography is noted and repeat the pro-
cedure. If there is no obvious change, establish the next

observation point approximately halfway between the last obser-

vation point and the nonwetland observation point and repeat
STEPS 9-16.

b. Make as many additional wetland determinations as necessary to

find the wetland boundary. NOTE: The completed DATA FORM I's
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for the original two observation points often will provide a

clue as to the parameter(s) that change between the two povnts.

c When the wetland boundary is found, mark the boundary location
-*

on the base map and indicate on the DATA FORM 1 that this

represents a wetland boundary. Record the distance of the

boundary from one of the two regular observation points. Since

the regular observation points represent known distances from

the baseline, it will be possible to accurately pinpoint the

boundary location on the base map. PROCEED TO STEP 19.

, STEP 19 - Make Wetland Determinations at All Other Required Observa-

tion Points Along All Transects. Continue to locate and sample all

required observation points along all transects. NOTE: The procedure

described in STEP 18 must be applied at every position where a wetland

boundary occurs between successive observation points. Complete a DATA

FORM 1 for each observation point and PROCEED TO STEP 20.

, STEP 20 - Synthesize Data to Determine the Portion of the Area Con-

taining Wetlands. Examine all completed copies of DATA FORM 1

(STEP 19), and mark on a copy of the base map the locations of all ob-

servation points that are wetlands with a W and all observation points

that are nonwetlands with an N. Also, mark all wetland boundaries

occurring along transects with an X. If all the observation points are

wetlands, the entire area is wetlands. If all observation points are

nonwetlands. none of the area is wetlands. If some wetlands and some

nonwetlands are present, connect the wetland boundaries (X) by follow-

ing contour lines between transects. CAUTION: If the determination is

considered to be highly controversial, it may be necessary to be more

precise in determining the wetland boundary between transects. This is

also true for very large areas where the distance between transects is

greater. If this is necessary, PROCEED TO STEP 21.

, STEP 21 - Determine Wetland Boundary Between Transects. Two proce-

dures may be used to determine the wetland boundary between transects,

both of which involve surveying:

a Survey cont our from wetland boundary along transects. The
-*

first method involves surveying the elevation of the wetland

boundaries along transects and then extending
^1;^

.^"^^^^
J" ^

determine the same contour between transects. This procedure

will be adequate in areas where there is no significant eleva-

tional change between transects. However, if a significant^

elevational change occurs between transects, either the sur

veyor must adjust elevational readings to accommodate such

chLges or the second method must be used. NOTE: The surveyed
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wetland boundary must be examined to ensure that no anomalies
exist. If these occur, additional wetland determinations will
be required in the portion of the area where the anomalies
occur, and the wetland boundary must be adjusted accordingly

.

Additional wetland determinations between transects. This
procedure consists of traversing the area between transects and

making additional wetland determinations to locate the wetland
boundary at sufficiently close intervals (not necessarily
standard intervals) so that the area can be surveyed. Place

surveyor flags at each wetland boundary location. Enlist a

surveyor to survey the points between transects. From the

resulting survey data, produce a map that separates wetlands
from nonwetlands.
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Section F. Atypical Situations

71. Methods described In this section should be used only when a deter-

mination has already been made in Section D or E that positive indicators of

hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and/or wetland hydrology could not be

found due to effects of recent human activities or natural events. This sec-

tion is applicable to delineations made in the following types of situations:

a. Unauthorized activities. Unauthorized discharges requiring
enforcement actions may result in removal or covering of indi-

cators of one or more wetland parameters. Examples Include,

but are not limited to: (1) alteration or removal of vegeta-
tion; (2) placement of dredged or fill material over hydric

soils; and/or (3) construction of levees, drainage systems, or

dams that significantly alter the area hydrology. NOTE: This

section should not be used for activities that have been previ-

ously authorized or those that are exempted from CE regulation.

For example, this section is not applicable to areas that have

been drained under CE authorization or that did not require CE

authorization. Some of these areas may still be wetlands, but

procedures described in Section D or E must be

used in these cases.

b. Natural events. Naturally occurring events may result in

either creation or alteration of wetlands. For example, recent

beaver dams may impound water, thereby resulting in a shift of

hydrology and vegetation to wetlands. However, hydric soil

Indicators may not have developed due to insufficient time

having passed to allow their development. Fire, avalanches,

volcanic activity, and changing river courses are other exam-

ples. NOTE: It is necessary to determine whether alterations

to an area have resulted in changes that are now the "normal

circumstances .
" The relative permanence of the change and

whether the area is now functioning as a wetland must be

considered.

c. Man-induced wetlands. Procedures described in Subsection A are
~ for use in delineating wetlands that have been purposely or

incidentally created by human activities, but in which wetland

indicators of one or more parameters are absent. For example,

road construction may have resulted in Impoundment of water in

an area that previously was nonwetland, thereby effecting

hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrology in the area. How-

ever, the area may lack hydric soil indicators. NOTE: Subsec-

tion D is not intended to bring into CE jurisdiction those man-

made wetlands that are exempted under CE regulations or policy.

It is also important to consider whether the man-induced

changes are now the "normal circumstances" for the area. Both

the relative permanence of the change and the functioning of

the area as a wetland are implied.
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72. When any of the three types of situations described in paragraph 71

occurs, application of methods described in Sections D and/or E will lead to

the conclusion that the area is not a wetland because positive wetland indi-

cators for at least one of the three parameters will be absent. Therefore,

apply procedures described in one of the following subsections (as appropri-

ate) to determine whether positive indicators of hydrophytic vegetation,

hydric soils, and/or wetland hydrology existed prior to alteration of the

area. Once these procedures have been employed, RETURN TO Section D or E to

make a wetland determination. PROCEED TO the appropriate subsection.

Subsection 1 - Vegetation

73. Employ the following steps to determine whether hydrophytic

vegetation previously occurred:

• STEP 1 - Describe the Type of Alteration. Examine the area and de-

scribe the type of alteration that occurred. Look for evidence of

selective harvesting, clear cutting, bulldozing, recent conversion to

agriculture, or other activities (e.g., burning, discing, or presence

of buildings, dams, levees, roads, parking lots, etc.). Determine the

approximate date* when the alteration occurred. Record observations on

DATA FORM 3, and PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• STEP 2 - Describe Effects on Vegetation. Record on DATA FORM 3 a

general description of how the activities (STEP 1) have affected the

plant communities. Consider the following:

a. Has all or a portion of the area been cleared of vegetation?

b. Has only one layer of the plant community (e.g. trees) been
removed?

£. Has selective harvesting resulted in removal of some species?

d^. Has all vegetation been covered by fill, dredged material, or

structures?

e. Have increased water levels resulted in the death of some

individuals?

* It is especially important to determine whether the alteration occurred
prior to implementation of Section 40A.
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PROCEED TO STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Determine the Type of Vegetation That Previously Occurred.

Obtain all possible evidence of the type of plant communities that

occurred in the area prior to alteration. Potential sources of such

evidence include:

a. Aerial photography. Recent (within 5 years) aerial photography

can often be used to document the type of previous vegetation.

The general type of plant communities formerly present can

usually be determined, and species identification is sometimes

possible

.

b. Onsite inspection. Many types of activities result in only

partial removal of the previous plant communities, and remain-

ing species may be indicative of hydrophytic vegetation. In

other cases, plant fragments (e.g. stumps, roots) may be used

to reconstruct the plant community types that occurred prior to

site alteration. Sometimes, this can be determined by examin-

ing piles of debris resulting from land-clearing operations or

excavation to uncover identifiable remains of the previous

plant community.

c. Previous site inspections. Documented evidence from previous

inspections of the area may describe the previous plant com-

munities, particularly in cases where the area was altered

after a permit application was denied.

d. Adjacent vegetation. Circumstantial evidence of the type of

plant communities that previously occurred may sometimes be

obtained by examining the vegetation in adjacent areas. If

adjacent areas have the same topographic position, soils, and

hydrology as the altered area, the plant community types on the

altered area were probably similar to those of the adjacent

areas.

e. SCS records. Most SCS soil surveys include a description of

the plant community types associated with each soil type. If

the soil type on the altered area can be determined, it may be

possible to generally determine the type of plant communities

that previously occurred.

f. Permit applicant. In some cases, the permit applicant may pro-

vide important information about the type of plant communities

that occurred prior to alteration.

g. Public. Individuals familiar with the area may provide a good

general description of the previously occurring plant

communities

.

h. NWI wetland maps. The NWI has developed wetland type maps for

many areas. These may be useful in determining the type of

plant communities that occurred prior to alteration.

To develop the strongest possible record, all of the above sources

should be considered. If the plant community types that occurred prior
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to alteration can be determined, record them on DATA FORM 3 and also

record the basis used for the determination. PROCEED TO STEP 4, If it

is impossible to determine the plant community types that occurred on

the area prior to alteration, a determination cannot be made using all

three parameters. In such cases, the determination must be based on

the other two parameters. PROCEED TO Subsection 2 or 3 if one of the

other parameters has been altered, or return to the appropriate

Subsection of Section D or to Section E, as appropriate.

• STEP 4 - Determine Whether Plant Community Types Constitute Hydro-

phytic Vegetation. Develop a list of species that previously occurred

on the site (DATA FORM 3). Subject the species list to applicable

indicators of hydrophytic vegetation (PART III, paragraph 35). If

none of the indicators are met, the plant communities that previously

occurred did not constitute hydrophytic vegetation. If hydrophytic

vegetation was present and no other parameter was in question, record

appropriate data on the vegetation portion of DATA FORM 3, and return

to either the appropriate subsection of Section D or to Section E. If

either of the other parameters was also in question, PROCEED TO

Subsection 2 or 3.

Subsection 2 - Soils

74. Employ the following steps to determine whether hydric soils previ-

ously occurred:

• STEP 1 - Describe the Type of Alteration . Examine the area and

describe the type of alteration that occurred. Look for evidence of:

a. Deposition of dredged or fill material or natural sedimenta-
tion. In many cases the presence of fill material will be

obvious. If so, it will be necessary to dig a hole to reach
the original soil (sometimes several feet deep). Fill material
will usually be a different color or texture than the original
soil (except when fill material has been obtained from like

areas onsite) . Look for decomposing vegetation between soil

layers and the presence of buried organic or hydric soil
layers. In accreting or recently formed sandbars in riverine
situations, the soils may support hydrophytic vegetation but

lack hydric soil characteristics.

b. Presence of nonwoody debris at the surface. This can only be

applied in areas where the original soils do not contain rocks.
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Nonwoody debris includes Items such as rocks, bricks, and con-
crete fragments.

£. Sabsurface plowing. Has the area recently been plowed below
the A-horizon or to depths of greater than 10 In.?

d. Removal of surface layers. Has the surface soil layer been
removed by scraping or natural landslides? Look for bare soil
surfaces with exposed plant roots or scrape scars on the
surface

.

£. Presence of man-made structures. Are buildings, dams, levees,
roads, or parking lots present?

Determine the approximate date* when the alteration occurred. This may

require checking aerial photography, examining building permits, etc.

Record on DATA FORM 3, and PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• Step 2 - Describe Effects on Soils. Record on DATA FORM 3 a general

description of how identified activities in STEP 1 have affected the

soils. Consider the following:

a. Has the soil been buried? If so, record the depth of fill
material and determine whether the original soil is intact.

b. Has the soil been mixed at a depth below the A-horizon or
greater than 10 inches? If so, it will be necessary to examine
the original soil at a depth immediately below the plowed zone.
Record supporting evidence.

£. Has the soil been sufficiently altered to change the soil

phase? Describe these changes.

PROCEED TO STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Characterize Soils That Previouslv Occurred. Obtain all

possible evidence that may be used to characterize soils that pre-

viously occurred on the area. Consider the following potential sources

of information:

a. Soil surveys. In many cases, recent soil surveys will be

available. If so, determine the soil series that were mapped
for the area, and compare these soil series with the list of

hydric soils (Appendix D, Section 2). If all soil series are

listed as hydric soils, the entire area had hydric soils prior
to alteration.

b. Characterization of buried soils. When fill material has been
placed over the original soil without physically disturbing the

soil, examine and characterize the buried soils. To accomplish
this, dig a hole through the fill material until the original
soil is encountered. Determine the point at which the original

* It is especially important to determine whether the alteration occurred
prior to implementation of Section 40A.
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soil material begins. Remove 12 inches of the original soil
from the hole and look for indicators of hydrlc soils
(PART III, paragraphs A4 and/or 45) immediately below the
A-horizon or 10 inches (whichever is shallower) . Record on
DATA FORM 3 the color of the soil matrix, presence of an or-
ganic layer, presence of mottles or gleying, and/or presence of
iron and manganese concretions. If the original soil is mot-
tled and the chroma of the soil matrix is 2 or less,* a hydric
soil was formerly present on the site. If any of these indica-
tors are found, the original soil was a hydric soil. (NOTE:
When the fill material is a thick layer, it might he necessary
to use a backhoe or posthole digger to excavate the soil pit.)
If USGS quadrangle maps indicate distinct variation in area
topography, this procedure must be applied in each portion of
the area that originally had a different surface elevation.
Record findings on DATA FORM 3.

£. Characterization of plowed soils. Determine the depth to which
the soil has been disturbed by plowing. Look for hydric soil
characteristics (PART III, paragraphs 44 and/or 45) immediately
below this depth. Record findings on DATA FORM 3.

d. Removal of surface layers. Dig a hole (Appendix D, Section 1)

and determine whether the entire surface layer (A-horizon) has
been removed. If so, examine the soil immediately below the
top of the subsurface layer (B-horizon) for hydric soil char-
acteristics. As an alternative, examine an undisturbed soil of

the same soil series occurring in the same topographic position
in an immediately adjacent area that has not been altered.
Look for hydric soil indicators immediately below the A-horizon
or 10 inches (whichever is shallower) , and record findings on
DATA FORM 3.

If sufficient data on soils that existed prior to alteration can be

obtained to determine whether a hydric soil was present, PROCEED TO

STEP 4. If not, a determination cannot be made using soils. Use the

other parameters (Subsections 1 and 3) for the determination.

• STEP 4 - Determine Whether Hydric Soils Were Formerly Present.

Examine the available data and determine whether indicators of hydric

soils (PART III, paragraphs 44 and/or 45) were formerly present. If no

indicators of hydric soils were found, the original soils were not

hydric soils. If indicators of hydric soils were found, record the

appropriate indicators on DATA FORM 3 and PROCEED TO Subsection 3 if

the hydrology of the area has been significantly altered or return

either to the appropriate subsection of Section D or to Section E and

characterize the area hydrology.

* The matrix chroma must be 1 or less if no mottles are present (see para-
graph 44) . The soil must be moist when colors are determined.
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Subsection 3 - Hydrology

75. Apply the following steps to determine whether wetland hydrology

previously occurred:

• STEP 1 - Describe the Type of Alteration. Examine the area and

describe the type of alteration that occurred. Look for evidence of:

a. Dams

.

Has recent construction of a dam or some natural event
(e.g. beaver activity or landslide) caused the area to become
increasingly wetter or drier? NOTE: This activity could have
occurred a considerable distance away from the site in
question.

b. Levees, dikes, and similar structures. Have levees or dikes
recently been constructed that prevent the area from becoming
periodically inundated by overbank flooding?

£. Ditching. Have ditches been constructed recently that cause
the area to drain more rapidly following inundation?

d. Filling of channels or depressions (land-leveling). Have natu-
ral channels or depressions been recently filled?

£. Diversion of water. Has an upstream drainage pattern been
altered that results in water being diverted from the area?

£. Ground-water extraction. Has prolonged and intensive pumping
of ground water for irrigation or other purposes significantly
lowered the water table and/or altered drainage patterns?

£. Channelization. Have feeder streams recently been channelized
sufficiently to alter the frequency and/or duration of
inundation?

Determine the approximate date* when the alteration occurred. Record

observations on DATA FORM 3 and PROCEED TO STEP 2.

• STEP 2 - Describe Effects of Alteration on Area Hydrology. Record on

DATA FORM 3 a general description of how the observed alteration

(STEP 1) has affected the area. Consider the following:

a. Is the area more frequently or less frequently inundated than
prior to alteration? To what degree and why?

b. Is the duration of inundation and soil saturation different
than prior to alteration? How much different and why?

PROCEED TO STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Characterize the Hydrology That Previously Existed in the

Area. Obtain all possible evidence that may be used to characterize

* It is especially important to determine whether the alteration occurred
prior to implementation of Section A04.
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the hydrology that previously occurred. Potential sources of informa-

tion include:

a. Stream or tidal gage data. If a stream or tidal gaging station
is located near the area, it may be possible to calculate
elevations representing the upper limit of wetlands hydrology
based on duration of inundation. Consult hydrologists from the

local CE District Office for assistance. The resulting mean
sea level elevation will represent the upper limit of inunda-
tion for the area in the absence of any alteration. If fill
material has not been placed on the area, survey this elevation
from the nearest USGS benchmark. Record elevations represent-
ing zone boundaries on DATA FORM 3. If fill material has been
placed on the area, compare the calculated elevation with
elevations shown on a USGS quadrangle or any other survey map
that predated site alteration.

b. Field hydrologic indicators. Certain field indicators of wet-
land hydrology (PART III, paragraph 49) may still be present.
Look for watermarks on trees or other structures, drift lines,
and debris deposits. Record these on DATA FORM 3. If adjacent
undisturbed areas are in the same topographic position and are
similarly influenced by the same sources of inundation, look
for wetland indicators in these areas.

c. Aerial photography. Examine any available aerial photography
and determine whether the area was inundated at the time of the

photographic mission. Consider the time of the year that the

aerial photography was taken and use only photography taken
during the growing season and prior to site alteration.

d. Historical records. Examine any available historical records
for evidence that the area has been periodically inundated.
Obtain copies of any such information and record findings on

DATA FORM 3.

e. Floodplain Management Maps. Determine the previous frequency
of inundation of the area from Floodplain Management Maps (if

available). Record flood frequency on DATA FORM 3.

f_. Public or local government officials. Contact individuals who

might have knowledge that the area was periodically inundated.

If sufficient data on hydrology that existed prior to site alteration

can be obtained to determine whether wetland hydrology was previously

present, PROCEED TO STEP 4. If not, a determination involving hydrol-

ogy cannot be made. Use other parameters (Subsections 1 and 2) for the

wetland determination. Return to either the appropriate subsection of

Section D or to Section E and complete the necessary data forms.

PROCEED TO STEP 4 if the previous hydrology can be characterized.

• STEP 4 - Determine Whether Wetland Hydrology Previously Occurred.

Examine the available data and determine whether indicators of wetland
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hydrology (PART III, paragraph 49) were present prior to site altera-

tion. If no indicators of wetland hydrology were found, the original

hydrology of the area was not wetland hydrology. If indicators of

wetland hydrology were found, record the appropriate indicators on DATA

FORM 3 and return either to the appropriate subsection of Section D or

to Section E and complete the wetland determination.

Subsection A - Man-Induced Wetlands

76. A man-induced wetland is an area that has developed at least some

characteristics of naturally occurring wetlands due to either intentional or

incidental human activities. Examples of man-induced wetlands include irri-

gated wetlands, wetlands resulting from impoundment (e.g. reservoir shore-

lines), wetlands resulting from filling of formerly deepwater habitats,

dredged material disposal areas, and wetlands resulting from stream channel

realignment. Some man-induced wetlands may be subject to Section 404. In

virtually all cases, man-induced wetlands involve a significant change in the

hydrologic regime, which may either increase or decrease the wetness of the

area. Although wetland indicators of all three parameters (i.e. vegetation,

soils, and hydrology) may be found in some man-induced wetlands, indicators of

hydric soils are usually absent. Hydric soils require long periods (hundreds

of years) for development of wetness characteristics, and most man-induced

wetlands have not been in existence for a sufficient period to allow develop-

ment of hydric soil characteristics. Therefore, application of the multi-

parameter approach in making wetland determinations in man-induced wetlands

must be based on the presence of hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrol-

ogy.* There must also be documented evidence that the wetland resulted from

human activities. Employ the following steps to determine whether an area

consists of wetlands resulting from human activities:

• STEP 1 - Determine Whether the Area Represents a Potential

Man-Induced Wetland. Consider the following questions:

a. Has a recent man-induced change in hydrology occurred that

caused the area to become significantly wetter?

* Uplands that support hydrophytic vegetation due to agricultural irrigation

and that have an obvious hydrologic connection to other "waters of the

United States" should not be delineated as wetlands under this subsection.
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b. Has a major man-induced change in hydrology that occurred in

the past caused a former deepwater aquatic habitat to become
significantly drier?

c. Has man-induced stream channel realignment significantly
altered the area hydrology?

d. Has the area been subjected to long-term irrigation practices?

If the answer to any of the above questions is YES, document the

approximate time during which the change in hydrology occurred, and

PROCEED TO STEP 2. If the answer to all of the questions is NO, proce-

dures described in Section D or E must be used.

• STEP 2 - Determine Whether a Permit Will be Needed if the Area is

Found to be a Wetland. Consider the current CE regulations and policy

regarding man-induced wetlands. If the type of activity resulting in

the area being a potential man-induced wetland is exempted by regula-

tion or policy, no further action is needed. If not exempt, PROCEED TO

STEP 3.

• STEP 3 - Characterize the Area Vegetation, Soils, and Hydrology.

Apply procedures described in Section D (routine determinations) or

Section E (comprehensive determinations) to the area. Complete the

appropriate data forms and PROCEED TO STEP 4.

• STEP A - Wetland Determination. Based on information resulting from

STEP 3, determine whether the area is a wetland. When wetland indi-

cators of all three parameters are found, the area is a wetland. When

indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrology are found

and there is documented evidence that the change in hydrology occurred

so recently that soils could not have developed hydric characteristics,

the area is a wetland. In such cases, it is assumed that the soils are

functioning as hydric soils. CAUTION: If hydrophytio vegetation is

being maintained only because of man-induced wetland hydrology that

would no longer exist if the activity (e.g. irrigation) were to be

terminated, the area should not be considered a wetland.
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Section G - Problem Areas

77. There are certain wetland types and/or conditions that may make

application of Indicators of one or more parameters difficult, at least at

certain times of the year. These are not considered to be atypical situa-

tions. Instead, they are wetland types in which wetland indicators of one or

more parameters may be periodically lacking due to normal seasonal or annual

variations in environmental conditions that result from causes other than

human activities or catastrophic natural events.

Types of problem areas

78. Representative examples of potential problem areas, types of varia-

tions that occur, and their effects on wetland indicators are presented in the

following subparagraphs. Similar situations may sometimes occur in other wet-

land types. Note: This section is not intended to bring nonwetland areas

having wetland indicators of two, but not all three, -parameters into Sec-

tion 404 jurisdiction.

a. Wetlands on drumlins. Slope wetlands occur in glaciated areas
in which thin soils cover relatively impermeable glacial till
or in which layers of glacial till have different hydraulic
conditions that produce a broad zone of ground-water seepage.
Such areas are seldom, if ever, flooded, but downslope ground-
water movement keeps the soils saturated for a sufficient por-
tion of the growing season to produce anaerobic and reducing
soil conditions. This fosters development of hydric soil char-
acteristics and selects for hydrophytic vegetation. Indicators
of wetland hydrology may be lacking during the drier portion of

the growing season.

b. Seasonal wetlands. In many regions (especially in western
states) , depression areas occur that have wetland indicators of

all three parameters during the wetter portion of the growing
season, but normally lack wetland indicators of hydrology
and/or vegetation during the drier portion of the growing sea-
son. Obligate hydrophytes and facultative wetland plant spe-
cies (Appendix C, Section 1 or 2) normally are dominant during
the wetter portion of the growing season, while upland species
(annuals) may be dominant during the drier portion of the grow-
ing season. These areas may be inundated during the wetter
portion of the growing season, but wetland hydrology indicators
may be totally lacking during the drier portion of the growing
season. It is important to establish that an area truly is a

water body. Water in a depression normally must be suffi-
ciently persistent to exhibit an ordinary high-water mark or

the presence of wetland characteristics before it can be con-
sidered as a water body potentially subject to Clean Water Act
jurisdiction. The determination that an area exhibits wetland
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characteristics for a sufficient portion of the growing season

to qualify as a wetland under the Clean Water Act must be made

on a case-by-case basis. Such determinations should consider

the respective length of time that the area exhibits upland and

wetland characteristics, and the manner in which the area fits

into the overall ecological system as a wetland. Evidence con-

cerning the persistence of an area's wetness can be obtained

from its history, vegetation, soil, drainage characteristics,

uses to which it has been subjected, and weather or hydrologic

records.

c. Prairie potholes. Prairie potholes normally occur as shallow

depressions in glaciated portions of the north-central United

States. Many are landlocked, while others have a drainage out-

let to streams or other potholes. Most have standing water for

much of the growing season in years of normal or above normal

precipitation, but are neither inundated nor have saturated

soils during most of the growing season in years of below nor-

mal precipitation. During dry years, potholes often become

incorporated into farming plans, and are either planted to row

crops (e.g. soybeans) or are mowed as part of a haying opera-

tion. When this occurs, wetland indicators of one or more

parameters may be lacking. For example, tillage would elimi-

nate any onsite hydrologic indicator, and would make detection

of soil and vegetation indicators much more difficult.

d. Vegetated flats. In both coastal and interior areas throughout

the Nation, vegetated flats are often dominated by annual spe-

cies that are categorized as OBL. Application of procedures

described in Sections D and E during the growing season will

clearly result in a positive wetland determination. However,

these areas will appear to be unvegetated mudflats when exam-

ined during the nongrowing season, and the area would not

qualify at that time as a wetland due to an apparent lack of

vegetation.

Wetland determi-
nations in problem areas

79. Procedures for making wetland determinations in problem areas are

presented below. Application of these procedures is appropriate only when a

decision has been made in Section D or E that wetland indicators of one or

more parameters were lacking, probably due to normal seasonal or annual vari-

ations in environmental conditions. Specific procedures to be used will vary

according to the nature of the area, site conditions, and parameter(s)

affected by the variations in environmental conditions. A determination must

be based on the best evidence available to the field inspector, including:

a. Available information (Section B)

.

b. Field data resulting from an onsite inspection.
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c Basic knowledge of the ecology of the particular community

type(s) and environmental conditions associated with the

community type.

NOTE: The procedures described below should only be applied to

parameters not adequately characterized in Section D or E. Complete

the following steps:

, STEP 1 - Identify the Parameter(s) to be Considered. Examine the

DATA FORM 1 (Section D or E) and identify the parameter(s) that must be

given additional consideration. PROCEED TO STEP 2.

, STEP 2 - Determine the Reason for Further Consideration. Determine

the reason why the parameter(s) identified in STEP 1 should be given

further consideration. This will require a consideration and

documentation of:

a. Environmental condition(s) that have impacted the parameter (s)

.

b. Impacts of the identified environmental condition(s) on the

~ parameter(s) in question.

Record findings in the comments section of DATA FORM 1. PROCEED TO

STEP 3.

, STEP 3 - Document Available Information for Parameter(s) in Question.

Examine the available information and consider personal ecological

knowledge of the range of normal environmental conditions of the area.

Local experts (e.g. university personnel) may provide additional

information. Record information on DATA FORM 1. PROCEED TO STEP 4.

, STEP 4 - Determine Whether Wetland Indicator s are Normally Present

During a Portion of the Growing Season. Examine the information

resulting from STEP 3 and determine whether wetland indicators are

normally present during part of the growing season. If so, record on

DATA FORM 1 the indicators normally present and return to Section D or

Section E and make a wetland determination. If no information can be

found that wetland indicators of all three parameters are normally

present during part of the growing season, the determination must be

made using procedures described in Section D or Section E.
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY
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Active water table - A condition in which the zone of soil saturation
fluctuates, resulting in periodic anaerobic soil conditions. Soils with an

active water table often contain bright mottles and matrix chromas of 2 or

less

.

Adaptation - A modification of a species that makes it more fit for existence
under the conditions of its environment. These modifications are the result
of genetic selection processes.

Adventitious roots - Roots found on plant stems in positions where they nor-
mally do not occur.

Aerenchymous tissue - A type of plant tissue in which cells are unusually
large and arranged in a manner that results in air spaces in the plant organ.
Such tissues are often referred to as spongy and usually provide increased
buoyancy.

Aerobic - A situation in which molecular oxygen is a part of the environment.

Anaerobic - A situation in which molecular oxygen is absent (or effectively
so) from the environment.

Aquatic roots - Roots that develop on stems above the normal position occupied
by roots in response to prolonged inundation.

Aquic moisture regime - A mostly reducing soil moisture regime nearly free of

dissolved oxygen due to saturation by ground water or its capillary fringe and

occurring at periods when the soil temperature at 19.7 in. is greater than
5° C.

Arched roots - Roots produced on plant stems in a position above the normal
position of roots, which serve to brace the plant during and following periods
of prolonged inundation,

Areal cover - A measure of dominance that defines the degree to which above-
ground portions of plants (not limited to those rooted in a sample plot) cover
the ground surface. It is possible for the total areal cover in a community
to exceed 100 percent because (a) most plant communities consist of two or

more vegetative strata; (b) areal cover is estimated by vegetative layer; and

(c) foliage within a single layer may overlap.

Atypical situation - As used herein, this term refers to areas in which one or

more parameters (vegetation, soil, and/or hydrology) have been sufficiently
altered by recent human activities or natural events to preclude the presence
of wetland indicators of the parameter.

Backwater flooding - Situations in which the source of inundation is overbank
flooding from a nearby stream.
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Basal area - The cross-sectional area of a tree trunk measured in square

inches, square centimetres, etc. Basal area is normally measured at 4.5 ft

above the ground level and is used as a measure of dominance. The most easily

used tool for measuring basal area is a tape marked in square inches. When
plotless methods are used, an angle gauge or prism will provide a means for

rapidly determining basal area. This term is also applicable to the cross-
sectional area of a clumped herbaceous plant, measured at 1.0 in, above the

soil surface.

Bench mark - A fixed, more or less permanent reference point or object, the

elevation of which is known. The US Geological Survey (USGS) installs brass
caps in bridge abutments or otherwise permanently sets bench marks at conveni-
ent locations nationwide. The elevations on these marks are referenced to the

National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD) , also commonly known as mean sea
level (MSL) . Locations of these bench marks on USGS quadrangle maps are shown
as small triangles. However, the marks are sometimes destroyed by construc-
tion or vandalism. The existence of any bench mark should be field verified
before planning work that relies on a particular reference point. The USGS

and/or local state surveyor's office can provide information on the existence,
exact location, and exact elevation of bench marks.

Biennial - An event that occurs at 2-year intervals.

Buried soil - A once-exposed soil now covered by an alluvial, loessal, or

other deposit (including man-made).

Canopy layer - The uppermost layer of vegetation in a plant community. In

forested areas, mature trees comprise the canopy layer, while the tallest
herbaceous species constitute the canopy layer in a marsh.

Capillary fringe - A zone immediately above the water table (zero gauge

pressure) in which water is drawn upward from the water table by capillary
action.

Chemical reduction - Any process by which one compound or ion acts as an elec-

tron donor. In such cases, the valence state of the electron donor is

decreased.

Chroma - The relative purity or saturation of a color; intensity of distinc-

tive hue as related to grayness; one of the three variables of color.

Comprehensive wetland determination - A type of wetland determination that is

based on the strongest possible evidence, requiring the collection of quanti-

tative data.

Concretion - A local concentration of chemical compounds (e.g. calcium carbon-

ate, iron oxide) in the form of a grain or nodule of varying size, shape,

hardness, and color. Concretions of significance in hydric soils are usually

iron and/or manganese oxides occurring at or near the soil surface, which
develop under conditions of prolonged soil saturation.
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Contour - An imaginary line of constant elevation on the ground surface. The
corresponding line on a map is called a "contour line."

Criteria - Standards, rules, or tests on which a judgment or decision may be
based.

Deepwater aquatic habitat - Any open water area that has a mean annual water
depth >6.6 ft, lacks soil, and/or is either unvegetated or supports only
floating or submersed macrophytes.

Density - The number of individuals of a species per unit area.

Detritus - Minute fragments of plant parts found on the soil surface. When
fused together by algae or soil particles, this is an indicator that surface
water was recently present.

Diameter at breast height (DBH) - The width of a plant stem as measured at

A. 5 ft above the ground surface.

Dike - A bank (usually earthen) constructed to control or confine water.

Dominance - As used herein, a descriptor of vegetation that is related to the

standing crop of a species in an area, usually measured by height, areal cover,
or basal area (for trees)

.

Dominant species - As used herein, a plant species that exerts a controlling
influence on or defines the character of a community.

Drained - A condition in which ground or surface water has been reduced or

eliminated from an area by artificial means.

Drift line - An accumulation of debris along a contour (parallel to the water
flow) that represents the height of an inundation event.

Duration (inundation/soil saturation) - The length of time during which water
stands at or above the soil surface (inundation), or during which the soil is

saturated. As used herein, duration refers to a period during the growing
season.

Ecological tolerance - The range of environmental conditions in which a plant
species can grow.

Emergent plant - A rooted herbaceous plant species that has parts extending
above a water surface.

Field capacity - The percentage of water remaining in a soil after it has been

saturated and after free drainage is negligible.

Fill material - Any material placed in an area to increase surface elevation.
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needed - A condition in wMch
^'^'^"il^^-Jrs'ov:.^!^"^/'^!^:"'."runoff

ITS,-::- Jr^nr/onndinrk^res^infi^rf^orM,. UdL, o. an. co.Mna-

tion of sources.

Flora - A list of all plant species that occur in an area.

^ ^^^^' ^.^..ndation or soil satura t ion) -^^i;i:ill\;%t;::;:T\Z'
"

area by surtace water or
lll^^^^l'^;-'-Jlul^lZ ol saturated at least

'TrJci re"%-;^; llrl'lTlTlrl..., season per 100 years or as a 1-. 2-,

5-year, etc., inundation frequency.

.„.,..ncv (vegetation) - The distribution of individuals of a species in an

^^^J^—It is quantitatively expressed as

Number of samples con taining species A
^ ^qq

Total number of samples

More than one species .ay have a frequency of 100 percent within the sa»e

area.

s-^i-s -tarcrnL^- t:rtLrro?e-«^r^^^
in any year or more than 50 times in 100 years)

.

Gleyed - A soil condition resulting from P-^o^ged soil saturation which^s^

Si^sted by the presence of bluish
^^J^-^/^^^^f^^Gleying occurs under

or in mottles (spots or streaks --^ °^^-
satura;ion: by which iron is

reducing soil conditions resulting from soil saturation, y

reduced predominantly to the ferrous state.

Ground water - That portion of the water below the ground surface that is

under greater pressure than atmospheric pressure.

Th. nortion of the year when soil temperatures at 19.7 inches

'^ri^m -su^r^LrlreTi-sLr thL biolo.ic .ero O^^C, (OS Be^art.ent of

tSntriod :.Tl\ rp-rirt^d ry";rn::^rr-of rrLt-free days (OS Oepart-

ment of the Interior 1970).

H.Mtat - The environment occupied by individuals of a particular species.

population, or community.

Headwater flooding - A situation in which an area becomes inundated directly

by surface runoff from upland areas.

Sf^i:n:s"rroiyT.rtrfinfiudir:rnSrth:r-r;esrtr3Trt';n
height are considered to be herbs.

* See references at the end of the main text,
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Herbaceous layer - Any vegetative stratum of a plant community that is

composed predominantly of herbs.

Histic epipedon - An 8- to 16-in. soil layer at or near the surface that is

saturated for 30 consecutive days or more during the growing season in most
years and contains a minimum of 20 percent organic matter when no clay is

present or a minimum of 30 percent organic matter when 60 percent or greater
clay is present.

Histosols - An order in soil taxonomy composed of organic soils that have
organic soil materials in more than half of the upper 80 cm or that are of any
thickness if directly overlying bedrock.

Homogeneous vegetation - A situation in which the same plant species associa-
tion occurs throughout an area.

Hue - A characteristic of color that denotes a color in relation to red, yel-
low, blue, etc; one of the three variables of color. Each color chart in the
Munsell Color Book (Munsell Color 1975) consists of a specific hue.

Hydric soil - A soil that is saturated, flooded, or ponded long enough during
the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions that favor the growth and
regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation (US Department of Agriculture-Soil
Conservation Service 1985) . Hydric soils that occur in areas having positive
indicators of hydrophytic vegetation and wetland hydrology are wetland soils.

Hydric soil condition - A situation in which characteristics exist that are
associated with soil development under reducing conditions.

Hydrologic regime - The sum total of water that occurs in an area on average
during a given period.

Hydrologic zone - An area that is inundated or has saturated soils within a

specified range of frequency and duration of inundation and soil saturation.

Hydrology - The science dealing with the properties, distribution, and circu-
lation of water.

Hydrophyte - Any macrophyte that grows in water or on a substrate that is at

least periodically deficient in oxygen as a result of excessive water content;
plants typically found in wet habitats.

Hydrophytic vegetation - The sum total of macrophytic plant life growing in

water or on a substrate that is at least periodically deficient in oxygen as a

result of excessive water content. When hydrophytic vegetation comprises a

community where indicators of hydric soils and wetland hydrology also occur,

the area has wetland vegetation.

Hypertrophied lenticels - An exaggerated (oversized) pore on the surface of

stems of woody plants through which gases are exchanged between the plant and

the atmosphere. The enlarged lenticels serve as a mechanism for increasing

oxygen to plant roots during periods of inundation and/or saturated soils.
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Importance value - A quantitative term describing the relative influence of a

plant species in a plant community, obtained by summing any combination of

relative frequency, relative density, and relative dominance.

Indicator - As used in this manual, an event, entity, or condition that

typically characterizes a prescribed environment or situation; indicators
determine or aid in determining whether or not certain stated circumstances
exist.

Indicator status - One of the categories (e.g. OBL) that describes the esti-
mated probability of a plant species occurring in wetlands.

Intercellular air space - A cavity between cells in plant tissues, resulting
from variations in cell shape and configuration. Aerenchymous tissue (a

morphological adaptation found in many hydrophytes) often has large inter-
cellular air spaces.

Inundation - A condition in which water from any source temporarily or perma-
nently covers a land surface.

Levee - A natural or man-made feature of the landscape that restricts movement
of water into or through an area.

Liana - As used in this manual, a layer of vegetation in forested plant com-

munities that consists of woody vines. The term may also be applied to a

given species.

Limit of biological activity - With reference to soils, the zone below which
conditions preclude normal growth of soil organisms. This term often is used

to refer to the temperature (5° C) in a soil below which metabolic processes

of soil microorganisms, plant roots, and animals are negligible.

Long duration (flooding) - A flooding class in which the period of Inundation

for a single event ranges from 7 days to 1 month.

Macrophyte - Anv plant species that can be readily observed without the aid of

optical magnification. This includes all vascular plant species and mosses

(e.g.. Sphagnum spp.), as well as large algae (e.g. Chara spp., kelp).

Macrophytic - A term referring to a plant species that is a macrophyte.

Major portion of the root zone . The portion of the soil profile in which more

than 50 percent of plant roots occur. In wetlands, this usually constitutes

the upper 12 in. of the profile.

Man-induced wetland - Any area that develops wetland characteristics due to

some activity (e.g., irrigation) of man.

Mapping unit - As used in this manual, some common characteristic of soil,

vegetation, and/or hydrology that can be shown at the scale of mapping for the

defined purpose and objectives of a survey.
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Mean sea level - A datum, or "plane of zero elevation," established by aver-
aging all stages of oceanic tides over a 19-year tidal cycle or "epoch." This
plane is corrected for curvature of the earth and is the standard reference
for elevations on the earth's surface. The correct term for mean sea level is

the National Geodetic Vertical Datum (NGVD)

.

Mesophytic - Any plant species growing where soil moisture and aeration condi-
tions lie between extremes. These species are typically found in habitats
with average moisture conditions, neither very dry nor very wet.

Metabolic processes - The complex of Internal chemical reactions associated
with life-sustaining functions of an organism.

Method - A particular procedure or set of procedures to be followed.

Mineral soil - A soil consisting predominantly of, and having its properties
determined predominantly by, mineral matter usually containing less than
20-percent organic matter.

Morphological adaptation - A feature of structure and form that aids in fit-
ting a species to its particular environment (e.g. buttressed base, adventi-
tious roots, aerenchymous tissue).

Mottles - Spots or blotches of different color or shades of color interspersed
within the dominant color in a soil layer, usually resulting from the presence
of periodic reducing soil conditions.

Muck - Highly decomposed organic material in which the original plant parts
are not recognizable.

Multitrunk - A situation in which a single individual of a woody plant species
has several stems.

Nonhydric soil - A soil that has developed under predominantly aerobic soil

conditions. These soils normally support mesophytic or xerophytic species.

Nonwetland - Any area that has sufficiently dry conditions that indicators of

hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soils, and/or wetland hydrology are lacking.
As used in this manual, any area that is neither a wetland, a deepwater
aquatic habitat, nor other special aquatic site.

Organic pan - A layer usually occurring at 12 to 30 inches below the soil sur-
face in coarse-textured soils, in which organic matter and aluminum (with or

without iron) accumulate at the point where the top of the water table most
often occurs. Cementing of the organic matter slightly reduces permeability
of this layer.

Organic soil - A soil is classified as an organic soil when it is: (1) sat-
urated for prolonged periods (unless artificially drained) and has more than
30-percent organic matter if the mineral fraction is more than 50-percent
clay, or more than 20-percent organic matter if the mineral fraction has no

clay; or (2) never saturated with water for more than a few days and having
more than 3A-percent organic matter.
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Overbank flooding - Any situation in which inundation occurs as a result of
the water level of a stream rising above bank level.

Oxidation-reduction process - A complex of biochemical reactions in soil that
influences the valence state of component elements and their ions. Prolonged
soil saturation during the growing season elicits anaerobic conditions that
shift the overall process to a reducing condition.

Oxygen pathway - The sequence of cells, intercellular spaces, tissues, and
organs, through which molecular oxygen is transported in plants. Plant
species having pathways for oxygen transport to the root system are often
adapted for life in saturated soils.

Parameter - A characteristic component of a unit that can be defined. Vegeta-
tion, soil, and hydrology are three parameters that may be used to define
wetlands.

Parent material - The unconsolidated and more or less weathered mineral or

organic matter from which a soil profile develops.

Ped - A unit of soil structure (e.g. aggregate, crumb, prism, block, or

granule) formed by natural processes.

Peraquic moisture regime - A soil condition in which a reducing environment
always occurs due to the presence of ground water at or near the soil surface.

Periodically - Used herein to define detectable regular or irregular saturated
soil conditions or inundation, resulting from ponding of ground water, precip-
itation, overland flow, stream flooding, or tidal influences that occur(s)
with hours, days, weeks, months, or even years between events.

Permeability - A soil characteristic that enables water or air to move through

the profile, measured as the number of inches per hour that water moves
downward through the saturated soil. The rate at which water moves through
the least permeable layer governs soil permeability.

Physiognomy - A term used to describe a plant community based on the growth

habit (e.g., trees, herbs, lianas) of the dominant species.

Physiological adaptation - A feature of the basic physical and chemical

activities that occurs in cells and tissues of a species, which results in it

being better fitted to its environment (e.g. ability to absorb nutrients under

low oxygen tensions)

.

Plant community - All of the plant populations occurring in a shared habitat

or environment.

Plant cover - See areal cover.

Pneumatophore - Modified roots that may function as a respiratory organ in

species subjected to frequent inundation or soil saturation (e.g., cypress

knees)

.
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Ponded - A condition in which water stands in a closed depression. Water may

be removed only by percolation, evaporation, and/or transpiration.

Poorly drained - Soils that commonly are wet at or near the surface during a

sufficient part of the year that field crops cannot be grown under natural

conditions. Poorly drained conditions are caused by a saturated zone, a layer

with low hydraulic conductivity, seepage, or a combination of these

conditions.

Population - A group of individuals of the same species that occurs in a given

area.

Positive wetland indicator - Any evidence of the presence of hydrophytic

vegetation, hydrlc soil, and/or wetland hydrology in an area.

Prevalent vegetation - The plant community or communities that occur in an

area during a given period. The prevalent vegetation is characterized by the

dominant macrophytic species that comprise the plant community.

Quantitative - A precise measurement or determination expressed numerically.

Range - As used herein, the geographical area in which a plant species is

known to occur.

Redox potential - A measure of the tendency of a system to donate or accept

electrons, which is governed by the nature and proportions of the oxidizing

and reducing substances contained in the system.

Reducing environment - An environment conducive to the removal of oxygen and

chemical reduction of ions in the soils.

Relative density - A quantitative descriptor, expressed as a percent, of the

relative number of individuals of a species in an area; it is calculated by

Number of individuals of species A ^ j„„

Total number of individuals of all species

Relative dominance - A quantitative descriptor, expressed as a percent, of the

relative size or cover of individuals of a species in an area; it is

calculated by

Amount* of species A ^ ._„

Total amount of all species

Relative frequency - A quantitative descriptor, expressed as a percent, of the

relative distribution of individuals of a species in an area; it Is calculated

by

Frequency of species A ^ . „

„

Total frequency of all species

* The "amount" of a species may be based on percent areal cover, basal area,

or height.
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Relief - The change In elevation of a land surface between two points; collec-
tively, the configuration of the earth's surface, including such features as

hills and valleys.

Reproductive adaptation - A feature of the reproductive mechanism of a species
that results in it being better fitted to its environment (e.g. ability for

seed germination under water)

.

Respiration - The sum total of metabolic processes associated with conversion
of stored (chemical) energy into kinetic (physical) energy for use by an
organism.

Rhizosphere - The zone of soil in which interactions between living plant roots
and microorganisms occur.

Root zone - The portion of a soil profile in which plant roots occur.

Routine wetland determination - A type of wetland determination in which
office data and/or relatively simple, rapidly applied onsite methods are

employed to determine whether or not an area is a wetland. Most wetland
determinations are of this type, which usually does not require collection of

quantitative data.

Sample plot - An area of land used for measuring or observing existing
conditions.

Sapling/shrub - A layer of vegetation composed of woody plants <3.0 In. in

diameter at breast height but greater than 3.2 ft in height, exclusive of

woody vines.

Saturated soil conditions - A condition in which all easily drained voids
(pores) between soil particles in the root zone are temporarily or permanently
filled with water to the soil surface at pressures greater than atmospheric.

Soil - Unconsolidated mineral and organic material that supports, or is cap-

able of supporting, plants, and which has recognizable properties due to the

Integrated effect of climate and living matter acting upon parent material, as

conditioned by relief over time.

Soil horizon - A layer of soil or soil material approximately parallel to the

land surface and differing from adjacent genetically related layers in physi-

cal, chemical, and biological properties or characteristics (e.g. color,

structure, texture, etc.).

Soil matrix - The portion of a given soil having the dominant color. In most

cases, the matrix will be the portion of the soil having more than 50 percent

of the same color.

Soil permeability - The ease with which gases, liquids, or plant roots pene-

trate or pass through a layer of soil.
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Soil phase - A subdivision of a soil series having features (e.g. slope, sur-
face texture, and stoniness) that affect the use and management of the soil,
but which do not vary sufficiently to differentiate it as a separate series.
These are usually the basic mapping units on detailed soil maps produced by
the Soil Conservation Service.

Soil pore - An area within soil occupied by either air or water, resulting
from the arrangement of individual soil particles or peds.

Soil profile - A vertical section of a soil through all its horizons and
extending into the parent material.

Soil series - A group of soils having horizons similar in differentiating char-

acteristics and arrangement in the soil profile, except for texture of the

surface horizon.

Soil structure - The combination or arrangement of primary soil particles into

secondary particles, units, or peds.

Soil surface - The upper limits of the soil profile. For mineral soils, this
is the upper limit of the highest (Al) mineral horizon. For organic soils, It

is the upper limit of undecomposed , dead organic matter.

Soil texture - The relative proportions of the various sizes of particles in a

soil

.

Somewhat poorly drained - Soils that are wet near enough to the surface or
long enough that planting or harvesting operations or crop growth is markedly
restricted unless artificial drainage is provided. Somewhat poorly drained
soils commonly have a layer with low hydraulic conductivity, wet conditions
high in the profile, additions of water through seepage, or a combination of

these conditions.

Stilted roots - Aerial roots arising from stems (e.g., trunk and branches),
presumably providing plant support (e.g., Rhizophova mangle).

Stoollng - A form of asexual reproduction in which new shoots are produced at

the base of senescing stems, often resulting in a multitrunk growth habit.

Stratigraphy - Features of geology dealing with the origin, composition,
distribution, and succession of geologic strata (layers).

Substrate - The base or substance on which an attached species is growing.

Surface water - Water present above the substrate or soil surface.

Tidal - A situation in which the water level periodically fluctuates due to

the action of lunar and solar forces upon the rotating earth.

Topography - The configuration of a surface, including its relief and the

position of its natural and man-made features.
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Transect - As used herein, a line on the ground along which observations are
made at some interval.

Transition zone - The area in which a change from wetlands to nonwetlands
occurs. The transition zone may be narrow or broad.

Transpiration - The process in plants by which water vapor is released into

the gaseous environment, primarily through stomata.

Tree - A woody plant >3.0 in. in diameter at breast height, regardless of

height (exclusive of woody vines)

.

Typical - That which normally, usually, or commonly occurs.

Typically adapted - A term that refers to a species being normally or commonly
suited to a given set of environmental conditions, due to some feature of its

morphology, physiology, or reproduction.

Unconsolidated parent material - Material from which a soil develops, usually
formed by weathering of rock or placement in an area by natural forces (e.g.

water, wind, or gravity).

Under normal circumstances - As used in the definition of wetlands, this term

refers to situations in which the vegetation has not been substantially
altered by man's activities.

Uniform vegetation - As used herein, a situation in which the same group of

dominant species generally occurs throughout a given area.

Upland - As used herein, any area that does not qualify as a wetland because
the associated hydrologic regime is not sufficiently wet to elicit development
of vegetation, soils, and/or hydrologic characteristics associated with
wetlands. Such areas occurring within floodplains are more appropriately

t ermed nonwe t lands

.

Value (soil color) - The relative lightness or intensity of color, approxi-

mately a function of the square root of the total amount of light reflected

from a surface; one of the three variables of color.

Vegetation - The sum total of macrophytes that occupy a given area.

Vegetation layer - A subunit of a plant community in which all component spe-

cies exhibit the same growth form (e.g., trees, saplings/shrubs, herbs).

Very long duration (flooding) - A duration class in which the length of a

single inundation event is greater than 1 month.

Verv poorly drained - Soils that are wet to the surface most of the time.

These soils are wet enough to prevent the growth of important crops (except

rice) unless artificially drained.

Watermark - A line on a tree or other upright structure that represents the

maximum static water level reached during an inundation event.
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Water table - The upper surface of ground water or that level below which the
soil is saturated with water. It is at least 6 in. thick and persists in the
soil for more than a few weeks.

Wetlands - Those areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground
water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal
circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for
life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps,
marshes, bogs, and similar areas.

Wetland boundary - The point on the ground at which a shift from wetlands to
nonwetlands or aquatic habitats occurs. These boundaries usually follow
contours.

Wetland determination - The process or procedure by which an area is adjudged
a wetland or nonwetland.

Wetland hydrology - The sum total of wetness characteristics in areas that are
inundated or have saturated soils for a sufficient duration to support
hydrophytic vegetation.

Wetland plant association - Any grouping of plant species that recurs wherever
certain wetland conditions occur.

Wetland soil - A soil that has characteristics developed in a reducing atmo-
sphere, which exists when periods of prolonged soil saturation result in

anaerobic conditions. Hydric soils that are sufficiently wet to support
hydrophytic vegetation are wetland soils.

Wetland vegetation - The sum total of macrophytlc plant life that occurs in

areas where the frequency and duration of inundation or soil saturation pro-
duce permanently or periodically saturated soils of sufficient duration to

exert a controlling influence on the plant species present. As used herein,
hydrophytic vegetation occurring in areas that also have hydric soils and

wetland hydrology may be properly referred to as wetland vegetation.

Woodv vine - See liana.
'

Xerophytic - A plant species that is typically adapted for life in conditions
where a lack of water is a limiting factor for growth and/or reproduction.
These species are capable of growth in extremely dry conditions as a result of

morphological, physiological, and/or reproductive adaptations.
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DATA FORN 1

WETLAND DETERMINATION

Applicant
Name

:

State:

Date:

County:

Application
Number

:

Project
Name :

Plot No.

Legal Description: Township;

Section:

Range

:

Vegetation [list the three dominant species in each vegetation layer (5 if

only 1 or 2 layers) ] . Indicate species with observed morphological or known

physiological adaptations with an asterisk.

Species

Trees

1.

2.

3.

Saplings /shrubs

4.

5.

6.

Indicator
Status Species

Indicator
Status

Herbs

7.

Woody vines

10.

11.

12.

7. of species that are OBL, FACW, and/or FAC:
.

Hydrophytic vegetation: Yes No . Basis:

Other indicators:

Soil

Series and phase:

Mottled: Yes ; No

Gleyed: Yes No

Hydric soils: Yes

On hydric soils list? Yes_ No

Mottle color: ; Matrix color:

Other indicators:

No ; Basis:

Hydrology

Inundated: Yes ; No Depth of standing water;

Saturated soils: Yes ; No . Depth to saturated soil:

Other indicators:

Wetland hydrology: Yes ; No

Atypical situation: Yes ; No

Normal Circumstances? Yes No_

Wetland Determination: Wetland

Comments

:

Basis

;

; Nonwetland

Determined by:
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Applicant
Name :

DATA FORM 3

ATYPICAL SITUATIONS

Application
Number

:

Location: Plot Number:

Project
Name

:

Date:

A. VEGETATION :

1. Type of Alteration:

2. Effect on Vegetation:

3. Previous Vegetation:

(Attach documentation)

4. Hydrophytic Vegetation? Yes

B. SOILS :

1. Type of Alteration:

No

2. Effect on Soils:

3. Previous Soils:

(Attach documentation)

4. Hydric Soils? Yes_

C. HYDROLOGY :

1. Type of Alteration:

No

2. Effect on Hydrology:

3. Previous Hydrology:

(Attach documentation)

4. Wetland Hvdrologv? Yes No

Characterized Bv

:
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DATA FORM 1

WETLAND DETERMINATION

Applicant Application Project
Name: John Doe Number: R-85-1A21 Name: Zena Acricultural Land

State: LA County: Choctaw Legal Description: Township: 7N Range: 2E

Date: 10/08/85 Plot No.: I-I Section: 32

Vegetation [list the three dominant species in each vegetation layer (5 if only

1 or 2 layers) ] . Indicate species with observed morphological or known phys-

iological adaptations with an asterisk.

Species

Trees

1

.

Queraus lyrata

2. Carya aquatica

3. Gleditsia aquatica

Saplings/shurbs

A. Fovestieva acuminata

5. Planera aquatica

6. — — 12.

% of species that are OBL, FACW, and/or FAC: 100% . Other indicators:

Hydrophytic vegetation: Yes X No . Basis: 50% of dominants are OBL,

FACW, and/or FAC on plant

list.

Soil

Series and phase: Sharkey , frequently flooded On hydric soils list? Yes_X; No

Mottled: Yes X ; No . Mottle color:5YR4/6 ; Matrix color: lOYRA/1

Indicator
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DATA FORM 3

ATYPICAL SITUATIONS

Applicant Application Project

Name: Wetland Developers. Inc. Number: R-85-12 Name: Big Canal

Location: Joshua Co., MT Plot Number: 2 Date: 10/08/85

A. VEGETATION :

1. Type of Alteration: Vegetation totally removed or covered by place-

ment of fill from canal (1984)

2. Effect on Vegetation: None remaining

3. Previous Vegetation: Carex nebvasaensis - Juncus effusus freshwater

(Attach documentation) marsh (based on contiguous plant communities

and aerial photography predating fill)

4. Hydrophytic Vegetation? Yes X No__ .

SOILS :

1. Type of Alteration: Original soil covered by A feet of fill

material excavated from canal

2. Effect on Soils: Original soil buried in 1984

3. Previous Soils: Original soil examined at 10 inches below

(Attach documentation) original soil surface. Soil gleye d (color

notation 5Y2/0)

4. Hydric Soils? Yes X No__ _.

C. HYDROLOGY :

1. Type of Alteration: 4 feet of fill material placed on original

surface

2. Effect on Hydrology: Area no longer is inundated

3. Previous Hydrology

:

Examination of color IR photography taken on 6/5/84

(Attach documentation) showed the area to be inundated. Gaging

station data from gage 2 miles upstream

indicated the area has been inundated for as

much as 3 months of the growing season

during 8 of the past 12 years •

4. Wetland Hydrology? Yes X No _.

Characterized By: Joe Zook
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1. This appendix contains three sections. Section 1 is a subset of the

regional list of plants that occur in wetlands, but includes only those spe-

cies having an indicator status of OBL, FACW, or FAC. Section 2 is a list of

plants that coiranonly occur in wetlands of a given region. Since many geo-

graphic areas of Section 404 responsibility include portions of two or more

plant list regions, users will often need more than one regional list; thus.

Sections 1 and 2 will be published separately from the remainder of the

manual. Users will be furnished all appropriate regional lists.

2. Section 3, which is presented herein, describes morphological,

physiological, and reproductive adaptations that can be observed or are known

to occur in plant species that are typically adapted for life in anaerobic

soil conditions.

Section 3 - Morphological, Physiological, and Reproductive

Adaptations of Plant Species for Occurrence in Areas

Having Anaerobic Soil Conditions

Morphological adaptations

3. Many plant species have morphological adaptations for occurrence in

wetlands. These structural modifications most often provide the plant with

increased buoyancy or support. In some cases (e.g. adventitious roots), the

adaptation may facilitate the uptake of nutrients and/or gases (particularly

oxygen). However, not all species occurring in areas having anaerobic soil

conditions exhibit morphological adaptations for such conditions. The

following is a list of morphological adaptations that a species occurring in

areas having anaerobic soil conditions may possess (a partial list of species

with such adaptations is presented in Table CI)

:

a. Buttressed tree trunks. Tree species (e.g. Taxodiun distiohun)
~ may develop enlarged trunks (Figure CI) in response to frequent

inundation. This adaptation is a strong indicator of hydro-

phytic vegetation in nontropical forested areas.

b. Pneumatophores. These modified roots may serve as respiratory

organs in species subjected to frequent inundation or soil

saturation. Cypress knees (Figure C2) are a classic example,

but other species (e.g., Nyssa aquatiaa, Rhizophora mangle) may

also develop pneumatophores.

c. Adventitious roots. Sometimes referred to as "water roots,
~ adventitious roots occur on plant stems in positions where roots

normally are not found. Small fibrous roots protruding from the

base of trees (e.g. Salix nigra) or roots on stems of herbaceous
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plants and tree seedlings in positions immediately above the
soil surface (e.g. Luduigia spp.) occur in response to inunda-
tion or soil saturation (Figure C3) . These usually develop
during periods of sufficiently prolonged soil saturation to
destroy most of the root system. CAUTION: Not all adventitious
roots develop as a result of inundation or soil saturation. For
example, aerial roots on woody vines are not normally produced
as a response to inundation or soil saturation.

d. Shallow root systems. When soils are inundated or saturated for

long periods during the growing season, anaerobic conditions
develop in the zone of root growth. Most species with deep root
systems cannot survive in such conditions. Most species capable
of growth during periods when soils are oxygenated only near the

surface have shallow root systems. In forested wetlands, wind-
thrown trees (Figure C4) are often indicative of shallow root
systems

.

£. Inflated leaves, stems, or roots. Many hydrophytic species,
particularly herbs (e.g. Lirrmobium spongia, Ludwigia spp.), have
or develop spongy (aerenchymous) tissues in leaves, stems,
and/or roots that provide buoyancy or support and serve as a

reservoir or passageway for oxygen needed for metabolic pro-
cesses. An example of inflated leaves is shown in Figure C5.

f^. Polymorphic leaves. Some herbaceous species produce different
types of leaves, depending on the water level at the time of

leaf formation. For example, Alisma spp. produce strap-shaped
leaves when totally submerged, but produce broader, floating
leaves when plants are emergent. CAUTION: Many upland species
also produce polymorphic leaves.

g. Floating leaves. Some species (e.g. Nymphaea spp.) produce
leaves that are uniquely adapted for floating on a water surface
(Figure C6) . These leaves have stomata primarily on the upper
surface and a thick waxy cuticle that restricts water penetra-
tion. The presence of species with floating leaves is strongly

indicative of hydrophytic vegetation.

h. Floating stems. A number of species (e.g., Altemanthera
philoxeroides) produce matted stems that have large internal air

spaces when occurring in inundated areas. Such species root in

shallow water and grow across the water surface into deeper

areas. Species with floating stems often produce adventitious

roots at leaf nodes.

i^. Hypertrophied lenticels. Some plant species (e.g. Gleditsia
aquatvca) produce enlarged lenticels on the stem in response to

prolonged inundation or soil saturation. These are thought to

increase oxygen uptake through the stem during such periods.

2_. Multitrunks or stooling. Some woody hydrophytes characteris-
tically produce several trunks of different ages (Figure CI) or

produce new stems arising from the base of a senescing indivi-

dual (e.g. Forestiera acuminata, Nyssa ogechee) in response to

inundation.
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Figure CI. Buttressed tree
truck (bald cypress)

Figure C2. Pneumatophores
(bald cypress)

Figure C3. Adventitious
roots

Figure C4. Wind-thrown tree with

shallow root system
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Figure C5. Inflated leaves Figure C6. Floating leaves

Figure C7. Multitrunk plant
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k. Oxygen pathway to roots. Some species (e.g. Spartina alterni-
flora) have a specialized cellular arrangement that facilitates
diffusion of gaseous oxygen from leaves and stems to the root

system.

Physiological adaptations

4. Most, if not all, hydrophytic species are thought to possess physio-

logical adaptations for occurrence in areas that have prolonged periods of

anaerobic soil conditions. However, relatively few species have actually been

proven to possess such adaptations, primarily due to the limited research that

has been conducted. Nevertheless, several types of physiological adaptations

known to occur in hydrophytic species are discussed below, and a list of spe-

cies having one or more of these adaptations is presented in Table C2. NOTE:

Since it is impossible to detect these adaptations in the field, use of this

indicator will be limited to observing the species in the field and checking

the list in Table C2 to determine whether the species is known to have a

physiological adaptation for occurrence in areas having anaerobic soil

conditions) :

a. Accumulation of malate. Malate, a nontoxic metabolite, accumu-

lates in roots of many hydrophytic species (e.g. Glyceria

maxima, Nyssa sylvatica var. biflora) . Nonwetland species con-

centrate ethanol, a toxic by-product of anaerobic respiration,

when growing in anaerobic soil conditions. Under such condi-

tions, many hydrophytic species produce high concentrations of

malate and unchanged concentrations of ethanol, thereby avoiding

accumulation of toxic materials. Thus, species having the

ability to concentrate malate instead of ethanol in the root

system under anaerobic soil conditions are adapted for life in

such conditions, while species that concentrate ethanol are

poorly adapted for life in anaerobic soil conditions.

b. Increased levels of nitrate reductase. Nitrate reductase is an

enzyme involved in conversion of nitrate nitrogen to nitrite

nitrogen, an intermediate step in ammonium production. Ammonium

ions can accept electrons as a replacement for gaseous oxygen in

some species, thereby allowing continued functioning of

metabolic processes under low soil oxygen conditions. Species

that produce high levels of nitrate reductase (e.g. Larix

laricina) are adapted for life in anaerobic soil conditions.

c. Slight increases In metabolic rates. Anaerobic soil conditions

effect short-term increases in metabolic rates in most species.

However, the rate of metabolism often increases only slightly in

wetland species, while metabolic rates increase significantly in

nonwetland species. Species exhibiting only slight increases in

metabolic rates (e.g. Larix laricina, Senecio vulgaris) are

adapted for life in anaerobic soil conditions.
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d. Rhlzosphere oxidation. Some hydrophytic species (e.g. Nyssa

;

~
aquatica, Myvica gale) are capable of transferring gaseous oxy-

' gen from the root system Into soil pores immediately surrounding

the roots. This adaptation prevents root deterioration and

maintains the rates of water and nutrient absorption under

anaerobic soil conditions.

e. Ability for root growth in low oxygen tensions. Some species
-'

(e.g. Ty-pha angustifolia, Juncus effusus) have the ability to

maintain root growth under soil oxygen concentrations as low as

0.5 percent. Although prolonged (>1 year) exposure to soil

oxygen concentrations lower than 0.5 percent generally results

in the death of most individuals, this adaptation enables some

species to survive extended periods of anaerobic soil

conditions

.

f. Absence of alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH) activity. ADH is an

~
enzyme associated with increased ethanol production. When the

enzyme is not functioning, ethanol production does not increase

significantly. Some hydrophytic species (e.g. Potenttlla

anserina. Polygonum amphibium) show only slight increases in ADH

activity under anaerobic soil conditions. Therefore, ethanol

production occurs at a slower rate in species that have low

concentrations of ADH.

Reproductive adaptations

5. Some plant species have reproductive features that enable them to

^)
become established and grow in saturated soil conditions. The following have

been identified in the technical literature as reproductive adaptations that

occur in hydrophytic species:

a Prolonged seed viability. Some plant species produce seeds that
-

may remain viable for 20 years or more. Exposure of these seeds

to atmospheric oxygen usually triggers germination. Thus,

species (e.g., Taxodium distiahum) that grow in very wet areas

may produce seeds that germinate only during infrequent periods

when the soil is dewatered. NOTE: Many upland specves also

have prolonged seed viability, but the trigger mechamsm for

germination is not exposure to atmospherzc oxygen.

some
Seed germination under low oxygen concentrations. Seeds of

hydrophytic species germinate when submerged. This enables

germination during periods of early-spring inundation, which may

provide resulting seedlings a competitive advantage over species

whose seeds germinate only when exposed to atmospheric oxygen.

Flood-tolerant seedlings. Seedlings of some hydrophytic species

(e.g. Fraxinus pennsylvanioa) can survive moderate periods of

total or partial inundation. Seedlings of these species have a

competitive advantage over seedlings of flood-intolerant

species.

)^
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Table CI

Partial List of Species With Known Morphological Adaptations for

Occurrence in Wetlands*

Species

Acer negundo

Acer rubrum

Acer saoaharinum

Alisma spp.

Altemanthera philoxeroides

Avicennia nitida

Brasenia sahreberi

Ctadium mariscoides

Cyperus spp. (most species)

Eleocharis spp. (most

species)

Forestiera acuminata

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

Gleditsia aquatiaa

Junous spp.

Limnobixm spongia

Ludwigia spp.

Menyanthes trifoliata

Myriaa gale

Nelumbo spp.

Nuphar spp.

Common Name

Box elder

Red maple

Silver maple

Water plantain

Alligatorweed

Black mangrove

Watershield

Twig rush

Flat sedge

Spikerush

Swamp privet

Green ash

Water locust

Rush

Frogbit

Waterprimrose

Buckbean

Sweetgale

Lotus

Cowlily

Adaptation

Adventitious roots

Hypertrophied lenticels

Hypertrophied lenticels;
adventitious roots
(juvenile plants)

Polymorphic leaves

Adventitious roots; inflated,
floating stems

Pneumatophores; hypertrophied
lenticels

Inflated, floating leaves

Inflated stems

Inflated stems and leaves

Inflated stems and leaves

Multi-trunk, stooling

Buttressed trunks; adventi-

tious roots

Hypertrophied lenticels

Inflated stems and leaves

Inflated, floating leaves

Adventitious roots; inflated
floating stems

Inflated stems (rhizome)

Hypertrophied lenticels

Floating leaves

Floating leaves

(Continued)

* Many other species exhibit one or more morphological adaptations for

occurrence in wetlands. However, not all individuals of a species will

exhibit these adaptations under field conditions, and individuals occurring

in uplands characteristically may not exhibit them.
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Table CI (Concluded)

Species

Nyrrrphaea spp.

Nyssa aquatica

Nyssa ogedhee

Nyssa sylvatiaa
var. hiflora

Platanus occidentalis

Populus deltoides

Queraus laurifolia

Queraus palustris

Rhizophora mangle

Sagittaria spp.

Salix spp.

Scirpus spp.

Spartina altemiflora

Taxodiwn distiahim

Common Name

Waterlily

Water tupelo

Ogechee tupelo

Adaptation

Floating leaves

Buttressed trunks; pneuma-
tophores; adventitious
roots

Buttressed trunks; multi-
trunk; stooling

Swamp blackgum Buttressed trunks

Sycamore

Cottonwood

Laurel oak

Pin oak

Red mangrove

Arrowhead

Willow

Bulrush

Smooth
cordgrass

Bald cypress

Adventitious roots

Adventitious roots

Shallow root system

Adventitious roots

Pneumatophores

Polymorphic leaves

Hypertrophied lenticels;
adventitious roots; oxygen
pathway to roots

Inflated stems and leaves

Oxygen pathway to roots

Buttressed trunks;
pneumatophores
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Table C2

Species Exhibiting Physiological Adaptations for

Occurrence in Wetlands

Species

Alnus incana

Alnus rubra

Bacoharis viminea

Be tula pubesoens

Carex arenaria

Carex flaoaa

Carex lasiocarpa

Desahampsia cespitosa

Filipendula ulmaria

Fraxinus pennsylvanica

Glyaeria maxima

Junous effusus

Larix laricina

Lobelia dortmanna

Lythrum salicaria

Molinia caerulea

Myrica gale

Nuphar lutea

Nyssa aquatic

a

Nyssa sylvatica var. biflora

Phalaris arundinacea

Phragmites australis

Pinus aontorta

Polygonum amphibiim

Potentilla anserina

Physiological Adaptation

Increased levels of nitrate reductase; malate
accumulation

Increased levels of nitrate reductase

Ability for root growth in low oxygen tensions

Oxidizes the rhizosphere; malate accumulation

Malate accumulation

Absence of ADH activity

Malate accumulation

Absence of ADH activity

Absence of ADH activity

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Malate accumulation; absence of ADH activity

Ability for root growth in low oxygen tensions;

absence of ADH activity

Slight increases in metabolic rates; increased

levels of nitrate reductase

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Absence of ADH activity

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Organic acid production

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Oxidizes the rhizosphere; malate accumulation

Absence of ADH activity; ability for root

growth in low oxygen tensions

Malate accumulation

Slight increases in metabolic rates; increased

levels of nitrate reductase

Absence of ADH activity

Absence of ADH activity; ability for root

growth in low oxygen tensions

(Continued)

#
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Table C2 (Concluded)

Species

Ranunculus flammula

Salix cinerea

Salix fragilis

Salix lasiolepis

Scirpus maritimus

Senecio vulgaris

Spartina altermiflora

Tvifolium subterranevm

Typha angustifolia

Physiological Adaptation

Malate accumulation; absence of ADH activity

Malate accumulation

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Ability for root growth in low oxygen tensions

Ability for root growth in low oxygen tensions

Slight increases in metabolic rates

Oxidizes the rhizosphere

Low ADH activity

Ability for root growth in low oxygen tensions
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1. This appendix consists of two sections. Section 1 describes the

basic procedure for digging a soli pit and examining for hydrlc soil Indica-

tors. Section 2 is a list of hydrlc soils of the United States.

Section 1 - Procedures for Digging a Soil Pit and Examining
for Hydrlc Soil Indicators

Digging a soil pit

2. Apply the following procedure: Circumscribe a 1-ft-dlam area, pref-

erably with a tile spade (sharpshooter) . Extend the blade vertically down-

ward, cut all roots to the depth of the blade, and lift the soil from the

hole. This should provide approximately 16 inches of the soil profile for

examination. Note: Observations are usually made immediately below the

A-horizon or 10 inches (whichever is shallower) . In many cases, a soil auger

or probe can be used Instead of a spade. If so, remove successive cores until

16 inches of the soil profile have been removed. Place successive cores in

the same sequence as removed from the hole. Note: An auger or probe cannot

be effectively used when the soil profile is loose, rocky y or contains a large

volume of water (e.g. peraquic moisture regime).

Examining the soil

3. Examine the soil for hydrlc soils indicators (paragraphs A4

and/or 45 of main text (for sandy soils)). Note: It may not be necessary to

conduct a classical characterization (e.g. texture, structure, etc.) of the

soil. Consider the hydrlc soil Indicators in the following sequence (Note:

THE SOIL EXAMINATION CAN BE TERMINATED WEEN A POSITIVE HYDEIC SOIL INDICATOR

IS FOUND) :

Nonsandy soils .

a. Determine whether an organic soil is present (see paragraph 44

of the main text). If so, the soil is hydrlc.

b. Determine whether the soil has a histlc epipedon (see

paragraph 44 of the main text) . Record the thickness of the

histlc epipedon on DATA FORM 1.

£. Determine whether sulfldic materials are present by smelling

the soil. The presence of a "rotten egg" odor is indicative of

hydrogen sulfide, which forms only under extreme reducing con-

ditions associated with prolonged inundation/soil saturation.

d. Determine whether the soil has an aquic or peraquic moisture

regime (see paragraph 44 of the main text). If so, the soil is

hydrlc.
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Conduct a ferrous iron test. A colorimetric field test kit has

been developed for this purpose. A reducing soil environment

is present when the soil extract turns pink upon addition of

d-cc-dipyridil.

Determine the color(s) of the matrix and any mottles that may

be present. Soil color is characterized by three features:

hue, value, and chroma. Hue refers to the soil color in rela-

tion to red, yellow, blue, etc. Value refers to the lightness

of the hue. Chroma refers to the strength of the color (or

departure from a neutral of the same lightness) . Soil colors

are determined by use of a Munsell Color Book (Munsell Color

1975).* Each Munsell Color Book has color charts of different

hues, ranging from lOR to 5Y. Each page of hue has color chips

that show values and chromas. Values are shown in columns down

the page from as low as to as much as 8, and chromas are

shown in rows across the page from as low as to as much as 8.

In writing Munsell color notations, the sequence is always hue,

value, and chroma (e.g. 10YR5/2). To determine soil color,

place a small portion of soil** in the openings behind the

color page and match the soil color to the appropriate color

chip. Note: Match the soil to the nearest color chip. Record

on DATA FORM 1 the hue, value, and chroma of the best matching

color chip. CAUTION: Never place soil on the face or front of

the color page because this might smear the color chips. Min-

eral hydric soils usually have one of the following color fea-

tures immediately below the A-horizon or 10 inches (whichever

is shallower)

:

(1) Gleyed soil.

Determine whether the soil is gleyed. If the matrix color

best fits a color chip found on the gley page of the

Munsell soil color charts, the soil is gleyed. This indi-

cates prolonged soil saturation, and the soil is highly

reduced.

(2) Nongleyed soil.

(a) Matrix chroma of 2 or less in mottled soils.**

(b) Matrix chroma of 1 or less in unmottled soils.**

(c) Gray mottles within 10 inches of the soil surface in

dark (black) mineral soils (e.g., Mollisols) that do

not have characteristics of (a) or (b) above.

Soils having the above color characteristics are normally satu-

rated for significant duration during the growing season. How-

ever, hydric soils with significant coloration due to the

nature of the parent material (e.g. red soils of the Red River

Valley) may not exhibit chromas within the range indicated

above. In such cases, this indicator cannot be used.

* See references at the end of the main text.

** The soil must be moistened if dry at the time of examination.
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£. Determine whether the mapped soil series or phase is on the

national list of hydric soils (Section 2). CAUTION: It will

often be necessary to compare the profile description of the

soil with that of the soil series or phase indicated on the

soil map to verify that the soil was correctly mapped. This is

especially true when the soil survey indicates the presence of
inclusions or when the soil is mapped as an association of two

or more soil series.

h. Look for iron and manganese concretions. Look for small
(>0. 08-inch) aggregates within 3 inches of the soil surface.
These are usually black or dark brown and reflect prolonged
saturation near the soil surface.

Sandy soils .

Look for one of the following indicators in sandy soils:

a. A layer of organic material above the mineral surface or high

organic matter content in the surface horizon (see para-

graph 45a of the main text) . This is evidenced by a darker

color of the surface layer due to organic matter interspersed

among or adhering to the sand particles. This is not observed

in upland soils due to associated aerobic conditions.

b. Streaking of subsurface horizons (see paragraph 45£ of the main

text). Look for dark vertical streaks in subsurface horizons.

These streaks represent organic matter being moved downward in

the profile. When soil is rubbed between the fingers, the

organic matter will leave a dark stain on the fingers.

c. Organic pans (see paragraph 45b of the main text). This is

evidenced by a thin layer of hardened soil at a depth of 12 to

30 inches below the mineral surface.
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Section 2 - Hydric Soils of the United States

A. The list of hydric soils of the United States (Table Dl) was de-

veloped by the National Technical Committee for Hydric Soils (NTCHS) , a panel

consisting of representatives of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS), Fish and

Wildlife Service, Environmental Protection Agency, Corps of Engineers, Auburn

University, University of Maryland, and Louisiana State University. Keith

Young of SCS was committee chairman.

5. The NTCHS developed the following definition of hydric soils:

A hydric soil is a soil that is saturated, flooded, or ponded long

enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions that

favor the growth and regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation" (US Depart-

ment of Agriculture (USDA) Soil Conservation Service 1985, as amended by

the NTCHS in December 1986).

Criteria for hydric soils

6. Based on the above definition, the NTCHS developed the following

criteria for hydric soils, and all soils appearing on the list will meet at

least one criterion:

a. "All Histosols* except Folists;

b. Soils in Aquic suborders, Aquic subgroups, Albolls suborder,

Salorthids great group, or Pell great groups of Vertisols

that are:

(1) Somewhat poorly drained and have water table less than

0.5 ft from the surface for a significant period (usually a

week or more) during the growing season, or

(2) Poorly drained or very poorly drained and have either:

(a) A water table at less than 1.0 ft from the surface for

a significant period (usually a week, or more) during

the growing season if permeability is equal to or

greater than 6.0 in/hr in all layers within 20 inches;

or

(b) A water table at less than 1.5 ft from the surface for

a significant period (usually a week or more) during

the growing season if permeability is less than

6.0 in/hr in any layer within 20 inches; or

c. Soils that are ponded for long duration or very long duration

during part of the growing season; or

d. Soils that are frequently flooded for long duration or very long

duration during the growing season.

* Soil taxa conform to USDA-SCS (1975).
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7. The hydric soils list was formulated by applying the above criteria

to soil properties documented in USDA-SCS (1975) and the SCS Soil Interpre-

tation Records (SOI-5).

Use of the list

8. The list of hydric soils of the United States (Table Dl) is arranged

alphabetically by soil series. Unless otherwise specified, all phases of a

listed soil series are hydric. In some cases, only those phases of a soil

series that are ponded, frequently flooded, or otherwise designated as wet are

hydric. Such phases are denoted in Table Dl by the following symbols in

parentheses after the series name:

F - flooded

FF - frequently flooded

P - ponded

W - wet

D - depressional

9. Drained phases of some soil series retain their hydric properties

even after drainage. Such phases are identified in Table Dl by the symbol

"DR" in parentheses following the soil series name. In such cases, both the

drained and undrained phases of the soil series are hydric.

CAUTION: Be sure that the profile description of the mapping unit conforms to

that of the sampled soil. Also, designation of a soil series or phase as

hydric does not necessarily mean that the area is a wetland. An area having a

hydric soil is a wetland only if positive indicators of hydrophytic vegetation

and wetland hydrology are also present.

** NOTE - Table Dl, List of Hydric Soils has been changed and is now contained in the

third edition Hvdric Soils of the United States (June 1991). Copies of this publication

can be obtained by contacting Maurice J. Mausbach, NTCHS, SCS, Room 152, Federal

Building, 100 Centennial MaU North, Uncoln, NE 68508-3866 (Telephone 402-437-5423).
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INTRODUCTION

The National List of Plant Species That Occur in Wetlands (hereafter referred

to as the National List ) represents the combined efforts of many biologists over

the last decade to define the wetland flora of the United States. The National

List has undergone a number of revisions based on intensive review by regional

ecologists. National, regional, and State lists are being distributed to provide

users with the most current information. We welcome and encourage modification

and improvement of the National List . Refinement of the National List will occur

continually, reflecting increased knowledge in Indicator assignments, taxonomy,

and geographic distribution. We anticipate that further refinement of the

National List will lead to additional infra-specific and subregional Indicator

assignments. Review documents and procedures are included with the National List

to aid and encourage additional review (Appendix A). The U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service initially developed the National List in order to provide an appendix

to the Classification flf Wetlands and Deeowater Habitats of the United States

(Cowardin et al. 1979) to assist in the field identification of wetlands. Plant

species that occur in wetlands as used in the National List are defined as

species that have demonstrated an ability (presumably because of morphological

and/or physiological adaptations and/or reproductive strategies) to achieve

maturity and reproduce in an environment where all or portions of the soil within

the root zone become, periodically or continuously, saturated or inundated during

the growing season (adapted from Huffman 1981). The development of the National

List changed significantly when a cooperative review effort was established by

the major Federal agencies involved in wetland identification and management.

The utility of the National List goes far beyond a simple catalog of wetland

plants. The Fish and Wildlife Service, in cooperation with North Carolina State

University, has produced a weighted average procedure for using the wetland

Indicator assignments of Individual species to assist in determining the

probability that a community Is a wetland (Wentworth and Johnson 1986). This

procedure is used by the Soil Conservation Service to aid in the determination

of wetlands Included under the conservation provisions of the Food Security Act

of 1985. The Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental

Protection Agency, and Soil Conservation Service use the National List to aid

in identifying wetlands falling under their various wetland program

responsibilities. Wetland identification manuals which incorporate the National

List have recently been produced by the Corps of Engineers (Environmental

Laboratory 1987) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (Sipple 1988).



DEVELOPMENT OF CURRENT LIST

The Fish and Wildlife Service recognized that accessory lists of hydrophytes

(plant species that occur in wetlands) and hydric soils would need to be

developed to apply the wetland classification system accurately and consistently

in the field. The scientific names of the plant species included in the major

wetland plant lists and manuals were collected and merged into a single

computerized list with those species on the National List of Scientific Plant

Names (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1971) that had emergent, floating, or

submergent life forms. This initial list of 1,626 species, completed in March

1976, was obviously incomplete, and was especially deficient in plant species

from the western United States and the Alaska, Caribbean, and Hawaii regions.

Dr. Donovan Correll, Fairchild Tropical Garden, Miami, Florida, reviewed this

initial list in 1977 and suggested many additional species for inclusion. Dr.

Correll 's additions were combined with the initial list, and a draft list of

4,235 species was developed in 1977. This draft list, although plagued by

problems of plant nomenclature and synonymy, was remarkably complete, considering

the small amount of time which had been spent on its development.

Review and refinement of this draft list has continued since 1977. Initial tasks

were to maintain and improve computer storage and retrieval of the draft list

information, align the listed species with a national taxonomic treatment, and

subdivide the species according to their fidelity to wetlands. The importance

of the development of an accurate National List of Plapt Sp^ci^? Ihat Occur in

Wetlands to the Federal community and the need to substantiate the occurrence

of these plant species in wetlands from the botanical literature led the Fish

and Wildlife Service to begin development of the Annotated National Wetland Plant

Species nata Ra<;p. Thi s textua l data base documents the taxonomy, distribution,

and ecology of each species based on a synthesis of dliiJOsL 300 Ntt4on»l-ftnd

regional wetland plant and botanical manuals representing the major State and

regional floras. Computer storage of the Annotated National Wetland Plant

Species Data Base allowed for the efficient maintenance 0^/"^ initial National,

List and creation of early draft regional subdivisions of the Mifinil UH.
Data collection for the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data Base for

all plant species was completed in 1987, but incorporation or this Information

into a single data base on the National Wetlands Inventory ralnicomputer remains

to be accomplished. The species data base '^ f^sen^l^
J^^^^^^

O" a

microcomputer. Information on the data base and/,'iVnJ wmp^. n.^^^^ i^'^^"^'
or data reports from the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data Base can

be obtained from the National Wetlands Inventory, St. Petersourg, Florida.



supplied a listing of synonyms linked to the accepted names, and updated the

^ regional distribution of each species. The Soil Conservation Service list was" selected as the taxonomic standard in order to facilitate the eventual
correlation of the National List of Plant Soecies That Occur in Wetlands with
the Hvdric Soils of the United States (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1987).
Copies of the National List of Scientific Plant Names (1982) are available from
the State offices of the Soil Conservation Service.

A wetland fidelity rating system was created during the initial development of
the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data Base. Early coding of verbatim
habitat from the botanical manuals for a wide variety of plant species indicated
that an obvious separation of obligate (restricted to wetlands) and facultative
(not restricted to wetlands) species could be made. Further refinement led to
subdivision of the facultative category into three subcategories, with a range
of percent occurrences in wetland versus nonwetland applied to each subcategory
to enhance user understanding and consistent application.

The ecological information obtained from the botanical manuals during data
collection for the development of the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species
Data Base led to the identification and addition to the National List of many
additional species for which at least one nanual reported the species occurring
in an obvious wetland site. The National List had increased as a result of this
process to 5,244 species in 1982, 6,042 species In 1986, and presently is
composed of 6,728 plant species.



REVIEW PANELS AND REVIEW PROCESS

The desire of the Federal agencies involved in wetland identification and

delineation for a Federal list of plant species that Occur in Wetlands led to

the suggestion by the Fish and Wildlife Service that a review process be

established similar to that developed to review the Hvdric Soils fif th£ United

States (U.S. Department of Agriculture 1987). In early 1983, the Fish and

Wildlife Service formally requested that the Army Corps of Engineers,

Environmental Protection Agency, and Soil Conservation Service participate

cooperatively in an interagency review and development of a National List of
Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands. Each agency nominated staff wetland

ecologists with a strong background in wetland botany to a National Interagency

Review Panel. Two organizational meetings were held in the summer of 1983 to

determine the responsibilities and goals of the National and Regional Interagency

Review Panels and the structure of the review process. The four Federal agencies

also nominated staff wetland ecologists to represent them on each of the Regional

Review Panels. Selection and appointiaent of the Regional Interagency Review

Panel representatives was completed by each agency by the spring of 1984. All

four agencies have been represented on most Review Panels, with some change in

agency representatives occurring through the years.

Initial organizational meetings for all the conterminous United States Regional

Interagency Review Panels were held in 1984. The regional review process was

discussed, and review materials were developed. Potential reviewers, principally

field botanists and ecologists associated with State and Federal agencies and

universities, were identified for each region, and the responsibility for

contacting the potential regional reviewers was partitioned among the Review

Panel members. Regional reviewers were contacted during the summer and fall of

1984 to deterniine-if_tiiey.jcfluld_ceview_tjie.list and return their review comments

by the winter of 1984-85. Regional reviewers were sent the most current copy

of the regional list (dated September 1982) during the summer and fall of 1984.

The Regional review lists contained, for many species, a tentative Indicator

assignment developed from the data collected for the Annotated National Wetland

Plant Species Data Base. All the Regional Review Panels met during the spring

of 1985 to consider the review provided by the regional ecologists. A total of

142 ecologists and botanists from across the country initially reviewed the 1982

lists. The number of reviewers varied from 10 to 30 per region. Regional

reviewers assigned a wetland Indicator to as many species as possible, based upon

their field experience, using Cowardin et al . (1979) for the definition of a

wetland.

The Regional Interagency Review Panels examined the Indicator assignments

suggested by each reviewer and any additional supporting documentation which

reviewers provided. Each of the Regional Review Panel members independently

synthesized the review received and developed a regional Indicator assignment
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for each species based upon all the regional review and information gathered
about the species. The tentative Indicator assignment developed from the
Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data Base often was regarded as the
equivalent of a regional reviewer's assignment and was given the same status or
weight in Review Panel deliberations. The Regional Review Panel collectively
considered Indicator assignments for each species made by each agency panel
member and, with each agency having one vote, attempted to achieve unanimous
agreement on a Regional Indicator assignment. The plus (+) and minus (-)
designations, specifying respectively the higher or lower part of the frequency
range for a particular Indicator, were used by some Review Panels as a means of
achieving interagency agreement. The number of reviewers for each species varied
considerably, and each reviewer was generally given the same weight by a Review
Panel. The number of reviewers coimienting on individual species varied,
depending on the distribution of the species across the region. Particular
species ranged from 20 review comments to only a single review, and in some cases
received no review. Review reflecting a wide range of suggested Indicators was
received for some species. This broad range of suggested Indicators for these
species was difficult to synthesize and blend into a single Indicator status.
These species were given an NA (no agreement) assignment if the Review Panel
could not reach a unanimous decision. Unreviewed species were assigned an NI
(no indicator) assignment if the Review Panel had little or no information on
which to base an Indicator status.

The National Review Panel met in July 1985 to review progress, to examine the
Indicator assignments for consistency across regions, and to develop a procedure
for the assignment of an Indicator to as many unassigned species as possible.
National, regional, and State lists of plant species that Occur in Wetlands were
produced in the spring of 1985, and were distributed widely.

The Regional Review Panels met during the summer and fall of 1986 to apply an
Indicator assignment to as many remaining unassigned species as possible. The
Review Panels principally relied on additional review received from former and
new reviewers, the habitat information recorded in the Annotated National Wetland
Plant Species Data Base, or examination of the habitat given in selected regional
manuals if the Species Data Base information was not available, to assign a

regional Indicator status. An asterisk (*) was assigned by the Regional Review
Panels to Indicators derived from limited ecological information. The asterisk
reflected a tentative assignment made with less confidence and data than the
other Indicator assignments. Usually no review was received from regional
ecologists for these asterisked species. A question mark (?) following a

National Indicator denoted a tentative Indicator assignment assigned by the
compiler and not confirmed by Regional Interagency Review Panel concurrence.
The 1986 National Wetland Plant List - Regional Indicator Compilation (Reed 1986)
reported the status of the review process.

The National Review Panel reexamined the review process and current list in 1986
and directed the Regional Panels to complete the review of the regional lists.

The Regional Review Panels met during the spring and summer of 1987 to complete
the initial assignment of as many unassigned species remaining on the regional

lists as possible. The Review Panels also considered species suggested for

addition by reviewers. Additional Regional Indicator assignments and changes
to previous assignments were made based on new review received from reviewers.



ecological information from the Annotated National Wetland Plant Species Data

Base, or information from botanical manuals.

The task of the Regional Interagency Review Panels was to interpret and

synthesize reviewers' comments and the range of habitat descriptions given for

each species by the various authors of the botanica': manuals into a single

wetland Indicator category for their regions. There was an overwhelming
similarity of independent Indicator assignments made by both the reviewers, based

on their field experience, and the Regional Review Panel members, based on the

habitat expressed in the botanical literature. This repeatability of Indicator

assignments derived in a variety of ways by ecologists with a wide variety of

backgrounds confirmed that the Indicators were both reproducible and defensible.

The Regional Review Panels were able to assign, with the highest degree of

confidence. Indicators to those species which had been reviewed by a number of

regional reviewers and also had a large literature base. The comparability of

the Indicator designations is also demonstrated by the large number of species

(6,114 species, 91% of the species assigned an Indicator) that were assigned only

a single Indicator or a narrow range of Indicators by the independently

functioning Regional Review Panels. An analysis of the National Indicator range

shows that 483 species (7%) were assigned an NI (no indicator), and 675 species

(10%) have a question mark following the Indicator. The question mark signifies

a tentative assignment. An analysis of the Regional Indicators for all regions

shows that an * was added to 729 Regional Indicators and an NA was assigned to

28 species. The National List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands represents

our progress to date and is provided both for current use and as a base for

future revisions.
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COMPOSITION OF THE LISTS

The National, regional, and State lists are reported in a variety of formats.
All of the lists are initially arranged alphabetically by scientific name
followed by a second list, also alphabetical by scientific name, of those species
with infra-specific (subspecies, variety, or form) Indicator assignments. A
third list, alphabetic by scientific name, provides a list of synonyms related
to the equivalent accepted name shown in the alphabetical scientific name list.
The State lists also contain a fourth compilation, following the synonymy report,
of the species found in each State, alphabetized by common name and subdivided
into eight separate lists by life form (trees, shrubs, vines, forbs, grasses,
grasslikes [sedges and rushes], ferns and allies, and aquatics).

Nomenclature and distribution follow the National List of Scientific Plant Names
(1982) except as modified by State distribution data from an unpublished plant
species geographic data base (Kartesz).

Epiphytic (e.g., mistletoes and some orchids) and nonrooted species (e.g.,
dodder) were excluded from the National List because their roots were
respectively either never exposed to ground-level soil conditions or were not
in existence during all or part of the plant's life span. The current National
List contains only vascular plants, but a companion list of Bryophytes (mosses
and liverworts) that occur in wetlands is being developed to further define the
wetland flora of the United States. The Algae have also been excluded from the
current list.

Listings of the members of the National and appropriate Regional Interagency
Review Panels and the regional reviewers are included at the end of each list

(Appendix 0). Not all categories listed below are displayed in each National,
regional, or State report. The National alphabetical scientific name list is

reported by SCI-NAME, NAT-IND, RIIND, R2IND, R3IND, R4IND, R5IND, R6IND, R7IND,

R8IND, R9IND, ROIND, RAINO, RCIND, RHINO, and REGION. The National trinomial

list is reported by SCI-NAME, TRINOM, RIIND, R2IND, R3IN0, R4IND, R5IND, R6IND,

R7IN0, R8IN0, R9IND, ROIND, RAIND, RCIND, RHIND, and REGION. The National,

regional, and State synonym lists are reported by SYNONYMY, SCI-NAME, AUTHOR,

and REGION. The regional and State alphabetical scientific name lists are

reported by SCI-NAME,AUTHOR, COMMON-NAME, R_IND, NAT-IND, and HABIT. The

regional and State trinomial lists are reported by SCI-NAME, AUTHOR, TRINOM,

R IND, NAT-IND, and HABIT. The State alphabetical common-name lists are reported

within life fonts (HABIT) by COMMON-NAME, RJND, NAT-IND, SYMBOL, SCI-NAME, and

HABIT.

The information in these lists is presented in the following categories. A brief

definition of the categories reported in the various lists is given below:
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SCI-NAME (Scientific Name)

The genus and species applied to the taxon by the National List of
Scientific Plant Names (1982).

SYMBOL

Symbol assigned in the National List of Scientific Plant Names (1982),
consisting of the first two letters of the genus name and the first two
letters of the specific epithet, with additional numbers added in numeric
sequence to the four-letter symbol to break ties. Tentative plant
symbols for species not in the National List of Scientific Plant Names
(1982) have been created by taking the first two letters of the genus and
specific epithet, adding a numeric tie breaker, if necessary, and ending
with a question mark. All species have a unique symbol.

AUTHOR

The author of the scientific name as cited by the National List of
Scientific Plant Names (1982).

SYNONYMY

Alternate scientific names applied to the species by major regional or
State floras.

TRINOM (Trinomial)

Varieties, subspecies, or forms which differ in Indicator assignment from
the species.

NAT-IND (National Range Of Indicators)

The National Indicators reflect the range of estimated probabilities
(expressedas a frequency of occurrence) of a species occurring in wetland
versus nonwetland across the entire distribution of the species. A
frequency, for example, of 67%-99% (Facultative Wetland) means that 67%-99%
of sample plots containing the species randomly selected across the range
of the species would be wetland. Aquestion mark (?) following an Indicator
denotes a tentative assignment based on the botanical literature and not
confirmed by regional review. When two indicators are given, they reflect
the range from the lowest to the highest frequency of occurrence in

wetlands across the regions in which the species is found. A positive (+)

or negative (-) sign was used with the Facultative Indicator categories
to more specifically define the regional frequency of occurrence in

wetlands. The positive sign indicates a frequency toward the higher end

of the category (more frequently found in wetlands), and a negative sign

8
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indicates a frequency toward the lower end of the category (less frequently

found in wetlands)

.

Indicator Categories

Obligate Wetland (OBL). Occur almost always (estimated probability >99%)

under natural conditions in wetlands.

Facultative Wetland (FACW). Usually occur in wetlands (estimated

probability 67%-99%), but occasionally found in nonwetlands.

Facultative (FAC). Equally likely to occur in wetlands or nonwetlands

(estimated probability 34%-66%).

Facultative Upland (FACU). Usually occur in nonwetlands (estimated

probability 67%-99%), but occasionally found in wetlands (estimated

probability l%-33%)

.

Obligate Upland (UPL). Occur in wetlands in another region, but occur

almost always (estimated probability >99%) under natural conditions in

nonwetlands in the region specified. If a species does not occur in

wetlands in any region, it is not on the National List .

The wetland Indicator categories should not be equated to degrees of
wetness. Many obligate wetland species occur in permanently or

semipermanently flooded wetlands, but a number of obligates also occur

and some are restricted to wetlands which are only temporarily or

seasonally flooded. The facultative upland species include a diverse

collection of plants which range from weedy species adapted to exist in

a number of environmentally stressful or disturbed sites (including

wetlands) to species in which a portion of the gene pool (an ecotype)

always occurs in wetlands. Both the weedy and ecotype representatives of

the facultative upland category occur in seasonally and semipermanently

flooded wetlands.

RIND (Regional Indicator)

The estimated probability (likelihood) of a species occurring in wetlands

versus nonwetlands in the region. Regional Indicators reflect the

unanimous agreement of the Regional Interagency Review Panel. If a

regional panel was not able to reach a unanimous decision on a species,

NA (no agreement) was recorded in the regional indicator (R_IND) field.

An NI (no indicator) was recorded for those species for which insufficient

information was available to determine an indicator status. A

nonoccurrence (NO) designation indicates that the species does not occur

in that region. An asterisk (*) following a regional Indicator identifies

tentative assignments based on limited information from which to determine

the indicator status. In the listings for the States divided into two

regions (Montana, Wyoming, and Colorado), both regional Indicators are

reported.



REGION

The distribution of the species expressed by the regional codes used in

the National List of Scientific Plant Names (1982). These code numbers
and regions are displayed in Figure 1.

REGION
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REGION
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CHARACTERISTIC
SYMBOL OR LIFE FORM

A = Annual
B = Biennial
C = Clubmoss

LYCOPODIACEAE
SELAGINELLACEAE

E » Emergent
@ = Epiphytic
F = Forb
/ » Floating
F3 = Fern

ADIANTACEAE
ASPLENIACEAE
BLECHNACEAE
CYATHEACEAE
DAVALLIACEAE
OENNSTAEDTIACEAE
DRYOPTERIDACEAE
GLEICHENIACEAE
GRAMMITIDACEAE
HYMENOPHYLLACEAE
LOMARIOPSIDACEAE
MARAHIACEAE
OPHIOGLOSSACEAE
OSMUNDACEAE
PARKERIACEAE
POLYPODIACEAE
PSILOTACEAE
PTERIDAC EAE
SCHIZAEACEAE

SYMBOL

G

GL =

H

HS
H2

I

N

P

+

P3

Q

Z

S

T

V

W

WV

CHARACTERISTIC
OR LIFE FORM

Grass
POACEAE
Grasslike

CYPERACEAE
JUNCACEAE

Partly woody
Half shrub
Horsetail
EQUISETACEAE
Introduced
Native
Perennial
Parasitic
Pepperwort
MARSILEACEAE
Qui 11 wort
ISOETACEAE
Shrub
Saprophytic
Submerged
Succulent
Tree
Herbaceous Vine
Waterfern
AZOLLACEAE
SALVINIACEAE
Woody vine

The HABIT symbols are combined to describe the life form of the species
(e.g., ANG means annual native grass, IT means introduced tree).

12



DIGITAL DATA BASE AVAILABILITY

The National List of Plant Species that Occur in Wetlands is maintained in a

microcomputer data base. This data base was created to track and document the
decisions made by the Regional Interagency Review Panels and to facilitate
generation of National, regional and State reports. The data base is organized
into 26 fixed-length and 3 variable-length fields and contains information on
plant taxonomy, geography, and wetland Indicator status. We expect to make
regional subdivisions of the data base and a user's manual available on selected
magnetic media. An announcement of the format and ordering procedures will be
distributed widely when the data base is available in digital form.

13
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Note to the Reader:

Enclosed is the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan (Plan), which is mandated

by P.L. 99-645, the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986. The Plan was

developed by the Department of the Interior after consultation with the Environmental

Protection Agency, the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Agriculture, the

executive officer of each State, and enviroimiental groups.

The Plan provides the framework, criteria, and guidance for identifying wetlands

warranting priority attention for Federal and State acquisition using Land and Water

Conservation Fund appropriations. Its primary purpose is to help decision-makers focus

their acquisition efforts on the more important, scarce, and vulnerable wetlands in the

Nation. However, it can also be used by the private sector and local, State, and Federal

agencies to identify wetlands warranting protection through measures that do not require

land acquisition. The Plan will also help the States meet the Emergency Wetland

Resources Act's requirement to address wetlands as an important outdoor recreation

resource.
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PREFACE

We now know things about wetlands that we should have known decades

ago. Of course, we knew that they provide important habitat for waterfowl

and other wildlife resources. However, we are only now coming to realize

the importance of wetlands for enhancing water quality, providing water

supply, and serving as natural means of flood and erosion control. They
also contribute significant recreational and commercial benefits that

enhance the Nation's economy.

Historically, wetlands have had very negative connotations in our

thinking and in our vocabulary. Swamps, for example, have conjured up

images of impenetrable wastelands, places where people get "bogged

down." We have also associated wetlands with mosquitos, malaria,

alligators and snakes.

These negative perceptions have found their way into our national public

policies as well. As one consequence of the perception of wetlands as

wastelands, the Federal Government has promoted the loss or alteration of

wetlands. The Swamp Land Acts of 1849, 1850 and 1866 provide an early

example. These Acts gave away Federal lands in certain States on the

condition that they be drained.

Of the estimated 215 million acres of wetlands existing in the

conterminous United States at the time of European settlement, only 94

million acres (44 percent) are estimated to remain. Wetlands losses still

continue at a level estimated at several hundred thousand acres each

year.

Most wetlands in the United States (74 per cent) occur on private property.

The protection and creative management of wetlands, however, requires

concerted, cooperative efforts on the part of:

the Federal government,

State and local governments,

private organizations, and

individuals.

Working together, State and local governments, organizations and

individuals can reinforce and supplement the legal and administrative

framework now established at the Federal level for wetlands protection.

This framework includes provisions of the River and Harbor Act of 1899,

Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958, as amended, Clean Water Act

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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of 1977, as amended, Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Act of 1954, as amended, Coastal Barrier

Resources Act of 1982, Federal Power Act, as amended. Food Security Act

of 1985, Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986, and Executive Orders

11990 and 11988 on Protection of Wetlands and Floodplain Management,
respectively.

State and local governments are encouraged to educate the public about

wetland values and services and establish a policy designed to encourage

conservation and enhancement of wetlands. A wetland policy would

promote sound thinking and planning on the part of private entities and
those charged with protecting public resources.

In recognition of the important values associated with wetlands,

including significant economic benefits. State and local governments
also may offer tax incentives, such as preferential property tax assess-

ments or special tax deductions, to landowners who protect their wetlands

through deed restrictions or conservation easements. Donation of wet-

lands to conservation organizations or governmental entities also may
qualify landowners for substantial tax benefits. Or, individuals could

contribute dollars to non-profit organizations so that their resources could

be pooled for wetland protection or purchase.

State and local entities may want to evaluate existing programs to ensure

that they are not promoting wetland losses, through such programs as tax

deductions for wetland drainage or funding for economic development

projects located in wetlands.

The full spectrum of wetland protection options not requiring acquisition

of lands should be cooperatively evaluated by the private sector and local,

State and Federal governments before considering land acquisition as the

ultimate solution to wetland protection. Acquisition of an interest in wet-

lands is an important, but costly, option for protecting wetlands. And,

even with full public control over the land, it may not guarantee absolute

protection to the wetland. The present Administration's policy focuses on

protecting our Nation's wetlands through measures that do not require use

of appropriated funds for fee title acquisition of lands.

Technical assistance and educational materials are available from

Federal and State agencies and national conservation groups to assist in

this effort.

In 1986, the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act was enacted to promote

the conservation of our Nation's wetlands by intensifying cooperative

efforts among private interests and local. State and Federal governments

for the conservation, management and/or acquisition of wetlands.

Among a number of provisions in this Act designed to protect wetlands of

the United States, section 301 requires the Secretary of the Interior to

establish a National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan to assist

decisionmakers in identifying the types and locations of wetlands, and
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interests in wetlands (e.g., fee acquisition, deed restrictions) warranting

consideration for Federal and State acquisition.

The National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan provides general

direction and guidance from the national level and allows the States and

appropriate Federal agencies flexibility, within the limits of the generic

criteria specified in the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act, to develop

step down plans that reflect information or data specific to less than

national level planning areas. State level acquisition planning refine-

ments are appropriate to focus attention on documentable issues of wetland

loss, scarcity, threat and values that are not necessarily discernible at the

national level.

This National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan has been developed

to comply with the specific requirements of section 301 of the Emergency

Wetlands Resources Act and only applies to wetlands that would be

acquired by Federal agencies and States using Land and Water Conser-

vation Fund appropriations. The Department of the Interior, however, is

highly supportive of cooperative efforts among private interests and local,

State and Federal governments to implement options other than

acquisition of lands to conserve and protect wetlands.

The Department encourages the private sector and all local. State and

Federal agencies, to use this National Wetlands Priority Conservation

Plan as a decisionmaking tool to assist in identifying wetlands war-

ranting priority consideration for protection, using whatever measures

may be available in addition to acquisition of a fee title interest in

wetlands.

Implementation of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan

will result in development of lists of wetland sites warranting priority

consideration for acquisition. When a wetland site appears on a list it

does not mean that the wetland necessarily will be acquired; rather, that

the site qualifies for acquisition consideration. Any subsequent decision

to purchase property must rely on additional data, policies and conditions

that are not a part of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan.

Any listing of wetlands for acquisition consideration has no direct

bearing on Federal regulatory programs or the evaluation of wetlands for

regulatory purposes. Moreover, only through the cooperative efforts of all

governmental agencies, private organizations and individuals can

public wetland resources be adequately protected. In this regard, lists of

wetlands for acquisition consideration may be useful to assist any entity

in identifying wetlands warranting priority attention for protection,

management, restoration and/or enhancement using non-acquisition

measures.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

As a means to further promote the conservation of our Nation's wetlands,

Congress enacted the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act (Act) of 1986

(Public Law 99-645). Under the provisions of the Act, Congress found that

wetlands are nationally significant resources that contribute to our

economy, food supply, water supply and quality, flood control, and fish,

wildlife and plant resources. However, these resources have been signi-

ficantly affected by human land and water use activities, and recognition

of the value of wetlands has developed slowly. FWS estimates that less

than 45 percent of the original wetlands in the conterminous United States

remain. Wetlands losses are still continuing, perhaps at a level as high

as 450,000 acres annually.

Under the Act the Department of the Interior is directed by Congress to

develop a National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan that identifies

the locations and types of wetlands, and interests in wetlands, that should

receive priority attention for wetland acquisition projects by Federal and
State agencies using Land and Water Conservation Fund appropriations.

The Department of the Interior has been given authority to acquire
wetlands based on broad consideration of their value. The primary
purpose of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan is to assist

decisionmakers in focusing their acquisition efforts on the more
important, scarce and vulnerable wetlands in the Nation; however, it also

can be used by the private sector and local. State and Federal agencies to

identify priority wetlands warranting protection through measures not

requiring land acquisition.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has prepared this National Wetlands
Priority Conservation Plan for the Department of the Interior. The
National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan provides a planning

framework, criteria and guidance intended to meet the requirements of

section 301 of the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act. Criteria to be
considered in determining acquisition priorities include functions and
values of wetlands, historic wetland losses and threat of future wetland
losses. In general, wetlands given priority consideration for acquisition

will be those that provide a high degree of public benefits, that are
representative of rare or declining wetland types within an ecoregion,

and that are subject to identifiable threat of loss or degradation.

Implementation of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
will result in development of plans that list wetland sites warranting
priority consideration for Federal and State acquisition. Wetlands
assessment threshold criteria have been developed to assist users of the

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan in identifying wetland
sites that qualify for such priority.
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The Emergency Wetlands Resources Act also requires consistency

between the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan process

and the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan. The National

Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan will assist the States in meeting the

requirement under the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act that wetlands

are addressed as an important outdoor recreation resource. States are

encouraged to develop State wetlands priority plans as implementing

documents that address specific wetland acquisition priorities within the

State.

The National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan represents only one

tool to be used for the protection of valuable wetland ecosystems. Only

through the continued and coordinated efforts of all interests, public and

private, can wetland resources be adequately protected for future

generations.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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A. INTRODUCTION

This National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan (NWPCP) has been

prepared by the United States (U.S.) Fish and Wildlife Service (Service)

on behalf of the Department of the Interior (Department) in response to

section 301 of the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986 (Act).

The NWPCP provides a process that identifies wetlands that should

receive priority attention for Federal and State acquisition. The new

authority significantly broadens the Department's wetlands acquisition

mandate to include consideration of all values of wetlands in making

acquisition decisions.

The NWPCP is intended to assist Federal, State and local agencies in

making wetland acquisition decisions when Land and Water Conser-

vation Fund appropriations are used. The NWPCP can also assist other

users including governmental agencies, conservation groups or private

individuals, in acquisition planning that complements Federal and State

efforts to set priorities for wetlands protection through acquisition.

The document discusses wetland values and losses and provides

evaluation criteria to be used in making wetland acquisition deter-

minations. Guidance is also provided on the use of the NWPCP and its

relationship with other legislation, plans, policies and programs.

Wetland protection and use are controlled or managed by regulation,

policy guidance or acquisition of interests in wetlands. No single

legislative authority addresses all the facets of wetland protection or use.

Ways and means of wetland protection that do not require acquisition

include Federal, State and local laws, tax code provisions and regulatory

programs. The primary regulatory mechanism for Federal mvolvement

in the use of wetlands is section 404 of the Clean Water Act. However

wetland protection afforded by this program is not comprehensive and

additional losses of the Nation's wetlands continue.

Wetland acquisition, therefore, offen may be a desired option to best serve

the public interest when other means for wetland protection or use have

been less effective. Acquisition of an interest in a wetland (e.g

obtaining public access) also may be desirable to protect the wetland.

Additionally, acquisition of restorable wetlands can serve to replace or

improve some of the functional values of wetlands which have been lost to

society
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B. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

The NWPCP provides a planning framework, criteria and guidance to

determine the locations and types of wetlands, and interests in wetlands,

that should receive priority consideration for Federal and State

acquisition. The purpose of the NWPCP is to assist decisionmakers in

focusing their acquisition efforts on the more important, scarce and

vulnerable wetlands in the Nation. The NWPCP was not intended to be a

comprehensive wetland conservation plan. The authorized name for the

NWPCP does not include "acquisition" in the title, but the Act specifies

that the purpose of the NWPCP is priority planning for wetland

acquisition.

Implementation of the NWPCP will result in development of plans or

modifications to existing plans that list wetland sites warranting priority

consideration for Federal and State acquisition. The NWPCP will also

assist the States in complying with section 303 of the Act, which requires

that each Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP)

address wetlands within that State as an important outdoor recreation

resource.

As a planning document, this NWPCP:

1) establishes assessment criteria concerning wetland functions and

values, historic wetland losses, and threat of future wetland losses;

2) addresses other important wetland acquisition considerations;

3) assists States in complying with section 303 of the Act;

4) assists in identifying (listing) wetland sites warranting

consideration for Federal and State acquisition; and

5) does not reduce or replace the implementation of other wetland

protection or regulatory programs as established by Federal, State or

local laws.

C. AUTHORITY

The Emergency Wetlands Resources Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-645) was

enacted to promote the conservation of our Nation's wetlands in order to

maintain the public benefits they provide and to help fulfill migratory bird

treaties and conventions by: (1) intensifying cooperative efforts among
private interests and local. State and Federal governments for the
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management and conservation of wetlands; and (2) intensifying wetland

protection efforts through acquisition in fee, easements or other interests

and methods by local, State and Federal governments and the private

sector. The Act also addresses the importance that wetlands have for fish

and wildlife resources, water supply and quality, flood damage reduction

and outdoor recreation. Major provisions of the Act are summarized as

follows:

Authorizes admission permits (entrance fees) at designated

refuges to provide revenue for refuge operations and the Migratory

Bird Conservation Fund.

Raises the price of the Migratory Bird Hunting and Conservation

Stamp.

Requires the Department to establish a NWPCP which specifies the

types and locations of, and interests in, wetlands that should be

given priority for Federal and State acquisition.

Amends the Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) Act to

require that for Fiscal Year 1988 and thereafter, each SCORP
specifically addresses wetlands.

Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior (Secretary) to purchase

wetlands or interests in wetlands consistent with the NWPCP.

Directs the Department/Service to continue the National Wetlands

Inventory Project (NWI) and update the wetlands status and

trends report.

Requires the Department to report to Congress on the status, cond-

ition and trends of wetlands and effect of Federal programs on

wetlands in selected regions of the United States.

Authorizes the acquisition and management of the Bayou Sauvage

Urban National Wildlife Refuge in Louisiana.

Section 301 of the Act directs the Secretary to establish and periodically

review and revise a NWPCP. Section 301 is reproduced from the Act

below:

"SEC. 301. NATIONAL WETLANDS PRIORITY CONSERVATION
PLAN.

(a) IN GENERAL - The Secretary shall establish and periodically

review and revise, a national wetlands priority conservation plan

which shall specify, on a region-by-region basis or other basis

considered appropriate by the Secretary, the types of wetlands and

interests in wetlands which should be given priority with respect to

Federal and State acquisition.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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(b) CONSULTATION - The Secretary shall establish the plan required

by subsection (a) after consultation with-

(1) the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency;

(2) the Secretary of Commerce;

(3) the Secretary of Agriculture; and

(4) (the chief executive officer of) each State.

(c) FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED - The Secretary, in establishing

the plan required by subsection (a), shall consider :

(1) the estimated proportion remaining of the respective types of

wetlands which existed at the time of European settlement;

(2) the estimated current rate of loss and threat of future losses of the

respective types of wetlands; and

(3) the contributions of the respective types of wetlands to-

(A) wildlife, including endangered and threatened species,

migratory birds, and resident species;

(B) commercial and sport fisheries;

(C) surface and groundwater quality and quantity, and flood

control;

(D) outdoor recreation; and

(E) other areas or concerns the Secretary considers appropriate."

For the purpose of this NWPCP, types of wetlands will be based on the

wetlands classification system and terminology developed by the Service

(Cowardin et al., 1979). The 1986 Report of the U.S. Senate Committee on

Environment and Public Works (Senate Committee Report) on the Act

indicates that "region-by-region" refers to natural provinces rather than

political jurisdictions; therefore, the ecoregion classification by Bailey

(1978) is adopted for use in the NWPCP. (The Bailey classification

system was used because it is comparable to Hammond's (1970) physical

subdivisions of the U.S., the system used to establish boundaries for data

collection in the Service's 1954-74 wetlands trends study.) "Interests in

wetlands" refers to the financial interest, e.g., fee title acquisition or less

than fee interests, such as conservation easements. Refer to section J for

complete definitions of terms.

Section 303 of the Act states that for Fiscal Year 1988 and thereafter each

SCORP shall be revised to specifically address wetlands within that State

as an important outdoor recreation resource as a prerequisite to approval

for LWCF Act funding of recreational projects by the Secretary.

Alternatively, a State may submit a State wetlands priority plan,

developed in consultation with the State fish and wildlife agency and
consistent with the NWPCP, as an addendum to the existing SCORP.

Section 303 of the Act also amends the LWCF Act to authorize wetlands

specifically as suitable replacement for LWCF lands slated for

conversion to other uses. Thus, wetlands are considered to be of reason-
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ably equivalent usefulness with the property proposed for conversion

regardless of the nature of that property. For example, a city may wish to

use a portion of a park acquired and/or developed with LWCF monies for a

non-outdoor recreation use such as city offices. Section 303 permits the

acquisition of wetlands of at least equal fair market value and of

reasonably equivalent location to be used as replacement lands.

D. CONSULTATION

As specified in section 301 of the Act. the NWPCP is being developed m
consultation with the Administrator of the Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA), the Secretary of Commerce, the Secretary of Agriculture

and the chief executive officer of each State. The NWPCP also is bemg

coordinated with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) and

environmental groups.

E. WETLANDSASSESSMENT CRITERIA

The following discusses the minimal wetlands assessment criteria that

must be considered in evaluating wetlands for acquisition potential and

background information supporting the selection of these criteria.

Section 301(c) of the Act directs the Department in establishing the

NWPCP to consider specific factors. These factors may be summarized

as: (1) historic wetland losses, (2) threat of future wetland losses, and (3)

wetland functions and values. Wetlands assessment criteria have been

established for each of these major categories to assist Federal and State

decisionmakers in determining which types and locations of wetlands

warrant priority attention for acquisition. In summary, priority

consideration for acquisition will be given to:

1) wetland types that are rare or have declined within an ecoregion

(one half or more of the wetland site consists of rare or declining

wetland types);

2) wetland sites subject to identifiable threat of loss or degradation;

and

3) wetland sites with diverse and important functions and values

and/or especially high or special value for specific wetland

functions.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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At a minimum, proposed wetland acquisition projects should have been

selected based on evaluation according to all three of these generic

criteria. Minimum standards for these criteria are indicated in the

Wetlands Assessment Threshold Criteria (Threshold Criteria) located in

Appendix 1. The Threshold Criteria are used in determining which

wetland sites (see definitions) qualify for Federal and State consideration

for acquisition. Those wetlands meeting the Threshold Criteria warrant

priority consideration for Federal and State acquisition. This systematic

evaluation of wetland sites will help achieve national consistency and
comparability between wetlands identified for acquisition consideration.

States developing wetlands components to SCORPs, including State

Wetlands Priority Plans and their own or modified wetlands assessment

threshold criteria or methodologies, should ensure that all three of the

criteria mentioned above are addressed in their acquisition planning

process and documents. States also should ensure that sufficient

information will be available to allow a Federal or State decisionmaker to

determine that proposed wetland acquisitions meet each criterion

mentioned above.

The NWPCP contains only the threshold standards for each criterion.

Users who need to rank various wetlands should develop a weighted

scoring system taking into account the priorities and needs of the agency

considering acquisition. The NWPCP has intentionally avoided devel-

opment of a weighted scoring system for all criteria. This is because a

single system will not serve all the differing applications of the NWPCP
by various users. For example, the Service uses a Land Acquisition

Priority System (LAPS) to rank and compare various properties proposed

for acquisition, including wetlands. Thus, the NWPCP does not stand

alone as an acquisition justification document.

The Threshold Criteria address wetland losses, wetland threats and

wetland functions and values, which are fully discussed subsequently.

1. WETLAND LOSSES

Criterion

Wetland types to be given priority consideration for acquisition are

those that are rare or have declined within an ecoregion.

Discussion

The following guidance will assist in applying this criterion:

In general, palustrine emergent, forested and scrub-shrub wetland

types and coastal vegetated wetlands (estuarine intertidal, emer-
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gent, forested and scrub-shrub and marine intertidal) will usually

warrant priority consideration for Federal and State acquisition.

Documentable information (see definitions section) may be used to

support giving priority to other wetland types.

All wetland types that are rare or have declined within an ecoregion

may be considered.

An ecoregion sustaining a high or moderate Index of Loss (see

definitions) could warrant priority consideration over an ecoregion

having a low Index of Loss of wetlands present in 1954 at the start of

the wetlands trends study.

Statistically valid data or documentable information may be used to

support priority for a specified wetland type(s) within an ecoregion, a

State or portion of a State due to rarity or wetland losses prior to,

during or after the wetlands trend study, ifNWI trends study data do

not accurately portray the wetlands trends or Index of Loss within a

State, portion of an ecoregion or other priority planning area.

Wetland losses are continuing throughout the U.S. in spite of increased

Federal, State and local efforts to protect these areas. Of the estimated

original (i.e., at the time of European settlement) 215 million acres of

wetlands that existed in the conterminous U.S. (Roe and Ayres, 1954), less

than 95 million acres (44 percent) probably remain. For example, between

1954 and 1974, about 9 million acres of wetlands were lost (Frayer et al.,

1983). Net annual wetland losses during this period averaged 458,000

acres (440,000 acres inland and 18,000 acres coastal). About 396,000

acres/year (87 percent) of this estimated annual wetland loss has been

attributed to agricultural conversion. Wetland losses were also due to

residential and commercial developments, ports and harbors, roads,

water development projects, erosion and inundation, mining for mineral

resources, livestock grazing and other land and water use activities.

Destruction or degradation of wetlands eliminates or reduces some of

their values. Drainage of wetlands, for example, eliminates or reduces

many of the beneficial effects of the wetlands on water quality and may

directly contribute to flooding problems. When wetlands are converted to

another use, the general public loses benefits from the wetlands associated

with incremental flood, erosion and storm damage control, water quality

maintenance, outdoor recreation and fish and wildlife resources; the

public also inherits economic liability for correcting problems associated

with lost wetland functions. The broad public interest is served when

these wetland values are protected.

Diking and draining wetlands for agricultural uses, such as pasture or

crop production, may significantly alter wetland functions and values but

not convert the wetlands to uplands or non-wetlands. For example, signi-

ficant wetland uses include muckland farming, row crops, hay, summer

vegetables, and blueberry and cranberry cultivation. Drainage and

pumping permits crop production during drier summer months but the

wetlands are maintained by saturation, inundation and/or flooding

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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during the wetter winter and spring months. Farmed wetlands may
quickly recover functional values without continued use of pumping and

dike maintenance. As such, many wetlands in agricultural land uses

have high potential for being restored or having their functional values

increased.

The Service, under the NWI, studied trends in wetland habitats in the

conterminous United States (Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and U.S. Trust

Territories were not included in the study) during the 20-year period

between 1954 and 1974 (trends study) to develop information on losses and

gains of wetland types (Frayer et al., 1983). The NWI trends study was

designed to obtain a high degree of accuracy and precision at the national

level. During this study, less emphasis was placed on sub-national levels

(e.g., States); thus, information on the location of wetland losses (or

gains) is statistically less meaningful at State levels and for certain

regions. The NWI trends study did not address the significant reduction

in quality of many wetlands.

The trends study did not address all types of wetlands. Marine subtidal

and riverine wetlands were not evaluated because of the relatively small

expected change in these types. Also, submerged vegetated or aquatic bed

wetlands, an essential habitat for commercial and recreational fisheries,

were not studied as they could not be reliably mapped. The trends study,

however, looked at estuarine subtidal and intertidal non-vegetated

wetlands, lacustrine wetlands, and palustrine open water and non-

vegetated wetlands, all of which may include aquatic bed wetlands.

Aquatic bed wetlands may be under State ownership and/or State and

Federal regulatory jurisdiction in many States, thereby being afforded

some level of protection. However, in some States such wetlands may be

under private ownership and vulnerable to loss or degradation from

dredge or fill projects associated with navigation, marine, gas or oil, or

similar projects or activities. Aquatic bed wetlands have diminished

substantially in several regions in the U.S. The significant value of this

wetland type can not be over-emphasized and priority consideration for

acquisition may be warranted based on documentable wetland loss

studies.

The riverine system includes wetlands and deepwater habitats contained

within a channel except for wetlands dominated by trees, shrubs,

persistent emergents, emergent mosses, or lichens or; habitats with water

containing ocean-derived salts in excess of 5 parts per thousand.

However, upland islands or palustrine wetlands may occur within the

channel. This system has been modified by man's activities through

channelization, dredging, encroaching fills and conversion from

natural substrate to concrete. Because of such activities, adjacent or

intermixed palustrine wetlands have been lost or degraded.

Riverine wetlands usually are bordered by or intermixed with palustrine

wetlands. In many cases, only a narrow band of palustrine wetlands or
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•

palustrine emergent wetlands in the
P"^^^"^^;°'''°^'ia^d? in North

Wisconsin (Frayer et al., 1983).

The national decline of wetlands was dramatic in "^^"y St^^^^^^Jmmmmmm
Louisiana, Michigan. Minnesota. North Dakota and Ohio.

(a) Losses by WetlandType

^ analysis of -nds study data fo^ the 4^ states indic^^^^^^^

wetland types, as described ^y ^"""d n «
increased

significantly, others
"™'''"'t;'''°'':* ,f„d Los as shown in Table
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l^spond w.th deCn.n.

stable and increasing wetland trends.

These data forn, the basis for establishing the wetland
J"- ^-^'allo

A „„^;v 1 An uoland (non-wetland) cover type category is
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Groups 1-3. To protect the integrity of the wetland system, it is often

essential to acquire adjacent or intermixed upland areas.

The Senate Committee Report on the Act provided guidance indicating that

acquisition of an interest in wetlands includes adjacent and associated

uplands essential to maintaining the values of the wetlands. However,

the Act refers specifically to the acquisition of wetlands and it was not

intended that former wetlands converted to non-wetlands were to be

targeted for acquisition purposes. These areas may have been diked or

drained by man for conversion to other uses, such as agriculture. As such,

there may be several factors making these sites less viable for

acquisition, including landowner opposition to selling the land, high cost

per acre for "highly productive" land, and high cost for wetland

restoration.

Although the trends study provides the only data useful for a statistical

comparison of ecoregions in the U.S. during the 1954-74 period, it is

recognized that the data may not accurately portray wetland trends for

certain local, State or regional areas. Other historical, recent or detailed

information may demonstrate a different trend of wetland loss, stability

or increase for a local. State or regional area. When information is

available to substantiate trends for various wetland types other than that

shown by the NWI trends study, it may be used to support departures from

the trends groupings presented in Table 1. For example, the trends data

showed that palustrine open water wetlands increased between 1954 and
1974. However, a State may have documentable information showing that

generally unmappable wetland types, such as aquatic bed, rock bottom or

reef, found within the open water type, decreased significantly and
warrant priority consideration for acquisition. Also, wetland types may
have been historically rare, such as in the arid regions of the western

U.S., so would warrant priority consideration.

(b) Losses by Region

The NWI trends study generated national estimates of wetlands and
deepwater habitat acreage for the lower 48 States during the 1950's, the

1970's, and the change for this period. The study also generated State

estimates. The study samples were selected within boundaries formed by

35 physical subdivisions described by Hammond (1970), States, and a

special coastal strata (see Cowardin et al., 1979, pg. 27) including the

marine intertidal category and the estuarine system. The study results

are valid at the national level, but the data are not reliable enough to

provide statistical significance at the State level.

The national data show that certain ecoregions of the U.S. have lost more
of their wetland base acreage (i.e., between 1954 and 1974) than other

areas. In this NWPCP, ecoregions are used for an objective comparison

of wetland losses among various locations.
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Wetlands Group 1 - Declining

The following wetland types experienced a net decline between 1954 and

1974.

Wetland Type 1954-1974 % Change (SE*)

1. Palustrine Emergent -14.1
/q"7orx

2. Palustrine Forested -10.8 3.7%

3 Estuarine Intertidal Emergent - 8.3 L ^

4. Marine Intertidal -4.9 (57-5%

5. Palustrine Scrub-Shrub -3.5 {bb.uo

6 Estuarine Intertidal Forested

& Scrub-Shrub -3.2 03.2%)

Wetlands Group 2 - Stable

The following wetland types were relatively stable between 1954 and 1974.

,,r ., J rr. iq'i4-1974 % Change (SE*)
Wetland Type j.t^04-ia i'j s

7. Estuarine Intertidal Non-Vegetated
+0'^

8. Estuarine Subtidal +1-4
[It'Tf,

+ 2A (34.1vo;

* *

9. Lacustrine

Wetlands Group 3 - Increasing

The following wetland types increased significantly between 1954 and

1974.

, ^ iqcLi-1Q74 % Change (SE*)
Wetland Type WiA-iyi^ &

10 Palustrine -Other Non-vegetated +45.0 (39.9%)

11. Palustrine Unconsolidated Shore +51-8 (5.5%)

12" Palustrine Open Water-h89.4 {2^
* The standard error (SE) of each entry expressed as a percentage of the

entry.

** Standard error of estimate is equal to or larger than the estimate.

Table 1. Wetland losses or gains by type.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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Ecoregions (Bailey, 1978) are a hierarchical classification of areas

characterized by distinctive flora, fauna, land forms, climate, vegetation

and ecological climax. Ecoregion classification includes biotic and

abiotic factors. For the purpose of this NWPCP, ecoregions will be

determined from Figure 1, taken from Cowardin et al. (1979), page 27.

Use of ecoregions allows compilation, comparison and interpretation of

data based on biogeographical units rather than on political units (e.g.,

States).

The EPA's Corvallis Laboratory has modified the Bailey ecoregion

classification system for their use in priority planning regarding

regulatory protection of aquatic and wetland resources (Omernik, 1987).

This new system factors in land use in addition to climate, soils, geology,

vegetation and physiography for identifying distinctive ecosystems.

Although this system may have advantages for wetland trends studies, it

was not available when the trends study was conducted.

An Index of Loss formula was developed by Frayer for use in comparing

the magnitude of loss for a wetland type during the 1954-74 study period

between ecoregion divisions or other units of interest (e.g., States). The
Index of Loss is expressed by the following equation:

(Y-XxlQQ) X (Y-XxlOQ) : or (Unit Loss x 100) x (Unit Loss x 100)

N Y Net National Loss 1954 Unit Base

Where, Y = 1954 Unit Base acreage per wetland type and unit area;

X = 1974 Remaining acreage per wetland type and unit area;

Y-X = Unit Loss (e.g., 1954-74 State loss per wetland type); and

N = 1954-74 Net National Loss per wetland type.

Unit = Area of comparison (e.g., ecoregion, State)

Base = Acres of wetlands in 1954 for the unit.

Example: The subtropical ecoregion had 1,000,000 acres of palustrine

forested wetlands in 1954 and only 500,000 acres in 1974. The 1954-74 net

national loss of this wetland type was 6,000,000.

Y =
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emergent, palustrine forested and palustrine scrub-shrub. The coastal

vegetated wetland types experiencing losses during the 1954-1974 period

(i.e., estuarine intertidal emergent, marine intertidal and estuarine

intertidal forested and scrub-shrub wetlands) were not compared with

palustrine wetlands. This is because these wetlands only represent about

5 percent of total U.S. estuarine and palustrine wetlands. The Index of

Loss numbers generated were not meaningful when compared with

palustrine wetlands having a significantly higher base acreage.

The coastal region, or that area along or near the coastline having marine

intertidal and estuarine system wetland types, has experienced a signi-

ficant loss of vegetated wetlands and associated values in the lower 48

States. During the NWI trends study, estuarine wetlands losses were

greatest in California, Florida, Louisiana, New Jersey and Texas.

Louisiana's coastal marsh losses were mostly due to submergence of

coastal wetlands. Dredge and fill development was a significant cause of

coastal wetlands losses in California, Florida, New Jersey and Texas. In

other coastal areas, urban development was the major cause of wetland

loss. In general, declining wetland types in the coastal region warrant

priority consideration for protection and Federal and State acquisition.

The Index of Loss results for palustrine emergent, palustrine forested and

palustrine scrub-shrub wetland types are listed in Table 2, ranked from

highest to lowest losses per ecoregion division. A high Index of Loss

indicates a large magnitude of loss, a large percent of wetland base loss or

both (as well as their functions and values) during the 1954-74 study

period.

The Index of Loss data show that certain ecoregions of the U.S. had

substantially higher losses of palustrine wetlands than other ecoregions.

These data can be used, if desired, to set national acquisition priorities

among various ecoregions. However, it should be recognized that the

trends study period data do not reflect wetland trends prior to 1954 or after

1974. Also, the trends study data are not refined enough to show sub-

regional differences within the ecoregion (e.g., high wetland losses

occurred within an ecoregion section, although losses were low within the

same ecoregion division). For these reasons, decisionmakers should be

cautious with their use of the Index of Loss information. States having

specific information or data for these periods, or more specific infor-

mation or data during the trends study period, may use such documentable

information to support statements made in a wetland acquisition docu-

ment indicating estimated levels (e.g., high, moderate, low) of wetland

loss by a State or subregion. Such estimates or indices of wetland loss,

however, are not directly comparable with the Index of Loss estimates

based on trends study data (refer to Table 2).

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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2. THREAT OF FUTURE WETLAND LOSS

Criterion

Wetlands to be given priority consideration for acquisition should

be subject to identifiable threat of loss or degradation.

Discussion

Wetlands continue to be threatened with loss or degradation due to such

factors as agricultural, commercial and residential development; drain-

age and filling; road building; water development projects; groundwater
withdrawal; loss of instream flows; water pollution; and vegetation

removal. During the NWI trends study, agriculture was responsible for

87 percent of the man-induced wetland losses. Residential and com-
mercial development accounted for most of the remaining losses. While
some land use activities in wetlands may require a Federal permit in

accordance with section 404(a) of the Clean Water Act, the regulatory

program has not halted all wetland losses or degradation.

A number of factors influence the type, degree and imminence of threat.

Degree of threat addresses the percentage of the wetland's functions and
values likely to be lost or degraded by all types of wetland threats.

Imminence of threat measures the time period within which the wetlands

are likely to be destroyed or altered. These factors include changes in

population growth and movements; food and energy policies and supplies;

local. State and Federal laws and ordinances; and land or resource use

controls. For example, the movement of people from the Northeastern U.S.

to "sun belt" States such as California, Florida, Hawaii and Texas may
fuel a demand for conversion of wetlands to urban lands. The National

Planning Association, an economic research organization in Washing-
ton, D.C., has estimated that 80 percent of the Nation's population growth

for the period 1980-2000 will occur in the south and west. The top 10 States

for population growth were projected to be: California, Florida, Texas,

Arizona, North Carolina, Georgia, Washington, Colorado, Virginia and
Tennessee. The threat to wetlands could be high in these States due to

developmental pressures associated with rapid population growth. A
depressed agricultural economy due to crop surplus, low prices and weak
export demand could result in a reduced rate of wetland conversion to

agricultural lands. Conversely, increased demand for U.S. agricultural

products could promote conversion of wetlands to agricultural lands.

Coastal wetlands have experienced significant historic losses and
continue to be threatened. For example, the U.S. Census Bureau has

estimated that 75 percent of the population is expected to live within 50

miles of the U.S. coast (including the Great Lakes coastlines) by the year

1990 (President's Council on Environmental Quality, 1984). This
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Wetland Type Ecoregion Index of Loss

N o.* Division

Palustrine 2300 Subtropical High

Emergent 2100 Warm Continental

2500 Prairie

2600 Mediterranean Moderate

2200 Hnt.Continentiil

3200 Steppe

2312 Southern Floodplain Forest Low
2400 Marine
2312 Southern Floodplain Forest

Palustrine 2300 SuhtronicaJ Hgll

Forested 2600 Mediterranean Moderate

2500 Prairie

2400 Marine

2100 Warm Continental Low
2200 Hot Continental

3100 Steppe

Palustrine 2300 Subtropical

Scrub-Shrub 2600 Mediterranean High

2400 Marine

2312 Southern Floodplain Forest

2500 Prairie Moderate

2100 Warm Continental

3100 Steppe

2200 Hot Continental Low

See Figure 1.

Special Note: Trends study data were unreliable for the Desert ecoregion.

However, based on the inherent rarity of palustrine emergent, forested

and scrub-shrub wetlands in the Desert ecoregion and recognized

historical and recent losses of these types, they should be accorded high

priority consideration for acquisition.

Table 2. Index of Loss by Ecoregion for Selected Palustrine

Wetland Types.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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7

concentration of humans and their land use activities places a high level

of threat on coastal area wetlands. However, in the past decade a strong

emphasis by Federal and State regulatory programs in the coastal zone

has reduced estuarine wetland losses compared to the period before the

mid-1970's.

Various land use controls achieved through local zoning, Federal

regulatory programs for activities in wetlands, and coastal zone laws

influence human activities that cause wetland losses or alterations. For

example, coastal wetland losses have been drastically reduced in

Delaware, New Jersey and Maryland through State coastal and/or inland

wetland protection laws. The Food Security Act of 1985 contains several

wetland protection features that could significantly reduce the threat of

wetland losses due to agricultural conversion. Nonetheless, even in the

most conservation conscious States, with the strongest management,

regulatory and acquisition mechanisms, wetlands continue to decline.

Because of the aforementioned variables, degree and imminence of threat

are often difficult to determine. However, it is important to establish that

wetlands are threatened by loss or degradation. Types of threat and laws,

ordinances or land use controls fostering protection of wetlands should be

considered in Appendix 1 in making a threshold decision that the wetland

site is threatened. Quantifying threat type, degree and imminence is

encouraged in developing ranking systems to measure threat.

3. WETLAND FUNCTIONSAND VALUES

Criteria

Wetlands to be given priority consideration for acquisition are those

with important and diverse functions and values and/or especially

high or special value for specific wetland functions.

All wetland functions and the broadest range of wetland values

should be considered in establishing priorities without greater

priority consideration given to one public value over another.

Discussion

Wetlands provide important public values including fish and wildlife

habitat (e.g., support endangered and threatened species, migratory birds

and resident species); surface and groundwater supply; water quality

improvement; flood, erosion and storm damage reduction; outdoor

recreation; and research and education. Wetland functions and values

vary according to wetland type, location and human modification.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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Wetlands do not necessarily perform all functions with associated public

service values and/or perform them equally well.

Congress directed the Department to consider contributions wetlands
make to wildlife, fisheries, water quantity and quality, flood control,

outdoor recreation and other areas or concerns of the Secretary. As
indicated by the Report of the Senate Committee on Environment and
PubHc Works (U.S. Senate, September 16, 1986):

" No one of these services or products provided by the respective

wetlands types should be given greater priority than any other.

Instead, the Secretary should consider the broadest range of
wetlands values in establishing priorities and not limit his

consideration to any one service or product contributed by a
wetlands type."

A summary discussion of the functions and values of wetlands is

provided to assist in understanding the importance of wetlands from the

standpoint of public values that should be protected. "An Overview of

Major Wetland Functions and Values" (Sather and Smith, 1984) and "A
Method for Wetland Functional Assessment, Vol. 1" (Adamus and
Stockwell, March 1983) were the sources for much of this information.

These reports are example sources that may be consulted for detailed

information on wetland functions, assessment methodologies and
literature sources.

a. and b. Wildlife and Fisheries

Wetlands are among the world's most biologically productive ecosystems

and are crucial as habitats for fish and wildlife. Roughly two-thirds of the

commercially important fish and shellfish species harvested along the

Atlantic and Gulf coasts and half of the Pacific coast are dependent upon
estuarine wetlands for food, spawning and/or nursery areas. A
commercial marine fisheries harvest valued at over $10 billion annually

provides one economic measure of the significance of coastal wetland

resources. Coastal recreational fishing may contribute an equivalent

economic value annually (U.S. Department of Commerce, 1987).

Wetlands provide essential breeding, spawning, nursery, nesting,

migratory and/or wintering habitat for a major portion of the Nation's

migratory and resident fish and wildlife. Approximately one-third of the

Nation's threatened and endangered plant and animal species depend
heavily on wetlands. Millions of water-associated birds including

waterfowl, shorebirds, wading birds, gulls and terns, rails and other

groups depend on marshes, potholes, sloughs, swamps, mudflats and other

wetland types.

Fish and wildlife habitat is one of the more studied functional values of

wetlands (Lonard et al., 1981). The state-of-the-art for fish and wildlife
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resource evaluations is well-developed, although many habitat evaluation

methodologies are based on various assumptions due to current gaps in

knowledge on wildlife habitat requirements. The Service's Habitat

Evaluation Procedure (HEP), which is based on a numerical rating of

habitat quality, is the most comprehensive methodology for quantifying

fish and wildlife resource values (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1980).

High fish and wildlife resource values (biological or socioeconomic) for

wetlands are often associated with such factors as diverse species

composition; abundant wildlife numbers or populations; presence of

species, populations or habitats of special importance or concern; and/or

satisfaction of habitat requirements for those species with specialized

habitat or occupying outer extensions of their range. Large, diverse

wetlands, hydrologically connected to other wetlands, are likely to have
high wildlife resource values since they meet the living requirements of

more species. Wetlands with an irregular wetlands-open water edge and
intermixture of open water and wetland vegetation are more likely to

provide diverse food and cover conditions supporting more wildlife.

c Hydrologic

Hydrologic functions of wetlands include surface and groundwater
recharge and discharge, water quality, flood water conveyance and
storage, and shoreline and erosion protection. Most wetland functions

are related to the presence, quantity, quality and movement of water in

wetlands (Carter et al., 1979). In general, the hydrologic functional

values of wetlands are not well understood and the state-of-the-art is

poorly developed (Lonard et al., 1981); this is because wetlands are among
the most difficult hydrologic environments to assess (Sather and Smith,

1984). Additional research and field testing are needed to correct this

deficiency. Wetlands assessment techniques for hydrological functions

are limited or poorly developed.

(i) Surface and Groundwater Supply

The groundwater discharge function of wetlands (i.e., movement of

groundwater into surface water, e.g., springs) is recognized as being

more important than the groundwater recharge function (i.e., movement
of surface water into groundwater aquifers). Most wetlands are areas of

groundwater discharge with some providing water for public uses. Many
researchers believe that most wetlands do not function as groundwater
recharge sites (Carter et al., 1979). Some exceptions include depressional

wetlands like cypress domes in Florida and prairie potholes in the

Dakotas (Lissey, 1971). In urban areas, the pumping of municipal wells

may draw water from streams and adjacent wetlands and induce

groundwater recharge in wetlands (Tiner, 1985). Seasonal wetlands are

more likely to perform a recharge function than are permanent or semi-

permanent wetlands (Reppert et al., 1979). Recharge is important for

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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replenishing aquifers used for water supply. Wetlands demonstrated to

be groundwater discharge sites are good indicators of potential water

supplies for towns. More work is needed to adequately understand this

function in specific wetlands (Sather and Smith, 1984).

The effectiveness of the groundwater supply function of wetlands is higher

when the surface and groundwater aquifers are connected. The socio-

economic value is higher when the public derives its water supply from the

wetlands or related groundwater aquifer. The public benefits of this

wetland function include water supply for public use, irrigation, livestock

watering and wildlife uses.

(ii) Water Quality

Wetlands can help maintain water quality or improve degraded water by

removing, transforming and retaining nutrients; processing chemical

and organic wastes and pollutants (including heavy metals); and
reducing sediment loads. Wetlands intercept runoff from uplands before

it reaches the water and help filter sediments, nutrients and wastes from

flood water. It is important, however, to recognize that wetlands have a

finite capacity to perform this function.

Important water quality functions of wetlands include uptake,

transformation and addition of materials as water flows through the

wetlands. Wetlands act as sediment, toxic substance and nutrient traps

and perform functions similar to a waste treatment plant. The waste

treatment or water quality improvement process occurring in wetlands

still needs additional study to understand retention mechanisms and
capacities. Wetlands also have an important water quality role as

sedimentation basins. Wetland vegetation filters (e.g., lowers turbidity

of floodwater) and holds sediments which otherwise enter lakes, streams,

reservoirs or harbors, often necessitating costly maintenance dredging

activities. However, excessive sedimentation may raise the elevation of

wetlands and accelerate their conversion to uplands, thereby eliminating

values for trapping sediments. Wetlands also assimilate toxic

substances, such as heavy metals and pesticides. The pollutant trapping

function can result in serious problems for fish and wildlife, e.g.,

Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge and other refuges in the West collect

irrigation return flow water containing leached salts and other minerals

in toxic concentrations.

The water quality value of wetlands is highest when there is a net removal

or detoxification of materials that would lower water quality further

downstream. As would be expected, wetlands in urbanized and
agricultural environments have more eutrophic water (i.e., excessive

amounts of dissolved nutrients that may stimulate biological growth and
reduce oxygen levels in water) than ones in forested and/or naturally

vegetated areas.
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(iii) Flood, Erosion and Shoreline Damage Reduction

Flood Reduction-Wetlands temporarily store flood water, slow water

velocities, reduce bank and shoreline erosion, and slowly release stored

water downstream, thereby saving lives and property. This function is

especially important in areas with developed floodplains, where the

potential for flood damage is high. Inland wetlands located along major

streams and around lakes stabilize shorelines and channel banks and

buffer developed uplands from storm, wave or erosion damage. Coastal

wetlands serve these functions as well as providing a buffer to reduce

potentially devastating effects of storm surges.

Flood conveyance and reduction functions of wetlands relate to their

capacity to store and slow flood water, thereby increasing the duration of

the flow and reducing downstream flood peaks (Sather and Smith, 1984).

Many authors cite the Corps of Engineers' 1972 study of the Charles and

Neponset River watersheds in Massachusetts as a prime example of the

socioeconomic values associated with protecting wetlands to maximize

flood control benefits. In this study, the Corps estimated that loss of the

8,423 acres of wetlands within the basin would result in annual flood

damages of over $17,000,000 (Sather and Smith, 1984).

Important factors influencing the flood reduction role of wetlands

include: size (larger wetlands provide more flood storage and flow

reduction); location within the basin (wetlands in the upper watershed

often are more effective for flood retention); texture of substrate; structure

of the vegetation; and connection with other wetlands (isolated wetlands

are generally less effective for flood control).

The data base continues to improve regarding capability to identify

wetlands having high potential for flood reduction. For example, Ogawa

and Male (1986) have developed a methodology for assessing the flood

control role of individual wetlands for certain kinds of streams.

The flood control functional value of a wetland site could be measured by

its potential to store floodwater and prevent future flood damage that could

result in substantial public costs each year. Among different wetland

types, riverine wetlands with adjacent open or relatively open (non-

developed) flood plains often have relatively high flood storage and

conveyance values.

Erosion and Shoreline Damage Reduction-Wetland vegetation plays an

important role in reducing damages from shoreline erosion by binding

(i.e., plant roots hold soil) and stabilizing substrate, trapping sediments

and reducing wave or current energy (Reppert et al., 1979). The

effectiveness of shoreline vegetation in reducing erosion depends on

particular species, width of shoreline vegetation (e.g., the wider the

wetland area, the higher the value), substrate (e.g., sandy substrate is less
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stable than clay soils) and height and slope of the bank (Clark and Clark,

1979).

The direct economic significance of the shoreline erosion control function

of wetlands was summarized by Adamus and Stockwell (1983) as follows:

"Millions of dollars are spent annually for construction of jetties,

bulkheads, and other structures intended to inhibit shoreline erosion by

waves and currents. Such erosion may destroy inhabited structures,

eliminate harvestable timber and peat, remove fertile soil and alter local

land uses. Eroded sediments may be redeposited in navigable channels,

aggravating the need for costly dredging."

Wide, densely vegetated wetlands with a long linear extent, especially

along coastal areas, and those inland wetlands adjoining larger lakes or

rivers are generally more effective at performing this wetland function.

Coastal emergent and forested (e.g., cypress or mangrove) fringe

wetlands and inland forested and scrub-shrub wetlands are often

effective for protecting against erosion caused by storm tides or waves or

high velocity water during flooding or heavy runoff. The value of

riparian vegetation for streambank stabilization has been extensively

documented throughout the U.S. The public value of this function usually

is higher when developments or high value lands are located near

wetland areas.

cL Outdoor Recreation

Wetlands support boating, swimming, sport fishing, hunting,

birdwatching, nature observation and study and other wetland-related

recreational activities that generate billions of dollars of expenditures

annually. For example, 17.4 million hunters spent about $5.6 billion on

supplies, lodging, transportation and other related expenses in 1980 (U.S.

Department of the Interior and U.S. Department of Commerce, 1982). Of

these totals, 5.3 million hunted waterfowl, spending about $640 million.

In total, fish and wildlife-related recreation in 1980 was a $41 billion

industry, largely based on wetland resources.

Participation in water- and wetland-related outdoor recreation by

Americans twelve years and older was estimated in 1982-83 at 53 million

for boating, 64 million for fishing and 22 million for birdwatching (U.S.

Department of the Interior, 1986). Recreation in wetlands, such as hiking,

nature observation and photography, swimming, boating, and ice-

skating, is generally not evaluated in economic terms. Many people

simply enjoy the beauty and sounds of nature and spend their leisure time

walking or boating in or near wetlands observing plant and animal life.

The aesthetic value of wetlands is extremely difficult to evaluate or

quantify monetarily. Nonetheless, it is very important, because in 1980

alone, 28.8 million people (17 percent of the U.S. population) took special

trips simply to observe or photograph wildlife (U.S. Department of the

Interior and U.S. Department of Commerce, 1982).
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Easily accessible wetlands that are close to major population centers often

have higher direct outdoor recreation value than non-accessible wetlands

located some distance from any population centers.

e. Other Areas or Concerns

Other important wetland values that were not specifically mentioned in

section 301(c) of the Act. include natural areas, education research

scenic archaeological, historical and open space. Also, with proper

management, consumptive uses of wetlands, such as agriculture

commercial fishing and timber harvest, may be compatible with wetland

protection.

Wetlands are important as natural areas containing diverse P^ant and

anfmal life. Since wetlands constitute only an estimated 5 percent of the

NatTon's lands in the contiguous U.S (Kusler 1983). the- -mmun^ti

are in general, rare. Their special importance resulting from their

rarit;an'dp ant diversity is shown, for example, by the high percentage o

v^ldlife spedes using these areas (e.g.. an estimated 80 P-ent or more of

the wildlife species in the dry southwestern U.S utilize wetlands)^

Undisturbed natural wetland communities have high value as prime

examples of their community type, as areas of study and comparison, and

for protection of the unique resource. Most States recognize the value of

wetland natural areas through special designation under The Nature

Conservancy's Natural Heritage Program.

Society often more easily identifies with consumptive wetland values

(eg outdoor recreation or commercial fishing) than nonconsumptive

values (e.g.. wildlife habitat, natural areas, research or water qua it^

be ause the consumptive values are more easily measured in monetary

terms. Although consumptive values of wetlands (e^-; t-ber peat

commercial fishery) are "^o"«tarily quantifiable, there is no cl^^^^^

agreement on an assessment methodology for defining such functional

vSues of wetlands. Limited work has been conducted to define or quant-

ify the nonconsumptive or less quantifiable values of wetlands.

The nonconsumptive values of wetlands usually are highest when

wetland quality (i.e.. undisturbed natural communities, unpolluted

water) and fish and wildlife resource diversity are high and there - good

rcVssibility for outdoor recreation uses. Certain uses of wetjands (e.g..

Se hardest, recreational, contaminant removal livestock watering

and J^azing. c^op production, energy and mineral extraction), if not

crrefSly managed, may cause degradation and reduction of fish and

vS dHfi reTeatfonal or scenic values. Such uses of wetlands o achieve a

^ret economic return may also lower other functional wetland values

s"h as habitat and water quality. It is important to -anage consumptive

uses of wetlands so the integrity of the ecosystem is protected. This

requires a good understanding of wetland functions and values.
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The wetland functions and values part of the Threshold Criteria in

Appendix 1 contains statements that were selected in part based on

analysis of information and techniques evaluated in the literature on

wetlands and assessment methodologies. One important source of

information was the Operational Draft Wetland Evaluation Technique

(WET), Volume II (Adamus et al., 1987). Questions in the Threshold

Criteria emphasize biological and socioeconomic components of wetland

functional values that assist in identifying important or outstanding

features of wetlands.

F. OTHERWETLAND ACQUISITION CONSIDERATIONS

It is necessary in the acquisition planning process to determine the

appropriate acquisition interest in the wetland site under consideration in

order to achieve the acquisition objectives. Factors that are often

considered in making this acquisition decision include the degree of

financial interest in the wetlands required; cost to restore, enhance,

operate and/or maintain the acquired wetlands; and the willingness of

the current owner(s) to grant the desired interest in the wetlands. These

factors are discussed in the NWPCP in the context of directing attention

and/or priority in the acquisition planning process; however, these factors

should not be ranked or weighed during the early planning stage when a

threshold determination is to be made concerning qualification for

acquisition consideration. Rather, they should be considered later in the

acquisition process when more detailed information is available to

determine when and under what conditions a wetland site should be

acquired. This planning occurs only after the initial decision has been

made that the wetland site meets the threshold criteria for acquisition. A
complementary evaluation or ranking system may be used for this

purpose. The Service, for example, addresses these factors in the Land
Acquisition Priority System.

Factors to be Considered

Priority consideration will be given to wetlands whose public values

and benefits cannot be maintained or realized, except through

acquisition.

Priority consideration will be given to interests in wetlands

(acquisition methods) that are the most cost-effective available while

fully and permanently allowing for protection and/or improvement

of the public values provided by the wetlands. Fee title, perpetual

easements, leases, deed restrictions, land donations and exchanges

or other methods may be employed.
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Upland areas and/or aquatic areas that contribute appreciably to the

long-term preservation of adjacent wetlands may be given priority

consideration for acquisition.

Priority consideration will normally be given to wetlands which

can be acquired from willing sellers.

Priority may be assigned regardless of size (large or small) or the

physical or biological condition of the wetland site (degraded or

undisturbed). Restorable or pristine wetland sites may warrant

priority depending on various interrelated acquisition consider-

ations.

Wetland sites having minimal operation and maintenance

requirements warrant priority consideration for acquisition.

1. Financial Interests In Wetlands

Section 304 of the Act authorizes the Secretary to purchase wetlands or

"interests in wetlands" consistent with the NWPCP. Guidance on

Federal acquisitions given in the Report of the U.S. Senate Committee on

Environment and Public Works on the Act (U.S. Senate, September 16,

1986) indicated:

"Acquisition should be limited to those purchases of fee title or

easements of wetlands and associated upland areas that

contribute appreciably to the long-term preservation of such

wetlands and associated populations of fish, wildlife, and

plants. Acquisition of upland areas adjacent to wetlands is

often essential to maintaining the values of those wetlands.

Acquisition of less than fee interests, such as acquiring the

surface estate but not the mineral interests, or acquiring an

easement, is often appropriate. Long-term preservation of

wetlands and associated uplands may often best be achieved

through obtaining easement in perpetuity."

As emphasized by the Senate Committee Report, uplands adjacent to

wetlands may be considered for acquisition when it is established that

their acquisition is essential to maintaining the functional integrity and

quality of the wetland ecosystem. Based on the NWPCP Threshold

Criteria, as long as at least one half or greater of the wetland acquisition

site consists of rare or declining wetland types, the remainder of the site

could be essential adjacent uplands and/or non-decHning wetland types

and still qualify for acquisition consideration.

Section 305 of the Act directs that the powers of condemnation or eminent

domain shall not be used to acquire wetlands which either have been

constructed for the purpose of farming or ranching (e.g., ponds) or have

resulted from conservation activities associated with farming or
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ranching (e.g., wetlands incidental to irrigation practices). In general,

wetlands that can be acquired from willing sellers should be given

priority in the acquisition planning process.

Fee title acquisition of wetlands generally offers the greatest opportunity

for land use management and control. Acquisition of a lesser interest,

such as an easement or deed restriction, may be less effective (although

not necessarily less desirable) to protect a wetland site unless sufficient

restrictions are included to secure the desired public interest values. In

general, the following factors must be considered in establishing the

effectiveness for wetland protection of a purchase that is less than fee title:

1) Time Period - In perpetuity easements are preferred over short-term

(e.g., 10- or 20-year) easements.

2) Protection of Wetland Resource Values - Restrictions on wetland

uses by the landowner must be specified in the easement to protect the

fish and wildlife habitat, water sources/supply, public access and/or

other appropriate functions or values of the site.

3) Cost Effectiveness - The cost for securing the easement (or other

interest in the wetland) with the appropriate land use restrictions

should be less than the cost of fee title purchase.

Fee title or easement acquisition need not only involve cash purchases;

land donations or exchanges are also acceptable. As appropriate, local

interests or groups other than Federal or State agencies, such as The
Nature Conservancy or the Audubon Society or similar non-profit groups,

may be involved in the wetland acquisition planning process and
management.

LWCF appropriations provide a major source of money for land

acquisition (non-wetland and wetland) by the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), Fish and Wildlife Service, U.S. Forest Service and

National Park Service (NPS). Additionally, funding for acquisition of

Fish and Wildlife Service refuge lands (including waterfowl production

areas) is authorized by the Migratory Bird Hunting and Conservation

Stamp Act £ind Wetlands Loan Act. LWCF monies are also provided to the

States for land acquisition and facilities. States received almost $370

million in LWCF monies in Fiscal Year 1979 and $16.5 million in Fiscal

Year 1988. Many States also have their own programs for funding

wetland acquisitions. Among private organizations. The Nature Con-

servancy operates a successful land acquisition program designed to

protect outstanding examples of natural communities and demonstrates

that private citizens and organizations can cooperatively purchase land

which they believe has a higher and better use for which they are willing to

pay-
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2. Wetlands Restoration

A wetland site may have been significantly altered or degraded through

human activities yet still have important functions and values or have

potential for having functions and values improved significantly. Such

sites may warrant the same priority consideration for acquisition that

might be given a pristine or less disturbed wetland site because of the

potential for recovering wetland functions and values at a relatively low

restoration cost. For example, some diked wetlands could have an

opening put in the dike to restore freshwater or tidal water fiow. This

action could significantly increase fish and wildlife resource and outdoor

recreational values, as well as increase flood storage area and reduce

problems associated with saltwater intrusion.

3. Management

Federal and State fish and wildlife and State parks and recreation

agencies frequently will be responsible for managing wetlands acquired

under the authority of the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act However,

as appropriate, other Federal, State or local agencies (e.g., NFS, BLM,

U.S. Forest Service, County parks and recreation departments) and

private conservation organizations (e.g.. The Nature Conservancy,

Ducks Unlimited) may be responsible, or share responsibility with other

agencies, for managing acquired wetlands.

Management needs and costs are important considerations for Federal or

State wetland acquisition planning. In order to minimize operation and

maintenance costs and manpower, it may be appropriate to give priority

consideration to wetland sites requiring very limited long-term physical

maintenance and management to protect and enhance wetland functions

and values. Use of personnel from a non-profit or volunteer group for

management purposes may be a feasible option in appropriate

circumstances. In any case, consideration should be given to identifying

any necessary funding and manpower sources for managing wetlands to

be acquired.

Characteristics of the site that could generate management constraints

(i.e., biological or political problems) should be carefully evaluated in the

acquisition planning process, e.g., lack of water rights, environmental

contaminants, ability to protect the wetland site and resources, or

extraction of energy or mineral resources. Likewise, off-site biological or

political problems (e.g., soil erosion, pesticides, contaminated irrigation
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water) should be assessed to determine if they may adversely affect a

potential wetland site.

Land use activities proposed on a potential acquisition site should be

compatible with protection of the wetland functions and values. Hunting,

fishing, trapping, boating and birdwatching are examples of recreational

activities in wetlands that through proper management could be

compatible with maintaining the integrity of the wetland site.

The relative size of a wetland site, particularly small wetlands, should

not in itself disqualify it from priority consideration for acquisition or

management Certain acquisition processes are better suited to smaller

units while some realize increased efficiency in larger units. The
diversity of interests among entities considering wetland acquisitions

(e.g.. Federal, State and local governmental agencies, private organiza-

tions) that may refer to the NWPCP for guidance, necessitates an open-

minded approach.

G. IMPLEMENTATION GUIDANCE

The following guidance is provided to assist in implementing this

NWPCP and fulfilling its purpose.

The Act directs the establishment of a NWPCP for setting acquisition

priority by specifically considering wetland losses, vulnerability and
functions and values. The goal of priority setting is to establish a system

that leads to selecting the rare or declining wetland types within the more
important and vulnerable wetland sites in the U.S. The NWPCP
Threshold Criteria establish minimal standards for projects to be

considered for possible funding under the LWCF authority. Section 304 of

the Act only authorizes the Secretary to acquire wetlands with LWCF
appropriations; therefore, Federal agencies must use other authorities and

funding sources to restore, enhance and/or manage wetlands acquired

under the LWCF authority. However, the LWCF Act authorizes the

Secretary to provide financial assistance to the States for planning,

acquisition and development of land and waters. In keeping with the

fragile nature of wetlands, any development should not degrade the

wetland.
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1. ROLE OFTHE STATES

Section 303 of the Act (discussed in section C, Authority) requires that

SCORPs include wetlands components. The National Park Service

administers the Federal portion of the SCORP program and is managing

the required program changes through revision of Federal regulations,

technical assistance and training. The Fish and Wildlife Service and

the National Park Service have cooperated closely during development of

the NWPCP, especially regarding section 303 requirements and State

implementation guidance, in order to facilitate these changes.

In order to meet the requirements of the Act and maintain eligibility to

participate in the LWCF Program, each State must revise its SCORP to

include a wetlands component, or develop a State Wetlands Priority Plan

that is consistent with the NWPCP as an addendum to the SCORP. The

Act also requires that the State agency responsible for fish and wildlife

resources be specifically consulted as part of this process. The National

Park Service can provide recreational grants to States for work on

SCORPs, including development of wetlands components.

The National Park Service has indicated that they are requiring States to

develop SCORP wetlands components that are consistent with the

NWPCP. They have requested that a State Assessment and Policy Plan

should include consideration of wetlands as an important outdoor

recreation resource, as well as address wetland protection strategies,

including acquisition. At a minimum, the wetlands component of the

Assessment and Policy Plan should provide wetland acquisition goals,

objectives and/or strategies. Also, the State Action Program should

consider specific actions that will be taken to protect wetlands. The

relationship between SCORP wetlands components and the NWPCP is

shown in Figure 2.

Since the SCORP wetlands component is an implementation tool for

wetland protection, it should identify wetland sites (refer to definitions

section) warranting priority consideration for acquisition. If the

information is available, specific wetland parcels or tracts may be listed.

If the planning information is general in the Assessment and Policy

Plan (e.g., freshwater emergent wetlands in the southern part of the State),

then the National Park Service is requiring States to list in their Action

Program specific wetland sites intended to be acquired consistent with

NWPCP criteria. States are encouraged, but not required, to use the

Threshold Criteria (Appendix 1) and follow the outline for the Service

Regional Wetlands Concept Plan (Concept Plan) contained in the

NWPCP to comply with the Act, while making modifications and

increasing the level of detail and accuracy as necessary to meet State

needs.
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While the National Park Service is requiring that SCORP wetlands

components will be consistent with the NWPCP, it is recognized that they

need not and will not be identical. However, they must be consistent with

the NWPCP regarding the generic wetland loss, threat, and functions and

values criteria specified in the Act To the extent possible, the Service will

use State Wetlands Priority Plans in formulating Service Regional

Wetlands Concept Plans.

The NWPCP allows States flexibility to conduct wetland acquisition

priority planning and to develop their own wetlands assessment criteria

as long as they are compatible with the firamework established by the three

generic criteria in the Act on wetland scarcity, vulnerability and function

and values. The NWPCP is intended to effect priority planning efforts

for protecting wetland resources at the State level based on evaluating all

important wetland values, without greater priority consideration given to

any one value over another. However, the Senate Committee Report (1986)

indicated that wetlands acquired under the LWCF State grant program

will be subject to direct recreation use, or if not subject to direct public

access, will produce valuable recreation opportunities elsewhere (e.g.,

migratory bird sanctuary).

A State may develop its own evaluation criteria or modify the NWPCP
Threshold Criteria to meet State needs (i.e., refine the threshold criteria to

be more specific and geared to the State level rather than the national

level). For example, State Wetlands Priority Plans can give resolution

not possible in the NWPCP, such as identifying specific areas (e.g..

Rainwater Basin) within a State or portion of an ecoregion warranting top

priority consideration for acquisition. However, the process should still

result in collection or generation of sufficient information that can be

used by Federal or State decisionmakers to determine if the wetland site is

eligible for acquisition consideration based on the Threshold Criteria in

the NWPCP.

The qualifying thresholds determined by an individual State should not

be lower than those established by the NWPCP Threshold Criteria. In

other words, a State should have gathered and substantiated sufficient

background information on a proposed wetland acquisition project to

allow a Federal or State decisionmaker to determine that the wetland site:

1) includes predominantly (greater then 50 percent) rare or declining

wetland types (or substantiated exceptions); 2) is threatened with loss or

degradation; and 3) has had all the functional values considered with

equal priority and is recognized, identified or listed as important for at

least two functional values. If a State finds that these threshold criteria

would exclude wetland types and sites that warrant priority in the State,

then documentable information should be provided to substantiate the

departure from the minimal standards set by the NWPCP Threshold

Criteria.

The NWPCP provides States with latitude to use other classification

criteria and systems, such as a Natural Areas Inventory. For example,
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the inventory system used in Florida is based on organizing land

acquisition objectives according to resource categories, such as natural

communities, forest resources, coastal resources and fish and wildlife.

Wetlands are one of the land types found within most of these resource

categories. The Cowardin et al. wetlands classification system used in

the NWPCP can easily be applied to address wetland types found within

such systems.

States using their own resource classification system, however, should be

or become knowledgeable about the Cowardin et al. classification system

in order to ensure that priority acquisition proposals considered for LWCF
appropriations are definable wetland types established to be rare or

declining in the ecoregion. The Service continues to recommend that

States use the Cowardin et al. wetlands classification system because it

leads to standardized terminology and is useful for objectively comparing

States based on compatible data.

It is recognized that States have experienced some problems in modifying

their SCORPs to address wetlands since the schedule for developing

SCORP wetlands components preceded completion of the final NWPCP.
Consequently, some States were uncertain about the level of specificity

required in their wetlands components to be consistent with the NWPCP
and the Act. In recognition of this scheduling problem, the National Park

Service provided the States with a draft version of the NWPCP in July 1987

for guidance. The final NWPCP is very similar based on framework and

generic criteria.

The National Park Service is allowing States flexibility in their Policy

and Assessment Plans to develop more generalized wetlands components

(e.g., priority given to declining and vulnerable wetland types along a

major river in the southwestern portion of a State) if detailed information

is not available to identify specific wetland tracts for acquisition.

However, if wetlands acquisition is a SCORP priority, the National Park

Service is requiring States to submit more specific information regarding

wetland sites in the wetlands components to the Action Programs.

The available LWCF moneys for each State is very limited and also

wetland projects have to compete with non-wetland outdoor recreation

projects. Therefore, a State many want to develop a wetland acquisition

ranking system that would permit numerical ranking of candidate

projects. A weighted scoring system could assist decisionmakers in

determining which project(s) should be submitted first for possible use of

LWCF moneys. The Service can provide information on its Land
Acquisition Priority System to those States desiring an example of a

numerical ranking system for wetland acquisition planning purposes.

The National Park Service, however, is not requiring States to develop a

numerical ranking system for use in the Recreation Plan Standard Open
Project Selection Process.
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It is not intended by the Act or as part of the NWPCP that States would have

to inventory all wetlands as part of systematic acquisition planning.

Most States probably are aware of a number of wetland sites, meeting

NWPCP criteria for wetland scarcity, vulnerability, and function and

values, that could be identified as warranting consideration for

acquisition. This information plus State goals, objectives and/or

strategies for wetland protection/acquisition are the basic ingredients

needed to develop a SCORP wetlands component that demonstrates State

level wetland acquisition planning and consistency with the NWPCP.

2. ROLE OF THE U^. FISHAND WHJJLIFE SERVICE

The Service will assist in fulfilling the purposes of this NWPCP by

preparing Regional Wetlands Concept Plans that address the States

within each of the seven Service Regions (refer to outline shown in Table

3). This outline also could be used by a State for preparing a State

Wetlands Priority Plan. A Concept Plan will be prepared in coordination

with a State fish and wildlife agency, as well as other State and Federal

agencies (e.g.. State Water Quality Board, State Parks and Recreation

Department, Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency,

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National Marine

Fisheries Service, National Park Service) having expertise regarding

wetland functions and values (including water resources, flood control,

and outdoor recreation), and will complement a State Wetlands Priority

Plan or other SCORP wetlands component prepared under section 303 of

the Act. In many situations, the two documents may be very similar

depending on the degree of coordination and overlapping interests of

Federal and State agencies.

The Concept Plans will assure that national priorities for wetlands

acquisition are addressed within each State in compliance with the Act.

The Concept Plans will discuss and Hst the Nation's wetland resources

(specific sites and/or regions or systems) within each Service Region that

should be given priority consideration for acquisition as directed in

section 301 of the Act.

To accomplish this task, the Regional Offices of the Service will

coordinate with the States at their request during their preparation of

SCORP wetlands components to assist in achieving consistency with the

NWPCP. Regions also will review the wetland resources in the States

within their Regions and following the outline in Table 3 will prepare

Concept Plans that address the criteria specified in the NWPCP and list

wetland sites that should be given priority consideration for Federal and

State acquisition. The Service will maintain close coordination with

appropriate State and Federal agencies, including the agency responsible

for fish and wildlife resources, to assist in identifying wetland issues and

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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potential acquisition sites which result from the SCORP revision process

pursuant to section 303 of the Act.

During the acquisition planning process, the Service must also involve

other Federal, State and local agencies and private conservation

organizations having land and water use planning responsibilities, to

identify their concerns and objectives. As appropriate, the Service should

coordinate with the following agencies during development of the Concept

Plans: Bureau of Land Management, Bureau of Reclamation, National

Park Service, U.S. Forest Service, Corps of Engineers, Environmental

Protection Agency, National Marine Fisheries Service, State fish and
wildlife. State parks and recreation, water quality board, county flood

control and The Nature Conservancy. The input of other agencies and
conservation organizations involved in land and water use planning and

protection is essential for a coordinated effort to protect priority wetlands.

To provide for national consistency, prospective wetlands should be

systematically evaluated by Regions using the Threshold Criteria

contained in Appendix 1. These criteria address: 1) the broad spectrum of

public benefits (functions and values) provided by wetlands; 2) historic

wetland losses; and 3) threat of wetland losses. A brief documentation has

been requested at the end of most statements or questions to support the

response. The use of supporting references as documentation is

encouraged. The professional expertise and judgment of Service Field

and Regional Office personnel will be relied upon to determine which

wetland sites qualify for acquisition consideration, based on the criteria

specified in the Act and the guidance provided in the NWPCP. The
criteria in the NWPCP may be refined in the Concept Plans to address

Regional needs provided that the generic threshold criteria are satisfied.

Wetland lists generated based on application of the Threshold Criteria

will not be ranked because this would require extensive data, either non-

existent or not readily aveiilable, to prepare a defensible ranked list The
lists should seek to identify wetland sites that meet the criteria specified in

the Act and the guidance in the NWPCP.

The Service will continue to assist the National Park Service and States

in formulating and revising the SCORP wetlands components required

in section 303 of the Act. Full participation by the Service in the SCORP
revision will facilitate comparability of State and national wetlands
planning and reduce duplication of effort.

The Fish and Wildlife Service will fully comply with the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); and procedures set forth for

implementing NEPA by the Council on Environmental Quality (40 CFR
1500-1508), Department of the Interior, and the Service in the development

of Regional Wetlands Concept Plans and any subsequent acquisition and
operation and management of wetlands listed in the Concept Plans.
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OUTLINE

SERVICE REGIONALWETLANDS CONCEPT PLAN

(May also be used for State Wetlands Priority Plans)

A. Introduction

B. Purpose and Authority

C. Consultation

D. Wetlands Assessment Criteria

1. Wetland Loss

2. Wetland Threat

3. Wetland Functions and Values

a. Wildlife (including endangered and threatened species,

migratory birds and resident species)

b. Commercial and Sport Fisheries

c . Surface and Groundwater Quality and Quantity and Flood

Control

d. Outdoor Recreation

e. Other Areas or Concerns

E. Wetland Acquisition Issues, Conflicts and Priorities

F. Implementation Guidance

G. Review and Revision

H. References

I. Definitions

J. Appendices

Appendix 1 Lists of Wetland Sites for Acquisition Consideration

(Including tables and maps, as appropriate)

Table 3. Outline for a Service Regional Wetlands Concept
Plan.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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a ROLE OF OTHERFEDERALAGENCIES

Federal agencies having specific wetlands, water resources or NWPCP-
related responsibilities and/or expertise include:

Bureau of Land Management multiple use, outdoor recreation,

wetlands

Bureau of Reclamation water resources, flood control

National Park Service outdoor recreation, SCORP

Environmental Protection Agency water quality, wetlands

National Marine Fisheries Service sport and commercial fisheries,

marine and estuarine wetlands

Corps of Engineers flood control, shoreline protection,

wetlands

Soil Conservation Service water resources, wetlands

The preceding Federal agencies may be consulted for input to documents

addressing wetland sites warranting priority for acquisition. An effort

should be made to ensure consistency among the various Federal agencies

making wetland acquisition decisions. Periodic informal interagency

coordination is also recommended to discuss wetland acquisition and
interrelated regulatory program activities and problems.

Federal agencies, including the BLM, NPS and U.S. Forest Service, that

acquire lands under the LWCF authority should ensure that any existing

land use or fish and wildlife management plans identifying proposed

wetland acquisitions are consistent with the NWPCP. This may require

modification of existing documents or development of agency wetland

acquisition planning documents to ensure consistency with the NWPCP.
All Federal agencies using LWCF monies for wetland acquisition should

apply the NWPCP Threshold Criteria or Threshold Criteria modified to

meet specific agency needs to identify wetlands qualifying to be con-

sidered for acquisition.

Although not required by the Act, all Federal agencies using a funding

source for wetland acquisitions other than the LWCF authority, are

encouraged to consult the Service, Service Wetlands Concept Plans, State

Wetlands Priority Plans or follow NWPCP Threshold Criteria in

making decisions regarding acquisition of priority wetlands. Alterna-

tively, Federal agency wetland acquisition needs can be incorporated into

Service Concept Plans during the coordination and updating of these

documents.
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4. FEDERALWETLAND ACQUISITIONS

All agencies within the Department will ensure that wetlands acquired

under the authority of the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act using

LWCF moneys, in full or in part, are either: 1) listed in the Concept

Plans- or 2) subjected to evaluation under the NWPCP Threshold Criteria

or Threshold Criteria modified to meet agency needs and found to

warrant priority consideration for acquisition. The Emergency Wet-

lands Resources Act, however, exempts wetland acquisitions using

Migratory Bird Conservation Funds from being consistent with the

NWPCP. The Service acquisition process is described m section G (5Xc).

Section 502 of the Act authorized the establishment of the Bayou Sauvage

Urban National Wildlife Refuge. Significantly, this provision demon-

strates Congressional intent that a broad variety of public values are

considered in the decision te acquire a wetland site. The Bayou Sauvage

Urban National Wildlife Refuge will provide public benefits associated

with fish and wildlife resources (including endangered and threatened

species), outdoor recreation opportunities, scientific research and

environmental education, archaeological resources and location withm

an urban setting.

5 OTHER LEGISLATION, PLANS, PROCEDURES,
PROGRAMSAND POLICIES

a. Food Security Act of 1985

The Food Security Act of 1985 (Farm Bill) encourages removal of

marginal agricultural lands from production and provides various

opportunities for wetland habitat protection and restoration while

reducing Federal subsidy costs. Sections 1314 (Disposition and Leasing of

Farmland) and 1318 (Farm Debt Restructure and Conservation Set-Aside)

of the Farm Bill ofTer opportunities through acquisitions (e.g., fee "tie.

conservation easement, deed restrictions, leases) te protect fish and

wildlife resources.

Under section 1314. local or State governments or private non-profit

organizations may obtain easements, deed restrictions or the equivalent

for conservation purposes on Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)

inventery lands prior to resale. FmHA has acquired over 1.7 million

acres of inventory lands through voluntary conveyance and non-FmHA

initiated foreclosure proceedings. Once acquired, FmHA seeks te resell
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these lands to eligible farmers or other entities. These inventory lands

include existing and restorable wetland habitats of local, regional, State,

national and international importance.

Under a Memorandum of Understanding between the FmHA and Service,

the Service has an opportunity to screen all inventory lands, identify

important wetland protection opportunities and formulate and implement,
or sponsor third party implementation of, mutually acceptable plans for

wetland preservation and enhancement. The Service estimates that more
than 200,000 acres of wetlands may be preserved and enhanced through
cooperative Federal, State and private group efforts under this provision.

Once the Farm Debt Restructure and Conservation Set-Aside provision

floan servicing) becomes operational, wetlands on private lands may be
set aside in conservation easements, in exchange for debt relief to the

landowners.

The driving wetland protection tool for FmHA inventory land and loan

servicing is the Executive Order on Protection of Wetlands (11990) which
establishes Federal policy to conserve wetlands regardless of any priority

system. Therefore, virtually all wetlands are eligible for protection and
possible enhancement on inventory lands and through loan servicing

and the process of prioritization need not be pursued in most cases.

However, the NWPCP criteria could be applied to wetlands in the FmHA
inventory to identify those warranting priority consideration (including

restorable wetlands) for acquisition by local conservation entities. State

fish and wildlife agencies and private conservation organizations.

Section 616 of the Agricultural Credit Act of 1987 authorizes the Secretary of

the Department of Agriculture to transfer lands, or interest therein, to

Federal or State agencies for conservation purposes. The NWPCP would
be useful for identifying wetlands that warrant protection and/or
management through this land transfer process.

b. Section 906(e) of the Water Resources Development Act of
1986

Section 906(e) of the Water Resources Development Act of 1986 provides
that, in those cases when activities to enhance fish and wildlife resources
are recommended as part of any report to Congress, the first cost shall be
Federal when:

the enhancement provides benefits that are determined to be
national, including benefits to species identified by the National
Marine Fisheries Service as of national economic importance,
species subject to treaties or international conventions involving the
U.S., and anadromous fish;
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it is designed to benefit threatened or endangered species under the

Endangered Species Act; and

activities are located on lands managed as a National Wildlife

Refuge.

Section 906(e) deals with activities that are taken to benefit certain

categories of species. Thus, such actions could be those taken to restore,

improve and conserve habitats that support species that meet the cntena of

section 906(e). Many wetlands fall under this category and should be

included because actions taken to enhance wetlands would provide

benefits that are national.

The Act indicates Congressional intent that wetlands are a significant

resource of national importance that deserve protection. Most of the

criteria contained in section 906(e) are also contained in the Act. Thus,

the Act contains statements relating to wetlands that complement the

provisions of section 906(e). Wetlands represent a habitat type that could

fiilfill the requirements of section 906(e). Hence, wetlands appearing on a

list in a Concept Plan should meet the requirements for first costs of

enhancement actions (including acquisitions) being Federal.

c. The Service's Land Acquisition Program and Land

Acquisition Priority System

The Service has an on-going land acquisition program that is authorized

by the Migratory Bird Conservation Act, Endangered Species Act, Fish

and Wildlife Act of 1956 and Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act.

Funding for acquisition of lands is authorized by the Migratory Bird

Hunting and Conservation Stamp (Duck Stamp) Act, Wetlands Loan Act

and LWCF Act. Section 302 of the Emergency Wetlands Resources Act

allows appropriation under the LWCF Act for purchase of wetlands and

also removes the restriction on the use of LWCF appropriations for Service

acquisition of migratory waterfowl areas.

The Service has a migratory bird land acquisition program that is funded

through the Duck Stamp Act and Wetlands Loan Act Priority has been

given to acquisition of wetlands and adjacent uplands of breeding and/or

wintering importance to migratory waterfowl (i.e., ducks, geese and

swans) The Service and Canadian Wildlife Service also cooperated to

prepare the North American Waterfowl Management Plan (Waterfowl

Plan) which serves as a guide for participation by various private

organizations and the public in the conservation and management of

waterfowl, especially through the protection and wise use of wetlands. The

Emergency Wetlands Resources Act exempts wetland acquisitions using

Migratory Bird Conservation Fund appropriations from being consistent

with the NWPCP.

In response to budgetary questions raised by the Department, Office of

Management and Budget, and Congress concerning the manner in which

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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the Service determined acquisition priorities, the Service developed the

Land Acquisition Priority System to provide an objective and uniform

approach for establishing Service land acquisition priorities. LAPS is

designed to result in a prioritized ranking of projects to assist

decisionmakers in acquisition planning and developing budget

proposals.

LAPS addresses land acquisition projects falling within four Service

target (i.e., resource planning) areas: endangered species (SE);

migratory birds (MB); nationally significant wildlife habitats (NSWH);

and nationally significant wetlands (NSW). LAPS provides numerical

project and budget scores that can be compared for ranking purposes. For

the species-related targets (SE and MB), criteria under habitat and species

categories are applied to species or populations known to use a proposed

acquisition site. For habitat-related targets (NSWH and NSW), criteria

are applied to a proposed project area under diversity of species or Service

objectives and habitat trends categories.

The NSW target was developed to be consistent with the Act and has been

modified to be consistent with the final NWPCP. The NSW target

addresses acquisition of wetlands for all the services and products they

provide without greater priority consideration given to one functional

value over another.

Service Regional Wetlands Concept Plans will provide lists of wetland

sites in each State warranting consideration for acquisition. The NSW
target of LAPS will be used to rank wetlands appearing on lists in the

Concept Plans for acquisition planning and budgeting purposes.

d. Fish and Wadlife Service Mitigation Policy

The Service Mitigation Policy {Federal Register 46(15), January 23,

1981), provides a systematic method to determine appropriate mitigation

for fish and wildlife impacts resulting from development projects.

Mitigation elements include avoiding the impact, minimizing the impact

by selecting least damaging alternatives, rectifying the impact by

repairing or restoring the environment, and replacing unavoidable

habitat losses based on the relative value of the affected habitat.

In those cases where application of the Service Mitigation Policy indicates

that acquisition with restoration or enhancement as compensatory

mitigation is acceptable, wetlands meeting NWPCP Threshold Criteria

or appearing on State or Federal lists developed in consistency with the

NWPCP should be evaluated and recommended by the Service.
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e. EPA Regional Priority Wetland lists

Each of the EPA's 10 Regional Offices has prepared or is currently

developing a list of priority wetlands within its Region. TTiese lists seek

to identify the most valuable and vulnerable wetlands based on input from

the Department of the Interior and other agencies and organizations.

The purpose of the lists is to assist EPA in focusing wetland Protection

efforts under the section 404 regulatory Program^ These authoriti s

include section 230.80 of the Guidelines, section 404(c actions (both in

response to and in advance of permit applications),
fef^^" f^^f

elevations and actions under the National Environmental Policy Act.

and section 309 of the Clean Air Act.

The EPA has determined that there will be no ranking among wetlands

and that the Regional Priority Wetland Lists >^" ^e
P«"<>f?<=^"y "P^^'f^^^

These lists will provide an important source of information concern ng

wetlands that may warrant consideration for acquisition under the

^CP However' the EPA Regional Priority Wetland Usts will differ

from the lists generated through the Service Regional Wetlands Concept

Plans. The lists will be similar in that they are fundamentally based on

Identifying wetlands that are both valuable and threatened. They w,ll be

vastly different in their management orientation ^o.tl^ese wetlands. The

EPA lists emphasize regulatory efficiency, and Service ists wiH be based

on eventual acquisition as the best alternative for ong-termprotecUon or

realization of public values. Particular wetland sites may be added to or

removed from either or both the Service or EPA lists depending on factors

such as changing threats or effectiveness of regulatory efforts.

Environmental Protection Agency and Service Regional Office staff

should meet informally several times each year to discuss the Concept

Plans and EPA Regional Priority Wetland lists. The focus should be on

the interrelationships between these priority listing efforts and how

regulatory or acquisition activities of the respective agencies can

complement each other for more effective wetland protection.

1 list ofWetlands of International Importance

The NWPCP can also help in the early identification of wetlands of

international importance. The Convention on Wetlands of International

mrrtance Especially as Waterfowl Habitat (Convention) is an

nter^ltional treaty w'hich provides the framework for international

cooperation to conserve wetland habitats. The Convention places obhg-

at ons on contracting parties (nations) r^'-^-^.Xr'''f:r^7^^Z
and specifies that each party shall designate suitable wetiands with n its

teiTi o^for inclusion in a List of Wetiands of International -POftance

niTeni^tional List). Placing a wetland site on the International List,

however affects neither the management regime for the area nor resource
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use within it. The U.S. sees the Convention as another important public

awareness tool to highlight various wetland values.

The Convention came into force in 1975. The United States signed the

Convention in 1985. By December 1986, 44 nations had joined and

designated 358 wetlands on the International List. The U.S. Senate

ratified the Convention in October 1986 and four U.S. wetland sites (Ash

Meadows National Wildlife Refuge (NWR), Nevada; Edwin B. Forsythe

NWR, New Jersey; Izembek NWR, Alaska; and Okefenokee NWR,
Georgia and Florida) were added to the International List in December

1986. The U.S. became a full member to the Convention on April 8, 1987.

The U.S. nominated two additional sites, State- and Federally-owned

wetlands within the Chesapeake Bay ecosystem and the Everglades

National Park, for addition to the International List, at the Convention

meeting held in Regina, Canada from May 27 to June 5, 1987.

Wetlands of International Importance are identified by using the 1987

Regina criteria (Appendix 2) which superseded the 1980 Cagliari criteria.

A wetljind site must meet any one (or any subpart of a criterion) of the

three criteria to qualify for nomination as a wetlands of international

importance. Members to the convention nominate wetlands that meet the

criteria but the wetland site is not actually designated as a wetlands of

international importance until it is approved by member parties to the

Convention. At the May-June 1987 Regina meeting, a definition for wise

use of wetlands and guidelines for the application of criterion 1 were

adopted. A meeting was held in Costa Rica in January 1988 to review the

Regina criteria and prepare further recommendations, and develop

guidelines regarding the wise use of wetlands.

WetlEuids meeting criteria for inclusion on a list appearing in a Concept

Plan may also satisfy criteria that would qualifying them to be considered

for inclusion on the International List. However, a wetland site should be

secure from threat of loss or major external impact (e.g., in public or

private ownership and managed for conservation purposes) prior to

eventual nomination to the International List. The Service, after

coordination with appropriate State and Federal agencies and private

organizations, will identify wetlands under the NSW Target in LAPS
that meet the criteria for consideration to be nominated to the

International List.

g. National Natural Landmark Program

The National Park Service administers the National Natural Landmark

Program which strives to identify the best examples of natural systems.

Natural Landmarks are nominated, studied and designated by the

National Park Service according to a classification system which

includes natural regions (e.g., Appalachian Ranges, Mohave-Sonoran

Desert, Virgin Islands) and resource types (e.g., aquatic community,

estuary, cave, river). Some sites are already in public ownership, others
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are privately owned, some are threatened and some are relatively secure.

Wetland sites identified by the National Park Service in the list of

National Natural Landmarks that are threatened are likely candidates
for acquisition consideration.

h. Natural Heritage Program

The Nature Conservancy coordinates the efforts of 47 State Natural
Heritage Programs which identify ecologically significant natural areas

in their respective States. In most States, the Natural Heritage Program is

a statewide inventory of rare plants and animals and the best examples of

ecological communities. Data include computerized records of these

resources, maps, biological survey and descriptive information, identi-

fication of threats, management needs and local land use and planning
activities. Many identified natural areas are superior examples of all

communities, including rare types. Those areas containing threatened
wetland sites are likely candidates for acquisition consideration.

L North American Waterfowl Management Plan

The North American Waterfowl Management Plan (Waterfowl Plan),

released in May 1986, was developed to address the need for protecting,

restoring and managing wetlands of importance to waterfowl and other

wildlife species in light of significant losses and degradation of wetlands
across the continent. The Waterfowl Plan provides a broad policy

framework with general guidelines for waterfowl habitat protection and
management actions. Thirty-four waterfowl habitat areas of major
concern are identified in the U.S. and Canada. Among these areas,

special priority was directed in the U.S. to the Prairie Pothole Region, the

Lower Mississippi River Delta and Gulf Coast Region, Central Valley of

California, the Atlantic Coast, and Great Lakes-St. Lawrence lowlands.

The Waterfowl Plan addresses the need to influence land use practices

throughout the continent and recognizes that fee acquisition is not the sole

solution to the wetland loss problem. Other resource protection and
management options are emphasized. It is also recognized in the

Waterfowl Plan that a long-term solution to the problem of declining

waterfowl populations must involve the coordinated action of Federal,

State and local agencies, private organizations, landowners and the

general public.

The NWPCP and Waterfowl Plan were developed independently, having

two different specific identified purposes. The NWPCP addresses setting

priorities for wetland acquisition based on considering equally all

functions and values. The Waterfowl Plan addresses public and private

efforts to conserve and manage waterfowl; wetland acquisition in

specifically identified habitat areas of concern is one recommended
option to accomplish the Waterfowl Plan goals. Although these plans have
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some overlapping objectives and can be used to complement each other

during wetland protection efforts, there will be differences in acquisition

priorities. For example, NWPCP priority wetlands can not be restricted

solely to Waterfowl Plan habitat areas of concern because the Act requires

that no one function or value be given greater priority consideration than
another. The NWPCP may be used, however, to assist the Service in

meeting Waterfowl Plan objectives. Also, as a planning tool, this

NWPCP could broaden public support for Service waterfowl protection

efforts by showing accountability for all wetland functions and values

during the acquisition planning process.

6. Information Sources

Users of the NWPCP may want to consult appropriate agencies having
professional expertise to address or answer some of the Threshold Criteria

questions or statements. For example, it may be desirable to consult the

Corps of Engineers regarding a flood control question, or the EPA or a

State Water Quality Control Board regarding a water quality question.

Potential sources of wetland information or expertise that could be helpful

in identifying the types and locations of wetlands warranting acquisition

consideration include (this list was modified from a list compiled by the

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1987):

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service NWI maps may be available for a

wetland assessment site or area. Information on how to order maps
may be obtained by calling 1-800-USA-MAPS. Alternatively,

assistance concerning NWI maps or the Service's wetlands

classification system may be obtained by writing or calling an NWI
Regional Coordinator located within each Service Regional Office.

(The addresses and telephone numbers for Regional Offices are

given at the end of this section).

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's Wetland Values Biblio-

graphic Data Base provides references to articles on wetlands

organized into 13 information fields, including location. Nearly

5000 articles are included. (For information on use of the data base,

contact the Service at (813) 893-3624 or FTS 826-3867).

Special aquatic sites over EPA's designated Sole Source Aquifers.

(For further information, call EPA at (202) 382-5530).

State Water Quality Management Plans required in accordance

with section 303(3) of the Clean Water Act and Federal Regulation 40

CFR 130.6. These plans have information on ground and surface

water quality, wildlife resources, including endangered species,

and commercial and sport fisheries.
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Wetlands included in the approximately 40 State Natural Heritage

or Heritage Trust Program inventories or priority lists.

Wetlands listed by The Nature Conservancy and its State chapters.

Wetlands identified as important by State fish and wildlife

agencies.

Wetlands identified in Bureau of Land Management planning

documents as Areas of Critical Environmental Concern.

Wetlands identified by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration/National Marine Fisheries Service. (Refer to

Alexander et al., 1986 and Lindall and Thayer, 1982 in the

References section.)

Wetlands identified in U.S. Forest Service Forest Plans.

Wetland areas identified in federally approved State Coastal Zone

Management Plans.

Important wetland areas situated downstream from, and vulnerable

to, hazardous waste sites on EPA's National Priority List.

Wetlands of special significance listed under State wetlands

protection programs, (e.g.. New York State's Freshwater Wetlands

Classification System).

Wetlands identified in U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service "Concept

Plans for Waterfowl Habitat Preservation."

Wetland areas identified in the North American Waterfowl

Management Plan.

Wetlands identified as being important to a federally listed

threatened or endangered species in the Endangered Species

Information System (ESIS) maintained by the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service. (For further information, contact the appropriate

Service Regional Office - see list at end of this section).

Wetlands listed under State Critical Area Programs, e.g.,

Massachusetts' Areas of Critical Environmental Concern, Mary-

land's Chesapeake Bay Critical Areas Program, Maine's Critical

Area Program.

Wetlands included in the Department of the Interior's 1979 National

Wild and Scenic Rivers Inventory. (For further information,

contact the NPS at (202) 343-3761).

Wetlands included as scenic rivers within approximately 30 State

Wild and Scenic Rivers Programs. (For further information

contact the Association of State River Planners, Department of

Environmental Conservation, N.Y. State at (518) 457-7433).

Wetlands identified as important by State Reclamation

Commission Water Resource Divisions.

Wetlands identified as important by U.S. Fishery or River Basin

Commissions, (e.g., the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
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Commission, the Great Lakes Commission, Great Lakes Fishery

Commission, Gulf States Marine Fisheries Commission).

Wetlands identified as important by the Extension Service in each

State land grant university. (For further information, contact the

USDA, Extension Service at (202) 447-5468).

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Re^onal Offices

REGION 1

Regional Director

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1002 Northeast Holladay Street

Portland, OR 97232-4181

REGION 2

Regional Director

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

P.O. Box 1306

Albuquerque, N.M. 87103

Telephone: 503-231-6158

8429-6119

Telephone: 505-766-2932

8-474-2321

Jurisdiction

Wash., Oregon, Calif., Idaho,

Nevada, Hawaii,

Pacific Trust Territories

Jurisdiction

Arizona, N. Mexico, Oklahoma,
Texas

RBOONS
Regional Director

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

Federal Building, Fort Snelling

Twin Cities, MN. 55111

Telephone: 612-725-3510

8-725-3510

Jurisdiction

Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan,

Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, Wisconsin

REGION 4

Regional Director

U.S. Fish and WildHfe Service

Richard B. Russell Building

75 Spring Street, S.W., Suite 1726

Atlanta, GA. 30303

Telephone: 404-221-6343

8-242-3588

Jurisdiction

Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,

Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi

North Carolina, Puerto Rico, South

Carolina, Tennessee, Virgin Islands
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REGION 5

Regional Director

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

One Gateway Center, Suite 700

Newton Comer, MA. 02158

Telephone: 617-965-5100

8-829-9200

JmisdicticHi

Connecticut, Deleware, Maine,

Maryland, Massachusetts, New
Hampshire, New Jersey, New York,

Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Virginia,

Vermont, West Virginia.

REGION 6

Regional Director

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

P.O. Box 25486

Denver, CO. 80225

Telephone: 303-324-4169

8-776-7920

Jurisdiction

Colorado, Kansas, Montana,

North Dakota, Nebraska,South

Dakota, Utah, Wyoming

REGION?
Regional Director

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

1011 East Tudor Road

Anchorage, AK 99503

Telephone: 907-768-3537

Jurisdiction

Alaska

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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H. REVIEWAND REVISION

A draft NWPCP, dated September 1, 1987, was circulated to appropri«te

Federal agencies, all States and territories and several environmental

groups for formal review on October 7, 1987. Comments on the NWPCP
were received from 33 States, 2 territories, 10 Federal agencies and 3

environmental groups. In general, many of those commenting indicated

that the draft NWPCP was well-organized, thorough, flexible, workable

and in compliance with the Act. Many substantive comments were

received that reflected Federal and State agency and environmental

group concerns about specific wording within, components of, or

recommended additions or changes to the NWPCP. The NWPCP has
been revised to reflect various review comments.

The general implementation time frame for the NWPCP and SCORP
wetlands components is indicated in Figure 3. The temporal relationship

of the National Park Service, State SCORP programs and Fish and
Wildlife Service actions under sections 301 and 303 of the Act are

illustrated there.

The NWPCP will be reviewed and revised in Fiscal Year 1991 to reflect

new or updated scientific, administrative and user information,

especially concerning wetland resource functions and values, wetland

scarcity and changing vulnerability of wetlands to losses. Service

Regional Wetlands Concept Plans will be updated, as appropriate, to

reflect changes in listed wetland sites and/or revisions to the NWPCP.
As a minimum, revisions to the NWPCP and Concept Plans will involve

consultation, as appropriate, with the Bureau of Land Management, Cerps

of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, National Marine
Fisheries Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,

National Park Service, U.S. Forest Service and State clearing houses.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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J. DEFE^rnONS

The National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan uses wetlands

terminology from the Service's wetlands classification system developed

by Cowardin et al. (1979), except for the following definitions specified in

section 301 of the Act:

WETLAND - Land that has a predominance of hydric soils that is

inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and

duration sufficient to support and that under normal circumstances

does support, a prevalence of hydrophytic vegetation typically adapted

for life in saturated soil conditions.

HYDRIC SOIL - Soil that, in its undrained condition, is saturated,

flooded, or ponded long enough during a growing season to develop

an anaerobic condition that supports the growth and regeneration of

hydrophytic vegetation.

HYDROPHYTIC VEGETATION - A plant growing in:

a . water or

b. a substrate that is at least periodically deficient in oxygen

during a growing season as a result of excessive water content.

ACQUISITION - As used in the National Wetlands Priority Conservation

Plan, any purchase of complete or partial interest in a wetland site

obtained with total or partial Federal funding.

DOCUMENTABLE INFORMATION - Information or data collected

and/or published by an individual, group, organization, institution or

agency and used as an objective basis for establishing wetland functions

and values, threats and losses.

ECOREGION - Continuous geographical areas characterized by

distinctive flora, fauna, land forms, climate, vegetation and ecological

climax. Refer to Bailey (1978) for additional definition.

EMERGENCY WETLANDS RESOURCES ACT (Act) - The Public Law
(99-645) enacted in 1986 authorizing a variety of measures, including

establishing the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan, to

promote the conservation of wetlands in the United States.

HISTORIC WETLAND LOSSES - The losses of wetlands from a

particular site or loss of a specific type of wetlands within a region from

the time of European settlement through the present.
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INDEX OF LOSS - Measure of loss of a wetland type within an ecoregion

expressed by the equation:

(rY-X¥1001) X ([Y-XinOOD : or (Unit Loss x 100) x (Unit Loss x 100)

N Y Net National Loss 1954 Unit Base

Where, Y = 1954Unit Base acreage per wetland type and unit area

X = 1974 Remaining acreage per wetland type and unit area

Y-X = Unit Loss (e.g., 1954-74 State loss per wetland type)

N = 1954-74 Net National Loss per wetland type

Unit = Area of comparison (e.g., ecoregion, State)

Base = Acres of wetlands in 1954 for the unit

INTERESTS IN WETLANDS - The financial interest in wetland

acquisition including, but not limited to, fee title acquisition, perpetual

conservation easements, deed restrictions or other methods. Adjacent

associated uplands essential to protecting wetland values are also

included.

NATIONAL WETLANDS INVENTORY PROJECT (NWI) - A long term

inventory and mapping effort of the Nation's wetlands being conducted by

the Fish and Wildlife Service. As of 1988, approximately 55 percent of the

wetlands in the conterminous United States had been mapped. Mapping
in the conterminous United States is projected to be completed by 1998.

NATIONAL WETLANDS PRIORITY CONSERVATION PLAN
(NWPCP) - The plan referenced in section 301 of the Act, established and
periodically updated by the Secretary of the Interior, which specifies the

locations and types of wetlands and interests in wetlands that should be

given priority consideration with respect to Federal and State acquisition.

RARE - Wetland types that are uncommon or seldom occur in the

ecoregion.

RESTORABLE WETLANDS - Wetlands having functions and values

diminished by human impacts that can be restored through various

management techniques.

SECRETARY - The Secretary of the Department of the Interior.

SERVICE REGIONAL WETLANDS CONCEPT PLANS (Concept Plans) -

Wetlands Concept Plans developed by the Regional Offices of the Fish and
Wildlife Service to implement the NWPCP for that agency. They will be

prepared to address wetlands within each Service Region on a state-by-

state basis and will include an unranked listing of wetland sites which
meet the Wetlands Assessment Threshold Criteria established by the

NWPCP. These Concept Plans: will be prepared in cooperation with

various Federal and State agencies, including fish and wildlife
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departments; will complement the State SCORP wetlands planning

documentation; and will constitute the feeder list of wetland sites proposed

for acquisition by the Fish and Wildlife Service.

STATE WETLANDS PRIORITY PLAN - The planning document which

is required by section 303 of the Act as an addendum to a Statewide

Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan in lieu of revising the Statewide

Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan to include a wetlands

component.

STATEWIDE COMPREHENSIVE OUTDOOR RECREATION PLAN

(SCORP) - The State planning process required by the Land and Water

Conservation Fund Act for State participation in the grant program

administered by the National Park Service.

THREAT - The likelihood that a wetland site, or portion thereof, will be

destroyed or degraded, directly or indirectly, through human actions In

establishing the threat threshold for the NWPCP in Appendix 1, a wetland

site is considered to be threatened if an estimated > 10 percent of the site s

functions and values are likely to be destroyed or adversely affected

through direct, indirect, or cumulative impacts over the next ten years

considering:

1. the array of potential wetland threats; and

2. the probable degree of protection provided by the various relevant

laws, ordinances and regulations.

TYPES OF WETLANDS - Those classifications of wetlands based on

physical, botanical and hydrological characteristics. The classification

system described by Cowardin et al. (1979) will serve as the basis for

determining types of wetlands within any given region.

WETLANDS ASSESSMENT THRESHOLD CRITERLV (Threshold

Criteria) - A series of questions or statements provided to help NWFOF

users determine if a wetland site qualifies for acquisition consideration

based on wetland loss trends by type, threat of loss or degradation of the

wetland site and the importance or significance of the wetland s functions

and values.

WETLAND FUNCTIONS AND VALUES - The various products,

services functions and values which wetlands provide to society,

including fish and wildlife habitat, water supply, improvement of water

quality, flood control, erosion and shoreline protection, outdoor recreation

opportunities and education and research.

WETLAND LISTS - As used in the NWPCP, lists of wetlands will be

included, as appropriate, in both State SCORP documents and Service

Regional Wetlands Concept Plans. These lists will indicate wetlands

which meet the Threshold Criteria set forth in the NWPCP. They are not
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necessarily lists of wetlands for purchase, but lists of wetlands qualifying

for purchase.

WETLAND SITE - An identifiable property, tract, area, or region

containing wetlands or a complex (aggregation) of physically- or

function ally-related wetlands. A wetland site may contain a variety of

wetland types, interspersed habitat of other types and associated upland

buffer areas. The boundary of the site should be specific and as

geographically restricted as practical, determined by application of sound

acquisition principles. In other words, regardless of size, a wetland site

should be treated in terms of a unit which would generally fit the

acquisition goals, process and needs of the user.
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NATIONAL WETLANDS PRIORITY CONSERVATION PLAN
WETLANDS ASSESSMENT THRESHOLD CRITERIA

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete this page to determine whether a wetland site

(refer to Wetlands Profile guidance) qualifies for acquisition consider-

ation under the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan.

Use the attached guidance for estimating wetland losses, threats and
functions and values thresholds. The guidance is organized in the same
sequence as the threshold criteria and will direct the user to an appropriate

conclusion. Complete all questions and statements.

1. WETLANDS PROFILE:

a. Wetland Site Name: File No:

b. USGS 1:24,000 Map Quadrangle Name:

c. Township: ; Section:

d. Longitude: ; Latitude:

e. City: ; County: ; State:

f . Ecoregion: (refer to Cowardin et al., 1979, p.27).

g. Size: (acres). Date of wetlands assessment:

2. WETLAND LOSS PRIORITY: (circle one) 12 3 4 5

Must be priority level 1, 2 or 3 to meet threshold.

3. IS THE WETLAND SITE THREATENED? (refer to the attached

guidance under Wetland Threats) Must be circled "yes" to meet

threshold.

YES H)

4. WETLAND FUNCTIONS AND VALUES
Check all that apply. Must check at least two to meet threshold.

a. Wildlife

b. Fisheries

c. Water Supply/Quality, Flood and Erosion Protection

d. Outdoor Recreation

e. Other Areas or Concerns

5. CONCLUSION

Yes, wetland site meets all threshold criteria and qualifies for

acquisition consideration under provisions of the National

Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan.

No, wetland site does not meet all threshold criteria and there-

fore does not qualify for acquisition consideration under

provisions of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation

Plan.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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GUIDANCE FOR ESTIMATINGWETLAND LOSSES,

THREATSANDVALUES THRESHOLDS

1. WETLANDS PROFILE

Complete items (a) through (g) to give a name and address to each wetland

site.

For the purpose of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan, a

wetland site is an identifiable property, tract, area, or region containing

wetlands or a complex (aggregation) of physically- or functionally-

related wetlands. A wetland site may contain a variety of wetland types,

interspersed habitat of other types and associated upland buffer areas.

The boundary of the site should be specific and as geographically

restricted as practical, determined by application of sound acquisition

principles. In other words, regardless of size, a wetland site should be

treated in terms of a unit which would generally fit the acquisition goals,

process and needs of the user.

2. WETLAND LOSSES

Wetlands will be classified as follows: System, subsystem, class and
water regime according to Cowardin et al., 1979 (refer to key on next

page). Estimate percent of site for each type.

TYPE

system

subsystem

class

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
.

g-

h.

i.

PERCENT OF SITE

water regime

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

k. Upland Total 100 %
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information may be used to support departures from the trends groupings

presented above.

Explain:..

In the absence of more reliable data, the following conclusions based on

Frayer et al. (1983) may be used:

Decreasing: Palustrine emergent

Palustrine forested

Palustrine scrub-shrub

Estuarine intertidal emergent

Estuarine intertidal forested

Estuarine intertidal scrub-shrub

Marine intertidal

Stable: Estuarine intertidal non-vegetated

Estuarine subtidal

Lacustrine

Increasing: Palustrine open water

Palustrine unconsohdated shore

Palustrine non-vegetated

Decreasing wetland types

Stable wetland types

Increasing wetland types

Uplands

% OF SITE X 1 =

% OF SITE X 2 =

% OF SITE X 3 =

[ % OF SITE X 3 =

TOTAL

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Priority 1 (0-139)

Priority 2 (140-179)

Priority 3 (180-219)

Priority 4 (220-259)

Priority 5 (260-300)

WETLAND LOSS PRIORITY =
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a WETLANDS THREATS

For the purpose of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan,

threat is defined as the likelihood that a wetland site, or portion thereof,

will be destroyed or degraded, directly or indirectly, through human
actions.

In establishing the threat threshold, a wetland site is considered to be
threatened if an estimated > 10 percent of the site's wetland functions and
values are likely to be destroyed or adversely affected through direct,

indirect, or cumulative impacts over the next ten years considering:

1. the array of potential wetland threats; and

2. the probable degree of protection provided by the various relevant

laws, ordinances and regulations.

At a minimum, the following items should be considered when evaluating

wetland threat (indicate activities that either destroy or degrade wetlands
at the site):

a. Drainage or filling

b. Agricultural conversion or use

c. Livestock grazing

d. Groundwater withdrawal/depletion

e. Loss of instream flows

f. Residential or commercial development

g. Oil, gas, mineral development

h. Power plants

i . Transportation (roads and bridges)

j . Navigation project, port, marina or pier

k . Water development project(s)

1. Water pollution

m
.

Other, (e.g., timber or vegetation removal, mosquito

control practices, diverse ownership with no individual

commitment to protection):

Indicate all laws, ordinances or programs that have some degree of

wetland protection potential for this site:

a. Clean Water Act (Corps section 404 regulatory program)

b. River and Harbor Act (Corps section 10 regulatory

program)

c. Endangered Species Act

d . Water Resources Development Act of 1986

e. Food Security Act of 1985

f . Local zoning or ordinances (e.g., local wetland or

floodplain zoning)
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g State ordinances or authorities (e.g., State wetland

protection laws, State permit program for activities in

wetlands)

h. Coastal Wetlands Protection Law

i .
Inland Wetlands Protection Law

j .
OwneKs) favors protection

Considering the relative effectiveness of the combination of the above

factors to protect the public values and services of the wetlands, is the

wetland site threatened using the definition of threat?

YES NO
If yes, explain type, degree and imminence of

th r e a t

:

4. WETLAND FUNCTIONS AND VALUES

It is assumed that virtually all wetlands provide important public benefits

in several functions and values categories. Many wetlands, however,

have been recognized, identified and/or listed as having certain of these

functions and values. In order to lead to greater objectivity and provide a

technique for use by persons of many disciplines, this wetlands

assessment method relies on documented data or mformation rather than

allowing for interpretation by users across many disciplines.

Indicate all functions and values which can be attributed to the wetland

site If any of the statements within a category (wildlife, fisheries water

supply/quality, flood and erosion protection, outdoor recreation and other

areas or concerns) is affirmative, check that category on the cover sheet,

under item 4.

A. Wildlife (endangered and threatened species, migratory birds and

resident species)

1 Y N Are Federal or State threatened or endangered plants or animals

known to use the wetland site on a regular basis? If yes, list

species names:

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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2. Y N Have any wildlife resources of the wetland site been recognized,

identified, or listed by a Federal or State agency, conservation

organization, institution (educational or research) or private

group due to specific legislation, designations or management

or planning documents (e.g., high wildlife value, declining

populations/numbers, edge of range, Audubon Blue List, list(s)

or species of special concern or emphasis)? If yes,list

recognition:

3. Y N Has the wetland site been specially designated, or is it part of a

region specially designated, by a Federal or State agency or

private group as important for migratory birds or resident

wildlife (e.g., referenced in the North American Waterfowl

Management Plan or a State Waterfowl Concept Plan or on a list

maintained by The Nature Conservancy? If yes, list

designation :

R Commercial and Sport Fisheries

1. Y N Does commercial fishing occur on the site? If so, name the

fishery:

2. Y N Does sport fishing occur on the site? If so, name the fishery:

3. Y N Does the wetland site have fishery resource value(s) (e.g.

anadromous fishery, spawning, nursery, juvenile or foraging

habitat) that is recognized, identified or listed by a Federal or

State agency, conservation organization, institution or private

group due to specific legislation, designations, or management

or planning documents? If so, name recognition:

C. Surface and Ground Water Quality and Quantity and Flood Control

1. Y N Are the groundwater recharge and/or discharge (water supply)

functions of the wetland site recognized, identified or listed by a
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Federal, State, or local agency, conservation organization,

institution or private group due to specific legislation,

designations, or management or planning documents (e.g., sole

source aquifer, municipal water supply)? If so, name

recognition:

2. Y N Are the water quality functions (e.g., nutrient assimilation,

sediment trapping, toxic substance uptake and transformation)

of the wetland site recognized, identified or listed by a Federal,

State, or local agency, conservation organization, institution or

private group due to specific legislation, designations, or

management or planning documents (e.g., presence of a

downstream dredged channel or reservoir which requires

periodic dredging, eutrophic waterbodies downstream, low

dissolved oxygen problems, fish kills)? If so, name recognition:

3. Y N Are the flood control, erosion and/or shoreline damage

reduction functions of the wetland site recognized, identified or

listed by a Federal, State, or local agency, conservation

organization, institution or private group due to specific

legislation, designations, or management or planning

documents (e.g., flood control project, wetland site within the

100-year floodplain, identified by a city as important for coastal

shoreline protection)? If so, name recognition:

D. Outdoor Recreation

1. Y N Is there a recognized or documented demand for the recreational

opportunities available in the wetland site? If yes, explain:

2. Y N Is the wetland site within 50 miles of a Metropolitan Statistical

Area or within 50 miles of a tourist area receiving more than

100,000 visitors per year? If yes, name location:

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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E. OtherAreas or Concerns

1. Y N Does the wetland site have ecological or geological features
consistently considered by regional scientists to be rare for

wetlands in the region (e.g., fens in the midwest, cypress
swamps in northern States, spring communities in various
regions)? If yes, name the feature:

2. Y N Is the wetland site included in a national or statewide listing of

historical or archaeological sites? If yes, name
list:

3. Y N Is the wetland site being used, or could it be used, for educational
or research purposes (e.g., used by a nature center, school, camp,
or college, essential to an on-going environmental research or

monitoring program)? If yes, name
use:

4. Y N Does the wetland site have other public values of concern to the

Secretary of the Interior? If yes, name and document:

5. Conclusion

To qualify for acquisition consideration under the provisions of the
National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan, a wetland site must: 1)

include predominantly (50 percent or greater) wetland types which are
rare or declining in the ecoregion; 2) be threatened with loss and/or
degradation; and 3) offer important values to society in two identifiable

functional categories. References, literature citations, agency contacts
and personal communications must be provided to support the assessment
and conclusions made in this checklist.
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a Map ofWetland Site

Reproduce and submit a USGS quadrangle map. National Wetlands

Inventory Map or other appropriate map dehneating the wetland sit« its

principal features where appropriate (e.g.. bald eagle nest sites) and other

relevant features of the assessment area where appropriate (e.g..

downstream municipal water supply or public access point).
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CRITERIA FOR IDENTIFYING WETLANDS OF
INTERNATIONAL IMPORTANCE

Regina, Canada 1987

REGINA CRITERIA
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rwTTFRTAFOR IDENTIFYING WETLANDS OF
INTE^J?i^iS:SsSRrANCE AND GUIDELINES ON

THEIRUSE

As Revised at the Third Meeting of the Conference of the Contracting

Parties

27 May to 5 June 1987

Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada

A wetland is suitable for inclusion in the List if it meets any one of the

criteria set out below:

1. Criteria for assessing the value of representative or unique wetlands.

A wetland should be considered internationally important if it is a

partklrly good example of a specific type of wetland characteristic of

its region.

2. General criteria for using plants or animals to identify wetlands of

importance.

A wetland should be considered internationally important if:

(a) it supports an appreciable assemblage of rare, vulnerable or

^^
endangered specLs or subspecies of plant or animal or an

appreciable number of individuals of any one or more of these

species;

nr (h) it is of special value for maintaining the genetic and ecological

^^
diversity of a region because of the quality and peculiarities of

its flora and fauna;

or (c) it is of special value as the habitat of plants or animals at a

critical stage of their biological cycles;

or (d) it is of special value for its endemic plant or animal species or

communities.

3. Specific criteria for using wateri^owl to identify wetlands of importance.

A wetland should be considered internationally important if:

(a) it regulariy supports 20,000 waterfowl;

or(b) it regulariy supports substantial numbers of individuals from

particular groups of waterfowl, indicative of wetland values,

productivity or diversity;

or (c) where data on populations are available, it regularly supports

r% of the individuals in a population of one species or subspecies

of waterfowl.
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Guidelines

A wetland could be considered for selection under Criterion 1 if:

(a) It is an example of a type rare or unusual in the appropriate

biogeographical region;

or (b) it is a particularly good representative example of a wetland
characteristic of the appropriate region;

or (c) it is a particularly good representative of a common type where
the site also qualifies for consideration under criteria 2a, 2b, or

2c;

or (d) it is representative of a type by virtue of being part of a complex

of high quality wetland habitats. A wetland of national value

could be considered of international importance if it has a

substantial hydrological, biological or ecological role in the

functioning of an international river basin or coastal system;

or (e) in developing countries, it is a wetland which, because of its

outstanding hydrological, biological or ecological role, is of

substantial socioeconomic and cultural value within the

framework of sustainable use and habitat conservation.

INFORMATION ON WISE USE OF WETLANDS SPECIFIED
UNDER ARTICLE 3 OF THE RAMSAR CONVENTION

Definition of wise use:

"The wise use of wetlands is their sustainable utilization for benefit of
humankind in a way compatible with the maintenance of the natural

properties of the ecosystem."

Sustainable utilization is defined as "human use of a wetland so that it

may yield the greatest continuous benefit to present generations while

maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations of future

generations."

Natural properties of the ecosystem are defined as "those physical, biolog-

ical or chemical components, such as soil, water, plants, animals and
nutrients, and the interactions between them."

Guidelines

Wise use involves the promotion of wetland policies containing the

following elements:

(a) a national inventory of wetlands;

(b) identification of the benefits and values of these wetlands;



Criteria for Identifying Wetlands of Internation Importance Appendix 2- 3

(c) definition of the priorities for each site in accordance with the

needs of, and socioeconomic conditions in, each country;

(d) proper assessment of environmental impact before development

projects are approved, continuing evaluation during the execution

of projects, and full account of the recommendations of this

process of environmental assessment and evaluation.

(e) use of development funds for projects which permit conservation

and sustainable utilization of wetland resources;

(0 regulated utilization of wild fauna and flora, such that these

components of the wetland systems are not over-exploited.

When detailed policies are being established, action should be taken on:

(a) interchange of experience and information between countries

seeking to elaborate national wetland policies;

(b) training of appropriate staff in the disciplines which will assist

in elaboration of such policies;

(c) pursuit of legislation and policies which will stimulate wetland

conservation action, including the amendment as appropriate of

existing legislation;

(d) review of traditional techniques of sustainable wetland use, and

elaboration of pilot projects which demonstrate wise use of

representative national and regional wetland types.

National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan
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MONTANA WETLANDS PRIORITY CONSERVATION PLAN
(Reproduced from Montana SCORP 1988)

On November 10, 1986, President Reagon signed the Emergency Wetlands resources Act

of 1986 ( Public Law 99-645). The purpose of the Act is to promote, in concert with

other Federal and State statutes and programs, the conservation of the wetlands of the

Nation in order to maintain the public benefits they provide. The act provides for

Federal wetlands acquisition and gives equal consideration (along with other lands) to

acquisition involving the purchase of wetlands with LWCF monies. While acquisition

of wetlands for public outdoor recreation has always been eligible for LWCF assistance,

they are now specifically highlighted under the new act. In addition, SCORP' s must

now contain a Department of the Interior approved wetlands component starting in

fiscal year 1988.

In order to comply with the recent legislation, the National Park Service has requested

that states modify their existing SCORP docimnent to specifically address the wetlands

issue vvdthin each state. The objectives of this plan must be consistent with the draft

version of the National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan (NWPCP) developed by the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). Factors to be considered include the estimated

proportion of remaining wetlands that currently exist, the estimated current rate of loss

and threat of future losses of the various wetland types and consideration of the

functional values of these wetlands to wildlife, fisheries, water quality and outdoor

recreation.

In response to this mandate, the Montana Department of Fish, WildUfe and Parks has

included these needs in the development of an ongoing wetlands consultation process

that began over two years ago. Through both meetings and correspondence, all wetland

related activities in Montana have so far included coordination and consultation with the

following agencies and groups: Federal - Bureau of Land Management, Corps of

Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, Fish and Wildlife Service, Highway
Administration; State - Department of ITighways, Water Quality Bureau; Group - Ducks

Unlimited, The Nature Conservancy.

Resource Assessment

Inventory - To date, the Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks has not been actively

involved with a wetland inventory program nor a statewide prioritization of wetlands

acquisitions and easements. However, the USFWS has been involved with these types

of programs in Montana. This represents the best available information to date.

The objective of the program (consistent with LWCF guidelines) is to prioritize wetlands,

as defined by Public Law 99-645, within the state for protection; specifically, to provide

for land acquisition for outdoor recreation, and to insure continued productivity of the



waterfowl resource and wetland functional values. At the present time, the program
does not include a discussion of riparian lands or river beds.

An inventory of existing wetlands is necessary in order to respond to the question of
wetland status and trends. The USFWS is currently involved with the National Wetland
Inventory project that has targeted the glaciated pothole regions within the U.S.,

including Montana. The sequence of these photo-mapping efforts in Montana are as

follows:

Completed Drafted 1988 Proposed 1989 Proposed

Hardin SE Havre NE Wolf Point Great Plains Zone
Ekalaka Glasgow NW,SW Intermountain West Zone

(Flathead)

Rocky Mtn. Front Zone

When this project is completed, it will provide the Department of Fish, Wildlife, and
Parks with a detailed inventory of wetlands by type (based on the Cowardin
classification system) within the state.

In addition to this ongoing inventory work, completed inventories available as SCORP
references include Harvey Wittmier's Land Acquisition and Development Plan. Flathead
and Lake Counties (1986), and Rodney King's Wetland Delineation of Montana, (1974 -

1975): compiled for the USFWS. The latter effort was directed towards the identification

of natural wetlands throughout Montana with significant waterfowl production
capabilities. This information was assembled on a county basis and prioritized for the
USFWS wetland acquisition and easement program. This was again directed at natural
wetlands and did not address the waterfowl production capabilities of the artificially

created stock dam complexes of eastern Montana.

Threat Analysis

Review of the draft National Wetlands Priority Conservation Plan indicates that, on a

regional basis, wetland losses within Montana have occurred at a much lower rate in

comparison to other regions of the United States. Drainage and irrigation drawdowns
can be a problem, but not to the magnitude of that experienced in the Dakotas and
Minnesota. However, intensified land use practices on upland habitat adjacent to

wetlands has definitely impacted the waterfowl production potential of many of these
complexes. Residential development, especially in the Flathead Valley, is reducing the

overall values of the wetland/upland complex for waterfowl.

The wetland losses that have occurred have not been quantified with any accuracy.
Estimates are included as part of the inventories above. Impacts to the adjacent upland
habitat types in some areas have been extensive and have reduced both the wetland
functions and the waterfowl production potential of the wetland complexes.

Both King's Wetland Delineation of Montana (Tables 2 and 5), and Wittmier's Land

(•



Acquisition and Development Plan (Table 1 and Appendix 1), lay out potential

acquisition priorities and targets. Both of these references are reproduced in full in the

SCORP Appendix. In terms of dealing with natural wetland complexes, this is the best

information currentiy available. The one drawback to this information is the lack of

recognition given to the livestock reservoir complexes scattered throughout eastern

Montana.

Significant numbers of stock reservoirs were constructed during the last 30 years by both

the private sector and public agencies. A total estimate is not yet available.

However,many of these units have washed out or are in need of maintenance work. The

construction of these reservoirs did not offset the loss of natural wetiands in the

glaciated pothole area of Montana. However these reservoir complexes when
constructed in areas of suitable soils and upland vegetation types have been productive

for the waterfowl resource. Many of these reservoirs provide an important contribution

to waterfowl production and associated recreational opportunities. A statewide program

requires an inventory of this portion of the wetiand base and, hopefully, the National

Wetiand Inventory project will provide this data.

Protection Strategies

State legislation in 1987 (Sec. 87-1-241, 242 MCA) created an earmarked source of

revenue that will go towards a wildlife habitat acquisition program. GuideUnes for the

program are currentiy being assembled and will apply to wetlands. This is in addition

to a State Waterfowl Stamp program initiated in 1985 (Sec. 87-2-411, 412 MCA). Efforts

under this latter law are being directed towards enhancement and development of

wetiand-upland complexes for waterfowl production.

The intent of the State Waterfowl Stamp program is to protect, develop and enhance

wetlands and associated upland areas to increase waterfowl production capabilities.

Specific work activities will take place on both state and privately owned lands and will

include incentives for such things as island construction, diking, installation of water

control structures, erection of artificial nest structures, seeding of dense nesting cover,

and fencing to control livestock grazing. Easements and /or acquisitions will be used to

provide public access and to protect existing wetiands.

This program is reviewed by an advisory council composed of representatives from the

agricultural industry, sportsmen and non-consumptive groups. Activities are also

overseen by the Montana Fish and Game Commission. Dollars from the Waterfowl

Stamp Program will be used to match funds from the Ducks Unlimited Matching Aid

to Restore States Habitat (MARSH) program and to assist with development of Ducks

Unlimited U.S. habitat projects.

Under a new U.S. Prairie Pothole Joint Venture Program that is part of the North

American Waterfowl Management Plan, several projects are scheduled for possible

implementation. The two projects that have been accepted for Montana include the



Beaver Creek Project in south Phillips County and the Comentown Project in northeast

Sheridan County. The objective of both projects is to increase the waterfowl production

capabilities of existing wetlands and various management strategies will be employed
to meet that goal. A detailed prospectus is being developed on each project.

A highway mitigation project is also being designed to evaluate and document
unavoidable impacts to wetland habitats as a result of highway reconstruction activities.

Mitigation strategies will include both on-site and off-site activities that replace wetiand
habitat. A method to identify wetland types and to provide an assessment of their

functional values is currentiy being developed by an interagency wetland committee.

The intent is to develop a consistent approach to deahng with impacts and provide

mitigation stiategies. lids information will be available for review when completed.

In addition, guidelines are currently being developed for the Department's wildlife

habitat acquisition program with implementation targeted for March 1988. This will be
an acquisition-easement program with the objective being to protect wildlife habitat

including wetlands. Priorities will be established on a statewide basis.

Public involvement was extensive in the development of the above strategies. Both were
established through the legislative process where numerous public hearings were held,

and both have been featured in the Department's Montana Outdoors magazine
(March/April 1986-1988; May/June 1987; July/August 1988). The waterfowl stamp
includes a publicly advertised annual contest to choose a painting for the stamp with
proceeds from the sale of art prints to be used for waterfowl habitat.

The wildlife habitat acquisition program grew out of wildlife habitat concerns mentioned
by the public at both the 1986 Governor's Forum and the SCORP Issue Development
Workshop (Issue 10. Also, public review and hearings were held regarding proposed
policy and priorities for the habitat acquisition program in major communities
throughout the state during January and February, 1988.

State Priorities

Guidelines being developed for both of the above programs will be instrumental in the

prioritization of potential acquisition activities under the LWCF program. However, the

inventory of Montana wetiands is still underway and will not be completed for at least

another 2 to 3 years. The Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks has not yet developed
a separate prioritized ranking of wetlands for acquisition. The efforts of the USFWS,
however, have laid out some guidelines for wetland protection within the state.

Certain areas of the state obviously have much greater potential for wetiand protection,

development and enhancement based on habitat and breeding densities. Acquisition

priorities and targets are listed in King's Wetiand Delineation of Montana (Tables 2 and
5), and Wittmier's Land Acquisition and Development Plan (Table 1 and Appendix 1)

references which are reproduced in full in tine SCORP Appendix. However, artificial



stock dam complexes of eastern Montana are omitted. When the National Wetlands

Inventory is finished we may have the opportunity to develop a more complete list of

acquisition priorities.

Thanks to state and federal programs other than the LWCF, over $1 million annually is

available for carrying out wetlands protection strategies in Montana. Therefore, the

protection of wetlands will remain for the foreseeable future one of the lowest priorities

for the expenditure of LWCF funds. To prioritize wetlands high enough to become
dependant upon LWCF funds would seriously jeopardize an already healthy program.

The Department is however considering funding strategies which could allow the use

of wetland funds to share in the acquisition or development of portions of parklands for

waterfowl production. Therefore no change in the LWCF priority rating system is

necessary for these purposes at this time.

National Issues

First of all, Montana has complied with a National Park Service request to amend our

SCORP document to satisfy new wetland criteria. Yet at this point in time, LWCF
funding levels are no where sufficient for use in wetland acquisition purposes. Other

state and federal programs channel millions of dollars for wetland protection and

enhancement activities instead.

Secondly, Montana wetlands have not been impacted to the degree of the prairie pothole

regions of the Dakotas and Minnesota. However, impacts such as drainage, intensified

agricultural activities and subdivision development continue to reduce the productivity

of wetiands within the state. From a waterfowl production standpoint, it is innperative

to recognize the importance of the quality of the upland areas adjacent to these

wetiands. This point should be emphasized in the National Priority Conservation Plan.

Finally, the thrust of the NWPP is protection of natural wetiand basins, especially those

in the high loss category. Obviously these are very important components on a national

level. Within the State of Montana, particularly in eastern Montana, the importance of

artificially created livestock reservoirs to the wetiand base and waterfowl production

cannot be overstated. Under the proposed evaluation criteria, these wetlands would
assume a low priority for protection. From a state standpoint this could create a

problem in using LWCF or possibly other federal funds for wetland protection.
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of the large reservoirs (see page 4 of Wetland Inventory -

Montana, 1954).

The second attempt at analyzing the wetlands in the state
was made by a Delineation Biologist assigned to the area in

1966. Approximately three years were spent locating wetlands
for delineation in various counties across the Hi-line. A

100% sample was conducted in Blaine, Hill, Phillips, Sheridan
and Toole Counties. 3 This sample was conducted from aerial

photos and the number and acres of Type 3, 4 and 5 wetlands
were tabulated (see Table 1). From this information certain
areas were checked on the ground for delineation. Much of
Sheridan County was completed for delineations. Other de-

lineations were made in Toole, Roosevelt, Glacier, Daniels

and Phillips Counties. The problem with the 1966-68 survey
was that many good areas were not delineated because only
the best areas were included in the survey. A study of pre-

cipitation records indicate a series of very dry years pre-
vious to 1966, and this may have been why many areas wer?
overlooked. Other areas checked in that study included parts

of Flathead County.

Other studies have included "hot spots" where land with duck

use becomes available for purchase or someone had an idea

about a certain area making a good "refuge". Most of this

work was done by state biOiogists and was generally with

the idea of development of marshes for other game animals

as well as waterfowl

.

II. Wetland Surveys - 1974-75

As indicated under the purpose of this study, we need a method to

rank wetlands for their value to waterfowl. We want wetlands ranked

so that, to the extent possible, we can concentrate on acquiring

the most valuable wetlands, particularly during times when acquisi-

tion funds limit our ability to buy lands. Also, new information has

been developed concerning the production of waterfowl and classifi-

CAtion of wetlands by research personnel at the Northern Prairie

Wildlife Research Center, Jamestown, North Dakota. This information

has added a new dimension to our understanding of wetlands and their

value to wildl ife.

A. Criteria for Wetland Value Ratings
When determining the value of anything as changing as prairie

wetlands and as mobile as migrating waterfowl one is faced with

serious complications. About the only factor not changing is the

land-soil capabilities, and with the incomplete expertise soil

(
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TABLE 1



Footnotes from Table 1

1. According to Stewart and Kantrud, Classification of Prairie Potholes . , . ,

1971. All wetlands not classified by Plenert (1967) are the author's figures
by the above classification.

2. Acres and wetland basin types (classes) determined from aerial photos and
average precipitation records.

3. Plenert's 1967 figures.

4. Totals do not include reservoirs, only natural wetlands.

* Fee program suggested or in operation.

1 Easement program suggested or in operation.

Counties not listed in the table have been checked for wetlands by visiting
ASCS offices or from aerial photo indexes.
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t scientists possess even land capabilities are not precise.

! However, the best available knowledqe on the following factors

i were used in developing criteria: (a) ecology of the wetlands,
(b) relationship of wetlands to the surrounding uplands, (c)

wetland threat from destruction, (d) the species of waterfowl
using the area, (e) the capability of a unit (delineated area)

to produce waterfowl and (f) the cost of the area per acre.
All of these were considered in delineation and in assigning
the relative value of the delineated area. Following is an

analysis of how the rating system was derived:

Since the first printing of Circular 39, Wetlands of the United
States, in 1953, biologists working in wetland ecology have used
the handbook in various ways. There have been others who have
tried to improve upon our understanding of wetlands and water-
fowl. The publication, "Classification of Natural Ponds and ,

Lakes In the Glaciated Prairie Region" by Stewart and Kantrud'

(1971) put new light on understanding wetland ecology. The

old type classification which incorporated water depth and
vegetative species to determine a wetland type was modified
by Stewart and Kantrud. Martin, etal. (1953) seemed to place

too much emphasis on water depths and cover interspersion to i

give the real picture of prairie wetlands. "^ It was during

a seven year study of wetlands in North Dakota that Stewart and

Kantrud made their adaptation *T:o classifying wetlands. We de-

cided that ecological similarities of the habitat of North Dakota

and Montana made their data and classification applicable
in most parts of Montana. Stewart and Kantrud incorporated a

"class" of wetlands which was determined by the pTant species
most dominant in the wetland and also a "cover type" which was

the percent of the wetland basin covered by emergent vegetation.

A detailed explanation of the classes and cover types is found

on pp. 5-13 of this publication and a comparison of the two

wetland classification studies on pp. 13-14.

In personal correspondence with personnel of the Northern Prairie

Wildlife Research Center, I obtained information from the work

of several people on waterfowl production and land requirements.

Director Harvey Nelson compiled the data in a letter to the

Assistant Director, Operations, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Washington, D.C., dated July 10, 1973. It was from this memo

and others from Northern Prairie that the production criteria

of the rating system were developed. Following is an excerpt

from that memo: "For example, in semi -permanent ponds and lakes

(Class IV) we recommend that acquisition priority be given to



subclasses A-0 and that decreasing priority be given to cover
types 2, 3, 1, and 4 in that order. ... In line with broadened
Service responsibilities, we believe the wetland program should
be directed not just to the production of waterfowl, but also
to othermigratory birds, as well as rare and endangered species.
In addition, it should consider the wetland needs of migratory
birds that breed in the north but require prairie wetlands as
important migration habitat. Value to resident species should
also be given greater recognition. ... As far as waterfowl
are concerned, an increasing effort should be made to preserve
important diving duck habitat because of the decreasing popula-
tions of canvasbacks, reheads and other species, and the threats
to their remaining habitat. . . , Also, the program in the past
specifically excluded alkaline areas for the most part. While
not of high value to most species of waterfowl for breeding pur-
poses, these areas are very important to cranes and many species
of shorebirds. ... We believe that the program in the futuf^
should be directed toward the acquisition of key blocks of high
value habitat wherever it occurs rather than to just one ownership
in any 9-square-mile block as recommended in the original criteria,
.. . . We believe further that, as a general rule, purchased
areas should contain a minimum of 20 percent and a maximum of
about 80 percent wetland acreage."

Exhibit 1 is the wetlands delfVieation rating system used in
Montana. Following is a discussion of the criteria developed
and used in that system:

1 . Vulnerabil ity

Wetlands in Montana are suffering from various forms of
human intrusion, depending on which part of the state the
wetlands are located. In Northeast and Northcentral Montana
drainage is a major threat. With the increase in the price
of wheat many acres of native prairie have "gone to the
plow" and if wetlands cr: drainable, they are eliminated.
In some areas along the rii-line cattle ranchers have drained
small potholes into larger basins and placed dikes across
the ends for more permanent watering areas.

Irrigation by gravity and pumps has been the destruction of
wetlands along both sides of the Rocky Mountains. In the
Flathead Valley sub-division for housing is severely curtailing
waterfowl from using wetlands. In some of the larger wetland
basins siltation is occurring and pollution from heavy use
of fertilizer in uplands is destroying the waterfowl value
of these significant migratory use areas. Destruction of



wetlands occurs from filling basins with rocks, car
bodies, manure and other debris.

Many sub-dividers are finding greater value if they
have a "own your own pothole" section in their adver-
tisement. This usually prevents the wetland from being
drained, but eliminates much chance for nesting success
by waterfowl. Nests are either abandoned because of

human disturbance, destroyed by pets, or are never
initiated because nesting habitat becomes a back yard
lawn.

All contribute to the continued destruction of wet-
lands as measured by the Vulnerability Section of
the rating system. This criterion is considered to »*

be the most important consideration in wetlands de-
lineation and has, accordingly, been given the highest
rating score.

Species Composition
The value of the duck species produced was derived
from the rating used in the Flyway Habitat Management
Unit Project, RBU's (Refuse Benefit Units) in the

National Wildlife Refuge Management System, and from

recent emphasis given to canvasback and redheads.
Each species is placed in one of three groups -- high,

medium or low.

Production Capability
This criterion of the rating system estimates the

ability of the total delineated area to produce ducks

(wetlands plus associated uplands) if managed for

that purpose. It incorporates considerations of wet-

land types, juxtaposition of wetlands with uplands,

edge effect, "complex concept", known production his-

tory, soil productivity, etc. This criterion is

judged slightly more important than Species Composi-

tion.

Acquisition Cost
The dollar breakdown of the cost criterion was determined

from talking with FWS Realty Specialists in Montana. The

most expensive land costs approximately eight times more

than the least expensive. A value of $1000 per acre and
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Exhibit 1

MONTANA WETLANDS DELINEATION RATING CRITERIA *

1

.

Vulnerability Rating

High - Probable loss within 10 years 20

Med. - Possible loss in foreseeable future 10

Low - Unlikely loss in foreseeable future 1

2. Species Composition

High - Canvasback, redhead, ringneck, mallard,

wood duck 14

Med. - Widgeon, gadwall, green-winged teal 7

Low - Shovel er, pintail, blue-winged teal,

scaup, ruddy, etc. 3

3. Production Capability

High - At least 6 ducks produced per acre 15

Med. - 3 to 5 ducks produced per acre 8

Low - Less than 3 ducks produced per acre 4

4. Acquisition Cost

High - $801 - $1,000 per acre 16

Med. - $201 - $800 per acre 8

Low - $50 - $200 per acre 2

5. Value to Other Wildlife (non-add)

* Footnotes for rating criteria are found on next two pages.



Exhibit 1 (Continued)

y Vulnerability

Vulnerability of wetlands in a delineation would not only include
present and potential threat to wetlands in future but also ease
of drainage, loss due to recreational development, housing subdi-
vision, severe siltation, extensive over-use from grazing and haying
pumping for irrigation, etc., all of which threaten the ability of
wetlands to produce waterfowl.

2/ Species Composition

High

a. 30% breeding population composed of high category species or
known significant breeding use by species in this category""

b. At least one marsh of Class IV or exceptional Class III with
cover type 2 or 3 (Stewart & Kantrud-1971 ) . Marsh(es) must
be of significant size within delineation to have substantial
effect on waterfowl production, i.e. during drought years.

'

Med.

a. 50% breeding population composed of medium category species
(would include high category species when their total is less
than 30%) or known significant breeding use by above species.

b. Priority should be given to a delineation with a variety of
potholes with all classes represented.

Low

a. Does not meet species criteria established for high or medium
rating.

b. Same as Med. b. above.

y Production Capability

Assumption is made that delineated area is optimal for area under
consideration and if acquired in fee would be managed to maximize
waterfowl production.

High - 6+ ducks produced/delineated acre, or at least 1.6 nests/acre
with 70% nest success, or 30+ wetlands/square mile in wet
years.

a. Divers: At least 20-80% of the delineated area are wetlands
and criteria of 2b apply.

10



Exhibit 1 (Continued) V

b. Dabblers: At least 50% of delineated area is upland, a balance

of all wetland classes and at least one Class IV, V or excep-

tional III large enough to have a significant effect on produc-

tion necessities in the delineated area during years of low

water and at least 50* of uplands with soil capabilities to

produce vigorous, tall dense nesting cover in blocks of at least

80 acres.

Med. - 3 to 5 ducks produced per delineated acre, or 0.5 to 1.4

nests/acre with 50-70% nest success or 15 to 29 wetlands/
square mile in wet years, and meeting criteria of high a

and b above except for production capabilities and less than

50% of uplands capable of producing DNC in 80-acre blocks.

Low - Less than 3 ducks produced per delineated acre or_ less than

0.5 nest/acre with less than 50% nest succes or_ less than

15 wetlands/square mile in wet years.

4/ Acquisition Cost t*

Cost of land may need future adjustment to reach a mean land value

for all areas. This rating should be divided into total value of

other three criteria, f^

5/ Value to Other Wildl ife

Additional benefits to wildlife from wetlands delineated have pri-

orities as indicated in decreasing value ranked in order below:

(1) Rare and endangered wildlife.

(2) Uncommon waterfowl use or limited production habitat for

specific waterfowl

.

(3) Migratory waterfowl use.

(4) Other migratory bird use.

(5) Resident wildlife use.

Although these factors are not given a point value they are taken

into consideration at the time of the delineation and noted on

the delineation sheet.

n



side of the Continental Divide, south and east of the Mis-

souri River on a north-south line with Carbon, Yellowstone,

Golden Valley and Petroleum Counties, and six counties west

of the Continental Divide. These indexes were used to find

areas with wetlands which appeared good for waterfowl pro-

duction. The indexes were supplemented with 12" x 12"

photographs of 4 inches to 1 mile scale of areas with po-

tential delineations. These photos were used in totalling

delineated wetland acres by county and will later be used

by Realty Specialists in acquisition.

2 Aerial Reconnaisance . .

The information aathered from aerial flights was minimal

and was gained in a few seconds and passes over a particular

wetland. To minimize the cost and time spent in the aircraft

many hours were spent with aerial photo indexes on the

ground mapping flight routes and specific wetlands to check.

During June and July 1975, 76 hours flight time was logged

surveying wetlands. Information recorded during the flight

over a wetland was legal description, class and cover type,

dominant vegetation by species (emergent and submergent),

upland conditions, waterfowl present (use and broods).

All information was recorded on a tape recorder and trans-

cribed on the ground.

Problems associated with the aerial survey were: (D early

in the season it was difficult to judge what cover type

was typical for a particular wetland, (2) the late chrono-

logical season during 1975 associated with hngh precipitation

in many parts of the state made it difficult to accurately

determine wetland classiTication, average water levels

and breeding pair information. These problems were overcome

somewhat by noting last year's growth of vegetation, con-

ditions during previous aerial photo coverages, and preci-

pitation records. This supplemental information helped

in establishing "average water conditions."

Aerial surveys saved many hours over ground delineation.

Aerial coverage was not as intensive or complete as ground

surveys, but were judged accurate enough, when correlated

with other sources of information, to reach decisions as

to wetland values.

3. Ground Checks

Where possible, certain areas were spot-checked for accuracy

in estimating water depth, emergent and submergent vegeta-

12



rtion, or just to confirm waterfowl use of an area. Key
wetland areas in each geographically different area were
checked. Approximately 20% of all wetlands delineated
from the air were rechecked on the ground.

4. Personal Contacts
During 1974 many personal contacts and letter comnunications
were used to determine areas for wetland studies. By con-

tacting the right people a better picture can be obtained
of a wetland and its uses and can be of great help in making a

delineation. Some of those who assisted in initiating
"recommended search areas" for wetland reconnaisance were
Montana Fish and Game Regional Biologists, Soil Conservation
Service personnel, local Agricultural Stabilization and

Conservation Service personnel at each county seat, and

land owners.

III. Wetland - Physiographic Relationships
,

In the report "VJetlands Inventory - Montana, 1954" page 10, is ?
good description of the physiographic regions of Montana:

"The major physiographic provinces represented in Montana are
the Great Plains, Northern Rocky Mountains, and Middle Rocky

Mountains. The glaciated and unglaciated portions of the Mis-

souri Plateau, which com.prise the section of the Great Plains

province in Montana, are roughly divided by the Missouri River. ^
The inventoried area in Lakt County is located in the Northern '

Rocky Mountain province and it includes a broad glaciated valley

surrounded by mountain ranges."

To draw all factors of waterfowl use, physiography and climate to-

gether one must certainly consider weather or precipitation records.

From a publication of the Department of Commerce entitled "Climate

of Montana," 1960, a chart indicating precipitation isolines shows

much of the Hi-line of Montana to receive approximately twelve inches

of precipitation annually. A closer evaluation of individual sta-

tions shows some areas to receive ten inches while others might

receive as high as fourteen inches.

Generally speaking, areas in the higher precipitation zones receive

higher waterfowl use where good habitat is available. In final

analysis of the data in the delineations, the best waterfowl areas

are generally found in the higher precipitation zones.

In Section IV the counties are listed in order of rank with respect

to importance of waterfowl habitat. Six of the top ten counties

are those found in the Hi-line portion of the state. Of this list

the top four counties are found in a precipitation zone of approxi-

mately thirteen inches. Again, the first seven of the top ten

13
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counties are found in the Glaciated Prairie region and contain sig-
nificant waterfowl habitat.

Of the 26 counties which have acres delineated for purchase of
waterfowl habitat, 16 counties are found to have all or portions
of the county affected by glaciation. Generally speaking, the higher
percent of land that had been glaciated in a county, the higher
the acreage of delineation in that county.

»
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IV. Summary of Wetland Survey - 1974-1975

A. Fee Delineations ^
To say that the values and ratings of the wetlands delineated

from this study are "etched in rock" would not be realistic.

Establishing the value of a particular area relied heavily

on what was seen from low level flights over wetlands. What

was observed was what that particular wetland or complex had

on it at that time and on that day. As mentioned earlier in

this report, other aids such as old aerial photos and

precipitation records were correlated to give a better picture
of what the wetland would really look like seven years out of

ten. This was what the rating was based on. No matter how
many records or notes are made about a particular area, however,

what one sees at any one cime has a great impression on the

final decision. Therefore, there may be a bias.

It was difficult, for example, to overlook the fact that many

wetlands I observed in the Great Falls area in August, 1975,

had many duck broods on them, but checking additional aids

and physical features of the marshes convinced me that thr^e

to four years of average precipitation would find the are5s

dry farmed or at best foxtail meadows. On the other hand,

a series of wet years could change the whole class of

temporaries to permanent marshes for upwards of five to ten

years. I have tried to look at the delineations objectively
for a best estimate of what they can produce most years.

As close to 100"* of all marshes with what I consider to have

waterfowl production potential were checked as was physically

possible at this time. I am sure that in years to come

biologists will say "Here is a good area," or "Why was this

one left out?" It is my hope that as new areas hr<s. located

or as these current delineations ^ro. studied and better

"judgments" of wetland values are made, they will be changed.

From these guidelines each county's delineations are found

in the appropriate county folder filed in the Area Office,

Billings, Montana. All delineations for each county are

ranked in order of highest total rating of all four criteria

and merely need to be referred to in order to find out

which delineation ranked highest in that county. Many

delineations were ranked with the same number of total

points in the same county, but all one has to do is look

at the various rating criteria to determine where that

particular wetland would "fit."

A total of 252 delineations were selected for Montana

(Table 2). Each delineation consists of a wetland or

complex of wetlands with enough associated upland so that

it can be managed for optimum production of waterfowl.
The average size delineation is 538 acres with a

15
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TABLE 2

DELINEATED WETLANDS IN MONTANA

County*

Beaverhead
Blaine
Cascade
Chouteau
Daniels
Fergus
Flathead
Glacier
Golden Valley
Hill

Jefferson
Judith Basin
Lake
Lewis & Clark
Liberty
Park

Phillips
Pondera
Powell

Roosevelt
Sheridan
Stillwater
Sweet Grass
Teton
Toole
Valley

Totals

Number of
Areas

Delineated

4

10

2

10

4

3

17

11

1

2

1

1

43

5

5

1

17

6

11

8

72

1

1

3

12

1

252

Acres
Delineated

2,286
10,010

720
6,270
1.015

960
5,427
9.825
1,280
5,019
1.690

600
4,820
1,487

3,270 .

380
11,980
4,820
5,?50
8,310
34,670

120

200
4.980
9,380

800

135,669

Acres of
Wetlands in

Delineation

387

2,085
200

1,220
162

182

1.387
2,438

500

959

190

100

990

301

550

40

2,860
1,050
846

2.120
8,652

30

22.

1,300
1,620

172

Fee Acres in Co

Suggested For
Approval by St.

30,363

2,500
10,000**

1,500
7,000**
1,500**

1,500
6,000
10,000 (4,,

1,500
6,000**

2,000
r.ooo

5,000
2,000
4.500

500
12,000**

5,000 (l,5i

6,000
9,000 (4,5<

35,000**

500

500
5,000

10,000
1,000 **

146,500

(All

County

Madison
Beaverhead
Gallatin

Refuge Acres Delineated for Purchase

15,000
8,000
3,000

Total 26,000

**Counties which contain Indian reservation lands where no delineations
were made.

( )
Acres of delineated areas found within the boundaries of the respective
Indian reservation of appropriate county.
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total of 135,669 acres delineated. Of this total, ^

30,363 acres or 22* are wetlands. Twenty-six counties
in the state have delineations for waterfowl production
areas. Madison County has 15,000 acres delineated for
refuge development and Beaverhead County has 8,000
acres delineated for refuge development. One area
northeast of Three Forks in Gallatin County has

approximately 3,000 acres previously delineated for
refuge development.

Delineated area ratings ranged from a high of 2100 to

a low of 7. From these 252 delineation ratings I have
ranked the 26 counties according to various factors of
the rating criteria. Exhibit 2 is a sample delineation
sheet demonstrating how delineation values are derived.

1. Final Rank of All Counties (Table 3)

Column A
r

This column determines rank by multiplying the
final value of the four rating criteria for
each delineation by the number of acres in that
delineation. This value was surmied for all

delineations in the respective county. The rank ^
of counties in Column A is believed to give the T
best estimate of a county's rank in its importance
to the wetlands pragram in Montana in that it

takes into account the quantity of delineated
wetlands as well as their quality.

The total points for each county give an idea

of the magnitude counties could be separated
by. In referring back to Exhibit 2 (Delineation
Sample) it is easy to see that one delineation
(when not divided by cost) could account for

1,000,000+ points. Therefore, point spreads
of approximately 500,000 could represent the

difference of one medium value delineation of

1,000 acres or a highly vulnerable complex of

wetlands of medium value 500 acres in size.

Column B

This column is the final ranking of counties
throughout the state. Column A determined the

county ranking from the criteria used in the

rating formula; however, the formula did not

include all of the information that must be

considered in ranking counties for their value -

in the wetlands program. These externalities \
are discussed below with the effect they had

on the outcome of the final county ranking,

as shown in Column B.
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Value to other wildlife (1 to 5)
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Wetland
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Cover Type
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TABLE 3: FINAL COUNTY DELINEATION RANKING

County Ranking

According to Rating Formula

County Value*

Sheridan
Roosevelt
Glacier
Phillips
Toole
Teton
Lake
Blaine
Liberty
Chouteau
Powell
Pondera
Beaverhead
Flathead
Jeffe.'son

Cascade
Lewis & Clark
Hill

Daniels
Judith Basin

Fergus
Valley
Golden Valley
Sweet Grass
Stillwater
Park

10,533,212
4,627,840
3.317,941
2.845,088
2,381,952
2,184,000
1,544,023
1,272,320
724,760
560,264
458,205
386,316
367,808
340,561
196,500
179,760
173,540
135,732
128,325
78,500
55,600
44,800
35,840
7,000
6,360
5,320

B

Final Adjusted
Rank by County

Sheridan \

Glacier .

Toole
Liberty
Phillips .

Blaine
Teton
Roosevelt i

Powell

Chouteau -

Pondera
Lake
Flathead
Lewis & Clark
Hill

Cascade
Daniels
Beaverhead
Jefferson
Judith Basin
Fergus
Valley
Golden Valley
Sweet Grass

Stillwater
Park

<r

iT

County Value = n I A^ x B-j x Ci ^ x Ei

i=A Di

Where:
n = Number of delineations in county

i
= First in the series

A = Vulnerability rating

B = Species composition rating

C = Production capability rating

D = Cost rating

E = Acres in delineation
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Sheridan County is noted as having the most

acres of the best waterfowl habitat and remains

as first priority.

Glacier and Roosevelt counties have delineations
found on the Blackfeet and Fort Peck Indian

Reservations, respectively. Roosevelt County

contained the Manning Lake area which was large

in size with very good waterfowl habitat. Manning

Lake, however, is on reservation land and is

very probably inaccessable for acquisition. The

remaining wetlands delineated in Roosevelt County

were scattered and of less importance. Therefore,
Roosevelt was moved downward. Glacier County
has good wetlands on and off the Blackfeet
Reservation. Those located on the reservation

are virtually inaccessable for acquisition because

of land ownership. Those del ineations located

off the reservation (approximately two-thirds of

the total points) are very good areas and, there-

fore, Glacier County was moved to second position, ^r

Liberty County was moved to fourth position

because the size and quality of wetlands there

seemed more important than those ranked below

it. In other words, it was felt that the formula

did not take into consideration the overall

value of wetlands in Liberty County. In the

author's opinion. Liberty County should be

higher than where value places it in Column A.

Phillips County has a number of good areas;

however, Service acquisition for at least half

of the delineation is not critical because

they are found on Bureau of Land Management

lands and that agency is expected to consider the

waterfowl resource in their planning. BLM will

be notified by the Service of our view on many

wetlands which they administer.

Powell County is as important as Roosevelt and

Teton counties because of the blocks of private

land.

Lake County was moved downward because even though

no delineations were made on tribal lands, they

are all within the exterior boundaries of the

Flathead Indian Reservation where acquisition

authority is in doubt.

Pondera County has two delineations on the Blackfeet

Reservation, but still ranks at this approximate

position pointwise as well as in the author's opinion,

20
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Lewis and Clark County was moved upward because
of the large blocks of areas located on private
land.

Beaverhead and Jefferson counties were moved
downward because the areas delineated were either
widely scattered (Beaverhead) or contained one
unit (Jefferson) making acquisition priority less
important.

All other counties remained at the same rank or
were moved only one or two positions. When a

county remained at or near its rank in the two

columns the criteria established its rank regard-
less of unaccounted constraints related to

acquisition.

On the basis of the final ranking found above
the following recommendations are made in relation
to acquisition and wetland importance (Refer to

Exhibits 3 and 4): The number 1 area (geographical 1

for waterfowl production habitat is the northeast
part of the state; i.e., Sheridan and Roosevelt ,

counties. Next in importance of production is thef

northcentral area consisting of Glacier, Liberty.,

Toole, Teton and Pondera counties. Then would
be the central part of the Hiline with Phillips
and Blaine counties followed by Hill and Chouteau
counties for that portion of the state. Areas
west of the mountains with high potential for

waterfowl production are the counties of Powell,

Lake and Flathead, respectively. Next in order of

delineation acquisition importance would be the

west central part of the state consisting of

Cascade and Lewis and Clark counties. All other
areas have scattered important delineated wetlands
but do not contain extensive areas significant to

production of waterfowl in the two flyways.

2. Additional Views of Criteria

Table 4 represents the county rank by points

received in relation to various methods of analysis

of the criteria. When studying the columns in

Table 4 the following information should be used

for interpretation:

Column 1

V

This ranking was made by summing the total rating

of the four criteria of each delineation. A

total was derived for all delineations in the

county and was then divided by the number of

delineations in that county. This ranked the

counties by the average value of the delineations
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TABLE 4: COUNTY RANK IN RELATION TO VARIOUS
VIEWS OF WETLAND IMPORTANCE

Column 1



in the county. It gives no consideration to the

total acreage of delineations in the county. In

viewing the ranking of each county in all three

columns of Table 4, one must remember that the

constraints used in arriving at the Final Rank of

Counties (Table 3, Column B) would also apply

when viewing these areas for acquisition. Thus,

on the average the "best" delineations are in

Roosevelt, Teton, and Sheridan counties. However,
this does not take into consideration the number or
size of delineations.

Column 2

This column is concerned with the ranking of

counties when cost is not a consideration. This

was obtained by multiplying the value ratings for

vulnerability, species composition and production
capability for each delineation in the county and

then summing their values. Thus, counties with
good wetland values but high land costs, such as

Lake County, moved up in the ranking. This

column will be useful if acquisition funds /
become abundant and the objective is to acquire
the best habitat regardless of cost.

Column 3

This column is presented so that we can look at

counties from the standpoint of their present
value to the waterfowl resource, irrespective
of cost and future vulnerability. Here the

species composition, production capabilities,
and size of the area were multiplied together
and values summed for each delineation in the

county. By using this rating we are able to

view at the top &f the ranking those counties
which are high producers of the right kinds of

waterfowl and, also, generally have the most

acres of delineated wetlands.

3. Areas Not Recommended for Fee or Easement

Many wetland areas throughout the state were

checked for their ability to produce waterfowl --

some were recommended and many were not. There

were various reasons for not recommending some

areas. There were too many areas not measuring

up to discuss individually here, but each area

checked is legally described in my aerial survey

notes with information why the area was not

recommended (These notes on file in Area Office).
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Most areas were not recommended because habitat
did not seem to be present for the production
of waterfowl . Some areas were found to appear as

good habitat (potholes and emergents) but lacked
any noticeable use by waterfowl. Those which
"appeared good," for example, were usually found
as "slumps" of hillsides which seemed to settle
unevenly creating small kettles where water was
caught. These areas were generally along open
mountain fronts and it was suspected that the
wetlands may be too high and ice-free too late in

spring for good breeding pair use, sterile, or
too isolated from the general waterfowl migration
patterns.

Portions of Hill and Valley counties contained
numerous shallow wetland basins. It was felt
that in very heavy precipitation years some of

these areas may hold water long enough for duck
production, but generally lacked permanency. Some
counties had a few good areas for delineation,
but lacked complexes of wetlands for an extensive
wetlands program. Counties where large rivers, »*

such as the Yellowstone, Gallatin, and Beaverhead
had oxbows with marsh vegetation but are not
amenable to management and do not have heavy use
by waterfowl

.

Moreover, Missoula County, as an example, had

many mountain lakes which appeared to have marsh
areas, but again had very little use by waterfowl.
Also, these areas were found on Forest Service
lands where vulnerability is low and acquisition
is not realistic.

B. Easement Recommendations

Most areas with significant numbers of wetlands were found

to contain complexes which merited at least one delineation.
Some counties have one or two good delineations but no

easement program is recommended because there are essentially
no wetland complexes associated with the marshes delineated.
Previous memos to the Area Office gave descriptions of

areas recommended for an easement program. To date, the

counties which have been recommended and approved by the

Governor for easements are: Blaine, Chouteau, Daniels,
Glacier, Hill, Lewis and Clark, Liberty, Phillips, Pondera,

Roosevelt, Sheridan, Teton and Toole (Refer to Table 1).

As noted in Table 1, Lake County is recommended for easements,

but is not yet approved by the State.
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Previously, individual townships were recommended for taking

easements. It was then found that getting approval for

individual townships prevented Realty specialists from

completing easements for individual ownerships which may

be spread throughout the county. The policy of individual

township approval by the State was changed so that any

county with wetlands thought to be important to the easement
program, and complemented fee areas, was given complete
county-wide approval by the State. It is still recommended
that the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service not approve easements
on wetlands that are of marginal quality to waterfowl and

isolated, or for the mere appeasement of individual land-

owners to accept the program. It is recommended that the
Service stand behind the policy that good wetland complexes
are beneficial and critical to waterfowl use and are,

therefore, worth the taxpayers' money to protect.

Table 5 recommends the minimum acreage which should be

acquired under the easement program. In referring to

Table 5 it will be noted that in some counties more
wetlands acres exist than is recommended for easement.
The reason for this is that it is suggested that easements ,

be taken on wetlands that are near and will complement '

areas under proposed fee acquisition. Also, the wetlands
total for each county in Tables 1 and 5 refer only to

Class III, IV, and V wetlands. Some counties have as

much as 20%-40% more wetlands in the Class I and II

categories.
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rol''w;nq is a list of arauisition and habitat imorovefnent actions "hat '^^e

Zer\ ro should Dursup in Lake and Flathead Counties of flontana (see Fiqures

;.,;
, Thpse recommpndations assume: (1) very limited Service fundinq ""or

sucn actions, (2) rrore willinq sellers will be available than money, and

;31 ijonneville Power Administration (BPA) will imolement a mitigation ola-

Hungry Horse Dam and other BPA orojects.

"A" Priority

Tract Description

fl aPA - Kicking Horse
>i2 WPA - Blasdel'/Ficken
»3 WPA
sd .mPA - Fa i '"view '-'arsh

Acres

240

560

480

350

Funding

MBCA/BPA

'B" Priority

3 5



FIGURE 1.

FLATHEAD AND LAKE COUNTIES, MONTANA



'.r. 19P.5, the Fish .mrl Wildlife Service (FWS) recoonized :he need to evaluate

the f'jture of land acquisUion in Flathead and Lake Counties, Montana (figure

IK The need resulted from two issues: (1) the BPA was nearing aooroval and

i-iolementation of a wildlife mi ti qation/enhancement olan for construction of

nungry Horse Dam, and (2) limited funding for FWS wetland acauisition
necessitated a decision to evaluate and prioritize tracts for acquisition.

"^his report orovides background on FVIS land acquisition in northwest Montana.
.' t presents a list of tracts for acquisition by the FWS or other entities to

T^aintain waterfowl production in the drea . The report also recommends two

structural developments as BPA mitigation projects.

lUMMARY CF ACQUISITION TO DATE

Fish and Wildlife Service

-i-psentlv the Service owns the following lands m Flathead ana Lake Counties
see maps, Figures 2 and 3).

National Bison
Swan River NWR

Smith Lake WPA

Batavia WPA

Flathead WPA

Sansmark WPA

Montgomery WPA
Herak WPA

Creston NFH

TOTAL

Range

Acres

22,824*
1,569
1,040 (+1,400 ac. meandered'

510

2,370
400

80
80
74

28,947

The National Bison Ranqe manaqer also has management jurisdiction on Pablo
'IWR (2,542 acres) and Ninepipe NWR (2,022 acres) under agreement with Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

Delineation of wetlands for acquisition in the Small Wetland Acquisition
program began in 1966. The FWS met with Montana personnel to discuss a 16

county acquisition program. In 1968, the FWS identified acreage goals for nine
counties including Lake (1,000 acres in fee) and Flathead (1,000 acres in fee).
At that time the State had approved a program in only two counties; Sheridan
anc Roosevelt. By 1969, about 40,000 acres had been delineated for acguisition
ip Montana including 4,300 acres in Flathead County and 1,500 acres in Lake
County.
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'^p FWS established a statewide qoal of 40,000 acres in fee and 6,000 acres in

easement to be acauired by 1976. In the early i970's, the Fl.'S reestabl i sned

fee goals of 5,000 acres for Flathead County, 10,000 acres for Lake County, and

47,070 acres for the State.

In 1970, Governor Anderson aporoved a limit of 5,000 acres to be purchased in

fee in Flathead County with each tract to be reviewed by the Director of

Montana Deoartment of Fish, Wildlife and Parks (MDFWP) . In 1976, Governor

Judqe aooroved an unlimited easement orogram for Flathead and Lake Counties,
and a 2,000 acre fee oroqram in Lake County. Governor Judge also aooroved a

larger fee orogram in Flathead County not to exceed 7,500 acres. In 1980,

Governor Judge increased Lake County fee acres to 3,000. Appendix 1 lists

present goals and approvals for Montana.

Bonneville Power Administration

In 1980, Congress passed the Pacific Northwest Electric Power Planning and

Conservation Act which accomplished two important actions:

1. It placed fish and wildlife resources on a more equal footing with
hydroelectric development, and

2. It called for protection, mitigation, and enhancement of fish and wildlife
resources in the Columbia River drainage.

The act created the Northwest Power Planning Council (NPPC). The council's
first task was to develop a fish and wildlife program for mitigation,
protection, and enhancement. In August 1985, the MDFV^P completed a revised
plan entitled Wildlife and Wildlife Habitat Mitigation Plan for Hungry Horse
Hydroelectric Project . The plan was submitted to NPPC for approval and
identified acquisition or habitat improvement on 12,250 acres.

The original mitigation goal for waterfowl was 1,508 acres which has been
reduced to 1,146 acres. An additional 4,326 acres of waterfowl mitigation
could be required for Libby Dam mitigation. There also may be up to 5,000
acres for waterfowl required by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission as

mitigation for Kerr Dam. In total, up to 10,472 acres could be required for
waterfowl and wetland mitigation, primarily in Flathead and Lake Counties.

To date, 3PA has not acquired any land but expects to have funding in 1987.



:"'pr;RTA:;cE CF habit^.t and waterfowl use

-dbTtat loss in the f^lathead Valley is difficult to document. N'o agency

Tonitors changes In wetland habitat. During the field review of delineation

ccPDleted in 1986, biologists noted one delineated wetland that had been

crained. Another v;etland was crisscrossed with dikes, apoarently to conserve

surface water for irrigation Dumoing. Several delineated wetlands have

i '"igation oumos stationed on the shoreline. The impact of those Dumping
activities is unknown since there is no monitoring by the F'WS

.

Another threat is residential development in upland nesting habitat.
SuDdivision of land is slowly occurring in the Flathead Valley. Most of that
acfvity is in wooded areas where houses have been built close to wetlands.
The most important impact of that is not on the wetland, but the loss of

uplands for nestinq. In agricultural areas near Kalispell residential
developments also result in more disturbance by humans and pets.

Waterfowl use in the area is hign with good productivity. A study by John
Lokemoen Pigee) found the highest published density of redheads in North
America. Lokemoen ' s study documented 25 redhead pairs per square mile on 686
potholes near Ninepipe MWR. Bell rose (1976) made specific mention of western
Montana as an important breeding area for redheads. FWS breeding pair counts
\/p'-^.fy high duck use in Lake County where a 4-year average on three Waterfowl
Production Areas (WPA) was l.S pairs/wet acre.

Breeding pair counts in both counties point to good waterfowl use of small

wetlands and relatively low use on large wetlands. Smith Lake, which totals
about 2,340 acres of which over 1,400 are wetland, had only 154 breeding pairs
in 1986. The estimated breeding pair density was .1 pairs per acre of
wet! and.

The FWS identified Lake and Flathead County wetlands as the top two

acauisition priorities for redhead habitat in western Mont^ra. An estimated
6,000 redheads breed in western Montana. The FWS now inc'u^es the Flathead
Valley in Category 7 for waterfowl habitat acquisition (Ac'.ondix 2). Category
7 IS the number seven priority on a national list of eleven categories.



rETHOD OF EVALUATING CMALL TRACTS

Eioloqists evaluated each ootential WPA for Durchase by scorinq according to

the four following factors:

Factor Score

1. Value of tract to duck breeding pairs 0-4
- intersoersion of eniergent vegetation
- shallow shoreline or other feeding sites
- presence of seasonal water regime
- quality and quantity of adjacent wetlands

2. Value of tract to duck broods 0-4
- ratio of ooen water to vegetation
- presence of semipermanent water regime
- escaoe cover available on wetland

3. Inprovement/devel ooment potential 0-2
- potential to restore or create wetlands
- DOtential for island/brood ponds
- assume upland nesting cover for all tracts

4. Access 0-2
- easy management access to tract
- easy public access to tract

0-12

The score for each factor was a subjective judgment by the observers.
Biologists made on-site inspections of each tract in Flathead County and
aerial inspections in Lake County. They classified wetlands according to

Cowardin, et.al. (1979). The aerial flight over Lake County tracts was
adequate to identify the existence of wetland complexes and brood water.

RECOMMENDED ACQUISITION PLAN

Small WPA tracts

Table 1 presents a list of small tracts suitable for purchase as Waterfowl
Production Areas. The tracts are listed in priority order according to the
evaluation score and locations are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Where scores were
the same, biologists made a judgment on which tract was a higher priority.



Table 1. Priontized WPA tracts, Flathead and Lake Counties, Montana

'Delineation sheets and photos in Aooendix 3)

General Area Legal Percent

•;o. fescri .tion County Description Acres Wetland Score

M WPA Lake T.20N. , R.20W. 240

Kicking Horse Sec. 25

e2 WPA Flathead T.27N., R.20/21W. 560

Blasdel/Ficken Sec. 13/18

--3 WPA Lake T.20N. , R.20W. 480

Sec. 23

»4 WPA Flathead T.29N., R.20W. 360

Fairview Harsh Sec. 27,28,32,33

= 5 WPA Lake T.20N. . R.20W. 160

Sec. 24/25

e6 WPA Flathead T.27N., R.20/21W. 140

Sec. 6/1

ff7 WPA Flathead T.29N., R.22W. 330

Sec. 14/15

48 WPA Flathead T.29N., R.22W. 195

Northwest Potholes Sec. 22

'9 WPA Flathead T.27N., R.19W. 54

Sec. 1

'10 WPA* Flathead T.27N., R.21W. 97 Easement 7.5

Sec. 10/15

?li WPA Flathead T.29N., R.20W. 150 29 7.0
Morning Slough Sec. 3

?12 WPA Flathead T.28W., R.20W. 180 35 7.0
Hodgeson Pond Sec. 33

'13 WPA Lake T.19N., R.20W. 80 9 6.0
Sansmark Roundout Sec. 16

'1- WPA Flathead T. 27N. . R. 19W. 452 34 6.0

Sec. 10/15

-15 WPA Flathead T.27N., R.20W.' 300 22 6.0
Sec. 5 _

Total WPA's 3,778 25

* This wetland has houses and other buildings right on the shore and has a

series of dikes on north end. Easement i; only realistic option.
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7np fir^t oD'ective 'or Smith Lake WPA should be the exchanae of tracts 17,

17t:, an- 22 (aDout 350 acres) for lands immediately north or south of t.'^e

^'xistirc ',;PA (Figure ^) . Additional land could be ourchased near Smith Lake,

but accu:sition is a low onority for the following reasons.

1. •noc'jndment of water to create a 3-foot deeo wetland uostream wouk,
recuire the ourchase of about 1,0C0 acres of land 3-4 miles uostream from

17 l.indowners.

?. .-sr:ley Creek is oresently over-aDorooriated and water rights would "ave to

oe ourchased to allow development.

3. the wate'-fowl oroduction potential on Smith Lake is only fair - FV.'S

'ecorred 57 duck oairs n 1985 and 154 in 19fl6. For 1986, tnis reoresents
.1 :airs oer acre of wetland.

AcquiSTt:cn of 590 acres on the north end and 1,000 acres en the south end

would round out the Smith Lake WPA. Acauisition of land to the south would
allow construction of a low dike and imooundment of about 800 acres of water
JD to 3 feet deeo. Water rights would have to be acquired from existina users
or the f-'DFWP. A letter from the Director, MDFWP, to the FWS Regional Director
indicates that ud to 11,448 acre-feet of water from Ashley Reservoir mav be

available. MDFWP is evaluating their storage rights and fishery values for
Ashley Reservoir. Preliminary information suggests MDFWP may relinquish their
rights because of high maintenance costs and low fishery value. If some of
that wate!" can be acquired by BPA, an impoundment should be built on the south
end of the Lake.

Because of the reasons mentioned above, acquisition and development at Smith
Lake should be accomplished only by BPA or entities other than the FWS.

Swan RivP"' NWR

Tract 123 (71 acres) on the attached map should be a c qui red first to roundout
the best habitat remaining within the authorized boundary (Figure 5). The
remaining 10 tracts are primarily forested and a lower priority for the

-efuap. Tracts 1, la and the northern portion of lb are under Forest Service
;uri SG

I
ction , but managed by the FWS under provisions of a flemorandum of

understanding. The rest of Tract lb and Ic are managed by The Forest Service.
Six tracts (534 acres) s^rQ privately owned and should be ourchased to round
out the refuge. Because of Swan River's unique habitat and oristine setting,
the FViS snould use Land and Water Conservation Fund monies for acquisition,
'ne area is also a good candidate for BPA funding for waterfowl and grizzly
bear ni ti ':ation .
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'•0 nrr.itional land should be Durchased at Flathead WPA (Fiqure 6); howeve'-,

'he drf?3 should be imoroved tor goose oroduction and brood survival,
-r-psent'/, goose brcoas have limited aDility to move because of driftwood
accumulation and heavy cattail growth. Channels should be constructed from
ODen beach areas to an old dike that borders the uplands. Channels should be
150 '0 300 feet Icnq and up to 100 feet wide. Pilings snould be driven near
"he entrance of the cnannels to minimise driftwood movement into the trood
areas .

'''^ere :s also a need for nesting structures but because of their low cost and
the will-'ngness of local conservation grouos to install them, they do not need
soecial attention in this report.

ESTIMATED COST FOR ACQUISITION

Cost '"or land acquisition of WPA ' s Smith Lake and Swan River lands (5973
acres') would be 58 million based upon recent land sales in the area. Cost for
.nhancement-type projects are unknown since engineering designs and estimates
were not done.

SOURCES CF FUNDING

rjnding for acquisition or improvement can come from three major sources;
Migratory Bird Conservation Fund (MBCF), Land and Water Conservation Fund
'l.WCF), and Bonneville Power Administration (SPA) mitigation funds.

WPA tracts, except for Smith Lake, should be purchased with MBCF or BRA
monies. Acquisition and development at Smith Lake should be funded by BPA or
private organizations.

Swan River NWR was authorized as a migratory bird refuge and therefore
cualifies for MBCF money. Because of its primitive characteristics and
limited waterfowl productivity, the FWS should seek LWCF and BPA funding to

acquire additional land there.

Habitat improvement projects on Flathead WPA should be funded by BPA or
private organizations. Limited money for such projects in the FWS makes them
'' ow priority in Region 6 because many other refuges have greater waterfowl use
and productivity.

13
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CENTRAL VALLEV
PRAIRIE W3TMOLES AND PAflKLANOS

BOTTOMLAND MAROWOOOS
ATLA»<TIC COASTAL PLAIN

GULP COAST
ALASKA AREAS
INTERMOUNTAIN »yEST

PLAYA LAKf 5

RLAMATH SASIN

UP'ER Pacific COAST

SAN FRANCISCO SAY

APPENDIX 2

RECOMMENDED WATERFOWL HABITAT

ACQUISmON AREAS*
January 1985
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